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GEOTECTONIC (STRUCTURAL) GEOLOGY
(CONTINUED)

Section ii.

Interbeclcled, Volcanic, or Contemporaneous
Phase of Eruptivity
of igneous materials ejected to the surface in

some of the forms now visible in modern volcanoes,
MASSES
possess great value as fixing the geological epoch
of

volcanic

It

eruptions.

is

evident

that,

on

the

whole,

such superficial masses must agree in lithological characters
with rocks already described, which have been extravasated
by
Yet

volcanic

efforts

have

they

without

some

quite

reaching

well-marked general

which the most important may be thus

the

surface.

characters,

stated.

occur as beds or sheets, sometimes lava-form,

(1)

of

They

sometimes of

fragmental materials, which conform to the bedding of the
strata among which they are intercalated.
break

into

or

alter

overlying

strata.

(2) They do not

(3) The upper and

under surfaces of the lava-beds present commonly a scoria
ceous

or

vesicular

character,

which

may

extending throughout the whole of a sheet.

even

be found

(4) Fragments

of these upper surfaces not unusually occur in the immedi
ately overlying strata.

(5) Beds of tuft are frequently inter.

stratified with sheets of lava, but may also occur by them
selves,

interatratified

among

ordinary

sedimentary

strata.

(977)
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or

Crystalline,

underground

igneous

OF

rock

has

course

Lavas

of a protruded mass of
according

to

proceeded

and

widely varied

channel through

which

it

the
in

which, as in a mold, it solidified, the behavior of the rock,
once

poured

form.

out at the surface, has been much more uni

As in modern

lava,

the

erupted

has

mass

rolled

along, varying in thickness and other minor characters, but
retaining the

broad

general

A comparison

sheet.

of

aspect

of

a leuticular

bed or

such a bed with one of the intru
that in several impor

sive sheets already described shows

tant lithological characters they differ from each other.

An

intrusive sheet is closest in grain near its upper and under
surfaces.

A contemporaneous bed or true lava-flow, on the
is there usually most open

contrary,
the

one

case, we rarely

see

other they often abound.
of an interbedded
into,

nor

incloses

vesicles

and
or

scoriaceous.

In

amygclales, in

the

However rough the upper surface

sheet

may be, it
of,

portions

the

never sends out veins
superincumbent

rocks,

which, however, sometimes contain portions of it, and wrap
round its hummocky irregularities.

Occasionally it may he

observed to be full of rents, which have been filled up with
sandstone or other sedimentary material.

These rents were

formed

while the

sand

quently

washed

lava

into

was

them.

cooling,

and

Examples

of

was

this

subse

structure

abound among the porphyrites of the volcanic tracts of the
Scottish

Lower

Old

Red

cavities

throughout

pecially

at the top, often

are even

pulled

an

Sandstone.

intorbedcled
present

an

The
sheet,

amygdaloidal
but

elongated

out into tube-like hollows in

more
form,

es
and

one general

direction, which was obviously the line of movement of the
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yet viscous mass (pp. 181, 388).
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Some kinds of rock, when

occurring in interbedded sheets, are apt to assume a system
Basalt, in particular, is distinguished

of columnar jointing.

by the frequency and perfection of its columns.
Causeway, the cliffs of

in

The Giants'

Staffa, of Ardtun

Mull,

and of

Loch Staffin in Skye, the Orgues d'Expailly in Auvergne,
and. the Kirschberg of Fulda are well-known examples.
Interbedded lavas of former geological periods, like those
"

I-
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..,..-.,s.
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;
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-
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Fig. 302.-Sandstone filling rents in the surface of an interbedded sheet or flow of
porphyrite, which is covered with a bed of conglomerate. Coast of
Kincardineshire.
The rents have been filled In with sand before the eruption of the next flow.
of recent date (ante, p. 408), occur under two tolerably well
defined conditions.
1.

Lenticular sheets or groups of sheets, usually of lim

ited extent and with associated bands of tuff, form the more
formations.
frequet type among Palaeozoic and Secondary
A single interbedded sheet may occasionally be found inter.
calated

between ordinary

other volcanic
the

sedimentary

accompaniment.

great majority of

But

cases, several

strata, without

this

sheets

is unusual.

any
In

occur together,

with accompanying bands of contemporaneous tuff.
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In such abundantly volcanic districts as central Scotland,
the necks or vents of eruption (p. 969) may frequently be
The
detected around the lavas which proceeded from them.
thickness of an interbedded sheet varies for different kinds
of lava.
As a rule, the more acid rocks are in thicker beds

Some of the thinnest and most per
sistent sheets may be observed among the basalts, where a
thickness of not more than 12 or 15 feet for each sheet is not
Both individual sheets and groups of sheets
uncommon.
than the more

basic.

They may be seen
possess a markedly lenticular character.
thicken
in
a
direction,
to
particular
probably that from
which they flowed.
Thus in Linlithgowshire a mass of
lavas and tuffs, reaching a collective thickness of
probably
2000 feet in the Carboniferous Limestone series,
dies
rapidly
out, until within a distance of only ten miles it dwindles
down to a single band less than fifty feet thick.
On the

other hand, beds of tolerably uniform thickness and flatness
of surface may be found; among the basalts, more particu
larly, the same sheet may be traceable for miles, with re-

'3
Fig. 803.-Four successive flows of porphyrite, Lower Carboniferous, East Linton.
markable regularity of thickness and
between its
We
The
upper and under surfaces (p. 385).
porphyrites (Fig.
303) and trachytic and felsitic lavas are more irregular in
thickness and form of surface (p. 378).
Abundant examples of this type of volcanic extrusion
may be studied among the Palteozoic and Tertiary forma
tions of Western Europe, and nowhere on a larger scale than
in the British Isles.
The Cambrian lavas and tuffs of Pem
brokeshire, and those of Arenig and Bala age in North
Wales, the Lake District, the south of Scotland, and the

southeast of Ireland, form a notable record of volcanic activ
ity in older Paleozoic time.
They were succeeded by the
treat outpourings of the Old Red Sandstone, Devonian,
Carboniferous, and Permian volcanoes.
But the volcanic
energ1 gradually diminished until the last Carboniferous
and k'ermian
rise to puys like those of
eruptions gave
Auvergne, never
lava as those of

discharging such voluminous floods of
earlier periods, and probably in many
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There
cases emitting only showers of ashes and stones.'
volcanic
appears to have been a complete quiescence of
in Britain.
activity during the whole of the Mesozoic ages
But the subterranean fires were rekindled in older Tertiary
time, and gave forth the great basalt sheets of Antrim and

the Inner Hebrides.
On the continent of Europe a similar long record of vol
canic action is found, with a corresponding Mesozoic quies
Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, and
cence.
The
Permian volcanic rocks have been found in France.
well
Permian volcanic rocks of Germany have long been
known.
In the Tyrol extensive sheets of quartz-porphyry
8
of Triassic or older date with associated tuffs occur.
Interbedded (and also intrusive) sheets

have shared in

all the subsequent curvature and faulting of the formations
This relation is well seen in the
among which they lie.
"toadstone" or thabase beds associated with the Carboniferous Limestone of Derbyshire (Fig. 304).4
-

-----

a

ONE. MILE
of
intercalated
diabase
(toadatone) in Carboniferous Limestone,
Fig. 304.-Section
Derbyshire (B.). a a Toadstone1 in two beds; b b, Limestones;
c M1I1stone grit; ff, Faults.
2.

The second type is displayed in widespread plateaus

sheets, frequently with little
composed of many successive
It occurs even among Palozoic
or no intercalation of tuff.
formations, but attains its greatest development among the
volcanic eruptions of Tertiary time.
lenticular patches,
sometimes

these

to a depth

Instead of mere local

sheets lie piled over

of several

thousand

each

feet,

other

and

fre

of many thousand square miles.
quently cover areas
' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. (Anniv. Address), vol. xlviii. p. 147.
References to the intercalated volcanic rocks of former geological periods
will be found in the account of the geological systems in Book VI.
FL Mojsisovic, "Die Dolomit-riffe von Südtirol," 1819.
4 See Section 18, "Hor. Sec. Geol. Surv. Great Britain."
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rocks of Scotland remnants of such
Among the Palaozoic
ancient volcanic plateaus occur in the Old Red Sandstone
(hills of Lorne) and Carboniferous systems (Oampsie Fells
and hills above Largs), where they consist chiefly of con
secutive sheets of different porpyrites and diabases rising
The regularity of thickness
into long terraced table-lands.
and. parallelism of these sheets form conspicuous features in
the scenery of the districts in which they occur.
It is chiefly basaltic rocks, however, that in all parts of

the world have flowed out without the production of promi
nent cones and craters, and now build up vast volcanic pla
The fragmentary Miocene plateaus of the British
teaus.
the Indian
Islands, the Faroe Islands and Iceland; those o
Deccan and of Abssinia, and the more recent basalt floods
which have closed' the eventful history of volcanic action in

North America, are notable illustrations of this type of
structure.
Beds of tuff, conglomerate, gravel, clay, shale,
or other stratified intercalations occasionally separate the
sheets of basalt.
Layers of lacustrine clays, sometimes full

of leaves, and even with sufficiently thick masses of vegeta
tion to form bands of lignite or coal, may also here and there
be detected.
But marine intercalations are rare or absent.
There can be no doubt that these widely extended sheets of
basalt were in the main subaerial outpourings, and that in

the hollows of their hardened surfaces lay lakes and smaller
pools of water in which the interstratified. sedimentary mate
rials were laid down.
The singular persistence of the ba
salt-beds has often been noticed.
The same sheet may be
followed for several miles along the magnificent cliffs of
Mr. Clarence King believes that single
Skye and Mull.

sheets of basalt in the Snake River lava-field of Idaho may
have flowed for 50 or 60 miles."
The basalts, however, so
exactly resemble each other that the eye may be deceived
unless it can follow a band without any interruption of
continuity.

§ 2.
While the
ular

bed

of

Fragmental,

observer
lava

has

or Tuffs

may be in doubt whether a partic
been

poured

out

at

the

surface

as

a true flow, or has consolidated at some
depth, and, there"Geological Exploration of 40th Parallel," i. p. 593.
See also 0. FL Dut
ton, Nature, 27th November, 1884.
6th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. 1884-85,
p. 181, and 4th Ann. Rep. of same Survey, 1882-83, p. 85.
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rocks.

outbreak

to be regarded as evidence of an
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uncertainty

Putting

aside
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the

the

among

the

he

locality,

occasional

is not

liable

fragmental

eruptive

brecciated

structure

seen along the edges of plutonie intrusive masses, he may
all

regard

the truly fragmental igneous rocks as

proofs of

volcanic action having been manifested at the surface.
agglomerate found in a volcanic neck could

The

not have been

formed unless the vapors in the vent had been able to find
their way to the surface, and in. so doing to blow into frag
ments the rocks on the site of the vent as well as the upper
part of the ascending lava-column.'
a bed

Wherever,

therefore,

a series of beds of tuff occurs interstratified in a

or

geological formation, it points to contemporaneous volcanic
Hence the value of these rocks in interpreting

eruptions.

the volcanic annals of a region.
The fragmentary ejections from a volcano or a

cooling

lava-stream vary from the coarsest agglomerate to the finest
tuff, the
to

the

coarser

source

according

of

to the

materials

being

discharge.

commonly found

They

nature of the

differ

lavas

in

with

composition,

which they are

associated and from which they have been derived.
a

region

of

trachyte-breccias;

one

basalt-agglomerates,
pumiceous
ejected
the
area.
6

tuffs

from

funnels

supplies

trachyte-lavas

basalts

basalt-tuffs;

and

volcanic
of

of

breccias.
vents

discharge,

nearest

Thus,

trachyte-tuffs

gives

and

basalt-breccias,

one

of

obsidians

yields

The

fragmentary

matter

has

partly

fallen
over

partly
the

back

into

surrounding

It is apt, therefore, to be more or less mingled with

is conceivable that where a mass of lava was injected into a subter
mne&n cavern, fragmentary discharges might take place and partly fill that
eavity; but such exceptional cases are probably extremely rare.
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We find it, indeed, passing

insensibly into sandstone, shale, limestone, and other strata.
Alternations of gravelly peperino-like tuff with a very fine
grained "ash"
of

may frequently be

lava-form rock, as

well as

of

observed.

Large blocks

the strata through which

the volcanic explosions have taken place, occur in the tuffs
of most
blocks

old

or

volcanic

bombs

strata, the

districts.

are

found

lamination

of

Occasionally such
fine

among

which

is

shales

ejected

and

other

bent down round them

"Rog4
Fig. 305.-Ejected volcanic block (1 by 15 by 17 inches) in Lower Carboniferous
Shales, Pettycur, Fife.
in such a way as to show that the stones fell with consid
erable

force

into

the

still

soft

and yielding silt

or

clay

(Fig. 305).
Volcanic

tuffs and conglomerates occur in interstrati-fled

beds without any accompanying lava, much more commonly
than do interstratified sheets of lava, without beds of tuff;
just as, in recent volcanic districts, it is more usual to find
cones

of

without

ashes
an

or

cinders

without
of

accompaniment

lava,

ashes.

Masses

gravelly tuff, several

hundreds of feet in

out

of

in

the

intervention

the volcanic

Carboniferous
dence

of

any

districts

systems

in

of

long-continued

lava-bed,
the

Old

Scotland.
volcanic

than

" See Geol.
Mag. i. 1864, p. 22.

fine

be

or

with

observed

Sandstone

These
action,

of

thickness,

may

Red

lava-sheets

furnish

during

and
evi

which
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fragmentary materials were

showered

basins,

or

the

other

hand,

interlaminated
indications
whereby
settled

with

mingled

with

of

light

down

accumulating

in

same

of

amid

at

time.

the

of

such

lake-bottom

areas,

or

seams

Under

On

of tuff

explosions,

discharged,
mud,

sand,

water

limestone, afford

volcanic

were

the

sediment.

thin

shale,

dust
the

out over

ordinary

intermittent

quietly

remains

no

sandstone,

showers

tuffs often

volcanic

these

feeble

stances,

the

little
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these

become fossiliferous;

or

limestone

latter

they

which

circum

inelose

the

plants and animals as might be lying on
or

sea-floor

dust fell, and

thus

over

which

they form

a

the

showers

of

connecting link

between aqueous and igneous rocks.
As illustrations of the nature of the stratigraphical evi
dence for former conditions of volcanic activity, two sec
In the first
tions from Lin.lithgowshire may here be given.
a
black
shale
of
the
usual
of these (Fig. 306),
carbona
(1)
terrestrial
with
remains
of
ceous type,
It is coy
plants, lies at the bottom.
ered by a bed of nodular bluish-gray
tuft (2), containing black shale frag
ments, whence we may infer that the
underlying or some similar shale was
blown out from the site of the vent
that furnished this dust and gravel.
A second black shale (3) is succeeded
of fine pale
by a second thin band
Black shale (5
yellowish tuff (4).
again supervenes, containing rounde
fragments of tuf, perhaps lapilli in.

Fig. 308.- Section of inter
stratifications of tuff and
shale, Old Quarry, Wester
Ochiltree,Lin.lithgowshlre
(Lower Carboniferous).

mitt
ittently ejected from the neighand
bonng vent
passing
up into
a layer of tuff (6), which marks how
It is
the volcanic activity gradually increased again.
evident that, but for the proximity of an active volcanic
vent, there would have been a continuous deposit of black
shale, the conditions of sedimentation having remained un
chan ed
In the -next stratum of shale (7), thin seams and
nales
odu
'of clay -ironstone accumulated round decomposing
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A brief volcanic
muddy bottom.
explosion is marked by the thin tuff-bed (8), after which
the old conditions of deposit continued, the bottom of the
remains

organic

the

water, as the shale (9) shows, being crowded with ostracod.
crustaceans, while fishes, whose coprolites have been left

At last, however, a
locality.
much more powerful and prolonged volcanic explosion took
A coarse agglomerate or tuff (10), with blocks some
place.
times nearly a foot in diameter, was then thrown out and

in

the

mud,

haunted

the

overspread the lagoon.
The second example (Fig. 307) brings before the mind
a volcanic episode of another kind, in the

At the bot
history of the same region.
torn of the section, a pale amygdaloidal,
somewhat altered
form
of
basalt (A)

'

t

,

ms
ark the upper surface of one of the submarine lavas of the Carboniferous Lime
stone period.
Directly over it comes a
bed of limestone (B) 15 feet thick, the

E

Tc-

C

___

1

Lithostrotion irregulare, which overspread
the hardened lava.
The next stratum is

'
a
IIJ

:.1,

lower layers of which are made up of a
dense growth of the thin-stemmed coral,

:'

':
F307.-Section in
Wardlaw Quarry,
Linlitbgowshire.

a

band of dark

shale

(0), about 2 feet
thick, followed by about the same thick
ness of an impure limestone with shale
.
seams.
The conditions for coral growth
were evidently not favorable; for the de-

posit of this argillaceous limestone was
arrested by the precipitation of a dark
mud, now to be seen in the form of 3 or
4

a black pyritous shale (E),
large quantity of a dark sandy

inches of

and. next by the inroad of a
mud, and drift vegetation,
which has been preserved as
Calarnites, Producti, ganoid
a sandy shale (F) containing
scales, and other traces of the terrestrial and marine life of
the

represented by the
uppermost amygdaloid (G), overspread the area, and sealed
up these records of Pahoozoic history.'
time.

Finally

a

sheet

of

lava,

8 See "Memoirs of Geol.
Survey, Geology of Edinburgh," pp. 45, 58.
xxix
Edin,
p. 483.
Joy. Soc.

Trsn,
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METAMORPHISM, LOCAL AND REGIONAL

At the outset some caution must be employed as to the
use of the terms "metamorphism" and "metamorphic."

It

is obvious that we have no right to call a rock metamorphic,
unless we can distinctly trace it into an unaltered condition,
or can show from its internal composition and structure that
it has undergone a definite change, or can prove its identity
with

some

other

rock

whose

metamorphic

been satisfactorily established.
bered

that, in a

character

has

Further, it must be remem

certain sense, all

or

nearly all

rocks may

be said to have been metamorphosed, since it is exceptional
to find any, not of

very modern date, which do not show,

when closely examined, proofs of having been hardened by
the

pressure

action

on

a

rock,

superincumbent

and

altered by

the

percolating water or other daily acting agent of

of

change.

of

Even a solid crystalline mass, which, when viewed

fresh

a

fracture with

lens, seems to consist of

good

unchanged crystalline particles, will often betray under the
microscope unmistakable evidence of alteration.
alteration may go

on

And this

until the whole internal organization

of the rock, so far at least as we can penetrate into it, has
been readjusted, though the external form may still remain
such

as

any new
Among

hardly to indicate
name
many

should
igneous

be

the
given

rocks,

kinds

(diabases,

basalts,

etc.),

alteration

of

this

change, or to suggest that
to

the

recomposed rock:

particularly

andesites,
nature

the

diorites,

may

more

be

olivine

stages.'

studied

basic
rocks,
in

all

But mere alteration by decay is not what geologists de3 See Index, sub voce, "Weathering."
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The term has been, indeed, much

too loosely employed: but it is

now

generally used to ex

press a change in the mineralogical or chemical composition
and

in the

internal structure of

at

rooks, produced

some

depth from the surface, through the operation of mechani
cal

movement,

heated
more
from

water

combined
or

it

which

exposed at

has

the

the

A

vapor.
and

compact

with

metamorphic
than

crystalline
been

surface,

derived,
it

influence

again

like

the

of
rock

and

may

be

mass

parent

which,

undergoes

heat

also,

when

alteration

by

weathering.
Various kinds of metamorphism have been distinguished
by special names;2 but they may be included in three main
groups.
and

1st,

other

2d, change

of

change

texture,

minor phenomena of

including

of

tions, such as

form, including
the

the

induration

"contact-metamorphism";

all

conversion of

paramorphic transforma
a

pyroxenic into a horn

blendic rock, and the alteration of a elastic into a crystalline
mass by the crystallization of its original constituents; 3d,
change

of substance,

superinduced

either

where

by the

a

chemical

change

has

abstraction or addition

been

of one

2 For instance, metasomatosis, metasomatic,
methylosis, methylotic, and
metachemic applied to chemical metamorphism or alteration of constitution or
substance; metastasis, indicating changes of a paramorphic nature; metacrasis,
denoting such transformations as the conversion of mud into a mass of mica,
quartz and other silicates; macro-structural metamorphism, having the external
structure (morphology) changed, as where an amorphous condition becomes
schistose; micro-structural, having the internal structure (histology) wholly
changed, with or without a macro-structural alteration; mineralogical, having
one or more of the component minerals changed, with, or without an alteration
of the chemical composition of the rock as a whole. See King and Rowney,
"An old Chapter of the Geological Record," 1881; Dana, Amer. Journ. Sd.
txxii. 1886, P. 69. Bonney, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1886, Address, p. 30 et seq.
G. H. Wiffiams, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 62, 1890, p. 43.
Various terms
have likewise been proposed for metamorphisE from the point of view of its
cause, as Dislocation-metamorphism (Lossen), Mechanical metamorphism (ileini
and Baltzer), Dynamical metamorphism (Rosenbusch), Heaping-up metamor
phism (Stauungs M., Credner), Pressure metamorphism (Bonney).
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each
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is

obvious,

however,

metamorphism
been

have

zones

contact

may

be

superinduced

upon a given mass of rock.
The

conditions that appear

to be mainly concerned in

metamorphism have been already stated (p.

It may

542).

be added here that these conditions may in different cases be
supplied:

1st,

by the action of heated subterranean

water

carrying carbonic acid and mineral solutions (p. 519); 2d, by
the action of hot vapors and gases upon underground rocks
(pp. 388, 518, 977); 3d, by mechanical movements, particu
larly those which have resulted in the crushing and shear
of

ing

rocks

(p.

eruptive rocks,

by

the

intrusion

of

heated

sometimes containing a large proportion of

.cisorbed water,
5th,

4th,

529);

vapors,
and

occasionally

or gases (pp.

very locally

392,
the

944,

by

950,

957);

combustion

of

beds of coal.
When
posed

by

the

term

Lyefl it

was

"metamorphism"
applied

to rocks

originally

pro

having a schistose or

foliated structure which were regarded as altered sediments.
For many years afterward

it continued

to

be used in the

same sense, and not until comparatively recently did. geolo
gists recognize that rocks originally of eruptive origin but
interposed
fected

by

among
the

sedimentary

changes which the

processes of metamorphism.
igneous

rocks

phosed,

and,

some
attack

respects
the

no
as

less

even

problem

has

a better
of

necessarily

latter underwent in

af
the

It is now well established that

than aqueous

Lossen

were

strata

pointed

have
out,

starting-point

metamorphism,

been

metamor

they furnish

in

from which' to

inasmuch

as

their

original definite mineral aggregation, chemical composition,
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and structure furnish a scale by which the
subsequent muta.
tions of the rocks may be traced and measured.
Metamorphism is manifested in two distinct phases.

1st,

L o c a 1 (the
metamorphism of contact or of juxtaposition),
where the change has been

effected only within a limited

area, round some eruptive mass, beyond which the
ordinary
condition of the altered rocks can be seen.

2d, B e g io n a 1,

wlere the change has taken place over a large tract without
reference to visible eruptive masses, the original characters
of the altered rocks
being more or less completely effaced.
Between the results of local and regional
metamorphism, no
sharp line can be drawn; they insensibly graduate into each
other and may arise from one common cause.
§ i.

Local Metamorphism (metamorphism of contact
or juxtaposition)

In

this

kind

of

alteration

have to be considered:

two

fundamental conditions

1st, the nature,

mass,

temperature,

and composition of the
eruptive rock; and, 2d, the composi
tion and structure of the rocks
through which the intrusive
material has been injected.

With regard to the first of these

conditions, it is obvious that a large intrusion will
produce
more

alteration

than

a

small intrusion

of

the

same rock.

The areole of
metamorphism round a great boss of granite
or of

diorite will

be

broader and the metamorphism itself

more intense than round a mere vein or dike.

But the case

is different when we compare intrusions of
altogether unlike
materials.

The temperature of granite appears to have been

comparatively low (p. 524).

We never meet with cases of

3 Jahrb. Preuss. Geol.
Landesaust. 1884, p. 620.
See also, for an early
study of the influence of contact-metamorphism on augitic igneous rocks
Ailport, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxii. 1816, p. 418.
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fusion round even the largest bosses of granite;
of lime is not deprived of its carbonic acid.

carbonate

But the injec

tions of intermediate and basic rocks give proofs of far more
elevated
be

often

Dikes

temperatures.
observed

to

have

of

andesite

or

basalt

may

rocks

into

baked argillaceous

porcellanite, and to have actually fused the rocks in contact
with them.

But in these instances the alteration is confined

within limits of a few inches or feet.
induced

round a

boss

The metamorphism

of granite, on the other hand, may

extend for a breadth of a mile or more.
in

Much of the change

the latter case may be ascribed to the influence of the

mineralizing agents with which the granite was impregnated
(see p. 523).
With respect to the influence of the nature and structure
of

the

altered rock upon the metamorphism, it is obvious

that such different materials as shale,

sandstone, coal, and

limestone will give very different results even if exposed to
the

same amount and kind of metamorphic energy.

And

much will depend also upon the relation between the posi
tion of the intrusive mass and the stratification of the rocks
affected.
faster

As stated on p. 98, heat is conducted four times

along

the

planes

of

stratification

than

across

the

bedding.
The

following examples of the nature of the metamor

order of inten
phism of contact are arranged in progressive
sity,

beginning with the feeblest change,

results

that are

quite comparable with

and ending with

the

great

changes

involved in regional metamorphism.
the surface, where heated vol
Bleaching is well seen at
canic vapors rise through tuffs or lavas and convert them
into white clays (p. 398).

Decoloration, however, has pro

ceeded also, underneath, along the sides of dikes.

Thus in
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Arran, a zone of decoloration ranging from 5 or 6 to 25 or 80
feet in width, runs in the red sandstone along each side of
many of

the

abundant

basalt-dikes.

This removal of the

coloring peroxide may have been effected by the prolonged
of

escape

hot

vapors from

the

cooling lava of the dikes.

Had it been due merely to the reducing effect

of

organic

matter in the meteoric water filtering down each side of the
dike, it ought to occur as frequently along joints in which
there has been no ascent of igneous matter.
Coloration.--Rocks, particularly shale and sandstone, in
contact with

intrusive

as to resemble the

sheets,

are

sometimes so

reddened

burned shale from an ironwork.

Every

case of reddening along a line of junction between an erup
tive and non-eruptive rock must not, however, be set down
without examination as an effect of the mere heat of the in
jected mass, for sometimes the coloring may be due to sub
sequent oxidation

of iron in

water percolating

one or

both of the rocks by

'lines of contact.

Induration.-One of the most common changes superin.
duced upon sedimentary rocks along their contact with intru
sive masses, is a

hardening of their substance.

Sandstone,

for example, is converted into a compact rock which breaks
with the lustrous fracture of quartzite.

Argillaceous strata

are altered into flinty slate, Lydian-stone, jasper, or pored
This change may sometimes be

lanite.
dry

heat,

as

when

majority of cases,
from

the

amples

of

of silica
cement
ment

action
this

of

is

baked.

heated

action

are

increased

the

The

water.
those

probably,

mineral

most

wherein

by the

the interstices of the

some of

But

in

the

induration of subterranean rocks results

of

has been
in

clay

produced by mere

the

obvious

ex

percentage

deposit of a siliceous

stone,

or by the replace

substances

by silica.

This
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eruptive

masses

of

granite

and diabase.4
Expulsion of Water.-One effect of the intrusion of molten
matter among the ordinary cool rocks of the earth's crust
has

doubtless often

stitial water.

been temporarily to expel their inter

The heat

may even have been

occasionally

sufficient to drive off water of crystallization or of chemical
combination.

Mr. Sorby mentions that it has been able to

dispel the water present in the minute fluid cavities of quartz
in a sandstone invaded by diabase.5
Prismatic Structure.-Con tact with eruptive rocks has fre
quently produced

a

prismatic

structure

in the

contiguous

-c.,

a

b

b
a
Fig. 808.-Sandstone (a a) rendered prismatic by Dolerite (b b); Bishopbrlggs, Glasgow.
masses.

Conspicuous illustrations

of this change

are

dis

played in sandstones through which dikes have risen (Fig.
808).

Independently of the lines of stratification, polygonal

prisms, six inches or more in diameter, and several feet in
length, starting from the face of the dike, have been devel
oped in the Sandstone.'
'

Kayser, on contact-metamorphism around the diabase of the Harz, Z.
Deutsch. Geol. Ges. xxii. 103, where analyses showing the high percentage
The phenom
of silica are given. Hawes, Amer. Journ. Sci. January, 1881.
ena of metamorphism round granite are further described below, p. 1003 et seq.
Q. J. Geol. Soc. 1880. Ante, p. 954.
6 Sandstone altered
by basalt, melaphyre, or allied rock, Wildenstein, neak-
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perfect examples df superinduced
be noticed in seams of coal which
prisms may occasionally
In the Scot
have been invaded by intrusive igneous rocks.
Some

of

the

most

tish coal-fields, sheets of basalt have been forced along the
surfaces of coal-seams, and even along their centre, so as to
The
form a bed or sheet in the middle of the coal-seam.
coal in these cases is sometimes beautifully columnar, its

slender hexagonal and pentagonal prisms, like rows of stout
of the intrusive sheet.'
pencils, diverging from the surface
Other examples of the production of this structure have
been described in dolomite altered by quartz-porphyry (Cam
piglia, Tuscany); fresh-water limestone altered by basalt
and granite altered by
(Gergovia, Auvergne); basalt-tuff
basalt' (Mt. Saint-Michel, Le Puy).
Calcination,
erupted

Melting,

masses,

more

Coking.'-By

especially

of

the

heat

great

basalt

and

its

of

allies,

rocks have been calcined and partially or completely melted.
In some, the matrix or some of the component minerals have
been

melted;

in

others,

the

whole

rock

Among granite fragments ejected with
canic vents in Auvergne,

has

been

fused

the slags of old vol

some present no trace of altera

tion, others are burned as if they had been in a furnace, or
are partially melted so
component minerals,

as to look like slags, each of their

however,

remaining distinct.

In

the

Budingen, Upper Hesse, Schöberle, near Kriebitz, Bohemia; JohnsdorI, near
Zittau, Saxony (the Quader-saudstoue of Gorischstoin, in Saxon Switzerland, in
beautifully columnar; W. Keeping, Geol. Mag. 1879, p. 437); Bisbopbriggs,
near Glasgow.
' Coal and
lignite, with their accompanying clays, altered by basalt, diabase,
melaphyre, etc., Ayrshire, Scotland; &. Saturnin, Auvergue; lfeissnor, Hesse
Cassel; Ettingshausen, Vogeisgebirge; Sulzbach, Upper Palatinate of Bavaria;
Fünfldrchen, Hungary: by trachyte, Oommentry, Central France; by phonolite,
Northern Bavaria.
8 Naumann,
"Geognosie," I. p. 737.
It is worthy of observation that changes of the kind here referred to occur
most commonly with basalt-rocks, melaphyres and diabases. Trachyte has been
a less frequent agent of alteration, though some remarkable examples of its in
fluence have been noted.
Poulett Scrope (Geol. Trans. 2d ser. ii) describes the
alteration of a Irachyte conglomerate by trachyte into a vitreous mass.
Quartz
porphyry and diorite occasionally present examples of calcination, or more or less
complete fusion. But with the granitic and syenitic rocks changes of this kind
have never been observed. Naamann, "Geognosie," I. p. '144.
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Eifel volcanic region, the
fragments of mica-schist and gneiss
ejected with the volcanic detritus have sometimes a crust or
glaze of glass.
into

a

compact

Sandstones, though most
frequently baked
quartzite, are sometimes changed into an

enamel-like mass in which, when the rock contains an
laceous or calcareous matrix with
dispersed
the

infusible

Lower
canic

quartz

Hesse).
tuff

be

may

According

and phonolite

to

have

recognized

argil.

quartz-grains,

(Oberellenbach,

Bunsen's observations,
sometimes

been

vol.

melted for

several feet on the sides of the dolerite dikes which

traverse

10
them, so as to present the
aspect of pitchstone or obsidian.
Besides complete fusion and fluxion-structure there has
sometimes
lites

in

been

the

also

fused

a

production of

portions,

microscopic crystal

resembling

those

rocks.
The

effects

of

eruptive

of eruptive rocks upon carbonaceous beds,

and particularly upon coal-seams, are
among the most con
spicuous examples of this kind of alteration.

In a coal-field

much invaded by igneous rocks, seams of coal are
usually
found to have suffered more than the other strata, not
merely
because they are specially liable to alteration from the
prox.
imity of heated surfaces, but because they have presented
lines of more easy escape for the igneous matter
pressed from
below.

The molten rock has very
generally been injected

along the coal-seams; sometimes taking the lower, sometimes
the

upper

surface,

or

even, as

already

stated,

forcing

its

way along the centre.
The alterations produced by the intrusion vary consider
ably, according to the bulk and nature of the eruptive sheet,
'°

Usually the vitreous band at the margin of a basalt dike belongs to the
intruded rock and not to that through which it has risen (see "Basalt-glass,"
ante, pp. 29, 969).
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the thickness, composition, and structure of the coal-seam,
and

probably

been fused

other causes.

and

ture,

the

some

infiltrated

gas

In

some cases,

the

coal

has

has acquired a blistered or vesicular tex

cavities

being

mineral,

either

especially

empty or
calcite

filled

(east

of

with
Fife).

In other examples, the coal has become a hard and brittle
kind of anthracite or "blind coal," owing to the loss of its
more volatile portions (west of Fife).

This change may be

observed in a coal-seam 6 or 8 feet thick, even at a distance
of 50 yards from a large dike.
tive

mass, the coal

scarcely half

the

into a kind

passes

original

Traced nearer to the erup

thickness

of pyritous cinder,

of

the seam.

At

the

actual contact with the dike, it becomes by degrees a kind
of caked

soot, not

more perhaps

(South Staffordshire,

Ayrshire).

than a few inches
Coal

altered

into a

thick
pris

matic substance has been above (p. 994) referred to; it has
even been changed into graphite (New Oumnock, Ayrshire,
see Fig. 301).
Striking as is the change produced by the intrusion of
basalt into coals and
conspicuous
rock.

than

bituminous shales,

the

alteration

effected

it is hardly more
on

the

invading

A compact crystalline black heavy basalt or diabase,

when it sends sheets and veins into a coal or highly carbo
naceous shale, becomes yellow or white, earthy, and friable,
loses weight, ceases

to

have any apparent crystalline tex

ture, and, in short, passes into what would at first unhesi
tatingly be pronounced to

be mere clay.

It is only when

the distinctly intrusive character of this substance is recog
nized
its

in the veins and

own irregular course

nature is made evident.

fingers which it sends out, and in
in

the

altered

coal, that its true

Microscopical examination shows

that this "white-rock" or "white-trap" is merely an altered
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form of some diabasic or basaltic rock, wherein the
feispar
crystals,

though
olivine,

augite,

much
and

can

decayed,

magnetite

being

yet

be

more

traced,
or

less

the
corn

pletely changed into a mere pulverulent earthy substance.
1.
Silica
....................
38.830
Alumina ... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. ..
13,250
13
Limo .
3925
4180
Magnesia
Soda
0971
Potash
O'422
Iron protoxide
13830
Iron peroxide
4.335
Carbonic acid

IL
368
22-95
9.73
285
05
1.1
4O8 FeO
26 Ti02
119
0'75 P205
7.7

9320

'Water

11'010
100073

of

Traces
times
the

the

glassy

be detected in

constitution

of

selvage

of

10096
contact

these altered rocks.
an

igneous

may

still

some

The changes in

mass, owing

to

the

sur

rounding rocks, is referred to at p. 948.
The

basalt of Meissner (Lower ilesse) overlies a thick
stratum of brown coal which shows an interesting series of
alterations.
Immediately under the igneous rock, a thin
of
seam
impure earthy coal ("letten") appears as if com

The next underlying stratum has been
pletely burned.
altered into metallic-lustred anthracite, passing downward
into various black glossy coals, beneath which the brown
coal is worthless.
The depth to which the alteration ex
tends is 53 metres."
Another example of alteration has
been described by G. vom Rath from Fünfkirchen in Hun
gary."

A

coal-seam

has

there

been

invaded

by

a

basic

The following analyses show the composition of these "white rock-traps."
No. I., by Henry, is from the South Staffordshire coal-field ("The South Staf
fordshire Coal-Field," in Mom. Geol. Survey, p. 118); No. IL, by .E. Stecher,
is from Newballs, Queensferry, Linlithgowshiro. (Tschermak's Mittheil. ix. 1881,
These memoirs of Dr. Steeher
p. 190. Proc. Boy. Soc. Edin. 1888, p. 172.
an
of
the
contact
round
the intrusive diabases of the
account
give
phenomena
Carboniferous series in the basin of the Firth of Forth.)
' Moesta,
"Geologischo Schilderung, Meissner und Hirschbergc," Marburg,
1861.
18 G. vom Rath, N. Jahrb. 1880, p. 276. In the above
analysis the bitumen
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diabase) now so decomposed that its
igneous rock (perhaps
true lithological character cannot be satisfactorily deter
mined.
Here and there, the intrusive rock lies concor
other places
dantly with the stratification of the coal, in
it sends out fingers, ramifies, abruptly ends off, or occurs
The latter, in
in detached nodular fragments in the coal.
contact with the intrusive material, is converted into pris
matic coke.
The analysis of three specimens of the coal
One of these
throws light on the nature of the change.
coal at a dis
(A) shows the ordinary composition of the
tance from the influence of the intrusive rock; the second
1 foot),
(B), taken from a distance of about 03 metre (nearly
exhibits a partial conversion into coke; while in the third
the eruptive mass,
(0), taken from immediate contact with
nearly all the volatile hydrocarbons
have been expelled.
-I
Ash
829
A.
per"cent
B.
9'73
"
0. 4596

Sulphur
2'074
1112
0151

Coke
19.7
818
95.3

Bitumen
203
122
4.7

During the subterranean distillation arising from the de
struction or alteration of coal and bituminous shales, while
the gases evolved find their way to the surface, the liquid
in fissures
products, on the other hand, are' apt to collect
In central Scotland, where the coal-fields
and cavities.
have been so abundantly pierced by igneous masses, petro
leum and asphaltum are of frequent occurrence, sometimes
in chinks and veins of sandstones and other sedimentary
strata, sometimes in the cavities of the igneous rocks them
selves.
In West Lothian, intrusive sheets, traversing a

seams of coal and oil-shale,
group of strata containing
have a distinctly bituminous odor when freshly broken,
and little globules of petroleum may be detected in their
In the same district, the joints and fissures of
cavities.
a massive

sandstone

brown
are filled with solid
which the quarrymen manufacture into candles.

asphalt,

Marmaross.-The conversion of ordinary dull

granular

limestone into crystalline or saccharoid marble may not in
intrusive
frequently be observed on a small scale, where an
sheet or dike has invaded the rock.

It is also observable

includes all volatile constituents driven off by heat, hence coke and bitu
men
100. Another instance is described by Günibel from Mährisch-Ostrau,
where coal is coked by an augite-porphyry, Verh. Geol. Reichsanst. 1874, p. 55.
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many minerals

have
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and

crystallized
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zones

other

out

serves

to

of

the

unite

contact

eruptive

in

of

altered

bosses
lime

stone, such as tremolite, zoisite, and garnet.

is

One

of

that

at

coast

the earliest described exarnph s
Rathlin Island, off the north

of

this change

of

Ireland (Fig. 309).
Two basalt
dikes (20 and 35 feet thick respectively)
of which
ascend
there through chalk,

i
qr
b a ccc a b
a baud. 20 feet
thick
separates them. Fig. 3O9.-Dikes of basalt
Down the middle of this central chalk (a a a) traversing chalk
(b b) which near the
band runs a tortuous dike one foot thick.
dikes is converted into
marble (C c. Rttthlin
The chalk between the dikes and for some
Island, Antrim
distance on either side has been altered

into a finely granular marble."
On the east side of the
great intrusive mass of Fair Head the chalk is likewise
Another smaller
marmarizecL
but

interesting illustration of
the same change occurs at Carns
Re
Quarry near Edinburgh.
Burdie
House
lime
dull gray
stone (Lower Carboniferous), full
of
of valves
and
Lcperdth,a
plants, has there been invaded
a

basaltic

dike,

which,

sending slender
limestone,
has
tions
found

of
to

it.

veins into the
inclosed
por
The limestone is

have

the
acquired
granular crystalline character of
marble, each little granule of cal-

Fig. 810.-Section of limestone (a) (Bur
die House) converted into granular
marble by basalt (b). Magnified 20
diameters.

cite having its own orientation of cleavage planes (Fig.
310).
Production of New Minerals.-One of
intrusion
14

of

eruptive

rock

has

been

the

the

results of the

development of

One of the most
Conybeare., Trans. Geol. Soc. iii. p. 210 and plate X.
remarkable examples of marmarosis is the alteration of the (Triassic) limestone
of Carrara into the well-known statuary marble (see Part VIII. "Summary").
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minerals

of

line

obvious

in

The

contact.

affinity

in

new minerals

composition

strata

sedimentary

ordinary

with

have

the

near

usually

an

rock.

original

often been introduced as part

But undoubtedly silica has

of the alteration, either free or as

silicates.

Moreover,

a

certain broad order of succession in the appearance of these
new minerals may be observed in the larger areas of contact
On the outer margin of the ring or areole

metamorphism.

of metamorphism the internal rearrangements and minera
logical

recombinations

ceous rocks by the
tions

which are

show

appearance of

replaced

further

many

argilla

small knots or concre
inward

silicates, such as chiastolite, andalusite,
nite, while toward

in

themselves

by

recognizable

staurolite,

or

kya

the centre the dark: mica which appears

even in the outer parts of the ring attains a marked prom
inence,

often

accompanied

with

garnets

and

other

new

minerals.
A simple but interesting instance of this kind of contact
metamorphism was described many years ago by ilenslow,
A basalt dike, 154 feet in
near Plas Newydd, Anglesea.
breadth, there traverses strata of shale and argillaceous

limestone, which are altered to a distance of 85 feet from
the intrusive rocks, the limestone becoming granular and
ere and there
crystalline, and the shale being hardened,
poreellanized, while its shells (Producti, etc.), though nearly
In the
obliterated, are still traceable by their impressions.
altered fossiliferous shale numerous crystals of analcirne
and garnet have been developed, the latter yielding as
Similar phenomena were
per cent of lime."'
observed by Sedgwiek along the edges of intruded basalt
among the Carboniferous limestones and shales of ugh

much as 20

Teesdale.16
In Hesse and Thuringerwald, Zirkel has described sand
stones altered by contact with basalt, where the quartz
grains are enveloped in a vitreous matrix, in which abun.
15

Cambridge Phil. Trans. I. p. 402.

'Op. cit. ii. p. 175.
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dant

microscopic microlites occur, and present in their
This glassy
arrangement evidence of a fluxion-structure.
the
constituent
robably represents
argillaceous and other
materials in' which' the quartz-grains were originally im
bedded, and which has been fused and made to flow by
the heat of the basalt."
Among localities where the development of new minerals
in proximity to eruptive rock has taken place on the most
extensive scale, none have been more frequently or care
fully described than some in the group of mountains lying
to the east and southeast of Botzen, in the Trol (Moazoni,
Predazzo).
Lirnestones of Lower Triassic (or' Permian) age
have there been invaded by masses of monzonite (a rock
intermediate between syenite and diorite, sometimes con
taining much augite), granite,
melaphyre, diabase, and

They have become coarsely-crystal
orthoclase-porphyry.
line marble,
of them being
portions
completely enveloped
in the eruptive rock.
But their most remarkable feature
is that in them, and in the eruptive rocks in contact with
them, many minerals often beautifully
crystallized have
been developed, including garnet, idocrase, gehienite, fas
saIte, pistacite, spinel, anorthite, mica, magnetic iron, hema
tite, apatite, and serpentine.
Some of these minerals occur
or
in
the
chiefly
only
eruptive masses, others more
in
the
limestone, which is marked by a lime
fre-quently
silicate hornstone zone along the junction.
But these are
all products of contact of the two kinds of rock.
Layers
of carbonates (calcite, also with brucite) alternate
with
lamina

and streaks of various silicates, in a manner strik
ingly similar to the arrangement found in. limestones among
areas of regional
metamorphism, where no visible intrusive
rock has influenced the phenomena."'
Production of Foliation.-This is the most complete kind.

of metamorphic change, for not only are new minerals de" N. Jahrb. 1872,
p. 7. For other examples see Mohi, Verhandi. Geol.
Reichsanst. 171, p. 259; Hussak, Tschermak's Min. Mittheil. 1883, P. 530.
'8 On the Monzoni
region, see Doelier, Jahrb. Geol. Reichsanstalt, 1875, p.
207, where a bibliography of the locality up to the date of publication will be
found.
Other papers have since appeared, of which the following
dealing
with the phenomena of contact-metamorphism may be mentioned.
G. voni
Bath, Z. Deutech. Geol. Ges. 1815, p. 343; "Der Monzoni in südostlichon Tirol,"
Bonn, 1815; Lemberg, Z. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. 1877, p. 457,
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texture and structure of the rock are
veloped, but the whole
altered.
Reference has been already (p. 944 et seq.) made to
the striking

manner

foliation

in which

has

been

superin

duced upon ordinary sedimentary rocks round large bosses
The details of this change deserve careful con

of granite.

sideration, for they possess a high importance in relation to
any theory of metamorphism.
In some

cases

(and

probably

these

are

more

frequent

than has been suspected) there has been a copious injection
of granitic material not merely as large veins or dikes, but
in

minute

threads

and lamine into the surrounding rock,

following generally the more marked divisional pianos, such
as those of bedding, cleavage, or foliation.

This impregna

tion or granitization has been strongly insisted upon by M.
Miche1-Lvy

and.

has

been

Near

the

contact

of

with

the

granite

which

French

the

found

geologist

noticed

micaceous

the

other

sehists

them,

pierces
that

by

of

the

eruptive

observers.'
Saint Leon

distinguished

rock

has

been

injected between the planes of the schists in leaves from a
few

millimetres

to one or two centimetres thick,

the rock

has thus a ribboned. appearance from the alternation of

nu

merous dark micaceous layers with the finely granular pink
or white veins from the granite.

By such a process of meta

have acquired a
morphism and injection sedimentary strata
structure that can hardly be distinguished from that of some
ancient gneisses.2°
'9

1888, p. 221.
Miche1-Lvy, Bull. Soc. Gool. France, ix. 1881, p. 187:
.1 have myself studied sind
Compt. Rend. International Geol. Congress, 1888.
lar cases of injection among the schists iround the granites noar Lair- in Stitli
erland, and others have lately been worked out in detail by Messrs. Peach and
Home in the Geological Survey of the northeastern part of the sarno county.
20 See
Inter
Michel-Levy "sur l'origiiie dos Terrains crystaUius primitifs."
rocks,
of
national Geol. Congress, 1888, p. 59; and the account
pro-Cambrian
Book
VI.
postea,
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Round the granite bosses of D e v o n and C o r n w all,
already referred to (ante, p. 946), the Devonian and Car
boniferous formations have undergone remarkable changes,

which have long been cited as classic examples of contact
Fine graywacke and slate have been con
metamorphism.
verted into mica-schist and varieties of gneiss (coi'nubianite).
In some cases the slates become md urated and dark in color,
and new minerals (schorl, chiastolite, etc.) are developed in
them.
The volcanic bands intercalated with the sedimen
tary series likewise undergo alteration the "greens tones,"
in

particular, becoming much more coarsely crystalline as
Each boss of granite is sur
they approach the granite.
rounded with its ring of metamorphism, which varies greatly
in breadth and in the intensity of alteration."
In the Lake District of the north of England

excel

lent examples of the phenomena of contact may be observed
round the granite of Skiddaw.
The alteration here extends
for a distance of two or three miles from the central mass of
The slate, where unaltered, is a bluish-gray cleaved
granite.
rock, weathering into small flakes and pencil-like fragments.
Traced toward the granite, it first shows faint spots, which
increase in number and size until they assume the form of

chiastolite crystals, with which the slate is now abundantly
The zone of this chiastolite-slate seldom exceeds
crowded.
a quarter of a mile in breadth.
Still closer to the granite, a

second stage of metamorphism is marked by the develop
ment of a general schistose character, the rock becoming
more massive and less cleaved, the
cleavage-planes being
replaced by an incipient foliation due to the development of
abundant dark little rectangular or oblong
spots, probably
imperfectly crystallized chiastolite, this mineral, as well as
andalusite, occurring also in large crystals, together with
minute flakes of mica (spotted schist, Knotensehiefer).
A
third and final stage is reached when, by the increase of the

mica and quartz-grains, the rook passes into mica-schist-a
light or bluish-gray rock, with wonderfully contorted folia
tion, which is developed close to the granite, there
being
91 De Ia Beche,
"Report on Geology of Devon and Cornwall," Mem. Geol.
1839,
268.
See also Forbes, Trans. Geol. Soc. Cornwall, ii. p. 260,
Survey,
p.
and Boase, op. cit. iv. 1832, p. 166. The microscopic structure of the unaltered
slates of Cornwall has been described by Ailport, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxii. 1816,
p. 407, and that of the greenstones by J. A. Phillips, op. cit. xxxiv. 1878. Some
interesting observations on the metamorphism of Cornish and other slates are
given by Sorby in his Address to the Geological Society, op. cit. xxxvi. 1880,
p. 81 et seq.
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of demarcation between the mica-schist
always a sharp line
22
and the granite.
In the same region the granite boss of Shap has produced
some interesting changes on the andesitie and rhyohtic lavas
These
with the Lower Silurian strata.
changes have been studied by Messrs. ilarker and Marr,
who describe the gradual alteration of the andesites by the
development of brown mica, hornblende, sphene, and other
minerals.
The amygdaloidal cavities had been filled with
and tuffs associated

secondary products, and the rocks had thus been consider
the
ably weathered before the intrusion of the granite, for
materials filling the vesicles partake in the general meta
By the gradual increase of the brown mica and
morphism.
the production of a marked laminated structure indicated
lavas
by the parallel disposition of the mica-flakes, these
and tuffs assume the aspect of true crystalline schists."
Further north, in the southwestern counties of S e o t
rise
fine-grained granite
which
raywacke and shale
hundred
around the granite for a variable distance of a few
alteration
yards to nearly two miles, have undergone great
These strata are ranged in steep anticlinal
(see Fig. 282).
and synclinal folds which run across the south of Scotland
It is observ
in a general northeast and southwest direction.
able that this normal strike continues, with little modifica
tion, up to the granite, which thus has replaced an equiva
The coarser
lent area of sedimentary rock (see p. 947).
arenaceous beds, as they approach the granite, are changed
into quartz-rock, the thin siliceous shales into Lydian-stone,
the black anthracitic graptolite-shales into a compact mass
blocks.
charged with pyrites, and breaking into large rough
Strata wherein feispar-grains abound have been altered to a
beds, and show
greater distance than the more siliceous
a gradation through spotted schists, with an increasing de
mica and foliation, until along the edge of the
velopment of
a fine kind
granite they become true mica-schist and even
of gneiss.
The pebbly conglomerates which form a marked
horizon among the unaltered rocks, are traeeabh3 in the
several large masses
through the Lower Silurian
1 a n d,

of

21 J. C. Ward,
(iotn pare the develop
1.
Q. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxxii. 187G,
ment of aridaluMite in regional metaniorpliisin, p. 1040. note.
Harkor and Marr, Q. J. Gee!. Soc. xlvii. 1891, p. 2(16.
14 J. Home, Mern. GeoL. Surv. Scotland,
Explanation of Sheot 9, p. 22. Brit.
Assoc. 1892, p. 712. The microscopic structure of the altered rocks in this dis
trict has been studied by Prof. Bouuey and Mr. Ailport, Proc. Roy. Soc. xlvi.
1889, and Miss M. J. Gardiner, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xlvi. 18)0, p. 569.
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metamorphosed areole as rocks which, at first sight, might
be taken for some kind of
Their quartz
porphyritic gneiss.
have
assumed
a
resinous aspect, and are
pebbles
enveloped
in a crystalline micaceous
The metamorphism of the
paste.
Highlands is referred to on p. 1036 and in Book VI. Part I.
ii.
A classical region for the study of
contact-metamorphism.
is in the H a r z, where, round the
granite masses of the
Brocken and Ramberg, the Devonian and older Pahozoic
rocks are altered into various
flinty slates and schists which
form a ring round the
Dikes and other
eruptive rock.
a
masses of
crystalline diabase have likewise been erupted
through the graywackes and shales, which, in contact and
for a varying distance beyond, have been converted into
hard siliceous bands
(horustone) and into various finely foli
ated masses (fleckschiefer, bandschiefer, contactschiefer, the
The limestones have
spilosite and desmosite of Zincken).
their carbon-dioxide replaced
silica
in a broad zone of
by
lime-silicate along the contact."
The black compact lime
stone of
Haserode becomes a white saccharoid marble,
charged with silicates (rhombic dodecahedrons of garnet,
etc.) and with its carbonaceous matter segregated into abun
dant veins.
A limestone band containing ironstone
presents,
in the Spitzenberg between Altenau and
Harzburg, a game
tiferous magnetite containing
well-preserved en uoicl stems."
Round the syenite of M e is s e n, in
Saxony, the dia
bases when they come within the areole of contact-meta
morphism pass into actinolite-schists and anthophyllite
schists.27
The French Pyrenees present instructive
examples
of the effect of the protrusion of granite and other eruptive
rocks upon Cambrian and later formations.
Fuchs has
traced the metamorphism of clay-slate through
spotted
Sc hi sts
chias tolite-, and andal usite-sc hists) into
(frucht-,
mica-schist and gneiss."
More recently the region has
26 Zincken, Karsten und v. Dechen, Archiv, v.
p. 345; xix. p. 583. Fuchs,
N. Jahrb. 1862, pp. 769, 929. K. A. Lossen, Z. Deutseli. Geol. Ges. xix. p.
509 (on the Taunus); xxi. p. 291; xxiv. p. 701.
Kayser, op. cit. xxii. P. 103.
The memoirs of Lessen form some of the most important contributions to our
knowledge of the phenomena of metamorphism.
!2 K. A. Losson, Z. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. xxix. 1877,
Erläuter.
p. 206.
Geol. Special-Kart. Preuss.
Blatt, Harzgerode, 1882.
27 K. Dalmar, Blatt 64
(Tanneberg), Erläuter. Special-Kart. Sachsen, 1889;
cit.
Blatt
48
A. Sauer, op.
(Meissen).
28 N. Jahrb. 1870, p. 742; see also Zirkel, Zeitech. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. xix.
1867, p. 115.
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been studied in great detail by Barrois, who distinguishes
three successive zones in the metamorphic areola surround
On the outside lies the zone of "goffered
ing the, granite.
schists,
in which a puckered structure has been developed
without any new mineral combination of the elements of the
rock.
Next come the chiastolite-schists, with crystals of
chiastolite, tourmaline, etc., which become more and more

micaceous toward the interior, till they pass into the third
and innermost zone, that of the leptinolites, which are highly
micaceous schists with small crystals of chiastolite, and
sometimes with tourmaline, rutile and triclinic feispar.
Barrois also shows that round the masses of kersantite a
ring of chioritic mica-schist has been developed, followed
outside by one of spotted schists.2°
Some important observations have been made by Barrois
at Gu6méné, in the maritime department of M o r b i h a n,

where Lower Silurian strata have been invaded by granite.
Of special interest are the effects produced upon the sand
stones (grès
scolithes), which are converted into micaceous
These altered rocks, traced further inward, are
quartzites.
of silli
further distinguished by the development in them
manite, sometimes in sufficient abundance to impart a foli
At the contact with
ated, undulated, gneissoid structure.

the eruptive rock, this quartzite shows recrystallized quartz,
black mica, sillimanite, cordierite, and a good many crystals
The con
of orthoclase and plagioclase, besides white mica.
glomerates show their matrix altered into a mass composed

of rounded or angular grains of quartz united by abundant
white sericitie mica, and containing some crystals of zircon,
large plates of muscovite, and yellow granules of limonite."
Another admirable locality for the study of contact-meta
Rosen busch, in describ
morphism is the eastern V o s g e s.
ing the phenomena there, has shown that the unaltered clay
slates are gray, brown, violet, or black, thinly fissile, here
and there curved, crumpled, and crowded with keruels and
Traced toward the granite of Barr And
strings of quartz."
lau, they present an increasingly pronounced metamorphism.
19 "Recherches sur los Terrans ancions dos Asluries et de la Galier',"
quarto, Lille, 1882.
80 Anti. Sec. Geol. Nerd, xi. 1884,
p. 103. Compare also the early obervaiiOU of Puillou-Boblaye regarding trilobites and orthids in chiastolit:o shies.
Comptes Rend. vi. 1836, p. 168, confirmed by the Comte do Lirnur, Bull. Soc.
Gee]. France (3), xiii. 1885, p. 55.
3' N. Jahrb. 1875,
"Die Stcigerchiefer und ibro Contact-Zoiic,"
p. 849.
1877.
Uner,
N.
Jahrb.
1816, p. '185.
Strassburg,
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First they assume a
spotted appearance, owing to the development of small dark points and knots, which increase in size and
number toward the granite, while the
ground-mass remains
unaltered (kuotensehiefer, fruchtschiefer).
The ground-mass
of the slate then becomes lighter in color, harder, and more
crystalline in appearance, while flakes of mica and quartz
The knots, now broken
grains make their appearance.
up,
rather increase than diminish in size; the hardness of the
rock rapidly increases, and the fissile structure becomes un
recognizable on a fresh fracture, though observable on a
weathered surface.
Still nearer the granite, the knot-like
concretions disappear from the rock, which then has become

an entirely crystalline mass, in which, with the lens, small
flakes of mica and grains of quartz can be seen, and which
under the microscope appears as a thoroughly crystalline ag
The proportions of
gregate of andalusite, quartz, and mica.
the ingredients vary, but the andalusite and quartz usually
Chemical analy
greatly preponderate (andalusite-se Ii ist).
sis shows that the unaltered clay-slate and the crystalline
andalusit schist next the granite consist essentially of sim
ilar

chenica1 materials, and that "probably the metamor
phism hs not taken place by the addition or subtraction of
matter, but by another and still unknown process of molecu
32
In some cases, boric acid has been
lar transposition."
Still more striking,
supplied to the schists at the contact."
rocks
at
Rothau; they have
perhaps, is the condition of the
become horublendic, and their included corals have been i
placed, without being distorted, by crystals of hornblende,
garnet, and axinite.'
In the Ohristiania district of southern N o r w a y, singu
larly clear illustrations of the rnetaniorphisin of sedimentary
have long
been
known.
eruptive granite
zone of the Silu
Kjerulf has shown that each lithological
rian formations, as it approaches the granite of that district,
The
assumes its own distinctive kind of metamorphism.
limestones become marble, with crystals of tremolite and
The calcareous and many shales are changed into
idocrase.
rocks

round

hard, almost jaspery, shales or slates; the cement-stone
nodules in the shales appear as masses of garnet; the sandy
strata become hard siliceous chists (hällethnta, jasper, horn.
stone) or quartzite; the non-calcareous black clay-slates are
89
tJnger, op. cit. p. 806.
88 Rosonbuscli, "Die Steigerschiefer," etc., p. 257.
34 Ann. des Mines, 5me ser. xii. p. 318.
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converted into chiastolite-schists, or graphitic schists, but
often show to the eye only trifling alteration.
Other shaly
beds have assumed a fine glimmering appearance; and, in

the calcareous

sandstone,

biotite

has been developed.
In
of
the
however,
neither
fossils
nor
spite
metamorphism,
stratification have been
quite obliterated from the altered
rocks.
From all the stratigraphical zones fossils have been
found in the altered belt, so that the true
position of the
metamorphosed rocks admits of no doubt.", Prof. W. 0.
Brogger has subjected the rocks of the zones of contact
metamorphism round Christiania to a searching microscopic
examination, and has published a highly
important and in
memoir
on
the
He
describes
the unaltered
teresting
subject.
and altered conditions of the more
conspicuous stratigraphi
cal bands, and thus provides new material for the
investiga
tion of contact-metamorphism.
Especially interesting are
his descriptions of the distinctive metamorphism of each
band, the remarkably variable amount of alteration even in
the same band, the persistence of
recognizable graptolites
even in rocks that have become essentially crystalline, the

transformation of limestone into marble, of which a fourth
or fifth part is composed of garnet, partly in large rhombic
dodecahedrons, and partly as a mold
inclosing 07-this calli
gramma.
One further European example may be cited from the
observations of F. E. Muller, who has described round the
granite of the llennberg near Lehesten in the F r a n k e n
w a 1 d the occurrence of knotted schists, chiastolite-schists,

knotted mica-schists, and andalusitic mica-rocks."
The same phenomena have been observed in many other
One example from America may suffice
parts of the world.
to show how precisely the facts collected in the Old World
are repeated in the New.
An elaborate examination was
made of the contact-metamorphism of the granite of Albafly,
New

the late Mr. G. W. Hawes.38
His
Hampshire, by
indicate
series
of
a systematic and progressive
analyses
The
changes in the schists as they approach the granite.
rocks are dehydrated, boric and silicic acids have been added
to them, and there
appears to have been also an infusion of
alkali directly on the contact.
He regarded the schists as
36 is

Geologie Norwegens," 1880, p. 75. For the literature of the Norwegian
locality see a Reyer, Jahrb. Geol. Reichsaust. xxx. 1880, p. 26.
36 "Die Silurischen
Etagen 2 und 3 im Kristiania Gebiet," Kristiauia, 1882.
41 Neues Jahrb. 1882
811 Amer. Journ. Sd, xxi. 1881, p. 21.
(2), p. 205.
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having been impregnated by very hot vapors and solutions
emanating from the granite.
Alteration

of

the

Intrusive

made above (p. 948) to

the

Rock,-Reference

possible

has

been

alteration of composi-

tion in an eruptive mass
by fusing into itself some portion
of the rocks through which it is intruded, and also to the
remarkable

change

superinduced

intrusive

upon

diabase by contact with carbonaceous strata.
to

whom

I

sent

a

carefully

collected

sills

of

Dr. Stecher,

series

of

specimens

illustrative of the intrusive sheets of the basin of the Firth

of Forth and their contact phenomena, has
investigated this
question and obtained some interesting results.

He shows

that along the edges of contact with the sandstones or shales
these

diabases

crystals of

present

a

olivine, that

sively further from

as

out olivine.

the

rock

is

of

well-defined

examined progres

the contact these crystals become more

or less corroded, while in
entirely disappear

abundance

great

that

the

centre

of

the sheet they so

the rock appears as a diabase with

He finds that

the

interior

of

parts

the mass

are more acid than the exterior parts, and he attributes this
difference
stones,

to

etc.)

the

incorporation of silica from

broken

by the

through

rocks (sand.

diabase.

The

outer

olivine-bearing selvage he regards as representing the orig
inal

composition

and.

he

thinks

of

that

the rock at the time of its extrusion,
the

assimilation

of

acid

material by

the central still fluid and slowly cooling portion led to the
corrosion and re-solution
of

extrusion,

ready
he

perfectly

found

quartz.

as

a

proved

of

by the

crystallized

surplus

of

the olivine which at the time

out.

marginal

silica

In

which

selvage,

some
had

of

was

the

al

rocks

crystallized

as

Recognizing that the first portion to take definite

crystalline form

would be more basic than the still liquid
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that this will not account for the
portions, he yet concludes
observed facts, which in his opinion point to an actual ad.
It is very desirable that

dition of silica."
chemical and

investigation

microscopic

similar

should

careful
under.

be

taken with a special view to the determination of the differ
ence in chemical

constitution between the

central

portions

of

whether

any

such

intrusive

be

which

ence of the rocks through

and

masses,

difference can

peripheral and

traced

to
to

ascertain
the

influ

these masses have been

erupted.
teration

Facts.-The foregoing examples of the al

of

Summary

superinduced.
or

to granite

suffice

may

rocks

in

masses might be

other eruptive

but they

creased;

stratified

upon

to establish

proximity
largely

the

in

following

deductions in regard. to contact-metamorphism.
1.
tive

Groups of ordinary sedimentary strata, likewise erup

pierced
an

associated

rocks

with

them,

where

they

have

by granite or other plutonic rock, have

been

undergone

char
change, whereby their usual lithological

internal

teration, however,
of intrusive

This al

partially or wholly obliterated.

been

acters have

is

not

always

masses, arid we do

observable at the contact
not

the
yet know

precise

conditions that have determined its development.
2.

The

distance

to

which

the

change

extends

varies

limits, being in some cases scarcely traceable
for more than a few feet, in others continuing for two miles
within

wide

or more.
however,

The subterranean
being

unknown,

surface of
may

the

frequently

plutonic
lie

surface of the ground than might be supposed.

rock,

nearer

the

Detached

minor areas of metamorphism may thus be connected with
89 Stecher,
"Contact-Erseheinungen an Schott-heheu Diabaseu," Tscliermak 'a
Mittheil. ix. 1887, pp. 145-205.
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not

been

yet

laid

bare

by

denudation.
3.

As the alteration

proximity to

the

increases in intensity
rock, it

plutonic

must

result of the protrusion of that rock.
ceptional

areas

of

degree

or

bands

which
in

even

change

the

be

with greater

regarded as a

But there occur ex

have

a

undergone

midst

of

highly

minor
altered

portions.
4.

The character
the

mentally upon

of

the

metamorphism depends funda

nature

and mass of

the

and on the composition and texture of the
have

been

affected.
siliceous

quartzite;

Sandstones
schists

into

have

rock

invading

materials which

been

hornstone,

into

changed

Lythan-stone,

etc.; clay-slates into spotted schists, ehiastolite-schists, mica.
schists,
into

etc.;

"knotensehiefer,"

into garnet,
of

argillaceous

distinct

sandstone,

elastic

In

kinds of
are

schis,
or
the

no

some

rock

flagstone)

cases,

a

by

distinct

limestone

gneiss;

other minerals.

the

Alternations
as

slate and
meta

alternating

transformation
graywacke,

completely

alteration of
In

and

graywacke-slate

such as quartzite and mica-schist.

(clay-slate,

into

and

sedimentary strata, such

represented

mica-schist,

mass.

mica-slate,

hornblende, and

morphic bands,
5.

graywacke

other

gneiss)
the

has

a

been

a

thoroughly
or

graywacke-slate,
one

crystalline

ultimate

cases

of

effected

chemical

perceptible

(andalusite
with

little

composition

alteration

in

proportions of the chemical ingredients is traceable."

of
the

The

4° This is
specially noticeable in the proportion of silica, which is sometimes
found to be largely increased in the altered zone, either by an absolute addition
See Kayser,
of this acid, or by solution and removal of some of the bases.
Z. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. xxii. p. 153. The development also of such minerals
as tourmahue suggests that boric and other acids have been introduced into the
'ocks.
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structure
from

be

ordinary

schist,

crystalline

can

followed

sedimentary

remains

of

fossils

being still observable after considerable progress has been
made toward the completion of a crystalline
rearrangement.
6. Not only does

the

ward the limit of contact with the
not infrequently accompanied
ment of

foliation, the

character increase to

crystalline

eruptive rock, but it is

with a

progressive

minerals, more

develop

especially the mica,

crystallizing in folia parallel either with the original stratifi
cation of the elastic mass or with cleavage surfaces, should
these be its dominant divisional planes."

Along the line of

contact with granite, the foliation is sometimes excessively
crumpled or puckered.
7. The phenomena

of alteration

observed round

intru

sive masses of such rocks as diabase and basalt
undoubtedly
point to the heat of the eruptive rock as their prime cause.
Those that occur round the deeper-seated bosses of granitic
rocks have probably involved
heat;

they

so

closely

other influences

resemble

those

of

than

regional

mere
meta

morphism as to suggest modifications of one common cause
for them both.

In any case, mere dry heat would probably

have been ineffective for the production of the more marked
phases of the contact-metamorphism round granite.
accompanied

by the

co-operation

interstitially in

present
to them

from

the

the eruptive

tive

water,

either

already

sedimentary rocks, or supplied
mass,

various mineralizing agents and
pressure.

of

It was

possibly combined with

acting under considerable

Moreover, the intrusion of large bosses of erup

rock not

improbably gave

rise to

mechanical move-

4 In the south of
Scotland the foliation round the granite bosses is coincident with stratification; round Skiddaw, with
cleavage.
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by
of

such

crushing,

regional

as

have

un
and

plication,

metamorphism.

§ ii. Regional (Normal) Metamorphism-the Crystalline
Schists
From the phenomena of
boss
of

of

eruptive

rock,

we

metamorphism round a central
now

to the

pass

cases where the metamorphism has

consideration

affected wide areas

without visible relation to eruptive matter.

It is clear that

only those examples are here admissible in evidence where
there is
rocks

distinct

proof

that

what are

either pass into masses which

morphosed,
proved

to

or

present

have

been

characters
by

produced

called

have
which
the

metamorphic

not been meta
are

elsewhere

alteration

either

of stratified or of massive rocks.
In the study of this difficult

but profoundly interesting

the exami
geological problem, it is desirable to begin with
nation of rocks in. which only the slightest traces of altera
tion are discernible, and to follow the gradually increasing
devel
metamorphism, until we arrive at the most perfectly
oped crystalline schists.
of

most

importance,

for

It is the earliest stages which are
it

is

there

that

the

nature

and

As already
can best be established.
proofs of the changes
remarked (p. 990), the igneous rocks, from the definiteness
of

their

original

structure

and

composition,

offer

special

facilities for following the nature and extent of the changes
involved in the

a large series
metamorphism of a region or

of rocks.
The extent and character of the metamorphism depend
in the first place upon the original constitution of the rock,
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and in the second place upon the energy of the metamorphic
Certain

agents.

sandstones,

rocks

resist

for example,

alteration.

become

Pure

quartzites,

siliceous

but

advance

no further, though

occasionally, under intense strain, their

particles are drawn

out into a somewhat schistose

ment.

But where feispathic elements are present, particu

larly where they are
mica

arrange

almost

structures

the

chief constituents, some
while

invariably appears,
be

may

abundance, till the

in

developed
rock

assumes

new

form

minerals

of

and

progressively

increasing

the

of

character

a

true

crystalline schist.
Possessing characters which link them, on the one
with stratified, on the other, with eruptive
talline
which

Sehists
are

present a

connected

oldest

of

the

visible

continents,

formations have

everywhere

pass

under

superficies

their total extent.
of

North

of

the

most

structure

with

perplexing

prob

These rocks cover extensive areas of the

lems of geology.
surface

some

rocks, the Crys

of

type

peculiar

hand,

is

occurring usually

been

brought

to

but

a

But

light.

younger formations,

probably

wherever the

very

so

they

that their

small

part

of

In the northern regions of Europe and

America, they spread

over

thousands

of

square

miles, forming the table-land of Scandinavia, the Highlands
of Scotland, and a great part of Eastern Canada and Lab
rador.
the

They likewise commonly rise to the surface along

axes

globe.

of

So

great

mountain-chains

persistent

are

they,

that they everywhere

underlie

a general foundation

or

structure will

all

that the
the

platform.

be given in

in

of the

quarters
belief

has

arisen

stratified formations as
Some

details

of

their

the description of Pre-Cambrian

Rocks in Book VI.
The most distinctive character of the schists is unrloubt-
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casionally

this

associated

prominent

manifestations,

with

of

traces,

elastic

and

even

ingredients

very
312,

(pp.

Their foliated or schistose structure varies from the

1040).

massive typo of the coarsest gneiss down to the

extremely

delicate

micaceous

chist.
one

They occur

rock,

areas.
of

of

arrangement
such

In

various

finest

or

gneiss

other places, they
foliated

mica-schist,

consist

masses-gneiss,

and

seams

talcose

or

sometimes in monotonous uniformity:

as

actinolite-schist,
Lenticular

the

other

many

of

some

alternations

rapid

mica-schist,

clay-slate,

and

species

limestone

crystalline

dolomite, usually with

of

vast

covering

or

varieties.

marble

and

of the minerals mentioned on

p. 264, sometimes strongly graphitic, not infrequently occur
among them, especially where they contain bands of serpen
tine or other magnesian silicates.

Thick irregular zones of

magnetite, htnatite, and aggregates of hornblendic, pyrox
enic, or chrysolitic minerals likewise make their appearance.
Another
tense

of

characteristic
and

crumpling

the schists

different component minerals

tense

indeed

masses,

that

been

have
the

insurmountable

difficulties

of

succession

and

as he

cannot rely on

even generally an

Such

evidence

marked,

is

not

of

the

folia

intricately and
may be

of

internal

in

their

great

their

traced in

movements

experiences

in

minutely

face of exposed crags.

the

geologist

order

or

the

along

plication

are

thin

Thicker bands

puckered (Figs. 36,37).
violent

The

plication.

is their usual

So in
of

and

these
often

to

make

out

thickness,

more

especially

trying

banding

their

of the rocks as always

indication of consecutive deposition.

disturbance,

everywhere

though

equally so.

usually
Some

strongly

areas

have
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and

and

plicated,

where

their most con

usually present

spicuously crystalline structure.
is

A further eminently characteristic feature

of the sehists

their common association with bosses and

veins or bed.

like

of

sheets

granite,

syenite,

gabbro, or other massive

diorite,

quartz-porphyry,

rocks.

In some regions, indeed,

so abundant are the granitic masses and so coarsely crystal
line or granitoid are the schists, that it becomes impossible
to draw

satisfactory boundary-lines

of rock, and the

conviction

the two

between

kinds

arises that in some cases they

represent different conditions of the same original material,
while in others the result is due to granitization (p. 1002).
The

the crystalline
Some
be

of

question

the

schists

as

and

geological

maintained
of

portions

the

that

these

rocks are

early

crust

of

which consolidated from a molten condition.
regarded

them

as

original

of a primeval ocean.
exaggerated

views

age

of

has given rise to much controversy.

geologists have

regarded

formation

chemical

deposits

the

to

globe

Others have
on

the

floor

These writers, justly repudiating the

of

those

who

have

sought

by

meta

morphic (metasomatic) processes to derive the most utterly
different rocks from each other (for example, limestone from
gneiss and granite, granite

and gneiss from limestone, talc

from granite, etc), have insisted that the crystalline schists,
in common

with

many

pyroxenic

and

hornblendie

rocks

(diabases, gabbros, diorites, etc.), as well as masses in which
serpentine,

talc, chlorite,

and

epiclote

are prevailing

min

erals, have been deposited "for the most part as chemically
formed sediments or precipitates, and that the subsequent
changes

have

been simply molecular, or at most confined

in certain cases to reactions between

the mingled elements
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of the sediments, with. the elimination of water and carbonic
acid."
that
of

To

the

the

support

rocks

earth's

in

this

view,

question

history when

it is

were formed
the

to suppose

necessary

during

a

period

ocean had a considerably

different relative proportion of mineral substances dissolved
in its (then probably much warmer) waters;

they are conse

quently assigned to a very early geological period, anterior
indeed to what are usually termed the Palaeozoic ages.
becomes

further

needful

to

discredit

the

belief that

It
any

gneiss or schist can belong to one of the later stages of the
geological

record,

except

doubtfully

and

merely

locally.

The more thoroughgoing advocates of the pristine, "azoic,"
or "eozoie," date, of the so-called "Metamorphic" or crys
talline schists, do

not

hesitate

to

take

this

step,

and en

deavor, by ingenious explanations, to show that the majority
of geologists (as in the case of the Alps, afterward referred
to) have

mistaken

the

of the districts

geological structure

where these rocks have been supposed. to be metamorphosed
equivalents of what elsewhere are Palaeozoic, Secondary, or
Some of them even go so far as to assert

Tertiary strata.""
that, by mere

mineral

contemporaneous
world.

characters, the
can

be

that in

the

periods

They assume

rocks of

crystalline

identified
supposed

all

over

the

chemical pre

cipitation, the same general order has been followed every
where

over the

floor

hand-specimens of
enough

of

the ocean.

the crystalline rocks of a

in their eyes to determine

of these formations.

Consequently

a few

country

are

the geological position

Other geologists, recognizing

that

the

more crystalline members of the series of schists graduate
into rocks that are much less

crystalline,

and

even

0 See
Sterry Hunt's "Chemical Essays," p. 382 et seq.

into
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what are recognizably of sedimentary
origin, likewise
they

include

and

pass

into

masses

that

were

that

certainly

eruptive, have come to regard the schists as a metamorphic
series of sedimentary and
igneous rocks owing their char
acteristic foliated structure to some
subsequent action upon
them.
One

of the chief

history of

causes of

difficulty in discussing the

these rocks has lain in the fact that the
crystal

line schists are, in the
majority of cases, separated from all
other geological formations
by an abrupt hiatus."

Instead

of passing into these formations,
they are commonly covered
uncoiiforrnably by them, and have usually been enormously
denuded before the deposition of the oldest overlying rocks.
Hence, not only is
tween the

there generally a want of continuity be

schists and younger formations, but the contrast

between them, in regard to lithological characters and geo
tectonic structure, is often so exceedingly striking as natu
rally to suggest the idea that the schists must belong to a far
earlier period than that of the oldest sedimentary formations
of the ordinary type, and to a totally different order of phys
ical conditions.

Natural,

however, as this conclusion may

be, those who adopt it probably seldom realize to what an
Starting with the sup

extent it rests upon mere assumption.

position that the crystalline schists are the result of geolog
ical

operations

sedimentation
great

early

that
began,

geological

be asserted as to

48

preceded

the

it assumes
period.

times

that

Yet

they

all

when

ordinary

belong to

that can

one

logically

the age of these rocks is that they must

Many Continental geologists, however, believe that the foliation of the
8chiBtB Is usually parallel to the stratification of the immediately overlying sedi
mentary formations. See, for instance, the summary given by M. Miche1-Lvy,
Bull. Soc. Geol. France, xvi. 1888, p. 102.
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formations which

overlie

them.

one region of the globe they appear from under Cre

taceous, in another
Silurian

strata,

below

their

Carboniferous, in a third
is

chronology

not

more

below

accurately

definable from this relation than by saying they are
respec
tively pre-Cretaceous,
all

They may

pre-Carboniferous,

of course

to

belong

the

and pre-Silurian.
same

period; but

where they occur in detached and distant areas, there is as
yet no method

whereby their synchronism can be proved.

To assert it is an assumption which, though in many cases
irresistible,

ought not to

be

received

with

the

confidence

the

crystalline

of an established truth in geology.
In

the

of

investigation

the problem

of

schists, much assistance may be derived from a
study of the
localities where a crystalline and foliated structure has been
superinduceci upon ordinary sedimentary and eruptive rocks
-where, in fact,
into

these

schists, and where

rocks
the

have

actually been

changed

between their unal

gradation

tered and their altered condition can be clearly traced.

In

recent years so much attention has been given to these trans
formations that
has

been

our knowledge
extended,

greatly

metamorphism,

of

and

metamorphic

the

problem

processes

of

regional

though by no means entirely solved,

least much more clearly

is at

understood than it has ever been

before.
There is now a general agreement among geologists that
a

fundamental

alteration

mineralogical
the

terrestrial

crushing,

crust,

for

involving
and

as

have

(p.

532).

we

the

of rocks

fracturing,

Compression,
cleavage

condition

But

production
has
the

been
intense

stretching
seen,

the

may

same

of

of

extensive

disturbance of
compression,

masses

give

kind

of

of

rise
force

to

rock.
slaty

has

re-
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stilted in a further change, wherein chemical reactions have
been

set

and

up

new

minerals

have

been

formed.

The

effects of pressure and of movement under great strain in
quickening chemical
Not only

activity

are

now

clearly

recognized.

the 'original minerals been driven to rear

have

range themselves with their long axes perpendicular to the
direction of the pressure, but secondary minerals with well
marked cleavage have been developed along the same lines
and thus a distinct foliated structure

has been

induced in

what were originally amorphous rocks.
Still

more

rocks have

marked

not

are

the

merely been compressed,

have been crushed,

where

transformations

fractured, or

but

stretched.

extraor

fractured in some areas of regional metamorphism

has been

in

which

the

the

The

has been

manner

of

where they

earth

dinary

crust

the

worked out in great detail by the Geological Survey in the
northwest of Scotland."
slice

of

solid

rock

We there perceive how slice after

has been pushed forward one over the

other, how those accumulated slices have been driven over
others of similar kind, how this structure has been repeated
moun
again and again, not only on a great scale involving
tain-masses in the movement, but even on so minute a scale
that the ruptures and puckerings cannot be seen without a
microscope (p. 1033).
Such

dynamical

movements

could

not

but

be

accom

chemical change.
panied with widespread and very marked
where the
Along the margins of faults or planes of shearing,
rocks have been ground against each other, there is a sel
vage of foliated material which with its new mineral combi
nations gradually passes into the amorphous rock on either
44

Quart. Journ, Geol. Soc. xliv. 1888, p. 378.
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In such places sericite, biotite, chlorite, or some other

secondary product with its cleavage planes ranged

in one

common direction, shows the line of movement and the real
ity of the chemical recombinations.

In the body of a mass

of rock, also, subject to great strain, relief has been obtained
by crushing along certain planes, with a consequent greater
development of the secondary minerals along these planes,
and the production

of a banded or schistose structure in a

rock that may have been originally quite homogeneous."'
The recognition of the powerful part taken by mechani
cal deformation in producing the characteristic structures of
many schistose rocks has not unnaturally led to some exag
geration on the part of geologists, who were thus provided
with what appeared to be a solution of difficulties which at
one

time

seemed

insuperable.

There can

hardly

be

any

doubt that the theory of mechanical deformation has been
too freely used and has been applied to structures to which
it cannot properly be assigned.

Among the coarser gneisses,

for example, the segregation of the component minerals in
more

or

less

parallel

lenticular bands

is

a

structure that

seems to find its nearest analogy rather among the segrega
tion-veins of eruptive bosses and sheets than among sheared,
cleaved, and foliated rocks, such as undoubtedly have been
the

originals

of

many schists.

There

is nothing to

that this parallel banding is not an arrangement of th

show
mate

rials of an igneous magma before final consolidation.
But while this tendency to a too liberal use of dynamical
causes in explication of all the structures of the crystalline
schists must be admitted, we are now furnished with ample
evidence

of the

efficacy of

mechanical movements in

45 G. U. Williams, Bull. U. S. Geol. Bury. No. 62, 1890,
pp. 202-207.

the
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It is frequently
pos

production of regional metamorphism.

sible to detect portions of the original structures,

to show

that they belonged to certain familiar and definite types of
or

sedimentary

eruptive

rocks,

and

to

trace

every

of transition from them into the most perfectly

stage

developed

In the crushing down of large masses of

crystalline schist.

rock during powerful terrestrial movements, lenticu.lar cores
of

the

rocks

have

frequently

entire

escaped

destruction.

Round these cores the pulverized material of the rest of the
rock: has been made to flow, somewhat like the flow-struc
ture round the porphyritic crystals of a cooling lava.

And

successive gradations may be followed until the cores, be
coming

smaller

by

degrees,

reconstructed material.

pass finally

into

the general

That this structure is not original,

but has been superinduced upon the rocks after their solidi
fication can be abundantly demonstrated.
mentary formations
pebbles in

the

elongation

conglomerates, and

the

and

Among the sedi
flattening

of

the

transition from grits or

graywackes into foliated masses, prove the structure to have
been superindaced.

Among eruptive

rocks

the

crashing

down of the original minerals, and. their transformation into
others characteristic of foliated rocks, afford the same kind
of proof."'
46 On the mechanical deformation and dynamical metamorphism of rocks see
Heim,
A.
"Untersuchungen fiber den Mechanismus der Gobirgsbildung," 1878;
A. Rothpletz, Zeitsch. Deutsch. Geol. Gesell. xxxi. 1879, p. 374; II. Reusch,
"Die fossilien-führenden Krystaflinischen Schiefer von Bergen," German trans
lation by Baldauf, 1883. Nones Jalirb. (Beilageband), 1887, p. 66; "Bömmelöen
og Karmöen," 1888; Rep. Geol. Congress, London, 1891, p. 192; Lehmann,
"Untersuchungen über die Eiitstehung der altkrystallinischen Schiefer," 1884;
J. J. U. Teall, Geol. Mag. 1886, p. 481; U. II. Williams, Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur
vey, No. 62, 1890. For an instance of the metamorphism of a conglomerate into
albite schist see J. E. Wolfi, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoo]. Harvard, xvi. No. 10, p.
174, 1891. The Papers on the Crystalline Schist by Helm, Lory, Lohmann,
Michel-Lvy, Lawson, and the U. S. Geol. Survey in the report of the London
Session of the International Geological Congress (published in 1891) should also
be consulted.
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So great has been the pressure exerted by gigantic earth
movements upon the rocks of the crust that even the most
solid

and

componeit

massive materials
minerals

have been sheared, and

have been made

their

to move upon each

other, giving a flow-structure like that artificially produced
in metals and other solid bodies (ante, p. 538).

But it may

be doubted whether this motion is ever strictly molecular
without rupture of

the

constituent minerals.

Microscopic

examination shows that, at least as a general rul, the min
erals in the most thoroughly bent and crushed rocks have
been broken down.

It is observable that under the effects

of mechanical strain the minerals first undergo lamellation,
twinning being developed along certain planes.

This struc

ture increases in distinctness with the intensity of the strain
so long as the mineral (such as feispar) retains its cohesion,
but the limit of endurance is soon reached, beyond which it
will crack and separate into fragments, which, if the move
ment is arrested at this stage, may be cemented together by
some

secondary mineral

filling

up

the

interspaces.

But

should the pressure increase, the mineral may be so wholly
pulverized as to assume a finely granular structure or mosaic
of

interlocking

grains,

which under the

influence of

con

may develop a streaky arrangement, as in
47
flow-structure and foliation.
tinual

shearing

One of the most important effects of this mechanical def
ormation and trituration

under gigantic pressures has been

the great stimulus thereby given to chemical reactions.

So

constant and so great have these reactions been, and so com
pletely in many cases have the ingredients of the rocks been
recrystallized in 'fresh combinations, that the new structures
47 Lehinann,
op. cit. pp. 245, 249; G. E. Williams, Bull. U. S. GeoL Survey,
No 62, p. 47.
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masked the

proof

of

the

mechanical

deformations that preceded or accompanied them.
the main to the light thrown on
scopical investigation

It is in

the subject by the micro.

of the minute structures of the meta

morphosed masses that we are indebted for the recognition
of the important part played by pressure and
stretching in
the production of the more essential and characteristic fea
tures of metamorphic rocks.

Many chemical rearrangements

may undoubtedly take place apart from any such dynamical
stresses, but none of these stresses appears to have affected
the metamorphic rocks without being
accompanied by chem
ical and mineralogical readjustments.
The mineral transformations observable in regional meta
morphism
molecule
substance,

"may

consist

into two
as in

(1)

in

or more with

the

formation

the

breaking

up

of

one

but little replacement of
of

saussurite

from

labra

dorite; (2) in a reaction between two contiguous minerals,
each supplying a part of the substance necessary to form a
new compound of intermediate composition, more stable for
the then existing conditions than either, as in the formation of
a hornblende zone between
crystals of olivine or hypersthene
and plagioclase; or (3) in more complicated and less easily
understood chemical reactions, like the formation of garnet
or mica from materials which, have been
brought together
from a distance, and under circumstances of which it is at
present impossible to state anything with certainty."

The

following transformations especially deserve attention.
Micasization-the production of mica as a secondary min
eral from felspars or other
One of the
original constituents.
48 G. H. Williams, Bull. U.
This adinrable
S. Geol. Survey, No. (32,1). 50.
essay, with its copious bibliography, will well repay the careful perusal of the
student.
I am indebted to it for the abstract of metamorphic processes above
given.
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most common forms of this
change is where the silky unctu
ous sericite has been developed from orthoclase
(sericitiza.
tion).
The formation of mica is one of the most common
results of the mechanical deformation of rocks, and is most
conspicuous where the pressure or stretching has been most
intense.
Massive orthoclase rocks, such as
granite, quartz
porphyry or felsite, when most severely crushed, pass into
sericite schist; feispathic grits and slates
may be similarly
chancred.4°
(Iralitization-the conversion of pyroxene into
compact
or fibrous hornblende.
This change may not be a mere case
of paramorphism or molecular
rearrangement, but seems
to
involve
a
certain
amount
of chemical rearrange
generally
ment, such as the surrender of part of the lime of the
pyrox
ene toward the formation of such combinations as
epidote,6°
and the higher oxidation of the iron.61
It has taken place
on the most extensive scale among the
crystalline schists.
Rocks which can be shown to have been originally
eruptive,
such as diabases, have been converted into
epidiorite, and
where the deformation has advanced further, into horn
blende-schist or actinolite-schist.
Epiclotization-the production of epidote in a rock from
reactions between two or more minerals, especially between
'r xene or hornblende and plagioclase.
In some cases

'laboases have been converted into epidiorites or aggregates
of epidote and quartz or calcite."
Saussuritizatiom-the alteration of plagioclase into an
needles, prisms, or grains (chiefly zoisite),
aggregate of
imbedded in. a glass-like matrix (albite), by an exchange
of silica and alkali for lime, iron, and water.
This change
has
affected the felspar of coarse gabbros or eupho
largely.
tides, especally in districts of regional metamorphism."'
AThitiation-a process in which, while the lime of the
is removed or crystallizes as calcite, instead of
Fl1agioclase
a lime-silicate like epidote or zoisite, the rest of the
ornling
original mineral recrystallizes as a finely granular aggregate
or mosaic of clear grains of albite.

Examples of this change

49 See especially Lohmann's
"EJntersuchuugen fiber die Eutsteliung der
1tkrystallinschen Schiefergesteine," where the development of soricite as a
result of mechanical deformation is well enforced.
° Rosenbuach, "Mikrosk. Phys." 2d edition, 1887, p. 185.
51 J J. H. Teall, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xli. 1885, p. 137.
52 A. Scheuck, "Die Diabase der oberen Ruhrthals," 1884.
53
Hagge, "Mikroskopische Untersuchungen über Gabbro," etc. Kiel, 1811,
51.
p.
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in
association with the
development of
may be found
saussurite.'4
C/iloritiza¬ion-an alteration in which the pyroxene (or
hornblende) of the so-called "greenstones" has been changed
into secondary substances (1) more or less fibrous in struc
ture allied to serpentine, not pleochroic but showing a de
cided action on polarized light; or (2) scaly, pleocbroic,
and more or
polarizing so weakly as to appear isotropic,
This alteration is rather the result
less resembling chlorite.
of weathering than of metamorphism in the strict sense.
Where chioritization and
epidotization have proceeded
simultaneously in aluminous pyroxene or hornblende, the
result is an aggregate of sharply defined pale yellow crys
tals of epidote in a green scaly mass of chlorite."
Serpen tiniza.tion-an alteration more especially noticeable
among the more highly basic igneous rocks in which olivine
The gradual conversion
has been a prominent constituent.
of olivine into serpentine has been already described (p. 138),
and the occurrence of massive serpentine has been referred

to (p. 301).
Alterations of Titanic Iron.-The ilmenite or titaniferous
magnetite of diabases and other eruptive rocks undergoes
alteration along its margins and cracks into a dull gray sub
stance (leucoxene, p. 130), which is now known to be a form
The gray rim frequently passes into
of titanite or sphene.
well-defined aggregates and crystals of sphene.57
Marniarosis, or the alteration of an ordinary dull lime

stone into a crystalline-granular marble (p. 998), may be again
referred to here as one of the characteristic transformations
in regional metamorphism.
See p. 546.
.Dolornitization.
Granitization.
See p. 960.
Production of New Minerals.-In tracts of

nal metareto observed
morphism a number of secondary minerals may
to have crystallized out, and to be characteristic of the schis
tose rocks.
Among the most conspicuous of these are white
and black mica, garnet, quartz, epidote.
Garnet occurs abun
has re
dantly as a constituent of mica-schist and gneiss, and
sulted from the alteration of both elastic and massive rocks
(compare p. 999).
" Losen, Jahrb. Preuse. Geol. Lan desarisL 1883.
p. 640: 1884, pp. 525-530.
Rosenbuseli, "Mikroskopische Pliysiographie," pp. 180-184.
R G. if. Williams, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 62,
p. 56.
A. Catlirehi, Zeitsch. KrysL uutt Mineral. vi. 1882, p. 244.
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A few illustrative examples of regional metamorphism,
culled

from

geological

different

formations,

quarters
may

of

here

is further discussed in Book VI.

the
be

globe,

given.

and. various
The

subject

Part I.

Early Stages of Metamorphism.-..-In 1871 Zirkel
showed that some of the clay-slates of the disturbed Silurian
and Devonian tracts of central Europe contain minute micro
Considerable diversity of
scopic needle-shaped microlites.
has
arisen
as
to
the
nature
of these rudimentary
opinion
crystallizations.
They have been regarded as microlites of
hornblende, rutile, epidote, etc.
More recently they have
. Kal
been carefully isolated, extracted, and. analyzed by
kowsky, who regards them as staurolite, constituting from
two to five per cent of the rock."
The whet-slate of Bel
has
been
found
Renard
to
be
characterized by the
gium
by
Microscopic tourmaline and
presence of abundant garnets.
rutile likewise occur among clay-slates.
No one would class
as metamorphic the rocks in which these microlites occur,
and yet the presence in them of microscopic microlites and

crystals shows that they have undergone some of the initia
tory stages of metamorphism, by the development of new
minerals.
All that is known of the probable origin of these
minerals, negatives the supposition that they could have
been formed. in the original sediment of the sea-bottom on

which the organisms entombed. in the deposits lived and
died.
For their production, a temperature and a chemical
composition of the water would. seem to have been required
such as must have been inimical to the co-existence in the
same water of such highly organized forms of life as brachio
pods and. trilobites.
One of the most marked of the early stages of regional
metamorphism is characterized by the appearance of fine
scales of some micaceous mineral (muscovite,., biotite, etc.).
As these micaceous constituents increase in number and
size, they impart a. silky lustrous aspect to the surfaces on

which they lie parallel.
In many cases, these surfaces are
probably those of original deposit, but where. rocks have
8 Neues Jahrb. 1879, p. 382. These bodies are to be
distinguished from the
minute crystals of such durable minerals as zircon, rutile, etc., so often recog
nizable as elastic grains in sediments, and which may often have played a part
in the sedimentation of more than one geological period.
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been cleaved or sheared, the mica ranges itself along the
The Cambrian tuffs of
planes of cleavage or shearing.
South Wales, of which the bedding still remains quite clis
tinct,

present interesting examples of the development of
a mica along the larnin
of deposit."
The Dingle beds
of Cork and'Kerry, on the other hand, have been subjected
to cleavage, and the mica appears along the cleavage planes,

which have a lustrous surface.
The 1orridonian and Cam
brian sandstones, qu.artzites and shales of northwest Scot
land show a development of mica along the surfaces of the

shearing- planes.
A r d e n n e s.-As far back as 1848, Dumont published
a description of the
Ardennes, in which he showed
Belgian
that a zone of his "terrains ardennais et rhnan," had under
Sandstones, in approach
gone a remarkable metamorphism.

ing this zone, were transformed, he said, into quartzites, and
by degrees passed into rocks characterized by the presence
of garnet, hornblende, and other minerals; the slates (phyl
lades) graduated into dark rocks, in which magnetite, titan
ite, and ottrelite had been developed.
Yet the fossiliferous
character of the strata thus metamorphosed had not been de
In specimens showing a gradation from a grit to a
stroyed.

compact garnetiferous and horn blen die quartzite, Prof. Saud
berger, to whom they were submitted, recognized the pres
ence of the two Devonian shells, $pirifr'r macropterus and.
Ohonetes sarcinulatus.
"The garnets and the fossils are asso
ciated in the same specimen," he wrote, adding, "who, after
this, can hesitate to admit that the crystalline schists and.

quartzites of the Hnndsriick and Taunus are likewise
Taunusian. rocks ?"
meta-morphosed
in 1882 M. Benard, fortified with the resources of modern

petrography, renewed the examination of Dumont's meta
morphic. area of the Ardennes, and conclusively established
the accuracy of all the main facts noticed
by the earlier ob
server.
Not only do the geological structure of this re
gion, and the occurrence of recognizable fossils, show that
the rocks, now transformed into more or less crystalline
masses, were originally parts of the ordinary series of De
vonian sandstones, graywackes and shales, l)ut the micro
The original
scope comes in to confirm this conclusion.
elastic grains of quartz and the cliff used carbonaceous mate
rial of the unaltered strata can still be recognized in their
But there have been develmetamorphosed equivalents.
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxix. 1883, p. 310.

° Neucs Jahrb. 186J, p. (377.
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oped in them abundant new minerals-garnet (1 to 2 mm.),
hornblende, mica, titanite, apatite, bastonite, ottrelite.6'
Dumont appears to have believed that the
metamorphism
which he had traced so well in the Ardennes was to be attrib
uted to the influence of underlying masses of eruptive rocks,
though he frankly admitted that the metamorphism is less
marked where eruptive veins have made their appearance
than where they have not."
M. Renard, however, ?oints
out that eruptive rocks are really absent, and that the associ
ation of minerals proves that the
metamorphosed rocks could
not have been softened by a high
temperature, as supposed
by Dumont, otherwise the simultaneous presence of graphite
and silicates, with protoxide iron bases, such as mica, horn
blende, etc., would certainly have given rise at least to a
He connects the meta
partial production of metallic iron.
with
the
mechanical
movements which the rocks
morphism
have undergone along the altered zone."
The metamor
phism of this region has since been described by PFof. Gos
selet, who also regards it as due to dynamical causes."
T a u. n a s.-A similar example of
regional metamorphism
extends into the tracts of the Taunus and llundsriick.
In
1867 K. A. Lossen published an elaborate memoir on the
structure of the Taunus, which is now of classic interest
in the history of opinion
He
regarding metamorphism.e5
showed that below the middle Devonian. limestone, the usual
lower Devonian slates,
graywackes and quartzites rise to the
surface, but that these, traced southward,
pass gradually into
various crystalline schists.
Among these schists, he distin
mica-schist,
guished sericite-gneiss,
phyllite, knotted schist,
°1 Renard
(Bull. Mus. Roy. Belgique, i. 1882, p. 14) estimates the components
of one of these altered rocks to beGraphite
.A
patite
Titanite
Garnet
Mica
Hornblende
Quartz
Water

".

480
1.51
1O2
414
2.O'85
3762
3O"62
132

10188
62 Ronard,
63
op. cit. p. 34.
op. cit. p. 3.
14 See his
great Monograph on the Ardennes, Mem. Carte Geol. France, 1888,
chap. xxv.
65
"'Geognosische Beschreibung der Iinksrheinischen Fortsetzung des Taunus," etc., Z. Deutsch. Geol. Gas. xix. 186, p. 509, 1885, p. 29.
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augite schist, sericite lime phyllite, quartzite and kiesel
As intermediate grades between these crystalline
schiefer.
masses and the ordinary elastic strata, he observed quartz
conglomerates, with a crystalline schistose matrix, or with
albite crystals, and quartzites with sericite or mica.
He con
eluded that while these crystalline rocks present the most
complete analogies with those of the Alps, Silesia, Brazil,

etc., they are yet so intimately bound up alike petrographi
cally and stratigraph ically with strata containing Devonian
fossils, and into which they pass by semi-crystalline varie

ties, that they must he considered as of Devonian age.
Sub
sequently K. Koch proposed to regard the crystalline schists
of the Taunus as Cambrian (Huronian),°° and they have been
indicated on the Geological Survey map as Cambrian or
Silurian.

But the fact that a

conformable sequence can be
traced from undoubted fossiliferous Devonian strata down
ward into these crystalline sehists makes it immaterial what

They are al
stratigrapb.ical name may be applied to them.
as
Lossen
described
them,
and, in
most certainly Devonian,
any case, they are unquestionably the metamorphosed equiv
alents of what are elsewhere ordinary sedimentary strata.
Scandinavia

is
of
mainly composed
crystalline
schists which have been assigned to the so-called Archean
That some portions of them cannot be of so an
system.
cient a date was shown some years ago by Törnebohm in
the uplands of Sweden.
More recently. similar deductions
have been drawn from a study of the development of the
rocks in Norway.
At the Hardauger Fjord the following
order of suecession was established in 1875 and 1877 by W.
C. Brogger:67

Crystalline schists (diorite-schists, hornblende-schists, garnetif'rous
mica-schists, true gneisses, etc.), the whole series becoming more
and more crystalline toward the higher beds.
Greenish micaceous schists (phyllites). This and the overlying group
must be several thousand feet thick.
30 feet
Impure white marble (probably orthoceratito limestone)
Blue quartz- sandstoue
100
150
Black, little altered alum-schist, with Dictyograptus band
This section confirmed the early conclusion of Naunianii
that the great series of crystalline schists of the Norwe66 See Losseri's
lie argues
reply, Z. l)eutseh. Geol. (ks. xxix. 1877, r. 1141.
convincingly against the supposition that these can he original chemical deposits
of Cambrian age.
(See also Renard, Bull. Mug. Ro. hleig. I.
note.)
' "Die Silurisehen
The
ltagen '2 und 3 mi Krist.iania Ochiet," p. 52.
Swedish work of Törnebohin is referred to in Book VI. Parti I. note 47.
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gian uplands overlies the Silurian stage 2 ,in the Christiania
district.
Subsequently II. H. Reusch obtained from the
Bergen district clear proof of the Silurian age of certain
crystalline rocks in that part of Norway." He found among
masses of mica-schist, hornblende-schist,
neiss, and other
crystalline rocks, intercalated bands of conglomerate which,
while obviously of elastic origin, have undergone enormous

compression, the pebbles being squeezed flat and the paste
The occurrence of
having become more or less crystalline.
such bands suggests a sedimentary origin for the whole
series of deposits.
But from several localities he obtained.
fossils which have been recognized as
undoubtedly Upper
Silurian.
Some of the fossils occur in a crystalline lime
stone, which is intercalated in a dark lustrous phyllite.
But
are
found,
as
casts,
most
in
a
they
abundantly
light-gray
lustrous micaceous schist, which, under the microscope, is
observed to be composed in large measure of quartz, not
having a fragmental aspect, with mica, rutile, and tourma
line.
The fossils recognized comprise Phacops, (?alymene
several undeterminable gasteropods and brachiopods, Oya
thophyllum, Ba l',isites catenu lana, Favos ites, Rastnites, ,I/ono

graptus, and some others.
According to Reusch the sequence of rocks is continu
ous, and their thickness must be at least 1(3,000 feet.
If we
suppose that the fossiliferous zones have been brought into
an older series by plication of the crust, the fact remains that
the rock in which most of the fossils occur is itself a mica
ceous schist, like those among which it is imbedded, and
therefore a metamorphic rock.
It is consequently proved
that some at least of the metamorphic rocks of Norway are

of Silurian age, and are associated with evidence of great
mechanical movements in the crust of the earth.
T h e A I p s.-In the geological structure of the central

Alps, crystalline schists )lay an important part.
Originally
these rocks were regarded as one series, of much more
ancient date than the ordinary sedimentary formations, and
of very different origin.
The discovery of Silurian, Devo"Silurfossiler og Pressede Konglomerater I Bergensskifrene," Christiania,
1882; or the same work translated into German by R. Baldauf, "Die fossilien
führenden krystallinischen Schiefer von Bergen in Norwegen," Leipzig, 1883.
In the year 1889 I had an opportunity of personally going over Dr. Reusch's
Bergen region and of collecting fossils from the rocks in which he found them.
There can be no doubt that he has demonstrated that the metamorphism of that
district has been connected with powerful dynamical movements, the latest of
which are of younger date than the Upper Silurian period.
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nian, Carboniferous, and Jurassic fossils in various schists
and altered liinestoncs surrounding the central gneiss, led
to the belief that these are metamorphosed sedimentary

rocks

of

Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and even of older Tertiary
date.
This belief has subsequently been attacked by sev
eral able observers, who, starting with the assumption that
the crystalline schists must be everywhere of great relative
antiquity, have endeavored to show that the fossiliferous
bands intercalated among them have been brought into this
position by plication, and that there is no evidence that any

Now it mast
part of the schists is even of Pala3ozoic age.("'
be admitted that in the sections, even as drawn by those
who adopt this explanation, the obvious and natural inter
pretation is that which has been so generally adopted-that
the fossiliferous beds are actually part of the crystalline
If the apparent order
series in which they are imbedded.
is deceptive, this must be proved by those who maintain it.
If, however, we turn to their writings we find a good deal
of strong assertion, and various more or less ingenious at
tempts to construct sections in which the abnormal position
of the fossiliferous beds is to be accounted for.
It does not
appear to be realized that on the supposition of the high

antiquity and original discordant infrapositiou of the scb.ists,
the chances are small that, in any plication of the moun
tains, the unconformable fossiliferous strata would become
with ancient schists even at one
conformably stratified

But when we look at the published sections of
locality.
the Alps, and find that the parallelism between the schists
and the inclosed fossiliferous bands occurs again and again
at widely separated localities, and that in fact this is t?ieir
normal position, it becomes utterly incredible that the con
on the
formability can be the result of plication, except
that the foliation of the schists is not their
supposition
them
original structure, but a new one superindticecl upon
at the time of the plication and metamorphism of the fossil
iferous strata."
Let us however, grant for the sake of argument that
69 Consult
Lory, "Description goologique du Dauphin," 1860, pare i. § 40-42;
rendu
Compte
Congres Geologique International, Paris, 1881, pp. 39-43; Bull.
Soc. Geol. France, 3e aerie, ix. 1881, pp. 652-679; Favre, "Rochorches geolo
giques dans lea parties de la Savoie, etc., voisiaes du Mt. Blanc," 1867, chaps.
See also
xxi. xxw. xxv.; A. Muller, Mem. Soc. c11iist. Nat. Be. 1865-70.
Sismonda, Real. Acad. Sd. Torin. (2) xxiv. 1866, p. 333; Sterry Hunt, "Chem.
Bouncy. Addros, Quart. ,Jouru. Geol. Soc. xlii. 1886,
Essays," pp. 283, 328.
p. 38; xlvi. 1890, p. 187; and other papers cited, post-on, p. 1035.
10 See this structure illustrated
by that of northwest Scotland, postea, p. 1036.
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the concordance is everywhere deceptive, and that between
the schists and the fossiliferous series of formations there is
When the fossil-bearing intercala
really a great hiatus."
tions are examined they are themselves found to be meta
m. r hosed.
The Jurassic limestones have been marmaand the shales have become lustrous sericite-schists
r09,
ize

in which belemnites and other fossils are recognizable.
The
Triassic rocks have been in like manner rendered crystal

line, and present Secondary crystals of albite, quartz, mica,
The Carboniferous strata, when
tourmaline, garnet, etc.
their age can be determined by inclosed fossils, consist of
dark anthracitic bands, which have undergone less altera
tion than the adjacent schists."
But the extraordinary way
in which many of the plants in the Alpine Carboniferous
rocks have been distorted indicates the enormous shearing
At Vernayaz, near
which these rocks have undergone."
Martigny, the Carboniferous strata can hardly be separated
from the schists;74 and, indeed, had Carboniferous plants
not

been found in them the idea would probably never
have occurred to any one to draw a line between them.
At the well-known locality of Petit Oaur, the plants so abun
dantly and admirably preserved in blabk schist have had their
original substance replaced by a white hydrous mica."'
A

detailed investigation of the geotectonic and petro
graphical relations of these intercalated Carboniferous bands
was carried out in 1882 by the late Mr. Stur, Director cf
the Austro-Hungarian Geological Survey, and Baron von
Foullon.76
On the northern border of the Styrian Alps near
Leoben a group of crystalline schists 10,000 to 13,000 feet

71 Professor
Lory believed that in the Western Alps there is a conforma
and
even
bility
gradation between the true crystalline schists and the Palozoic
and Secondary rocks. He regarded the crystalline character of the latter as an
original feature dating from the time o deposition. See his résumé in the Re
port of the London meeting, 1888, of the International Geological Congress, and
the views of M. M:icliel-Lévy in the same Report.
' It is well known that carbonaceous strata can be
recognized across zones
of contact-metamorphism, when the normal characters of the ordinary strata
above and below them have been destroyed. This is well seen in the ease of
the black graptolitic shales of the south of Scotland, and, still more strikingly,
in those of Christian Ia.
See Brogger's memoir cited on p. 1030.
18 See Hoer's "Flora Fossilis llelveti&'
(Steinkohlen Flora), plate iv. fig. 1;
1,
1,
1,
v. figs.
etc.
3; viii. figs.
2; xiii. fig.
" Pavre, "Recherches
geol." ii. p. 351. The same fact is admitted by Lory
to be often true elsewhere (Bull. Soc. Geol. France, ix. 1881, p. 653).
15 Favre,
op. cit. iii. p. 192.
16 Jahrb. Geol. Reichsanst. xxxiii. 1883,
See also Toula,
pp. 189, 2117.
Verh. Geol. Reichsanst. 1877, p. 240.
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steeply (but it is said conformably) against
It consists of
mica-schist,
and
gneiss.
phyllite-gneiss,
chlorite-schist, with four bands of dark graphitie schist
and

reclines

one

or

two

seams

of

limestone.

The

plant-bearing
graphitic schist is full of plant-remains (Ualamites ramosus,
The
Pecop tens ion chitica., Lepidodendron pitleg maria, etc.).
association of
and the occurrence of bands of
plants
graph
ite, representative doubtless of former beds of coal, indicate
that these carbonaceous rocks belong to the well-known
Schatzler group of the lower Coal-series of
whole succession of sehists of which these

Silesia.

The

plant-bearing
beds are members, forms one continuous group, which Stur
recognized as traceable for a long distance on the northern
He
margin of the central range of the northeastern Alps.
insisted, that this group of schists cannot be the result of
chemical deposition, but, on
the contrary, that
original
it is shown, by a great series of facts, to be the meta
morphosed equivalent of what, elsewhere, are unaltered
Carboniferous strata.
The distortion of the fossils, which
proves that the rocks have behaved like plastic masses
under the strain of mountain-making, the alteration of their
substance into

anthracite

or graphite, and its replacement
by micaceous silicates, are evidence of a serious meta
On the other hand, the occurrence of unaltered
morphism.
plant-bearing Carboniferous rocks elsewhere in the Alps
shows that, as usual, the metamorphism has not been every
where equally intense.
Stur concluded that there was every
encouragement to search for fossils in the schist envelope of
the central Alpine gneiss."'
Baron von

describes the petrographical char
acters of the various members of the group of schists in
which the plants occur near Leoben.
As to the thoroughly
character
of
the
crystalline
phyllite-gueiss, mica-schist, etc.,
there can be no dispute.
It will be enough here to refer
briefly to the constitution of the graphite-schist in which
the plants occur.
Hand-specimens present a dull fracture,
on which none of the components, except the graphite, can
be recognized, though sometimes they show a greenish
fibrous asbestiform mineral.
In thin slices, the rock is
'

Foullon

He had, many years before this, announced his belief that the schisLoo
envelope (Schieferhülle) of the Alps probably represents Paleozoic rocks.
Stache, in 1874, wrote that "the question now is how far Cambrian or Silu
rian rocks are represented." Juhrh. Geol. Reichs. 1874, p. 159. In 1884 he
thought that the epicrystalline condition 01 the Silurian rocks in the Alps might
be due to original crystalline precipitation; Z. DeuLscIi. Geol. Ges. 1884, p. 356.
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seen to be composed of quartz grains,
an
chioritoid,
asbestos-like substance, and a mica, with abundant "clay
slate microlites," and diffused carbonaceous matter.
It re
sembles the mica -ehioritoid-schists of the Taunus.
Some
of the chioritoid-schists or quartz-phyllites associated with
this plant-bearing band are also graphitic.
Peti'ographical
thus
concurs
the
with
investigation
stratigraphical evidence
to prove that a tract of the crystalline schists of the north
eastern Alps consists of metamorphosed Carboniferous rocks.
The Silurian rocks, which in the eastern Alps are grayand slate, become more and more crystalline
Wine as they
are followed westward.
The Liassic shales become mica
sized toward the central mountains, the fossils by degrees

disappear, and the limestones, assuming a jointed aspect,
In
finally pass into a completely crystalline condition.
the Vaud Alps, the belemnites of the middle Oxfordian
shales gradually
disappear in proportion as the rock be
comes more schistose, till at the Diablerets it is an almost
The Eocene strata, also, under
crystalline sericitic schist."
intense compression, have assumed the character of slates,
which are worked for economic purposes."'
So far, therefore, from being entirely a pre-Cambrian
series, the crystalline schists of the Alps can be demon
strated to include metamorphosed Paitcozoic and Secondary
rocks along their outer border.
How far toward the central
mass of the mountains they are of Paleozoic age has
yet
to be determined.
As the rocks become more and more
crystalline in that direction it may not always be possible
to define the base of the altered Paleozoic rocks.
That
a
there is
nucleus of ancient or "Archau" gneisses is not
but
its limits must be proved by stratigraphical
disputed; °
evidence.
78 Renevier, Bull. Soc. Geol. France
(3), ix. p. 650; xvll. 1889, p. 884.
'
Lory, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, ix. 1881, p. 651.
80 M. Vacek has shown an
unconformahility between the older central sehists
and the Silurian gneiss, diorite schist, mica-schist and chioritoid-schist. Jahrb.
Geol. Reiclisaust. xxxiv. 1884, p. 620. The Pala3ozoic and Secondary age of
part of the schists of the Alps is enforced by Heim, bMechanismus der Gebirgs
bildung," 1878; Coropte Rend. Congrès God. International London, 1888, p. 16;
Nature, xxxviii. 1888, p. 524; Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlvi. 1890, p. 236. Gru
benmaun, Mittheil. Tliurganischen Naturf. Gesellsch. Heft viii. 1888.
Baltzer,
"Beitrge zur Geol. Karte der Schweiz," No. 24, 1888. The volumes of these
"Beitrã.ge" contain ample details regarding the geological structure of the Alps.
P. Termier, Comptes Rend. Acad. France, cxii. 1891, p. 900. Prof. Bonney
holds that the crystalline schists of the Alps are older than the Paheozoic rocks.
See, for example, his Address to the Geol. Soc. (Q. J. Geol. Soc. vol. xlii 1886,
p. 66), and the same Journal for 1889, p. 67; 1890, p. 187; 1892, p. 390.
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Scottish Highlauds.-This region consists mainly
of crystalline schists with bosses of granite, porphyry, etc.,
which, stretching through four
degrees of latitude and four and
a half of longitude, must cover
an area of not less than 16,000
square miles at the surface.

-'--'-S
.
I

As, however, they sink beneath
later formations, and are pro-

,

-

longed into Ireland, their total
area must be still more exten
The oldest rocks consist
sive.
mainly of a remarkably coarse
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crystalline gneiss (Leiisian, 1
in Fig. 311), with abundant
pegmatite veins, seen in Suth
:3-a erland and Ross, the two north
westerly counties of Scotland.
This gneiss, which will be described in the section on pre
"
"
Cambrian rocks in Book VI.,
is unconformably overlain by
0
..,nearly flat brownish-red (Torndonian) sandstones, conglom
erates
era
tes and breccias (2), which
- 11
in turn are surmounted Un-

'n

41
4

.

-

conformably by inclined beds
of quartzite (3, 4), shales 5),
calcareous grit (6), and lime
stones (7), the geological age
of which is fixed by the oc

currence of reco'nizab1e fos
?he quartzite
sils in them.
annelid-burrows;
is
full
of
the shales contain Olenellusthe distinctive trilobite of the
the
Cambrian rocks;
has
limestone
yielded A/aclowest

jlIu.rc/iiso?'iia,
Op/iiicia,
Or/ho-.4
.
Plcu'roto'ina'rict, On/us,
and
Piloceras,
ceras,
many
more forms, indicating Cam
brian and possibly the very
The strata are generally crowded
lowest Silurian horizons.
with carbonaceous worm-casts (the so-called "fucoids").
0 :S
1?W.U r.

lurca,
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Along their western margin, these rocks are so little altered
that they do not in any way deserve the name of meta
Eastward, however, they pass under various
morphic:
sohists and gneisses (8, 9, 10), which form a vast overlying,
It was believed by Maccul
thoroughly crystalline series.
loch and Hay Cunningham that the fossiliferous beds truly
underlie, and are older than, the eastern gneiss.
This view
was adopted and worked out in some detail by Murchison,

who extended his generalization over the whole area of the
Highlands, which he regarded as composed essentially of
metamorphosed. Silurian rocks (see Book VI., Part I. "Pre
Cambrian," § ii. "Local Development").
Other geologists
supported Murchison, whose opinions met with general ac
Nicol, however, contended that the overlying
ceptance.
or "newer gneiss" is merely the old gneiss brought up by
Later writers, particularly Prof. Lapworth, Dr.
faulting.
Callaway and Dr. Hicks, advanced somewhat similar opin
ions; but the difficulty remained of explaining how, if the
"newer gneiss" is really older than the fossiliferous strata,
it should overlie them so conformably as to have deceived
so many observers. The problem was subsequently attacked
independently by Prof. Lapworth and by the Geological
Survey, especially by Messrs. B. N. Peach, J. Home, W.
G-unn, C. T. Clough, L. Hinxman and H. M. Cadell, and
I believe it has now been solved.
I fully shared Murchi.
son's belief in a continuous upward
fossiliferous Lower Silurian
strata
but
the
schists,
subsequent detailed
convinced
me that this belief
ground
entertained.

succession from the
into
the overlying
investigation of the
could no longer be

Tracing the unaltered Cambrian strata eastward from
where they lie in their normal position upon the Torridon
sandstone

and old gneiss below, we find them begin to
undergo curvature.
They are thrown into N.N.E. and.
S.S.W. anticlinal and synclinal folds which become increasingly steeper on their western fronts until they are
disrupted, and. the eastern limb of a fold is pushed' over
the western.
By a system of reversed faults (t t in Fig.
311), a single group of strata is made to cover a great
breadth of ground and actually to overlie higher members
of the same series.
The most extraordinary dislocations,
however, are the Thrust-planes.
These have so low a hade
that the rocks on their upthrow side have been, as it were,
pushed horizontally westward, in some places for a distance
of at least ten miles.
But for the evidence of the clear
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coast-sections, these thrust-planes could hardly be distin
guished from ordinary stratification-planes, like which they
have been plicated, faulted and denuded (dotted lines in
Here and there an outlier of horizontally dis
Fig. 311).
placed. Lewisian gneiss may be seen capping a hill of quart
zite and limestone like an ordinary overlying formation.
The general trend. of all the foldings and ruptures is

N.N.E. and S.S.W., and as the steeper fronts of the folds
face the west, the direction of movement has obviously been
from the opposite quarter.
That there has been an enor
mous thrust from the eastward is further shown by a series
of remarkable internal rearrangements that have been super
induced upon the rocks.
Every mass of rock, irrespective
of lithological character and
structure, is traversed by
striated surfaces, which lie
parallel with
those of the thrust-planes, and
as are covered with a fine
parallel lineation running in a W.N.W. and E.S.E. direc
tion.

Along many zones near the thrust-planes, and for a
long way above them, the most perfect shear-structure has
been developed (Fig. '256).
The coarse pegmatites in the
ink feispar and milky quartz crushed
gneiss have had their
and drawn out into fine parallel lamin, till they assume

the aspect of a rhyolite in which fluxion-structure has been
Hornblende-rock passes into
exceptionally well developed.
horn blende-schist.
Sandstones, quartzites, and shales be
come finely micaceous schists.
The annelid-tubes in the

New
quartzite are flattened and drawn out into ribbons.
minerals, especially mica, have been abundantly developed
along the superincluced divisional planes, and, in many
cases, their longer axes are ranged in the same dominant
direction from E.S.E. to W.N..
The whole of these rocks have undergone such intense

shearing during their westward displacement that their origi
nal characters have in many cases been obliterated.
Among
them, however, can be recognized bands of gneiss which
undoubtedly belong to the underlying Lewisian series.
With

these are

intercalated lenticular strips of Cambrian
In some areas the Torridon sand
quartzite and limestone.
stone has been heaped on itself, sheared, and driven west
ward in large slices, the sandstone s passing into serictic
schists and the conglomerates having their pebbles flattened
and elongated, while the matrix has become full of second
Eastward, above one of the most marked and
ary mica.
persistent thrust-planes, the prevailing rock is a flaggy fissile
micaceous

gneiss

or

gneissose

flagstone

("Moine

schist,"
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All these rocks have a general
Book VI. Part I. § ii.).
dip and strike parallel with those of the Cambrian strata
on which they now rest, and in this respect, as well as in
their

prevailing lithological characters, they present the
most striking contrast to the rocks that unconformably
underlie the quartzites a little to the west.
Whatever may
been
their
age
and
have
original condition, they have cer
their
tainly acquired
present structure since Cambrian times.

From the remarkably constant relation between the di
of the Cambrian strata and the inclination' of the reverse
faults which traverse them, no matter into what various
positions the two structures may have been thrown, it is

tolerably clear that these dislocations took place before the
strata had been seriously disturbed.
The persistent
paral
lelism of the faults, folds, and prevailing strike, indicates
that the faulting and tilting were parts of one continuous
The same dominant northeasterly trend governs
process.
the structure of the whole Highlands, and reappears over
the Silurian tracts of the south of Scotland and north of
If, as is probable, it is the result of one great
England.

series of terrestrial movements, these must have occurred
between the middle or close of the Cambrian period and.
that portion of the Old Red Sandstone period represented
by the breccias and conglomerates of the Highlands. When
the rocks were undergoing this metamorphism, there lay to
the northwest a solid ridge of old gneiss and Torridon sand
stone

which offered strong resistance to plication.
The
thrust from the eastward against this ridge must have been
of the most gigantic kind, for huge slices, hundreds of feet
in thickness, were shorn off from the quartzites, limestones,

red sandstones, and gneiss, and were pushed for miles to the
westward.
During this process, all the rocks driven forward
by it had their original structure more or less completely

effaced.
New planes, generally parallel with the surfaces
of movement, were developed in them, and along these new
planes a rearrangement and recrystallization of mineral con
stituents took place, resulting in the production of crystal
line schists.'
Much remains to be done before the structure of the Cen
tral and Southern. Highlands is explained.
That some por
tions of the rocks may belong to the Lewisian gneiss is not
improbable.

But, on the other hand, in almost all parts of

81 Nature, xxxi.
p. 30; Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xliv. 1888, p. 378. For
further details see the account of pre-Cambrian rocks in Book VI. Part I. § ii.
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the Highlands east of the Great Glen traces of an original
fragmental or elastic origin can be detected among the schis
tose rocks.
Zones of argillaceous shales or slates passin

into andalusite-slates," and of fine grit full of well-rounde
fragments of quartz, feispar, or other ingredient, occur.

Bands of coarse conglomerate lie on different horizons, the
pebbles (granite, gneiss, etc.) being enveloped in a schistose
matrix.
Microscopic investigation likewise reveals, even

among crystalline mica-schists, traces of the original water.
worn granules of quartz in the sandy mud out of which the
rocks have been formed.
It is deserving of remark that
the rocks along the southern margin of the Highlands are,
for

the most part, so little affected as closely to resemble
portions of the unaltered Silurian series of the south of Scot
land, and that they dip toward the mountains, becoming
more highly foliated and crystalline as they recede from the
is also noteworthy that zones of graphitic
traced through different tracts of the High
schist can
lands, and that these schists and their associated strata bear
a close resemblance to the carbonaceous bands associated
with sedimentary deposits, such, for instance, as the Silurian
lowlands.

It
be

anthracitic graptolite zones of the southern counties."
schists,
Various eruptive rocks traverse the Highland
and afford interesting studies in their relation to the prob
Thus in Banffshire and Aberdeen
lems of metamorphism.
shire, large masses of diorite, diabase, and gabbro cut the
schists in places, but run on the whole parallel with the gen
Their appearance, though later
eral strike of the region.
than that of the rocks through which they have come, was
The diorite has,
earlier than the regional metamorphism.
Its com
in many places, itself undergone great alteration.
in the direction of
ponent crystals have ranged themselves
82 It is
important to note, as showing the relation of regional to contact.
metamorphism, that every stage in the development of the anclalusite can
be traced in these slates, though no eruptive rock appears at the surface.
J. Horns, Mineral. Mag. 1884.
I have proposed to class the metamorphic
rocks of the Central and Southern Highlands by the name of Dairadian, for
convenience of reference until their true geological position shall have been
determined. Açldress to Geol. Soc., Quart. Journ. Cool. Soc. 1891, p. 75, and
postea, Book VI. Part I. § ii.
Among the less metamorphosed rocks that form the southern margin of
the Highlands some zones of graphitic schist, together with chert bands and
courses of igneous rocks, wonderfully remind the geologist of the similar asein
As this sheet is passing through the
blago of rocks in the south of Scotland.
Peach
has
ractiolaria
in
these cherts, occurring much in the
Mr.
detected
press
same way as they do in the radiolarian cherts of the southern uplands.
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the prevalent foliation, and have here and there separated
into distinct aggregates, the feispar forming a kind of labra
dor-rock, and the hornblende assuming the structure of
per.
feet hornblende-schist.
Numerous bosses of granite and
porphyries likewise occur, traversing the diorites and. schists
and therefore of still later date.
In the course of the Geo
logical Survey of the Southern Highlands Mr. G. Barrow
has found evidence that over and above the effects of
great
dynamical movements affecting wide tracts of country, a
marked amount of metamorphism may be traced to the influ
ence of eruptive granites and gneisses.
He shows that a
vast number of pegmatite veins which traverse the schists
may be traced. into bosses of intrusive granite or gneiss, the
He finds
great mass of which is concealed below ground.
that three well-marked zones can be observed in the schists,
of which the first, lying nearest to the main body of eruptive
material,, is marked by an abundance of sillimanite, the next
He has fol
by kyante, and the outermost by staurolite.
lowed the same band of altered sedimentary material across
these zones which are thus shown to be entirely
independent
of the original structure of the rocks.
These observations,
which have been extended over many hundred
square miles
of Forfarshire, Perthshire, and Aberdeenshire, are of much
interest and importance, as they serve to connect the
phe
nomena of contact and regional metamorphism as manifes
tations of one great process.84
G r e e c e.-In the Grecian peninsula, vast masses of
chlorite-schist, mica-schist, and gneiss occur, among which
thick zones of marble are interstratified.
At several places
in the calcareous zones fossils have been found which,
though not well preserved, show that the rocks belong to
the fossiliferous series of formations, and are not pre-Cam
brian.
These crystalline rocks in northeastern Greece lie
on the strike of normal Cretaceous hippurite limestones,
sandstones, and shales, and are probably of Cretaceous
85
age.
Green
Mountains
of
New
England.-The
Lower Silurian strata, which to the north in Vermont are
comparatively little changed, become increasingly altered
as they are traced southward into New York Island.

They

G. Barrow, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1893.
85 M.
Neumayr, Jahrb. Geol. Reichsanst. xxvi. 18'6, p. 249. Z. Deutsch.
Geol. Ges. xxxiii. pp. 118, 454. A. Bittner, M. Neuniayr, and F. Teller, Denkach.
Akad. Wion, xl. 1880, p. 395. This essay well deserves the attention o the
student.
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are thrown into sharp folds, and even inverted, the direc
tion of plication being generally N.N.E. and S.S.W.
This
disturbance has been accompanied by a marked crystalliza
tion.
The limestones have become marbles, the sandy beds
quartzites, and the other strata have assumed the character
of slate, mica-schist, chlorite-schist, and gneiss, among which
hornblendic, augitic, hypersthenie, and chrysolitic zones oc
The geological horizon of these rocks is shown by the
discovery in them at various localities of fossils belonging
to the Trenton and Hudson River subdivisions of the
cur.

Lower

The
Silurian system of eastern North America.
and
altered
a
belt
rocks have been ridged up
of
along
Hudson
and
to the east of the
extending
country lying
north into Canada."
Menominee and Marquette regions of Mich
i g a n.-One of the most luminous essays yet published on
the megascopic and microscopic proofs of dynamic meta
morphism is that by G. II. Williams to which reference has
The author proves that a series of
already been made."
pre-Cambrian rocks of eruptive origin (greenstones, tuffs,
agglomerates, etc.) have been converted into perfect schists.
The various stages of alteration are minutely detailed, and
careful drawings are given of the microscopic structures.
The deductions arrived at by the author have far more

than a mere local significance; they lay an accurate basis
for the study of similar "greenstone-schists" in other re
gions, and show how the original eruptive character of such

altered rocks is to be recognized.
It may be useful to group the foregoing and a few other
examples of regional metamorphism in stratigraphical order,
that the student may see over how wide a range of the geo
logical formations such transformation has taken place.
a ad
Central Italy. -Nummulitic
Tertiary.-Northern
limestone rendered saceharoid, and strata (including
Miocene) generally more indurated in proportion to
the extent to which they have been folded and dis
turbed.

These changes, which indicate an incipient

86 See Dana, Amer. Journ. Sci. iv. V. vi. xiii. xiv. xvii. xviii. xix. xx. ; Q. ,T.
Geol. Soc. 1882, p. 397. The idoTitifleation of the so-called Taeoriic schist of
New England with altered Lower Siluriau rocks has been called in qitusLiou
by Storry Hunt, but the stratgraphical evidence collected by A. Wing, Dana
and others, and the testimony of the fos&Js collected by Dana, Dwight, ote.,
have sustained it. In the F'uiijub a series of giieissos and schists overlies infra
Triassic rocks.
Wynne, Geol. Mag. 1880, p. 314.
81 Bull. U. S. Geol.
Survey, No. 62, 1890.
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metamorphism, are well displayed in the Apuan Alps
and in the Apennines.""

lJretaceous. -Greece. -Chlorite-schist,
ble, serpentine, etc., believed to

mica-schist,

mar

be altered Creta
ceous sandstone, shale, limestone, etc. (see above).
Coast range of California..-Strata
containing
fossils pass into jaspers, siliceous slate
Creta-ceous
(phtha
nites), glaucophane-&h ist,
mica-schist,
garnetiferous
8°
serpentine, etc.
Jurassic. -Alps. -Sericite-sch ists, altered limeston es, etc.
(p. 1033).
Sierra Nevada (Calif orni
a).- Clay-slates, talcose slates,
serpentine, etc., passing into rocks containing Juras
sic fossils.90
Trias.-Sierra Nevada (Spain). -Clay- slate, mica-schists,
talc- sehists, and 1imestones.'
Carrara.-M ica-schist,
tale-schist,

marbles,
passing
limestones containing Encrinus
lilizfQrmis,
Pengacrinus,
below which lie gneissic
Phylloceras,
and other schists inclosing Orthocera8, Actinoceras,
and evidently of Palozoic age.°9
down into

Alps. -Limestones, dolomites, and gypsums rendered
crystalline, associated with cale-mica-schist and other
varieties of schist.
Carboniferous.
Alps.
Graphite-schist, phyllite-gneiss,
etc. (p. 1033).
Eastern Brittany. -Oarboniferous shales altered into
crystalline schists.°
Devonian. -T aunus. -A large series of
crystalline schists
(p. 1030).
Ardennes.-Crystalline sohists with garnet, hornblende,
mica, etc. (p. 1028).
Siluriam. -Norway. -A series of schists
resembling those

88 Lotti and
Zaccagna, Boll. CorniL Geol. d'Italia, 1881, p. 5. Lotti, ibid.
419.
Bull.
Soc.
Geol. France, xvi. 1888, p. 406.
p.
89
Geol.
Surv. California, "Geology," vol. i. p. 23.
Whitney,
G. F. Becker,
Amer. Jouru. Sci. xxxi. 1886, p. 348; "Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of
the Pacific Slope," Monograph No. xiii. of U. S. Geol. Survey, 1888.
°
Whitney, op. cit. p. 225.
91 Do Vernouil, Bull. Soc. Geol. France
B. von Drasche,
(2), xiii. p.,708.
Jahrb, Geol. Reiehsanst. xxix. 1819, p. 93.
The identification of these rocks
with Triassic beds is a probable conjecture.
92
Coquand, Bull. Soc. Geol. France (3), iii. p. 26; iv. p. 126.
Zaccagna,
Boll. Corn. Geol. Ital. xii. 1881, p. 476. Lotti, op. cit. p. 419 and plate ix.
93 Jannettaz, Bull. Soc. Geol. France
(3), ix. 1881, p. 649.
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of Scotland, lying upon and interstratified with fossil.
iferous beds (p 10311.
Green Mountains of New England.-A great group of
schists and limestones, with fossils in some beds
(p. 1041).
Northern Alps.-Upper Silurian fossils among gneiss,
diorite-schist, mica-schist, chioritoid-schist, etc."
Cambrian and Silurian. -Scotland .----A great series of

sehists overlying quartzite and limestones
crystalline
with fossils (p. 1035).
Saxon granuhte tract. -Schists, schistose conglomer
ates, etc.""
South Wales.-A fine foliation of the tuffs, represent

ing an early stage of regional metamorphism."
Pre-Cambrian (Archcean.). -Scotland. - Sandstone
and
arkose passing into lustrous crumpled micaceous

schists (p. 905).
Some of the Archean gueisses and
hornblende-rocks of Sutherland have had a new schis
tosity superinduced in them by the shearing move
ments that altered the Cambrian strata (p. 1040).

Summary.-From the evidence now adduced the follow
ing conclusions may be confidently drawn.
1.
(a)

There are

overlie

wide

regions

fossiliferous

strata,

in
or

which crystalline sehists
(b) contain

bands in which fossils occur, or (c) pass

intercalated

either laterally or

vertically into undoubted sedimentary strata.
2.

These

schists

are in some cases the

metamorphosed

equivalents of what were once ordinary sedimentary depos
its, including sometimes associated igneous rocks.
3.

The alteration by which rocks have been

affected in

regional metamorphism is similar in its stages to what may
be

traced

in

local metamorphism round bosses of granite,

but has attained a much greater development.
4.

Regional metamorphism has been directly connected

94 M. Vacek and Baron 1?tullon, Jahrb. (4ool. Reichsanst. xxxiv. 1884, pp.
609, 635. G. &ache, Z. Deutsch. Geol. Gos. 1884, p. 277.
91, Lehmann's work cited auto,
p. 272.
96
3.
Geol.
Soc.
xxxix.
1883,
Q.
p 310.
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and

is usually most

tension,

pronounced where, as shown by plication, puckering, shear.
structure, and the crushing down of the component minerals,
the

rocks

have

been

subjected to the greatest mechanical

movement.
5.

The

always,
not, as

dynamical

strain

accompanied with
a

has

more

been

generally,

perhaps

or less chemical reaction,

rule, involving the introduction of

constituents, but consisting chiefly

in

a

new chemical

recombination of

those already present in the rocks, with the consequent de
velopment of new crystalline minerals.
6.

This

chemical

and

mineralogical

rearrangement

has

probably been superinduced under the influence of moderate
heat, and in presence of water, and is comparable with what,
on a feeble scale, can be achieved in the laboratory.
7.

The alteration of rocks in an area of regional meta

morphism
limited

is often strikingly unequal

in degree even over

areas, being apt to attain sporadically a

maximum

intensity, particularly in tracts of greatest shearing or plica
tion, while in other areas the original elastic or crystalline
characters may be easily discernible.
8.

The nature of the alteration has depended first, and

chiefly, on the original character and structure of the rocks
affected by it;

and secondly, on the nature and intensity of

the metamorphic activities.

Of some rocks (sandstone, car

bonaceous shale, coal), the original
ognizable when

condition may be rec

that of their associated strata has entirely

disappeared.
9.
been

The foliation in a tract of regional metamorphism has
developed

along divisional

planes

which guided the

crystallization or rearrangement of the minerals.

In some

cases, these planes coincide with those of original deposit.
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In others,

they may represent cleavage, as pointed

Sedgwick

and

along

which,

crystallizing

Darwin.

Or

they

under intense
minerals

In a rock, homogeneous in

may indicate

the planes

the

axes

pressure,

would

out by

naturally

longer

range

of

themselves.

chemical composition and gen

eral texture, foliation might be induced along any dominant
divisional planes.
of shearing,

the

If these planes were those of cleavage or
resultant foliation

might

not

differ from that along original bedding planes.

07

appreciably
But it may

be doubted whether a cleavage foliation of elastic sedimen
tary strata could run over wide areas without sensible and
even

very serious

interruptions.

In

most

large masses of

sedimentary matter, the usual alternations of different kinds
of

sediment

could not but produce distinct kinds of

under the influence of metamorphic change.

rock

Where folia

tion coincides with cleavage over large tracts, it will almost
certainly be crossed by bands, more or less distinct, coinci
dent with the original bedding whether of sedimentary or of
eruptive rocks, and running oblique to the general foliation,
as bedding and cleavage do, save where they may happen to
coalesce.

Where a massive rock of generally homogeneous

composition, such as a felsite or granite, has been intensely
sheared, a rearrangement or recrystallization of its minerals
has taken place along the planes of shearing.
is thus transformed into a schist.

Such a rock

Even rocks of much more

varied structure, like Archaan gneisses, have been subjected
to such changes from shearing as not only to lose entirely
their original structure, but to acquire a new foliation paral
lel to the shearing planes.
°' .Jannettaz
points out that the cleavage of the slates in the cTrenoble Alps
is parallel to the foliation of the mica-schists. Bull, Soc. Geol. France (3), ix.
1381, p. 649.
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It is now generally agreed that gneisses and many forms
of schist have been formed by dynamical action from deep
seated masses of igneous rocks, both acid and basic.
banding o

The

these rocks, which was formerly regarded as evi

dence of aqueous deposition, is no doubt generally due to an
original

segregation

unconsolidated
described on

p.

of

igneous
963,

the

component

rocks,

like

the

minerals

of

still

segregation-veins

though it may to some extent have

resulted from the rearrangement and recrystallization of the
materials

of

such

rocks

under

intense

mechanical

strain.

The occurrence of lenticular bands or bosses of amphibolite
in gneiss may point to dikes of some hornblendic rock by
which the original granite was traversed before the develop
ment of the foliated structure.
traced

between

masses

of

A smuliar connection can be

diorite, gabbro, etc.,

blende- schists, gabbro-schists, etc.

and

horn.

The granitoid character

of these rocks, under the great stresses they have suffered
during periods of terrestrial disturbance, has here and there
entirely disappeared.

First the minerals (especially the fel

spars) are seen to have ranged themselves with their long
axis in one general direction.

Then they separate into lay

ers or folia in the same direction, and acquire a more or less
distinctly foliated structure.

Thus, a massive diorite, gab.

bro, or diabase has been converted into amphibolite-schist,
sometimes with bands of massive labradorite."
98 The idea
suggested many years ago by Jukes ("Student's Manual of Geol
ogy"), that the hornblendic bands of the crystalline schists might have been
originally eruptive rocks, has been confirmed by more recent work. See Leh
mann's "Entatehung tier altkrystallinischen Schiefergesteine"; Ailport, Q. J.
Geol. Soc. xxxii. 1876, p. 425; the diorites of the north of Scotland, ante,
p. 1040, and paper by G. H. Wilhams, cited on. p. 1024.
Besides the works already cited on Metamorphism the student may consult
the following: Debase, Mom. Savans Etrangers, xvii. Paris, 1862, pp. 12'l-222;
Ann. ties Mines. xii. 185?; xiii.. 1858; "Etudes sur le Métamorphisme des
Roches," Paris, 1869; Durocher, "Etudes sur le M6ta'inorphisrne des Roches,"
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value occur in

that are extracted for

certain

which have been variously classified;

well-marked forms
but for the purposes

of the geological student it is most convenient to consider
them from the point of view of geological structure and his
Thus arranged, they naturally group themselves into

tory.

three great

series; 1st,

among stratified
formed

with

the

those contemporaneously

formations;
other

2d,

those

ingredients

of

deposited

contemporaneously
crystalline

(massive

and schistose) rocks; 3d, those subsequently introduced by
infiltration

or

otherwise

into

fissures,

caverns,

or

other

spaces of any kind of rock.
1.

Contemporaneous ores of stratified rocks

have been deposited in water, together with the sardstones,
liinestones, or other strata among which they lie.

In some

cases, they are mere mechanical sediments, such as the aurif
erous gravels of California and Australia (placer-works) or

Bull. Soc. Geol. France (2), iii. 1846; Daubrée, Ann. des Mines, 5me eerie, xvi.
p. 155; Biechof, "Chemical Geology," chap, xlviii.; J. Roth, Abhandlungen
Akad. Berlin, 1871; 1880; G-ümbel, "Oestbayerische Grenzgebirgo," 1868; H.
Crethier, Zeitsch. Gesammt. Naturwiss. xxxii. 1868, p. 353; N. Jahrb. 1810, p.
970; A. Inostranzeff, "Studien übcr metamorphosirte Gostoine," Leipzig, 1879.
The best English work on this subject is "Ore Deposits," by J. A. Phil
1884.
The following works on ores and mining may also be consulted:
lips,
B. von Cotta, "Die Lehre von Erzlagerstätten," 1859-61; A. von Groddeck,
"Die Lehro von den LagerstLtten der Erzo," 1879; W. Forster, "Treatise on a
Section of the Strata from Newcastle- on-Tyne to Cross Fell"; W. Wallace,
"Laws which regulate the deposition of Lead Ores," 1861; F. von Sandberger,
"Untersuchungen über Erzgange"; numerous valuable papers by J. W. Hen
wood and others in Trans. Roy. Geol. Soc. Cornwall; G. F. Becker, "Geology
of the Cometock Lode," U. S. Geol. Survey, Monographs iii. iv.; also "Quick
silver Deposits," 8th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1886-87, p. 965, and Mono
graph xiii.; R. D. Irving, "Copper-bearing rocks of Luke Superior," Ann. Rep.
U. S. Geol. Survey, 1881-82, p. 93 and Monograph v.; "Uttos Minéraux,"
E. Fuchs et L. Delaunay, Paris, 1893.
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the stream-tin deposits of Cornwall, obviously derived from
the disintegration of older rocks, principally veinstones, in
In other cases, they result

which the ores were developed.
from

the

accumulation

of

chemical precipitates,

as in the

modern deposition of iron-ore on the floors of lakes and be
neath

bogs.

These precipitates

form independent mineral

may either

of

themselves

masses, or may serve as impreg

nations of other stratified deposits, like the copper ores that
o abundantly diffused through the Kupfer-Schiefer

occur

of Saxony.

In all these instances, the metalliferous rocks

belong to the stratified type of geological structure (p. 834
They occur in layers varying from mere films up

et seq.).
to

beds or

stratified masses

of

great thickness.

In some

cases, they retain the same average thickness for long dis
tances;

in

occur in

others,

they

swell

out

scattered concretions.

or

die

away rapidly, or

Organic remains are com

monly associated with ores of this type.
2.

Contemporaneous ores of crystalline rocks

are exemplified by the beds of iron-ore, pyrites, etc., that so
frequently occur intercalated among the crystalline schists.
They lie as massive sheets or thin partings, and usually pre
sent a conspicuously lenticular character.

That they were

formed contemporaneously with the layers of quartz, mica,
feispar,

hornblende,

or

other minerals

among

which

they

lie, and owe their crystalline structure to the same process
that produced the characteristic foliation of the crystalline
chists, may usually be inferred with considerable certainty,
though cases not infrequently arise where it is difficult or
impossible to draw any line between this. type and that of
true

subsequently-formed

veins.

Besides

these

lenticular

ores of the crystalline schists, the massive rocks also con-,
tam

contemporaneously

crystallized

ores.

The

diffused
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iron

the

basalts,

diabases,

etc., and the occasional separation of the ore in the layers
of segregation-veins in these rocks are familiar illustrations.
Large included masses of these and other ores are sometimes
available for mining (ante, p. 129).
3.

guished by the

ores

introduced

Subsequently

are

distin

between their contents and struc

contrast

ture and those of the rocks through which they pass.
have

been

deposited,

subsequent

these rocks, in cavities
tion.

the

consolidation

of

for their recep

previously opened

In certain rocks (limestones, dolomites, etc.) intricate

channels
out

to

They

and

by the

large

solvent

have

irregular caverns
action of

underground

been

dissolved

water;

in other

cases, fissures have been formed by fracture, or the rocks,
exposed

to

great compression,

torn asunder,
in

them.

so that

have

irregular

been

spaces

up or

puckered

have

been

opened

Metallic ores and crystalline minerals introduced

by infiltration, sublimation,

or

otherwise, into the

cavities

formed in any of these ways, may be grouped, according to
the shape of the cavity, into v e i n s or 10 d e s, which have
filled up vertical

or highly-inclined

fissures, and

s t o c k s,

which are indefinite aggregations often found occupying the
place of subterranean cavities.
The first two of these three
require special treatment here.

types of ore deposits do not
The stratified type

has the

usual character of sedimentary formations
(Book IV. Part
the

I.);

crystalline

schistose and
§

2

and

3;

massive
and

however, from
interest,

type

its

forms

of

part

rocks (Book U.

Book

Vi.

economic

Part

I.

the

Part

§ i.);

structure
II.

the

Sect.

third

of
vii.

type,

importance and its geological

merits some more detailed notice.
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§ i. Mineral-Veins or Lodes
A

true

mineral-vein

consists

of

one or

more

minerals

deposited within a fissure of the earth's crust, and is usually
inclined at from 100 to 20° from the vertical.

The bound

ing surfaces of such a vein are termed w all s, and, where
inclined, that which is uppermost is known as the
hanging,
and that which is lowest as the lying or
foot wall.
rounding

rock,

which

through

veins

country or o o u n try-rock.
a

line

run,

is

The sur

termed

the

A vein may coincide with

of fault or of joint, or may run independent of
any

other structural divisions; in all cases it is independent of
the

or

bedding

among

even

the

matter has

however, and

where

taken place

the

along

composed

of

gently inclined

or

planes, such as those of

metallic ores
with

of

no

respect

in

a

the
to

molten

surrounding

or

stratification, and

be

from

distinct

result

of

layers
the

separate

pasty

minerals

simple

from

magma

they are commonly most

below,
into

surrounding rock,

deposition..

confounded with

condition

of

Mineral-veins
or

or more irregularly intermingled

alternating,

each other,

evidently

masses

still more

introduction

the veins then look like interstratified beds.
are

Oases occur

"country."

rocks,

limestones,

among

horizontal

of

massive

crystalline

frequently
mineral

foliation

veins
or

segregated

cracks

frequent and

in

are

They

of rock

its

most

and
in

injected
from

mass.

a

But

metalliferous

in districts where eruptive rocks are abundant.
Variations
from

a

in

breadth.-Mineral-veins

vary

in

breadth

mere paper-like film up to a great wall of rock 150

feet wide or more.
strings of calcite

The

simplest kinds

are

the threads or

and quartz, so frequently to be observed
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among the more ancient, and especially more or less altered,
rocks.

These may

be

seen running

in

lines,

parallel

or

ramifying into an intricate network, sometimes uniting into
thick branches and again rapidly thinning away.

Consider

able variations in breadth may be traced in the same vein.
These may be accounted

for by unequal

solution and' re

moval of the walls of a fissure, as in the action of permeat
ing water upon a calcareous rock;
of a rent, or by a shift of

by the irregular opening

the walls of a sinuous or irregu

In the last-named case, the vein may

larly defined fissure.

be strikingly unequal in breadth, here and there nearly dis
appearing by the convergence of the walls, and then rapidly
swelling out and again diminishing.

How simply this irregr)

It

Fig. 312.-Widening of a fissure by relative shifting of its side (Dc la Beche).
ularity may be

accounted for will be readily

perceived by

merely copying the line of such an uneven fissure on tracing
paper and shifting the
if, for

example, the

shown

at a b, in the

of one side to the

tracing along the line of the original.

fissure

be

assumed

to

have the form

first line (Fig. 312), a slight shifting

right, as at a' b' in

the second line, will

allow the two opposite walls to touch at only the points o o,
while open
the same

spaces will

extent in

the

be

left at c c d.

reverse

direction

to a more continuously open fissure,

A movement to
would give rise

as in

the third

line.

That shiftings of this nature have occurred to an enormous
extent in

the

fissures filled

with

mineral-veins,

is shown
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The polished and.

by their abundant slickensides (p. 878).

striated walls have been coated with mineral matter, which
has

subsequently been similarly polished and grooved by a

renewal of the slipping.
Structure
$ I m p1 e,

and

that

mineral-vein

contents.-A

is,

consisting

c o m p o u ii d, consisting
be metalliferous.

of

entirely

be

may

one

either

mineral,

of several; and may or may

or
not

The minerals are usually crystalline, but

layers or irregular patches of soft decomposed earth, clay,
etc., frequently

accompany

them, especially as

a

layer on

the wall-face (flucan).

The non-metafliferous minerals are

known as g a n g u e

v e i n-s t o xi e s, the more crystalline

being often also

popularly classed

minerals

bearing

or

are

known

as

as s p a r s.
o r e s.

The metal

The

commonest

vein-stones are quartz (usually either crystalline or crypto
crystalline, with numerous fluid-inclusions), calcite, barytes,
and fltorite.

The presence of silica is revealed not only by

the quartz, but by the hard siliceous bands so often observ
able along the walls of a vein.
mined

to be

portions

of

the "country" which have

indurated by the deposition of
ores

These can often be deter

silica

in

been

their pores.

The

are sometimes native metals, especially in the case of

copper and gold; but for the most part are oxides, silicates,
carbonates,
Some of

sulphides,

or

other

combinations.

the contents of mineral-veins are associated with

certain minerals
with

chlorides,

blende,

magnetite
contents of

pyrite

with
a

more

usually than

with

chlorite.

mineral-vein

with' others, as

chalcopyrite,
Of

the

gold

manner

are disposed the

with
in

galena
quartz,

which

the

following

are

the chief varieties.
(1) M a ssi v e.-Showing no definite arrangement of the
contents.
This structure is especially characteristic of veins
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single mineral, as of calcite, quartz, or
metalliferous ores (pyrites, limonite) like

Some
barytes.
wise assume it.
(2) Banded,

c o m b y, in parallel (and sometimes ex
or combs.
In this common arrange
actly duplicated) layers
ment, each wall (a a, Fig. 314) may be coated with a layer
of the same material, perhaps some ore or flucan (b b), fol
lowed on the inside by another layer c c), perhaps quartz,
then by layers of calcite, fiuor.spar, or other vein-stone,
with strings or layers of ore, to the centre, where the two

opposite walls may be finally united by the last zone of
Even where each half of the vein is not strictly
deposit ®.
a duplicate of the other, the same parallelism of distinct
may be. traced.
(3) B r e c c i a t e d, containing angular fragments of the
surrounding "country," cemented in a matrix of vein-stones

layers

a
7I

L\4
H

/
' b d /---Fig. 313.-Section of a fl
sure nearly filled with
one mineral (C C), but
with a portion of the
fissure (a I)) still open.

I
ci

Ii y#

a

Pig. 314.-Section of Mineral-Vein with
symmetrical dispositiun of duplicate
layers.

It may, often be observed that these fragments are
completely inelosed within the matrix of the vein, which
must have been partially open, with the matrix still in
course of deposit, when they were detached from the
Large blocks (riders) may be thus inelosed.
parent rock.
(4 P r u s y, containing or made up of cavities lined
or ores.

The central parts of veins fre
crystalline minerals.
where the min
quently present this structure, particularly
erals have been deposited from each side toward the middle.
the minerals disposed in
(5) F ii amen to us, having
thread-like veins; this is one of the commonest structures.
Metallic ores occur under a variety of forms in mineral
with

veins.
Sometimes they are disseminated in minute grains
or fine threads (gold, pyrites), or gathered into irregular
strings, branches, hunches, or leaf-like expansions (native
with the veincopper), or disposed in layers alternating
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stones

parallel with the walls of the 'vein (most metallic
ores), or forming the whole of the vein (pyrites, and occa
sionally galena), or lining cirusy cavities, both on a small
scale and in large chambers (hematite, galena).
Some ores
are frequently found in association (galena and blende), or
are noted for containing minute proportions of another
metal (argentiferous galena, auriferous
pyrites).
Successive infillkng of veins.-The symmetrical disposition
represented in Fig. 314 shows that the fissure had its two
walls coated first with the layers li b.
or

open,

widened,

subsequently

layer (c c) on

each

J

face, and so

Thereafter the still

cleft

on

received

a

second

progressively until

the

9
3

II
II

-

!1t

IL

!!-J

Fig. 315.-Section of Wheal Julia
Lode, Cornwall, showing five
successive openings of the
same fissure (B.).
(Iff, Copper-pyrites and bleude;
b, d, c, h, s, quartz in crystals
pointing Inward; c, clay; g,
empty space.

fig. 316.-Section of part of a Lode,
Godolphin Bridge, Cornwall (B.).
a, Quartz coating cheelc of vein; b,
quartz-crystals pointing inward;
c c, agatiform silica; d, thick
layer of copper-pyrites.

whole was filled up, or until only cavernous spaces (druses)
lined

with

exists

of

crystals were left.

any

successive

terrestrial

deposition.

In such cases,

movement

The

fissure

during
may

no evidence

the

have

process
been

of

origi

nally as wide as the present vein, or may have been widened
during

the

accumulation

and gently as

not to disturb

many instances, as
of

of

disturbances

above

whereby

accelerated or interrupted.

mineral

matter,

so

gradually

the gathering layers.

stated, proofs
the

formation

remain
of

the

But in

of a series
vein

was

Thus at the Wheal Julia Lode,
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in

Fig.

315)

is

formed

of

quartz-crystals pointing as usual from the sides toward the
centre of the vein, but it is only one of five similar zones,
each of which marks an opening of the fissure and the sub
sequent closing of it by a deposit of mineral matter along
The occurrence of different

the walls.

layers on the two

walls of a vein may sometimes indicate successive openings
In Fig. 316 the fissure at one time, no doubt,

of the fissure.
extended no
band

of

copper
to

previous
silica,

further

or

between 1 and 2.

than

had

pyrites

already

filled

Whether the
up

the

fissure,

the opening which allowed the deposit of the

was

introduced

into

a

fissure

between

opened

2 and 3 after the deposit of the silica, is uncertain."
The occurrence of rounded pebbles of slate, quartz, and
granite in the lodes of Cornwall at depths of 600 feet from
the surface, of

gneiss in

feet, and of Liassic
in

veins

Mendip

traversing
Hills

and

the vein at Joachimsthal at 1150

land and freshwater shells at 270 feet
the

Carboniferous

South

Wales,

Limestone

seems

to

of

indicate

the
that

fissures may remain sufficiently open to allow of the intro
duction of water-worn stones and terrestrial organisms from
the surface even down to considerable depths.'
Connection of

veins

with faults

and cross-veins.----While

the interspaces between any divisional planes in rocks may
serve as receptacles of mineral depositions, the largest and
most continuous veins have for the most part been formed
in

lines

of fault.

nearly straight

These

course,

may

for

be

many

traced,
miles

sometimes

across

a

in

a

country,

and as far downward as mining operations have been able
Do la Beebe, "Geol. Otis." p. 698.
Do la Becho, op. cit. p. 699.
' Do la Beche,
Moore, Q. T. G-ool. Soc. xxiii. 483; Brit.
op. cit. p. 696.
ASSOC. 1869,,p. 360.
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faulted

faults,

their terminations.

also,

and
they

These features

are well exhibited in some of the mining districts of Corn
wall (Fig. 317.
The intersections of mineral-veins do not always at once
0

a1

I

--

UI iuiiIIIIUUI

e

4
e

Fig. 317.-Plan of Wheat Fortune Lode, Cornwall (B.).
ii in, lodes of which the main one splits up toward east and west, traversing elvan
dikes, e e, but cut by faults or cross-courses, ci ci. Scale one inch to a mile.
betray which is the older series.

If a vein has really been

shifted by another, it must of course be older than the lat
ter.

But the evidence

of

displacement may be deceptive.

In such a section as that in Fig. 318, for example, a
cursory
examination might

suggest the inference that the vein d e

must be later than the dike or vein a b, by which its course
appears to have been shifted.
more careful
to the

scrutiny,

detection

of

Should

however,

the vein

lead

6

crossing d

the supposed later mass at c, it would
be clear that this inference must be in.
correct."

In mineral districts, different

/
Fig. 318.-Deceptive shifting
of a vein (B.).

series or systems of mineral-veins can generally be traced, one
crossing another, belonging to different periods, and not in
frequently filled with different ores and vein-stones.

In the

southwest of England, for example, a series of fissures run.
Do la &che, op. cit. p. 65.
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and S.S.E.,

traverses another

series, which runs in a more east and west direction (W.S.W.
to E.N.E., or W.N.W. to E.S.E.).

The latter (c c, cZ d, Fig.

819) in Cornwall contain the chief copper and tin ores, while
the cross-courses (b b) contain lead and iron.

The east and

west lodes in the west part of the region were formed before
those which cross them, for they are shifted, and their con
tents are broken through by the latter.

To the east, near

Fig. 319.-General Map of Fissures in the mineral tracts of S.W. England (B.).
Exeter, the east and west faults a a are later than the New
Red Sandstone, and in Somerset than the Lias.°
Relation of contents of veins to surrounding rock.-It has
long

been

various

familiar to

miners

kinds of "country" it

that

where

a vein

is often richer in ore when

crossing or touching some rocks than others.
of England, for example,

traverses

In the north

the galena is always most abun

dant in the limestones and scarcest in the shales, the veins
in the Great Limestone (which is 150 feet thick or less) hay
ing produced as much lead as all the rest of a mass of 2000
feet of strata put together.
been

observed

that

some

In Cornwall and Devon, it has
lodes yield

tin where they cross

Do Is Beche, op cit. p. 659.
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traverse

they

may cross

the same

slate;

three times from the one

rock into the other, and each time the same change of me
tallic contents

Some of the lodes,

takes place.

which are

poor in ore in the slate, become rich as they cross an elvan
(Fig. 320), or, on the other hand, the ore is so split up into
strings in the elvan, as to be much less valuable than in the
slate.

Similar

variations in

the nature or ammnt of ores

and

vein-stones with the character of the rocks traversed by
a
mineral-veins have been generally
observed
among

in

mining

the most

formations.
revealed

districts, even

diverse

Chemical

the

geological
has

analysis
of

presence

minute

''
...

quantities of metallic ores dispersed
through

the substance of the

rocks

d
i80320.-Plan
of
Elvan
Dike (a )
Fig.
By
traversed by a metallic vein
(c f cfl which dies out as it
1atin b some of the more frequent
passes into the surrounding
slate,
Meal Alfred, Guincar
silicates found as rock-constituents
surrounding mineral-veins.

(such as augite, hornblende, and. mica), iron, nickel, copper,
cobalt, arsenic, antimony, tin, etc., have been found in
ap
preciable quantity,

and the conclusion has been drawn by

F. Sandberger that the heavy metals are present in the sili
cates

of

the

crystalline

of

rocks

all

geological

periods.

Stratified rocks also, when subjected to
sufficiently delicate
analysis, reveal the presence in them of the metals and non
metallic

substances

slates, for
zinc,

example,

lead, arsenic,

that
have

constitute
been

antimony,

mineral-veins.

found

tin,

to

contain

cobalt,

nickel.'

Clay
copper,

Decomposition and recomposition in mineral-veins.-It has
' This
question has been made the subject of an exhaustive research by Prof.
F. Sandberger, "Untersuchungen über Erzgänge," Part i.
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the "country"

through which

veins run is often considerably decomposed.
this is specially observable in the granite.

mineral.

in Cornwall,

Round the Corn.

stock Lode also, the diabase is particularly decayed.

More

over, in most mineral-veins there occur layers of clay, earth,
or other soft

friable loamy

mining names are given.

substances,

to

which

various

The great majority of the remark

able minerils of the southwest of England occur in
parts of the lodes where such soft earths abound.

those

The veins

evidently serve as channels for the circulation of water both
upward and downward, and to this circulation

the decay of

some bands into mere clay or earth, and the recrystallization
of part of their ingredients into rare or interesting minerals,
are to

be ascribed.

It is

also, that

observable,

the upper

parts of pyritous mineral-veins, as they approach the surface
of the ground, are usually more or less decomposed from the
infiltration of meteoric water, siliceous peroxide of iron and
limonite being especially

(Gossan

predominant.

of

Corn

wall, Chapeau de Per, Eiserner Hut.)
§ iL Stocks and Stock-works.
Cavernous

spaces

dissolved

(Stöcke,
out

Stockwerke.)

in such rocks as lime

stone, or caused by rupture or otherwise, may be of indeter
minate shape, and may be filled with one or more vein-stones
of ores, either in symmetrical zones following the outline of
walls, floor, and roof, or in parallel and roughly horizontal
bands (Fig. 321).

Irregular metalliferous masses of this kind

have long been known in Germany by the name of Stocks
Stöcke)

when

of

large

size,

smaller

aggregations

known as Butzer& (cones) and Nester (tufts).

being

The size of these

indefinite accumulations of ore varies from mere nests up to
masses 800 feet or more in one direction by 200 feet or more
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Uamatite, brown iron-ore, and galena not infre

in another.

quently occur in this form in limestone, as in the

pockets"

of hmatite and "flat-works" of galena in the Carboniferous
Limestone, and more notably in the ore "chambers" of the
Eureka and Richmond
Flagstaff,

and

other

mines of Nevada,

mines

in

Utah,

and

from

the

Emma,

which,

in

re

cent years, such vast quantities of ore have been obtained.
The "gash" or "rake" veins of galena in the north of Eng
land occur in vertical joints of limestone which have been
widened by solution, and are sometimes completely cut off

Fig. 321.-Section of Mineral deposits in limestone, Derbyshire (B.).
a a', Carboniferous Limestone with intercalated bed of pyroxenic lava or "toadstone"
tb); I h ii h, joints traversing the limestone, 1 g, k ci, in c, veins traversing all the
rocks and containing vein-stones and ores; f, spaces between the beds enlarged by
solution and filled with minerals or ores ("fiat.works'); p p, large irregular caver
nous spaces dissolved out of the rock and filled with minerals and ores.
underneath by the floor of shale or sandstone on which the
limestone lies.

Lenticular aggregations of ore and vein-stone

found in granite, as in the southwest of England, where they
are known as C a r b o n a s, cannot be due to the infihling of
chambers

dissolved

by

subterranean

solution.

usually connected with true fissure-veins;

but

They

are

their mode

of origin is not well understood.
Stock-works

are

portions

of

the

surrounding

rock

or

"country" so charged with veins, nests, and impregnations
of

ore

that

they can be worked as metalliferous deposits.

The tin stock-works of Cornwall and Saxony are good ex.
amples.

Sometimes a succession of such stock-works may

be observed in the same mine.

Among the granites, elvans,
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and. Devonian slates of Cornwall, tin-ore has
segregated in
rudely parallel zones or "floors."

At Botallack, at the side

of ordinary tin lodes, floors of tin-ore from six to twelve feet
thick and from ten to forty feet broad occur.

The name of

FahThancls has been given to portions of "country" which
have been impregnated with ores along parallel belts.
Origin of mineral-veins.-Various theories have been pro
posed to account for the infihling of mineral veins.

Of these

the most noteworthy are-(1) the theory of lateral segrega
tion-which. teaches that the substances in the veins have
been derived from. the adjacent rocks by a process of leach
ing, or solution and redeposit; and (2) the theory of infihling
from below-according to which the minerals and ores were
introduced (a) dissolved in water or steam, or (b) by sublima
tion, or (c

by igneous fusion and injection.

The structure and characteristic mineral combinations of
metalliferous veins are precisely such as would be produced
by deposition from aqueous solution.

There can hardly be

now any doubt that the contents of these veins
ally been deposited by water.

have gener

But the source from which the

metals were derived is not so obvious.

The fact that the na

ture and amount of the minerals, and especially of the ores,
in a vein so often vary with the composition of the surround
ing rocks shows that these rocks have had an influence on
the precipitation of mineral matter in

the

fissures passing

through them, if they were not themselves the source from
which the metals were obtained; for, as already remarked,
the presence of the heavy metals has now been detected in
rocks of almost every kind

and age.

On

the other hand,

in some volcanic districts at the present time, various min
erals, including silica, both crystalline and chalcedonic, me
tallic sulphides, and even metallic gold, are being deposited
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in fissures up which hot water rises.'

Each of these modes

of origin may in different cases have occurred.

It is almost

certain, from what we now know of the diffusion of metallic
substances, that there must be a decomposition of the rocks
on either side of a fissure, perhaps to a great distance, and
that a portion of the mineral matter abstracted will be laid
in

down

another

form

along the fissure-walls.

If, on the

other hand, the rocks on either side of the fissure are
per
meated for some distance by hot ascending waters,
holding
such

metalliferous

solutions

,

as

have been

T

-01"- -"-"-

detected in the

ie

Fig. 322.-Unconformability among horizontal strata. Lias resting on
Carboniferous Limestone, Qlamorganshire(B.).
hot springs of California and Nevada, some of the dissolved
mineral

substances will doubtless be deposited in the fissure,

and may even be introduced into the
pores and cavities of
the adjacent rocks.
PART X.

UNCONFORMABILITY

Where one series of rocks, whether of aqueous or
igneous
origin,

has been laid down

continuously and

without dis

turbance upon another series, they are said to be
conform8 See 3. A. Phillips, Q. 3. Geol. Soc. xxxv.
p. 390.
Henwood, Address. Roy. Inst. Cornwall, 1811..
J. A. Phillips, Phil. Mag.
November, 1868, December, 1811, July, 1873, March, 1874; "Ore Deposits,"
1884, p. 73. J. S. Newberry, School of Mines Quarterly, New York, March,
1880.
3. A. Church, "The Cometock Lode," 4to, Now York, 1819.
Sterry
Hunt, "Chemical and Geological Essays," 1875, p. 183. Brough Smyth's
"Gold-fields
of Victoria," Melbourne, 1869. F. Sandberger, "Untersuchungen über
Erzgänge," part i.
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Thus in Fig. 322, the sheets of conglomerate (b b) and

clays and shales (c d), have succeeded each other in regular
order, and exhibit a perfect conformability.
each other, however, each bed
of that below it, and
and

They overlap

extending beyond the edge

thereby indicating a gradual subsidence

enlargement of the

area

of

deposit

(p. 865).

But all

these conformable beds repose against an older platform a a,
with which they have no unbroken continuity.

Such a sur

face of junction is called an unconformability, and the upper
are said to lie unconformable on the lower rocks.

The latter

may consist of horizontal or inclined elastic strata, or con
torted schists, or eruptive massive rocks.

In any case, there

is a complete break between. them and the overlying forma
tion, the beds of which rest successively on different parts
of the older mass.
It is evident that this structure may occur in

ordinary

sedimentary, igneous, or metamorphic rocks, or between any,
two of

these great series.

among

elastic

It is most familiarly displayed

formations, and

torily studied, since

the

lines

can
of

there be

bedding

most satisfac

furnish a

ready

means of detecting differences of inclination and discordance
of superposition.

But even among igneous protrusions, and

in ancient metamorphic masses, distinct evidence of uncon
formability is occasionally traceable.

Wherever one series

of rocks is found to rest upon a highly denuded surface of
an older series, the junction is

unconformable.'

Hence, an

uneven irregularly- word platform below a succession of mu
of the most characteristic
tually conformable' rooks is one
features of this kind of structure.
' The occurrence of considerable contemporaneous erosion between undoubt
edly conformable strata belonging to one continuous geological series has already
(pp. 843-84'i) been described.
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It has already been
pointed out, that though conformable
rocks may usually be presumed to have followed each other
continuously without any great disturbance of geographical
conditions, we cannot always be safe in such an inference.
But

an

unconformability leaves

no

room to doubt that it

marks a decided break in the
Hence
continuity of deposit.
no kind of geological structure is of higher
importance in
the interpretation of the history of the stratified formations
of a country.

In rare cases, an
unconformability may occur

between two horizontal groups of strata.

On the left side of

Fig. 322, for instance, the beds d follow horizontally upon
the horizontal beds (a.).
Were merely a limited section
visible,

disclosing only this relation

of the rocks, the two

groups a and d might be mistaken for conformable portions
of one continuous series.
Further examination, however,
would lead to the detection of evidence that the limestone
a had been upraised and
unequally denuded before the depo
sition of the overlying strata b c d.
This denudation would
show that the apparent
conformability was merely local and
accidental, the older rock
having really been upraised and
worn down before the formation of the newer.
In such a
case, the

upheaval must

have

been so

uniform over some

tracts as not to disturb the horizontality of the lower strata,
so that the younger deposits lie in apparent
conformability
upon them.
As a rule, however, it seldom
happens that movements
of

this

kind have taken

equably as
where

not

between

to

place over an

produce

the

older

a

and

quently, the older formations
angles, or

even

irregularly and

placed
often

on

want of
newer

have

end.

extensive

area so

coincidence
rocks.

been

tilted

some

Most

fre

at various

They have likewise been

enormously worn down.

Hence in-
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stead

of

The

the

younger

beds

run

upturned

denuded

ends

of

greater the disturbance

marked is
series
the

of

the

of

deposition

been

of

the

been

the

by

the

323,

Fig.

the

of

the

before
In this

limestones (c) has

mollusks

boring

lower

and denuded

upturned

surface

older.

the more

upper series (a b) upon it.

upper worn

perforated

transgres

older rocks,

In

unconformability.

beds (c) has

instance, the

GEOLOGY

the

lying parallel,

across

sively

OF

below

the

sandy

stratum (b).
An unconformability forms
the geological record.

one

of

the great breaks in

In Fig. 221 (p. 864), by way of illus

tration, we see at once that a notable

hiatus in deposition,

and therefore in geological chronology, must exist between
the

older conformable series, a b c, and the later strata by

which these are covered.
folded, upheaved, and
of

the

newer
must

changes
time.

Yet,

we

have

the

length

By

series
have

worn down before the accumulation
upon

of

their

denuded

demanded

looking

merely
no

evidently

The former had been deposited,

interval

a

at

means

of

marked

considerable

the

lapse

structure

fixing,
an

by

These

edges.

even

in

of

itself,

relatively,

unconformability.

ascertaining, from some other region, the full suite of

formations, we
In

wanting.
greater

part

learn
this

of

what members

way,

the

it

Carboniferous

the Permian, and the Trias

and

the

ground

Fig.

The

mere

beds

below and

certainly

represented
violence

reliable

a

be

would

of

in

contrast

the

of

succession are

discovered

system,

the

the Lias are
323

a

of

the

relative

between their deposition; for obviously,

an

whole

Fig.

set of

horizontal group above, is
criterion

the
of

absent from

(compare

between

that

in

221).

vertical
itself

'apse
older

of

no

time

portion

of a given formation might be tilted on end, and be over
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lain unconformably by a later part of the same formation.
A set of flat rocks of high geological
antiquity, may, on the
other hand, be conformably covered by a formation of com
paratively recent date, yet, in spite of the want of discord.
ance between

the two, they might have been separated

a large portion of the total sum of geological time.

by

Further

examination will usually suffice to
show

that

the

in

conformability

such cases is only partial or
and that localities may be
acci-dental,
found

where

centre

of

the

324, for example,
of

rocks

might,

amination,
short

be

than

between
section in Fig. FIg.328.-Unconformability
horizontal and incliuecl strata.
Inferior Oolite (ci b) resting on
the two groups
Carboniferous Limestone (c);
Frome, Somerset (B.).
on casual ex

on

are

to

either

be

side,

unconformability

same section.

Thus

in

Fig.

conformable.
of

proofs

It

conspicuous.

one

are

From

pronounced

distances

formability
more

formations

unconformable.

distinctly
the

the

325,

violent

sometimes
may

be

the

Yet

uncon

happens

detected

break

at

that

in

the

between

the

quartzite (q) and Old Red Sandstone (s) is to the eye much
more

violent

and

complete

than

that

between

the

sandstone

and

the
(d).

overlying
Yet

the

gravels
interval

and

clays

separating

_FT
Fig. 824.-Section of local deceptive
Conformability.

the epoch of the quartzite from that of the sandstone
may
have been brief, when compared with the vast lapse of time
that intervened between the nearly flat sandstones and over
lying superficial
remains

deposits.

It is by the evidence of
organic

that the relative importance of

unconforinabilities

must be measured, as will be explained in Book V.
Paramount though the effect of an unconformability may
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be in the geological structure of a country, it must nevertheless, when viewed

on

the

large

scale,

be

merely local.

The disturbance by which it was produced will usually be
found

to

have

affected a

comparatively circumscribed re-

c_.
i:

-

-.
S .

-

-.

.

15
4N\\\\
--

E

r:
- - .- -;r

-\rr---

Fig. 325.-Double tJnconforrnability at CuUen, Banffshire.
q, Quartzite; 8, Old Red Sandstone; d Post-Tertiary Gravels.
gion, beyond.

the

limits

of

which the

mentation may have been undisturbed.

continuity of

sedi

We may, therefore,

district
generally expect to be able to fill up the gaps in one
or country from
of

another.

the

more

complete geological

formations
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V

PALLEONTOLOGICAL GEOLOGY
treats

of

the

structure, affinities,

classification, and distribution in time of the forms
PALEONTOLOGY
of plant and animal life imbedded in the rocks of
the
is

earth's crust.

a

part

of extinct

of

Considered from the

zoology

organisms

living forms, while

and
can

our

A

botany.

biological
proper

side, it

knowledge

only be attained by the study of

acquaintance with the history and

structure of modern organisms is amplified
by the investi
gaton

of

their extinct progenitors.

hand, from the physical

side, paheontology is a branch of

It is mainly in this

geology.

Viewed, on the other

latter aspect that it will here

he discussed.
Paheontology

or

Paheontological

Geology

deals

with

o s si i s or organic remains preserved in natural
deposits,
and

endeavors

to

gather from them information as to

history of the globe and its -inhabitants.

the

The term fossil,

meaning literally anything "dug up," was formerly applied
indiscriminately to any mineral substance taken out of the
earth's crust, whether organized or not.
and

Ordinary minerals

rocks were thus included as fossils.

however, the meaning of the word has

For many years,

been so restricted as

to include only the remains or traces of plants and animals
preserved

in

any natural

loose superficial deposit.
date

is

not

formation, whether hard rock or
The idea of antiquity. or relative

necessarily involved in

this

conception of the
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term.

a

modern

coral

in

Nor

organic

grade.

has

exuded

the

obscure

masses

of

term

fossil

includes

also

not

trees

of

limestone,

merely
Thus,

organisms.

of

the

more

are

equally

limitation
the

as

to

remains

of

the

forests

resin

is

as

with

which

much

a

stem, leaves, flowers, or fruit,

and in some respects is even more
than

any

long-perished

fossil as any portion

gist

traces

crystalline

whatever was directly connected

these

by

from

the

It

organisms, but
produced

flood, and

ancient

fossils.'

or

GEOLOGY

Thus, the bones of a sheep buried under gravel and

silt by a
of

OF

determinable

valuable to the

remains

of

its

geolo

parent

trees,

because it has often preserved in admirable perfection the
insects which flitted about in the woodlands.

The burrows

or trails of a worm, in sandstone or shale, claim
recognition
as

fossils,

and indeed

are

commonly

the

indications

only

to be met with of the

existence of annelid life among old

geological formations.

The droppings (coprolites) of fishes

and reptiles are excellent fossils, and tell their tale as to the
presence and food of vertebrate life in ancient waters.

The

little agglutinated cases of the caddis-worm remain as fossils
in formations from which perchance most other traces of life
may have passed away.
when preserved
among

fossils;
into

dropped
where

his

Nay, the very handiwork of man,

in any natural manner, is entitled to rank
as

the

canoes

his

where

have

flint-inplernents

been

prehistoric

gravels

of

river-valleys,

have

buried

in

the

been

silt

of

or

lake

bottoms.
The
the
In

term

condition
some

rare

fossil,
or

moreover,

state

of

instances, the

suffers

no

preservation
very

flesh,

of

restriction
any

skin,

as

to

organism.

and

hair of

The word "fossil" is sometimes wrongly used as synonymous with "petri
fied," and we accordingly find the intolerable barbarism of "sub-fossil."
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a mammal have been preserved for thousands of years, as
in the case of

mammoth carcasses entombed in the frozen
Generally, all or most of the original

mud-cliffs of Siberia
animal

matter

has disappeared, and the organism has been

more or less completely mineralized or petrified.
happens that

the whole

organism has decayed, and a mere

cast in amorphous mineral
silica,

Two
first

matter, as sand, clay, ironstone,

or limestone, remains; yet all these

be comprised

It often

variations must

in the comprehensive term fossil.

preliminary

demand

questions

place, how remains

of

attention:

in

the

plants and animals come to be

entombed in rocks, and in the second, how they have been
preserved there so as to be now recognizable.
§ i

Conditions for the entombment of organic remains.

if what takes place at the present day may fairly be taken
as

an

indication

of things
many
or

in

the

chances

plant

of

what has

been the ordinary condition

geological past, there
the

against

remains,

formations should.

that
be

must have been so

conservation

their

occurrence

regarded

of

either

among

as exceptional,

animal

stratified

and as the

result of various fortunate accidents.
1.

0 n

L a n d.-Let us consider, in the first place, what

chances exist for the preservation of remains of the present
fauna and flora of a country.
be

densely

clothed

with animal life.

with

The surface of the land may

forest,

and

abundantly

peopled

But the trees die and. moulder into soil.

The

animals,

and

leave few perceptible traces of their existence.

were

not

too,

aware

disappear,

from

generation after

authentic

records

that

generation,
If we

central

and

2 For
particulars of a recent exhumation see "Beiträge zur Kenntniss dea
Russiachen Reiches," Bd. ilL, 188l, p. 11B.
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was covered with vast forests at the be-

ginning of our era, how could we know this fact?

What

has

become of the herds of wild oxen,

the bears, wolves,

and

other denizens

primeval

of the lowlands

of

Europe?

For unknown ages, too, the North American
prairies have
been roamed over by countless herds of buffaloes,
yet, ex
here and

cept

a

there

skull

and

bones of some compara

tively recent individual, every trace of
disappeared from the surface."
the

examination

America
had

that

of

such

the

soil

once abounded

there?

animals

has

How could we prove from
either

creatures,

these

in

Europe

or

though now locally

We might

North

extinct,

search in vain

for

any superficial relics of them, and should learn by so doing
that the law of nature is everywhere "dust to dust."
The conditions for the preservation of evidence of terres
trial

(including

therefore,

be

freshwater)

always

local,

plant

and

and,

so

animal

to

say,

life,

must,

exceptional.

They are supplied only where organic remains can be pro
tected from air and superficial decay.

Hence, they may be

observed in lakes, peat-mosses, deltas at river-mouths, cav
erns, deposits of mineral-springs and volcanoes.
a. Lakes.-Over the floor of a lake, deposits of silt, peat,
marl, etc., are formed.
Into these, the trunks, branches,
leaves, flowers, fruits, or seeds of plants from the neighboring
land may be carried, together with the bodies of vertebrates,
birds,

and insects.
An occasional storm may blow the
Such por
lighter dbris of the woodlands into the water.
tions of the wreck as are not washed ashore again, may sink

to the bottom, where they will, for the most part, probably
rot away, so that, in the end, only a very small fraction of
the whole vegetable matter, cast over the' hake by the wind,
is covered up and preserved at the bottom.
In like manner,
the remains of winged and four-footed animals, swept by
Sec Jules Marcou, "Letres sur los roche

du Jura," p. 103.
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winds o

by river-floods into the lake, run so many risks of
dissolution, that only a proportion of them, and
probably
When we consider
merely a small proportion, is preserved.
these chances against the conservation of the
vegetable and
animal life of the land, we must admit that, at the best, lake
bottoms can contain but a meagre and
imperfect representa
tion of the abundant life of the adjacent hills and. plains.

Lakes,

however, have a distinct flora and fauna of their
Their aquatic plants may be entombed in the
owfi.
gather
in
of
the
bottom.
Their
mollusks,
of
character
deposits
istic types, sometimes form, by the accumulation of their
remains,

sheets

of

soft

calcareous marl (pp. 244, 812), in
which many of the undecayed shells are preserved.
Their
lacustrine fishes, likewise, must no doubt often be entombed
in the silt or marl.
b.

Peat-mosses.-Wild animals, venturing on the more
treacherous watery parts of peat-bogs, are sometimes en
The antiseptic _qualities of the peat
gulfed or "laired."
Hence, from European
preserve their remains from decay.
peat-mosses, numerous remains of deer and oxen have been
exhumed.
Evidently the larger beasts of the forest ought
chiefly to be looked for in these localities (p. 802).
c. Deltas at river-mouths.-It is obvious that, to some
extent, both. the flora and the fauna of the land may be
buried

But
among the sand and silt of deltas (p. 677).
though occasional or frequent river-floods sweep down trees,
herbage, and the bodies of land-animals, the carcasses so
transported run every risk. of having their bones separated
and dispersed," or of decayng or being otherwise destroyed,
while still afloat; and even if they reach the bottom, they
tend to dissolution there, unless speedily covered up and
Delta-formations can therefore
protected by fresh sediment.
scarcely be expected to preserve more than a meagre outline
of a varied terrestrial flora and fauna.
ci. Caverns.-These are eminently adapted for the preser
vation of the higher forms of terrestrial life (pp. 625, 827).
Most of our knowledge of the prehistoric mammalian fauna
of Europe is derived from what has been disinterred from
As these recesses lie, for the most part, in lime
bone-caves.
stone or in calcareous rock, their floors are commonly coated
with stalagmite from the drip of the roof; and as this deposit

Lower jaws, for instance, because they are among the earliest parts of the
skeleton of a floating carcass to drop off, are not infrequently met with as fossils.
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is of great closeness and durability, it has effectually pre
served whatever it has covered or enveloped.
The caves
have, in many instances, served as dens for predatory beasts,
like the hyena, cave-lion, and cave-bear, which sometimes
In other cases, they
dragged their prey into these recesses.
have been merely holes whither different animals crawled to

(lie, or into which they fell or were swept by inundations.
Under whatever circumstances the animals left their remains
in these subterranean retreats, the bones have been covered
Still we must admit that, after all, only
up and preserved.

a small fraction of the animals of the time would enter the
caves, and therefore that the evidence of the cavern-depos
its, profoundly interesting and valuable as it is, presents us
with merely a glimpse of one aspect of the life of the land.
e. Deposits of 'mineral-springs. -T he deposits of mineral
matter, resulting from the evaporation of mineral springs on
the surface of the ground, serve as receptacles for occasional
leaves, land-shells, insects, dead birds, small mammals, and
other remains of the plant and animal life of the land (pp.

622, 808).
f. J'olcanc deposits. -Sheets of lava and showers of vol
canic dust may entomb terrestrial organisms (pp. 343, 98ö).
It is obvious, however, that even over the areas wherein

volcanoes occur and continue active, they can only to a
very limited extent entomb and preserve the flora and fauna
of the land.
2.

I n

t h e

S ea.-In

the next place, if we

turn to the

sea, we find certainly more favorable conditions for the preservation

of

organic

forms,

but

also

many

circumstances

which operate against it.
Littoral clcposits.-While the level of the land remains
stationary, there can be but little effective entombment o
marine organisms in littoral deposits; for only a limited
accumulation of sediment will be formed until subsidence
a..

In the trifling beds of sand or
place.
gravel thrown up by storms above the limits of ordinary
wave-action on a stationary shore, only the harder and more
durable forms of life, such as the stronger gasteropods and
lain ellibranchs, which can withstand the triturating effects
of the sea-floor takes

of the beach-waves, are likely to remain uneffaced (p. 762).
6. Deeper-water terrigenous deposits.-Below tide-marks,
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along the margin of land whence sediment is derived, con
ditions are more favorable for the
preservation of marine
of
Sheets
sand and mud are there laid down,
organisms.

wherein the harder parts of many forms of life
may be en
tombed and protected from decay (p. 763).
But probably
a
small
of
the
that
fauna
crowds these mar
only
proportion
waters
of
the
ocean,
with
an
occasional pelagic
ginal
perhaps
be
to
occur
in
such deposits.
More
species, may
expected
over, for the entombment and
preservation of the remains of
these organisms, there must
obviously be a sufficiently abun
dant and rapid deposit of sediment, combined with a slow
Under the most favorable
depression of the sea-bottom.
conditions, therefore, the organic remains
actually preserved
will usually represent little more than a mere fraction of the
whole assemblage of life in these
juxta-terrestrial parts of
the ocean.
c. Abysmal deposits.-In
to distance from land,
proportion
the rate of deposition of sediment on the sea-floor must be
come feebler, until in the remote central
abysses it reaches a
hardly appreciable minimum, while at the same time the
solution of calcareous organisms
may become marked in
water
(p. 767).
deep
Except, therefore, where organic de
as
such
ooze
are
posits
forming in these more pelagic re
gions, the conditions must be on the whole unfavorable for
the preservation of
any adequate representation of the deep
sea fauna.
Hard enduring objects, such as teeth and bones,
may slowly accumulate and be protected by a coating of
peroxide of manganese, or of silicates, such as are now form
ing here and there over the deep sea-bottom.
Yet a deposit
of this nature, if raised into land, would
supply but a meagre
of
the
life
of
the sea.
picture
In considering the various conditions under which marine
organisms may be entombed and preserved, we must take
into account certain occasional
phenomena, when sudden, or
at least rapid and extensive, destruction of the fauna of the
sea may be caused.
(1) Earthquake shocks have been fol
lowed by the
washing ashore of vast quantities of dead fish.
(2) Violent storms, by driving shoals of fishes into shallow
water and against rocks,
Dr.
produce enormous destruction.
Leith Adams describes the coast of
of
the
of
Fund
part
Bay
as being covered to a
of
a
foot
in
some
depth
places wit
dead fisi, dashed ashore
a
storm
on
the
24th
of Septem.
by
C. Forbes, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xiv. 1858, p. 294.
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ber,

1887.°
(3) Copious discharges of fresh water into the
sea have been observed to cause extensive
mortality among
marine organisms.
Thus, during the S.W. monsoon and

accompanying heavy rains, the west coasts of some parts of
India are covered with dead fish thrown ashore from the sea. 7
A sudden irruption of the outer sea into a sheltered and
partially brackish inlet may, cause the extinction of many of
the denizens of the latter, though a few may he able to sur
vive the altered conditions.'
(5) Volcanic explosions have
been observed to cause considerable destruction to marine
life, either from the heat of the lava or from the abundance
of ashes or of poisonous gases.
of oxygen, when
(6) Want
fishes are crowded together in frightened shoals, or when,
burrowing in. sand and mud, they are overwhelmed with
rapidly accumulating detritus, is another cause of mortal
ity.
(7) Shoals of fish are sometimes driven ashore by the
large predatory denizens of the deep, such as whales and
porpoises.
(8) Too much or too little heat in shallow water
leads to the destruction of fish.
Large numbers of salmon
are sometimes killed in the pools of a river
during dry and
hot weather.
(9) Considerable mortality occasionally arises
along the littoral zone from the effects of severe frost.
Tarious

diseases

and

parasites affect fish, and lead
directly to their death, or weaken them so that they are
more easily caught
Such phenomena
by their enemies."
suggest probable causes of death in the case of fossil fishes,
whose remains are sometimes crowded together in various
geological formations, as, for example, in the Old Red
Sandstone.
(10)

Of the whole sea-floor, the area best adapted for preserv
ing organic exuvi

is obviously that belt in which life is

most varied and abundant, and where,
along the margin of
the laud, fresh layers of sediment,
transported by rivers and
currents from the adjacent shores, are laid down.

The most

6 Q" S. Goof. Soc. xxix.
p. 303.
Deition, OP. Cit. xviii. p. 453, Nature (December 19, 1872, p. 124) gives
another instance.
Forchhammer, Min. New. Phil. Journ. xxxi. p. 69.
Nature, i. p. 454;
xiii. p. 107.
Sir S. W. Dawson, Geologist, ii. 1859, p. 1216.
O For fuller references,
see an interesting paper by Prof. T. Rupert Jones,
GeoL Mug. 1882, p. 533.
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favorable conditions for the accumulation of a thick mass of
marine fossiliferous strata will arise when the area of deposit
is undergoing a gradual subsidence.

If the rate of depres

sion and that of deposit be equal, or nearly so, the move
ment

may conceivably continue for a vast period without

producing any great apparent change in marine geography,
and even without seriously
affecting the distribution, of life
over the sea-floor within the area of subsidence.

Hundreds

or thousands of feet of sedimentary strata may
conceivably
be in this way heaped up round the continents, containing a
fragmentary series of remains, chiefly forms of shallow-water
life which had hard parts
capable of preservation.
There can be little

doubt

that such has,

in fact,

been

the history of the main mass of stratified formations in the
earth's

crust.

These

piles of

marine

strata

have unques

tionably been laid down for the most part in comparatively
shallow water, within the area of deposit of terrestrial sedi
ment.

Their great

depth

seems

only

longed and repeated movements of

explicable

subsidence,

by pro

sometimes

interrupted, however, as we know, by other movements of a
contrary kind.

These geographical changes affected at once

the deposition of inorganic
organic forms.

materials and, the succession of

One series of strata is sometimes abruptly

succeeded by another of a very different character, and we
not uncommonly find a corresponding contrast between their'
respective organic contents.
It follows,

from

these conditions of sedimentation, that

representatives of the abysmal deposits of the central oceans
are not likely to be met with among
tions of past times.
"Challenger"

the geological forma

Thanks to the great work done by the

Expedition,

we

know

what

are the

leading

characters of the accumulations now forming on the deeper
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So far as we yet know, they have

the

formations of

the

earth's

crust.

They differ, indeed, so entirely from any formation which
geologists have considered to be of deep-water origin as to
indicate that, from early geological times, the present great
areas

of land

and sea have remained on the whole where

they are, and that the land consists mainly of strata formed
of terrestrial dbris laid down at successive epochs in the
surrounding comparatively shallow seas.
§ ii. Preservation of organic remains in mineral masses.
The condition of the remains of plants and animals in roe1
formations depends,

first,

upon the

original

and

structure

composition of the organisms, and, secondly, upon the man
ner in which their "fossilization," that is, their entombment
and preservation, has been effected.
1. Influence of original structure and comp o s i t i o n.-The durability of organisms is determined

by

their composition and structure.
The internal skeletons of most vertebrate animals consist
mainly of p h os p ii ate of ii me; in saurians and fishes,
there is also an exo-skeleton o hard bony plates or of scales.
It is these durable portions that remain as evidence of the

former existence of vertebrate life.
The hard parts of in
vertebrates present a greater variety of composition.
In the
vast majority of cases, they consist of calcareous matter,
either calcite or aragonite.
The carbonate of lime
is occasionally strengthened by
while in a few
phosphate,
cases, as in the horny
brachiopods, in (7onularia, &rpula,
I
and some other forms, the
phosphate is the chief constituent.'
Next in abundance to lime is s iii ca, which constitutes the
frustales of diatoms and the harder
parts of many protozoa,
and is found also in the teeth of some iiiollusks.
The in_
teguments of insects, the earapaees of erustacea,
11

and

Logan and liuut, Arnor. Jourri. Sci. xvii. 1854, p. 235.

some
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other organisms, are composed fundamentally of c hit i n,7'
a transparent horny substance which can long resist decom
In the vegetable kingdom, the substance known
position.
as c e .11 ul o s e forms the essential part of the framework of

In dry air, it possesses considerable durability, also
plants.
when thoroughly waterlogged and excluded from meteoric
In the latter condition, imbedded amid mud or
influences.

sand, it may last until gradually petrified."
It is a familiar fact that in the same stratum different
organisms occur in remarkably different states of conser
vation.
This
the mollusca.
have

is sometimes strikingly exemplified among
The conditions for their preservation may

been the same, yet some kinds of shells are found
only as empty molds or casts, while others still retain their
form, composition, and structure.
This discrepancy, no
doubt, points to original differences of composition or struc
ture.
The aragonite shells of a stratum may be entirely
14
The pres
dissolve, while those of calcite may remain.
ence, therefore, of calcite forms only does not necessarily
imply that others of aragonite were* not originally present.
But the conditions of petrifaction have likewise greatly
varied.
In the clays of the Mesozoic formations, for ex
ample, cephalopods may be exhumed retaining even their
pearly nacre, while in corresponding deposits among the
Palozoic systems they are merely crystalline calcite casts.
2.

Fossilization.-The

remains have

been

condition

in

which organic

entombed and mineralized

may be re

duced to three leading types.
(1) The original substance is partly or wholly preserved.Several grades may be noticed: (a) where the entire animal
substance is retained, as in the frozen carcasses of mam
moths in the Siberian cliffs; (b) where the organism has
been mummified by being incased in resin or gum
(insects
in amber); (c) where the
has
been
carbonized
with
organism
or without retention of its structure, as is
characteristically
shown in peat, lignite, and coal; (d) where a variable
por'

According to C. Schmith, the composition of this substance is 0, 4664;
II, 660; N, 666; 0, 4020. The brown chitin of Scottish Carboniferous scor
pions is hardly distinguishable from that of recent species.
18 On cellulose and coal, see C. F. Cross and E. J. Bcvan,
Brit. Assoc. 1881,
Sects. . 603.
1*1 Se aiite,
pp. 216, 243, and authorities there cited,
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tion of the original substance, and especially the organic
matter, has been removed, as happens with shells and bones:
this is no doubt one of the first steps toward petrifaction.
with retention
(2) The original substance is entirely removed,
matter gathers round the
merely of external form.-Mineral
the organism itself de
organism and hardens there, while
is
cays.
Eventually a mere mold of the plant or animal
left in stone.
Every stage in this process may be studied
along the margin of calcareous springs and streams (ante,
The lime in solution is precipitated round fibres of
p. 808).
moss, leaves, twigs, etc., which are thereby incrusted with
mineral matter.
While the crust thickens, the organism

its form re
decays, until a mere hollow mold of
mains.
Among stratified rocks, molds of organic forms are
of frequent occurrence.
They may be filled up with min
eral matter, washed in mechanically or deposited as a chem
ical precipitate, so that a cast in stone replaces the original
organism. Such casts are particularly common in sandstone,
which, being a porous rock, has allowed water to filter
through it and remove the substance of inclosed plant
In the sandstones of the Carboniferous
stems, shells, etc.
of Lepidodendron
system, casts in compacted sand of stems
It is obvious that in casts
and other plants are abundant.
of this kind no trace remains of the original structure of
inside

the organism, but merely of its external form.
min(3) The original substance is molecularly replaced by
eral matter with partial or entire preservation of the internal
structure of the organisn.-This is the only true p e t r if a e
t i on. The process consists in the abstraction of the organic
substances, molecule by molecule, and in their replacement
So gradual and thorough
by precipitated mineral matter.
has this interchange often been, that the minutest structures
of plant and animal have been perfectly preserved. Si1icifie1
wood is a familiar example (see p. 619).
The chief substance which has replaced organic forms
in rocks is c a 1 c i t e, either crystalline or in an amorphous
In assuming a crystalline (or fibrous)
granular condition.
form, this mineral has often observed a symmetrical group
ing of its component individuals, these being usually placed
with their long axes perpendicular to the surface of an
In many cases, among invertebrate remains, the
organism.
after aragonite (p.
calcite now visible is
pseudomorphous
216). Next in abundance as a petrifying medium is s iii c a,
most commonly in the chalcedonic form, but also as quartz.
chert and
It is specially frequent in some limestone; a
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flint, replacing the carbonate of lime in mollusks, echino
It also occurs in irregular aggregates,
derms, corals, etc.
in which organisms are sometimes beautifully preserved.
it forms a frequent material for the petrifaction of fossil
Silicification, or the replacement of organisms by
is the process by which minute organic structures
In a microscopic sec
have been most perfectly preserved.
tion of silicified wood, the organization of the original plant
may be as distinct as in the section of any modern tree.
P y r i t e s and m a r c a sit e, especially the latter, are com
wood.
silica,

mon replacing minerals, abundant in argillaceous deposits,
as, for example, among the Jurassic and Cretaceous clays.
S i d e 1' it e has played a similar part among the
ironstones
of the Coal-measures, where shells and plants have been re

placed by it.
Many other minerals are occasionally found
to have been substituted for the original substance of or
ganic remains.
Among these may be mentioned glauconite
or
(replacing
filling foraminifera), vivinite (specially fre
quent as a coating on the weathered surface of scales and
bones), barytes, celestine, gypsum, talc, lead-sulphate, car
bonate, and
and native copper;
sulphide; copper-sulphide
bernatite and limonite; zinc-carbonate and sulphide; cin
nabar; silver chloride and native silver;
sulphur, fluorite,
phosphorite.'

§ iii. Relative Palaeontological value of organic remains.
-As

the

mains

exist

relics
than.
and

of

conditions

the

more favorably

marine

those of
has

for

preservation

doubtless

been

organic

under the sea than

must be far

terrestrial

of

more

organisms.
true in

Hence, for the purposes of the

all

on

past

geologist,

is true

will

be

necessarily

to-day,

geological

time.

fossil remains of

marine forms of life far surpass all others in value.
them, there

land,

conserved

abundantly
This

re

gradations in

Among

importance,

regulated chiefly by their possession of hard parts, readily
susceptible of preservation among marine deposits.
the Protozoa,

foraminifers,

lb Roth, "Chem. Geol." 1.
p. 605.
102.
p.

radiolarians, and

Among

sponges, pos-

Jannettaz, Bull. Soc. Geol. France (3), vii.
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siliceous

sessing

preserved
those

in

or

calcareous
of

deposits

which, like

all

abundantly

are

development

better

where

tirely

Coelenterates,

calcareous

skeleton

their geological history and
than

those of

most

The Annelids, on the

they have

other

other hand

been tubico1ar, have almost en

though

disappeared,

the

been

The Echinoderms have been

known

classes of invertebrates.
(except

Of

ages.

that

preserved

have

organizations,

corals, secrete a

the

are important rock-builders.
so

GEOLOGY

OF

their former

presence

is

often

revealed by the trails they have left upon surfaces of sand
and mud.

Of all

the marine

belt of

)uxta-terrestrial

tribes which live within the

sedimentation,

unquestionably the

Mollusca stand in the front rank, as regards their aptitude
for

possess

a

matter,

In

fossils.

becoming

hard durable shell,

capable

of

resisting

readily passing into a

genera.

first

place,

they

considerable

abrasion,

mineralized condition.

They occur

on

appear

to

have

early geological times.
we

have

a

common

the

possessed

shore

up

to

these

we

high-water
Moreover,

qualifications

from

In the marine Mollusca, therefore,
ground

of

comparison

between

proceed, how much,

in

the

the

They have been

styled the alphabet of palaontologieal inquiry.
as

and

both as to individuals

stratified formations of different periods.

seen,

all

In the next

mark, and range thence down into the abysses.
they

almost

composed chiefly of mineral

extremely abundant

place, they are
and

the

It will be

interpretation

of

of sea-shells.
geological history, depends upon the testimony
Turning next to the organisms of the land, we perceive
that the abundant terrestrial flora has a comparatively small
chance of being well represented

in a

fossil state; that in

deed, as a rule, only that portion of it of which the leaves,
twigs, flowers, fruits or trunks are blown into lakes, or swept
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down by rivers, is likely to be partially preserved.
trial

rocks,

stratified
means

of

occur in

therefore,

plants,

furnish

and

comparison

limited

consequence only
the

between

rarity among

comparative

in

Terres

formations

of

different

Of land animals, the

ages and countries (see pp. 1097, 1111).

'vast majority perish, and leave no permanent trace of their
Predatory and other forms, whose remains may

existence.

caverns or peat-mosses, must occur more

be looked fo'r in
numerously in

the

spondingly more

state

valuable

different

of

parison

fossil

to

birds, and are

than

the

for

geologist

corre

the

com

strata.

Another character determines the relative importance of
fossils as

geological monuments.

All

organisms have not

the same inherent capability of persistence.

The longevity

of an organic type has, on the whole, been in inverse pro
portion to its perfection.
more

the

ences
A

of

living

with

has

susceptible

quently the

less

The more complex its structure,
been

be

able

likely to

it

climate,

changing
species

of

to

foraminifer

or
to

and

conditions.

brachiopod,
its

conse

withstand the influ

and other physical

indifference

comparative

of change,

endowed

environment,

may

spread over a vast area of the sea-floor, and the same want
of

sensibility

physical
may thus
But

a

but a

enables

conditions
possess

it

of

to

endure

successive

a great range,

highly-specialized
limited extent

of

through
geological

both

mammal

the

is

country, and

in

changing

periods.

space and

usually

It

time.

confined

to

to a narrow chrono

logical range."
16 The
great value of mammalian remains for purposes of geological chronol
See especially his address to the
ogy has been well enforced by Prof. Marsh.
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 30th August, 18, and
a subsequent paper in Amer. Journ. Sci. xlii. 1891, p. 336.. Mr. W. T. B}an
lord points out that, in some cases at least, uiuviatilo mollusks have been more
short-lived than terrestrial mammals. Address, Geol. Section, Brit. Assoc. 1884.
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from their pro
§ iv. Uses of Fossils in Geology.-Apart
found interest as records of the progress of organized being
main purposes in geolog
upon the earth, fossils serve two
ical research: (1) to throw light upon former conditions of
physical geography, such
lakes,

and

seas, in

as

places

the

where

presence
they

do

of

land,

not

rivers,

now

exist,

upon changes of climate, and upon the former distribution
of plants and

animals; and (2) to furnish a guide in

geo

logical chronology whereby rocks may be classified accord
ing to relative date, and the facts of geological history may
be arranged and

interpreted

as a connected

record

of the

earth's progress.
1.

Changes

in

Physical

Geography.-A

few

examples will suffice to show the manifold assistance which
fossils furnish to the geologist in the elucidation of ancient
geography.
(a) Former 1 a n d-s u r f a c e s are revealed by the pres
ence of tree-stumps in their positions of growth, with their
roots branching freely in the underlying stratum, which,
representing the ancient soil, often contains leaves, fruits,
and other sylvan remains, together with traces of the hones
of land animals, remains of insects, land-shells, etc. Ancient
woodland surfaces of this kind, found between tide-marks,
and even below low-water line, round different parts of the
British coast, unequivocally prove a subsidence of the land
Of more ancient date are
("Submerged Forests," p. 489).
the "dirt-beds" of Portland

(Book VI. Part III. Section ii.
§ 2), which, by their layers of soil and tree-stumps, show
that woodlands of cycths sprang up over an upraised sea

bottom and were buried beneath the silt of a river or lake.
Still further back in
geological
history come the coalof
the
Carboniferous period, which, with their
growths'
or
soils, point to wide jungles of terrestrial
"under-clays"
or aquatic
plants, like the modern mangrove-swamps that
were successively submerged and covered with sand or silt
(Book VI. Part IL Sect. iv. § 1).
(b The former existence of I a k e s can be satisfactorily
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proved from beds of marl or lacustrine limestone full of
freshwater shells, or from fine silt with leaves, fruits, and
insect remains.
Such deposits are growing abundantly at
the present day, and they occur at various horizons
among
the geological formations of past times.
The well-known
Nageiflue of Switzerland-a mass of conglomerate attaining
a thickness of more than 1000 feet-can be shown from its
fossil

contents to be essentially a lacustrine deposit (Book
VI. Part IV. Sect. ii.
Still more
are the
§.2).
important
ancient Eocene and. Miocene lake-formations of North
America, whence so rich a terrestrial and lacustrine flora
and fauna have been obtained (Book VI. Part IV. Sect.

i. § 1).
(c) Old sea-bottoms are vividly brought before us
by beds of marine shells and other organisms.
Layers of
water-worn gravel and sand, with rolled shells of littoral
and infra-littoral
species, unmistakably mark the position
of a former shore-line.
Deeper water is indicated by finer
muddy sediment, with relics of the fauna that prevails bed
neath the reach of waves and ground-swell.
Limestones
full of corals, or made up of crinoids, point to the slow,
continuous growth and decay of generation after generation
of organisms in clear sea-water.

(ci) 'Variations in the nature o f the water, or of
the sea-bottom, may sometimes be shown by
changes in the
size or
of the organic remains.
If, for example,
shape
the fossils in the central and lower parts of a limestone

are large and well-formed, but in the upper layers become
dwarfed and distorted, we may reasonably infer that the
conditions for their continued existence at the locality must
have been gradually impaired.
The final complete cessation
of these favorable conditions is shown by the replacement
of limestone by shale, indicative of the water
having be
come muddy, and by the disappearance of the
organisms,
which had shown their sensitiveness to the change.
(e) The proximity o f land at the time when a fos
siliferous stratum was in the course of accumulation
may be
sufficiently proved by mere lithological characters, as has
been already explained; but the conclusion may be further
strengthened by the occurrence of leaves, stems, and other

fragments of terrestrial vegetation, with remains of insects,
birds, or terrestrial mammals, which, if found in some num
bers in certain strata intercalated among others
containing
marine organisms, would make it
that
improbable
they had
been drifted far from land (see
p. 765).
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(f) The existence of different conditions of c ii m a t e in
former geological periods is satisfactorily demonstrated from
the testimony of fossils.
Thus, an assemblage of the re
mains of palms, gourds, and melons, with bones of croco
diles7 turtles, and sea-snakes, proves a sub-tropical climate
to have prevailed over the south of England in the older
On the other
Tertiary ages (Book VI. Part IV. Sect. i. § 1).
hand, the extension of a cold or arctic climate far south into
Ew'ope during post-Tertiary time can be shown from the
existence of remains of arctic animals, even in the south o
This is a use
England and of France (Book VI. Part V.).
of fossils, however, where great caution must be observed.
We cannot affirm that, because a certain species of a genus
lives now in a warm part of the globe, every species of that
genus must always have lived in similar circumstances.
The well-known examples of the mammoth and woolly
rhinoceros that lived in the cold north, while their modern
representatives inhabit some of the warmest regions of the

globe, may be usefully remembered as a warning against
When,
however, not one fossil
any such conclusion.
merely, but the whole assemblage of fossils in a group
of rocks, finds its modern analogy in a certain general con
dition of climate, we may, at least tentatively, infer that the

same kind of climate prevailed where that assemblage lived.
Such an inference would become more and more unsafe in
proportion to the antiquity of the fossils, and their diver
gence from existing forms."'

As an illustration of this application of the evidence o1
fossils in

the

interpretation of

ancient conditions of

geog

raphy at different geological periods, reference may be made
more especially to the investigation of

the various basins in

which the Jurassic rocks of Europe were

deposited.

The

positions of the seas and lands, and the variations of climate
have been ascertained with sufficient definiteness to give us
11 See
This author specially
Neumayr, Nature, xlii. 1890, pp. 148, 115.
devoted himself to the study of aiicieut climates as indicated by fossils.
As an
illustration of his methods consult his essay on the climatic zones of Jurassic
and Cretaceous time, Denksch. Akad. Wien, xlvii. 1883; also the same work,
vol. 1. 1885.
"Fossil plants as tests of Oliniat&'-tlio Sodgwick Prize Essay
for 1892.
By A. C. Seward.
Cambridge, U. J. Clay, 1892.
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some conception of the physical
geography of that part of
the globe during early Mesozoic time. 18
2.

Geological

Chronology.-Although

absolute

dates cannot be fixed in geological
chronology, it is not diffi
cult

to determine the relative
age of different strata.

For

this purpose the fundamental law is based on the "order of
superposition" (pp. 873, 1121): in a series of stratified forma
tions, the older underlie the younger.

It is not needful that

we should
actually see the one lying below the other.

If a

continuous conformable succession of strata dips
steadily in
one direction, we know that the beds at the one end must
underlie those at the other, because we can trace thewhole
succession of

beds

where strata have

between them.
been

Rare

instances

occur,

so folded by great terrestrial dis

turbance that the younger are made

to underlie the older.

But this inversion can usually be made clearfrom other evi
dence.

The true order of superposition is

decisive of the

relative ages of stratified rocks.
The

order

of

sequence

having

been

determined,

it

is

needful to find some means of identifying a
particular for.
mation

elsewhere,

when

possibly not be visible.

its

stratigraphical

relations

may

At first, it might be
thought that

the mere external aspect and mineral characters of the rocks
ought to be sufficient for this purpose.

Undoubtedly these

features may suffice within the same limited
region in which
the

order of

sequence

has

already been

determined.

But

as we recede from that region
they become more and more
unreliable.

That this must be the case will readily
appear,

if we reflect upon the conditions under which
sedimentary
'

Bee especially Neumayr, Verb.. Geol. Roichsanst. 1811, p. 54, Jahrb. Geol.
Reichsanst. xxviii. 1878, and his essay cited in the foregoing note.
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The markedly lenticular

nature of these deposits has already been described (p. 860).
At the present day, the sea-bottom presents here a bank of
of mud, or
gravel, there a sheet of sand, elsewhere layers
of shells, or of organic ooze, all of which are in course of de
and will as a rule be found to shade
posit simultaneously,
The same diversity of contem
off laterally into each other.
from the earliest geological
poraneous deposits has obtained
limestones
Conglomerates, sandstones, shales, and
periods.
occur on all geological horizons, and replace each other even
on the same platform.

The Coal-measures of Pennsylvania

are represented west of the Rocky Mountains by thousands
The white Chalk of
of feet of massive marine limestones.
mans and

England lies on the same geological horizon with

thick sandstones in Saxony,
clays in North Germany, with
Mere mineral
with hard limestone in the south of France.
unreliable, save within compara

characters are thus quite
tively restricted areas.

The solution of this problem was found, and was worked

out for the Secondary rocks of England, by William Smith
at the end of

last century.

It

is supplied by organic re

mains, and depends upon the law that the order of succession
of plants and animals

has been

similar all over the world.

the fossils found in
According to the order of superposition,
than those in the deposit above,
any deposit must be older
in

and younger than those

that below.

This order,

how

ever, must be first accurately determined by a study of the
actual stratigraphy of the

formations; for, so far as regards

discoverable
organic structure or affinities, there may be no
reason

why a

another.

particular species

Unless, for example,

should

precede

we knew from

or follow

observation

that Bit ynchonelia pie urodon is a shell of the Carboniferous
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Letrahecira

is

a

shell

of

the

Lias, we could not, from mere inspection of the fossils them
selves, pronounce as to their real geological position.'
quite

true

so trained

that, by practice,

It is

a paleontologist has his

eye

that he can make shrewd approximations to the

actual horizon of fossils which he may never have seen be
fore (and this is more especially true in regard to the main
malia, as will be immediately adverted to), but he can only
do this by availing himself of a wide experience, based upon
the ascertained order of appearance of fossils, as determined.
by the law of superposition.
fore, and,
the

indeed,

faunas

and

For geological purposes, there

for all purposes of comparison between

floras

of

different periods, it is absolutely

essential, first of all to have the order of superposition of
strata rigorously determined.

Unless this is done, the most

fatal mistakes may be made in paheontological chronology.
But when it has once been clone in one typical district, the
order

thus

established may be

held

as

region where, from paucity of sections,
disturbance,

the

true

succession

of

proved

for a wide

or from geological

formations

cannot

be

satisfactorily determined.
The order of superposition having been determined in a
great series of stratified formations, it is found that the fos
sils at the bottom are not quite the same as those at the top
of the series.

As we trace the formations upward, we dis

cover that species after species of the lowest platforms disap
pears,

until perhaps not one of them is found.

With the

19 The derivation of some forms by descent from others may be inferred with
more or less probability, and such genetic affluitied may furnish valuable sugges
tions to the pala3ontologist. But that the risk of erroneous interpretation and
fanciful deduction in such matters is real and serious was well shown in the
discussion o the presumed derivation of the Olenellidian trilobites from the
Paradoxidian forms, until it was shown that the former were really the precur
sors of the latter.
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cessation of these older species, others make their entrance.
These, in turn, are found to die out and to be replaced by
newer forms.

After patient examination of the rocks, it is

ascertained that every well-marked formation is character
ized by its own species or genera (type-fossils, Leitfossiien)
or by a general assemblage or fades of organic forms.

This

can only, of course, be determined by actual practical expe
rience over an area of some size.

The characteristic fossils

are not always the most numerous;

they are those which

occur most constantly and have not been observed to extend
their range above or below a definite geological horizon
platform.

or

For the determination of geological chronology,

as already pointed out, it may be affirmed as a general prin
ciple that the higher and more specialized the type of organ
ism the more local is its area in space and the more limited
its range in time.

Hence mammalian remains have a special

value in this respect.2°

But some invertebrate groups pos

sess great importance as fixing stratigraphical horizons;

as,

for example, the ammonites in the Jurassic and the grapto.
lites in the Silurian system.
As illustrations of type-fossils characteristic of some of
the larger subdivisions of the Geological Record, the follow.
ing may be given.
Lepidodendra and Sigillaria are typical
of Old Red
andstone and Carboniferous deposits; Grapto
lites of the Silurian system; Trilobites of Paheozoic rocks
from

Cambrian

to

Carboniferous,

Cystideans of the older
Paheozoic rock-groups.
Orthoceratites are Pahozoic, and
Ammonites are Mesozoic; Ichthyosaurs and Plesiosaurs,

Anoplotheri urn,
Hyopotamus, and Anthracotherium belong to older Ter
tiary, and Mastodon, Elepitas, hyena, Cervus, and Equns
Mesozoic;

to

younger

N ummulites,

Tertiary

and

Pa1otheriurn,

recent

time.

The

occurrence of

O Consult the
papers of Prof. Marsh quoted on p. 1083, and see especially
the plate in the second paper in which the successive mammalian zones in the
Geological Record of North America are given.
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such organisms in any rock at once indicates the great divi
sion of geological time to which the rock should be assigned.
The type-fossils of a system or formation, having been
ascertained from a sufficiently prolonged and extended ex
perience, serve to identify that series of rocks in its progress
across a country.

Thus, as we trace a formation into tracts

where it would be impossible to determine the
of

superposition,

true order

owing to the want of sections, or

to the

disturbed condition of the rocks, we can employ the type
fossils as a means of identification, and speak with confidence
as to

the

succession of

strate

that,

in

some

the rocks.

mountainous

We may even demon
ground,

the strata

have

been turned completely upside down, if we can show that
the

fossils

in

what

properly to lie

are

now

the

layers

uppermost

underneath those in the beds

ought

below them.

Prolonged study of the succession of organic types in the
geological past all over the world, has given palzoontologists
some confidence in fixing the relative age of fossils belong
ing

even

to

previously

unknown

species

or

genera,

and

occurring under circumstances where no order of superposi
tion has been made out.

For instance, the general sequence

of mammalian types having now been settled by the law of
superposition, the horizon of a mammaliferous deposit may
be approximately determined by the grade or degree of evo
lution

denoted by its mammalian fossils.

mains

be

generically

abundant,

Thus, should re

differing

from

those

now

living and presenting none of the extreme contrasts which
are now found among our higher animals, should they emnor
brace neither
,
d truei ruminants,
c
s
o
b
o
r nor p
solipeds,
ians, nor apes, they might with high probability be referred
to

the
21

Eocene

period."

Reasoning of

this

kind must be

Gaudry, "Los Enchainernents du Monde Animal," 1878, p. 246.
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based, however, upon a wide basis of evidence, seeing that
the progress of development has been far from equal in all
ranks of the animal world.
made

Observations
the globe
part

of

enabled

have

earth's

the

groups

over

large part of the surface of

a

to

geologists
into

crust

divide the stratified
formations,

systems,

and

These subdivisions are frequently marked

1127).

off from each other by lithological characters.

But, as al

afford at the
ready remarked, mere lithological differences
best but a limited and local ground

of separation.

Two

masses of sandstone, for example, having exactly the same
to very
general external and. internal characters, may belong
different geological periods.

On the other hand, a series of

limestones in one locality may be the exact chronological
equivalent

of

a

set

of

sandstones

and

conglomerates

at

another, and of a series of shales and clays at a third.
Some clew is accordingly needed which

will permit the

divisions of the stratified rocks to be grouped and compared
This fortunately is well supplied by their

chronologically.

Each

characteristic fossils.

formation

being distinguished

remains, it can be followed
by its own assemblage of organic
and recognized even amid the crumplings and dislocations of
a disturbed region.
types has

been

The same general succession of organic

observed

a

over

large

of the world,

part

though, of course, with important modifications in different
countries.

The

similarity of

homotaxis-a term
in

which the

appeared

the

has

types

earth

of

organized

existence

called

have

has been similar even in widely

separated regions."
22

been

which expresses the fact that the order

leading

upon

succession

Huxley, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xviii. 1862, p. xlvi.
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this way, a method of
comparison

i

furnished whereby the stratified
groups of different parts
of the earth's crust can be
brought into relation with each
other.
We find, for
example, that a certain group of strata
i characterized in Britain
by certain genera and species of
corals, brachiopods, lamellibranchs,
gasteropods, and cephal
A group of rocks in Bohemia,
opods.
differing more or less
from the British type in
lithological aspect, contains on the
whole the same genera, and some even of the same
species.
In Scandinavia, a set of beds
'may be seen, unlike perhaps
in external characters to the British
type, but yielding many
of the same fossils.
In Canada and parts of the northern
United States, other rocks inclose some of the same, and of
closely allied genera and species.
same

All these groups of strata,

having

the

classed

together as hornolaxial, that is, as having been de

facies

general

of

organic

remains,

are

posited during the same relative period in the general prog
ress of life in each region.
It was at
from

extinct,

one

time

that

believed, and
of

groups

strata,

the

belief is still far

characterized by

this

community or resemblance of organic remains, were chron
But

ologically contemporaneous.
upon

most insecure grounds.

such

an

inference

rests

We may not be able to dis

prove the assertion that the strata were strictly coeval, but
we

have

only to

reflect on

the present conditions of

zoo

logical and botanical distribution, and of modern sedimen
tation, to

be assured that the assertion of contemporaneity

is a mere assumption.

Consider, for a moment, what would

happen were the present surface of any portion of central or
southern Europe to be submerged beneath the sea, covered
with marine deposits, and
river-terraces

then re-elevated into land.

The

and lacustrine mans formed- before the time
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might be
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during

So

far

as regards

in

the

various

obtainable

were

the

2000

shells,

years
bones,

formations, it would

be absolutely impossible to discriminate their relative dates;
they would be classed as "geologically contemporaneous,"
that is, as having been formed during the same period in
the history of life in the European area; yet there might be
a difference of 2000 years or more between many of them.
Strict

contemporaneity

cannot

be

asserted

of

strata

any

or identity in fossils.
merely on the ground of similarity
But the phrase "geologically contemporaneous" is too
have any chronological value except in a relative

vague to

To speak of two formations as "contemporaneous,"

sense.
which

may have

been

separated

by

thousands

of

years,

seems rather a misuse of language, though the phraseology
has

now gained

probably to
gestions

be

a footing in geological literature as
If

inexpugnable.

the

to

such

existing

we

distribution

turn

for sug

again

of life

on the

earth

and particularly among
(though it is probable that formerly,
the earlier geological periods, there was considerably greater
there is now), we
uniformity in zoological distribution than
learn that similarity or identity of species and genera holds
good,

on

the

whole,

only

for

limited

areas,

and

conse

to
quently, if applied to wide geographical regions, ought
be

an argument for diversity rather than for similarity of

age.

If we

suppose

the British seas to be raised into dry

land, so that the organic

relics,

preserved in

their sands

and silts, could be exhumed and examined, a general type
or

common

facies

would

be

found,

though

some

species
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to the

a greater development in

Still, there would be such

a simi

larity throughout the whole, that no naturalist would hes
itate to regard

the

organisms

as

those

of

one

biological

province, and belonging to the same great geological period.
The region is so small, and its conditions of life so uniform
and

uninterrupted, that no marked distinction can be drawn

between the forms of life in its different
parts.
Widening the area of observation,

we perceive that as

we recede from any given point on the earth's surface the
existing forms of life gradually change.

Vegetation alters

its aspect from climate to climate, and with it come corre
sponding transformations in the characters of insects, birds,
and wild animals.
of

A lake-bottom would preserve one suite

organisms in England, but a very different group at the

foot of the Himalaya Mountains, yet the deposits at the two
places

might be absolutely coeval, even as to months and

days.

If, therefore, in the geological past there has been,

as

there

is

now, a grading of

plants and animals in great

biological provinces, marked off
climate,
while

and

strict

geological

history,

contemporaneity

by differences of contour,
we

cannot

must
be

conclude

predicted

that,

of

de

posits containing the same organic remains, it may actually
be true of deposits in which they are quite distinct."
If,

then,

forms, except

at
in

the

present

time,

community

of

organic

the case of some almost world-wide spe.

The present geographical distribution of plants and animals has a pro
found geological interest, but cannot he property discussed in this volume. The
student will find it luminously treated in Darwin's "Origin of Species," chaps.
xiii. and xiii; Lyell's "Principles of Geology," chaps. xxxviiL-xlL; and in Wal
lace's "Geographical Distribution of Animals," 2 vols. 186, and his "Island
Lire," 1880.
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identity of
instead

apart,

among formations

proving

contempora

compatible with great discrepancies

be

relative epochs of deposit.

prov.

limited also in past

fossils
of

or

regiQus,

in the

For, on any theory of the origin

of species, the spread of a species, still more of any group
of species, to a vast distance from the original centre of dis
slow.
persion, must in most cases have been inconceivably
It doubtless occupied. so prolonged

a time

as to allow of

almost indefinite changes in physical geography.

A species

while
may have disappeared from its primeval birthplace,
it continued to flourish in one or more directions along its
outward circle of advance.

The date of the first appearance

and final extinction of that species would thus differ widely,
according to

the

locality at which

we

might examine its

remains.
The grand march

of life, in its progress from lower to

been broadly alike in all
higher forms, has unquestionably
But nothing seems more certain than
quarters of the globe.
that its rate of advance has not everywhere been the same.
It has moved unequally over the same region.

A certain

reached in one quarter of
stage of progress may have been
the globe many thousands
in another;

of

years

before it was

reached

though the same general succession of organic

types might be found in each region.
for example, the

higher fauna of

At the present day,

Australia is more nearly

akin to that which flourished in Europe far back in Mesozoic
time than
globe.

to

There

the living fauna of any other region of the
seems also to be now sufficient evidence to

warrant the assertion that the progress of terrestrial vegeta
tion

has at some

geological

periods

and

in some regions
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been in advance of that of the marine fauna
(see p. 1111).
Hence arise glaring anomalies in the
attempts to group the
geological formations of distant countries in conformity with
As Mr. Blanford has well remarked,
European standards.
"in instances

of

conflicting evidence between terrestrial or

freshwater

faunas

faunas

the

on

and

other,

floras

on the

the geological

one side, and marine
age

indicated

by

the

latter is probably 'correct, because the contradictions which
prevail between the evidence afforded by successive terres
trial and freshwater beds are unknown in marine
deposits;
beèause the succession of terrestrial animals and
plants in
time has been different from the succession of marine life;
and

because

faunas

of

in

all

distant

times

past

the differences between the

lands have
probably been, as

they now

are, vastly greater than the differences between the animals
and plants inhabiting the different seas and oceans."
Notwithstanding
in

that

every

such

country

exceptions,

where

the

it

may

be

fossiliferous

asserted

geological

formations are well displayed and have been
properly ex
amined, a
be

made

similar general
out

among

limited geographical
of

superposition.

order

them.
area

When,

of

organic succession can

Their relative

age

within a

can be demonstrated by the law
however,

the

rocks

of

distant

24 Mr. Blardord, in his
suggestive address to the Geological Section of the
British Association at the Montreal meeting, from which the above quotation is
taken, gives some examples of the contradictions involved in attempts to cor
relate distant deposits by means of land and freshwater faunas and floras. The
Damuda beds of India, as he points out, contain a flora with middle Jurassic
affinities, but the fauna of the overlying Panchet beds is rather Triassic or even
Permian. Still more striking is the example furnished by the Lower Coal-meas
ures of New South Wales, where plants which botanists unhesitatingly pro
nounced to be of Jurassic types are found in the same stratified deposits with
undoubted Carboniferous Limestone marine organisms (Orthoceras, 4Jonularia,
Spinier, Fenestella, etc.) Mr. Blanford has returned to this subject in his presi
dential addresses to the Geological Society. Quart. Journ. xlv. 1889, P. 12, xlvi.
2890, p. 104.
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we

can

safely affirm

re

that those containing the same or a repre

garding them is
sentative

OF

assemblage of

marine organic remains

belong

to

the same epoch in the history of biological progress in each
area.
are

but we cannot assert that they

They are liomotaxicti;

unless

contemporaneous

within

that

a

term

we

are

vague period

prepared

of

to

include

thousands

many

of

years.

Record."
Imperfection of the Geological
-Since the statement was made by Darwin, geologists have
3.

more fully recognized that the history of life has been very
stratified

imperfectly preserved in the

earth's

most favor
Apart from the fact that, even under the

crust.

proportion of

able conditions, only a small

fauna of any period would be

and

parts of the

enormous

state,
strata,

no

whole

chapters

has

record

But

work.

gaps
and

occur
been

where

even

from

the

non-deposit
all.

at

preserved

total flora

in the fossil

preserved

where,

were

books

the

It is

of

as if

missing from a historical

record

may

originally

have

been tolerably full, powerful dislocations have often thrown
Sometimes exten

considerable portions of it out of sight.
sive

metamorphism

original characters,
and. vast

so

that

their

their organic contents,

have

affected

including

the

rocks

Oftenest of all, denudation has come into

been destroyed.
play,

has

masses of

strata

have

been

entirely worn

land.
away, as is shown not only by the erosion of existing
surfaces,

but

by

the

abundant

unconformabilities

in

the

structure of the earth's crust.
While the mere fact that one series of rocks lies uncon
formably on

the

denuded

surface

See p. 1121.

of

another,

proves

the
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group of
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closely resemble

by
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Let us suppose, for

formations has been dis

and covered unconformably by

In

lithological

each

other, and

group.

length of
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demonstrated

of fossil evidence, and by this alone.
example, that a certain
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characters,
there

the

may 1)e

two may

nothing

to

show that the gap represented by their unconformability is
of an important character.

In many cases, indeed, it would

be quite impossible to pronounce any well-grounded judg
ment as

to

the

vague relative
each

group

remains,

it

length of

measured by the

standards of geological chronology.

contains
may

how much of

interval, even

not

the

a

well-preserved
be

only

known

possible,

geological

suite
but

record

out between the two sets of formations.

of

organic
to

say

been

left

easy,
has

But if

By comparing the

fossils with those obtained from regions where the geolog
ical

record

is

more

it

complete,

may be ascertained,

per

haps, that the lower rocks belong to a certain platform or
stage in geological history which, for our present purpose,
we may call D, and that the upper rocks can, in like man
ner, be paralleled with stage II.
that, at this
periods,

It would be then apparent

locality, the chronicles of three great geological

E, F, and

G,

were

wanting,

which are elsewhere

found to be intercalated between D and H.
time

represented

equivalent

to

by this

that

The lapse of

unconformability would thus

required

for

the

accumulation

of

be
the

three missing series in those regions where, sedimentation
having been more continuous, the record of them has been
preserved.
But fossil evidence may be made to prove the existence
of

gaps

which

are

not

otherwise

apparent.

As has

been
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already remarked,
have

whole,
The

and

away,

be

a

replaced

of long periods of

time.

important changes

in

GEOLOGY

organic
slow in

extremely

species of

whole

in

changes

been

OF

sea-floor
by other

forms
the

could
forms,

must, on

the

geological past.

not

pass

entirely

without the lapse

If, then, among the conformable

stratified deposits of former ages, we encounter abrupt and
facies

the

of

the fossils, we may he

certain that these must mark omissions in the record, which
we may hope to fill in from a more perfect series elsewhere.
contrasts between uncon form-

The striking pal,-ontological

able strata are sufficiently explicable.

It is not so easy to

which occur where the
give a satisfactory account of those
strata are strictly conformable, and
be observed

any considerable change of physical condi

of

A group of quite conformable

tions at the time of deposit.
strata,

the

having

throughout,

where no evidence can

same

be

may

general

marked

by

a

characters

lithological
great

discrepancy

be

the fossils of the upper and the lower part.

A few

other, or

perhaps

tween

may pass from

species

the

one into the

every species may be different,

in cases of this kind, when

local but persistent over consider
proved to be not merely
able areas, we must admit, notwithstanding the apparently
undisturbed and continuous character of the original deposi
tion of
faces

the strata, that the abrupt transition from

of

to

fossils

the

the one

other represents a long interval of

time which has not been recorded by the deposit of strata.
Sir

A.

termed
mains."

0.

Ramsay,

them
20

"breaks

They

Palozoic and
26

who

occur

in

called
the

attention

to

these

succession

of

organic 're

abundantly among

the

gaps,

European

of them,
Secondary rocks, which, by means

Q" J Geol. Soc. xix. xx. Presidential Addresses.
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can be separated into zones and sections.

Bu

though trace

able over wide regions they were probably not general over
the

whole

There

globe.

in the

interruptions

have

never
of

continuity

no

doubt

any

universal

chain of being,

the

far as geological evidence can show.
rent interruptions

been

so

The breaks or appa

exist only in the sedimentary

record, and may have been produced by geological agencies
of

various

kinds, such as

cessation of deposit from failure

of sediment owing to seasonal or other changes; alteration
in

the nature

variations

of

subsidence
sive

the sediment

of

climate

by

from

whatever

subterranean

submarine

zones

or character of the water;

into

cause;

movements,
less

favorable

etc.;

conditions

revolutions,

which

brought

about

the

The

breaks,

or

succes

bringing

and volcanic discharges.

temperature,

elevation

of

physical
were

no

doubt sometimes general over a whole zoological province,
more

frequently over a minor region.

of the Triassic period the inland

Thus, at the close

basins of central, southern

and western Europe were effaced, and another and different
geographical
spread

of

zone"

from

phase

the

bardy, and
of the Alps.

was

peculiar

the
from

south

introduced,
fauna
of

of

the

permitted

"Avicula

to the

Sweden

the north of

which

plains

Ireland. to the

the

contorta
of Lom

eastern

end

This phase in turn disappeared to make way

for the Lias with its numerous "zones," each distinguished
by
of

the

maximum

ammonite."

development

These

of

one

or

more

species

successive geographical revolutions

must, in many cases, have caused

the complete extinction

of genera and species possessing a small geographical range.
27 Consult on this
subject the memoirs on Jurassic Geography of the late
Prof. Neumayr, quoted ante, p. 1086.
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a

that in

wide

many instances
such

range,

stratigraphical

has been

with

adduced to

geographical
law

biological

no

as

the Si

satisfactory

connect the change

revolutions.
such

governing

extension,

geographical

gi'aptolites and Jurassic ammonites,

evidence
cies

be

OF

There

organic

of spe
some

be

may

mutations

which

is not yet perceived.
It

is

record,

abundantly
as

chronicle

it
of

The

plete.

now

clear,

exists,

geological
lacuue

of

another;

yet

in

between

the

localities

whence

the

is

at

the
In

history.
one

proportion

missing'

that

however,

region
the

to

where

the

the

best but

geological

an

imperfect

no country is it com
may

be supplied

geographical
gaps

occur

from

distance

and

those

intervals are supplied, the element of

uncertainty in our reading of the record is increased.
most desirable

method

of

research

is

to

exhaust

the

The
evi

dence for each area or province, and to compare the general
order of its

succession, as a whole, with that which can be
It is, therefore, only after

e3tablished for other provinces.
and

long

geological
be

observation

and

history

of

quarters

different

comparison
of

that

the

the globe can.

correlated."
4.

by

patient

Subdivisions

me a ii s of

of

the

foss ii s.-As

Geological

Record

fossil evidence furnishes a

rnuh more satisfactory and widely applicable means of sub
dividing the stratified rocks of the earth's crust than mere
lithological characters, it is made the basis of the geological
28 For an
example of the working out from fossil evidence of the history
of the various provinces or regions of a largo area of the earth's surface during
an ancient geological period see the digest giveu by Prof. Hyatt of what; is
known of the Jurassic traces of Europe, in his essay on the "Genesis of the
Arietid," chapLor iv.
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Thus,

a

particular

stratum

marked by the occurrence in it

of various fossils, one or more of which may be distinctive,
either from occurring in no other bed above and below, or
from special abundance in that stratum.

These species may,

therefore, be used as a guide to the occurrence of the bed in
question,

which

may

abundant species.

be

called

by the

name of the most

In this way, a geological horizon or zone

is marked off, and geologists thereafter recognize its
position
in the geological series.
can

be

made, we

safely

But before such a generalization
must be

sure

that

the species in

question really never does characterize any other platform.
This evidently demands wide experience over an extended
field of observation.

The assertion

that a particular species

or genus occurs only on one horizon, or within certain lim.
its,

rests on

manifestly
The

positive.
more

than

negative

evidence as

pala3ontologist who

that he

knows

the

much

makes it cannot

species

as

on

mean

or genus to lie on

that horizon, or within those limits, and that, so far as his
own experience and that of others goes, it has never been
met

with

beyond

the limits

assigned

to it.

But a single

instance of the occurrence of the fossil in a different zone
would greatly damage the value of his generalization, and
a few such cases would demolish it altogether.

The genus

Arethusina, for example, had long been known as a charac
teristic trilobite of the lower zones of the third or highest
fauna of the Bohemian Silurian basin.

So abundant is one

species (A. Koninck) that Barrande collected more than 6000
specimens

of

it,

generally

in

good

preservation.

But no

trace of it had over been met with toward the upper limit
of the Silurian fauna.
men of

Eventually, however, a single sped.

a species so nearly identical

as to be readily pro
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nounced the same was distinterred from the upper Devonian
rocks of Westphalia-a horizon separated

from

the

upper

limit of the genus in Bohemia by at least half of the vertical
of the Lower
height of the Upper Silurian and by the whole
and

Middle

Devonian

rock-groups.

Such

an

example

teaches the danger of founding too much on negative data.
To establish a geological horizon on limited fossil evidence,
and then to assume the identity of all strata containing the
same fossils, is to reason in a circle, and to introduce utter
confusion

into

our

interpretation

of the geological record.

The first and fundamental point is to determine accurately
the superposition of the strata.

Until this is done, detailed

palieontological classification may prove to be worthless.
From what has been above advanced, it must be evident
that, even if the several groups in a series or system of rocks
in any district or

country have been found susceptible of

minute subdivision by means of their characteristic fossils,
and if, after the lapse of many years, no discovery has oc
curred

to alter the established order of succession of these

fossils,

nevertheless the subdivisions

may only hold

for the region in which they have been made.

They must

not be assumed to be strictly applicable everywhere.
vancing into

good

Ad.

another district or country, where the petro

or system indicate
graphical characters of the same formation
that the original conditions of deposit must have been very
different, we ought to be prepared to find a greater or less
or what we unconsciously
departure from the first observed,
and not unnaturally come to look upon as the normal, order
of organic succession.

There can be no doubt that the ap

been in
pearance of new organic forms in any locality has
2 Barraude,
"!eapparition du genre AreLhusina," Prague, 1868.
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large measure connected with such physical changes as are
indicated

diversities

by

The

rangements.

of. sedimentary

Upper

materials

Silurian stages,

for

and

ar

example, as

studied by Murchison in Shropshire and the
adjacent coun

ties, present a clear sequence of strata well defined
by char
acteristic fossils.

But

within

a distance of sixty miles, it

becomes impossible to establish
evidence.

these subdivisions by fossil

Again, in Bohemia and in Russia we meet with

still greater departures from the order of
appearance in the
original Silurian area, some of the most characteristic Upper
Silurian organisms being there found beneath strata
replete
with records of Lower Silurian life.
Nevertheless, the gen
eral succession of life from' Lower to
Upper Silurian types
remains distinctly traceable.

Still

more startling

are

the

anomalies, already referred to, where the succession of ter
restrial organisms in distant regions is compared with that of
the associated marine forms; as where, in Australia, a flora
with Jurassic affinities and a Carboniferous Limestone fauna
were contemporaneous.

Such facts warn us against the dan

ger of being led astray by an artificial precision of palteonto.
logical

detail.

is

established,

best

Even

where the

it

rests,

pa1aontological

probably in

most

sequence
cases,

not

merely upon the actual chronological succession of organic
forms,

but

also,

far

more than is

usually imagined, upon

original accidental differences of local physical conditions.
As these conditions have constantly varied from region to
region, it must comparatively seldom happen that the same
minute paheontological subdivisions, so important and in
structive in

themselves,

can be identified

and paralleled,

except over comparatively limited geographical areas.

The

remarkable "zones" of the Lias, for instance, which

have

been recognized over central and western Europe, cease to
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be traceable as we recede from their original

geographical

province.

§ v. Bearing
Since

of Palaeontological data upon Evolution.

researches

the

of William

Smith at

the end of last

century, it has been well understood that the stratified por
tion of the earth's crust contains a suite of organic remains
in which a gradual progression can be traced, from simple
forms of invertebrate life among the older rocks to the most
highly differentiated mammalia of the present time.

Until

the appearance of Darwin's "Origin of Species" in 1859, the
with the
significance of this progression and its connection
floras were only
biological relations of existing faunas and
a theory of
dimly perceived, though Lamarck had proposed
development,

had been made

in support of which appeals

to the organic succession revealed by the geological record.
Darwin, arguing that, instead of being fixed or but slightly
alterable
showed

forms,

might

species

that processes

were

might have

few

forms.

original

derived

others,

existing animal and vege
at most, a very

descended from,

From

from

at work, whereby it was con

ceivable that the whole of the
table worlds

be

a

large

array of facts,

drawn

from observations made upon domestic plants and animals,
he inferred that, from time to time, slight peculiarities due
to differences of climate, etc., appeal' in the offspring which
were not present in the parent, that these peculiarities may
be transmitted to succeeding generations,
from

their

nature they

sessors to maintain
life.

are

useful

in

especially where

enabling their pos

themselves in the general struggle for

Hence varieties, at first arising from

accidental cir

cumstances, may become permanent, while the original form
from which they sprang, being less well adapted to hold its
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Varieties become species, and specific differ

ences pass in a similar way into generic.

The most success

ful forms are, by a process of "natural selection," made to
overcome

and

"survival

of

survive

the

those

that

are

less

fortunate,

fittest" being the general law

the

of nature.

The present varied life of the globe
may thus, according to
Darwin, be explained by the continued accumulation,
per
petuation, and
plants

and

increase

animals

of

during

differences in
the

whole

of

the

evolution

geological

of

time.

Hence the geological record should contain a more or less
full

chronicle

of

the

progress

of this

long

history of

de

velopment.
It is now well known that, in the
embryonic development
of animals, there are traces of a progress from lower or more
generalized to higher or more specialized types.

Since Dar

win's great work appeared, naturalists have devoted a vast
amount of

research to this subject,

and have sought with

persevering enthusiasm for any indications of a relation be
tween the order of appearance of organic forms in time and
in

embryonic

and

development,

for

evidence that species

and genera of plants and animals have come into existence
in the order which,

according

to the theory of evolution,

might have been anticipated.
It must be conceded that, on -fine whole, the testimony of
the rocks is in favor of the doctrine of evolution.
That
there are difficulties still unexplained, must be frankly
Darwin strongly insisted, and with obvious jus
granted.
on
the
tice,
imperfection of the geological record, as one

great source of these difficulties.
Objections to the develop.
ment theory may, as shown by Mr. Carruthers, be drawn
from the observed order of succession of plants, and the
absence of transitional forms among them.
Ferns equise.
turns, and
as far back as the old Red
lycopods appear
Sandstone, not in simple or more generalized, but in more
complex structures than their living representatives.

The
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known conifers were
well-developed trees, with
as highly differentiated as those
woody, structure and fruits
The oldest dicotyledons yet found,
of the living types.
those of the Cretaceous formations, contain representatives
of three great divisions of Apetalce, Monopetalce, and Poly
These "are not generalized
petaie, in the same deposit.
forms which, during the inter
types, but differentiated
even into
have not developed
higher
vening epochs,
generic groups.""
Prof. A. Agassiz has drawn attention to the parallelism
between embryonic development and pala3ontological his
tory.
Taking the sea-urchins as an illustrative group, he
earliest

between the immature
points out the interesting analogies
conditions of living forms and the appearance of correspond
He admits, however, that no
ing phases in fossil genera.
early type has yet been discovered whence star-fishes, sea.
urchins, or ophiuraus might have sprung; that the several
orders of echinoderms appear at the same time in the geo
logical record, and that it is impossible to trace anything
like a sequence of genera or direct fihiation in the pala3onto
logical succession of the echinids, though he does not at all
the present
dispute the validity of the theory which regards
echinids as having come clown in direct succession from
in the case of the numer
those of older geological times."
genera which have continued to exist without inter
been termed
ruption from early geological periods, and have
not to admit that the
"persistent types," it is impossible
former
existing forms are the direct descendants of those of
If, then, some genera have unquestionably been con
ages.
tinuous, the evolutionist argues, it may reasonably be in
ous

ferred that continuity has been the law, and that even where
the successive steps of the change cannot be traced, every
genus of the living world is genetically related to other

genera now extinct.
Prof. A. Hyatt, who has closely studied the Cephalo
evidence of evolu
poda, regards them as furnishing clear
tion.
Returning to some of the ideas of Lamarek on devel

opment, he concludes that "the efforts of the orthoceratite
to adapt itself fully to the requirements of a mixed habitat,
gave the world the Nautiloidea; the efforts of the same type
to become completely a littoral crawler, developed the Am-30
Carruthers, Geol. Mag. 1876, p. 362.
81 Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hiat. Nov. 1880, p. 369.
"Challenger" Expedition, vol. iii. p. 19.

"Report on

Echinoiclea,"
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that,

on the whole, the observed
succession of the organisms in time coincides with what
on the theory of evolution it ought to have been.
"The
cones
in
Silurian
and
earlier periods,
straight
predominate
while the loosely coiled are much less numerous, and the
close-coiled and involute, though present, are
extremely
rare."
He believes that traces of this succession
may be
in
found
the structure of the shells themselves.
The nau
tilus, in

its

embryological development and subsequent
growth, passes through the stages of the nearly or quite
straight shell, then of a slightly curved shell, and then of
a completely curved shell, the
spiral being continued till
sometimes the inner whorls are
entirely enveloped in the
outer.

Neumayr, from a prolonged study of European Jurassic
and Cretaceous cephalopods, concluded that
"propagation,
fihiation, and migration are sufficient to
explain the origin
of the whole Jurassic Ammonite and Belemnite fauna of
central Europe.
There is nothing to warrant the
suppo
sition of any new creation, but all the known facts are in
harmony with the theory of descent."
Among the fossil mammalia many indications have been

Of these, one of
pointed out of an evolution of structure.
the best known and most striking is the genealogy of the
horse, as worked out by Prof. 0. 0. Marsh.'
The original,
and as yet undiscovered, ancestor of our modern horse had
five toes on each foot.
In the oldest known equine
type
animal
about
the
size
of
a
fox,
(Eohippñs-an
belonging to
the early part of the Eocene period) there were four well
developed toes, with the rudiment- of a fifth, on each fore
foot, and three on

each

hind-foot.

In a later part of

the

89 Science, iii. 1884,
pp. 122, 145. For an elaborate presentation of his
views see his essay on the "Genesis of the Arietidte," Mom. Mus. Comparat.
Zool. Harvard, xvi. 1889, where also full references to the literature of the sub
ject treated of by him will be found.
83 Jahrb. Geol. Reichsanst. xxviii. 1878,
p. 78; also Abhand.1. Geol. Reich
sanst. 1873; Sitzb. K. Akad. Wiss. Wien, lxxi. 1875, p. 639. Verh. Geol.
Reiehsanst. 1880, p. 83 (in reply to the anti-Darwinian views of T. Fuchs, op.
cit. 1879, 1880), and his memoirs already cited on p. 1087.
W. Branco, Z.
Geol.
Ges.
xxxii.
1880,
An
Deutach.
P. 596.
example of the tracing of pedi
gree among trilobites was supplied by R. Hoernes, Jahrb. Geol. Reichsanst.
xxx. 1880, p. 651.
On the geological history and affiliations of the Palozoio
invertebrates, the student should consult Prof. Gaudry's "Lea Enchatnements
du Monde Animal: Fossiles Priznaires," 1883.
84 Amer. Journ. Sci. 1879,
p. 499. Consult also his interesting paper o*
"Recent polydactyle Horses," op. cit. xlii, 1892, p. 339.
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same geological period appeared the Orohippus, a creature
of about the same size, but with only four toes in front and
three behind.

Traced

upward into younger divisions of
the Tertiary series, the size of the animal increases, but the
number of digits diminishes, until we reach the modern
Equus, with its single toe and rudimentary splint-bones.
Another remarkable example, that of the camels, is cited
The succession of genera is seen in
by Prof. E. D. Cope.

the same parts of the skeleton as in the case of the horse.
The metatarsal and metacarpal bones are or are not co
ossified into a cannon bone; the first and second superior

incisor teeth are present, rudimentary or wanting, and the
The chronological
premolar number from four to one.
succession of genera is given by Mr. Cope as follows:
No cannon bone.
(
Incisor teeth present.
4 premolars.
Lower Miocene

Cannon bone present.
Incisors 1. find 2 wanting.

3 premolars.

Pobrotherium.
Protolabis.
(
Procamelus.
Pliauchenia.

Upper Miocene
Pliocene and recent.

2 premolars.

Camelus.

1 premolar.

Aucherna.

According to this table, the Camelithe have gradually
undergone a consolidation of the bones of the feet, with

a great reduction in the number of the incisor or premolar
teeth.
Mr. Cope indicates an interesting parallel between
the pahonto1ogical succession and the embryonic history
of the same parts of the skeleton in the livincamel."
Among the Carnivora, as M. Gaudry has pointed'-out, it is
possible not only to trace the ancestry of existing species,
but to discover traits of union between genera which at
present seem far removed."
It

is

not

necessary

here

to

enter

biological aspect of this wide subject.
of

evolution

has

now

obtained

the

more

fully into

the

While the doctrine
assent

of

the

great

-16 American Naturalist, 1880,
M. Gaudry traces an analogous
p. I'12.
in
the
foot-bones
of
the
ruminants
of
process
Tertiary time, "Les Enchtiue
ments du Mondo Animal," vol. i. D. 121.
36
Op. cit. p. 210.
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most

that it is

which

or research has yet been able to remove.

the

no

skill

The problem of

derivation remains insoluble, nor perhaps may we hope for
any solution

of correctness."'
of

the

utmost

may never

one within the most indefinite limits

beyond
But

to the

palontologist, it is a matter

to feel assured

importance

that, though he

be able to trace the missing links in the chain

of being, the chain has been unbroken and
persistent from
the beginning of geological time.
It was remarked above (p.
1096) that, while the general
march

of

life has

been

broadly alike

all

the world,

over

progress has been more rapid in some regions, and likewise
in some grades of
organic being, than in others.

The evo

lution of terrestrial plants and animals
appears to have been
much less
that

of

uniform

the

the climatic
fluence in

than

that of

marine mollusca.
changes, which

evolution,

marine life, at least than

It has

have

been suggested that

had

so

dominant an in

would affect land-plants

influenced marine animals.

before

they

Certainly a number of instances

is known where an older
type of marine fauna is associated
with

a

younger

type

of

terrestrial

flora.

Besides

already cited (p. 1098), reference may be made
of

Funfkirchen

type,

occurs

Paheozoic

in

in

Hungary,

strata

Zechstein;

which,

which have
and. to

the

though

been
Upper

to

those

the

flora

Triassic

classed

with

Cretaceous

in
the

flora

of Aix la Ohapelle, which, with its numerous
dicotyledons,
has a much more modern aspect than the
contemporaneous
fauna.
In the Western Territories of North America, much
27 A.
Agaasiz, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1880, p. 312.
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an un

having

fauna

is

the

Cretaceous.

turning-point

important

is to be found not, as in

fauna,

between

the

Sarmatian

stage and the congeria-beds, but on an older horizon, namely
between the first and second
this

intercalation

of

entirely confined to
be

characteristic of

types
the

vegetable world.

Nor is

other

periods

Examples may

survivals of types of terrestrial animals when

found of

the

Mediterranean stage.

contemporaneous

more modern.

marine

fauna

has

become

distinctly

The present mammals of Australia and New

Guinea are more allied to forms that lived in Mesozoic time
than to those now living in other countries.

The remark

able Miocene mammalian fauna of Pikermi has been found
to lie upon strata containing Pliocene marine shells.
From

what

has now been stated, it will be understood

that the existence of any, living species or genus of plant or
animal, within a certain geographical
cannot

be

explained

area, is a fact which

except by reference to the geological

history of that species or genus.

The existing forms of life

are the outcome of the evolution which has been in progress
the

during
view,

the

whole of geological
investigations

invested

with

fore

the

us

the

of

time.

From this point of

paIontologica1

profoundest interest, for

history

of

that

living

geology

are

they bring be

creation

of

which

we

form a part.
§ vi. The

collecting

tions regarding

the

of Fossils.-Some

search

practical sugges

for fossils may be of service to

38 B. Weiss, Neuca Jahrb. 1878, p. 180; also Z. Doutsch. Geol. Ges. xxix.
p. 252.
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searched

learner

that

for

All such rocks

fossils.

some

A

kinds

little

of

should

practice

will

sedimentary rocks

are much more likely than others to yield organic remains.
Limestones, calcareous shales,

and

are often fossilif

clays

erous; coarse sandstones and conglomerates are seldom so.
Yet

it

will

not

infrequently

be

found

that

rocks which

might be expected to contain fossils are barren, while even
coarse
and

conglomerates may,

bones

of

living things.

in rare

vertebrates or
The

cases,

other durable

peculiarities

of

yield

the

relics

of

teeth
once

the rocks of each dig.

trict must, in this respect, be discovered by actual careful
scrutiny.
As organic remains usually differ more or less, both in
chemical composition
in minute texture, from the
and.
mbedded, they weather differ
matrix in which they are
in some instances, where
ently from the surrounding rock.
they are more durable, they project in relief from a weath
ered surface; in others they decay, and leave, as cavities,
the molds in which they have lain.
One of the first requi
therefore,
in
the
examination
of
sities,
any rock for fossils
is

search of its weathered parts.
In the great
majority of cases, its fossiliferous or non-fossiliferous char
acter may thereby be ascertained.
When indications of fossils have been obtained, the par
ticular lithological characters of the part of the rock in
It will often be found
which they occur should be noted.
that the fossils are either confined to, or are more abundant
a

careful

These zones should
and better preserved in, certain zones.
be explored before the rest of the rock is examined in de
tail.
Where fossils decay on exposure, the rock containing
them must be broken open so as to reach its fresher por
Where the rock is not disintegrated in weathering,
tions.
But where
it must likewise be split up in the usual way.
it crumbles under the influence of the weather, and allows
its fossils to become detached from their matrix, its dbris
examined.
Shales and clays are particularly
liable to this kind, of disintegration, and are consequently
should

be
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deserving of the fossil-collector's closet attention, since
from their decaying surfaces he may often gather the organ
isms of past times, as easily as he can pick up shells on the
present sea-shore.
But the task of the collector does not end when he has
broken open several tons, perhaps, of fresh rock, and has
searched among the weathered ddbris until he can no longer
In recent
meet with any forms he has not already found.
for
him
to ex
enabling
years, methods have been devised
Some of these
tract the minuter organisms from rocks.
methods are described in the following pages."
They show
that a
otherwise supposed to be unfossiliferous,
deposit,
may be rich. in foraminilera, entoniotraca, etc., so that,
besides the abundant fossils readily detected by the naked
eye in a rock, there may he added a not less abundant and
varied collection of microzoa.
As each variety of rock has its own peculiarities of
which may vary from district to district, the
appliances of the fossil collector must likewise be varied
The following list comprises
to suit local requirements.
but his own
his most generally useful
accoutrements;
structure,

judgment will enable him
according to his needs:

to modify

or supplement

them

List of Appliances useful in Fossil-collecting
hammers, varying in size according to the
Where these
nature of the rocks to be examined.
are tough and hard, a hammer weighing 2 lbs. may

1.

Several

2.

be needed.
A small trimming hammer (6 oz.) for
reducing the size of specimens is essential.
Several chisels of different sizes and shapes.
A small pick weighing 1 lb., useful for loosening
blocks of rocks from their bed.

3.
4.

A

small

trowel,

used

dtbris of shale, etc.

for

scooping

up

weathered

5. A gardener's spade with circular cutting edge; of
use in lifting slabs of shale.
6. Pair of strong pincers, like those used for cutting
wire, for reducing specimens which might go to
pieces under a blow

of a hammer.

29 The
following descriptions of methods of searching for fosiE micro)'
have been drawn up from notes for which I am Indebted to Mr. James Bonnie,
Fossil Collector of the Geological Survey of Scotland, who has been singularly
successful In increasing our knowledge of the minuter forms of animal life in
the Carboniferous system.
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A collecting-bag (canvas or leather).
A supply of nests of pill-boxes for

more

delicate

specimens.
Brown and softer gray wrapping paper (old newspa
pers are serviceable).
Gummed labels, numbered to correspond with those
in the collecting-book.

Note-book or collecting-book, in which, where practicable, each specimen is entered under its num
ber, with all particulars of its exact locality, geo
logical horizon, etc.
Fish-glue, a thin solution of which is useful to pre
serve specimens that may be liable to crack into
pieces.

W e a t here d S h a I e s.-The heaps of shale thrown
out in quarrying operations afford excellent ground for
It is best to begin at the bottom of a heap,
fossil-hunting.
and to creep slowly along the same level for a dozen yards
or so, where the ground to be examined is extensive; then
to return along a band slightly higher, and so on backward
and forward until the top is reached, which may be searched
in breadths of a yard at a time.
In this way, the more
Large and thin fossils,
prominent fossils may be obtained.
such

as

shells of Pecten, Alodiola, etc., which break into
fragments in weathering must be sought for in the less de
When found, the matrix around
cayed parts of the shale.
them should be reduced to the desired size by means of pin
cers.
They should then be wrapped up in a box, or, at
least, secured against injury in the homeward. transport, and
as soon as possible thereafter should be dipped in a thin
solution of fish-glue and allowed to dry slowly in the air.
As a rule, particularly where the structure of a fossil is well
preserved, it is desirable to retain also the surface of rock
containing its impression, which not infrequently affords
evidence of structure that may be less distinctly preserved
on the counterpart, or side to which the main portion of the

fossil has adhered.
Some fossils of great delicacy, such as fronds of Fenesas the rock weathers, may be ex
tella, which go to
pieces
tracted by an ingenious process devised by Mr. John Young,
If
Curator of the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow University.
the shale on which such organisms lie is liable to go to
pieces, it may be sufficiently secured for transport by being
coated with a thin solution of gum, which is allowed to dry
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if the
before the specimen is packed up.
actually exposed,
face of the Fenestefla is intended to be exhibited, it may be
cleaned from the gum or from any adherent shale by being
rubbed quickly with a wet nail-brush and wiped with a cle;n
down
damp sponge, care being taken that the gum holding
the lower surface of the fossil is not softened, and that the
If, on the other hand, it is
shale does not get too wet.
desirable to expose the face of the frond that adheres to the
All trace of any
shale, this may be effected as follows.
gum that may have been used should be carefully removed.
The specimen is then warmed before a fire, and a thin layer

If
of asphalt is melted over it by means of a hot iron rod.
the frond to be lifted is large, a thick strong cake should
be formed upon the specimen by using alternate layers of
strong brown paper and asphalt, the paper always forming
the outer surface of the cake.
When the cohesion between
the asphalt and the specimen is firm, the whole is then
placed in water, when the shale gneral1y crumbles down
and can be removed, leaving the Fenestella adhering to the
In this way, the poriferous surface, which, for
asphalt.
the most part, clings to the shale when the rock is broken
open, is laid bare.
By gently brushing the specimen with
water, its minute structure may be revealed, the delicate
network lying on the asphalt like a piece of lace upon a
The cake of asphalt may then be
ground of black velvet.
shaped and mounted on a wooden tablet.4°
But in most cases there are numerous minu.ter forms

which escape notice, and which must be searched for in an
other way.
To secure these, a little shale should be lifted
with a trowel from the most weathered parts where fossils
are visible, the trowel being gently pushed along so as to
remove only the superficial layer, where the fossils are nec
essarily more abundant from the disintegration and removal
If wet, the shale thus
of the shale by rain, sun and wind.
collected should be thoroughly dried in an oven o, before a
lire.

Thereafter,

crumbles

it

is

to

be

well soaked

in

water till it

after gentle agitation, the muddy water
should be poured off, the heavier particles being allowed to
This process should be repeated till
settle to the bottom.
the sediment is so freed from clayey particles that it can be
The
passed through sieves of different degrees of fineness.
several

down;

assortments

40 Mr.
Young kindly

thus

obtained

should

then

be

boiled

vised for me this account of his asphalt process.
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separately in a rather broad-bottomed goblet over, a brisk
fire for about half an hour, the boiling being continued with
a change of water till little or no mud appears.
The coarser
parcels may then be dried and spread out on a school-slate,

when, with lens and a camel-hair brush wetted at the point,
the fossils may be easily picked out and dropped into a pill.
box for further examination.
The finer kinds may be sepa
rated into lighter and heavier portions by putting, say a
handful of the thoroughly dried sediment into a bowl, and
turning a gentle stream of water upon it, when the lighter
grains float and may be decanted into another vessel.
f~ese
floated parts include the smaller kinds of foraminifera and.
entomostraca, the plates, anchors, crosses, and other spioules
of holothurians and sponges, fragments of polyzoa, shells,
etc.
The effect of boiling is to loosen these organisms from
the matrix and to clean them more perfectly than can be
done in any other way; the minuter forms float off as dust.
By this method of detection and selection, fossils which
occur only in the proportion of one in a thousand of the par
ticles may be easily secured.

Unweathered Shales.-Itoften happens that along
cliff-sections, on the banks or beds of rivers or on the sea
shore, fossiliferous shales occur from which the weathered
portions are continually washed or blown away, so that no
opportunity occurs of adequately collecting the fossils from
the exposed dbris of the rooks.
In such cases the solid,
unweathered shale must be taken and treated somewhat
All layers of shale will not be found to be
differently.
equally rich in microzoa, and it is desirable to try those first
which seem most likely to yield satisfactory results-such,
for instance, as those which are otherwise most fossiliferous.

Where shale occurs in association with limestone, the por
tions just beneath or above the limestone should first be

searched.
The parts selected should be dried as thoroughly
as possible in an oven or before a fire, and should then be
The
put into water, and left there until they fall to pieces.
dbris thus obtained is to be
into a rather wide-meshed
put
sieve, and the coarser materials left behind may be again
dried and steeped, this
or three
process being repeated two
times, or until the fragments undergo no further subdivi
sion.
When thus reduced as much as possible, the dbris
should be boiled as above described.
Some shales are com
pletely disintegrated at once by boiling; others only after
prolonged boiling, while some, though subdivided into small
fragments, will not "dissolve," that is, will

not

break

up
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into such fine particles as to remain in mechanical suspen
Such obdurate varieties must be exam
sion in the water.
In the Carboniferous system, the shales that
ined in bulk.
boil down completely are those in. which their component
argillaceous particles have been compacted merely by pres
sure, or with such slight cementation as could be destroyed
by boiling.
They are usually gray beds, such as so otten
The black shales, on the other hand,
accompany limestones.
containing a considerable proportion of bituminous cement,
will not thoroughly break up even after prolonged boiling.
e regarded
The drying and steeping here described may
The effects of
as processes of rapid artificial weathering.

the heat of a fire upon shale resemble those of the sun's rays,
and the soaking in water is a counterpart of the action of
rain.
It is surprising how easily hard, compact shale, which
can with difficulty be broken or split with a hammer, may,
by the method above specified, be reduced to dust or to fine
granular debris, from which even delicate shells may easily
One may thus experimentally learn
be picked out entire.
how important a part in the disintegration of rocks must be
taken by the alternate desiccation and saturation of their
surfaces by sunshine and shower.
Limestone and Ironstone.-Among fossiliferous
limestones, remarkable differences are observable in. the
litbological condition of the inclosed fossils, and in the ease

with which they can be recognized and extracted. -It is only
mas
by diligent practice that these peculiarities can be so
tered as to enable the observer to make an exhaustive collec
In some lirnestones,
tion from the rocks which he explores.

the organic remains are specially abundant in particular lay
of these parts of the rock may be
ers or pockets.
Fragments
taken home, and their fossils may 1)e extracted by fixing the
block on a piece of lead 1 inch thick and about 6 inches square,
and cutting out the desired specimens with hammer and chisel.
Eutomostraca, and other small organisms in which the valves

are united, may also be obtained in a perfect condition from
this class of rocks, by pounding fragments of the fossilifer
ous material with a hammer within the circle of a small iron
in thickness.
As
ring or "washer," one-eighth of an inch
the rock is crushed by the blows of the hammer the organ
isms jump out of the matrix, but are retained within the
bounds of the ring, which also answers as a gauge, prevent
The pounded
ing the material from being broken too small.
rook is afterward washed free from dust, dried and searched
as above directed.
Many limestones reveal their fossils best
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In such cases,

it not infrequently
part of the rock immediately below
a richer harvest of good specimens

by breaking open the fresh stone.
Some of the rotten dbris from the surface and fissures of
the limestone should be carried home, washed and boiled, as
The minuter organisms may thus
in the treatment of shale.
be recovered, and as these, when found in limestone, often
from those preserved in shale, no opportunity
should be lost of searching for them.
Soft, pulverulent
limestones, such as chalk, should be gently levigated, the
chalky water being poured off and fresh water being added,
differ in kind

granular residue of
fragments, etc., is obtained.
until

a

foraminifera,

ostracods,

shell

Nodules of limestone or iron

stone often inclose fossils, but it is not always easy to split
them open in such a way as to lay bare their organic nucleus.
This, however, may frequently be effected by putting the
nodule into a fire, and dropping it, when quite hot, into cold
water.

C I a y s.-These may be successfully treated for microzoa
in the manner above described for shales.
Though they
often contain much interstitial moisture they are not readily
levigated in water until after they have been thoroughly
When so
dried in an oven, before a fire, or in the sun.
treated. they are easily reduced to flue mud, which may be
removed in suspension until a granular residue is left, which
But as many of the minuter
may be searched for fossils.

organisms float when loosened from the matrix, the muddy
water should be passed through a brass-wire sieve as fine as
muslin.
If the meshes become clogged, so that the water
will not flow readily through them, a few smart taps on the
Should some portions of
side of the sieve will clear them.
the clay refuse to pass into muddy suspension, even after
be levigated by boiling,
repeated trials, they will probably
Treated as here recommended,
as for shale.
many glacial

clays, which, to the eye, appear hopelessly unfossiliferous,
may thus be made to yield an interesting group of Forami
nVera, Entonzostraca, etc."'
41

By the methods here recommended large additions have been made to our
knowledge of the microzoa of the past. (Bee, for example, Mr. H. B. Brady's
researches on the Carboniferous Foraminifera and Prof. T. R. Jones's and Mr.
Kirkby's monograph on Carboniferous Entomostraca.) The existence of Rob
thuricl in the Carboniferous sea has been discovered entirely by these means.
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STRATIGRAPHICAL

GEOLOGY

branch of the science arranges the rocks of the
earth's crust in the order of their appearance, and
THIS
interprets the sequence of events of which they
form the records.
merits

Its province is to cull from other depart

of geology the facts which may be needed to show

what has been the progress of the planet, and of each con
tinent and country on its surface, from the earliest times of
which the rocks have preserved any memorial.

Thus, from

Mineralogy and Petrography, it obtains information
the origin

ing

rocks.
cies

the

materials

built

of

the

up into

in what
the

Paheontological

earth's crust have

minerals

and

complicated
it

been

formed,

From Geotectonic Geology,

manner

Geology,

of

Geology, it learns by what agen

broken or upheaved.

understands

mutations

subsequent

From Dynamical

altered,
it

and

regard

these materials have been
crust

of

receives,

the
in

earth.

From

well-determined

fossil remains, a clew by which to follow the relative chro
nology of stratified formations,

and to trace the grand on

ward march of organized existence upon the planet.
graphical

geology thus

gathers

up

the

Strati

sum of all that is

ascertained by other departments of the science, and makes
it subservient to the interpretation of the geological history
of the earth.
The leading principles of stratigraphy may be summed
up as follows:
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the

fundamental

requisite is to establish

the

position of the strata.

Until this is
accomplished by care

true or original order of super

ful study of the actual relations of the rocks in the field, it
is

impossible to

relative

arrange

dates

and

make

out the

sequence of geological history.
2.

The stratified portion of the earth's crust, or
Geologi

cal Record, may be subdivided into natural
groups or "for
mations" of strata, each marked

throughout by some com

mon facies of organic remains, that is, by the occurrence of
some

characteristic

blance

in

limited

their

tracts

or

genera

pala3ontological

of

country,

by

a

or

species

type or
some

general resem

character,' or,

common

for

lithological

features.
3.

Living species

downward

into

of plants

and

animals

can

be

traced

the more recent geological formations; but

grow fewer in number as they are followed into more ancient
deposits.
species

and

turn

may

they

too

forms.

With

their

be

traced

cease,

and

It is thus

the records of a
species

which are

genera

which

backward

no

that

the

earlier

are

died

out

taken

stratified

gradual progression
once

encounter

other

These in

longer living.

into

their places

shown

has

we

disappearance,

formations, till
by

yet

older

rocks contain

of organic types.

does

not

seem

ever

A
to

have reappeared.
4.

When

the

order

of

succession

of. organic

remains

among the stratified rocks of a district or country has once
been accurately determined on the basis of the true strati-

The student may consult an interesting paper by Prof. E. Renevier (Arch.
Sd. Phys. Nat. Geneva, 1884, xii. p. 29fl on "Geological Fades." The total
mean depth of the fossiliferous formations of Europe has been set down at '15,000
feet, or upward of 14 miles.
S -
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graphical order, it becomes an invaluable guide in the in
vestigation of the relative age and structural arrangements
of

these rocks

in

succession has

organic

of

group

even

strata,

regions beyond that in

or genera, may be recognized
succession
even

strata

an

area

have

been

in

rocks

of

Each zone or

been first made out.

being characterized

may
as

such

greatly

by

which the

its

own

species

by their means, and the
be

thus
that

established

confidently

of the

wherein

Alps,

folded,

fractured,

true

the

inverted,

or

metamorphosed.
The relative

5.

chronological

value of the divisions of

the Geological Record is not to be measured by mere depth
While a great thickness of stratified

of strata.

rock

may

be reasonably assumed. to mark the passage of a long period
of time, it cannot safely be affirmed that a much less thick
ness

elsewhere
The

period.

represents

truth

of

made evident by an
as

rocks,

has

this

a

statement

been

may

sometimes

between

unconformability

already

diminished

correspondingly

The

explained.

two sets of
total

of both groups together may be, say, 1000 feet.
10,000 feet;

clude

that

indicated

but

it

the

latter

by the

two

would

be

utterly

represents
former.

depth

Elsewhere

formation reaching a depth

we may find a single unbroken
of

be

ten

erroneous

times

the

to

con

duration

So far from this being the

case, it might not be difficult to show that the minor thick
ness

of

interval.

rock

really

denoted

by

far

the

longer

geological

If, for instance, it could be proved that the upper

and the same geological
part of both the sections lay on one
in the one
platform, but that the lower unconformable series
locality belonged to a far lower and older system of rocks
than the base of the thick conformable series in the other,
then it would be clear that the gap marked by the uncon-
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formability really indicated a longer period than the massive
succession of deposits.
6.

Fossil

furnishes

evidence

the

chief

means

of

com

paring the relative chronological value of groups of rock.
A

the

break in

succession

of

remains

organic

marks

an

interval of time often unrepresen:ted by strata at the place
where

the

these

breaks,

intervals

break

of

found.'

is

and

time

The

therefore,
which

relative

probably,
denote,

they

importance

the

may

of

comparative
be

estimated

by the difference of

the

facies of the fossils on each side.

If,

one

case

for

example, in

we

dissimilar above and below a

find

every species

to be

certain horizon, while in an

other locality only half of the species on each side of a band
are peculiar, we naturally infer, if the total number of spe
cies seems large enough to warrant the inference, that the
interval marked by the former break was very much longer
than that marked by the latter.
and

compare by means of

fossil

But we may go further,
evidence

the relation be

tween breaks in the succession of organic remains and the
depth oi

strata between them.

Three

series

of

fossiliferous strata, A,

occur conformably above each other.

and H, may

By a comparison of

contents of all parts of A, it may be ascertained

the fossil
that,

0,

while

some

species

are

peculiar

to

its lower,

others

to its higher portions, yet the majority extend throughout
If now it is found that, of the total number of

the group.
species
up
the

in

the

into C, it
time

of

upper portion
may be

represented

inferred
by the

A,

with

break

only one-third
some

passes

probability that

between A and 0 was

2 See ante,
p. 1100, and the classic essays of the late Sir A. C. Ramsay
there cited.
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of

that

required for the

the group A.

elsewhere

a
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accumulation of

It might even

thick

intermediate

be possible to
B

group

filling

up the gap between A and C.

In like manner, were it to

he

whole

that,

discovered

and

the

only one

half

of

the

the

genera

the inference could hardly be resisted
the

of

C

group

is

by a comnon suite of fossils, not one of the

characterized
species

while

up into

pass

H,

that the gap between

two groups marks the passage of a far longer interval

than was needed for the deposition of the whole of 0.
thus we reach the remarkable conclusion

And

that, thick though

the stratified formations of a country may be, in some cases
they may not
do

represent so

long

a

total

of

period

the gaps in their succession-in other

time

as

words, that non

deposition has been in some areas more frequent and

pro

than deposition, or that the intervals of time which

longed

have been recorded

by strata have sometimes

not been

so

long as those which have not been so recorded.
however, it is neces

In all speculations of this nature,
sary to
sible,

reason

from as wide a basis of observation as pos

seeing. that

so

much

of

the

evidence

Especially needful is it to bear in mind
of

one or more species, at a certain

is

negative.

line

that the cessation
among

the rocks

of a particular district, may mean nothing more than that,
owing to some change in the conditions of life or of deposi
tion, these

species were

compelled

to

migrate,

locally extinct, at the time marked by that line.
have continued to flourish abundantly in
tricts for a long period

afterward.

obvious truth might be cited.
of

mingled marine,

or

became

They may

neighboring dis

Many examples of this

Thus, in a great succession

brackish-water,

and

terrestrial

strata,

like that of the Carboniferous Limestone series of Scotland,
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corals, crinoids, and brachiopods abound in the limestones
and

accompanying

shales, but grow

the

sandstones,

An

observer, meeting for

ironstones,

of this disappearance, and.

and

clays,
the

fewer or disappear in
bituminous

first time

with
what

remembering

shales.

an instance
he had read

about "breaks in succession," might be tempted to specu.
late about the extinction of these

organisms, and their re

placement by other and later forms of life, in the overlying
strata.

But
the

above

further

research

and

sandstones

plant-bearing

him

that,

high

coals,

lie

other

would show

limestones and shales charged with the same marine fossils
as before, and followed by still further groups of sandstones,
coals, and. carbonaceous
stones.

beds

and yet

higher marine lime

He would thus learn that the same organisms, after

being locally exterminated, returned again and again to the
same area when the conditions favorable for their migration
reappeared
haunts.

and

enabled

them

lesson

would

a

Such

to

their

reoccupy

probably

teach

former

him

how

largely the' fauna entombed and preserved on any particu.
lar geological

horizon

has

been

influenced

tions of sedimentation, and that he should

by

the

condi

pause before too

confidently asserting that the highest bed in which certain
fossils can be detected marks really their final appearance
in

the history of

of

fossils

same

be

may

organisms

life.

having

An interruption in the

merely
been

temporary
to

driven

region, while another

set

a

or

local,

succession
one

different part

occupied

set
of

their place

of
the

until

the first was enabled to return.
The
stricted

remarkable
vertical

limitation

of

certain

range in a continuous

species

series

of

to a re
stratified

deposits, as in the case of the Silurian graptolites and the
Jurassic

ammonites already cited,

affords a valuable basis
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for stratigraphical arrangement and comparison.

The suc

cession of these species has been in some cases similar over
such wide geographical
this

organic

which

areas that it is difficult to connect
with

sequence
in

indeed

a

been some

7.

series

of

sediments

As already suggested

of

there

there may

biological law that governed these appar

ently rapid extinctions
but which is

revolutions,

physical

conformable

may be little or no trace.
have

any

not yet

or

replacements

of organic

forms,

perceived or understood.

The Geological Record is at the best but an imperfect

chronicle of the geological history of

the earth.

It abounds

in gaps, some of which have been caused by the destruction
of strata owing to metamorphism, denudation, or otherwise,
some

original

by

it

Nevertheless

non-deposition,
from

is

this

the earth is chiefly traced.
births

and

deaths

of

tribes

of

small proportion

have

appeared

in

at

the

past
the

yet, by collecting
outline

of

least of

plants

on the

total

time,

broken

the history

above

that

record

It contains

have from time to time lived
a

as

the

and

animals,

earth.

which

Probably only
species, which

been thus

chronicled,

of

the

record, an

upon

the

earth

fragments
of life

of

progress

the registers of the

number of

have

explained.

can

be deciphered.
It cannot be too frequently stated, nor too prominently
kept in view, that, although

gaps

occur in

the

succession

of organic remains as recorded in the rocks, there have been
no such blank intervals in the progress of plant and animal
The march of life has been unbroken,

life upon the globe.
onwrd and
records

upward.

Geological

in the stratified

history,

formations were

therefore,

if

its

perfect, ought to

show a blending and gradation of epoch with epoch, so that
no sharp divisions

of its events could be made.

But the
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record of the history has been constantly interrupted: now
volcanic

upheaval, now by

by

outbursts, now

by

depres

sion, now by protracted and extensive denudation.

These

interruptions

serve

as

natural

divisions in the

chronicle,

and enable the geologist to arrange his history into periods.
As the order of succession among stratified rocks was first
made out in Europe, and as many of
cession
arca,

the

portion
the

were

found

divisions

of

the

to

be

which

globe

names adopted

the gaps in that suc

widespread over
experience

came

to

the

established

European
for that

be regarded as typical, and

for them were applied to the rocks of

other and far distant regions.

This application has brought

out the fact that some of the most marked geological breaks
in Europe do not exist elsewhere, and, on the other hand,
that

some portions of the record are much more complete

there than in other regions.

Hence, while the general simi

larity of succession may remain, different subdivisions and
are

nomenclature

required

as

we

pass

from

continent

to

continent.
The smallest and simplest subdivision of the Geological
Record is a stratum, layer, seam or bed.
it

is

distinguishable by

logical features.
is

As a rule

lithological rather than palonto

Where a bed, or limited number of beds,

characterized

by

one

or

more

distinctive

fossils,

it

is

termed a z o n e or h o r i z o n, and, as already mentioned,
is

often

known

different zones
aminouite.3

by

in

the

name

the Lias are

of

a

typical

fossil,

as

the

by their special species of

Two or more such zones, united by the occur-

Prof. Gaudry estimates the total number of zones in the European geologi
cal series at 114. In this calculation the Jurassic system is allowed no fewer
than 34; the Carboniferous and Permian together, 10; and the Cambrian and
Silurian together, 20 ("Enchanements du Monde Animal: Fossiles Primaires,"
1883). Prof. Lapworth has recognized 20 distinct graptolite zones in the Cam-
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rence in them of a number of the same characteristic species
or genera,

may be called

b e d s

an

or

a s s I s e, as

in

the

"Micraster beds or assise" of the Cretaceous system, which
include

the

zones
Two

anguinurn.

of

if.

or more

cor-lestudinarium
sets of such

and

Al.

connected

assises may be termed a g r o u p or s t a g e (éta.ge).

cor

beds or
In some

cases, where the number of assises in a stage is large, they
are

grouped

into

Each sub-stage
assises,

and

sub-groups.
a

series,

number
into

a

of

the
A

or

(sous.étages)

sub-stages

will

sub-group

stage

or

number

group
of

sections,

of

groups

section (Abtlteilung),
series,

then

or

or

consist of

several
or

sub-groups.

sub-stages

stages

may

or

constitutes

or formation,

formations

several

be

and a
united

system.4

brian and Silurian systems (A-nn, Mag. Nat. Hiat. ser. 5, vols. iii. iv. v. vi.
1879-SO, see especially the last part of his paper in vol. vi. p. 196 et seq.) See
also postea, Book VI., Part LI., Sect. ii., § 2, "Local Development."
The unification of geological
Compare Hébert, Ann. Sd. Gaol. xi. 1881.
nomenclature throughout the world is one of the objects aimed at by the "Inter
national Geological Congress," which at its meeting at Bologna recommended
the adoption of the following terms, the most comprehensive being placed first:
Divisions of sedimentary joriuations
(Jorresppnaing chronological terms
Era.
Group.
Period.
System.
Series.
Epoch.
Stage.
Ago.
As equivalents of Series, the terms Section or Abtheilung may be used: as a
subdivision of Stage, the words Beds or Assise.
'According to this scheme," Mr. Topley, one of the secretaries, remarks,
"we would speak of the Palmozoic Group or Era, the Silurian System or Period,
the Ludlow Series or Epoch, and the Aymostry Stage or Ago. The term 'for
mation' raises a difficulty, because this word is used by English geologists in a
sense unknown abroad.
To bring our nomenclature into conformity with that
of other nations it will be necessary to use the word only s descriptive of the
mode of formation, or of the material composing the rock.
We may speak of
the 'Carboniferous Formation' as a group of beds containing coal; but not as a
name for a set of rocks apart from the mineral contents. In like manner, we
may speak of the 'Chalk Formation,' but not of the 'Cretaceous Formation'"
(Geol. Mag. 1881, p. 557; Compte rendu, 2mo Cong. Gaol. Bologna, 1881). It
may be doubted whether the recommendations of any congress, international or
other, will be powerful enough to alter the established usages of the language.
The term group has been 80 universally employed in English literature for a
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The nomenclature adopted for these subdivisions bears
witness to the rapid growth of geology.

It is a patchwork

in which no uniform system nor language has been adhered
to, but where the
has

science

been

influences by which the progress of the
molded may be distinctly traced.

Some

of the earliest names are lithological, and remind us of the
fact that mineralogy and petrography preceded geology in
the

of

order

Grit.

Others

birth-Chalk,
are

Oolite,

topographical,

Greensand,

and

bear

Millstone

witness

to

the

localities where formations were first observed, or are typi
cally developed-Oxfordian, Portland.ian, Kimeridgian, Ju
rassic,
from
the

local

special

many

Permian,

Rhetic,

of

brash.

English
debt

them

Others

provincial

we
were

Bed Sandstone;

upon

numerical
it

to

names,

William

first used-Lias,

among

New

consent

owe

recognize

ready established

Neocomian.

an

order

of

Others
and

remind

Smith, by
Gault,

taken
us

of

whom

so

Crag, Corn

superposition

as

al

formations-Old Red Sandstone,

while still another class

considerations-Dyas, Trias.

is admitted

are

that

is

founded

By common

names taken from

the

region

where a formation or group of rocks is typically developed,
are best adapted for general use.

Cambrian, Silurian, De

vonian, Permian, Jurassic, are of this class, and have been
adopted all over the globe.
But, whatever

be

the

name chosen to designate a par

ticular group of strata, it soon comes to be used as a chron
ological or homotaxial term, apart altogether from the litho
which it is applied.
logical character of the strata to

Thus

we speak of the Chalk or Cretaceous system, and embrace,
division subordinate in value to series and system that the attempt to alter its
significance would introduce far more confusion than can possibly arise from
its retention in the accustomed sense.
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under that term, formations which may contain no chalk;
and we may describe as Silurian, a series of strata utterly
unlike in lithological characters
typical Silurian country.

to the

as Chalk, or Cretaceous, does
the group of

Hence such a word

not so much suggest to the

strata so called,

as the interval of

geological history which these strata represent.
of

the

Cretaceous,

of

the

Cretaceous fauna,

trilobites, as
geological

Jurassic,

if these

the

In using these terms, we uncon

sciously adopt the idea of relative date.

geologist

formations in

Cambrian

and

the Jurassic flora,

adjectives denoted

He speaks

periods,

and

the Cambrian

simply epochs of

time.

The Geological Record is classified into five main divi
sions: (1) P r e-C a in b r i a n,

also

called

Archa3an,

Azoic

(lifeless), Eozoic (dawn of life) or Proterozoic (earliest life);
(2) P a 1030 z o i c (ancient life) or Primary;
life) or Secondary;

(middle
or

and

Tertiary,

(5)

(3)

0 a i n ozo Ic

(4

Post-Tertiary

or

Mesozoic
(recent

Quaternary.

Tertiary and Post-Tertiary are sometimes grouped
as

N e o z o i c

(new

life).

These

divisions

are

life)
The

together
further

ranged in systems, each system in series, sections, or forma
tions, each formation
in single

zones

or

in

groups

horizons.'

or stages, and each group

The

accompanying general

ized. table (pp. 1131-1134) exhibits the sequence of the chief
subdivisions.

On the classification of the Geological Record see Dr. W. T. Blaiiford,
Geol. Mag. 1884.
Prof. Renevier, Bull. Soc. Vaud. xiii. p. 229; Arch. Sd.
xii.
1884,
Phys. Nat.
P. 297.
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THE GEOLOGICAL RECORD
OR, ORDER OF SUCCESSION OF THE STRATIFIED FORMATIONS OF THE EARTH'S CRUST
Europe

North America

India and adja
cent regions

New Zealand

Recent
and R e c e n t, alluvium, volRecent and Prehistoric-alluvia of rivers, lakes, and R e e e n t
eanic rocks.
P08 t - t e r t i seas; peat, shell-beds, etc. Younger raised beaches,
a r y alluvium.
kitchen-middens, lake-dwellings, etc. Neolithic and
P4 E-4
Palolithic deposits.
49
Pleistocene,
with
z
Pleistocene (Diluvium)-cave deposits, Loess, older C ha m p1 a in- old terraces Laterite.
and
lacustrine
and
fluMoa
bones
(marine,
valley-gravels and raised beaches. Glacial deposits,
viatile),
unstratified
drifts,
traces
of
man,
glaconsisting of latest moraines, upper bowider-clays
cia! deposits; raised
and esker drifts, interglacial beds and lower bowiderpassing down into glacial
beaches.
deposits.
clays
S

0
0.0
04

o c e n e-Not certainly rec- Upper and middle
Pliocene-English Forest-bed group aud subdivisions E'
Sewalik beds.
of the Crag; Arnusian and Villafrancian of southern
ognizable in. Eastern States.
River
of
and
northern
Astian
of
and
France
Loup
group
Upper UpperMarnhhars
Italy;
Liguria
Missouri.
of Sind.
southern France; Plaisancian of northern Apennines and southern France; Diestian of Holland and
Belgium (older Crag of England); Mossinian and
Zanclean of Sicily and Italy.
York- LowerMancbhars
Miocene--not known in Britain; in France, Switzer- Ml o c e n e-Sumpter,
town, (Marylandian, Virginof Sind.
land, Italy, (3) Tortonian mans underlain by (2)
ian,
of
Eastern
Touraine),
and
these
Carolinian)
Helvetian sands (Faluns of
by
States, White River beds of
(1) Lhangian sands, mans, and limestones (Orleanais,
Sansan, etc.); Bolderian and Anversian of Belgium;
Upper. Missouri.
Sarmatian overlying Mediterranean stage of Vienna
basin; Molasse of Switzerland.

Shingle Plains.
Lignite and Kereru beds.

Upper-Wanganul and
Awatere beds.
Lower- Maungapakeha
and Pareora beds.
(over)
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0 ligocene
Upper fluvio-marine beds" of Isle of Oligocene (?>-Vicksburg beds.
Basalt
Wight;
plateaus of N.W. Europe and Iceland; Rupelian and Tongrian of Belgium, Calcaire
do Ia Beauce, Greg de Fontainebleau, Gypse lacustre,
etc.; Brown Coal series of Germany. In France,
Belgium, Switzerland, and northern Italy the follow.
ing subdivisions have been generally adopted: Aguitanian stage; Stampian stage; Tongrain stage, un0
derlain in N. Italy by the Sestain stage.
cene-sands and clays of the London and Hampshire E o c e n e-Lignitic sands and Nan group, Kir- Mount Brown and Nur
thar
mulitic beds-Shel
basins; Gypsum, Cail]asses, Calcaire grossier, etc.,
clays, Olayborno and Jackgroup,
Rariikot beds,
calcareous sandstone
of Paris basin; Nummulitic Limestone and Flysch
son (Alabama) beds of the
r
of
and
southern
Liburnian
East-Wahsatch,
Green
IL,
N
urn
m
u
ii
t
i
c
with abundant in te
(in part)
Lips
Europe;
bedded volcanic rock
beds, etc., of
stage of eastern Alps.
Bnidger, Uinta formations of
the West.
Cutch,
Siud.
Salt Range, etc

0
)-1
0
0

0
cz:
0
0
CO

Cretaceousetaccous.
D a n i a n-Chalk of Faxoe, Maestnicht, Garumnian,
Lignitic or LaMaestrichtian, etc.
ramie group.
Fox Hills "
3enoniau-Upper Chalk, Oherer Quadersandstein, Campanian, Santonian.
Colorado "
"
r u r o n i a n-Lower Chalk and Chalk-marl; Oberer
Dakota
and Mittlerer Planer, Hippurite Limestone, Gosau
beds, Angoumian, Ligerian.
J en oman ian-Upper Greensand,Unterer Pliiuer,
Untorer Quadersandstein, Carentonian, Rothoma&lbian-Gault Clay.
. pt i a n-Oalcaires Plicatules.
:r r go n La n.-Calcaires Requinia.
o o c o m i a n-Lower Greensand, Wealden beds,
Hauterivian Valenginian.

*00

Deccan "traps." Oretaceo - tertiary - ii
Hippurite Limeeluding the most vi
0_
stone
of
Sind.
uable coal deposits
n 4-.2
New Zealand.

04 0
P. to C3

Neocomian
of Green and gray sam
and
Salt
stones, with bitum
Cutch
ous COWS on w. Cod
Range.
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0
04
0
0
02
o

-a

0
0
to

0
I-.
0
0
p4
0
.c1
p4

P u r b e c k i an.
P o r t 1 a n d I an.
Kim eridgian.
o 0 rail I a n.
o x f o r d i a n-Oxford Clay and Kellaways rock
(Callovian); Oberer (Weisser) Jura or Maim.
B a t h o n Lan-Great Oolite, Forest Marble, Corn
brash, Mittlerer Jura or Doggor in part.
B a j o c i a n-Inferior Oollte
T o a r ci a n-Upper Lias.
)
chwarzer Jura or
Lias sian-Middle Lias.
Lies.
Sinemuriau---Lower Lias.
H e t t a n g i a u-Infra-Lias, Angulatus and Piezones of Lower Lisa.
" norbis

ie Jurassic system has not
yet been abundantly found
in North America, but its
existence is known by the
discovery of characteristic
fossils.
see
Jurassic of Cutch,
Salt
Range,
N.W.
Hima-layas.

nsa or Jura-Trias.
las of N.W.
Rhe tic.
Himalayas and
Salt Range.
K e u p or.
The
Muache lkalk.
0.
Bunter.
system appears
to represent the
or
or
i'ermian
k'ermo-Uar
?crmain
J)yas.
whole succes
b o ii if e r o us.
Z e c h s t e i n-Magnesian Limestone, Marl-slate,
sion of depos
Kupferschiefer.
its from early
R ot h Ii e g e n d e s--Red Sandstones, Conglomer
Palaeozoic
to
ates, Breccias.
Jurassic
time.
Carboniferous.
Coal-Measures-Terrain Houiller, Steinkohien- Coal-Measures,
Carboniferous.
formation.
M ill s ton e G r I t-Flötzleerer Sandstein.
Carboniferous Limestone Series-Cal u b-O a r b o ii i f e no u a.
caire Carbonifère, Kohlenkalk, Kuim.

and coal seams.

beds.

beds.

assic-(Jatlin'a Ely
beds; Bastion beds.

atic and Triassic,
Otapini beds; Wairoa
beds.
Oreti beds,
with great conglom
erate and sandstone.
glomerates,
atones, etc.

Carboniferous
Upper Devonia
itai slates; To
beds.

0
0
0

0
-4
c4

I.

Devonian and Old Red Sandstone.
Upper-Cypridiua
IUppe yellow and
red
sandstones
and Gonlatites beds.
with
MI d d 1 e
Holoptijchius.
Sw'ingo"
L o w e r saudstones
,
cephalus
(Elfel)
and
Limestome.
flagstones
c
with Cephalispis.
Lower - Spirifer
Sandstone, etc.
( Coccosteus, etc.
Silurian,
( Ludlow group.
.
Wenlock group.
Upper.
(Liandovery group.
(Oaradoc and Bala group.
- Liandeio group.
Lower.
(Arenig group.
Cambrian.
o 1 en i d 1 a n series, with Genus, Dikelocephalus, etc.
Par a do x I d i an series, with Pa'rado;'ides, Con
ocoryphe, etc.
o i e n e 11 U s series, with Olencllwc., Eli'ipsoe.ep1talz's,
Salterella, etc.

1il4
th the Devonian and
Red Sandstone types are
veloped in tha eastern
gions of Canada and
United States.

Old Carboniferousand
deSilurian in Salt
reRange.
the

wer Devonian-Reefton beds.

ii u r I an.
River
" I Water-Lime.
Sys Upper-Baton
series-cherts, sand
tern.
04 J Niagara group.
46
stones, slates, lime
Clinton
64
0
Transition or sub atones.
Medina
t
Cincinnati, Utica, and
"
metamorphic.
wer-Mount Arthur
Trenton groups.
and Calciferous
series-Dark bitumi
nous slates and lime
IChazy
groups.
stones (Graptolites).
a rn b r i a n.
be
The same
Hated
schists,
4*0
paheontological
as
in
lieved
to
be
chiefly
grouping
Europe.
altered Silurian rocks.

P re-Cam hr Ian.
Pre-Cambrian.
Stratified rocks and volcanic groups (Torridonian,
Algonkian, elastic, and vol
canic rocks, comprising
Uriconian, Longmyndian, etc.).
Keweeriawati,
lluroniaii
Oldest gneisses (Lewisian of Scotland), Scandinavia,
other
and
etc.
Bavaria, Alps,
groups.
Fundamental complex, in
eluding sehlsts and guelsii
f;
r1l 1101
o
r2 IT
U,SJfaItflJtI
VttVIt/
JSJAJ!wV.
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PRE-CAMBRIAN

General

Characters

In the classification of the materials of the earth's crust
enunciated by Werner the term "transition rocks" was
ap
plied to a large series of stratified formations, which, under
lying the
and

well-known fossiliferous or
the

overlying

various

crystalline

Secondary

deposits,

masses which were

regarded as the most ancient or Primary part of the earth's
surface,

were believed to record an intermediate period of

terrestrial history, between the time when any such crystal
line

materials

universal

as

ocean

granite were

laid

down from a supposed

and the time when ordinary sediment ac

cumulated and entombed the remains of the earliest animal
life.

Long after the theoretical considerations that led to its

adoption had been proved to be fallacious, this term "tran
sition" continued to maintain its ground as the designation
of the most ancient stratified rocks underlying the Old Red
Sandstone,
mains.

and

containing the

earliest known organic re

The researches of Murchison and Sedgwick even

tually showed that these venerable formations contained a
well-marked

succession

of

organic types,

whereby,

as

in

the case of the Secondary rocks, so admirably made out by
William Smith,

they could be grouped into separate

sys

tems and formations, and could be identified in all parts of
the world.

The terms Cambrian and Silurian (which will

be explained in later pages) were proposed by these illus
trious pioneers to denote the oldest known fossiliferous for
mations, and soon entirely supplanted the older names
"transition"

and "grauwacke."

The Cambrian system, as
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understood,

includes

they are

now

the

called,

lowest

series

Palozoic

of

deposits

(see Book VI. Part II. "Paheozoic").
But it has been well
base

gions the
strong

of

the

established that, while in some re

Cambrian

unconformability

from

system is separated by a

all

rocks of

older

date,

in

other tracts it can only be defined by an arbitrary line, be
neath

which
In

mations.

lie

other still

these

more

primeval

denudation and deposition,

ancient sedimentary
there

deposits

of alternate

are

for

records of

sedimentation and

terrestrial movements, of stupendous and prolonged volcanic
activity, and of distinct though scanty proofs that plant and
animal life had already appeared upon the face of the globe.
'So far as our knowledge yet goes there is no means of ascer
taining the synchronism or homotaxis of these formations in
widely separated regions.
as a guide,

Fossil evidence entirely fails here

and mere mineral characters are only reliable

within comparatively limited
present

be

tectonic

seq1ence,
several
occur,

attempted

distinct
without

is

to

relations

formations
in

the

areas.

All that

determine
and
in

the

general

each

meantime

true

order

structure

of

where

country

any

can for the

serious

of
the

they

attempt

at

correlation.
It must further be observed

that these oldest stratified

rocks have very generally undergone more or less alteration
during the numerous terrestrial disturbances
history.

of

geological.

Lying as they do at the base of the stratified part

of the earth's crust, they have shared in the movements by
which, during the lapse of geological time, the fossiliferous
rocks have been affected.

Every intruded mass of igneous

rock, every volcanic outburst, every agent of contact or of
regional metamorphism had first to pass through them before
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Hence not only

dislocated and plicated, but
they

have been abundantly invaded by intrusive materials of all
ages, and their internal structure has frequently been sub
to

jected

such

chemical

and

mechanical

mineralogical

stresses,

with

readjustments

accompanying
of their compo

nent materials, that they have
passed into the condition of
schists.

In this highly altered state they often cannot be

distinguished from still more ancient schists, the true origin
of which is not certainly known.

In some regions, indeed,

where the older sedimentary formations have been greatly
a

disturbed,

gradation

Palaeozoic or Mesozoic

may,

be

traced

from

unmistakable

sediments with recognizable

into thoroughly crystalline and foliated. schists.

fossils

Sometimes

this transition is doubtless due to an actual extensive meta
and in these instances
morphism of the sedimentary rocks,
there may be no means of separating the sehists of which
the
it

sedimentary origin

is

is

ascertainable

from

those

where

The whole may be Palaeozoic or Mesozoic.

not.

In

other cases, there seems reason to believe that the gradation
is rather due to excessive plication, whereby ancient schists
and Palaeozoic or Mesozoic strata have been so compressed
that

they

agree in

direction

portions of the

folded

that

within

the other,

of

strike,

and

have

been

so

one series have been inclosed

considerable general metamorphism hav

the whole.
ing at the same time been superinduced upon
From underneath these oldest sedimentary accumulations
there

rises

to

the

surface

a

remarkable

assemblage

of

from amorphous
thoroughly crystalline rocks, which range
masses such as granite, syenite, diorite, and gabbro, through
and fine foliated rocks to the most
many varieties of coarse
which further vary in chemi.
silky sehists and phyllites, and
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thoroughly

acid materials

(granites,

felsites, etc.) to basic or even what are called "ultra-basic"
sometimes

Though

serpentines).

compounds (peridotites,

and then not to be dis
amorphous over considerable spaces,
masses, they for
tinguished from ordinary igneous eruptive
the most part present a more or less distinctly schistose 01'
foliated

structure, some

of

their most

abundant

and con

so coarsely banded
spicuous members being gneisses, often
as to pass into granite.
The infra-position of these crystalline rocks,

combined

with their prevalent stratified appearance, naturally led

to

their being regarded as the oldest known formation on which
all the later portions of the terrestrial crust rest.

But recent

observations have proved many gileisses to be originally igne
ous rocks, sometimes even intrusive, and therefore younger
in

date

than

the

rocks which

they pierce (pp. 321, 1021).

Where the area in which these ancient mineral masses are
especially where only the gneissic or

exposed is small, and

schistose portion of them is seen, the oldest fossiliferous rocks
may

lie

on

them

with

a

strong

unconformability.

The

contrast in such conditions between the stratified conglomer
ates, sandstones, and shales of the Palaeozoic series, and the
gnarled

gneisses

crystalline

below them

is so

striking as

to have suggested the idea that in these gneisses we have
reached

the

lowest

Hence arose such

and

earliest

part

of the

earth's crust.

names as Fundamental gneiss,

Urgneiss

or tTrgebirge.
No portion of the Geological Record has in recent years
been

more

which,

diligently

studied than the

underlying the

have been regarded

vast pile of

crystalline

fossiliferous

schists,
systems,

as the earliest surviving chronicles of

the history of the earth.

But the

problems

presented by
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these rocks are so many and so difficult that
comparatively
little progress has been made in the endeavor to
group them
into

formations

or

systems cbmparable with

those

of

the

fossiliferous series, and to ascertain the stages of geological
history of which they are the memorials.

The obstacles to

increase of knowledge on this subject arise from the
compli
cation and obscurity of the geotectonic relations of the rocks.
We have as yet no satisfactory clew to their
chronological
They have undergone so many disturbances of

sequence.

their mass, and so many and serious alterations of their in
ternal
tain

structure, that it is often quite
impossible to be cer

of

their

true

Nothing in the least degree

sequence.

analogous to the evidence of fossils among the sedimentary
rocks is here available.
order

of

appearance

Whether eventually a determinable

among

the

minerals of

these

rocks may be ascertained remains still uncertain.

ancient

If it could

be shbwn that certain minerals, or groups of minerals, came
into existence at particular stages in the formation of

the

crystalline schists, a key might be found to some of the most
difficult parts

of

this

branch

though such a sequence has

of

geological

often

been

inquiry.

claimed

to

But
exist,

no satisfactory proof has yet been adduced that it has been
asserted on more than mere local observation.
general

law

of

mineral

sequence

in

Certainly no

geological times has

hitherto been established.
Thus while it is often difficult or impossible to ascertain
The late T. S. Hunt was one of the main exponents of the view that the
crystalline pre-Cambrian rocks were deposited as chemical sediments in a certain
definite order, and that the rocks could be recognized by their mineral charac
See, for
ters, and be thereby grouped in their proper order all over the world.
on
"The
Taconic
in
and
on
'The
his
Question
Origin
example,
essays
Geology,"
of the Crystalline Rocks" in vols. i. and ii. of the Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada.
How completely this artificial system breaks down when tested by an appeal to
the rocks in the field has been well shown by Ft. D. Irving, 7th Ann. Rep. U. S.
Geol. Survey, 1888, p. 383.
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the original order of succession among the crystalline schists
of a particular region, it is even more difficult to form, a sat
relations of the
isfactory judgment as to the stratigraphical
There is usually no com
schists of two detached regions.
mon basis of comparison between them, except similarity of
mineral character and

that even in a single area the
times represent

the

But as it can be shown

structure.

results

of

crystalline schists may some
many

successive

operations

it is
continuing through a long series of geological periods,
obvious that the task of correlating these rocks in distinct,
and especially in widely separated, areas must be beset with
almost insuperable obstacles.
break occurs be
Though in many countries a complete
tween the lowest gneisses and the overlying Paleozoic sedi
in which these
mentary formations, there are other regions
gneisses are intimately associated with
quartzites,

The

and conglomerates.

association has been variously

schists,

limestones,

real character

of this

interpreted, but on any ex

cannot be older than
planation, it shows that such gueisses
certain crystalline masses which may be regarded as proba
bly,

if not certainly, of sedimentary origin.

Hence, while

the inference from one series of sections has been that the
crust of
gneisses belong to an early condition of the cooling
the globe, from another series it has been in favor of these
gneisses and their associated sedimentary materials having
been formed after the crust was solidified, and after mechan
ical and chemical sediments had begun to be accumulated.
series of pre-Pa1ao
Taking the widest view of the whole
zoic rocks, with

their vast piles of various sedimentary for

mations above, and their complex series of crystalline mas
sive and schistose rocks below,

we encounter

a

somewhat

serious difficulty in the attempt to group the whole of this
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Such a name has

held to imply that the rocks which it desig

nates belong to one well-defined portion of the Geological
Record.

But this implication

who has worked among these
deprecate, for he
varied,
which

has

in

is one which every geologist

ancient rocks would earnestly

some measure realized how vast,

and long-continued were the geological changes of
they

are

the

memorials.

These

mutations

include

many transformations of the earth's surface, many disturb
ances of its crust, with enormous denudation and sedimenta
tion, comparable with,
were

if not greater than, those which in

later

ages

older

fossiliferous formations were

repeated

and

again

again,

laid

even

down.

after the

So similar

have been the results that it is now difficult, or impossible,
to discriminate between the more ancient and the more re
To class all the crystalline schists and the

cent operations.

great piles of sedimentary and igneous materials into which
they seem to pass, by one general name, after the type of
"Cambrian," "Silurian," or "Devonian, "may be convenient,
but

in

the

present

state

to confusion, by placing
widely
origin.

different

of our knowledge is apt to lead
together masses which may be of

geological

and. of

ages

wholly

dissimilar

Various terms have been proposed for this complex

assemblage of rocks, such as Primitive, Proterozoic, Azoic,
Aguotozoic or

Archan.

But

from

the data

adduced in

Book IV. Part VIII. regarding regional metamorphism., the
student will understand how full of uncertainty must be the
geological
lithological

age

of

characters

relative antiquity.
schists

many areas

may be

afford

of

crystalline schists.

no

perfectly

reliable

Mere
test

of

To prove that any region of crystalline

"Primitive,"

"Azoic2" or "Archan" we
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must first find these rocks overlain
ous formations.

by the oldest fossilifer

Where no evidence of this kind is avail

able, the use of precise terms, which are meant to denote a
particular geological era, is undesirable.

There seems good

reason to believe that the asserted "Archean" age of many
tracts

of

schistose

and granitoid

rocks rests

on

no better

basis than mere supposition, and. that, as the study of re
"Archioan"
gional metamorphism is extended, the so-called
areas will be proportionately contracted.2
Several distinct systems of mineral masses can be shown
in some regions to exist beneath the base of the Palaeozoic
formations,
in

differing

so

greatly in

petrological

tectonic relations, and probably also in

characters,

mode of forma

tion, that they cannot, without a very unnatural union, be
in

arranged
it

present

one

seems

definite
to

me

stratigraphical

For

the

least objectionable to adopt some

vague general term which nevertheless
homotaxial relation

series.

about

expresses the only

which there

can

be

no

doubt.

For this purpose the designation "Pre-Cambrian," already
The rocks which I would embrace

in use, seems suitable.
under

this

epithet

may include a number of separate sys

tems or formations which have little or nothing in common,
fact that they are all

save the
Cambrian

rocks.

is

much

more

I

think

it would

masses
present,

Until

our

older

than the base of the

knowledge

of

extensive and precise
be

of

advantage

these

ancient

than

it is

to

avoid

at
the

Dr. Barrois thus expresses himself on this subject: "A great number of
the rocks considered to be Archa3an in Brittany are only metamorphosed Cam
brian or Silurian rocks, having merely the fades of primitive rocks. We do
not think that Brittany can be the only region where this is the case; on the
destined to
contrary, it seems to us probable that the Palaozoic formations are
of
the
'primitive
spread more and more over geological maps, at the expense
formations,' by assuming gneissic and scnistose modifications. "-Ann. Soc.
Geol. Nord. xi. 1884, p. 139 (ante, p. 1014 et seQ.)
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terminology

that

would involve

assumptions as to their definite place and sequence in the
geological record,

their

mode

of

origin,

their relation

to

the history of plant and animal life, or their identification
in different countries.
As

an

illustration of the danger of such

I may refer to the

assumptions,

history of the investigation of the Lau

rentian rocks of Canada.

From the

early observations

of

Sir W. Logan and Mr. Alexander Murray these rocks came
to be regarded as types of the oldest gneisses of the globe.
They were looked upon as probably metamorphosed marine
sediments

that had formed the solid platform on which the

whole series of fossiliferous systems of North America had
been
was

The

deposited.
transferred

to

name

similar

Laurentian

rock-masses

the globe, and came to be accepted
oldest

zone in

known

the

tually it was discovered

are

undoubtedly

fore, itself

as a

eralizations

henceforth
to

of

a

present
in the

ground.

ancient

would

of

not

another

similar general
meanwhile

much

even

part, at

essentially of igneous not

strata.

into

It could

founded

not,

what
there

on

its

supposed

The term Laurentian cannot

crystalline
now employ

region,

even

It serves

less

rocks of
it

Canada,

to denote

though

lithological characters.

any

they might
We must

be content to restrict the application of

such names to the regions in which
will be

But

earth.

actually intrusive

identifications

certain

rocks

of

whole be the oldest rock; and all the gen

the

geologist

the

the

have more than a local significance.

designate

but

sedimentary

and

position fell to

other parts

by Mr. Lawson that some

origin, and is

sedimentary

in

them

as the designation of the

crust of

least, of the Laurentian gneiss is
of

to

applied

they originated.

impediment to the

progress of

There
investi"
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local

names than

by the

attempt to force identifications for which there is no satis
Each country will have its own terminology

factory basis.

for pre-Cambrian
of

formations, until some

these

correlating

formations in

way is discovered

different

parts

of

the

globe.
where the

Although
the

complete

succession is

stratigraphical
that

gneisses

rise

from

under

oldest

pierce these rocks,

sedimentary rocks have been found to
and

the

most

thus to be of later date; yet in most regions no such

proof

of

is

posteriority

to

seen.

be

The

coarse

usually the foundations on which the stratified

gneisses are

fossiliferous formations unconformably rest.
in

an obvious advantage
account

banded.

of

arrangement, and

these gneisses first in an

treating

I shall

rocks.

pre-Cambrian

for a

reserve

There is thus

here follow

later section a

this

description

of the sedimentary and. igneous formations which intervene
between the gneisses and the base of the Cambrian system.
1.

The lowest gneisses and schists

It has often been remarked that one of the most singular
features

about

sameness

of

of the earth.
country

to

the

oldest

their

known

general

crystalline

mineral

rocks is

characters in

all

the

parts

Sedimentary formations constantly vary from
but

country,

when

we

descend

beneath

their

lowest members we come upon a wholly different group of
rocks which retain with remarkable uniformity one general
type

of structure

massive

and

composition.

materials such. as

rocks include

granite, syenite, gabbro, diorite,

and hornblende-rock.

But

even

schistose

arrangement

can

usually

the

generally

most

These

prevalent

ill

these
be

structure

a tendency to a

observed.

By far

is

or

a

more

less
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varieties

mineral

it is marked by

characters,

orthoclase,

plagioclase (commonly an acid variety), quartz, hornblende
and mica (white and black)
being universally conspicuous.
Such rudely foliated rocks are known as
coarsely-banded
gneisses, and offer gradations into masses which cannot
be

is

banding
of

sometimes

the more

ordinary
from

material.

eruptive

marked

strongly

silicated

where layers of
of

from

distinguished

the less

the

by

silicated

The

separation

minerals, as

feispar or of quartz alternate with others

hornblende, pyroxene or biotite.
While the foliated structure and the arrangement of the

minerals

in

bands gives a bedded aspect to these

parallel

rocks, the resemblance of this structure to the true
bedding
of

detrital

A

little

materials is probably more apparent than real.

examination

shows that

the

layers

are

not

per

sistent, that they cross each other, and that portions of one
may

be

entirely

Whatever

and

separated

may have

been

inclosed

within

another.

their origin they have certainly

undergone enormous mechanical compression and deforma
tion.

They have been plicated, rolled out, dislocated, and

crumpled again
tances

it is possible

feispathic,
tinous

again.
to

tries

the

layers

abandons

the

or

peridotitic,

general body

to fix definite

means soon

though for short dis

out

pyroxenic,

from

composition

Hence,

separate

hornblendic,

geologist who
by this

and

of

bosses

of

or serpen
gneiss,

the

stratigraphical horizons
attempt in despair, and

comes to the conclusion that no sequence of a trustworthy
nature can be established in the body of the gneiss itself.
From the coarsest gneisses gradations may be traced to
fine silky

schists;

and

this

not only

on a

large

scale in

tracts capable of being delineated on a map, but on so small
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a scale as to be illustrated even in hand-specimens.
transitions

seem

arise

to

from

the

different

Such

effects

of

mechanical deformation on materials that offered consider
able differences in

composition and

lithological

structure.

Fine talcose schists, for example, can be traced to original
schists to such rocks
peridotites; horublendic and actinolitic
as gabbro, diorite, or dolerite.
In the

older

described

as

different

type

limestone

accounts

into

passing
of

of

rocks,

rocks the gneisses

these
or

which

among

a

be

may

wholly

included

dolomite,

strongly graphitic),

(sometimes

with

alternating

are

quart

zite, graphite-schist, mica-schist and other varieties of schis
material.

tose
mark

This

an original

was

gradation

apparent

transition of the

the gneiss was thought to have

to

believed

sediment out

of

which

been formed into the cal

careous, argillaceous, or carbonaceous sediment, which was
the

condition

earliest

schists.

It

was

whole crystalline
state,
The

ancient

an

existence

the

reason

deceptive.

looked

series

even

to

of

organic

plicated

and

of

animal
such

As a result of

and

crushed

in

gradations
these

the
was

together and
it

to

is

limestone
cited as

be

now

generally

mechanical coin

ancient rocks have

materials

aqueous

materials.

But there is

life.

the

metamorphosed

sedimentary

the enormous

profound metamorphism, that
sible

a

the so-called Eozoon

believe

igneous

in.

and

that

evidence

remains

deformation which
pression and
undergone,

as

upon

represented,

of

limestones

associated

accumulation

ancient relic

most

every

thus

upon, and.

was insisted

the

of

have

have

undergone

sometimes

to trace a boundary between them.

been

so

such

hardly pos

There seems no

See on this subject postea, pp. 1160, 1161, and authorities there cited.
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limestones,

argillites,

quartzites,

and schists as other than intensely altered sediments, which
in theory, if not in actual practice on the
ground, must be
separated from the gneisses.
Among the various

theories which have been proposed

to account for the
genesis of the lowest gneisses and schists,
three deserve particular mention here.

(1) These rocks are

by some geologists believed to be a portion of the original
crust which solidified on the surface of the
globe.
(2) They
are by others held to be ancient
sedimentary rocks in a
condition,

metamorphosed
as

observers

comparable
of

in

some

parts so

changed

to have been
actually melted and converted into intru

sive material.
of

and

such

earth's

(3) They are believed by yet another class
to

be

with

igneous

essentially

the

deeper

rocks

as

eruptive

seated

may

be

or

rocks,

and

plutonic

seen

to

to

be

portions

traverse

the

crust.

(1) From the ubiquity of their appearance, the persistence
of their striking lithological characters, and especially the
curious apparent blending in them o1 the igneous and sedi
mentary types

of structure, the idea not unnaturally arose

that the lowest crystalline rocks represent the first crust that
formed on the surface of the globe."

These rocks have been

supposed to include some of the early surfaces of consolida
tion

of

the molten globe,

that were

thrown

down

and some of the first sediments
from

the

tually condensed upon the planet.
of

their

these

origin

may seem

hot

ocean which even

Such a speculative view

not incredible in

regions where

ancient crystalline rocks are covered
unconformably

' See Credner's
"Geologie," vi. b. Die Fundamental Formation; Erstarrungs
also
kruste.
Rosenbusch, Neues J'ahrb. 1889, vol. ii. p. 8].
Compare
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which

are

they

marked off by so striking a contrast of structure and. com
position,

and

to

which

have

they

contributed

vast

so

an

But it must be tested by the

amount of detrital material.

evidence of the rocks themselves, not only where the geo
logical

record

is

full.

comparatively
is

confessedly
Nowhere

lowest

be

it

is

gueisses
with

compared

analogies they furnish are with deep

On the contrary, the

slowly-cooled

intercalation and
sumably

can

where

portion of a lava that cooled at the surface.

the superficial
seated and

the

among

observable which

any structure

but

incomplete,

sills and
of

alternation

limestone

materials

sedimentary

bosses.

in

the

The
and

old

supposed

other

pre
are

gueisses

In some regions they can he shown

probably all deceptive.

to be so, and it can there be demonstrated that the gneisses
are really

rocks

eruptive
If

regions
infer

to
the

that

a

of

the

gneisses

and

pronounced.

relation can

evidence

similar

world

where

the

Palaeozoic

At

least

the

sedi

adjacent

younger age

be clearly established
be

might

more

the

the case should

the

in

fullest, it is obviously safe

is

relation

record were

geological

parts

this

where the

pierce

masses, and are thus of

mentary or schistose
than these.

which

discoverable

complete,

break

even

between

possibility

that

the
to

formations seems

in

such

if

those
lowest

be

most

may

be

put us on our guard against adopting any

crude speculation about the original crust of the earth.
The

present

much from

that

condition

of

these

ancient

rocks

which they originally possessed.

differs
In par

ticular they have undergone enormous mechanical deforma
tion, have been to a large extent crushed
and

have acquired

a

marked

schistose

and recrystallized,
structure.

But in

obtain
every large region where they are developed we may
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evidence to connect them with plutonic intrusions, not with
superficial

consolidation,

and

to

show that many of their

essential details of structure may be paralleled among much
later

crystalline

sehists

produced

from the metamorphism

of Palaozoic sediments and igneous rocks.
(2) That the lowest gneisses of Canada and other regions
are

metamorphosed

sedimentary

rocks

was

believed

probably most geologists until only a few years ago.

by
But

the increased attention which has been given to the study
of

the

subject

since

Prof.

Lehmann's great

work on

the

Saxon gneisses appeared in 1884, has led to so complete a
revolution of opinion that this belief, at least in its original
form, is now

almost

wholly abandoned.

Those

who

still

hold it in a modified shape recognize that the original sedi
ments must

have differed

considerably from

those of

any

recognizably sedimentary formation, and were probably de
posited under peculiar conditions.

They admit that these

rocks have undergone extreme metamorphism, and that the
alteration of them has been carried so far as to reduce them
in some places to an amorphous crystalline condition which
cannot be distinguished from that of normal eruptive mate
rial.

It has been maintained, indeed,

that the Lauréntian

gneisses of Canada have been produced by the actual fusion
of the older sedimentary pre-Cambrian formations and the
absorption of these rocks into the general magma of eruptive
material which now appears as gneiss.
acter

of

some

of the

gneiss, which

The intrusive char
might be

regarded

as

proof of its really igneous origin, is accounted for by what
is

called

an "aquo-igneous

fusion"

of

some

parts

of

the

sedimentary rocks and their intrusion into less completely
metamorphosed portions of the series.
8

C. Lawson, Annual Report Canadian Goal. Bury. 1887.
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(3) Probably the great majority of geologists now adopt
in some form. the third opinion, that the oldest or so-called
"Archean" gneisses are essentially eruptive rocks, and that
they should be compared with the larger and more deeply
seated bosses of intrusive material now visible on the earth's
surface.

Whether they were portions of an original molten

magma protruded from beneath the crust, or were produced
by a re-fusion of already solidified parts of that crust or of
ancient sedimentary accumulations laid down upon it, must
be matter of speculation.

In the gathering of actual fact we

cannot go beyond their character as eruptive rocks, which
is the earliest condition to which they can be traced, and we
must consequently place them in the same great series as all
the later eruptive materials with which geology has to deal.
It is

quite

true

that

since

their original

they have been profoundly modified

extrusion, but

traces

of

their original

character as masses of mobile, slowly crystallizing and segre
gating material have not been entirely effaced.
Looking at the gneisses as a whole, with their various ac
companiments, we find them to form a

complex assemblage

of crystalline rocks which, though generally presenting a fo
liated structure, pass occasionally into the amorphous condi
tion of ordinary eruptive rocks.

In composition they rrnge

from granite at the one end to peridotites and serpentines at
the

other.

phous or
feature

of these rocks in their amor

Hand-specimens

unfoliated condition do not differ in any essential

from

the

material

of

ordinary

intrusive

bosses

in.

later portions of the terrestrial crust, and the same similarity
of structure is borne out when thin slices are placed under
the microscope.
Perhaps

the most convincing proof of the really eruptive

nature of the gneisses is to

be found in those tracts where
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therefore
they have undergone least disturbance, and. where
the way in which they traverse the adjacent rocks can be
distinctly

perceived.

They

are there

seen

to

cross

many

successive zones of sedimentary material, to send out veins
and

protrusions,

and

to

inclose

portions

of

the

adjacent

rocks, while at the same time the surrounding masses pre
sent many of the familiar features of contact-metamorphism.
Sections where these

phenomena

can

be satisfactorily ob

served are no doubt comparatively rare, for in general the
rocks

have

been

so crushed

and recrystallized

original relations have been destroyed.

that

their

It is in consequence

of these subsequent movements that so much difficulty has
been found in determining the igneous nature of the gneisses
and their intrusive character with reference to the rocks ad
jacent to them.

The abundant veins which, as in ordinary

granite bosses, proceeded from the original gneiss have been
compressed into long parallel bands which seem to alternate
with the sch.ists among which they were injected, while por
tions

of

the

have

had

a

surrounding rock
foliation

that of these bands.

inclosed

superinduced

upon

within
them

the

gneiss

parallel

to

Any one who first studied the older

rocks where such structures are visible might easily be de
ceived into the belief that these alternations of parallel strips
of gneiss and schist, or gneiss and limestone, really
repre
sented a continuous sequence of sedimentary material.

Nor

would he readily perceive his mistake until he could trace
the junction-line into some tract where,
by cessation of the
deformation, the original relation of the two
groups of rooks
could be observed.'
It is not difficult to obtain conclusive
proof that in the
6 See A. C. Lawson, Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer. i. 1890,
p. 184.
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of rocks constituting the lowest gneiss
complex assemblage
there are not only differences of composition and structure,
Some portions of the

but also differences of relative age.
series

be

can

to

distinctly seen

have

been

into

intruded

True dikes can be traced among them both of acid

others.

and basic composition.

In the northwest of Scotland,

for

is traversed by a mul
example, the general body of gneiss
the oldest foliation of the
tiplicity of dikes, cutting across
gneiss

in a general

northwesterly

direction.

A

detailed

that the fundamental
study of such an area reveals the fact
series of igneous protrusions.

rocks represent a prolonged
As this

complicated

quently

undergone

profound

difficulties

the

morphism,

of

mass

in

eruptive material has subse
alteration

by

unravelling

dynamo-meta

its

need

history

cause no surprise.
Leaving

out

of

account

the

dikes

which

undoubtedly

mark later injections of igneous material, and confining our
attention to the general mass of gneiss in its variations from
an amorphous

or

granitoid

condition

through

banded varieties to the finer schistose

the

coarse

types, we may pur

sue the history of these puzzling rocks by comparing them
with the larger intrusive bosses and sills that have accom
In
all geological periods.
panied the volcanic eruptions of
these deep-seated and slowly cooled masses of igneous ma
terial, as

has

already been

pointed out (p.

962),

frequently observe evidence of the segregation
ponent

minerals in

bands

or

irregular

we

may

of the com

patches.

Such

a

after the
segregation seems to have taken place sometimes
rest, sometimes while it was still
erupted rock had come to
In the latter case the layers of separated ma
in movement.
terials may sometimes have been dragged forward so as to
banded or streaky structure.
acquire a somewhat

How far
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the characteristic arrangements of the minerals in the coarse
banded gneisses may have arisen from a process of this kind.
in the consolidation of originally eruptive materials, remains
still an open question, though the progress of research favors
the

idea that such has really been to a large extent their

source.?
It is certain, however, that, besides the original banded.
and probably segregated structure, the gneisses, as the result
of much mechanical deformation,. have had other and later
structures superinduceci upon them, sometimes at successive
periods of disturbance.

The most massive granitoid rocks

have thus been crushed down under great strain, and have
recrystallized as fine granulitic gneiss or mica-schist.

Epidi

orites and amphibolites have by a. similar process been con
into

verted

horn blende-schists.

In

these

cases the recon

structed rocks usually exhibit a finely schistose structure,
quite

distinct

from that

of

the

markedly banded arrangement.

parent mass, but with. no
Occasionally,

however, in

the recrystallization of the materials, segregation into more
or less definite layers or centres has come into play, so that
in this

obviously secondary arrangement

a certain resem

blance may be traced, though on a small scale, to the much
coarser

bands

in the

earliest remaining

condition

of

the

oldest gneisses.
There is yet another source of difficulty in judging of the
relative age and origin of various structures among the crys-

I This inference
applies more particularly to the coarsely banded gneisses
where the individual layers, consisting in great part of different minerals, re
semble some of the segregation bands in eruptive masses (p. 1021).
There can
be little doubt that, as already remarked, the efficacy of mechanical deformation
as a factor in the production of gneisses has been pushed too far.
It will ac
count for the crushed granulitic and schistose condition, but hardly or the
coarsely banded structure, where the layers consist of very different mineral
aggregates.
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besides

granite,

breaking

through the old. rocks and forming huge bosses, as well as
abundant veins among them, has sometimes been introduced
into their substance in such a way that they seem to be per
meated. by the granitic material.

Minute layers and lenti

des of this material, quite uncrushed, may be traced between
the

foliation

schists.

of

planes

granulitic

gneisses

and

different

But where subsequent movement has crushed and

drawn out these intercalated layers, younger gneiss is pro
duced that simulates with extraordinary closeness some as
pects of the most ancient and, so to say, original gneisses.8
This

transformation

schists

that

can

mentary rocks.

to

appears

be shown

take

to have

place
been

even

among

originally

sedi

So that by a new pathway of inquiry we

are brought once

more to the old doctrine of the cycle of

change through which the materials of the earth's crust pass.
The most ancient gneisses exposed to
earth's

surface

have furnished

materials

of sedimentary deposits,

which,

within

crushed,

the

earth's crust,

disintegration on the
for the formation

after being deeply buried
plicated, and permeated

with granitic material, present once more the aspect of the
old

gneisses

from

which

they

were

in

the

first

instance

derived.
It

is

only when

several masses

the

complex

composing

the

tectonic

oldest

relations

of the

crystalline rocks are

closely studied that we can adequately realize how hopeless
would be the attempt to establish anything of the nature of
a

stratigraphical

sequence

among

them.

Where different

eruptive materials present proofs of successive intrusion, we
See observations of J. Home in "Geological Survey Report," Report of
the Science and Art Department for 1892.
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have indeed a clew to their relative
age; but such
carries us but a small way.

evidence

The gneisses where obviously

intrusive are indisputably of eruptive origin, but
they alter
nate with finely schistose bands which sometimes seem to
cut them.

The bedding or banding of the rocks affords no

guide whatever as to sequence.

It has been so folded and

crumpled that even if it represented
could

original stratification it

never be unravelled.

probably

But

is every

there

reason to believe that it bears no real analogy to stratifica
tion.
of

It may sometimes represent, as
already stated, layers

segregation

and

flow-structure in

an

original

igneous

magma, at other times planes of movement in the crushing
of already consolidated material.

But whatever may have

been

in

its

plexity.

origin,

it

remains

now

an

inextricable

com

Here and there, indeed, for short distances some

well-marked

band

of

rock

may be traced, but the various

rock-masses

generally

succeed

tumultuous

a

as to defy the efforts

manner

geologist who would

each other in so rapid and
of

the field

patiently map them.

As a rule, only where the earliest type of gneiss has been
invaded by subsequently intruded masses can a

successful

attempt be made to disentangle the confused structure.

Suc

cessive systems of dikes may thus be traced, and evidence
may be obtained that powerful dynamic stresses affected. the
rocks

between

sometimes

some of these

intrusions.

The

dikes have

been crushed, plicated, and disrupted until they

have been reduced to isolated patches of schist irregularly
distributed among the reconstructed gneiss.
these involved

and

complicated

masses

And through

newer

groups

of

dikes have risen, to be again subjected to mechanical def
ormation.
The question may occur to the student whether this come
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plutonic igneous rocks was

connected with any superficial volcanic

ever

No such

activity.

connection has yet been definitely ascertained, but it may be
regarded as highly probable.

If the

most ancient gneisses

with their dikes and bosses were the deep-seated portions of
the successive uprisings of the igneous magma which culmi
nated in volcanic eruptions, we may hope eventually to dis
cover some trace of the

materials that were thrown out to

the surface and accumulated

there.

In some of the over

rocks abundant
lying pre-Cambrian masses of sedimentary
lavas, tuffs,

and agglomerates have been found,

indicating

the outpouring of volcanic material at the surface during the
deposition of these sediments.
canic

eruptions may be

The vast scale of these vol

inferred

from the fact that in. the

Lake Superior region the accumulated materials discharged
at the surface attained a thickness which has been estimated
at

more

than six and a half miles.

It may be eventually

discovered that some of these superficial manifestations of
volcanic action

have been connected with bosses, sills,

or

dikes that form part of the body of the gneiss below.
It must be confessed that much detailed work among the
lower gneisses in all parts of the world is needed before the
many problems which they present are solved.

But the fol

be regarded as
lowing conclusions regarding them may now
certain:-these rocks are in the main various forms of origi
nal eruptive material,
basic; they form

in

ranging from highly acid

to

highly

general a complex mass belonging to

successive periods of extrusion; some of their coarse struc
tures

are

probably due

to a process of segregation in still

fluid or mobile, probably molten, material consolidating be
low the surface; their granulitizeci. and

schistose characters,

and their folded and. crumpled structures point to subsequent
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and deformation;

their apparent

alterna

tions with limestone and other rocks, which are
probably of
origin, are

sedimentary
tinuity

of

deceptive,

formation, but

indicating no

real

con

pointing to the intrusive nature

of the gneiss.
2.
In
rock

Pre- Cambrian
sedimentary and volcanic groups
different

are

now

"Archan"

known to

gneisses,

series of formations...
first studied.

of

parts

the

world

intervene

and

the

enormous
between

bottom

of

masses

of

oldest

or

the

the fossiliferous

It was in Canada that these rocks were

Logan and Murray grouped them under the

general name of iluronian, and they were believed to fill up
the gap between the Laurentian gneiss on the one hand, and
the

Potsdam

on the other.

sandstone

or base

of

the

fossiliferous

series

Later more detailed study of these rocks in

Canada and the adjoining regions of the United States has
shown them to possess even a greater importance than their
original discoverers imagined, for they have been found to
consist of several distinct groups or systems, attaining a vast
thickness
ances,

and

presenting

denudations

and

a

record

depositions

of
of

stupendous

disturb

sediment,

together

with memorials of extensive and prolonged volcanic action.
In the higher members of these sedimentary deposits, dis
tinct

remains

found.

of

animal life have in several

regions

been

There is thus opened out the possibility of the ulti

mate discovery of a series of fossiliferous formations even
below the base of the Paheozoic series.
Where metamorphism has not interfered with the recog
nition of their original characters, these ancient sedimentary
rocks present no structural feature to distinguish them from
the detrital accumulations of
higher parts of the geological
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muds

and

clays

hardened

into

sands compacted into sandstones and.

quartzites, of gravels and shingles solidified into conglomer
ates.

These rocks prove beyond question that the processes

of denudation and deposition were already in full operation
with

results exactly comparable to those of Paheozoic and

later time.
Few

of

parts

the

greater

interest

As

geologist

the

stratified

than

their

earliest

of

the

earth

remaining

present

sediments.

lingers among them, fascinated by their

antiquity and by the
shrouded

these

crust

stubbornness with

secrets

from

sometimes scarcely believe

his

that

which they

anxious

have

scrutiny,

he can

to

remote

they belong

so

a part of the earth's history as they can be assuredly proved
The shales are often not

to do.

more venerable in appear

ance than those of Cambrian or Silurian time, and show as
clearly as

these

sediment.

The

do

their alternations

sandstones

distinctly as any younger
shifting character of

the

display

of

finer and coarser

their

rock, and one can make out

their

well-rounded

shingle of a

as
the

currents and the prevalent direc

tion from which they brought the sand.
in

false-bedding

fragments

modern beach of

and the pounding action of

tell

The conglomerates
as

distinctly

as

the

the waste of a land-surface

waves along a shore.

Not only are these structural details precisely similar to
those of younger detrital rocks, but we may here and there
detect the

remains

of

the

pi'e-Cambrian

topography from

which these primeval sediments were derived, and on which
they were deposited.
crag,

rocky slopes

vealed

Hills and valleys, lines 0

and

undulating hollows

by the slow denudation

have

cliff and
been

re

of the pre-Cambrian strata

under which these features were gradually buried.

To this
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early land-surface

been pre

served under its mantle of sediment during the long course
of geological time, that even yet we may trace its successive
shore-lines as it gradually settled down beneath the waters
in which its detritus gathered.

We may follow its promon

tories and bays and mark how one by one they were finally
submerged and entombed beneath their own waste.
But

these

ancient stratified

merely of elastic sediments.

formations do

not

consist

They include important masses

of limestone and dolomite, sometimes
highly crystalline, but
elsewhere

Pahozoic

compact

much of

assuming

considerable

limestone.

and

layers

closely similar
stone

of

to

that

Western

Sometimes
thick.

seams

The

general

and

ordinary gray
contain a

they

some

of

the shales

In other places they are banded
or

in

Europe

the chert

of

aspect

Sometimes

amount of graphite,

are highly carbonaceous.
with

the

of

nodules
which

the

contains

chert,

in

a manner

Carboniferous Lime
its

siliceous

material.

bands are as much as forty-five feet
character

of

these

mingled

carbona

ceous, calcareous and siliceous masses at once reminds the
observer of rocks which have undoubtedly been formed, by
the agency of organic life.

Moreover there occur extensive

deposits of iron-carbonate associated like the limestone with
chert, and again recalling the results of the co-operation of
plant and animal life.

The large amount of carbon in some

of the shales points likewise in the same direction.
It

must

be

confessed,

however,

that

actual

traces

of

recognizable organic forms have only been found in a few
places.

Various

more

or

less

determinable

patelloid

or

These features are admirably displayed in Ross-shire, NW. Scotland,
whore the Lewisian gneiss, carved into hills and valleys, has been buried
under the Torridon Sandstone (postea, p. 1177).
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discinoid

shells,

Oenel1us,

trilobites (like
and

rather

what

Oleno ides

forms like

obscure

8tronatopora,

of

fragments

GEOLOGY

indicate a

have been

Faradoxides),

or

llyoithes,

low fauna

the Cambrian system above."

to

appear

and

small

others

like

somewhat like that of

Most of

these fossils

have

been detected by Mr. Walcott below the Olenellus zone or
base

of

the

Cambrian

rocks

in

the

Grand

Ca-non

of

the

In the Animikie district of Lake Superior, fossil

Colorado.

tracks and shells like Lingula, and some obscure forms like
have

trilobites,

also

Barrois has traced
way in

the

a band

gneiss of

of

presence

been

met

More

with.

recently Dr.

of graphitic quartzite for a long

Brittany, and

has

detected in it the

radiolarians, belonging to their most primitive

group, the Monospheriche.'1
Reference may be
ing the

true

made here to the controversy regard

nature of certain curious aggregates of calcite

and serpentine, which were found many years ago in some
of

the

limestones associated with the lower or Laurentian

gneisses

of

arranged in

Canada.

These

minerals

were

found

alternate

layers, the calcite forming

the

to

be

main

framework of the substance, with the serpentine (sometimes
loganite, pyroxene, etc.) disposed in thin, wavy, inconstant
layers, as
mass.

if

filling up flattened

So different from

cavities in

the calcareous

any ordinary mineral segregation

with which he was acquainted did this arrangement appear
to Logan, that he was led. to regard the substance as probably of organic origin."
structure

This opinion was adopted and the

of the supposed fossil was worked out in detail

'° C. D. WaIcoU;, 10th Ann.
Rep. U. S. Geol. Sui'v. 1890, p. 552.
"
Rend.
8th August, 1892.
Compt.
'
Amer. Tourn. Sd. xxxvii. I84, p. 272.
Rep. Geol. Surv. Canada, 1858.
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxi. 1865. p. 45.
Harrington's "Life of Sir W. E. Ltn,"
1883, pp. 365-378.
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Montreal,"

who

pronounced

the

organism to be the remains of a massive foraminifer which
he called Eozoon, and which he believed must have
grown
in large thick sheets over the sea-bottom.
likewise
from

adopted by the

additional

of internal

and

canals

late Dr. W. B.

better specimens,
the

having

foraminiferal structures.

This view was

Carpenter," who,

described, a system

characters

of

those

in

true

Other observers, however, notably

Professors King and Rowney of
Galway," maintained that
the "canal-system" is not of
organic but of mineral origin,
having arisen
carbonated
be,

in

solutions on clotules

saponite-a

others
In

many cases "from the

action of

wasting

of 'fioccu1ite,'

or, it may

disintegrated variety of serpentine,

and in

from a similar action on crystalloids of malacolite.

both

cases,"

according

to

Prof. King, "there

are pro

duced residual 'figures of corrosion' or arborescent
configura
tions, having often a regular disposition."

The regularity

of these forms is attributed by Messrs. King and
Rowney
to

their

having

been determined by a mineral

Prof. Möbius of Kiel", also

opposed

the

cleavage."

organic nature of

Eozoon, maintaining that the supposed canals and
passages
are merely infiltration
In

some

13

cases,

veinings of serpentine in the calcite.

however,

the

"canal-system"

is

not

filled

Q J" Geol. Soc. xxi. 1865, p. 51; xxiii. 186'T, p. 257. See also his "Aca
dian Geology," 2d edit., "Dawn of Life," 1875, and "Notes on Specimens of
Eozoon Canadense," Montreal, 1888.
14 Proc.
Roy. Soc. 1864, P. 545.
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxi. 1865, p. 59; xxii.
1866,'p. 219.
15
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxii. 1866, p. 185..
16 Prof. W.
See the views of these writers,
King, Geol. Mag. 1883, p. 47.
in
summarized
their work, "An old Chapter in the Geological Record with a
new Interpretation," London, 1881, where a full bibliography- will be found.
17
See replies by
"Pa1ontographica," xxv. p. 175; Nature, xx. p. 272.
and
Dawson,
Nature,
xx.
328.
Amer.
Journ. Sd. (3) xvii. p. 196;
Carpenter
p.
also Amer. Journ. Sci. (3) xviii. p. 117.
See also A. G. Nathorst, Neues Jahrb.
1892, i. p. 169.
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serpentine but with dolomite,

which seems

to

prove

that the cavities must have existed before either dolomite
or

serpentine

be

admitted

some
in

of

the

the

was
that

introduced into
no

structure

the

substance.

precisely similar

to

It may
that of

specimens of Bozoon has yet been discovered

mineral

kingdom.'"

But it must also

be conceded

that the chances against the occurrence of
any organism in
rocks of such antiquity, and which have been so disturbed
and mineralized, are so great that
nothing but the clearest
evidence of a structure which cannot be other
should be admitted in proof.
be

appealed to, as

possible

than organic

If any mineral structure could

so approximately similar as to make it

that even the most characteristic forms of Eozoon

might be due to some kind of mineral growth, the question
would

be

most logically settled

in a sense

adverse to the

organic nature of the substance.'°
The opinion of
supposed

to

the

receive

organic nature of Rozoon has been

support

graphite found throughout
the

northern

parts

of

the

from

the

large

quantity

of

the older rocks of Canada and
United

States.

This

mineral

18 The nearest resemblance to the
"canal-system" of Eozoon which I have
seen in any undoubtedly mere mineral aggregate is in the structure known as
micropegniatite, where, in the in tergrowth of quartz and orthoclase, arboreseent
divergent tube-like ramilications of the one mineral are inclosed within the other
Mr. Rudler, who called my attention to the resemblance, showed
(see Fig. 5).
me a remarkable micropegmatite, brought from the Desert of Sinai by Prof. Hull,
in which the Eozoonal arrangement is at once suggested.
19
Whitney and Wadsworth in their "Azoic System" (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.
Harvard, 1884, pp. 528-548) give a suruniary of the controversy, and decide
From the zoological side also Romer and
against the organic origin of Eozoon.
Zittel decline to receive Eozoon as an organism.
Iii tho pre-Cambrian rocks
of Bohemia and Bavaria specimens were some years ago obtained showing a
structure like that of the Canadian Eozoon. They were accordingly described
as of organic origin, under the respective names of Eozoon bohemicum and
E. bavaricum.
But their true mineral nature appears to be now generally ad
mitted. The original "Tudor specimen" of Euzoon figured by Dawson has
recently been re-examined by Mr. J. W. Gregory, who decides against its
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891, p. 348.
organic origin.
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and

estimates the

in

scales

as independent layers.
thickness, of it

aggregate

in one band of limestone in the Ottawa district as not less
than

from

20

exaggeration

to
to

"Laurentian"

30

feet,

say that

as in

and
there

he

thinks

is as

it is

much

hardly

carbon

in

an
the

equivalent areas of the Carboniferous

He compares some of the pure bands of graphite

system.

to beds of coal, and maintains that no other source for their
origin can be imagined than the decomposition of carbon.
dioxide by living plants."
An
brian

important
rocks

is

and

the

interesting feature

occurrence among

proofs

of

extensive

Sheets

of

lava

and

having

of

them

pre-Cam.

of

abundant

volcanic

long-continued

an

the

thickness

aggregate

action.

of

many

thousand feet are interstratified with coarse and thick vol
canic conglomerates and tuffs.
both

basic and

diabases,

acid

varieties, for among

them are found

melaphyres (often highly amygdaloidal),

rite,

gabbro,

litic

felsite, augite-syenite, and

tails

regarding

pages.

The eruptive rocks include

porphy

quartzless and quartziferous porphyry, rhyo

these masses

granite.

will

be

Some further de

given

in

subsequent

In the Lake Superior region the amygdaloidal dia.

bases and

conglomerates are largely impregnated with

the

native copper.
While
Cambrian

in

some

rocks,

determinable as
others they have

regions

the

sedimentary

of pre.

original characters
and

eruptive,

are

as

easily

those of any ordinary Palaozoio series, in
been

more

or less effaced by subsequent

20 But
compare the advocacy of an opposite opinion by Wliltney and Wads.
worth, "Azoic System," p. 539.
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Gradations can sometimes be traced,

geological revolutions.
as

OF

the Penokee district of Wisconsin, from graywackes

in

and slates through every stage of increasing metamorphism
into mica-schists

which

present every appearance of com
The limestones have passed

plete original crystallization."

into the condition of marbles; the iron ores, probably orig
carbonates,

inally

hmatite

and

have

become

while the

magnetite,

condition of

the

areas

morphosed

ore

has

limonite,
concen

been

The "greenstones" have passed

trated into separate masses.
into

into

oxidized

true

Some of these meta

schists.22
so

present

many

of

points

to the lower gneisses already described

resemblance

that it is not at all

surprising that they should have been confounded, and that
their

true relations

should only have been made out after

much controversy and

long-continued detailed study.

A great deal of discussion

has arisen as to the true re

lations of these pre-Cambrian stratified and eruptive rocks
to the
In

gueisses

above described.

a complete and strong

unconforniability

coarse-crystalline

some

sections

banded

occurs between the two series, and no doubt can there exist
as to the

however,

regions,
schists,

enormous

that separates

break

the lower gneisses are so

limestones, and conglomerates

separation

of

the gneiss

actually crosses

country
problem.

or

them.

them

district

has been

may

At present

we

made,

these
present
have

In other

involved with

that no

while in

satisfactory
some

places

rocks intrusively.

Each

its

own

no means

phase
of

of

the

determining

the true correlation of the pre-Cambrian rocks in separate
and especially in distant areas.

If we admit that the lowest

22
U. Williams, Bull. U. S. Geol. SUL'V. No. 62, 1890.
21 R. D.
Irving and C. R. Vtti Hose, 10th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv.
1890, p. 434.
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gneisses with their accompaniments form an eruptive assem
blage of which the component portions may belong to widely
different periods of time, it is quite conceivable that a cer
tain group of sedimentary formations may be found in one
district to lie unconformably on these
gneisses, and in an
other to be pierced by some of their
younger members.
There is likewise some
difficulty in fixing the upper limit
of the pre-Cambrian formations.

Where the Cambrian rocks

lie on them unconformably the obvious
stratigraphical break
forms a convenient line of division.
a

thick mass

of conformable

But in some countries

sedimentary rocks

underlies

the Olenellus-zone which has been taken as the base of the
Cambrian system, and in these instances the line of separa
tion becomes entirely arbitrary.

Sections of this nature are

of great value, inasmuch as they impress upon the geologist
that

the

classes

artificial

character of

the geological

the divisions

by which

he

record is not confined to the fossilif

erous formations, but marks also those of the
pre-Cambrian
series.

Uuconformabilities, even where widespread, cannot

be regarded as universal phenomena, and though of infinite
service in

classification, should be employed with the full

consciousness
indicate

any

that the blanks which they
represent do not
world-wide

of

interruption

conti

geological

nuity, but may at any moment be filled up by the evidence
of more complete sections.
With

regard

to

rocks

in

Cambrian
no

precise

the
the

statement

value

comparative
chronology

can

be

made.

of

the

geological

But

stances show that they must represent an
of time.

of

various

pro.

history
circum

enormous period

We shall see in succeeding pages that from the

general character of the Cambrian fauna it must be regarded
as certain that life had existed on the earth for a long series
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of ages before that fauna appeared, in order that such well.
of

should

then

have

been

advanced

grades

reached.

One of the most interesting chapters of geological

organization

history would be supplied if some adequate account could
be given of the stages of this long pre-Cambrian evolution.
But the mere thickness and variety of the pre-Cambrian
formations, together with their unconformabilities and other
structural features, suffice

to

prove that they represent an

enormous chronological interval.

In North America, where,

so far as at present known, they are most extensively devel
oped, they are estimated to attain a thickness of more than
65,000 feet, or upward of twelve
garded

as chronologically

there

miles, and
quite

of the rest of the geological record.

have been re

equal to

the whole

Even when we elimi

nate

the bedded volcanic rocks from the computation and
reduce the remaining
to " the lowest
sedimentary series
allowable dimensions,
terial remains,

an

enormous

which, even

mass

of

if it had been

stratified ma

uninterruptedly

time comparable
deposited, would have required a period of
to probably more than that taken by the whole of the Pa1a
But we

ozoic systems.
continuous.

Both

is clear evidence
was broken

by

of extensive

in

know that the deposition was

not

North America and in. Europe there

from

marked

epochs of

denudation.

unconformabilities

upheaval
It is

and

by

long

evident, therefore,

that

it

periods
that we

must assign to the records of pre-Cambrian time a far more
important

chronological value than

has

generally been ap

portioned to them.
If, as already stated, it is impossible in the present state
of science to find any satisfactory basis for the correlation
of

the

oldest

gneisses in distant and disconnected regions,

it is not more practicable to establish a basis of correlation
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The evidence

hardly as yet exists, and mere lithological char

are in such circumstances of little value.

be

done

at

is

present

to work out

the

All that

succession of

rocks in each well-defined
geographical and geological area,
giving local names to the stratigraphical groups or systems
that may be established, and
trusting to future research for
some

method

these

divisions

in

the

possibly ascertaining

in

following

Cambrian
attempt

of

rocks

will

be

different
summary

in

the

made

Old

to

parts
of

the

of

the

parallelism
world.

characters

World

adopt

the

any

and

in

general

Hence

of the
the

of

pre

New

no

terminology,

but in each country the names and divisions
adopted there
will be given.
§ ii.

Local Development

Britain-Much attention has been given in recent
years to
the pre-Cambrian rocks of the British isles and a volumi
nous literature has arisen concerning them.
Rocks, how
ever, have been claimed as pro-Cambrian which are
certainly
of
masses
later
date
than
of
the
Lower
Silu
eruptive
parts
rian series.

Others have been assigned to a similar
position,
their
relations
to
the
older
Palozoic
rocks
cannot
though
be seen; while others again cannot
properly be disjoined
from the lower portion of the Cambrian system.
In the
confusion which has thus been introduced. it will be most
satisfactory to restrict attention to those rocks and areas
about the true relations of which there
appears to be least
room for dispute.
In no part of the European area are rocks of
pre-Cam
brian age more
admirably displayed than in the northwest
of Scotland.
Their position there,
previously indicated
Maccnlloch28
and
by
Hay Cunningham,24 was first definitely

28 "A.
Description of the Western Islands of Scotland," 1819.
24
"Geognostical Account of the County of Sutherland," Highland Soc.
Trans. viii. 1841, p. '13.
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established by Murchison,2' who, with Nicol as his earlier
colleague, showed that an ancient gneiss is unconformabi
overlain with a thick mass of dull red sandstones above which

lie (also unconformably, as was eventually discovered) quart
zites and limestones containing fossils which he referred to
He regarded the red. sandstones
the Lower Silurian system.
as probably Cambrian, and after proposing the terms Funda
mental and Lewisian for this underlying gneiss, he finally
that
adopted instead of them the term Laurentian, believing
the rocks so designated by him in this country were equiva
lents of those which had been studied and described by his
More recently the officers of the
friend Lo gan in Canada."
Geological Survey have discovered the Olenellus-zone in
strata intermediate between the quartzites and the lime
stones."
These formations are thus shown to be of Cam

The base of the Cambrian series in the north
brian age.
west of Scotland lies at the bottom of the quartzite which
on the
reposes with a strong unconformability, sometimes
Hence these last
red sandstones, sometimes on the gneiss.
two distinct groups of rock are now definitely proved to be
As they differ so strongly from each other
pre-Cambrian.
their respective limits can be easily followed, and as they
extend over a united area of hundred of square miles in the
northwest of Scotland they afford abundant opportunities
The rocks of this region
for the most detailed examination.
the table on
may be arranged in descending order as in
the' following page:

25 Brit. Assoc. 1885, Sect. p. 85; 1857, Sect. p. 82; 1858, Sect. p. 94; Quart.
Journ Geol, Soc. xiv. 1858, p. 601; xv. 1859, p. 353; xvi. 1860, p. 215; xvii.
1861, p. 171.
Nicol, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xiii. 1857, p. 17; xvii. 1861, p.
85; Brit. Assoc. 1858, Sect. p. 96; 1859, Sect. p. 119.
26 In the elucidation of the true relations of the rocks to each other in the
N.W. of Scotland later geologists have taken part, more especially Dr. Hicks,
Prof. Bonney, Mr. Hudleston, Dr. (Jallaway, and above all, Prof. Lapworth and
The literature of the subject, up to 1888,
the officers of the Geological Survey.
will be found condensed in the Report by the Geological Survey, in Quart.
The more important announcements
Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xliv. 1888, p. 378.
referred
to
in
the
&nce that date will be
sequel.
27 Brit. Assoc. 1891, Sect. p. 633.
Peach and Home, Quart. Journ. Geol
Soc. xlviii. 1892, p. 227.
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r Limestones of Durness with numerous fossils indicating
Cambrian and possibly lowest Silurian horizons.
Serpulite grit and "Fucoid beds," with &zitGreUa and
Olerellus = Olenellug zone.
Quartzites with abundant worm-burrows.

Cambrian.

[Unconformabii ty.]
Dull red sandstones, shales and conglomerates attaining
a thickness of at least 8000 or 10,000 feet, the upper
limit being lost by denudation and unconformability.
Pro-Cambrian.

[Strong unconformability.]

I
.
.

Coarse gneisses and schists derived from a complex
I
aggregate of eruptive rocks of different ages by me
chanical deformation. In one area there appears to
be a group of still more ancient and sedimentary rocks
I
(,
through which the gneisses have been intruded.

LEWISIAN.-The

oldest gneisses of Scotland form the
Isle of Lewis with the rest of the Outer Hebrides, and ex
tend. in an interrupted band on the mainland from
Cape
Wrath at least as far as Loch Duich.
For this important
and

well-defined

group of rocks the name Lewisian, for
As
merly proosed by Murchison, seems most appropriate.
studied,
it
was
originallythought to be a comparatively
Its
formation.
simple
foliation-planes, like those of other
similar rocks, were supposed to mark layers of deposit, and.
to show that the rocks were metamorphosed sediments.
It
was believed to have been thrown into sharp anticlinal and
synclinal folds, of which the axes ran in a general north
The detailed mapping of the region by
westerly direction.
the Geological Survey, however, has shown that the
ap.pa
rent bedding is wholly deceptive, and that the seeming siinIty gives place to an extraordinarily complex structure.
I1i
nlilsctlead of being altered sediments, the rocks have been
ascertained to consist essentially of eruptive masses, vary
ing from an extremely basic to a markedly acid type, and
belonging to successive periods of extrusion."
As a whole the gneiss is considerably more basic than
the typical rocks to which this term was originally given.
It commonly consists of plagioclase feispar with pyroxene,

28 For details
regarding the gneiss of N.W. Scotland and the remarkable
structure
of that region see the report of the Geological Survey, Quart.
geological
3'ourn. Geol. Soc. xliv. 1888, p. 3'78, where the work of Messrs. Poach, Home,
Gunn, Clough, llinxman and OadelI is summarized.
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hornblende, and magnetite, sometimes with blue opalescent
These predomi
quartz, and sometimes with black mica.
nant minerals are sometimes distributed quite without struc
ture, so that the rock appears as a syenite, diorite, gabbro,

or other massive
peridotite, picrite, pyroxene-granulite,
From these
amorphous member of the eruptive rocks.
structureless areas, which probably represent most nearly
the original condition of the materials, gradations can be
traced into well foliated masses, and into coarsely banded
gneisses where the minerals have segregated into lenticalar
bands and elliptical or irregular concretions.
Though it
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Fig. 326.-Veins of pegmatite in gneiss, south of Cape Wrath.
o
may often be difficult in practice to distinguish types
in
structure among these rocks, two such types may
many
is
the
In the first place, there
instances be recognized.
banded or segregated structure, in which the predominant
minerals have separated out from each other, and have crys
tallized more or less apart, often in coarse aggregations,
since
forming in this way distinct bands or folia which,
they are often crossed by the planes of foliation, are evi
The
dently older than the development of these planes.
bands consist sometimes of pyroxene or hornhlende, with
little or no plagioclase, or of plagioclase with small quanti-
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ties of the ferro-magnesian minerals and quartz, or
mainly of
and
or
This struc
plagioclase
quartz,
largely of magnetite.
ture probably belongs to the time when the rock existed as
an erupted material.
It resembles in many respects the
segregation layers to be found in some sills or bosses of
eruptive materials (gabbros, dolerites, etc.) which have
cooled and crystallized slowly at some considerable
depth
from the surface.
In the second place, there is abundant
evidence of mechanical deformation of the gneiss, especially
The rock has been power.
along planes in certain directions.
and
in
these
lines, and has thereby
crushed
fully ruptured
acquired a granulitized and distinctly foliated structure.
Both in the massive and in the coarsely-banded gneisses
abundant pegmatite veins occur, varying in width from a
r

'

-

(I
I,

-

--

-. --

:iI

---,.-.
---------- .

Fig. 37.-Gneiss with deformed pematites-Cape Wrath.
few inches to several yards, and consisting mainly of feispar
These gray veins, sometimes so numerous as
and quartz.
to constitute a large proportion of the whole rock, occasion
ally inclose patches of the dark more basic rock around
them, but have no determinate grouping (Fig. 326).
The pegmatites are found to have played an important
W here still
part in the ultimate constitution of the gneiss.

quite traceable, but where they have come within the influence
of mechanical deformation, they appear as rudely parallel
and puckered bands (Fig. 327).
But as we pass into the more
thoroughly, foliated portions of the gneiss, the original char
acter of the pegmatites is found to be more and more af
fected, until it becomes no longer recognizable in the acquired
The dark basic portions of the origi
schistose structure.
nal mass pass into rudely foliated basic gneisses, and the
gray pegmatites shade into the more quartzose bands asso-
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Thus the derivation of the gneisses from
amorphous igneous rocks may be regarded as established
beyond dispute.
As illustrative of the conclusion that, while there seems
ciated with them.

good reason to believe that the segregated or coarsely-banded
structure indicates a separation and crystallization of mate
rials out of a still unconsolidated igneous mama, the pre
dominant foliation structures which traverse' these bands
were produced by powerful mechanical movements, such
a section as that represented in Fig. 328 may be cited.

The mineral bands have there been violently plicated, and
have been cut through by a succession of thrust-planes (t t),
by which they have been pushed forward and piled over

Fig. 828.29-Section of Lewisian gneiss, embracing a vertical
surface of several hundred square yards.
foliation thus superincluceci follows the
direction of movement, and crosses iudiscriminately the
boundaries of the different aggregates of original materials.
each

other.

The

crumViewed from a little distance the darker and lio-hter
0
cliffs,
but
1
layers form a striking
0 feature on many coast
Ped
and
below
by
they are seen to be abruptly truncated abo've
has
sometimes
thrust-planes parallel to which the gneiss
been crushed and rolled out into l9aggy sheets (Fig. 329).
These ancient structures are similar to those so abundantly
eastern gneisses already (p. 1037)
developed in the younger or
that after the
referred to.
They seem to make it certain
consolidation of the complex assemblage of igneous rocks

" Figs. 328, 331, 334 are taken
by permission of the Council of the Geologi
from
the
the
cal Society
Report of
Geological Survey published in the Quarterly
Journal of the Society for August, 1888.
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and the production of their pegmatites, a series of
powerful
mechanical movements crumpled, crushed, and sheared the
whole mass, and produced in it a distinct foliation.
Por
tions of one kind of material, such as dark hornblende, have

been separated from the rest, and have been involved as dis
tinct lumps in another variety such as gray qu.artzose gneiss.
The detailed investigations of the
Geological Survey have
further shown that, after the first foliation had been
super
induced, a new series of igneous
invaded
the
protrusions
The earliest and
gneisses, chiefly in the form of dikes.
most
extraordinarily abundant
conspicuous. of these are
basalt-rocks, runnng as long parallel bands in a general
W.N.W. and E.S.E. direction.
The latest are dikes of
or
granite
syenite, while probably of intermediate date are

Fig. 329.-Plicated banded gneiss between masses that have been sheared
parallel to the thrust-planes, north side of Loch Torridon.
certain highly basic dikes, among which peridotité and pie
The evidence as to the relative dates
rite are characteristic.
of these igneous intrusions being tolerably clear, we have

here proofs of a long interval of subterranean activity, dur
into the gneiss
ing which the magma that was first injected
in such basic form as basalt parted progressively with its
more basic constituents until it became in the end quite

It is interesting to find, even among the most ancient
rocks of Britain, a sequence of eruptive materials, like that
which appears so markedly among the Palaeozoic and Ter
tiary volcanic phenomena (p. 1ff).
After the injection of these various eruptive materials,
the whole region of the northwest of Scotland was once more
all the
subjected to powerful dynamic movements, whereby
The results of these operarocks were profoundly affected.
acid.
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tions are found partly in vertical lines or bands of rupture
or crushing, along which, sometimes for a breadth of 500
feet or more, the rocks have been crushed or sheared, partly

In some in
thrust-planes which are often nearly flat.
stances the intrusive dikes remain quite distinct, but have
acquired a more or less distinct foliated structure, the planes
of foliation being parallel to those which traverse the sur
in

But the alterations produced
rounding gneiss (Fig. $30).
by these enormous terrestrial stresses are most strikingly
displayed by some of the more basic dikes.
Along the central portions of one of the basalt or dole
rite dikes, the massive rock may be observed to have been

broken into oblong lenticles round which the more crushed
material passes into hornblende-schist, while the outer por-

- -

-

".

-_i--2
-

-

- - -

Fig. 330.-Foliation induced in a granite vein in gneiss Loch Laxford.
the dike likewise become entirely schistose (Fig.
o
So great has been the metamorphism that the augite
332).
The
for the most part has been changed into hornblende.
condition,
and
feispars have assumed an opaque granular
The
eridotite and picrite dikes
the rock-becomes a diorite.
tions

have been converted into soft ta~cose sehists, the veins and
Such, too, has been
belts of granite into granitoid gneiss.
the compression that in some cases dikes of 50 or 60 yards
in breadth are reduced, where one of these crush-lines
crosses them obliquely, to a thickness of no more than four
feet, while the horizontal displacement sometimes amounts
to a quarter of a mile (Fig. 831). Besides foliation produced
lines of movement,
parallel to the vertical or highly inclined
a similar structure has been superiuduced in the gneiss
parallel to the gently inclined thrust-planes.
The influence of these movements, not only on the
on the general body of
amorphous dikes and veins, but
has been profound.
the already foliated
gneiss itself,
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Where the change has been most complete a new foliation
has completely obliterated the original structure.
From
this extreme every gradation may be traced back to the
first schistose structure, and thence into the originc.l amor
In many cases this new foliation has been
phous condition.
produced nearly or quite along the planes of the old struc
ture.
But everywhere examples may be observed where
(as in Fig. 333) the alternate bands of lighter and darker
material are traversed
obliquely by the newer structure,
which may be perfect in the dark more basic bands and
hardly developed in the gray more quartzose parts.

D

I

\

<

-\

ENE

-r

Fig. 331.-Ground-plan showing deflection and disruption of dikes in the Lewisian
gueiss of N.W. Scotland.
TT, Thrust.-plane, DD, Dike, deflected about one-quarter mile and much com
pressed. The dotted lines show the strike of the gneiss and its displacement by
the thrust-plane; the fine parallel lines In the dike and In the gneiss mark the
direction of the newer schistosity developed by the thrust-movement, which was
in the direction of the arrow.
It is obvious that the various terrestrial movements in.
dicated by the complex composition and structure of the
Lewisian gneiss must represent a protracted period of geo
But there is demonstrative evidence that the
logical time.
whole of them had been completed, and that the rocks in
which they took place at a great depth had been exposed
at the surface by vast denudation before the next member

of the pre-Cambrian series was formed. The Torridon sand
stone lies with the most complete unconformability on the
old gneiss, covering alike its dikes, crush-lines and thrust
the least degree affected.
planes, by not one of which is it in
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It is of course impossible to form any adequate conception
of the length of time denoted by this unconformability.
But the more the geologist tries to realize what the den.

gneiss involves, the more impressed
will he be with the vastness of the period which it denotes.
Over nearly the whole of the Lewisian gneiss, so far
as it has been studied on the mainland, no trace has been
udation

of

the

old

any rocks save what probably had an eruptive
In one district, however, which includes the pie-

found of
origin.
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Fig. 882.-Diagram of dolerite dike cutting Lewlslan gneiss,
representing an area of about 600 square yards.
The dark portion represents the dike with its "eyes" or
lenticles surrounded by and passing marginally into horn
blende-sehist. The gray band on either side 01' the dike is
the surrounding gneiss which has been affected by a sec
ondary foliation parallel to that of the dike. The arrow
shows the direction o movement.
turesque valley of Loch Maree, a remarkable group of
rocks occurs which, though their exact relations are not
without some doubt, appear to indicate a sedimentary

series through which the Lewisian gneiss has been erupted.
These rocks consist chiefly of fine mica-schist, quartz-schist,
The
material oc
graphite-schist and limestone.
graphitic
curs in bands an inch or more thick in the mica-schist.

The limestones are persistent beds, having generally a sac
charoid texture, and sometimes full of the usual minerals
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found in a marble in a zone of contact-metamorphism.
The
line of junction of this group of rocks with the gneiss is well
defined, but does not distinctly show any intrusion of the
latter, appearing rather to have resulted from movement
If these strata, so similar in
with concomitant crushing.
many respects to the undoubted altered sedimentary masses
of the central Highlands, are eventually proved to be truly
of sedimentary origin they will possess a high interest as
the oldest geological formation yet known in Britain or in
Europe."
In some portions of the northwest of Scotland, especially
in the north of Sutherland, the surface of the gneiss has
been

reduced,

after

prolonged

denudation,

to

a

kind

of

"11

"',
*4

,//,c#

Fig. 333.-Diagram showing later oblique foliation crossing the original
banding of the Lewisian gneiss (about nat. size).
on which the Torridon Sandstone has been
platform
But further south that surface presents a
deposited.
uneven character rising into heights 3000 feet above
singu-larly
the sea and sinking into hollows that descend below sea
level.
In the rugged mountainous ground between Lochs
level

Maree and Broom this primeval land-surface is impressively
for the. thick mantle of red sandstone under
displayed,
which it was buried and preserved has been irregularly
stripped off, and the details of the pre-Torridonian topog
rapby can easily be traced.
TORRIDONIAN.-From Cape Wrath, at the extreme north
west end of Scotland, southward for more than 100 miles,
there stretches

a

broken

belt of singular conical or

30 See Brit. Assoc. 1891, Sect. p. 634.

pyra.
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midal hills, rising sometimes to more than 3000 feet above
the sea, and presenting alike in their form and coloring a
striking contrast to the rest of the scenery of that region.
They are built up of nearly horizontal or gently inclined
strata of reddish-brown or chocolate-colored sandstones and

conglomerates, which lie with a violent unconformability
on the gneisses above described, and are in turn covered
uneonformably by the Quartzites which form the base of

the Cambrian system.
Where most fully developed, in the
southwest of Ross-shire, these strata are between 8000 and
10,000 feet thick.
have doubtless been derived from
They.
the waste of the Lewisan rocks, though pebbles occur in
them

which

have

not

been

identified

with

any

material

in the older formation.
Some of the conglomerates are so
as
coarse
to deserve the name of bowider-beds.
Some
times, indeed, where the component blocks are large and.

angular, as at Gairloch, they remind the observer of the
stones in a moraine or in bowlder-clay.
Some of the
sandstones are in large measure composed of pink feispar
derived from such rocks as the pegmatites of the surround
An occasional thin band may be found among
ing gneiss.
them

consisting largely of grains of magnetite and zircon,
whence we learn at what an ancient epoch in geological
history heavy and durable grains were separated out from

the

more

In the highest
ordinary sediment (see p. 227).
a
visible portion of these sandstones
group of shales oc
curs, and another more important group with thin bands
of impure limestone forms a prominent feature near the
base of the series in the west of Ross-shire.
These strata
may yet yield recognizable fossils, but hitherto except some
tracks and other obscure markings no trace of organic forms
has been met with in them.
Messrs. Peach and Home have detected near Loch layer

a band of fine volcanic tuft among the red sandstones, show
ing the contemporaneous activity of some volcanic vent in
that district.
Small vesicular pebbles of porphyrite found
among the contents of the conglomerates may perhaps indi
cate the outflow of lavas.
The strata now under consideration are abundantly dis
played among the mountains that surround Loch Torridon,
one of the most picturesque inlets in the northwest of Scot
land.
Hence they were called by Nicol the Torridon Sand.
81 Nature xxii, 1880,
p. 402.
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stone.

They were originally supposed to be Old Red
Sandstone, and to represent the lower sandstones and con.
glomerates of that system in the east of Sutherland and
Ross.
After the discovery of what were believed to be
Lower Silurian fossils in the Durness limestones, Murchison
assigned these sandstones to the Cambrian system.
But the
recent detection of the Olenellus-zone
among the strata
which uneonformably overlie them
proves that they must
be of still older date.
are
now
classed as Torridonian
They
in the pre-Cambrian formations or
systems of Britain.
The interval between the deposition of the
highest visi
ble portion of the Torridonian series and the base of the
Cambrian formations must have been of prolonged duration.
For not only had the red sandstones been
upraised, but they
had been profoundly trenched by denudation.
So vast and

was the erosion that while at one
the lower
place
are
seen
on
3000 or 4000 feet of Torridon
quartzites
reposing
sandstone, at another only a few miles distant
they rest
on
the
Lewisian
the
directly
gneiss,
intervening massive
of
strata
been
group
having
entirely bared away-""
But besides the solid areas of pre-Cambrian rocks in the
northwest of Scotland there are extensive tracts where these
rocks do not remain in their original
positions, but have
been pushed into their present places by great subterranean
disturbances, and have actually been shoved over strata of
In the account already given
recognizably Cambrian age.
(pp. 1036-1041) of the structure of that region it was shown
that by these earth-movements slice after slice of the Lewis
ian gneiss and of the Torridon sandstone has been shorn
unequal

from the mass of these formations below ground, has been
piled one on the other, and has been driven westward over
the Cambrian strata which originally lay above them; that
the rocks, subjected to such
enormous. pressure, dislocation
and deformation, have undergone serous
metamorphism;
and that finally by a gigantic rupture and thrust a thick
series of gneissose flagstones ("Moine schists") have been
brought forward.
By way of further. explanation of this
extraordinary structure the annexed sectons are given (Figs.
It will be seen what an enormous body of gneiss
been displaced and pushed over the Cambrian
strata, which in turn have been cut into slices and piled up
above and against each other.
Among the alterations of the
334, 335).
has here

8*2 This structure is shown both in Figs. 311 and 334.
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Torridon sandstones one of the most
interesting is the production of peg.
matitic veins in them, like those
which traverse eruptive rocks. These

II

strata have been crushed and stretched
in such a manner that ruptures, often

6

lenticular

in

form,

have

been

pro
duced in them.
In the cavities thus
caused there has been a deposition of
qiartz and of quartz and pink feispar

.

I

OF

4.
0

(Fig. 335).
With regard to the rocks which
have been thus displaced and meta-

lh
a
d.
C
.1

1)'

b

d

Ca
0
...

.

U)
d
Fig. 335.-Diagram of altered Torridon sandstone,
Coinne-niheall, Assynt.
a, Coarse grit or arkose; b, finer do.; c, shale; d, peg
mat itic material developed as a consequence of
the crushing of the rocks by movement in the
direction of the arrow.

'.4
a)
.
2s CC
00,6
0)
Ca)
CI2
;I.
.u:
1

morphosed, it is extremely difficult
to form a satisfactory opinion as to
the probable source and original con
dition of many of them.
Portions of
the Lewisian gneiss can be recognized,
and. in the west of inverness-shire
this rock probably constitutes a large
proportion of the reconstructed schis
tose series which has been thrust
westward over the Cambrian lime.
The Torridon
stones and quartzites.
sandstones also can occasionally be
identified, and they may constitute a
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of

the "upper gneiss" of
western Ross-shire.
Possibly other sedimentary material,
such, for instance, a, any which succeeded the Durness
have
been
limestones,
involved in
the
may
gigantic
movements
that
the
crushing
produced
younger or eastern
schists.
As the detailed work of the Geological Survey
advances the sources from which these schists have been
derived maybe more fully known.
But the great fact has
been abundantly established that the movements which
proportion

pushed the rocks into their present positions and imparted
to them their existing foliation took place after Cambrian
time, and. before the period of the Old Red Sandstone.
We
have

thus

a

notable

of extensive regional meta
example.
morphism during the Pahozoc ages.
un the central, southern, and eastern Highlands of Scot
land, that is, throughout the hilly ground east and south of
the line of the Great Glen, an important series of metamor
phic rocks is largely developed, the true stratigraphical
They consist
position of which is not yet certainly known.
in large proportion of altered sedimentary strata, now found
in the form of mica-schist, graphite-schist, andalusite-schist,
phyllite, schistose-grit, graywacke and conglomerate, quart
zite,

limestone, and other rocks, together with
epidiorites,
chioritic schists, horn blende-schists, and other allied varie
ties which probably mark sills, lava-sheets or beds of tuff,
The total thickness of
intercalated among the sediments.
this assemblage of rocks must amount to many thousand
feet.
Some of its members are so persistent as to form rec
ognizable horizons, and to afford a basis for some approxi
In
mation to a stratigraphical arrangement of the whole.
Perthshire, for example, the following groups in descending
order have been mapped by the Geological Survey:
Dark schist and limestone (Blair Atliol).
Quartzite (Ben-y-Gloe).
Graphite-schist.
On
Calcareous sericite-schist, and sericite-schist with bands of quartzite.
and
hornblende-schist.
this horizon occurs a great mass of epidiorite
Garnetiferous mica-schist and schistose pebbly grits.
Limestones (Loch Tay). Hornblende-schists occur above and below this
horizon.

Garnetiferous mica-schists, schistose grits, with pebbly bands and thick
bands of "green schists." Uornblondic sills begin to appear in this
group.
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Massive grits with scliists and conglomerate containing pebbles sometimes
as large as a pigeon's egg. (Ben Lodi, Loch Achray, etc.).
Zone of slates (Aberfoyle).

Pebbly graywacke and grit with black shales and limestone below (Pass
of Leny).
The Loch Tay Limestone has now been traced completely
across the country from the Moray Firth through the Gram.
pian Mountains to the west of Argyllshire, and some of the

other zones have been followed for many miles.
The meta
morphosed condition of the rocks varies considerably, not
only according to their composition, but even along the line
of strike of the same group.
On the whole the alteration
appears to be most intense in the Central Highlands, and to

become less as the rocks recede from that area toward the
northeast and southwest.
One of the most singular and in
structive instances of this variation is that which has recently
been mapped by J. B. Hill of the Geological Survey in the
district of Loch Awe.
A series of grits, phyllites, and lime.
stones, resembling ordinary PalEeozoic sediments, has there

been followed by him nortbeastward, and
pass along the strike into the thoroughly
of the Central Highlands.
Mr. Barrow
Survey has found the metamorphism in

has been found to
crystalline schists
of the Geological
Porfarshire to

be

probably connected with the protrusion of large bodies of
After
granite which often passes into a variety of gneiss.
the great terrestrial movements by which the rocks were

folded and metamorphosed, large bodies of eruptive mate
rial, notably granite, invaded the schists and produced ex
tensive metamorphism, as already stated (p. 1040).
The
change is most intense near the granite, where sillimanite
imbedded in quartz is a conspicuous mineral in the schists.
A little further away comes a band in which kyanite is often
abundant, while at a still greater distance the predominant
mineral is staurolite.

These

three successive zones of con
can be found passing through the same
tact-metamorphism
band of aluminous schistose material as it recedes from the

eruptive rock.
At present no definite opinion can be expressed as to the
stratigraphical position of this important group of metamot'
phic rocks, which forms the greater part of the Highlands
of Scotland.
On the one hami, it is conceivable that they
all
be
may
pre-Torriclonian.
They may be of the age of the
Lnch Maree limestones and mica-schists above referred to
(p. 1.176); or they may represent some part of the vast inter-
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val denoted by the unconformability between the Lewisian
gneiss and the Torridon sandstone; or again they may pos
sibly include that sandstone and the sedimentary deposits
which conformably succeeded it, and which are absent in the
Northwest Highlands.
On the other hand, they may in
clude, as Murchison believed, representatives of the
quart
zites and limestones of Durness, and even of later sedimen
tary formations which may have succeeded these strata, but
of which, as we now know, no trace remains in the North
west Highlands."'
It is thus still an open question whether

the metamorphic rocks which constitute the main part of the
Scottish Highlands are of pre-Cambrian or of Cambrian, or

even possibly in part of Silurian age.
They are not confined
to Scotland, but spread over many hundreds of square miles
in the north and west of Ireland.
As it is convenient to
avoid periphrasis by having a short name to designate so
important a series of rocks, I have proposed to call them

provisionally D a 1 r a d i a n, after the old Celtic kingdom of
Dairiada, which, originally fixed in the north of Ireland, sub
sequently extended into the southwest of Scotland, and
finally gave the name of Scotland to the kingdom which
I have little doubt, however, that
bears that
appellation.""
before long it will be possible to make out satisfactorily the
structure of the central and southern Highlands, and to show

the presence and areas of Lewisian, Torridonian, Cambrian,
and even Lower Silurian rocks in that region.
In the north and west of I r e 1 a n d crystalline schists
and eruptive rocks cover a large area; but as the rocks
which unconformably overlie them are not o
higher an

Old Bed. Sandstone there
tiquity than the Carboniferous and
is no absolute proof in that country of their pre-Cambrian
There cannot, however, be any doubt that it is the
age.
Dairadian series of limestones, quartzites, phyllites, mica
and other crystalline rocks,
epidiorites, granites,
which crosses from Scotland and spreads across the northern
The Irish development of
and western counties of Ireland.
these rocks is similar to their grouping in Scotland, some
schist,

of the bands of quartzite, conglomerate, limestone, phyllite,
and mica-schist being probably continuations of similar
88

and igneous
Along the Highland border the remarkable band of charts
the
rocks referred to on p. 1040 may not improbably show
presence there of the
radiolarian cherts and volcanic zone at the base of the Lower Silurian series
of the Southern Uplands.
84 Presidential Address, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891, p. '15.
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bands on the Scottish mainland and in the islands of Ar,
But there are also scattered areas of coarsely
gylishire."
banded gneisses which present the closest resemblance to

The best areas for
parts of the Lewisian gneiss of Scotland.
the study of these rocks lie near Pettigoe and Ballyshannon
in the
(onega1), from Erris Head to Blacksod Point (Mayo),
lieve Gamph or Ox Mountains stretching from Castlebar

beyond Sligo to Manor Hamilton, and in the western part of
The relations of the Dairadian series
the County of Galway.
to the gneisses and granitoid rocks have not yet been accu
But there 'is reason to believe that the
rately determined.
former rests with a violent unconformability upon the latter.
Near Castlebar, Mr. A. M'llenry, of the Geological Survey,
has recently found at the base of the Dairadian schists a
coarse conglomerate made up largely of fragments of the

gneisses and granites on which it rests.
In England and Wales many isolated areas have
been described as pre-Cambrian on evidence which, as al
The areas
ready stated, cannot be considered satisfactory.
where in my opinion the most satisfactory evidence of pre
Cambrian rocks can. be produced are Anglesey, the Caer
Of
Caradoc and Longmynd area and the Malvern Hills.
these areas by much the most important is the first named.
In Anglesey the Olenellus-zone has not been discovered, but
the fossils found indicate Tromadoc and possibly even Mene
vian horizons in the Lower Cambrian series." The basement
strata are conglomerates, and they evidently lie with a
marked unconformability on certain crystalline schistose
It was the belief of Sir A. 0. Ramsay that the lat
rocks.
ter were metamorphosed portions of the Cambrian !stern,
and they were so represented on the Geological Survey
But a re-exaiñination of the ground leads to the
maps.
conclusion that they had acquired their present crystalline
characters before the Cambrian strata were laid down upon
them; and as these strata belong to a low part, if not the
35 The fullest account of these Irish metamorphic rocks will be found in the
Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland; see especially those on Sheets
1, 2, 5, 6 and 11 (Inishowon, Co. Donegal); 3, 4, 5, 9. 10, 11, 15 and 1( (N.W.
and Central Donegal); 22, 23, O and 31 (S.W. Donegal): 31 anti 32 (S.E. Done
25(i; Callavay,
gal). See also Tiarkxiess, Quart. Journ. Gout. Soc. xvii. 1861, p.
op. cit. xli. 1885, p. 221.
81 There is now a voluminous literature on this su)4cc; only some of the
more important papers will b' hero cited.
: Prof. lit .rhe,
Qturt. .IourlI. (k,ol. Soc. xxxvi. 1880. p. 2307; xxxviii.
1'4M!. p. i';.
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base, of the Cambrian system, it becomes manifest that the
schists must be of
pre-Cambrian age.28
Two groups of schistose rocks, which differ
considerably
in petrographical characters, have been detected in
Angle
One of these, consisting mainly of coarse oneisses,
sey.
abounding in hornblende, garnets, and brown mica, and
with coarse pegmatite veins, presents a close resemblance
to portions of the Lewisian series of N.W. Scotland.
The
other group occupies a much
area,
and
is
larger
composed of
chioritic
schists,
and
flaggy
green
purple phyllites or slates,
quartzite, grit, and other more or less recognizably elastic
rocks.
The resemblance of these masses to the Dairadian
series of Scotland and Ireland is
The quartzites
striking.
of Holyhead contain annelid burrows.
The exact strati

graphical relations of the two crystalline groups to each
other have not yet been satisfactorily determined.
There
was probably an original unconformability between them,
like that referred to as occurring in the west of
Mayo." It
be
as
a
well-established
fact
in
British
Geol
may
regarded
that
in
the
Cambrian
there
existed
at
least
ogy
early
period
one tract of old crystalline rocks above water in the north
west of Wales.
On the borders of Shropshire and Wales a
ridge of an
cient rocks rises up from under Silurian strata which lie
upon
it unconformably.
Part of this ridge consists of eruptive
material which was formerly believed to be of later date
than the sedimentary rocks immediately around.
But the
main portion of the high ground is formed of a thick series
of eviaently very old grits, slates, and other elastic
deposits,
which, though hardly any trace of organic remains had been
found in them, were assigned to the Cambrian system.
More
recent researches, however, have shown the presence of the
Olenellus-zone in this district at the base of a group of strata
which are thus definitely proved to be lower Cambrian."

88 Prof.
Hughes, op. cit. xxxiv. 1878, p. 137, xxxv. 1819, p. 682; Brit.
Assoc. 1881, Sects. p. 643; Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. iii. pp. 67, 69, 341. Prof.
Bouuoy, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxxv. 1879, pp. 300,'321; Geol. Mag. 1880,
Dr. Hicks, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxxiv. 1878, p. 147; xxxv. 1879,
p. 125.
Geol.
p. 295;
Mag. 1879, pp. 4.33, 528. Dr. Callaway, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.
xxxvii. 1881, p. 210, xl. 1884, p. 567.
Prof. J. F. Blake, op. cit. xliv. 1888, p.
463; Brit. Assoc. 1888 (Report on Microscopic Structure of Anglesey Rocks).
39
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891, Address, p. 82. Mr. Blake has pro.
posed the name of "Monian System" for the pro-Cambrian rocks of Anglesey.
In the Address just quoted I have given reasons for my inability to adopt this
term.
40
Lapworth, Geol. Mag. 1888, p. 484.
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From this important horizon, it is possible to work backward
and to show that underlying these basement parts of the
Cambrian system a remarkable group of igneous rocks comes
to the surface.
The investigations of Mr. Aliport and Dr.

Callaway have shown that these rocks include both lavas
and fragmental ejections varying from coarse breccias to fine
tuffs.
The lavas are generally felsitic in character, showing
true rhyolitic structures, but there occur also bands of c1it"
base which may possibly be sills.
There is thus clear evi
dence of a copious ejection of volcanic materials in this part
of England before the oldest Cambrian formations were laid
down.4'
Though the evidence is not perhaps conclusive, it seems

to point to an unconformability between the base of the
Cambrian system and this volcanic group, which would thus
The relation of the vol
probably be of pre-Cambrian date.
canic masses to the great thickness of ancient sedimentary
strata constituting the Longmynd ridge has not yet been sat
isfactorily determined, though there are indications that the

volcanic group lies at the bottom.
110.
Dr. Callaway has
the name Uriconian for that group, and Longmyntylimn
Posed
(or the thick series of sedimentary strata lying to the west
ward.

Those names may be provisionally, accepted.
The
Longm.yndian rocks have generally been assigned to the
Cambrian system, and they may possibly still be shown to
The Uriconian
belong to that part of the geological record.

volcanic group, however, is probably pre-Cambrian.
in other parts of England and Wales isolated areas have
been described as containing pre-Oauibrian rocks.
Of these

the district of St. David's in Pembrokeshire has attracted
the largest share o attention, chiefly through the labors of
Dr. Henry Hicks, who in that small area has endeavored to
establish the existence of three distinct pre-Cambrian forma
tions.

At

the

base, under the name of "Dimetian," he
places what he considers to be granitoid and gneissie rocks
with bands
impure limestone or dolomite, schists and
dolerite.
Above these he distinguishes as "Arvonian" a

group composed essentially of rhyolitic feistones, hreeeis,
and tuffs, marking volcanic
eruptions of an acid type, while
at the top he describes, by the designation ''Pebidian," a
' S.
C. Caliuwiy.
&llport., Quart. .Tonrn. Cent. Son. xxxiii. 18'?7. p. 449.
Op. Cit. xxxiii. p. (U32, xxxiv. 1878. p. '154.. xxxv. 1879, p. 643, xxxviii. 1.S2,
p. 119, xiii. 188(, p. "li , xlvii. 1591, p. 109 (,'Vol. Mug. 1,481. p. 3.15 ; 188.1, p.
362; 1885, p. 260.
J. F. Blake, Quart. Jourit. Geol.Soc. xlvi. 1890, p. 386.
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of

tuffs and. slates.42
After a careful study of the
ground I came to the conclusion that there is no trace of
I regard the so-called
pre-Cambrian rocks at St. David's.
&Dimetian
rocks;
the

as

a

granite which has invaded the Cambrian
"Arvonian" includes the quartz-porphyries
which appear as apophyses of the granite; while the "Pebi
dian"is an interesting group of basic lavas and tuffs which
form here the lowest visible
part of the Cambrian system
to
at
1212,
A similar group of breccias
(referred
1213).
pp.
and tuffs underlies the Cambrian slates of Lianberis, and has
likewise been claimed as pre-Cambrian, but it can be shown
to pass up continuously into the Cambrian strata.
In the
Malvern

Hills a core of gneissose and schistose rocks is
doubtless of pre-Cambrian age, fragments derived from it
being found at the base of the overlying unconformable
Cambrian strata."
From the plains of Leicestershire rises
an insular area of rocky hills (Charnwood Forest) composed
of slates, tuffs, and various crystalline rocks, which by the

Geological Survey have been colored as altered Cambrian.
Messrs. Botmey and Hill, who have fully described these
rocks, regard them as of pre-Cambrian date, and show to
what a large extent they are composed of volcanic agglomer
ates and tuffs.'"

No conclusive evidence, however, has been

adduced that these rocks are pre-Cambrian.
The slates re
semble some of the Cambrian slates of Wales, and the vol
may be compared with those which in that
Another
principality lie at the base of the Cambrian system.
protuberance of ancient rocks rises in Central England from
In this in
beneath the coal-field of eastern Warwickshire.
stance a definite age can be assigned to one portion of the
canic

rocks

Beneath
rocks, for they contain Upper Cambrian fossils."
these strata, and apparently in conformable sequence with
The occurrence
them, lies a well-marked volcanic group.

42 Quart. Journ. Gaol. Soc. xxxi. 1875, p. 167, xxxiii. 1871, p. 229, xxxiv.
1878, p. 153, xxxv. 1879, p. 28, xl. 1884, p. 507.
My account of the so-called
David's
.will
be
found
in
Journ. Gaol. Soc. xxxix.
Cambrian
rocks
of
St.
Quart.
pie.
1883, p. 261. Prof. Lloyd Morgan has since confirmed my main conclusions, op.
cit. xlvi. 1890, p. 241.
Compare also J. F. Blake, op. cit. xl. 1884, p. 294.
43 S.
Phillips, "Geology of the Malvern Hills," Mom. Geol. Surv. ii. part
1; loll, Quart. Journ. Gaol. Soc. xxi. p. 72; Rutley, op. cit. xliii. 1887, p. 481;
Cullaway, p. 525, op. cit. xlv. 1889, p. 415.
4-1 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxxiii. 1877, p. 154, xxxiv. 1878, p. 199, xxxvi.
1880, p. 337, x1vii. 1891, p. 78.
41
Lapworth, Gaol. Mag. 188G, p. 321; P. H. Wailer, op. cit. p. 323; Rutley,
p. 551.
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of this group in the position which it occupies affords sup
port to the belief that the volcanic rocks elsewhere conjec
tured

to

system.
tive and

be pre-Cambrian really belong to the Cambrian
At the Lizard Point in Cornwall a series of erup
schistose

rocks occurs, the true relations of which
have not yet been fixed.
They may be pre-Cambrian.
They include coarse gneisses which rise as islets near the
coast.

On the continent of Europe numerous isolated areas of
schists and other ancient rocks have been assigned to a pre
Cambrian or Archioan series.
In the older descriptions of
these tracts an order of succession was often given, the folia
tion being assumed to represent consecutive layers of deposi
tion.
But we now know that, in the great majority of cases,
the foliation is entirely independent of original structure, so
that the former attempts to establish a stratigraphical order
among the gneisses and schists, and to compare that order
in different countries, cannot be accepted.
All that can be
is
here
to
a
of
the
attempted
summary
give
general charac
ters of the most ancient rocks of each region referred to.
Scandinavia

exhibits

the

largest continuous tract of pre
Cambrian rocks in Europe."
A1thouh these rocks have
been more or less minutely examined tiroug1iout the whole
extent of the peninsula, and have been described in many
and memoirs, the published descriptions of them,
though often excellent from the lithological point of view,
were almost entirely written before the recent revolution in
papers

41 In the older literature consult Keilhau, 'Gaea
Norvegica," iii. 1850.
over
dot
Christiania,
1879 (trans
Kjerulf, "Udsigt
Sydlige Norgos Geologi,"
lated into German by G-url.t, and published by Cohen, Bonn, 1880). A. E. Tome
bohm, "Die Schwedisehen Uochgebirge," Schwed. Akad. Stockholm, 1813.
"Das Urterritorium Schwedens," Neuos Jahrb. 1874, p. 131. Karl Petterse.u,
"Geologiske Undersogelser inden Tromsö Amt," etc., Norsko Vidouskab. Skrift,
vi. 44; vii. 261.
For more recent work see Reusch's important monograph on
the fossiliferous crystalline schists of Bergen, quoted on p. 1031, also his instruc
tive essay "BOmrnelöeu og KarmOen, " 1888; his papers iu the "Aarbog for
1891" of the Geological Survey of Norway (Norgos Geologiske UridorsOgc1o);
his "Goologiske Iagttagelser fra Trondhjema Stilt," Oltristiania videiisk, seisk.
forhandl. 1891; and his paper on crystalline schists of Western Norway, Compt.
Rend. Congrs Geol. Internat. 1888, 1891, p. 192.
T. DablI. 0. A. Corneliussen
and H. Reuseli, "Det nordlige Norges geologi," Norges Ucolog.
UndorsUg. 1892;
C. H. Homan, "Seihu," Norges Geolog. UudorsOg. 1890; and TOruebohni, Na
ture, 1888, p. 127.
It is to be hoped that Prof. BrOgger may be able to attack
the problem of the schistose rocks o Norway, and that we may have from hini
such a detailed study of them as he has given us in his memoirs on the Chris
tiania district.
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te

views of geologists
regarding metamorphism., and are
therefore without that
knowledge of the true meaning of
structural characters and that detailed
study of the tectonic
relations of the rocks which the
present condition of the
science demands.
There can be no doubt that the older
crystalline rocks of Scandinavia are a prolongation of those
which further to the southwet rise out of the Atlantic in
the Highlands of Scotland and the hills of the north and
west of Ireland.
And there seems
every probability that
the broad features of
structure
which have been
geological
ascertained to prevail in the British area will be found to
euu also into Norway and
wecten.'
Wide tracts of western Norway consist of coarse banded

gneisses (Grundfjeldet, Urberget), which present the closest
resemblance to the Lewisian series of Sutherland and Ross,
but with a wider range of
petrographical diversity.
They'
include red and gray gneisses, banded and streaked
granu
lites,
cord ieri.te-gneiss,
epidote-gneiss,
granites, syenites,
gabbros, diorites, labradorite-rocks, garnet-rocks, amphib
olites, peridotites, serpentines, etc.
The general assem
blage of these rocks suggests that they represent a complex
series of acid and basic eruptive masses.
With them is inti
associated
another group of rocks, of which
mately
conspicu
ous members are qnartzite, limestone, mica-schist,
quartz
schist, and others which point with more or less clearness to
a sedimentary origin.
This group is usually quite
crystal
line, and is certainly older than some
portions of the gneisses
which can be seen to pierce it.
It contains, however, bands
of amphibolite, which may
represent sills intruded between
its component layers.
Thus at Rukedal (Southern Norway)
a mass, 3900 feet thick, of quartzite, quartz-schist, and inter
bedded seams of hornblende-schist, lies upon a
group of
born blend e-sehists and gray gneiss traversed
by abundant
Thin bands of limestone occasionally occur
granite veins.
in the gneiss, as near Christiansand, where they have
yielded
many minerals, especially vesuvianite, coccolite, scapohte,
phiogopite, chondrodite, and black spinel.
Apatite with
titaniferous
iron,
hematite,
and
other
ores forms
magnetite,
a marked feature of the
Norwegian. pre-Cambrian series.
The most important mineral masses n an industrial sense
'

As the result; of two journeys in Norway from Bergen to Hammerfest I
was convinced of this general parallelism, but the determination of the detailed
stratigraphy of the country will be a task of incredible labor demanding from
the Scandinavian geologists many years of patient application.
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are thick beds and. lenticular masses of iron-ore (Dannemora,
Filipstad, etc.).
Of obviously

later date than the coarse gneisses with
their accompaniments is another series of crystalline schists
which spreads over vast tracts of country in Scandinavia.
mica-sehists, phyllites, quartz-schists,
Among these rocks
are con
clay-slates, quartzites, and schistose conglomerates
of the whole
a
spicuous, and indicate that
large. proportion
But there are also
mass is probably of elastic orign.
schists, amphibolites,
included chloride and hornblende
rocks which were probably of
gneisses, and. many other
sills or thrown out
eruptive orign, whether injected as
the schists
sedimentation o
contemporaneously with the
In many respects this important series
as tuffs and lavas.
of schists bears a close resemblance to the "younger gneiss"
But its actual stratig
and Dairadian rocks of Scotland.
elucidated.
That some
raphy has not yet been accurately
seems sufficiently prob
portion of it may, be pre-Cambrian
But its true relations are complicated by the dis
able.
in some portions of the series
covery of Silurian fossils
and by the ajparent gradation of comparatively unaltered
fossiliferous Silurian strata into the schistose condition.
Dr. Hans Reuseh of. the Geological Survey of Norway has

that among the crystalline schists to the south of
01' phyllite with layers and
Bergen bands of fine mica-schist
nodules of limestone contain fossils probably of Upper Silu
48
rian age.
I have had an opportunity of visiting the dis
trict described by him, have collected fossils from all the
localities which he enumerates, and can entirely confirm
the account which he gives of the thoroughly metamorphic
character of the rocks among which the fossiliferous bands
occur.
The phyllites are intercalated among
0 white quartschists, horublendie and
quartzite conglomerates, green
But for the occurrence of
actinolitic schists and gneisses.
the fossils, a geologist would naturally class the rocks as
But the corals, graptolites,
probably of pre-Cambrian age.
and other organic remains make it quite certain that the
their
crystalline Mists in which they occur underwent
not earlier than some part of the
great metamorphism
It will be an extremely difficult
Upper Silurian period.
and laborious task to disentangle the complications of these
shown

"Silurfossiler og pressede Konglomerater i Dorgeil8Bkifrone,"1882; trans
lated into German by R. Baldauf with the title "Die fossilien-führeuden krystal
liniacien Seluefer Yon Bergen," Leipzig, 183.
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Norwegian rocks, and to determine which are of pre-Cam
brian and which of Palaeozoic age.
Dr. Reusch, summing
up what is known regarding the distribution of fossils
among these strata, believes that a more or less continuous
belt of Cambrian and Silurian rocks, usually in an extremely
metamorphosed condition, can be traced along the axis of
the Scandinavian peninsula from near
Stavanger to the
North Cape.""
That in this region there were gigantic ter
restrial movements with concomitant faults, over-thrusts
and metamorphism after Lower Silurian times, is
abundantly
evident.
In southern Norway and in Sweden enormous
masses of crystalline sehists actually overlie the oldest fog.
siliferous rocks, as will be described in later pages.
In the east and south of Norway a thick mass of reddish
and grayish feispathic sandstone, known there as Sparag
mite, intervenes between the oldest gneisses (Urbe.rget
and the base of the Cambrian series.
It is associated with
quartzite and shales, and sometimes becomes strongly con.

It recalls the Torridon sandstone of Scotland.
glomeratic.
Probably a large mass of strata, belonging to distinct geo
graphical periods, has been grouped together under the
common name of sparagmite.
The older sparagmite which
the
underlies
Olenellus-zone is probably pre-Cambrian.
In
western

and

northern

Norway, where the crushing and
metamorphism have been so intense, the sparagmite is not
recognizable, though it may in an altered condition extend
through these regions.
In southern and central Sweden three or four groups of
stratified formations, attaining a united thickness of many

thousand feet, have been recognized as intermediate between
the old gneiss and the lowest portions of the Cambrian
Their relations to each other have not been very
system.

satisfactorily determined, some of them having only a local
They are distinguished by the following
development.
names:

-

Visingsö group.-Sandstones, red and green shales, limestone and con300 metres.
glomerates.
Visiugso on Lake Wettern.
Almesakra group (near Lake Wettern) and Data Sandstone.-Red and white
sandsioucs and quartzites, sparagrnite, red shales and rarely limestone.
The Data Sandstone is believed by Törnebohm to spread over an area
of '1150 square kilometre. It attains a thickness of sometimes nearly
900 metres, and contains in the south two well-marked sheets of
diabase.

49 See his sketch-map of Norway and Finland (Geologisk Kart over de Skan
diuaviske Lande og Finland). Christiania, 1890.
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Dalsland group.-Seen in Dalsland only, and composed of an upper group
of shales or slates lying on a quartzite series, below which lies a lower
Bhaly series followed by a thick group of sandstones and coarse con
The total thickness according to Törnebohm is 1900
glomerates.
metres.
Central Europe.-From Scandinavia, a great series of crys
talline schists presumed to be pre-Cambrian ranges through
Finland"' into the northwest of Russia, reappearing in the
northeast of that vast empire in Petchora Land down to
the White Sea, and rising in the nucleus of the chain of the
In
south in Podolia.
Central Europe, similar rocks appear as islands in the midst
of more recent formations.
Among the Oarpathian Moun
Westward of
tains, they protrude at a number of points.
the central portion of the Alpine chain, they rise in a more
Ural

Mountains,

and

still further

continuous belt, and show numerous mineralogical varieties,
including gneiss, mica-schist, and many other schists, as
well as limestone and serpentine.
Some of these rocks are

certainly altered sedimentary deposits, others are probably
The protogine of the Alps has been
crushed igneous rocks.
shown by Michel-Lvy to be intrusive.
It behaves to the
surrounding schists as some parts of the Laurentian gneiss
of Canada do to the schists next to that rock.
Pre-Cambrian rocks rise to the surface in a number of
detached areas in France, particularly in Brittany, the
Cotentin,

the central

plateau, Morvan, Cevenues, the Pyr
enees, the Dauphiny Alps, and the Vosges.
In Brittany
they have recently been carefully studied by Dr. Barrois,
who describes them as largely composed of mica-schists,
passing often into gneiss and into quartzite, and including
chlorite-schists, amphibolites, talcose and sericitic schists,
Extensive masses
serpentines, eclogites, and pyroxenites.
of granitoid and granulitic
neisses with mica-schists, am
phibolites and other crystalline rocks form the foundation
of the great central plateau of France.
In Brittany, in the
central plateau, as well as in other regions of France, thick
masses of slates and

phyllites occur which by some writers
have been placed in the pre-Cambrian series.
In the Coten.
60 The
petrographical characters of the vast area of ancient gneiss in Finland
are now being carefufly mapped and described by the Geological Survey of that
Each sheet of the map, of which twenty-one
country under K. A. Moberg.
have been published up to the present time (July. 1893), is accompanied by an
explanatory pamphlet,
1 Arni. Soc. GooL Nord, x. xiv. xvi.
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tin

they are represented by the "Phyllades de St. Lô"
a thick series of hard lustrous slates or
phyllites, among
which tracks of annelids (?) have been found.
By other
geologists, however, these rocks are placed in the Cambrian
system.
A large area of ancient crystalline schists extends south.
ward from Dresden through Bavaria and Bohemia
between the valley of the Danube and the headwaters of

the Elbe.

Two well-marked groups have been recognized
(a) red gneiss, containing pink orthoclase and a little white
potash-mica, covered by (b) gray gneiss, containing white or
gray feispar, and abundant dark magnesia-mica. According
to Gumbel the former
him the Bojan gneiss) may
(called. by
be traced as a distinct formaton associated with granite, but
with very few other kinds of crystalline or schistose rocks,
while the latter (termed the Hercynian gneiss) consists of
gneiss with abundant iuterstratifications of many other
schistose rocks, graphitic limestone, and serpentine.
The
ilercynian gneiss is overlain by mica-schists,. above which
comes a vast mass of argillaceous schists and shales.
In
Bohemia, these overlying crystalline clay-slates and schists
("Etage A" of Barrancle) graduate upward. into undoubted
elastic rocks known as the Pribram Shales, unconformably

over which come conglomerates and sandstones lying at the
base of the fossiliferous series."
The same gradation occurs
around the granulite tract of Saxony, where the outer

schists may be merely metamorphosed Palaeozoic sedimen
tary rocks.
In the central Pyrenees pre-Cambrian granites, with
associated well-stratified masses of gneiss, mica-schist, lime
stone, etc., are said to occur, but possibly some at least of
In Asturias and
these rocks are altered Cambrian slates."
Gallicia, Barrois has investigated a great series of sehists
into two
regarded by him as pre-Cambrian, and divisible

52 For descriptions of the pro-Cambrian rocks of S a x o n y see Credner,
Zeitscb. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. 1877, p. '157; explanations accompanying the
sheets of the Geological Survey Map of Saxony, particularly sections Gerings
waldo, Geyer, Glaucliau, Hohenstein, Penig, RochuiLz, Schwurzenberg, Wald
Bavaria and Bohemia: Gümbel, "Geognostiache
heim, Wiesen Utah
des
Beschreibung
Ostbayerischen Grenzebirges," Gotlia, 1868; Jokely, Jahr.
Geol. Roichsanstalt, vi. p. 355; viii. pp. 1, 516; Kalkowsky, "Die Grkeissfor
mation des Eulengebirges" (Habiitationschrift), Leipzig, 1878; Neues. Jahrb.
1880 (i.) p. 29. F. Katzer, "Geologie von Böhmen," 1892.
63 Lelimaun, "Entstohung dor altkrystallinischen Schiefergesteine," 1884.
Garrigou, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, i. 1873, p. 418.
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roups-a lower, composed essentially of micasch'ists,"natif an upper, consisting
ZD of green chloritous, amtalcose or micaceous schists, with subordinate
thibolitic,
ands of quartzite, serpentine, and cipoline.
IM

ort

It

pre-Cambrian rocks,
estimated
at more than 2,000,000
which cover
Ocean southward to the great
square miles, from the Arctic
lakes, have been studied in detail for a longer period than
America.-In

North
an area

America

the

those of any other region, and in many respects they may
serve as the type with which those of other parts of the
and
They were first mapped
globe may be compared.
described by Logan and Murray in Canada, and were
The
divided by these observers into two distinct divisions.
lower of these, named Laurentian from its extensive devel
mountains, was described as
opment among the Laurentide
banded feispathic,
consisting chiefly of coarse red, gray, and
hornblencl.ic, micaceous, and pyroxenic gneisses with peg.
The upper group,
matites, and included zones of limestone.
called iluronian from its exposures in the Lake Huron dis
trict, was recognized as being composed mainly of quart.
zites, felsites, diorites, diahases, syenites, various coarse and
fine fragmental volcanic rocks (agglomerates and tuffs),
materials that passed into
clay-slates, and other bedded
the
schists.
Though the iluronian series was found along
line of junction to dip below the Laurentian, this position
was believed to be due to disturbance, no doubt being
entertained that the former series was the younger of the
two.
Since the days of these two great pioneers of American
pre-Cambrian geology the subject has been attacked by many
able observers.
The Geological Surveys of Canada and the
United States, as well as those of some of the States of the
Union, particularly Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,
have examined the rocks over many hundred square miles,
and have published voluminous reports concerning them.
Unfortunately, as many of the districts were worked out

independently, considerable variety of nomenclature and
At present it is hardly pos
diversity of view have arisen.
sible to reconcile these conflicting opinions, though there
can be little doubt that before long a general concurrence
will be arrived at regarding the main features of pre-Cam
The table on the
brian geology in this important region.
51 Ann. Soc. Geol. Nord, ii. 1882,
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next

page gives the subdivisions which appear to be best
established in the Lake Superior and. Lake Huron terri
56
tory.
According to the general consensus of opinion among the
present geologists of the United States and of Canada, the
pre-Cambrian rocks of those countries may be divided into
two great series.
At the base lies a vast mass of gneisses,
schists, and. eruptive rooks, which, known as the "Funda
mental Complex," is regarded. as the oldest of the whole.
Above this ancient series comes another enormous succes
sion of rocks comprised under the
general name of "Algon.
kian," but consisting of several distinct formations,
sepa
rated from each other by unconformabilities, as shown here
in the table."
° In
compiling this table I have been indebted to Mr. 0. R. van Rise of the
United States Geological Survey for information kindly supplied by him, also to
his paper in the Amer. Journ. Sci. and to Mr. Lawson's "Report on the Rainy
Lake Region" in the Annual Report of the Canadian Geological Survey for
1887.
" Out of the
large amount of literature which has grown up concerning the
rocks
of North America the following works may be cited:-W. E.
pre-Cambrian
of
Canada," 1863; Annual Reports of the Geological Survey
Logan, "Geology
of Canada, particularly Mr. Lawson's Report on Rainy Lake above cited; Geo
logical and Natural History Survey of Minnesota, vol. ii. Geology, by N. H.
Winchell and W. Upham, 1888, and Annual Reports for 1887, 1888, 1891; Geo
logical Survey of Wisconsin, Final Reports, vols. i. ii. iii. iv. by T. C. Chamber
un, R. D. Irving, 0. E. Wright, E. T. Sweet, T. B. Brooks, etc.; Geological
Survey of Michigan, 1873 (T. B. Brooks), 1881, vol. iv. (C. Rominger), 1891-92,
containing a sketch of the geology of the iron, gold and copper districts by M.
E. Wadsworth; Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, summary volume on
Archaan Rocks by J. P. Lesley, 1892; Annual Reports of the United States
Geological Survey, especially the 5th and 7th, containing memoirs by Ft. D.
Irving, and the 10th containing a joint memoir by R. D. Irving and 0. R. van
Hiso, and monograph V., on the copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior by R.
D. Irving; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 23, T. C. Chamberlin and R. D. Irving;
A. C. Lawson, Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer. i. 1890, pp. 163, 175; A. Winchell, op.
cit. i. p. 351, ii. p. 85; N. H. Winchell, Proc. Amer. Assoc. xxxiii. 1885; J. D.
Whitney and M. B. Wadsworth, "The Azoic System," Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.
Harvard, 1884. 0. R. van Rise, Amer. Journ. Sci. xli. 1891, 117; R. Pumpelly
and 0. R. van Rise, op. cit. xliii. 1892, p. 224. The literature of American
pre-Cambrian geology has recently been exhaustively discussed by 0. Ft. van
Rise in Bull. U. S. Geol. Sury. No. 86, "Correlation Papers-Aroliwan and
Algonkian," 1892.
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TABLE OF THE SEQUENCE OF THE PRE-CAMBRIAN FORMATIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Keweenawan [Nipigon
of W. Ontario].

0

a
0
C)

Upper (original) Huronian [Animikie and
Upper Kaministiquia
of W. Ontario, mui
mikie and Upper Ver
milion of N. Minne
Mar
sota, Upper
of
quette
Michigan].
Lower IFuronian [Keewatiu, Lower Kauiin
istiquia, 0 n t a r i o,
Lower Vermilion of
N. Minnesota, Lower
Marquette, Feich.
Mountain iron-bear
ing series, Menomi
nee of Michigan].

Coutchiching.

Laurentian.
44

Detrital rocks derived in large measure from
the degradation of the volcanic series below
15,000 feet.
Sheets of basic and acid lavas, with interca
lated masses of sandstone and con,-,:lonier
ate, especially toward the tipper part. Said
to reach a thickness of :15,000 feet, or more
than 6 miles (?)
[Unconformability.]
Quartzites, carbonaceous and argillaceous
shales, slates, conglomerates aud ferru i
nons rocks with intrusive greenstones, at
least 12,000 feet. Traces of organisms
occur in this series.
[U neonformability.]
Lirnostones, q nartzites, phylli tes, slates, mli2a
schists, green chloride schists, schistose
conglomerates, jaspers, iron-ores, d iabase
and quartz-porphyry lavas, volcaule ag
glomerates and tuffs with acid and basic
intrusions. Probably more than 5000 feet.
[Uuconformability. }
Quartz-birn.ite mica-schists and fine gray
gneisses of remarkably uniform charac
ter, estimated by Lawson to be more than
20,000 feet thick in some placc, but else
where thinner and disappearing
Hornblende- grauites and syouites, coarse
gratiitic gueisses and biotite gneisscs, some
of which have been intruded into the
chists, and even into the
quartz-botito
base of the group above them.

Mr. Lawson, in his remarkable essay on the Geology of
the Rainy Lake region, has brought forward conclusive
proof that the Laureutian gneisses invade and alter his

Coutchiching schists, and even penetrate in some places
He believes that these
into his Keewatin series above.
of the basement or floor on
gneisses arose from the fusion
which the overlying formation rested, portions having been.
absorbed into the magma, and finally appearing with it as
More recently Messrs. Pumpelly and IT;ui use have
gneiss.
found on the north shore of Lake i-[uron clear evidence that
the base of the Lowtr llu.runiau rocks is harked by tt coarse
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conglomerate lying with a complete unconformability upon
and made up out of the schists,
granites, and pegmatites of
the fundamental complex.
India.-In

India,

the oldest known rocks are
gneisses
which underlie the most ancient Palaeozoic formations, and.
The older or Bundelkund
appear to belong to two periods.
gneiss is covered uneonformably by certain "transition" or
which, as they approach the
"submetamorphi&' rocks
younger gneiss, become altered and intersected by granitic
intrusions.
The younger or peninsular
gneiss is therefore
believed to be a metamorphic series unconformable to the
older gneiss.
In the western Himalayan chain there are
likewise two gneisses-.a central gneiss,
probably Archaan,
and an upper gneiss formed
by the metamorphism of older
Palaeozoic rocks into which it passes, and. which lie uncon
formably on the older gneiss and contain abundant frag
ments derived from it.5°
China.-Pre- Cambrian rocks are extensively
developed in
northern China, forming the fundamental masses round and

over which the later rocks have been laid down.
Accord
to
Richthofen, the oldest portions of the series are mica
ing
gneisses and gneiss-granites with hornblende-schists, mica
schists, etc., having an N.N.W. strike and steep inclination.
Apparently of later date are some chlorite-gneisses and
hornblende-gneisses with intercalations of mica-gneiss and
granulite, but without gneiss-granite, seen in north Tshili
and north Shansi, and marked
by a persistent W.S.W. and.
E.N.E. strike.
These rocks are succeeded unconformably
by .a great series of groups which may belong to distinct
periods.
They consist of mica-sehists, crystalline lime
stones,

black

quartzites, hornblende-schists, coarse con
With some of these groups
glomerates and green schists.
are associated granite, pegmatite,
and diorite.
The
syenite,
whole series underwent great plication and. denudation before
the deposition of the older Paheozoic formations (Sinisian).°°
Australasia-In the South Island of New Zealand the most
ancient Palaeozoic rocks are underlain by vast masses of
8 Amer. Journ. Sci. xliii. 1892,
p. 224.
69 Medlicott and BlanIord, "Manual of
Geology of India," pp. xviii. xxvi.
But there are younger Indian schistose rocks, from which those must be distin
In the Himalayan region there is a series of gneisses and schist8
guished.
below which lie comparatively unaltered beds of supra-Triassic age.
60 Richthofen, "China," ii. 1882.
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traceab 13 nearly continuously on
crystalline foliated rocks
The geological rela
the west side of the main watershed.
tions of these masses have not yet been satisfactorily defined,
and it does not appear to be established whether any portion
of them are undoubtedly pre-Cambrian.
They are divided
of which the lower consists
by Sir J. Hector into two series,
of gneiss, granite, etc., with. an overlying mass of hornblen
die, micaceous, and argillaceo us schists (probably metamor
consists of argillaceous
phosed Devonian); while the upper
slates and sehists, which are regarded as probably altered
in Canterbury there
Silurian or even. Carboniferous rocks."
is a central zone of micaceous, talcose, and graphitie schisis,
overlain by chlorite and hornblende-schists, and lastly by a
Crystalline schists
quartzitie zone interleaved with sehists.
and gneisses form the rugged mountainous ground of south
western Otago.
The centre of this province is occupied by
a broad band of gently inclined mica-seltists and slates.
These rocks are the main gohi-bearing series of Otago.G3
Australia, lar'e areas of granite and o crystalline
et been
schists occur, but their precise riations have not
worked out.
Some of these rocks have been described by
A. F. Murray, and others,
Selwyn, Ulricli, R. J. Jack, R.
as probably including metamorphosed Paheozole formations.
But there are not improbably portions of them referable to a
pre-Cambrian series.
In

PART II.

PAL.E0Z010

It has been shown in the foregoing pages that thougn the
stratified pre-Cambrian rocks are generally separated by an
unconformability from formations of later age, such

a break

does not always occur, and that in its absence no sharp line
of division can be clran by way of upward
Cambrian series.

limit to the pre

It is obvious that the physical conditions

of sedimentation underwent no universal interruption at the
close of pre-Cambrian time, that these conditions had already
been established long before the Cambrian period, and that
61 "Handbook of New Zealand,"
by J. Hector, M.D., Welliiigton, 1883.
HaaBi's "Geology of Canterbury," p. 252.
63 Hutton's
"Geology of Otago," p. 31.
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they were continued in some regions into that period with.
out a break.

Moreover, it has now been ascertained beyond

doubt that plant and animal life had already appeared upon
the earth during pre-Cambrian time.

Hence the term Paheo

zoic, or Primary, which has hitherto been used to denote the
older fossiliferous systems that terminate
base

of the

downward at the

Cambrian rocks is no longer strictly accurate,

unless it is extended so as to include the very oldest strata
in which organic remains have been found.

Geologists have

agreed to fix the base of the Cambrian system at the Olenel
lus-zone, already referred to.

It is quite evident, however,

that at any moment a new series of fossils may be discovered
below that horizon, and it will then be matter for considera
tion whether such a series
brian fauna

or

be made

should be included in the Cam.

the

paheontological

basis for the

designation of a still older geological system.

In the pres

ent meagre state of our knowledge regarding these ancient
rocks, it seems the most prudent course to take in the mean
time the platform of the Olenellus-zone, which has now been
recognized

in

many

of

parts

the

globe,

as

the

Cambrian

basement, and to fix there provisionally the downward limit
of the Pahoozoic
include all

series of systems.

That series will thus

the older sedimentary formations from the bot

torn of the Cambrian to the top of the Permian system.
strata

embraced

Paleozoic

under

the

comprehensive

of sandy

consist mainly

The

designation

of

and muddy sediments

with occasional intercalated zones or thick masses of lime
stone.
tively

They seem everywhere to bear witness to compara
shallow

water and

the

proximity of

land.

Their

sandstone, shale, conglomerate, and
frequent alternations of
other detrital

materials,

cracked surfaces,

their abundant

rippled

and

sun

marked often with burrows and trails of
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prevalent character of their organic

remains, show that they must generally have been deposited
in areas of slow subsidence, bordering continental or insular
masses of land.
served. in

From the character of the organisms pre

them, the Paheozoic rocks, as far as the present

evidence goes, may be grouped into two main divisions-an
older and a newer:-the former, or Silurian facies (from the
base of the Cambrian to the top of the Silurian system), dis
tinguished more especially by the abundance of its grapto
litic, trilobitic, and brachiopodous fauna, and by the absence
of

vertebrate

remains;

the latter,

or

Carboniferous

facies

(from the top of the Silurian to the top of the Permian sys
tem),

marked by the number and variety of its fishes and

amphibians, the disappearance of graptolites and trilobites,
and the abundance of its cryptogamic terrestrial flora.

Section i.

Cambrian
§1.

(Primordial

General

Characters

In those regions of the world
to

pre-Cambrian
rocks are

most

the

oldest

Silurian)

where the relations of the

unmetainorphosed

clearly exposed

and

Palaozoic

have been most care

fully studied, it is seldom that any conformable passage can
be traced between these two great rock-groups, though, as
already
occur.

stated,

occasional

examples

of

such

a

gradation

More usually a marked
uncouforinability and strong

lithological contrast

have been observed

between

the

two

series, the younger frequently
abounding in pebbles derived
from

the waste of the older.

Such a break points to the

lapse of a vast interval of time during which the pi'e-Cam
brian rocks, after
suffering much crumpling and metamor
phism, were ridged up into land and were then laid open to
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These changes seem to

have

been

more especially prevalent in the northern
part of the north
ern hemisphere.

At all events, there is evidence of exten

sive upheaval of land in the northwest of Europe and across
the northern tracts of North America and Northern China'
prior to the deposit of the earliest remaining portions of the
Palicozoic formations.

These strata,

indeed,

were derived

from the degradation of that northern land, the extent and.
height of which may be in some measure realized from the
enormous piles of sedimentary rock which have been formed
out of its waste.

To this day, much of the land in the boreal

tracts of the northern hemisphere still consists of pre-Cam
brian gneiss.
land was

We cannot affirm that the primeval northern

lofty; but, if it was

not, it must have been sub

jected to repeated renewals of elevation, to compensate for
the loss
provided

of

height which it suffered in the denudation that

material for

the

deep

masses

of Paheozoic sedi

mentary rock.
The earliest connected suite of deposits in the Palieozoio
series received the name "Cambrian" from Sedgwick, who
with great skill unravelled the stratigraphy of the most an.
cient sedimentary rocks of North Wales (Oambria).

When

the peculiar brachiopodous and trilobitic fauna of Murchi.
son's Silurian system was found to descend into these rocks,
the term Primordial Zone or Primordial Silurian was applied
to them by Barrande in Bohemia.

For many years, how

ever, they yielded so few fossils that their place as a distinct
section of the geological record was disputed.

Eventually

The vast erosion of the pre-Paleozoic land is nowhere more impressively
shown than in Northern China, where, as Richthofen has pointed out, the oldest
gneisses are surmounted by' thousands of feet of sedimentary material (Sinisian
formation), in the uppermost parts of which Primordial fossils are found.
"China," vol. ii.
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Bohemia;

and.

Hicks

others

in

provinces of Russia;

thew, Walcott, and others in Canada and

in

South

Scandinavia;
Ma

Billings,

the United States,

as well as various workers in other countries-such a distinc
tive fauna has been brought to light as serves to characterize
a series of deposits at the base of the Paleozoic formations.
This

assemblage

of

fossils,

Bari'ande's first or

Primordial

fauna, is now by common consent more commonly known
The use of the terms Cambrian and

as Cambrian.

Silurian

will be more fully referred to in later pages.
RocKs.-The rocks of the Cambrian system present con
siderable uniformity of lithological character over the globe.
They consist of gray and reddish grits or graywackes, quart
zies

and.

schists,

conglomerates,

and

sometimes

with
thick

shales,
masses

slates,
of

phyllites

limestone.

or

Their

false-bedding, ripple-marks, and sun-cracks indicate deposit
in shallow water and occasional exposure of littoral suraees
to desiccation.

Sir A. C. Ramsay suggested that the non

fossiliferous red strata may have been laid down in inland
basins, and he speculated upon the probability even of gla
cial action in Cambrian time in Britain.

As

might be ex

pected from their high antiquity, and consequent exposure
to the terrestrial changes of a long

succession of geological

periods, Cambrian rocks are usually much disturbed.

They

have often been thrown into plications, dislocated, placed on
end, cleaved, and

metamorphosed.

In Wales

they include

toward their base an interesting volcanic group consisting of
felsitic and diabase-tuffs, and olivine-diabase in interbedded

* Q. 3. Geol. Soc. xxvii. 1871,
p. 250; Proc. Roy. Soc. xxiii. 1874, p. 334;
Brit. Assoc. 1880, Presidential Address.
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through which eruptive acid rocks (quartz..felsites,

etc.) have risen.
LIFE.-Much interest necessarily

attaches to

Cambrian

fossils, for excepting the few and obscure organic remains
obtained from pre-Cambrian strata, they are the oldest as
of

semblage
only a

organisms

meagre

yet known.

representation

were once a living part.

of

the

They form

no

doubt

fauna of which they

One of the first reflections which

they suggest is that they present far too varied and highly
organized a suite of organisms to allow us for a moment to
suppose that they indicate the first fauna of our earth's sur
face.

Unquestionably they must have had a long series of

ancestors,

though

of

these

still

traces have yet been recovered.."

earlier forms

such

slight

Thus, at the very outset

of his study of stratigraphical geology, the observer is con
fronted
record.

a

with

proof of the imperfection of the geological

When he begins the examination of the Cambrian

fauna, so far as it has been preserved, he at once encounters
further evidence of imperfection.

Whole tribes of animals,

which almost certainly were represented in Cambrian seas,
have

entirely

have

been preserved belong to different

disappeared,

while

those

of

which

and

remains

widely sepa

rated divisions of invertebrate life.
The prevailing absence of limestones from the Cambrian
deposits of western Europe is accompanied by a failure of
the

forarninifera,

which abound in
cal series."

corals,
tEe

and

other

calcareous

organisms

limestones of the next great geologi

The character of the general sandy and muddy

Rich thofen has suggested that in China possibly some of the deep parts
of his "Sinisian" formation (which in its higher parts yields Primordial fossils)
may yet reveal traces of still older faunas.
In the Baltic basin some bands of limestone occur in the comparatively
In Scotland the Cambrian system includes some
thin series of Cambrian strata.
1500 feet of limestone.
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sediment must have determined the distribution of
the floor of
has

also

the Cambrian sea in that region, and doubtless

affected

organisms

life on

the

actually

extent

of

entombed.

the

final

preservation of

In North America, on the

other hand, where thick sheets of Cambrian limestone occur,
the

conditions of sedimentation have been far more favor

able for the preservation of organic forms; hence the known
Cambrian fauna of this region
exceeds

in

numerical

value

that of Europe
The plants of the Cam

'

/It
P

brian period have been scaice

"

ly at all preserved.

No vestige

of any land. plant of this age
has yet been detected.

That

the sea then possessed its sea
----

weeds, can hardly be doubted,

:-'-.'"
r,,
j'--.

r-

and various fucoicl-hke markins on slates and sandstones

I

(e.g.

the

fucoids

the

"fucoici-beds"

so-called

of

of

N.W.

Scotland and of the "fucoiFig. 330.-Olenellus (0. Callavel, restored by Lapwortli), the charac,c
teristic genus of the lowest Cam- dal sandstone"
brian strata (ab. ).
via) have been referred to the
vegetable
and others
have

been

kingdom.

genus Eop/i.yton

from Sweden,

from the Potsdam sandstone of North America,
described as

doubt, however,
tracks,

The

probably

that
of

of

There

plants.
these

worms,

various
others

seems

to

markings

are

merely

be

little

some

are

imitative

See G. J. linde, Geol. Mag. 1886, p. 337; the "fucoids" of the "fucoid
beds" of N.W. Scotland are undoubtedly worm-casts.
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wrinkles and markings of inorganic origin.'
tain

that

regarded
in

any of
as

an

them

are

undoubted

the Cambrian

truly plants.
organism

It is not cer

What

occurs

in

has

been

abundance

rocks of the southeast of Ireland, and is

named Oldha?nia (Fig. 338).

For many

years it

was

con-

Fig. 887.-Group of Cambrian Trilobites.9
1, Olenus impar, Salt. (enlarged); 2, Paradoxides David's, Salt.
8, Conocoryphe (?)
Williamsoni, Belt.; 4, Ellipsocephalus Hoffi, Schloth.; 5, Agnostus prinoeps, Salt.
(enlarged); 6, Microdiscus scu1ptus Hicks (enlarged); 7, Auostus Barlowii, Belt.
(enlarged); 8, Erinnys 'venulosa, Salt. 9, Plutonia SedgwickLi, Hicks; 10, Agnostus
cambrensis, Hicks (and enlarged); 11, Dike1ocephalus celticus, Salt.
sidered
referred

to
to

be a
the

sertularian

zoophyte,

calcareous algae; but

subsequently it was
its

true

grade seems

still uncertain.'
Among the

animal

organisms of the Cambrian rocks

6 See A. G. Nathorat's
essay, "Nouvelles observations sur des traces d' Ant
maux," etc., 4to, Stockholm, 1886.
D Where not otherwise stated the
figures are of the natural size.
Its claim to be considered organic has even been disputed, but from the
manner in which it occurs on successive thin 1amini of deposit I cannot doubt
that it is really of organic origin.
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the most lowly forms yet detected are hexactinellid sponges,
Frotospongia8 (Fig. 338),

The

Tracltyum.

Leiptornytus,

hy

drozoa appear in the earliest forms of the tribe of graptolites
which played such an important part in Silurian time.

Of

the Cambrian types, Dietyograptus (Dictyonema) is one of the
most characteristic fossils of the primordial zone of Scandi
and other forms

navia,

are doubtfully referred

Clirnacograp tus and. Dactyloidiltes.

graptus,

to Pliyllu

Casts which are

mud of the
by meduse on the soft

regarded as those left

sea-shore have been noticed. in Scandinavia.

The Actinozoa

occur in a number of early types of

of the Cambrian period

corals referred to Arclbceocyathus,1° Eth'inophyllum and Spiro
cyathus.

The

Echinoderinata are

(Deudrocr'inus),
stites), and

cystideans

star-fishes

represented

Fig.

erluolLis

338,

Fig.

(.Protocystites,

(Palwasteiina,

by

339).

Roey

The

noids reached their culmination in a variety of forms
ing Pahozoic time.

en
dur

Though still enormously abundant in

individuals on some parts of the present sea-floor, they are
but poorly represented there compared with the profusion
of

their genera

earth's history.
the

vaulted
their

which

and

species

the

earlier

periods of

the

Pahoozoic crinoids were distinguished by
of

arrangement
viscera

were

the bag-like form

accurately

completely

manner of the sea-urchins.
from

in

fitting

inclosed,

plates,

by

after

the

The cystideans were so named

in which

the polygonal plates in

closing them are arranged.
That
shown

annelids existed

by their frequent

during
trails

the

and

Cambrian
burrows

Fig. 338, &uzian.a, &oUthus, .Planolitcs, etc.).

period

is

(Arenicolites,
But the most

8 For a
description of the character of this earliest sponge, see Sollas, Q. J
Geol. Boo. xxxvi. 1880, p. 362.
10 linde, Quart. Journ. Gaol. Soc. xl. 1889,
p. 121
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life

are

crustacea,

chiefly

belonging to the extinct order of trilobites (Figs. 336, 337).
It is a suggestive fact that these organisms
appear even here,
as it were, on the very threshold of authentic
biological his
tory, to have reached their full structural development.
Some of them, indeed, were of dimensions
scarcely ever
afterward
equalled, and already presented great variety

tp

(I

c"

dip

7
le

c!' .4

S.-(.*roup or Cambrian Foi!9.
1, Arenicolites diclymus, Salt.; 2, Oldhamia, a.ntiqua, Forbes; 8 Theca corrugata, Salt.;
4, Protocystites menevensis, Hicks (i); 5, Protospongia fenestrata, Salt. (and en
larged 1); 8, Discina pileolus, Hicks (and enlarged); 7, Obolella maculata, Hicks.
Fig.

of form.

Individuals

of

the

species

are sometimes nearly two feet long.
were

mingled

other types

worthy also, as Dr. Hicks
trilobites
period,

had

of

they were

Davidis

But with these giants

diminutive size.

has

attained their

Pc&radoxides

It is note

pointed out, that while the

maximum

size

represented by genera

at

this

early

indicative of

al

most every stage of development, "from the little Aqmostus
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with two rings in the thorax, and Microdiscus, with four, to
Erinnys

with

twenty-four,"

while blind

genera occurred,
In the lower

together with those having the largest eyes."

nellus (Fig. 336) is esportions of the system. the genus Ole
I
a

o

46

L

C

7
8

TI

'2

Fig. 339 -Group of Cambrian Fossils.
1, Orthoceras sericeum, Salt.; 2, Paheasterina ran iscyonsis, flicks; 3, Liugulella Davisil,
McCoy; 4. Conularia Homfrayi, SatL; 5, Orthis Carausit, Salt..; 6, Bollerophon ar
fonensis, Salt.; 7, Palaarca Hopkinsoni, Hicks; 8, Hymenocaris verinieauda, Salt.
(and enlarged); 9, Ctenodonta cambrensis, Hicks (enlarged).
pecially distinctive.
(Fig. 337)

besides

Ellipsocepha lu&,

Other characteristic Cambrian genera

those

already

Oonocoryphe
1

mentioned

are

(Gonocepha lites),

Q" J" Geol. Soc. xxviii. p. 114.

Piutonia.,

A nomocare,
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A graüos,

Ptychoparia, Soienop le ura, Dileelocephalus, Olenus,
Olenoicles and Anopo lenus.
P hyllopo ci crustaceans likewise

occur

(Jlyrnenocaris,

likewise

339,

Fig.

representatives

of

Aristozoe),

the

and

order

living

there

of

are

ostracods

(Leperd'itia).
In

striking

contrast to

long extinct order of

the

thoroughly

trilobites, the

Palozoie

and

brachiopods appear in

genera of the simple non-articulated

group which are still

familiar in the living world; but the more
highly organized
articulate division is also
represented.
Lingula and Discina
(Fig.

338), which appear

persisted with
through

the

but little change, at least in

whole of

Other genera are

geological

Lingulella

(Fig. 338), Kutorgina,
Orglzisina.

among. these ancient rocks,

(Fig.

time

external form,

and. are alive still.

339),

Linnarssonia,

Acrotreta,

02-this (Fig.

Every class of the true mollusca

resentatives in the Cambrian seas.
curred in the genera
339), Davidia,

have

Obolella

339),

had

its

and
rep

The lamellibranchs oc

Utenoclonta (Fig.

339), Palcarca (Fig.

.iitodiolopsis, and Fordilla.

The gasteropods

were present in the heteropod genus Belleroplion
(Fig. 339),
so

characteristic of Palaeozoic time,

theca,

Platyceras,

represented by

and Pleurotomaria.

the genera

Hyolithes

also in Senella,

Steno

The pteropods were
or

Theca (Fig.

$38),

ByoUthellus, Salterella and Uonularia (Fig. 339), the cephalo
pods by Orthoceras (Fig. 339).
Taking paheontological characters as a guide in classifi
cation, and especially the distribution of the trilobites,
geol
ogists have grouped the Cambrian rocks in three divisions
the lower or Olenellus group, the middle or Paradoxidian,
and the upper or Olenidian.
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Development

area in which the fullest development of
the oldest known Paleozoic rocks has yet been found is
The rocks are
undoubtedly the principality of W a 1 e s.
Britain."-The

great thickness (12,000 feet or more), they have
yielded a fauna which, though somewhat scanty, is suffi
cient for purposes of stratigraphical correlation, and they
the fact that they were
possess adclitional importance from
the first strata of such antiquity to be worked out strati
there

of

As already stated, they
graphically and palceontologically.
were called Cambrian by Sedgwick, from their extensive
development in North Wales (Cambria), where he originally
Prof.
studied them.
Their true base is nowhere seen.

Hughes, Dr. Hicks, Prof. Bonney and others believe that
a conglomerate and grit generally mark the base of the Cam
brian series."
According to Sir A. C. Ramsay, on the other
hand, the base of the Cambrian series is either concealed by
overlying formations or by the rnetamnorhism which, in his
opinion, has converted portions of the Cambrian series into
Both in Pembrokeshire and Oar
various crystalline rocks.
narvonshire the lowest visible slates, shales, and sandstones
are intercalated with and. pass down into a volcanic series
(lelsites, diabases, and tuffs) the base of which has not been
found.
In certain localities, as in. Anglesey, Cambrian
strata are seen to lie unconformably on pre-Cam'tbrian schists,
and there not only the basement volcanic group but some of
the lowest members of the fossiliferous series are wanting.
There is then not only an unconformable junction, but an
overlap.
Starting from the volcanic group at the base the geologist
can trace an upward succession through thousands of feet

12 See
Sedgwick's Memoirs in Quart. Journ. Gool. Soc. Vols. i. ii. iv. viii.,
and his "Synopsis of tho Classification of the British Palmozoic Rocks," 4to,
1855; Murchison's "Silurian System" and "Siluria" ; Salter's "Cat. of Cambrian
aiid Silurian Fossils,'' with preface by Scdgwiek, 1873; Ramsay's 'North
Wales," Geological Survey Memoirs, vol. iii. ; and papers by Saltir, llarkuess,
Hicks, Hughes and others in the Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. and Geol. Mag., to
some of which reference is made below.
J. J'. Marr, in Us 'Chwsifleation
of the Cambrian and Silurian Rocks," gives a bibliography of the subject up
to 1883.
'
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxiv. p. 144; xl. 1884, p. 181.
For references to the
literature of the subject see the same Journal, xlvii. 1S91, Ann. Address,
p. 90 et 8eq.
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of grits and slates into the Silurian system.
Considerable
diversity of opinion has existed as to the line where the
upper limit of the Cambrian division should be drawn.

Murchison contended that this line should be placed below
strata where a trilobitic and brachiopodous fauna begins,
and that these strata cannot be separated from the overlying
Silurian system.
He thereiore included as Cambrian only
the barren grits and slates of ilarlech, Lianberis, and the

Longmynd.
Sedgwick, on the other hand, insisted on carry
He
ing the line up to the base of the Upper Silurian rocks.
thus left these rocks as alone constituting the ,Silurian
sys
tem, and massed all the Lower Silurian rocks in his Cam
brian systm.
Murchison worked out the stratigraphical
order of succession from above, chiefly by help of organic
remains.
He advanced from where the superposition of the

rocks is clear and undoubted, and, for the first time in the
history of geology, ascertained that the "Transition-rocks"
of

the

older

geologists could be arranged into zones by
means of characteristic fossils, as satisfactorily as the Sec
ondary formations had been classified in a similar manner
Year by year, as he found his Silurian.
by William Smith.
types of life descend farther and farther into lower deposits,
he pushed backward the limits of his Silurian system.
In
this he was supported by the general consent of geologists
and paleontologists all over the world.
Sedgwick, on the
other hand, attacked the problem rather from the point of

Though he had col
stratiraphy and geological structure.
iectecr fossils from many of the rocks of which he had made
out the true order of succession in North Wales, he allowed

lie for years unexamined.
Meanwhile Murchison
had studied the prolongations of some of the same rocks
into South Wales, and had obtained from them the copious
suite of organic remains which characterized his Lower Silu
them

to

Similar fossils were found abundantly on
Europe and in America.
Naturally the
classification proposed by Murchison was generally adopted.
As he included in his Silurian system the oldest rocks then
rian formations.
the continent of

contain a distinctive fauna of trilobites and
brachiopods, the earliest fossiliferous rocks were every
The name Cambrian was re
where classed as Silurian.

known

to

garded by geologists of other countries as the designation
of a British series of more ancient deposits not characterized
of
by peculiar organic remains, and therefore not capable

Barrancle, inves
elsewhere satisfactorily recognized.
being
tigating the most ancient fossiliferous rocks of Bohemia,
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distinguished by the name of the "Primordial Zone" a
group of strata forming the lowest member of the Silurian
system, and containing a peculiar and characteristic suite of

Murchison adopted the term, grouping under it
the lowest dark slates which in Wales and the border En
glish counties contained some of the same early forms of life.
trilobites.

Subsequent investigations, by the late Mr. Salter and
Dr. Hicks, brought to light, from the Primordial rocks of
Wales, a much more numerous fauna than they were sup
to possess, and one in some degree distinct from that
posed
Thus the question
in the undoubted Lower Silurian rocks.
of the proper base of the Silurian system was reopened, and
much controversy arose as to the respective limits and rela
tive stratigraphical value of the formations to be included
No such
under the designations Cambrian and Silurian.
marked break, either pal on tological or stratigrap h ical, had.
been found as to afford a clear line of division between two
Those who followed Murchison con
distinct "systems."
tended that even if the line of division were drawn at the
fauna, the Cambrian
upper limits reached by the primordial
could not be considered to be a system as well defined and
rather to be re
important as the Silurian, but that it ought
garded as the lower member of one great system comprising
the primordial, and the second and third faunas, so admira
To this system
bly worked out by Barrand.e in Bohemia.
accordance with
they maintained that the name Silurian, in
Unfortunately a
priority and justice, should be assigned.
disagreement, which was not settled during the lifetime of
in which
Sedgwick and Murchison, bequeathed a dispute
And though the fires
personal feeling played a large part.
of controversy have died out, it cannot be said that the ques
tions in debate have been left on a wholly satisfactory footFor myself I repeat what I have said in
ing.
any logical
editions of this text-book, that the most natural and
three
faunas
as one sys
classification is to group Barrande's
tem which in accordance with the laws of priority should be

called Silurian.

But as this

arrangement has not been gen
country I retain the Cambrian in the

erally adopted in this
to it.
position which has here been usually assigned

14 After the first. edition of this work was written, in which the future merging of Cambrian and Silurian into one great 8ystern was regarded as probable,
M. Hbert thus expressed himself: "I adopt the OpiUiOll of M. Barrando, based
as it was on such thorough and prolonged research, that, there is one common
character in his three first faunas which unites them into one great whole. To
these faunas and the beds containing them I assign the name ilurian3 because
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The Cambrian rocks of Britain
vary widely in mineralog
ical composition, thickness, and area of
exposure in the
different districts where they rise to the surface.
In North
Wales, where they cover the widest extent of
ground, they
consist of purple, reddish-gray, green, and black slates,
grits, sandstones, and conglomerates, with a volcanic group
at the bottom, the whole attaining a thickness of
probably
more than 12,000 feet.
In Western England this enormous
mass of sedimentary material has dwindled down to a fourth

or less, consisting at the base of
quartzite and sandstone,
and in the upper part of shales.
In the east of ireland,
rocks assigned to the Cambrian system resemble on the
whole the Welsh type.
In the northwest of Scotland, on
the other hand, the Cambrian strata, about 2000 feet thick,
consist of quartzites below,
graduating upward into massive
lirnestones.
The following grouping of the British Cam
brian rocks has been made:
WALES
(ranging up to 12.0110 feet
or ruOi'i-)

WITERN ENGLAND
(about 3000 feet)

N.W. SCOTLAND
(2000 feet)

Ti'em;idoc Slate-.
Shinetun Shales (Die- . thick n.iass of lime
or
I tyograpns
(Dictyne- stono divisible into
S f Liigula Flags
u s, iiia) Olcnus, etc.)
seven groups with
(LiI?.g?41ea 0 1
a n d A'rchceocij at/i us, JTac
. etc.).
(oiig1oinerates
Middle or
limestonos
(Comley) trea, 0p/i?eta,
c ii e v i a n
Groupj Mar-with
Parad ox- Puradojtdes, etc. chi.o'aia, 0ithoceia,
(Paradoxides).
ide Zones.
t-tud vast quantities of
Harlech and Llanbet'is Thin quartzite passing a. n n e ii (1 castings.
group and basement up iiito green flags, Sla1es with Ole,iel
Lower or
volcanic racks ('Pe- grits, shales and sand- lus Satterella.
Ole a & 1 us
bitliari" of Dr. I-licks, stone (Cornley Sand- Quatzi tes, w ithanne
Zones.
p. 1187), bottom not stone) containing Ole- lid burrows (p.116.9).
seen.
nell16s.
Upper
o 1 e
Zonc.

L0wER.'5-In South Pembrokeshire the lowest visible
Cambrian rocks are of volcanic origin.
They consist of fine
the Silnriaii fauna was the first to be determined; and, further, I am of opinion
that the Cambrian group ought not to appear in our nomenclature as of equal
rank with the Silurian group, of which it is merely a subdivision."-Bull. Soc.
Geol. France (3) xi. 1882, p. 34.
F. Schmidt, also, would prefer to regard the
Cambrian as only part of one system extending up to the overlying uneonforma
ble Devonian rocks.
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxviii. 1882, p. 515. My friend Prof. De
has
followed
the same principle, making the Silurian system range
Lapparent
from the base of the primordial zone to the base of the Devonian rocks. "Tr,aite
do Geologie," 3d edit. 1893. See also postea, p. 1229.
15 The chief
authority on the fossils of the Lower Cambrian rooks is the
C.
D. Walcott, "The Fauna of the Lower Cambrian or OleneUu
by
monograph
Zone," published in the 10th Ann. Rep. U. S. UeoLSurv. 1890.' This work
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tuffs, and
schists with sheets of olivine-diabase and
silky
andesite, and intrusive
It is this vol.
quartz-porphyries."
came group which Dr. Hicks has
proposed to class as a pre
Cambrian formation under the name of "Pebidian."
In
Carnarvonshn'e the Lianberis Slates, which form the lowest
member of the Cambrian
sedimentary series, are interleaved
at their base with bands of volcanic tuffs and rest
upon a
mass of quartz-f elsite which is the lowest rock visible in the
district.

The Olenellus-zone which is the characteristic feature of
the lower Cambrian group has not
yet been certainly estab
lished in Wales."
It was first detected in the British Isles

by Prof. La worth, who in 1885 found fragments of Olene
lus on the flanks of Caer Caradoc in
Shropshire, associated
with .Ku torgina cingu la La, Linnarsson Ia sag itta Us,
11yo lithe 1
lus and Eliipsocepl?,alus.'°
It has been found by the officers
of the Geological Survey in the west of Ross-shire, where
the following lower Cambrian strata may be traced in a nar
row strip of country for a distance of more than 100 miles:"
Base of Durness lirnestones with Salterella.
Band of quartzite and grit (Serpulite grit) with abun
dant Salterella klaccullochii and occasionally thin
shales with Olenellus.

Calcareous and dolomitic shaes ("Fucoid beds") with
numerous worm-casts usually flattened and. resem
bling
facoidal
Olenellvs occurs in
impressions.
ban& of dark blue shale.
Quartzites, in two divisions, the upper crowded with
worm-burrows, the lower becoming pebbly at the
base and resting unconformably on pre-Cambrian
rocks (Torridonian or Lewisian).
MIDDLE.-This group appears to be most fully developed
in South Wales, where it was first studied by Dr. Hicks,
contains figures and descriptions of this the oldest known distinct assemblage
of organisms, and gives a bibliography of the subject up to the year of publica
tion.
Some of the other more important memoirs will be cited in subsequent
pages.
1
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxxix. 1883, p. 294, C. Lloyd Morgan, op. cit.
xlvi. 1890, p. 241.
11
Presidential Address, p. 90, and authorities there
op. cit.. xlvii. 1891.
cited.
'18 Dr. Hicks believes that it exists there, Geol.
Mag. 1892, p. 21.
'
Geol.
1888,
1891,
p. 529.
Lapworth,
Mag.
p. 484;
0 Brit. Assoc.
1891,
Peach
and
Home, Quart. Joumn. Geol.
Rep.
p. 633.
Soc. xlviii. 1892, p. 227.
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and found to yield a number of characteristic fossils.
He
has divided it into two groups, the Solva below and Mene
vian above.
From the lower group a number of trilobites,
including the typical genus Paradoxicles, have been obtained,
also Plv ton ia, Microdiscus, Ag n ostus, Uonocor?Jphe.
There
occur likewise annelids

~Arenicolites), brachiopods (Discina,
Lingulella), pteropods (7heca), and a sponge (Protospongia).
The name Menevian was proposed by J. W. Salter and
Dr. Hicks for a series of sandstones and shales, with dark
blue slates, flags, and gray grits, which are seen near St.

David's (Menevia), where they attain a depth of about 600
feet.
They pass conformably into the Lower, and also into
the Upper group.
They have yielded upward of 50 species
of fossils, among which trilobites are specially prominent.

Paracloxides is the typical genus, while Agnostus and Go,io
covyph e are of frequent occurrence.
Sponges (Pro tospong'ia)

and annelid-tracks likewise occur.
The mollusca are rep
resented by brachiopods of the genera D'iscina, Linguiella,
Obolelict, and Oithis; and by pteropocls (('Jyrtotheca, Theca).
An entomostracan. (Entomis) and cystidean (Protocystites)
have also been met with.
UPPER.-This highest section of the system has long
been divided in Wales into two well-marked groups of
strata, the Lingala Flags below and the Tremadoc Slates
above.

As already
feature
is the
logical
Olenus.

stated,

its

characteristic paIonto
of
trilobites of the genus
prevalence

Lingula Flags.-These strata, consisting of bluish and
black slates and flags, with bands of gray flags and sand
stones, attain in some parts of Wales a thickness of more
than 5000 feet.
They received their name from the vast
of a lingula (Lingulella Davisii) in some of their
layers.
They rest conformably upon, and pass down into,
the Menevian group below them, and likewise graduate into
the Tremadoc group above.. They are distinguished by a
numbers

The trilobites in
characteristic suite of organc remains.
clude the genera Olenus, Agnostus, Anopolenus, C'onocoryphe,
Early forms of
Dikelocep/ialus, Erinnys, and Paracloxides.
and heteropods (Bellerophon) occur
phyllopods (Hymenocaris)
The brachiopods include species of Lin
in 'these strata.
gulella (L. Davisii), Discina, Obolella, Kutorgina, and Orth&
f Theca.
Sev
The pteropods are represented by species
eral annelids (Uruziana) and polyzoa (Fenestella) likewise
occur.
A subdivision of the Lingula Flags into three sub-groups
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has been proposed by Mr. T. Belt, in descending
follows
3.

2.

order as

600 feet, well seen at Dol
Dolgelly slates, about
and con
gell, consist of soft and hard blue slates
tain' Pro tospongia, Ling uleha, Orthis len ticu ha ris,
Olenus scarabceoides, 0. spinulosus, Agnostus tn
sectus, Gonocoryphe abclita.
Ffestiniog flags, about 2000 feet, well seen at Ffestiniog, consist of hard sandy micaceous flagstones,
and ha.ve yielded Lingulella Davisli, Olenus mi
CrUrUS, llyrne.noca nis verm ica uda, Behlerophon cam
bren sis.

1.

Maentwrog flags and states, about 2500 feet, best seen
at Maentwrog in Merionethshire, consist of gray
and yellow flagstones, and gray, blue, and black
slates, and contain among their somewhat scanty
fossils,

Olenus

cataractes, 0. gibbbsus,
princeps (pisifornzis), A. nodosus.

Agnostus

Trernacloc Slates.----This name was given by Sedwick to
a group of dark gray slates, about 1000 feet thi&, found
near Tremadoc in Carnarvonshire, and traceable thence to

Dolgelly in Merionethshire, and reappearing beyond the
eastern side of Wales at the Wrekin, in Sbropshire.22
Their
importance as a geological formation was not recognized

until the discovery in them of a remarkably abundant and
varied fauna, which now numbers more than SO species, in
cluding early forms of crinoids, star-fishes, lamellibranchs,
and cephalopods.
The trilobites embrace some genera (Ole
nus, Agnostus, Uomocorphye, Dikelocephalus, etc.) found in the
but include also new forms (Angelina, AsaLingula flags,
0
Cheirurits, Neseuretus, Niobe, Ogygia, Psilocephalus).
he
qlus,
are represented by ceratiocaris and Lingu
phyllopocis
locaris.
The same genera, and in some cases
species, of
brachiopods appear which occur in the Lingula flags, Orthis
lenticularis and Lingulella Davisii being common forms.
Dr.
Hicks has described 12 species of larnellibranchs from the
Tremacloc rocks of Ramsey Island and St. David's,
belong
ing to the genera Utenodonta, Palcearca, Glyptarca, Davidia
The cephalopods are represented by Orthocenas
Jiodiolopsis.
enaceum and cyrtoceras
prcecox; the pteropods by Theca
1 Geol.
Mag. 1,967, p. 538.
21
Callaway, Q. J. Cleol. Soc. xxxiii. 18, p. 652.
485,
1891, p. b33.
p.

Lapworth, op. cit. 1888,
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Davidii, 7'. opercuata, and Conularia
llomfrayi; the echino
derms by a beautiful star-fish
(Palccctsterina ramseyensis) and
Careful analysis
by a crinoid (Dendrocrinus cambrensis)."
of the fossils suggests a separation of the Tremadoc sub
The most characteristic forms of
group into two divisions.
the lower division are Riobe llomfrayi, N. menapiensis, Psilo
cephalus innotatus, Angelina Seclgwic/cii, Asaplius affinis, and.
more particularly
Dictyograp tus flabellformis (Dietyonema
sociale), which is a characteristic fossil of the
uppermost
Cambrian rocks in Scandinavia and Russia.
The upper
division contain's Asaplius
llomfrayi, conocoryplie depressa,
and other fossils having a
general lower Silurian facies.
It is at the top of the Tremadoc strata that the
upper
limit of the Cambrian or Primordial formations is now drawn
in Britain.
The late Sir A. 0.
Ramsay was of opinion that
no
visible
though
unconformability could be seen at this
horizon, nevertheless there was evidence on a
large scale of
the transgressive
of
the
superposition
Arenig rocks upon the
Tremadoc Slates and Lingilla flags below them."
There appears to be more
satisfactory proof of a distinct
break at this stage of the
palontologicaI
geological record
in Britain, or at least between the lower and
upper part of
the Tremadoc
Up to the present time rather
sub-group.
more than seventy species of fossils have been chronicled
from the Tremadoc Slates.
Of these so far as we know at

present only eighteen pass up into the Arenig group above.
As these surviving species possess a
special interest, in that
connect
a
link
of
continued
they
by
organic life two great
of
such
remote
geological periods
antiquity, they are here
named-Arenicoiites linearis, Asaplius affinis, A.
llomfrayi,
Ca lymene Biumenbac/iii, C heirurus 11'rederici,
Ogygia peitata,
0. scutatrix, 0. Seiwynii, Lingula
peta ion, li Davisii, L.
lepis, Orthis Uarausii, 0. lenticuia.ris, 0. Menapke, Conularia
Ho mfrayi, Theca simplex,
Beilerophon 'mu lt'is triatus, Ortho
ceras sericeun.2
In the northwest of Scotland, the
discovery of the
Olenelius-zone, already referred to, has given a definite geo
logical horizon from which to work out the stratigraphical
succession above and below.
It has conclusively proved
that the thick mass of Torridon sandstone,
formerly classed
28 Hicks,
Quart. iourn. Geol. Soc. xxix. p. 39.
24 Mem. Geol. Surv. vol. iii.
"Geology of North Wales," p. 250.
25 This list is
from
Mr.
compiled
Etheridge's "Fossils of the British Islands,"
vol. i 1888.
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as Cambrian, must now be relegated to the pre-Cambrian
Above the quartzite and shales which
series (ante, p. 1168).
include the Olenellus-zone there lies a series of limestones
which attain an aggregate thickness of about 1500 feet.
Their original upper limit, however, cannot now be ascer
tained, for it has been concealed by the great dislocations
which have so complicated the structure of that region (see
We cannot tell what additional thickness
Figs. 811, 334).
of limestone may have been accumulated in the northwest at
the time when only mud, silt and sand were deposited over
the southern parts o the British area, nor by what kind of
The limestones
sediment the lirnestones were succeeded.
are most fully developed around Durness in the extreme
northwest of Sutherland, where they have yielded a large
The facies of these fossils, however, is
number of fossils.
so peculiar that it has not yet been possible by their means
to correlate the rocks containing them with the Cambrian

The limestones are so crowded with
formations of Wales.
worm-casts that, as Mr. Peach has pointed out, nearly every
the intes
particle of their mass mast have passed through
tines of worms. Hence they are obviously of detrital origin,
and were probably formed in chief
small pelagic
part by
The
animals.
Only one coral has been found in them.
lites,
most abundant fossils are chambered shells (Orth ocera
Lituites, Nautilus); next in number are gasteropods (chiefly
Jlaclurea and Pleurotomaria), while the lamellibranchs and
The bivalves have their valves still
brachiopods come last.
united, and the lamellibranehs retain the positions in which
"All the specimens show-that every open space
they lived.
into which the calcareous mud could gain access, and the
In the case
worms could crawl, is traversed by worm-casts.
of the Orthoceratites, they seem to have lain long enough
uncovered by sediment to allow the septa to be dissolved
away from the siphuncles which they held in place; many
of these siphuncles are now found isolated."
Sponges of
the genus Ualatli'iurn are scattered through the calcareous
sediment, and likewise the doubtful but characteristic Cam.

brian forms, known as Archwocyathus, which, once referred
to the sponges, are now thought to be more probably allied
to
The general assemblage of fossils, as
the. madrepores.
was orginally pointed out by Salter, is of a distinctly North
American type, and does not resemble that found in the
slates, flags, and grits of Wales.
The conditions of deposit
must have been so entirely different that a great contrast in

the organisms of the two areas of sedimentation could not
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but occur.
Whether or not the contrast further arose from
some geographical cause, such as a land-barrier, that com
The Durness
pletely separated the areas remains uncertain.
lixnestones, as regards their fossil contents and
lithological
characters, may be compare with the Potsdam sandstone and
Calciferous group of the United States and Canada.
They
represent the Middle and Upper Cambrian, possibly part of
the Lower Silurian formations.
In the southeast of I r e 1 a n d masses of
purplish, red,
and green shales, slates, grits, quartzites, and schists oc
cupy a considerable area and attain a depth of apparenti
several thousand feet without revealing their base,
thoug
in Wexford they may
rest
on
possibly
pre-Cambrian rocks.
Their top is covered by unconformable formations
(Lower
Silurian and Lower Carboniferous).
have
They
yielded
Olclhctmia, also numerous burrows and trails of annelids
(Histioderrna hibernicurn, A renico1 ite.s diclyrn us, A. sparsus,
In the absence of fossil evidence it is
Jlaughtonia pa3cila).
impossible to bring these strata into correlation with those
of Wales.
Some portions of them have been
considerably
On the llowth coast they
metamorphosed.
appear as slates,
schists, and quartzites, and include there some remarkable
breccias, as well as single blocks of stone scattered through
the slates."
Continental Europe.-According to the classification
adopted
y M. Barrande, the fauna of the older Paleozoic rocks of
Europe suggest an early division of the area of this con
tinent into two regions or provinces-.a northern province,
embracing the British Islands, and extending through North
Germany into Scandinavia and Russia, and a central-Euro
pean province, including Bohemia, France, Spain, Portugal,
and Sardinia.
Passing from the British type of the Cambrian deposits,

we encounter nowhere in the northern part of the continent
so vast a depth of stratified deposits; on the contrary, one
of the most singular contrasts in Paheozoic geology is that
presented by the development of these formations in Wales,
and in the north of Europe.
The enormous masses of sedi
ment, thousands of feet thick, and with such uniformity of
lithological character, which record the oldest Paheozoic
ages in Wales, are represented in the basin of the Baltic
by only a few hundred feet of sediments, which show
26 B. N. Peach,
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xliv. 1888, p. 401.
11 Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891. Presidential Address,
p. 104.
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Again, while
strongly separated lithological subdivisions.
been
much
the
disturbed
ng1ish and Welsh rocks have
in
the
eastern
the
and even metamorphosed, those
part 0
tracts
altered
Baltic basin remain over wide
from
hardly
of
of
level
sheets
sand
and
their original condition
clay.
In

Scandinavia

the

Cambrian

system lies with a
The so
strong uneonLrniabihty on pre-Cambrian rocks.
called "Primordial zone'' of this region appears to be every
where characterized by uniformity of lithological composi
tion as well as of fossil contents, consisting mainly, of black
shales with concretions or thin seams of fetid limestone.
In Scania the following grouping of the Cambrian system
has been. made, the whole thickness of strata being about

400 Norwegian feet (120

metres).

3. Olenus group.
About 200 feet of bituminous fissile
alum-shales, with nodules and layers of fetid lime
stone.
The following zones in descending order are
noted by S. A. Tullherg-(ic zone with Acerocare
ecorne, (i) Dictyon em a jlcibelli/o rine, (it) Uyc log nalitus
g) Peitura scaraba'oides, (I') E'urycare
?n.ycrop?Jg'ts,
cam urico i ne, (e) Parcibo liiia spin ulosa, (ci) Ora topyge
sp., (c) Olenus (the special zone of this genus of
which it has many species), (b) Leperciltia sp., (a)
Agnosius pisiformis.
Professor Brogger

has

abbreviated this subdi
vision by making two chief zones, a higher with
Peitura, Gyclognat/tus, etc., and a lower with Olenus
(in the strict sense) Parabolina, Eurycare, etc.
About 160 feet of sandy shales,
2. Paradoxides group.
alum shades, with three bands of limestone, the

lowest (1 feet) known as the "Fragmentenkalk,"
the middle as the "Exsulanskalk," and the highest
Mr. Tuflberg
(2 to 3 feet) the ''Anclrarurnskalk.''
the
into
the
divides
group
following zones in de

scending orier, (m) Agnostus lcvigatus, (1) Para
doxides Forchhammeri.
(This is the horizon of the
Andrarum limestone, which contains an abundant

fauna, including many species of Agnostus and
other trilobites.
(k) Agnostus Lundgreni, (i) Para
doxicles Dci vidis, (It) Uonocoryphe cequa us,
nostus
g) Ag
rex, (f) Agnostus intermedius, (e) Microdiscus scan
icus, jd) Uon.ocoryphe exsulans, (c) Agnostus atavus,
b) "Frac'menteukalk'' with Pctradoxides ölandicus,
B1ae
alum-shale with
Acrotreta,
(a
Lingulella,
OZolella, etc.
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Professor Brögger recognizes two chief bands;
the higher marked by Paradoxides Forcijijammeri, the
lower by P. ölandicus, P. Tessini, P. Davidis, etc.
1. Olenellus group, consisting of two thin bands of strata,

(b) Phosphate limestone and sandy shale with Lingulella, Acrotliele, etc., (a) Sandy shales passing into
sandstone (gray wac ke -shale) with Olenellus
Ejerulfi,
Ellipsocepha lus .Norclensleio idi, A rionellus primcevus,
ilyolithes, etc.

In the Christiania district the lowest
stage of the Cam
brian series is 90
Norwegian feet thick and is composed of
conglomerates, sandstones, and dark shades with limestone.
It includes the Olenellus zone and that of Paradoxicles.
It is
surmounted by an upper stage (150 feet) composed of black
slates (alum-shales) and fetid limestone, with Olenus, etc.
This upper
r Olenus stage has been
grouped by Brogger
into the following five members in
ascending order: (a)
Zone of Agnostus pisiJbrrnis,
Olenus truncatus; (b) Para
bolina spinulosa beds; (c)
Eurycare latum beds; (ci) shales
with bands and nodules of limestone, Peltura sca.rabceoides;
(e) Dictyograp tus s hales with Die tyogr ap tits (Dictyonema)
fiabelliformis.
Though the Scandinavian Cambrian series is so much
thinner than that of Wales, it contains the three distinctive
life-platforms recognizable in Britain, and appears thus to
be a fall pa1aontological and honiotaxial
equivalent of the
much fuller development of sedimentary material in Britain.
The Cambrian type of Southern Sweden undergoes consider
able modification as it passes eastward, into the B alt i c
The black shales so characteristic
provinces of Russia.
28 S. A. Tullberg, Afhand.
Sveriges Geol. Undersökn. ser. 0. No. 50, 1882.
W. 0. Brogger, Geol. For. Stockholm Förhandl. No. 101, vol. viii. 1886, p. 196.
29 For Scandinavian Cambrian rocks see
Angelin, "Palaonto1ogica Suecica,"
1851-54.
DalilI,
Kjerulf, "Geologie des Süd. mid Mitti. Norwegen," 1880.
Vidonsk. Seisk. Förhandl. 1861.
Nathorst, Kongi. Vet. Akad. FOrhandl. 1869,
p. 64, and "Sveriges Geologi." Torell, Acta Univers. Lund, 1870, p. 14, Kongi.
Vet. Akad. FOrhancll. 1871, No. 6.
Linnarsson, Svonsk. Vet. Akad. Etandi.
1876, iii. No. 12: "Om Agnoslus-Arterna," etc., Sveriges Geol. Elndersökn. ser.
C. No. 42, 1880.
"Dc undre Paradox-ides lageren vid Andrarum," op. cit. ser.
C. No. 54, 1883; Geol. Mag. 1869, p. 393; 1876, p. 145. Tullberg, "Skänes
Graptoliter," Sveriges Geol. UndersOku. ser. C. Nos. 50. 55(1882,3); Z. Deutseb.
Geol. Ges. xxxv, 1883, p. 223.
W. 0. Brogger, Nyt. Mag. 1876; Geol. Fören.
Stockholm FOrhandl. 1875-76, 1886, p. 18.
"Die Silurisehen Etagen 2 und
3 im Kristiania Gebiet, 1882." Lundgren in text to Angelin's Geol.-Map of
Sweden, N. Jahrb. 1878.
Lapworth, Geol. Mg. 1881, p. 260; 1888, p. 484.
Marr. Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxviii. 1882, p. 313.
"Classification of the Cambrian
and Silurian Rocks," 1883, pp. 72-100.
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in Scandinavia thin away, and the distinctive paradoxidian
A group of strata, trace
and oleniclian divisions disappear.
able from the S.E. of Lake Ladoga for a distance of about
330 miles to near Baltisehport on -the Gulf of Finland, with

a visible thickness of not more than 100 feet (but pierced to
a depth of 600 feet more in artesian wells), consists of three
subdivisions; (a) Blue clay composed of a lower set of iron
sandstones (300 feet) resting on granite and an upper blue
clay (300 feet), formerly noted only for some obscure fossils
(Platysolenites, Pander, probably fragments of cystideans)
but now known to include the Olenelius-zone; (b) Ungulite
grit (50 to 60 feet) containing Obolus Apollinis (Ungula,

ichw.), Schmidtia celata, etc. ; (c) Dictyonema -shales (about
The
20 feet) with Dictyograptus (Dictyonema) jiabeWfomis.
recent researches of Schmidt have clearly shown the rela
tions between these soft and seemingly not very old deposits
The lower
and the Cambrian system of the rest of Europe.
sandstone, blue clay and a fucoidal sandstone lying imme
unequivocally Lower
diately above the latter form an
Cambrian group, for they have yielded Olenelius Miclcwitzi,
Scen ella cliscin olcies, illicku;itzia moniii,Thi'a, Obolella, Discina,

to
the
orthoceratites),
(doubtfully referred
Schmidt points out that a
Platysolenites and Jledusites.
of the fucoici sand
complete break occurs between the top
stone and the base of the Ungulite sandstone, and that this
Jolbortlieilc&

hiatus represents the Paradoxiclian and Olenidian groups,
while the Dictyonenia-shales form the characteristic upper
most zone of the system.'
In Central Europe, Cambrian rocks appear from under
later accumulations in Belgium and the North of France,

The most im
Spain, Bohemia, and the Thuringer 1iVald.
is that of the A r d e ii n e s,"
port-ant in France and Belgium
where the principal rocks are grit, sandstone, slates, and
schistose quartzites or quartz-sehists (quartzo-p hyllades of
Dumont),

with

bands

of

whet-slate,

quartz- porphyry,

dia-

3° F. Schmidt, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xxxviii. 1882, p. 51(3.
31 Mem. Acad. Imp. Sd. St. Petersbourg, xxxvi. 1889, No. 2.
3"2 The student will find a useful compendium on the correlation of the Cambrian and Silurian rocks of western Europe by S. Töruquist in Geolog. F61-cu.
Stockholm Förhandl. xi. 1889, p. 299.
33 Dumont, ''Memoiros stir les Terrains Ardennais et Rhnan," lS.ll48.
Dewaique, "Prodrome d'une Description Gool. de la Belgique," 18(38. Mourlou,
Cossolct, 'Esqtiisse Geol. du Nord do la
"Geologie de la Beigique," 1880.
Fiance," etc., 1880, and his great Monograph, 'L'Ardenne," Mem. Carte GeoL
detaill. 4to, 138.
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base, diorite, and

porphyroicL
According to Duniont these
in
his
"Terrain
Ardennais," can be
comprehended
subdivisions-ist and lowest the
grouped into three great
'
pale and greenish quartzites with
"Système Devillien,
shales or phyllades, containing Oldharnia radiata and an.
nehd tracks (Nereites); 2d, the "Système Revinien," phyl
lades and black pyritous quartzites from which Dictyograptus
rocks,

1(11)ell~fo?.71-118 (Dictyonema
Zen obtained;
3d, the

sociale),

and

worm-burrows have
"Systeme Salmien,"
consisting
schistose strata or quartzo-phyl

mainly of quartzose and
lades, and yielding Dictyograptus flabellformis, Ulioncirites
The Devillian and Revinian divi
titiquus and Lin.giia.
sions are united by Gosselet into one series composed of (a)
Violet slates of Fumay; (b) Black pyritous shales of Revin;

(c) magnetite slates of Deville; (d) Black pyritous shales of
These rocks have been greatly disturbed.
Bogny.
They
are covered unconformably by Devonian and later forma
tions.
In the northwest of Prance extending throuah the
old provinces of Brittany, the west of No r m a u
v and
the north of P oi t o u, a great isolated mass of ancient rocks
rises out of the plains of Secondary formations, and the pre
Cambrian rocks already referred to are there succeeded, with
a more or less distinct tin conformability, by a thick series
of

sedimentary groups which are now considered to be of
In western Brittany the pre-Cambrian green
Cambrian age.
silky schists known as the "Phyflades de Douarnenez,"
which are believed to be about 3000 metres thick, are fol
lowed,

perhaps uneonformably, by purple conglomerates,
sometimes 530 metres thick, and passing up into red shales
which have a vertical depth of 2500 metres, and are sur
mounted by the Grès Armoricain or bottom of the Silurian
in these strata &olithus and Tigillites occur, but
system.
recognizable fossils are extremely rare, and no trace has
yet been found here of the more typical Cambrian forms.
In the basin of Rennes considerable bands of limestone,

sometimes magnesian, together with quartzites, conglomer
ates, and graywackes occur in the Cambrian series.
In the
are
followed
region of the Sarthe basement conglomerates
by gray shales with thick bands of siliceous and magnesian
limestone, above which lies a series of sandy rocks contain
ing Lingulc& crumen.a and passing under the Grès Armori
cain.34

In southern France from the Cambrian rocks which

34 The
(pre-Cambrian) phyllades of Brittany and the (Cambrian) purple con
glomerates and red shales which succeed them were exhaustively treated by
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isolated pre-Cambrian axis of upper Languedoc
the most satisfactory fossil evidence has recently been ob
tained, showing the existence there of both the .L'aradoxid
ian (Paradoxides, Uonocoryphe) and Olenidian divisions of
the Cambrian system."'
Among the French Pyrenees, nar
row strips and patches of strata have been detected which,
are believed
lying below fossijiferous Lower Silurian rocks,
to be Cambrian.
In various parts of S pain, indications of the presence
In
of Cambrian rocks are furnished by Primordial fossils.
flank

the

highest beds have yielded
province of Seville the
Pri
Archceocyatlius, and in the province of Oiuclad-Reale,
But it is in the Astu
mordial trilobites (Ellipsocephalus).
rias that the most abundantly fossiliferous rocks of this
into (a) Slates of
age occur.
They are grouped by Barrois
Rivadeo, blue phyllades and green slates and quartites,
in all about 3000 metres, and (b) Paradoxides beds of La
the

iron
Vega (50 to 100 metres) composed of limestones, slates,
In the upper part
ores, and thick beds of green quartzite.
of (b) a rich Primordial fauna occurs, comprising a cystidean
Para
(Trochocystitcs bohernicus) and trilobites of the genera
doxicles, 2 species,
Gonocoryphe (Gonocephalites), 3 species,
and Arionellus, 1 species."
In the T h u 1' i n g e r W a 1 d certain pb.yllites, clay-slates,
quartzites, etc., passing up into strata containing Silurian

The quartzites
fossils are referred to the Cambrian system.
have yielded some indistinct fossils referred to David'ia and
But it is in B o h em i a that the central Euro
Lingula.38
The
pean type of the Cambrian system is best developed.
classic researches of Barrande have given to the oldest fos
siliferous rocks of that country an. extraordinary interest.
At the base of the Bohemian geoloica
formations lie the
slates which Barrande placed as his Etage A (Przibram

Hbert, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, (3) xiv. 1886, p. 713.
See also, Tromdin et
Lehesconte, Bull. Soc. Gaol. France, iv. 1876, p. 583; Tromelin, Assoc. Fran
çaise, 1879, p. 493, Lebesconte, Bull. Soc. Geol. France (3) x. p. 55, xix. 1891,
p. is, Guililer, op. cit. (3) ix. p. 374; Barrois, op. cit. v. 1877, p. 266, Carte
Geol. France, Radon sheet.
85 J.
Bergeron, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, xvi. 1888, p. 282, "Etude geologique du massif aucien au sud du Plateau central," 1889.
36 J.
Caraip, "tudes geol. sur los hauts massifs des Pyreiies centrales,"
1888, p. 452. E. Jacquot, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, 1890, p. 640.
31 Barrande, Bull. Soc. Gaol. France
(2) xvi. p. 543. Macpherson, Neues
Jahrb. 1879, p. 930. Barrois, Mrern. Soc. Gaol. Nord, ii. 1882, p. 168.
II. Loretz, Jahrb. Preuss. Gaol. Landosaust. 1881, p. 175.
Marr. Gaol.
1889,
Rag.
p. 411.
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schists), and which are no doubt
pre-Cambrian.
They are
overlain by vast masses of conglomerates,
quartzites, slates,
and igneous rocks (Etage
B), which have been more or less
and
are singularly barren of
metamorphosed,
organic re
mains, though some of them have
yielded traces of anne
lids (Arenicolites).
They pass up into certain (tray and green
fissile shales, in which the earliest well-marke
fossils occur.
The organic contents of this
C
or
Primordial zone
Etage
to
400
metres
thick)
form
what
Barrande
termed his
(300
Primordial fauna, which yielded him 40 or more
species,
of which 27 were trilobites,
to
the
characteristic
belonging
Cambrian genera: Paradoxides
(12), Agnoslus (5), Gonocoryphe
(4), Ellipsocephalus (2), ilycirocephalus (2), Arionellus (1), Sao
(1). Not one of these genera, save Agnostus (of which four
species appear in the second fauna), were found by Barrande
higher than his Primordial Zone.
Among other organisms
in. this Primordial fauna, the
brachiopods are represented by
of
Orhis
and
Orbicula,
the pteropods by T/ieca, and
species
the echinoderms by cystideans.
It is worthy of note that
the fossil contents of the zone on the opposite sides of the
little Bohemian basin were found by the same great pioneer
to

be

not quite the same, only eight species of trilobites
being common to both belts, while no fewer than 27 species
were detected by him only on one or other side.
The Ole
niclian. trilobites which characterize the upper Cambrian
More re
group were not observed by him in Bohemia."
cent

researches

have modified some of the stratiraphical
details of his work, the geological structure of the' country
having been found to be much less simple than he supposed.

But the fundamental grouping which he established remains
much as he left it.
A portion of his Stage B, the whole of
his Primordial zone (Stage 0), and a part of the base of his
Stage D (Lower Silurian), have been grouped together by
Dr. Katzer in four members as the Cambrian development
in Central Bohemia thus: (a) Basement conglomerates, (b)

Paradoxides shales, (c) Quartz-graywacke group, (d) Diabase
and red-iron-ore group .40
The Olenellus-zone has not been
noticed.

In Sardinia a characteristic assemblage of Cambrian fosSee his colossal work, "Systême SLiurien de la Bohême," published in
successive parts and volumes from 1852 up to his death in 1883; also Mart,
Quart. Journ, Gaol. Soc. xxxvi. 1880.
40 F. Katzer, "Das ältere Paheozoicum in Mittelböhmen,"
Prague, 1888;
804.
von
Böhmen,"
1892,
"Geologie
Prague,
p.
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described by Prof. G. Meneghini, comprising
three species of .Paradoxides, six of Conocephalites, five of
Anomocc&re, five of Olenus, as well as other forms."
sils has been

North America-During the last decade a large amount of
attention has been paid by the geologists of the United States
and. of Canada to the study of stratigraphy and fossil con
tents of the Cambrian rocks of North America, and the re
sult of their labors has been to show that, whether as regards
extent and thickness of strata, or variety and abundance of
organic remains, these rocks surpass in importance the cor
The European types of sedi
responding European series.
mentation are replaced by a varied. assemblage of materials,
among which limestone plays a large part; and this change,
as
be expected, is accompanied by a remarkable con
might
Nevertheless, the
trast in the general facies of the fossils.
leading type-genera of Europe have been found in their
usual sequence, so that it has been possible to subdivide
the American Cambrian system into three groups which can
be broadly correlated with the threefold arrangement adopted
in Europe.
From the straits of Belle Isle the Cambrian formations of

North America run through Newfoundland and Nova Scotia
From the eastern coast of Gasp
into New Brunswick.
they

stretch along the right bank of the St. Lawrence to Lake
Ontario.
In several approximately parallel bands they range
through the northeastern states of the Union, spreading out
more widely in the north of New York State, and. in Ver
mont and eastern Massachusetts.

They rise along the Ap
palachian ridge, striking through Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, Tennessee, and Georgia, down into Alabama, to a
distance in the eastern part of the continent of about 2000

In the heart of the continent, again, they rise to the
miles.
surface, and, flanking the vast pre-Cambrian region of the
north, extend. over a wide area between Lake Superior and.
the valley of the Mississippi in the States of Michigan, Wis
consin, and Minnesota.
An isolated tract of them is found.
in Missouri, and. another in Texas.
The great terrestrial
movements which ridged up the Rocky Mountains and their

offshoots have brought the Cambrian rocks once more to the
surface from under the vast pile of
be
younger formations
neath which, during a large part of geological time, they lay
buried.
Hence along the axes of these elevations of the ter
restrial crust they can be traced in many lines of outcrop
41 Memorie
per serv. alla descriz. della Cart. Geol. d'Italia, III. part 2,1888.
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from Arizona northward through Utah, Colorado, Nevada,
Wyoming, Dakota, and Montana, whence they strike far
northward into the Dominion of Canada.
In thickness and lithological character the Cambrian
rocks of North America exhibit considerable variation as

they are traced across the continent, and these changes
afford interesting evidence of the
geographical conditions
and geological revolutions of the
region in the early ages
of PaIaozoic time."
In Newfoundland, where the three

groups of the system have been recognized, the total depth
of strata measured by A.
Murray was about 6000 feet, of
which the Lower division forms
In
only about 200 feet.
western Vermont and eastern New York the total
depth
of the system
seems to be about 7000 feet; and of this great
mass of sedimentary material the lower division may
occupy
as
much
as
5000
feet."
Over
the
central
perhaps
parts of
the continent west of the line of the Mississippi the thick
ness diminishes to 1000 feet or less; but again to the west of
the Rocky Mountains it increases to 7000 feet or more in
Nevada, while in British Columbia it rises to 10,000 feet.
In the northeastern regions the sediments were
chiefly
muddy, and are now represented by thick masses of shale
with a little sandstone and limestone.
The limestones in
crease in number and thickness southward in Vermont,
where a considerable mass of calcareous material lies in
the lower group below several thousand feet of shale.
Still
further south the lower group consists largely of sandstones,
which are followed by sandy, dolomitic, and purely calcare
ous limestones.
In Nevada, where a thickness of 7700 feet
has

been assigned to the Cambrian system, the limestones
are 4250 feet in aggregate thickness."

Among writers on the Cambrian pa1aontology of North America a high.
place must be assigned to James Hall, E. Billings, C. D. Walcott and C. F.
Mathew.
Mr. Walcott has devoted himself to the subject with untiring enthu
siasni and much skill.
His most important memoirs will he found in the Bulle
tins of the U. S. Geological Survey, Nos. 10, 1884, 30, 1886, 81, 1891, and in
the 10th and 12th Annual Reports, 1890.
He gives a full bibliography.
Of
great importance also are the memoirs on the Cambrian rocks and fossils of Can
ada, by Mr. Mathew, published in the Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, from the first
volume 1882 onward.
43 Walcott has found Olenellus about 2000 feet below the summit of the
series, but he hesitates to assume that it can really range through such an enor
mous thickness of strata, 10th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. p. 583.
See his
later section in 12th Ann. Rep. 1892, plate xlii.
' A.
Walcott, Monogr.
Hague, Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Bury. 1881-82.
U. S. Geol. Surv. vol. viii. 1884.
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will be seen, therefore, that the nearest European
of thick arenaceous with thick
parallel to the combination
calcareous accumulations, which distinguishes the Cambrian
tem of North America, is to be found in the northwest of
s
F:,otland.
In this connection it is interestino' to note that
It

ossils, so dis
the general facies of the Scottish Cambrian
tinct from that of the rocks of Wales and the rest of Europe,
and so much more akin to that of the United States and
Canada, is accompanied by a markedly North American

type of sedimentary material.
The following table gives the latest ôlassification of the
Cambrian system of North America:'

Sandstones of N. and E. sides of Adirondack Mountains of New York
On the same horizon lie the lime
and adjacent parts of Canada.
stones S. of Adirondacks and Dutchess County, New York; and
In the west come
the shales of Tennessee, Georgia and Alabama.
the
sandstones
of
the
Upper Mississippi Valley, S. Dakota, Wyo
,'
ming, Montana and Colorado, the sandstones and calcareous beds of
In the far
N. Arizona, and the limestones and shales of Nevada.
northeast are the black shales at the top of the Now Brunswick
0111
and Cape Breton Island Sections, and the shales and sandstones
of Conception Bay, Newfoundland (Belle Isle).
Shales and slates of Eastern Massachusetts (Braintree), New Bruns
wick (St. John), and Eastern Newfoundland (Avalon). With these
typical rocks are correlated part of the limestones of Dutchess
4)
23
County, New York (Stissing) and the central parts of the Ten
nessee and Alabama sections (000sa), with limest ones in central
ro Id, as
Nevada and British Columbia (Mount Stephen).
The
typical locality is in western Vermont where shales and lime.
I
stones are developed.
With these are paralleled the quartzite of
W. slope of Green Mountains and Appalachian chain in Penusyl
.
van Ia, Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama; the shales and
interbedded limestones and slates of S. Vermont and New Yerk
04
southward to Alabama; the limestone, sandstone and shale of
Straits of Belle Isle (Labrador), N.W. Coast of Newfoundland and
0
peninsula of Avalon (Placentia); the basal series of Flauford Brook
Section, Caton's Island, etc., New Brunswick: the shales and
limestoacs of E. and S. Massachusetts (Attlebo rough); the lower
a
portion of the Eureka and Highland ranges, Nevada (Prospect);
a portion of the Wahsatch Cambrian Section (Cottonwood) and the
base of the Castle Mountain, British Columbia.
A large assemblage of fossils has been obtained from the
Cambrian rocks of North America.
The fauna of the Ole
nellus-zone has been fully described in a separate monograph
The middle group in New Brunswick (St.
by Mr. Walcott.
John) has also yielded an abundant fauna which has been
described by Mr. Mathew.4°
46 C. D. Walcott, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 81, 1891,
p. 3t0.
46 Walcott, 10th Ann.
U.
Geol.
1890,
where
S.
Surv.
plates and doReport
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South America-In the northern
part of the Argentine
a
Republic
representative of the Upper Cambrian or Olenus
has
been found by Lorentz and
group
It
llyeronimus.
includes species of the genera Lingula, Obolus, Orthis,
Byo
litlies, Arioneilus, Agnostus, and Olenus.4
China.--Baron von Richthofen has
brought to light a suc
cession of undisturbed strata (his "Sinisian formation")
which in Leao-tong and Corea attain a thickness of
many
thousand feet.
In the higher parts of this series he found
a characteristic
assemblage of Primordial trilobites: Gono
coryphe (Gonocephalites) (4 sp.), Anomocare (6), Liostracus (3),
Dorypyge (Olenoides ), Agnostus (1), with the brachiopods
Lingulella (2) and Orthis (1).48
India.-In the Salt Range, among shales (Neobolus beds)
underlying magnesian sandstones and shales with pseudo
morphs of salt, and overlying purple sandstones, with a
group of beds of rock-salt and. gypsum, Cambrian fossils
have been detected.
They include a number of brachiopods
(Lingula, Davidsonella, Neobolus, etc.) and two trilobites, one
of which has been determined, to be a Gonoceplialites, nearly
related to U. formosus from the St. John's
group (p. 1228),
while the other is probably, an Olenus.4°

Australia.-In the southeast of this continent and in Tas
mania traces of the existence of a Cambrian fauna have re
Mr. B. Etheridge, Jr., has described
cently been detected.
from that region forms of Gonocephalites, Asaphus, Dikelo
cephalus and Ophiletc&, and some
family of Archa3ocyathine.°
Section ii.
Murchison

was

the

species

belonging

to

the

Silurian

first to

discover that

the

so-called

"Transition rocks" or "Grauwacke" of early geological litSee also his papers in Bull. U. S. Geol.
scriptions of the fossils will be found.
For the fossils of the St. John division consult the
Surv. Nos. 10 and 30.
papers of G-. F. Mathew, quoted on p. 1227.
47 E.
Kayser, "Beitrige zur Geol. u. Palaeont. d. Argentiniseher Republik.
Part 11. 1876.
48 Richihofen, "China," vol. iii. 1882.
W. Dames compares this Chinese
Cambrian fauna with that of the Andrarumskalk of Scandinavia: op. cit. p. 32
(ante, p. 1219). Mr. Walcott inclines to believe that the fossils rather point to a
Middle Cambrian fauna (Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 81, 1891, p. 379).
49
PaIonto1ogia Indica, ser. 13, vol. i. 1887, p. 150.
° Proc.
Roy. Soc. Tasmania, 1882-83, p. 151; Trans. Roy. Soc. South Aus
tralia, xiii. 1890, p. 10.
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erature were capable of subdivision into

distinct formations

characterized by a peculiar assemblage of organic
As he found them to

remains.

be well developed in the region

once

inhabited by the British tribe of Silures, he gave them the
name of

Silurian."

From the base of the

stone, he was able to trace his

Old Red Sand

Silurian types of fossils into

successively lower zones of the old "Grauwacke."

It was

eventually found that similar fossils characterized the older
sedimentary rocks all over the world, and that the general
order of succession worked out by Murehison could every
where he recognized.
generally

employed

Hence the term Silurian came to be
to

the rocks containing

designate

the

first great fauna of the Geological Record.
The

controversy regarding

the

respective limits

of

the

Cambrian and Silurian formations (ante,

p.

the lifetime of the two great antagonists.

Prof. Lapworth. in

1211) survived

1879 proposed, as a compromise, that the lower half of Mar
chison's

Silurian system, which

Sedgwick

had

claimed,

as

Cambrian, should be detached from both and erected into a
distinct system under the name "Ordovician."

I consider

that this proposal, which

to obviate

was honestly intended

confusion and to promote the progress of the science, is fair
to neither of these fathers of English geology, and is espe
pecially unjust to Murehison.

The division of "Lower Silu

rian" has the claim not only of priority, but of having been
established and of

having had its component members dc

fined by the author of the Silurian system in the early years
of his investigation.

The primordial fauna which Barrande

had shown to underlie the Lower Silurian rocks of Bohemia
was

hardly known to

exist in Britain during Murchison's

bl Phil.
Mag. (3), vii. 1835, p. 4'.

52 Geol.
Mag. 18'TO, p. 13.
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life, and certainly was not then ascertained to have the strati
graphical significance and wide geographical diffusion which
have now been proved.

It is universally admitted that this

fauna marks a distinct section of the
geological

record to

which by

is

The

common consent

upper limit of

the

name

Cambrian

given.

this fauna is likewise recognized.

So

that it is not a question of fact but of nomenclature which is
in dispute.

With the modification of the accepted base-line

at the top of the Tremadoc Slates, 1 shall continue to
employ
the terminology proposed
by the illustrious author of the
"Silurian

System"

as

being

quite

adequate for

the

most

recent requirements of investigation.
§ 1.

General

Characters

R0CKS.-The Silurian system consists usually of a mas
sive series of graywackes, sandstones, grits, shales, or slates,
with occasional bands of limestone.

The arenaceous strata

include pebbly grits and conglomerates, which are specially
apt to occur at or near any local base of the formation, where
they rest unconformably on older rocks.
of massive

conglomerate

rocks of Britain.

occur,

have
as

been

hard

among

most commonly they are hard

but in some areas (Wales,

subjected

cleaved

the Liandovery

The argillaceous strata are in some regions

(Livonia, etc.) mere soft clays:
fissile shales,

as

Occasional zones

to

slates,

intense

etc.),

compression,

or even as crystalline

Europe, the limestones are, as

a

where they
they

appear

schists.

rule, lenticular, as

in

In
the

examples of the Bala, Aymestry, and Dudley bands, though
68 The reader who would peruse a weighty and dispassionate examination
of this disputed question in geological nomenclature should turn to the essay
by the venerable Prof. J. D.. Dana on "Sedgwick and Murchison; Cambrian
and Silurian" (Amer. Journ. Sd. xxxix. 1890, p. 16T). With the conclusions
of his examination of the whole question I most thoroughly agree.
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some of

limestones have a

the

in North America, on the other hand,

greater continuity,

the Trenton limestones in the Lower, and the Niagara lime
stone in the Upper Silurian division are among the most per
sistent formations of the eastern United States and Canada,
'hi1e in

the

Territories vast

Western

masses

of

limestone constitute nearly the whole of the system.

Silurian
Easily

in the
recognizable bands in many Silurian tracts, especially
north*est of Europe, are certain dark anthracitie shales or
schists, which, though sometimes only a few feet thick, can
be

followed

for

As

leagues.

many

they

usually

contain

much decomposing iron-disulphicle, which produces an efflor
escence of alum, they are known in Scandinavia as the alum
In Scotland, they are the chief repositories of the
slates.
Silurian graptolites.

Their black, coal-like aspect has led

to much fruitless mining in them for coal.

In the northern

New York, a series of beds of red marl
part of the State of
with salt and gypsum occurs in the Upper Silurian series.
In the Salt Range of the Punjab the group of saliferous
strata occurs which has

been already alluded

count of the Cambrian rocks.
are the oldest yet discovered.

to in the ac

These salt-bearing deposits
In Styria and Bohemia, im

ha3matite and siderite are interstrati
portant beds of oolitic
fled with the ordinary gra,ywaekes and shales.

Occasionally

sheets of various eruptive rocks (felsites, diabases, diorites,
etc.)

occur

rocks
etc.),

(Wales,
and,

imbedded

contemporaneously
Lake

with

District,

S.

their associated

canic ejections of

in

Scotland,
tuffs,

the

Silurian

S.E.

Ireland,

represent

the

vol.

the time.

As a rule, Silurian rocks have suffered from subsequent
geological
folded,

revolutions, so

contorted,

that

broken,

and

they

now

cleaved,

appeal'

inclined,

sometimes

even
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In certain regions,

New York,

etc.),

still

they

remain nearly in their original undisturbed
positions.
LIFE.-The general aspect of the life of the Silurian
so

period,

far

as

it

has

been

to

preserved

us,

may

be

gathered from the following summary published by Bigsby
in l868-plants 82
species; amorphozoa 136; foraminif era
25;

ca1enterata 507;
trilobita

8;

ripeds

brachiopoda 1650;

echinodermata 500; annelida 154;
entomostraca

1611;

monomyaria 168;

318;

polyzoa

cir
441;

dimyaria 541; hetero-

C

7i

Fig. 340.-Group of Silurian Graptolites.
a, Monoraptus priodou1 Broun (Wenlock); b, Phyllograptus typus, Hall (Lower
Arenig); c, Diplograptus folium, His. (Ltandovery); d Rastrites peregrinus, Barr
(Ljandovery); e Didymograptus Murchisoni, Beck. (Llandeio)' I' Monograptus
Sedgwickii, Porl. (Lianclovery); g, Dicranograptus ramosus, Hall (Liandeilo); h,
Tetragraptus Hicksil, Hopk, (Lower Arenig).
poda

358;

class

uncertain

published
made
of

in

gasteropoda
12;

another
the

895; cephalopoda

total

8897
in

census

proportions

of

this

species being raised to 10,074,

pisces

Barrande

species.
which

1454;

some

table,

the

in

variations
total

37;
1872
are

number

which has subsequently

been still further increased.
The

p1 ants

as

yet recovered are chiefly fucoids.

In

many cases they occur as mere impressions, which are often
trails
probably not of vegetable origin at all, but casts of the
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crustacea,

etc."

Among the

But in the Upper

phycus, and Nematophycus (Carruth.).
Silurian
living

rocks

beautifully

Gelidium

or

like

sea-weeds

preserved

Plocaniium

Pala3o-

Arthrophycus,

Buthotrephis,

most

occur,

the

Chon

such as the

drites verisimilis (Salt.) of the Ludlow rocks of Edinburgh
shire.

however, of a higher vegetation have been

Traces,

discovered, which are of special interest as being the earliest
of

a

land-flora.

certain

known

remains

minute

bodies (Pachytheca) in the Ludlow bone-bed were

Many

ago

years

has
regarded as lycopodiaceous spore-cases, but some doubt
More recently, Dr. Hicks

been cast on their organic grade.
obtained

from

the

of

Denbighshire grits

N.

Wales

other

spores and likewise dichotomous stems, probably lycopodia
True lycopods (Sagenaria) have been met with in

eeous.
the

Upper Silurian rocks of Bohemia.

From the

Clinton

limestone of Ohio portion of a lepidodendroici. tree (Glyp
todendron
group

of

eaonense) has been obtained.
strata,

Helderberg at

at the top

of

the

Lower,

The

Cincinnati

and

the Lower

the top of the Upper Silurian formations of

eastern North America, have yielded a microcosmical repre
sentation of the Carboniferous flora.

The genera noted in

clude Psilophyton, Calamophycus, Annularia, Protostigma,
Sigillaria,
dence

as

and
yet

Sphenophyllum.°
collected,

it

From

the

would appeal' that

evi

meagre
the

land

of

4 Natlaorst, Kong]. Senek. Vet. Akad. ilandi, xviii. 1881, has imitated some
of these markings by causing crustaccu, annelids and mollusks to move over wet
mud and gypsum, and has thus shown the high probability that they are not
(See Geol. Mug. 1882, pp. 22, 485; 1883, pp. 33, 192, 286.) Nathorst's
plants.
opinion, adverse to the plant nature of the markings, is strongly opposed by
Saporta in his "A propos des Algues Fossiles," 1889.
15
Q. 3. Gee!. Soc. 1881, p. 482; 1882, pp. 9', 103.
56 L.
Lesquereux, Amer. Journ. Sd. (3) vii. p. 31; Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.
xvii. p. t3.
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the Silurian period had a
cryptogamic vegetation in which
lycopods and ferns no doubt played the chief part.57
In

the

f a u u a

of

the

Silurian rocks,

the most lowly

organisms known are foraminifera, of which several genera,
including the still living genus Saccammina, have been de
tected.

Certain

layers

of

chert,

widely

spread

over

the

south of Scotland, have yielded upward of a dozen
genera
with more than twenty species of radiolaria.68

The Silurian

seas possessed representatives both of the calcareous and of
the

siliceous sponges of modern times.

Under the former

group may be placed the genus Archoocyathus which oc
curs in the Cambrian system, and the genera
Astreospongia
and

Amphispongia of the Upper Silurian rocks;

latter

group come

and

Astylospongia

under the

Protachilleu.m.

Of

the puzzling genera Receptaculites and Isehadites, the true
relationships have not yet been determined.
a

though

common fossil,

is

still

a

subject

Nidulites, too,
of

uncertainty

as to its organic grade, the latest view being that it may be
related to the polyzoa.
Some of the most plentiful and characteristic denizens of
the Silurian

seas were undoubtedly the various hydrozoan

genera united under the common name of graptolites (Fig.
4O)b9
a

single

Among
row of

the

monoprionidian

cells, the

genera

forms,

or

those

Monograptus (of

with

which

upward of 40 species have been found in Britain), Rastrites
and Cyrtograptus are characteristic of Upper Silurian rocks.

51 The student will find a valuable compendium of information
by L. F.
of
all
the
in
8th
over
world
the
Ann.
Ward regarding the fossil floras
past time
1889.
U.
S.
Geol.
Surv.
ii.
part
Rep.
58 G. J. Hinds, Ann.
Mag. Nat. list. 1890, p. 40.
59 The student should consult Prof. Lapworth's Monograph "On the Geologi
cal Distribution of the Rhabdophora" (Ann. Mag. Nat. His. ser. 5, vols. iii. iv.
v. and vi. 1879, 1880) in which the geological significance of the graptolitea
is fully discussed.
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The diprionidian forms, or those with two rows of cells, are
of the lower subdivision of the Silu
equally characteristic
rian system, and are richest in genera, of which some of the
Didymograptus, and Tetra

commonest are Dicellograptus,

to belong ex
Graptolites were formerly supposed

graptus.

clusively to Silurian rocks; but it has already been pointed
out

they descend

that

theless

it

was

in

into the Cambrian system.

Silurian

that

time

Through
been

strata,

the

persistent.

of

it

chiefly

that the vertical

is comparatively

graptolites

fossils may be

Prof.

Lapworth

the species of

range of

limited,

and

has

hence

that these

used to mark definite pala3ontological hori

He enumerates twenty recognizable graptolite zones,

zons.
one

though the species are not

researches

ascertained

their

in the Lower and Up

macograptus, Retiolites) occur both
Silurian

reached

they

A few genera (Diplograptus, Cli

maximum development.

per

Never

in

in

the Upper Cambrian, eight

the

Lower Silurian,

and eleven in the Upper Silurian formations."
liar form

Sti'omatopora and several

The pecu

allied genera are now

referred to the Hydrozoa.
Corals must have swarmed on those parts of the Silurian.
sea-floor on

which

calcareous accumulations gathered,

for

their remains are abundant among the lirnestones, particu
larly

in

tabulate

the

upper

forms

are

division

of

the genera

the

system.

Favosites,

so

Among the
characteristic

in the Upper Silurian limestones of Europe and America,
Chtetes,

Thecia,

and Tetradium.

ilalysites

or

chain

coral,

Syringopora,

The rugose corals are likewise abundant,

60 op. cit. v. 1880,
0. Jaokel (Zeitsch. Deutseli. Geol. Ges. 1889,
p. 197.
has
to
653)
p.
recently proposed
distinguish the mouograptida in two groups,
the
older and Pomatograptus the later parts of the
Fristiograptu characterizing
Silurian
series.
Upper
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some conspicuous genera
being Stauria, Cyathaxonia, Cya
thophyllum,

Petraia,

Zaphrentis,

and Acervularia

Ptychophyllum,

Omphyma,

Strombodes,

(Fig.

The

345).

were represented by star-fishes
echino-derms
(Palaster, Palas
terina,
Paheocoma,
brittle-stars (Protaster,
Lepidas ter),
Eucladia), many forms of crinoids
(Actinocrinus, Cyatho
crinus, Glyptoerinus, E
ucalyptocriaus, Taxoeri nus, etc.),
and particularly by
species of cystideans (Echinosphorites,
The annelids
Spharo ni tes, P leurocysti tes, flemicosmites).
of the Silurian sea-bottom
comprised representatives of both
the tubicolar and errant orders.
To the former belong the
genera

Cornulites,

Oronia,

Conchicolites,

also the still living genus
Spirorbis.
known

chiefly by their

burrows

and

Serpulites,

The errant forms are

or trails, which appear in

immense profusion on the surfaces of shales and sandstones
(Arenicolites,
jaws, which

Nereites,

occur in

Scolithus,

great

etc.),

numbers

in

but

also

their

by

the Wenlock and

Ludlow rocks."'
The crustacea

of the period

have been abundantly pre

served

and form

fossils

of

the

system.

Undoubted

found

in

the

Silurian

rocks

some of the most familiar and distinctive

of

cirripeds

Britain,

North America (T urrilepas, Ana tifopsis.
abound
era

in

being

tozoe,

certain shales,
Entomis,

Orozoe,

been

Bohemia,

and

Small ostracods

some of the most frequent gen

Beyrichia, Primitia,

Oallizoe.

have

The

Leperditia,

phyllopods,

which,

Aris
as

we

have seen, made their
appearance in Cambrian times, con
tinue to

occur on scattered horizons, and
generally not in

great numbers, throughout the

Lower

and Upper Silurian

rocks; characteristic genera are
Caryocaris, Peltocaris, Dis61 G. J. Hinde,
Q. J. Geol. Soc. 1880, p. 368; Bihang. Svensk. Vet. Akad.
Handi. vi. 1882.
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Dictyocai'is, Cryptocaris, and

But by far the

Apty

most prolific order is that of the

trilobites (Figs. 341, 345), which, beginning in the Cambrian,
attained its maximum development in the Silurian, waned
in the Devonian, and became extinct in the Carboniferous
period.
were

According to the census of Barrande in 1872 there

then

1579

known species, but this

been greatly increased.

With

number has since

a few exceptions the Cam-

\,

f'p

-

4

C.)

N P-1 ~

oi~

I

Fig. 341.-Group or Lower Silurian Trilobites.
1, Illnus Davisli, Salt. (i); 2, Calymene brevicapitata, Portl.; 3, Ogygia Buchii. Brougn.
gliua biuo-.
(i); 4, Asaphus tyrannus, Murch. (a): 5, Ampyx nudus, Murch. (i); 6,
dosa, Salt.; 7, Acidaspis Jarnesii, Salt.; 8, Trinucleus Lloiii, Murcb.
brian

genera did.

not survive

into Silurian

time (p. 1218.)

They were succeeded by many new genera which continued
to live through most of the Silurian period.

In the lower

division

are

of

the

system,

characteristic

genera

glina,

Asaphus, Amphion, Ampyx, Barrandia, Ohasmops, Cybele,
ilarpes, Ogygia, Placoparia, Remopleurides, and Trinueleus;
some

are

genera

divisions (but
Acidaspis,*

common

usually

Bronteus,*

to

with

both

specific

Calymene,

the

lower

and

distinctions),
Cheirurus,

upper

such as

Cyphaspis
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Illnus,

Lichas,

Proetus is confined to the

Toward the top of the
system eurypterids

make their appearance, and continue to
occupy a prominent
The Silurian genera
place until the Carboniferous period.
are Pterygotus,
Slimonia, Stylonurus,
and
Eurypterus,
ilemiaspis.
The polyzoa of Silurian

times have been
tolerably well

preserved, and present many peculiarities of structure.

One

I.
r

''

'/

: /

J f!/

1J

3

Fig. 842.-Group of Arenig Fossils.
1, Orthoceras careesiense, Hicks; 2, Bellerophon Ilanvirnensis Hicks; 3, Orthls calli
gramma, Dairn. (enlarged); 4, Redonia anglica, Salt.; 5, Pahearca amygdalns, Salt.
of the

most

from Lower

abundant
Silurian

tya, ascends into

genera

is

Fenestella,

to Permian rocks; another,

the Carboniferous system.

are Retepora, Palesehara, and
Hippothoa.
the

brachiopods (many hundreds of

and so characteristic on
occurring
fossils
of

in

must

certain
be

ranges

Ptiloclic

Other genera

So abundant are

species being known),

the whole are the species of them

Silurian

regarded

stratigraphical

which

as

zones

of

comparison."

or bands,

that these

special value for purposes
The

old

and

still living

62 Those
* are more characteristic of the
genera marked with
Upper than of
the Lower Silurian strata.
63 For an account of the internal
arrangements of some Silurian brachiopods
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are found on different
genera Discina, Lingula, and Crania
horizons

in

Acrotreta,

the

Silurian

Atrypa,

series.

Lept2ena,

Meristella,

0

I

types

are

Orthis (Figs. 342,

c2

(d
Ü1

Characteristic

J

iit>

(
Fig. 843.-Group of Caradoc Fossils.
a, Porambonites interceclens, Fancier; b, Orthi hirnantensis, McCoy; c3 Liugula long.
issi&na, Pander (?); d, Strophomena graudiH, Sby.; e, Orthis plicata,Sby.; f, Orthis
calligramma, Daim.; g, Crania divaricata, McCoy; h, Triplesia (?) maccoyana,
Day.; 1, Atrypa (?) Headii, Billings (?); j, Atrypa marginails, Palm.; k, Disina
ob-longata,
Porti.; 1, Ambonycthia priica, Port!.; -in, Palaarca billingsiana, Salt., n,
Rhynchonelta uana Salt.; o, Uleidophorus ovutis, McCoy.
343),

Peutainerus (Fig.

344),

Porambonites,

Rhynchonella

(Fig. 346), Siphonotreta, Spirifer, Stricki andinia, Strophomeaud a list of the Upper Silurian species of England, see Davidson, Geol. Mag.
1881, pp. 1, 100, 145, 239.
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nit (Fig. 346), and
Triplesia.

Some of these are particularly

distinctive of certain zones.

Thus, from. the abundance of

Pentameri in them, certain
"Pentamerus

beds"

(Fig.

strata received the name of the

in species in the lower part of
tamerus, Rhynchonella,
occur

in

the

the

most abundant

Silurian

system: Pen

Spirifer, Ohonetes and Terebratula
The

upper.

Orthis is

344).

lamellibranchs

have

been

less

abundantly preserved; some of their most frequent genera
are the monolnyarian Ambonychia (Fig. 343) and Pterinea
and

the

Otenodonta,

dimyarian

Modiolopsis,

Goniophora,

Orthonota (Fig. 346), Cleidophorus (Fig. 343), Palarca, and
Reclonia (Fig. 342).

Oarcliola interrupta (Fig. 346) is a char

acteristic shell of the highest Upper Silurian rocks.
Of the gasteropods of the Silurian seas upward of 1300
species have been named; some of the more frequent genera
are Acroculia,
toma,

Holopioa,

schisma,
and

Murchisonia,

ilolopella,

Pleurotomaria,

Sub ulites.

Euomphalus (Fig. 346), Helico

Oyclonema,

Raphistoma,

Ophileta,

r!lroehus

(Fig.

Putty
346),

-Some heteropod forms occur, e.g. Bellero

phon and Maclurea;

but pteropods are more frequent, being

represented sometimes abundantly by the genera Tentacu
li.tes (regarded by some as

an

ca), Conularia, and Pterotheca.
Silurian
from

era

swarmed

with

annelid), Hyolithes (or The
That the salt waters of the

cephalopods

may be inferred

the fact that according to Barrande's census no fewer

than 1622 species had then
Some

tetrabranchiate.
straight shells,
type.

This

in the

Silurian

of

been

most abundant forms are
"the
Orthoceras (Figs. 342, 346) is the

characteristically

ruined a great size.

They are all

of

which

period,

described.

when

Palaeozoic

genus

many of its

abounded

individuals

at

Barrande has described upward of 550

Bohemia.
spiies from the basin of

Of Oyrtoceras, in which
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than

330
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a

area has yielded. more

small

Phragmoceras

species.

likewise

846)

(Fig.

pos

shell, but with an aperture contracted in

curved.

the middle.
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was globular or flask

In Aseoceras the shell

shaped, with curiously curved septa; in Lituites (Fig. 34(3)
it was curled like that of Nautilus.

The two latter genera

in Silurian rooks, but while Lituites never outlived

occur
the

Silurian

the

sea.

Nautilus

period,

is

still

a

denizen

living

of

The first traces of vertebrate life make their appearance
in

the

Silurian

fishes,

the

system.

most

haspis).
certain

o

determinable

of placoderms (Pteraspis,

of

consist

They

which

Cephalaspis,

the

remains

are

the

plates

Auchenaspis, Scap

The bone-bed of the Ludlow rocks has also yielded
curved

which

spines (Onchus),

have been referred

to a cestraciont, and some shagreen-like plates which
been

to

supposed

Thelodus),
called

of

and.

be

bodies

Plectrodus, but

shield-spines

of

a

of

scales
like

placoid fishes (Sphagodus,
with

jaws

which

have

teeth

which

were

are now known to be late;-al
fish

cephalaspidean

(Eukeraspis).

It is

probable that some of

these remains have been incorrectly

determined,

and

belong

The

Upper

Silurian.

rocks

and

North

America,

great

may

crustaceans

to

have

yielded,

numbers

of

or

both

annelids.
in

minute

Europe

tooth-like

bodies which were named "Conodonts'' by their discoverer,
Pander, and were supposed
as

the

lamprey,

preservation.

which

These

to

be

possessed

bodies

have

the
no

the invertebrata,

now

probably

them

as

in

other

been

different divisions of
regard
04
annelids.

teeth of such fishes
hard

also

parts for

referred

to

but palLeontologists

most

cases

the

jaws

64 Zittel and Bohon, Sitzb.
Bt.yr. Akad. Munich, 188(J, p. 108.

of
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occurrence of fishes in rocks

by Mr. Walcott, who

has

de

scribed from the Lower Silurian rocks of Canon
City, Colo
rado, a number of fish remains,
among which he has been
able to identify dermal
plates and scales belonging to genera
like Asterolepis and
Holoptychius, which play so important
a

in

part

Rohon,
but

the

all

include

dentine,

Devonian

fauna."'

According

the so-called "Conodonts"
undoubted

enamel,

teeth

of

and pulp-cavity.

are

fishes

to Dr. J. V.

not annelidian,

with

recognizable

He describes

from

the

Glauconite Sand of St. Petersburg forms belonging to two
new genera named by him Palieodus and Archodus.66
Up to the present time no trace has been detected of any
vertebrate land-animals of Silurian age.

In Sweden, France,

Scotland, and the United States, however, the discovery of
remains of arachnid

and

insect life in Silurian rocks may

herald the ultimate detection of higher forms of life.

From

the Upper Silurian strata of the island of Gothiand a true
scorpion has been discovered, which appears to differ in no
essential

respect from recent forms, except in the walking

limbs, which are dumpy in form, and terminate in a single
claw.

One of the breathing stigmata on the second ventral

scute shows clearly. that the animal was

an air-breather.°'

Subsequently a still more perfect example of the same genus
(Paheophoneus) was described from the Upper Silurian rocks
of Lesmahagow, Lanarkshire (Fig.
347).
poison-gland and sting at the

The presence of a

extremity of the tail shows

that, like their modern representatives, these ancient animals

45 Bull. Geol. Soc. America, iii. 1892,
p. 153.
66 J V. Rohon, Bull. Acad.
Sd.
St. Petersbourg, xxxiii. 1890, p. 269.
Imp.
61 0. Linclström,
Oomptes Rend. xcix. 1884; T. Thorell and G. Lindström,
K.. Svenak. Vet. Akad. UaudL xxi. No. 9, 1885.
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Soon after the

of the land.
preyed on other denizens

of a scorpion in
pean discoveries, the finding
lime"

(Upper

Silurian)

of

York

New

These specimens lifted the veil

Euro

the "Water

was

announced."

that had concealed from us

all evidence of the terrestrial fauna of this ancient period of
geological

If

history.

there

were

scorpions

on

land,

the

there were almost certainly other land-animals on which they
lived.

that

Mr. Peach has suggested

partly on

marine

But that insects

crustacean

they

have

eggs left bare by the

fed

tides.

made known by
already existed has been

the discovery of a true insect-wing in
measures about 1

inch long,

the Lower

Jurcju es,

Caradoc) sandstone of

(probably

may

and

is

Silurian

Cal vados.'°

It

distinguished by the

breadth of the axil
length of the anal nervure and the small
lary area.

It is a primeval of Blatta, and has been named

by M. Brongniart Paliooblattina.

We may be confident that

these are not the only relics of the Silurian terrestrial fauna
that have been preserved, and we may hope that still more
remarkable

treasures

are

yet

to

be

unearthed

from

their

primeval resting-places.
§ 2.

Local

Development

Britain."-In the typical area whore ,Murchisou's discov
eries were first made, he found the Silurian rocks divisible
great and well-marked, series, which he termed
This classification has been found to
Lower and Upper.
The subjoined
hold good over a large part; of the world.
into

two

68 R. P. Whitfield, Science, vi. 1885, p. 87.
69 B. N. Peach, Nature, xxiv. 1885, p. 295; Trans. Roy. Soc. EdAu. xxx. 1882.
10 Ch. Brongniart, Comptes Rend. xcix. 1884, p. 1164; Geol. Mag. 1886,
p. 481.
" See Murchison's "Silurian Systom," and "Siluria"; Sedgwick's "Synop
sis," cited p. 1210; RamEay's "North Wales" in Memoirs of Gool. Surv. vol. iii.;
Etheridge, Address, Q. 3. Geol. Soc. 1881; numerous local memoirs in recent
volumes of the Q. 3. Geol. Soc. and Geol. Mag., particularly by Hicks, Ward,
Hughes, Keeping, Lapworth, etc.
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table shows the arrangement and. nomenclature of the vari
ous subdivisions of the Silurian. system:
Feet.
6. Ludlow group
.
approximate average thickness 1900
Upper Silurian. 5. Wenlock group .
1600
4. Llandovery group
3000
3. Bala and Caradoc group
6000
Its
Lower Silurian. 2. Lianddilo group .
3000
1. Arenig group
.
4000
a. Lower Silurian

19,500

The typical subdivisions in W a 1 e s and S h r o
p s Ii i r e
will first be described, and. afterward the
development of the
series in. other parts of Britain.
1.

A re n ig
G r o u p.-These rocks consist of
dark
slates, shales, flags, and bands of sandstone.
They are
in
the
Mountain,
where, as
abundantly developed.
Arenig
described
include
masses of
originally
by Sedgwick, they
associated volcanic rocks.
In. their abundant suite of or
ganic remains new genera of trilobites make their appear
ance (iEglina, Barrandia, Calymene, Homalonotus, I1lanop.
sis, Illnus, Phacops, Placoparia, Trinucleus).
Pteropods
are represented by species of Conularia and. Theca; brachio
pods by Lingu.Ia, Lingulella, Obolella, Discina, Siphono
treta, and Orthis; lamellibranchs by Pahearca and .Ribeiria;
'steropocls by Ophileta and Pleurotornaria; heteropods by
Bellerophon and Maclurea; and. cephalopods by Orthoceras.
But the most abundant organisms are the graptolites, of
which no fewer than twenty genera have been found in the
In the lower part of the group the
Arenig rocks of Britain.

genus Tetragraptus is especially characteristic, for it is not
at present known to occur on any higher or lower horizon.
Here lies the lowest Silurian graptolitic zone, that of Tetra
The genera Loganograptus, Olono
gi'aptus bryonoides.
graptus, Schizograptus, and Dichograptus are probably also
peculiar to the same strata, as well as the species Diaymo.
graptus extensus, D. pennatu.lus, and. the only known exam
The upper part of the Arenig group
ples of Retiograptus.
(zone of Didymograptus bifldus) is especially marked by the
presence of Phyllograptus, in association* with forms of
Dichograptus like D.
sides the last-named,

bifidus.
are D.

Species peculiar to it, be
minutu.s and some forms of

Diplograpta, such as Olimacograptus confertus.72
Dr. Hicks has proposed to construct a separate group
79

Lapworth, Ann. Mag. Nat. list. vol. vi. 1880, p. 197.
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under the name of "Lianvirn," by taking the upper part of
the Arenig and lower portion of the Liandeilo rocks, making
a total thickness of about 2000 feet of strata near St. David's
in South Wales
It is in this group of strata that the trilo
make their
bites Aciclaspis, Barrandia, Illarnus, and
Phacops
earliest appearance.
Sir A. 0. Ramsay believed that in
North Wales there is an. unconformable overlap of the Are.
nig upon the Tremadoc and older beds; but in South Wales

there does not appear to be any break."
A remarkable feature in the history of the Arenig rocks
in Wales was the volcanic action during their formation,

whereby various felsitic or rhyolitic lavas, with abundant
discharges of fine ashes and coarser agglomerates, were
erupted over the sea-bottom and interstratified with the
contemporaneously deposited sediments, while more basic

sills were subsequently injected under the volcanic sheets.
Some of the more important Welsh mountains consist mainly
of these ancient volcanic materials-Cader Idris, the Arans,
Areni o Mountain, and others.

G r o u p.-These dark argillaceous and
occasionally calcareous flagstones, sandstones, and shales
were first described by Murchison as occurring at Liandeilo,
2.

1 a n d e ii o

in Carmarth.enshire.
They reappear near St. David's, on
the coast of Pembrokeshire, and at Builth, in Radnorshire.
In the lower subdivision of them a seam of limestone occurs,

while intercalated igneous rocks are specially noticeable in
the
subdivision.
It was at one time believed that
upper
These fos
graptolites were almost confined to this group.
sils, now known to range from the Cambrian to the top of
the Silurian system, occur abundantly in the Liandeilo rocks,
and present there a transitional character between the Are
nig types below and those in the Oaradoc or Bala rocks
above.
In. the lower portions of the group the most abun
dant genus is Didymoraptus, B. Murchisoni being the char.
acteristic species (and- serving to mark a grapolitic zone
accompanied by many of the Arenig species, together with
In the
new forms of Oryptograptus and Glossograptus.
middle part of the group the B. Murchisoni becomes very
rare and is associated with Diplograptus foliaceus and CliPop. Science Rev. 1881, p. 280.
14
"Geology of N. Wales," Morn. Gool. Surv. iii.
" For
descriptions of the Arenig lavas and. tuffs consult the "c4eologv of
N. Wales" aheady cited; also G. A. Cole aud Cl. V. Jouiiiugs, Quart. Jotii.
Goal. Soc. xlv. 1889.
Gaol. M. 1890, p. 41'?: .Jemiing IULII (-. J. Wi1lim,
Journ.
Geol.
Soc.
xlvii. 1891,p. 314.Op. cit. Presidential Address, p. 1.
Quart.
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In the Upper Liandeilo rocks
macograptus Scharenbergi.
graptohtes of the type of Oryptograptus tricornis and Climac
ograptus Scharenbergi are abundant, also species of Ccxrno
with Dicellograptus sectans (zone of
graptu
Ocenograptus
Trilobites are characteristic fossils of the
gracilis).
group,
upward of fifty species belonging to eighteen or twenty
These include characteristic forms
genera being known.
which do not range beyond the
group, Asaphus tyrannus,
cambrensis,
Trinucleus
Calymene
Lloydii, and T. favus
being found in the lower subdivision, and Barrandia Cor
dai, Cheirurus Sedgwickii, and
Ogygia Buchii in the upper.
The phyllopod Peltocaris aptychoides is also
The
peculiar.
brachiopods include the genera Acrotreta, Crania, Discina,
Leptna, Lingula, Orthis, Rhyrichonella, and Strophomena,
some of which here make their first
The lamelli
appearance.
hranchs are represented by species of Oardiola (0. interrupta)
and Modiolopsis (M. expansa, M. inflata), the gasteropods
by Cyclonema, Euornphalus, M u.rchisonia, Pleurotomaria,
Raphistoma, and Turbo, the heteropocis by Bellerophon,
Eceuliomphalus, and Maclurea, the pteropods by Conularia
and Theca, the cephalopods by Cyrtoceras, Orthoceras, and
Endoceras.
3. Caradoc

and

BaJa Group.-Under this name
were placed by Murehison the thick yellowish and
gray
sandstones of Oaer Caradoc in Shropshire, and the ilorder
It was afterward ascertained
ley and May Hill Sandstone.
that the gray and dark slates, grits, and sandstones, described
by Sedgwick as occurring round Bala in Merionethshire and
regarded by him as the higher part of his Cambrian system,
were really slightly different lithological developments of
In the Shropshire area,
the same stratigraphical division.

some of the rocks are so shelly as to become strongly cal
careous.
In the Bala district, the strata contain two lime
stones separated by a sandy and slaty group of rocks 1400
The lower or Bala limestone (25 feet thick) has
feet thick.
been traced as a variable band over a large area in North
It is usually identified with the Coniston limestone
Wales.
of the Westmoreland region.
The upper or iirnant lime
Bands of volcanic tuffs and
stone (10 feet) is more local.
occur among the Bala
large beds of various felsitic lavas
beds, and. prove the contemporaneous ejection of volcanic
These attain a thickness of several thousand feet
products.
in the Snowdon region.76
For accounts of the volcanic phenomena of the Caradoc-Bala series of
Wales, see A. 0. Ramsay's "Geology of North Wales," forming vol. iii. of the
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A large suite of fossils has been obtained from this group.
The sponges are represented
y Sphorospongia, Acantho.
The graptoh.tes are strongly,
and. other genera.
spongia,
differentiated from those of the Arenig rocks by the entire
The Diplo
and PhyllQgraptith.
absence of Dichograptid
graptida3, feebly represented in the Arenig and Lower Lian
deilo groups, are now, as Prof. Lapworth points out, the
The
dominant forms, occurring in swarms in every zone.
two genera Diplograptus and Olimacograptus are especially
The following successive zones, each marked by
abundant.

prevalence of its own species of graptolite, have been
observed by Prof. Lapworth in ascending order: (1) Zone of
Climacograptus Wilsoni, (2) Zone of Dicranograptus Clin
gani, (3) Zone of Pleurograptus linearis, (4 Zone of Dicello
the

S) Zone of Dicellograptus anceps.
graptus complanatu.s,
The same observer remarks upon the extraordinary extinc
tion of families, genera, and species of graptolites during
"The entire families
the period of the Caradoc-Bala rocks.
of the Dicranograpticlie, Leptograptithe, and Lasiograptid,
The only, families that sur
from sight altogether.
disappear
vive into the Liandovery rocks are those of the Diplograp
tida
and Retiolitithe, and these only in a very degenerate
form."
Yet it is remarkable that it was during Caracloc
attained
time that the Dieranograptida3 and Leptograptid
their

highest development."
To the conditions that allowed the deposition of lime
stone bands in this group we doubtless owe the presence of
upward of 40 species of corals (Fig, 345) belonging to Alveo
lites, Cyatho1ihyllum, Favosites,
a1ysites, ileliolites, Mon
The echinoderms are
ticulipora, Omphyma, Petraia, etc.
encrinites of the genera Actinocrinus, Cyatho
represented by
crrnus, and Glyptocrinus, by no fewer than 16 species of
S phreron i tes,
Agelacrinites,
ystideans (Eehinosphei'ites,
the
Hemicosmites, etc.), and by star-fishes of
genera Palas
ter, Protaster, and Stenaster; the annelids by Serpulites,
and numerous burrows and tracks; the trilobites by species
of Acidaspis (7 species), Ampx (6), Asaphus (6), Calymene
5), Obeirurus (6), Cybele (2),' Encrinurus (3), Hornalonotus
4),

Illamus

(9),

Lichas

5),

Phacops

(15),

Remopleurides

General Memoirs of the Geological Survey; Harker's 'l3ala Volcanic Series of
Caernarvonshiro," being the Sedgwick Prio Essay for 1888; F. Rutloy, Quart.
Journ. Gee]. Soc. xxxv. 1879, p. iit)8; W. W. Watts, op. cit. xli. 1885, p. 532;
and vol. xlvii. 1891, Presidential Address, p. 111.
17
Lapworth, Anu. Mag. Nat. Hist. v. 1880, p. 358 et seq.
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(7), Trinucleus (6); the ostracods by Beyrichia, Leperditia,
Cythere, Prirnitia, and Entomis; the polyzoa by Fenestella,
Glauconome, Ptilodictya, and
Retepora; the brachiopods by
Meristella,
Atrypa, Rhynchonella,
Lepta3na 1O species), Orthis (nearly 40), Strophomena
Crania,
Discina, and Lin
(17),
the
lamellibranchs by Otenodonta (17
gala;
species), Orthonota (5),
Pterinea
Modiolopsis (15),
(6), Ambonychia (8),
PaliTearca (5); the
Murchisonia,
Pleurotogasteropods by
maria, Raphistoma,
Cyclonema, Euomphalus, ]Eto1opoa and
the
ilolopella;
pteropods by Tentaculites, Oonularia, Theca;
the heteropods
by species of Bellerophon, Ecculiomphalus
and Maclurea; and the
cephalopods by the genera Ortho
ceras (between 30 and 40
species), Cyrtoceras, Lituites, etc.
The Lower Silurian rocks,
typically developed in Wales,
extend over much of Britain,
though largely buried under
more recent formations.
They rise into the hilly tracts of
Westmoreland and Cumberland," where
they consist of the following subdivisions in
descending order:
Coniston Limestone series with the
Bala beds.
Ashgill shales above the limestone - =
and the Dufton shales below it
. J
j
Borrowdale volcanic series (green
Part, of Bala, whole of Liandeilo,
slates and porphyries): tuffs and
and perhaps part of Arenig
lavas without ordinary sedimentgroups.
ary strata except at base, 12,000 ft }
{
Skidclaw Slates, 10,000 or 12,000 ft.,
Arenig group, with perhaps Trebase not seen
madoc slates and Lingula Flags.
Apart from the massive intercalation of volcanic rocks,
these strata present considerable lithological and
palonto
logical differences from the typical subdivisions in Wales.
The Skidclaw slates are black or dark-gray, argillaceous,
and in some beds sandy rocks, often much cleaved,
though
seldom yielding workable slates, sometimes soft and black,
like Carboniferous shale.
As a rule, they are singularly
unfossiliferous, but in some of their less cleaved and. altered
portions they have yielded about 40 species of graptolites;
lingula brevis, traces of annelids, a few trilobites (g1ina,
Agnostus, Asaphus, etc.), some phyllopods (Caryocaris), and
remains of plants ?) (Buthotrephis, etc.).
According to Pro'

Sedgwiek's "TI-tree Letters addressed to W. Wordsworth," 1843; J. C.
Ward, "Geology of the North Part of the English Lake District" (Geological
Survey Memoir) 1876; Nicholson, "Essay on the Geology of Cumberland and
Westmoreland," 1868. See also papers by Harkness, Nicholson, Hughes, Marr
and others in Q. J. Geol. Soc. and Geol. Mag.
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fessors Nicholson and Lapworth, they may be provisionally
divided into two groups, the lower consisting of dark flag
stones and shales, distinguished by species of Tetragraptu,
Didymograptu.s, Phyllograptus, Diplograptus, Loganorap
Die ho
tus, Temnograptus, Schizograptus, Utenograptus,
and mud
graptus, and the upper made up of black shales
stones, containing some of the same and some different
of Didymograptus and Phyllograptus, and species
0T Trigon'ograptus, Trichograptu 87 Glossograptus, Diplo
The Skiddaw slates have
graptus, and (Jlimacograptus.
Is

ecies

been invaded by granite and. other eruptive rocks, and dis
play around these a well-marked contact-metamorphism (p.
1003).
Toward the close of the long period represented by the
Skiddaw slates, volcanic action manifested itself, first b
intermittent showers of ashes and streams of lava, whic

were interstratified with the ordinary marine sediment, and
then by a more powerful and continuous series of explo
sions, whereby a huge volcanic mountain or group of cones
was piled up above the sea-level.
The vast pile of volcanic

material (estimated at some 12,000 feet in. total thickness)
consists entirely of lavas and ashes without the interstratifi
cation of ordinary sediment except at the base and the top.
The lower lavas are varieties of andesite, which are also met
with in the central and higher parts of the Borrowdale vol
canic series,

while rhyolitic felsites were
specially poured
out toward the close of the volcanic period.
1normous
quantities of fine volcanic ashes were likewise discharged.
These various volcanic rocks form the picturesque hills of
the Lake District."'
The length of time occupied by this
in
volcanic episode
Cambrian geology may be inferred from
the fact that all the Liancleilo and a large part of the Bala
beds are absent here.
The volcanic island slowly sank into
a sea wherein Bala organisms flourished.
In some places a

group of shales occasionally 300 feet thick, and known as
the Dufton shales, overlies the Borrowclale series, and con
tains among other characteristic species Strophornena ex.
pansa, Leptna sericea, Trinucleas concentricus, ilomalo
notus bisulcatus, Ilkenus Bowmanni.
The most marked
rock of the overlying series is the Coniston limestone, which
" On the volcanic
geology of this region cousuk J. 0. Ward in the work
above cited; Presidential Address to Geological Society, Quart. Journ. GecL
Soc. 1891, p. 137, and authors there given.
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has yielded such familiar Bala
species as Favosites fibrosa,
Hehohtes interstinctus, Oybele verrucosa,
Leptna sericea,
Orthis Aotonie, 0. biforata, 0.
calligramma, 0. elegantula,
0. porcata, and Strophomena rhomboidalis.
These organ
isms and. their associates,
gathering on the submerged flanks
of the sinking volcano, before the
eruptions had finally
ceased, formed there the bed of limestone which is now
traceable for many miles through the Westmoreland hills,
like the BaJa limestone of North Wales, which it
probably
This Coniston limestone has an
represents.
overlying con
formable group of argillaceous strata
(Ashgill sha1es con
Trinucleus
concentricus,
taining
Phacops apiculatus, P.
mucronatus, Strophomena siluriana, and other Lower Silu
rian fossils.
Not far to the east, at the base of the
great
Pennine escarpment, contemporaneous volcanic rocks in the
Coniston series are well
But the enormous
developed."
volcanic group of Westmoreland and Cumberland dies out
rapidly in that direction, for in the Craven district it is rep
resented by a series of sandstones, grits and slates
(often
green), probably 10,000 feet thick, which passes up confor
mably into the Coniston limestone series."
The Southern U plands of S c o t 1 a n d are formed almost
wholly of Lower and Upper Silurian strata which have been
thrown into innumerable plications, often overthrust and re
versed.
The working out of this
complicated structure has
been made possible chiefly by the evidence furnished
by cer
tain zones of graptolitic s hales, as has been well worked out
Prof. Lapworth.
The following table exhibits in de
scending order the subdivisions which have been estab
lished, with some of their characteristic fossils."
by

80 Harknes, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxi. 1865,
Nicholson, Geol. Mag. 1869,
p. 235.
p. 213. This "Orossfoll inlier" has been described by Messrs. Nicholson, Marr
and Harker, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891, p. 500.
'
This area had previously been de
Hughes, Geol. Msg. iv. 1867, p. 346.
scribed by Sedgwick, Trans. Geol. Soc. (2) iii. p. 1; and by Phillips, Q. J. Geol.
Soc. viii. p. 35.
82 See
The prolongation of the
Lapworth, Geol. Mag. 1889, pp. 20, 59.
zoue
over
the
of
the
Southern Uplands has
remarkable volcanic
greater part
in
been dcted by Mr. B. N. Peach
the course of the Geological Survey.
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Ledhma and N.E. part of region
stones with occasional
bands of grit and seams of
black shale with Upper
Uartfoll graptolites (Low
ther 8halee).

0
I

Graywackes and shalcs plies
lag north-eastward into a
thick group In which the
Lower Bartfell black
graptolitic shale loses its
Uthological character.
The graywackes are often
pebbly and contain some
thin limestone tWrae,
Winkatone) with Caradoo
fossils.

chiding the Glenkilu
Black Shales with their
distinctive graptolites and
bands of red nodular chert,
with courses of red and
green mudatone. massive
gray and black cherts and
occasional black shales
containing Upper LIan.
deilo graptolltee1
0
0

OF

GEOLOGY

Moffat and central part of region

Ayrshire and S.W. part of region

Green and gray mudstones
with black shales, forming
the Upper Hartleil Shales
and divided Into:
3. Zone of Dicellograp
tus anceps, Dlplogrtp
tue trunoatus, Climaco.
graptus scalarla.
2. Mudetone unfosslll.
ferous).
1. Zone of Diceflograp.
tus complanatus, Die
tyonema moffatcusis.
Band of black shales about
60 feet thick forming the
Lower Havtfoil Shales and
containing the following
zones:
3. Zone of Pleurograptus
lincaris, with Lepto
graptus flaccidus, Dl.
plograptus fc4laceus,
Ulimacograptus tubu
Ilferus.
2. Zone of Dicranograp.
tug Clingaul, with D.
ramosus, (limacograp.
tue caudatus, U. bicor
nis, Dicollograp.
tue Foichhammeri.
1. Zone of Climacograp.
tue Wilson!, wltJi
Cryptograptus tricor.
nis, Diplograptus, iii
gosus,
Laslograp.
tu,s liarkuessi, CHurn.
Cograptue Scharen.
bergi
Group of grits and green
abates with black and gray
clierts and several bands
of black graptoittlo shale
forming the Ulenkilu
Shaics. The cherts con
tain more than 20 species
of radlolarla. The black
(Glenkilu) shales are mar
ked by the occurrence of
Didymograptus superstes,
Co?nograptus gracills, Dl.
cellograptus sextaus, D.
divaricatus, Diplograptus
mucronatus. and other
forms.

Green muds ones and shalej
(Drummuck) with Stauro
cephalus globiceps, 'rn.
llUc1S, :t5apl1Us, Dicetlo
graptus auceps, Diplograp.
tue truncatus.
Gray and dark flagstones and
Shales (Wiuitehouse) with
!tin pyx, Asaphus, DIC0110coniplauatus, Dip.
fraptus
ograptiiB soclalis. D. foil
aceus, D. quadrimuciona
tus, LeptograptuB lined.
dus, (1 Imacogra pLus tubu.
liforus.
Flags. sliales, and grits CArd.
well) with DIcellojrnptus,
l"orchhaminerl, 1)lcrano.
graptus ramosus, ('Itmaco
graptuscaudatus, C. Sehar
enbergi, Cryptograptus tn.
corals, Dip lograptus rugo
sus, Laslograptus Hark
nessi.

Fine tuffs or volcanic mud.
Siaggy diabaseg, tuffs, and
stones are generally the
agglomerates only seen on
only indications of the
the crests of theanticlines
volcanic group in this
where revealed by denuda
district,. But much of the
tion.
material of the ordinary
graywackes and abates has
probably been derived
from the denudation of
the volcanic rocks.
$1

Not aeon.

Not seen.

Grits, flags, and aliales (Bal.
clatchie) with Dicrano.
graptus rectus, Glossograp.
tue Hicksil. Climacograp.
tue tricornis, etc.
Massive conglomerate with
pebbles from the charts
and volcanic group below
(G Irvan).
Shales, with Dtdymogntptus
superstes, Dicellograptua
soxtaus, Diptograptus en
gly phus, Clatinograptus.
Limestone (StIflclLar, Craig.
head) with Maclurea Lo.
gaul, C)phllct.a conipacta,
Leptna serloen and
many other Lianduif0-Car.
atloc fossils.
Thick conglomerate with
some sandstones contain.
lug Orthite coniluis, etc.
Red and green mudstnnes
with nodules and bands of
red chart and jasper con
taining radiolaria.
Volcanic group, slaggy din
bases and porphynites with
brecelas and agglomerates
and traversed by gabbros,
serpentines, and other
In-trusive
rocks (L3allautraO
and lower part of Stinelmar
Valley).
Black halos and llmncstouea
(Ballantrac, Lendalfoot)
with Phyllograptus typue,
Totragraptus br.vonoldea,
T. quadrlbrach1aus, Didy.
inograptus extensus, I).
bitidus, etc., and forms of
I'iotyonema, Liugnia and
ObuleiJa.
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In the northeast of I r e 1 a n d a broad belt of Silurian
rocks, crossing from the southwest of Scotland, runs from
the coast of Down into the heart of the counties of Roscom
mon and Longford.
zones that occur in

It is

marked by the same graptolitic
Scotland.
The Glenkiln shales with
Liandeilo graptolites are found to the south

their typical
of Belfast Lough, while the Hartfell shales with their Cara
doe fossils have also been observed."
The richest fossilif
erous localities among the Irish Silurian rocks are found
at the Chair of Kildare, Portrane near Dublin,
Pomeroy in
and
Lisbellan
in
where
small protu
Tyrone,
Fermanagh,
sions of the older rocks rise as oases among the surround
Portlock brought the northern and
ing later formations.
western localities to light, and Murchison pointed out that,
while a number of the trilobites (Trinueleus, Phacops, Calymene, Ilheuus), as, well as thep simple plated
Orthithe, L
e
and.

Strophomena3, some spiral shells, and many
Orthocerata, are specifically identical with those from the
typical Caradoc and Bala beds of Shropshire and Wales,

yet they are associated with. peculiar forms, first discovered
in Ireland, and very rare elsewhere in the British Islands.
Among

these

distinctive

fossils

he

cited

the

trilobites,

and
Bronteus, with
Remopleurides,
ilarpes,
Amphion,
smooth forms of Asaphu.s (Isotelus), which, though abun
dant in Ireland and America, had seldom been found in
In the
Wales or England, and. never on the continent."
southeast of Ireland a large tract of Silurian rocks extends
through the counties of Wicklow, Wexford, and Waterford.

In this area also the Liandeilo and Caradoc graptolitic zones
occur.
Even as far south as the southern coast-line of
Waterford black shales continue the physical aspect of the

Glenkiln shales, and contain some of the same graptolites.
We have thus evidence that the black carbonaceous mud
in which these graptolites lived spread. over the sea-floor for
a distance of at least 300 miles.
b.

Upper Silurian

Wales and Shropshire.-Thisseries ofrocks occurs
in two very distinct lith.ologieal types in the British Islands.
88 W. Swanston, Trans. Belfast Nat. Field Club, 1876-77.
Lapworth, Ann.
1879,
424.
p.
Mag. Nat. list. iv.
"Siluria," p. 174. The upper portion of the Pomeroy section has yielded
Llandovery graptolites, so that the strata there are partly Lower and partly
Upper Silurian.
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So great indeed, is the contrast between these types, that it
is only by a comparison of organic remains that the whole
has been grouped together as the deposits of one geological
In the original Shropshire region described by
period.
Murchison, and from which his type of the system was
taken, the strata are comparatively flat, soft, and unaltered,
consisting mainly of somewhat incoherent sandy mudstone
But as these
and shale, with occasional bands of limestone.

rocks are followed into North Wales, they are found to
swell out into a vast series of grits and shales, so like por
tions of the hard altered Lower Silurian. rocks that, save
for the evidence of fossils, they would naturally be grouped
In Westmoreland and
as part of that more ancient series.
Cumberland, and still further north in the border counties
of Scotland, also in the southwest of Ireland, it is the North
This type, therefore, is really
Welsh type which prevails.
the prevalent one in Britain, extending over many hundreds
of square miles, while the original Shropshire type hardly
spreads beyond the border district between England and
Wales.
Taking first the original tract of S ii u r i a (W. England
and E. and S.E. Wales), we find a decided unconformability
In
separating the Lower from the Upper Silurian deposits.

some places the latter steal across the edges of the former,
group after group, till they lie directly upon the Cambrian
rocks.
Indeed, in one district, between the Longmyncl and
Wenlock Edge, the base of the Upper Silurian rocks is
found within a few miles to pass from the Caradoc group

It is evident, therefore,
across to the Longmyndian rocks.
that in the Welsh region very great disturbance and exten
sive denudation preceded the commencement of the depo
As Sir A. 0. Ramsay
sition of the Upper Silurian rocks.
has pointed out, the area of Wales, previously covered by
a wide though shallow sea, was ridged up into a series of
islands, round the margin of which the conglomerates at the
base of the Upper Silurian series began to be laid down.
This took place during a time of submergence, for these
conglomeratic and sandy strata are found creeping up the
slopes and even capping some of the hills, as at Bogtnine,
The
where they reach a heigTit of 1150 feet above the sea.
subsidence probably continued during the whole of the
interval occupied by the deposition of the Upper Silurian
strata, which were thus piled to a depth of from 3000 to
5000 feet over the disturbed and
Silurian rocks.

denuded platform of Lower
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Arranged in tabular form, the subdivisions of the Upper
Silurian rocks of Wales and the
adjoining counties of Eng
land are in descending order as follows:

3. Ludlow
group.

2. Wenlock
group.
1. Llandovery
group.

Base of Old Red Sandstone.
Tiestones.
Downton Castle Sandstone, 90 feet.
Lodbury Shales, 270 feet.
Upper Ludlow Rock, 140 feet.
Aymestry Limestone, up to 30 or 40 feet.
Lower Ludlow Rock, 350 to 700 feet.
Wenlock or Dudley Limestone, 300 feet
('Denbighshire
Wenlock Shale, up to 2300 feet
=:
Grits of
or
Barr Limestone and Shale,
Woolliope
North
Wales.
(
150 feet............................................
Tarannon Shales, 1000 to 1500 feet.
Upper Liandovery Rocks and May Hill Sandstone, 800 feet.
Lower Liandovery Rocks, 600 to 1500 feet.

1.

Liandovery Group.-The most marked litholog
ical character of this group in Britain is the occurrence of
conglomerates which indicate the terrestrial disturbance and
extensive

denudation

that

followed the close of the depoS't~on of the Lower Silurian rocks.
(a) Lower Llanclovery.-In North Wales, the Bala beds,
about five miles SE. of Bala Lake, begin to be covered
with. gray grits, which gradually expand southward until
These
they attain a thickness of 1000 or even 1500 feet.
overlying rocks are well displayed near the town of Lian

dovery, where they contain some conglomerate bands, and
where Mr. Aveline detected an unconformability between
Elsewhere they seem
them and the Bala group below them.
to graduate downward conformably into that group .
They
cover a considerable breadth of country in
ardigan and.
Carmarthenshire, owing to the numerous undulations into
which they have been thrown, and they extend as far as
A marked change is
Haverford West in Pembrokeshire.

now visible in the fossil contents of the rocks, as compared
Thus the
with those of the Lower Silurian subdivisions.
familial' Lower Silurian types of trilobites become few or
extinct,

such

as

Agnostus, Ampyx, Asaphus, Ogygia,
their places are taken by
Rernopleurides, Trinucleus, and
species of Acidaspis, Encrinurus, Phacops, Protus, and.

other genera.
A still more striking contrast occurs among
The families of the Dicranograp
the types of graptolites.
tidt, Leptograptid, and Lasiograptithe wholly disappear,
and the forms which now take their, place and distinguish
the

Upper

Silurian

rooks

belong

to

the

Monograptidse
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which gradually exclude the Dioplograptida, until before
the higher parts of the system are reached they are the sole
Four graptolitie zones
representatives of the graptolites.

have

been

recognized in the Liandovery group,
order: (1) Diplograptus acurninatus, (2)

ascending
graptus vesiculosus,

viz.

in

Dioplo
(4) Mono

(3) Monograptus gregarius,
Besides
these species, M onograptu.s
graptu.s spinigerus.
tenuis,
M. attennatus, M. Hisingeri, M. lcd)iferus,
anJ
Rastritus peregrurus are common Linnilovery forms.
Other

characteristic

fossils are Orthis elegantula, Stricklandi nia
lens,
Meristella erassa, and Calynieiie Blumeu
(Pentamerus)
baehii.
From the abundance of the
peculiar brachiopocls
termed Pentarnerus in the Lower, but still more in the
Upper
to.
Liandovery rocks, these strata were
formerly grouped
under
the
name
of
"Pentamerus
beds.'
gether
Though the
same species are found in both divisions Pentamerus oblon
gus is chiefly characteristic of the upper group and com
paratively infrequent in the lower, while Stricklandinia
(Pentarnerus) lens abounds in the lower, but appears more
The genus ascends into the Wen
sparingly in the upper.
lock and Ludlow
groups, and is specially distinctive of
Silurian
rocks.
tipper
(b) Upper Llando'ver?/ and May,' 1-Jill Sandstone.-This sub
group has received the name of May Hill Sandstone from
the locality in Gloucestershire where, as first shown
by
Murchison, it is well displayed.
out
that
Sedgwick pointed
it forms over a
the
natural base to the Upper
wide. region
Silurian series, for
t rests
unconformably on all older
rocks.
It consists of gray, yellow and brown
ferruginous
sandstones and conglomerates, sometimes calcareous from
the abundance of shells, which are
apt to weather out and
leave casts.
Where the organisms have been most crowded
rock even
into a limestone (Pen
together, the
passes
tamerus limestone, Norbury limestone, 1-blues limestone).
The lower members are
usually strongly conglomeratic, the
ebb1es being derived, sometimes in
great part, from Lower
bilurian rocks.
Appearing on the coast of Pembrokeshire
at Marlos Bay, this
sub-group ranges across South Wales
until it is
overlapped by the Old Red Sandstone. It emerges
in
Oarmarthenshire, and trends northeastward as a
again
narrow strip at the base of the
Upper Silurian series, from
a few feet to 1000 feet or more in. thickness, as far as the
Longmynd, where, as a marked
conglomerate wrapping
round that ancient Cambrian
Iii the
ridge, it disappears.
course of this long tract it
passes successively and uueon
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Lower

Otradoc,
Liandeilo,
Llandovery,
pre-Cambrian rocks.
the
fossils
are some traces of fucoids:
Among
sponges
(Chona, a burrowing form like the modern Cliona; species
of Monograptus (M. ilisingeri, M. intermedius, M. crenu
laris), Rastrites (B. peregrinus),
Diplograptus (D. Hughesi),
corneta);
a
number of corals (Petraia,
Cephalograptus (C.
iluliolites, Favosites, Halysites,
Syringopora, etc.); a few
erinoids and the earliest known sea-urchins
(Palchinus);
the genus Tentaculites is
abundant;
a number
particularlv
of trilobites, of
which Phacops
tokesii, P. Weaveri,
Encrinurus punctatus, Calymene
Blumenbaehii, Proëtus
Stokesii, arid lihenus Thomsoni are common; numerous
brachiopods, as Atrypa hemispherica, A. reticularis, Pen
tarnerus O1)Iongus, Sricklandinia lyrata, S. lens,
Leptana
transversalis, Orthis calligramma, 0. elegantula, 0. reversa,
Strophomena compressa, S. pecten, and Lingula parallela;
lainellibrauchs of the mytiloid genera Orthonota, Mytilus,
and Modiolopsis, with forms of Pterinea, Ctenodonta, and
Lyrodesma; gasteropods, particularly the genera Acroculia,
Raphistoma, Murchisonia, .Pleurotomaria, Cyclonema, lob
pefla; -a
heteropods, especially the species Bellerophon dila
tatus, B. trilobatus, and B. carinatus; and cephalopods,
chiefly Orthocerata, with some forms of Actinoceras, Oyrto.
ceras, Tretoceras, and. Phragmoceras, and the old species
Lituites corn u-arietis.
(c) Tarannon Shale.-Above the Upper Liandovery beds
comes a very persistent baud. of fine, smooth, light gray or
blue slates, which has been traced from the mouth of the
These strata, termed the
Conway into Carmarthenshire.
extreme
thickness
"paste-rock" by Sedgwick, have an

Poor in organic remains, their chief
of 1000 to 1500 feet.
interest lies in the fact that the persistence of so thick a
band of rock between what were supposed to be continuous

and conformable formations should have been unrecognized.
until it was proved by the detailed mapping of the Geologi
cal Survey.
The occurrence of certain
of graptolites
species
affords a palieontological basis for placing on this horizon
a considerable mass of slaty and gritty strata in Cardigan
shire, and for identifying these and. the typical Parannon

Shales with their probable equivalents in the Lake District
and in Scotland.
The following graptolitic zones in ascend
ing order have been determined in the Tarannon rocks: (1)
Rastrites
graptus

maximus, (2)
Other
Grays.

Monograptus exiguus, (3) Cyrto.
common species are Monograptus
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riccartonensis,

and

IRetiolites

of strata includes
G-roup.-This suite
the larger part of
the known Upper Silurian fauna of
Britain, as it has yielded more than 160 genera and
OO
In
the
of
it
con
Murchison,
species.
typical Silurian area
sists

4.

of

two

limestone

bands

(Woolbope

and

Wenlock),

:'--

):cJ1

/
g

7<1
4. 10 1

g. .944.-Group of Pentamerl from L!siidovery and Wenlock Rocks.
a, Pentarnerus oblongus, Sby.; b, P. ga1eatus Dahn.: c. P. Kiiighii, Sby.; t2, P.
oblougus, 8L-y.; ', P. rotundus, Mby. (); f, P. KnigliLli (small specimen);
g, I'. linguifer, Sby.; li, P. undatus, Sby.
The
separated by a thick mass of shale (Wenlock Shale).
following sub-groups in ascending order are recognized:
a) }Voülhope Li'ineston.-In the original typical Upper
Silurian tract of Shropshire and the adjacent counties, the
Upper Liandovery rocks are overlain by a local group of
and
gray shale
containing nodular limestone, which here
there swells out into hens having an aggregate thickness
These
of 30 or 40, but at Malvern as much as 160 feet.
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strata are well
displayed in the picturesque valley of Wool.
hope in Herefordshire, which lies upon a worn qua-qu-versa1
dome of Upper Silurian strata, rising in the midst of the
surrounding Old Red Sandstone.
They are seen likewise
to the northwest, at Presteign, Nash Scar, and Old Radnor
in Radnorshire, and to the east and south, in the Malvern
Hills (where they include a
great thickness of shale below
the limestone), and May Hill in Gloucestershire.
Among
the common fossils of
these strata may be mentioned
Illinus (Bumastus) barriensis, Homalonotus
deiphinoceph
ains, Phacops caudatus, Enerinurus
punctatus, Acidaspis
Brightu, Atrypa reticularis, Orthis calligramma, Stropho
mena imbrex, S. euglypha, Leptena transversalis,
Rhyn.
chonella borealis, R. Wilsoni, Euomphalus
Ortho
seulptus,
ceras annulaturn.
It is a feature of the older Paheozoic limestones to occur
in a very lenticular form, swelling in some places to a great
thickness and rapidly dying out, to reappear again perhaps
some miles away with increased proportions.
This local

character is well exhibited by the Woolbope limestone.
Where it disappears, the shales underneath and intercalated
with it join on continuously to the overlying Wenlock shale,
and no line for the Woolhope sub-group can then be satis
The same discontinuity is strikingly trace
factorily drawn.
able in the W.enlock limestone to be immediately referred to.
(b) TYenlocl $hale.-This sub-group consists of gray and
black shales, traceable from the banks of the Severn near
Coalbrook Dale across Radnorshire to near Carmarthen-a
The same strata reappear in the
distance of about 90 miles.

protrusions of Upper Silurian rocks which rise out of the
Old Red Sandstone plains of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire,
In the Malvern Hills, they are esti
and Monmouthshire.
mated by Prof. Phillips to reach a thickness of 640 feet, but

toward the north they thicken out to more than 2000 feet.
On the whole, the fossils are identical with those of the over
The corals, however, so abundant in that
lying limestone.
rock,

are here comparatively rare.
The brachiopods Lin
gula, Lepta3na, Orthis, Strophomena, Atrypa, Rhyuchonella,
Spirifer) are generally of small size-Orthis biloba, 0.
hybrida, and the large flat 0. rustica being characteristic."
85 As an
example of the small size but extraordinary abundance of brachi
in
this
formation reference may be made to the fact; that a cartload of
opods
the shale from Buildwas was found by careful washing to contain no fewer than
4300 specimens of one species (Orthis biloba, besides a much greater bulk of
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Of the higher mollusca, thin-shelled forms of Orthoceras are
Among the trilobites, Encrinurus pun-.
specially abundant.
tatus, E. variolaris, Calymene Blumenbachui, C. tuberculosa,

are common.
Distinc
Phacops caudatus, P. longieaud.atus
tive species of graptolites characterize the shales of this
At the base lies the zone of Oyrtograptus Murchi
group.
soni, with Monogi'aptus priodon, M. Halli, M. vomerinus,
M. colonus and Retiolites geinitzianu.s.
Higher up comes

the zone of Oyrtoraptus Linnarssoni and still higher that of
The most abundant Wenlock species
Monoraptus testis.
in Britain are M. vomerinus, M. riccartonensis, and M.

which last does not appear to reach the Lower
VU'idlow rocks."'
some
(c) 'I'Venlock Limestone. -This is a thick-bedded,
times flaggy, usually more or less concretionary limestone,
in
gray or pale pink, often highly crystalline, occurring
some places as a single massive bed, in others as two or more
bands separated by gray shales, the whole forming a thick
As its name de
ness of rock ranging from 100 to 300 feet.
notes, it is typically developed along Wenlock Edge in
for fully 20
Shropshire, where it runs as a prominent ridge
It likewise ap
miles; also between Aymestry and Ludlow.
areas of Upper Silurian strata above
pears at the detached
referred to, being specially well seen near Dudley (whence it
is often spoken of as the Dudley limestone), Woolhope, Mal
vern, May Hill, and Usk in Monmouthshire.
A distinguishing characteristic of the Wenlock limestone
odon,

is the abuncfauce and variety of its corals, of which no fewer
than 24 genera and upward of 80 species have been described.
The rock seems, indeed, to have been formed in part by
Characteristic species
massive sheets and bunches of coral.
are ilalysites catenularia, Heliolites interstinctus, II. tubu
latus, Alveolites Labechei, Favosites aspera, F. fibrosa, F.
Ccenites juniperinus, Syringopora fascicularis,
The crinoids are also specially
VtIllandica,
inphyma subturbinaturn.
abundant, and often beautifully preserved, Periechocrinus

moniliformis being one of the most frequent; others are
Crotalocrinus rugosus, C,yathocrinus goniodactylus, and Mar
Several cystideans occur, o which one
supioci'inus clatus.

other brachiopods, amounting together to 10,000 specimens at least: while from
seven tons weight of the hide at least 23,OIJU peeirneus of Orthi bilQba were
obtained.-Davidson and Maw, Geol. Mug. 1881, p. 101.
Lapworth, Ann. Mug. Nat. LEA. v. ISSU, p. 36).
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is Pseudocrinites quad rifasciatus.
More than 30
species of
annelids have been found.
The crustaceans include numer"
ous trilobites, one of the most abundant
being the long-lived
Blumenbachii,
which
Calymene
ranges from the Llandeilo
from
a
still
lower
horizon)
flags (possibly
up to near the top
of the Upper Silurian formations.
It occurs
abundantly at
where
it
received
the
name
of
the
Dudley,
"Dudley Locust."
Other common forms are Encrinurus
punctatus, E. vario"
(

C

I

Fig. 845.-Upper SUnrian Corals and Crustaceans.
a, Acercularia ananas, Lhiu.; b, PtychophyUum paeJ1atani, Schioth (%); c, Omphym
subturbiuaLum, Lion. (); d, Petrala bina, Lons.; e, Ceratiocaris papilto Salt.
f, Hornalonotus deiphinocephalus, GreeLl
; g, Cyphaspis megalops, I1cCoy; h1
.Phacops Downingie, Murch.
laris, Phacops caudatus, P. Downinghe, P. Stokesii, Ilkenus
(B utnastus) barriensis, Homalonotus deiphinocephalus, and

(Jheirurus bimucronatus.
One of the most remarkable fea
tures in the crustacean fauna is the first appearance of the
merostomata, which are represented by Eurypterus puncta
tus, Hemiaspis horridus, and Pterygotus
problematicus.
The brachiopods continue to be abundant, about 20 genera
and

100

Among

species

typical

having

species

to this time been enumerated.
may be noted Atrypa reticularis,
up
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Whitfieldia (Meristella) tumida, Spirifer elevatus, S. plica
tellus, Rhynchonella borealis (very common), R. cuneata, B.
Wilsoni, Orthis elegantula, 0. hybrida, Strophomena rhom
boidalis, and Pentamerus galeatus.
The lamelhbranchs are
abundant and are represented by species of Avicula, Pteri
nea, Cai'diola, and Oucuilella, with. Grammysia cingulata,
Orthonota amyda1ina, and some species of Modiolopsis and
Ctenodonta.

'fhe

gasteropods are marked
by species of
C c1o
Murchisonia
Eaomphalus
Holopella, Acroculia,
nema.
The cephalopods are confined to five genera, Litu
ites, Actinoceras, Cyrtoceras, Orthoeera, and Phragnio
of these the orthoceratites are by far the most
ceras;
abundant both in species and individuals, Orthoceras an
nulatum being the most common form.
The pteropods ap
pear in the beautiful and. abundant Oonularia Sowerbyi, and
the heteropods in the common and. characteristic
Bellerophon
we niocke usis.
3. Ludlow G r o u p.-This group consists
essentially
of shades, with occasionadly a calcareous baud in the middle.
It graduates downward into the
when
the Wenloek limestone

Wenlock group, so that
Wenlock
disappears, the
and Ludlow shades form one continuous argillaceous forma
tion, as they do where they stretch to the southwest
through
Brecon and. Carmarthen.
The Ludlow rocks, typically seen
between Ludlow and Ayrnestry,
appear likewise at the
detached Silurian areas from Dudley to the mouth of the
Severn.
They were arranged by Murchison in three sub
groups-Lower Ludlow Rock, Aymestry Limestone, and
Upper Ludlow Rock.
(a) Lower Ludlow Rock.-This sub-group consists of soft
dark gray to pale greenish-brown or olive sandy shades, often
with calcareous concretions.
Much of the rock, however,
presents so little fissile structure as to get the name of mud
stone, weathering out into concretions which fall to
angular
It becomes more
fragments as the rock crumbles down.
From the softness of the
sandy and flaggy toward the top.
shales, this zone of rock has been
extensively denuded, and
the Wenlock limestone rises
It
up boldly from under it.
attains a thickness of 750 feet at Malvern.
An abundant suite of fossils is contained in these shales.
Eight species of star-fishes have been found, belonging to
the genera Protaster
(111cc the brittle-stars of the Briti1L
seas), PaI[eodiscus, and PaIft,ocolna.
The gratolites which
so collv%picuous a Paxt In tile 11.111111ine fauna of Cain
rian
E-layedand Silurian time now appear for the last time.
They
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are restricted entirely to the genus
Monograptus, of which
M. Nilssoni, M. colonus, M. Teintwfirclinensis, M. Salweyi,
M. hohernicus, M. scanicus, M. priodon (var. ludensis), amd
M.

Roemeri are especially characteristic.
The distinctive
graptolitic zone of this part of the Silurian series has been
named that of Monograptus NiIsoni, and is the last of the

long series.
A few corals occur in the Lower Ludlow rock, all of spe
cies that had already appeared in the Wenlock limestone,
but the conditions of deposit were evidently unfavorable for
The trilobites are less numerous than in older
their growth.
groups; they include the venerable Calymene Blumenbachii;
also Phacops caudatus, P. constrictus, P. Downingie, Aci
daspis coronatu.s, Oheirurus bimucronatus, Encrinurus puno
tatis, Lichas anglicus, iomalonotus deiphinocephalus, H.
But other forms of
Knightii, and. Cyphaspis megalops.
life
crustacean
occur in some number.
As the trilobites
to
wane,
numerous
began
phyllopods appeared, the genus
Ceratiocaris being represented by nine or more species.
Still
more remarkable, however, was the increasing importance
o the merostomatous crustaceans Eurypterus, ilemiaspis,
Though brachiopods are not scarce, hardly
Pterygotus).
any seem to be peculiar to the Lower Ludlow rock, nearly
all of the known species occurring in the Wenloek gron

Rhynchonella Wilsoni, Spinier exporrecus, S. erispus,
bIjugosus, Strophomena euglypha, S. rhomboidulis, Atrypa
reticularis, Discina Morrisii, Lingula lata, and L. Lewisii are
not, infrequent.
Among the more frequently recurring spe

cies of lamellibranehs the following may be named-Carcliola
interrupta, 0. striata, Otenodonta sulcata, Grammysi a ci ngu
lata, Modiolopsis gradata, M. Nilssoni, Orthonota
amygda
Irna, 0. rigicla, 0. semisulcata, and a number of species of
Pterinea.
Among the gasteropods not uncommon species
are Cyclonema corallii, Euomphalus alatus, Holopella gre.
The old
gacia, Loxonema sinuosa, and Murchisonia Lloydii.
hoteropod. genus Bellerophon is still represented B. expan
The cephalopods abound, the genus Orthoceras being
sus).
the prevalent type (0. angulatum, 0. annulatum, 0. bulla
tarn, 0. ludense, 0. subundulatum, 0. tracheale), but with
The
species of Exosiphonites, Lituites, and Phragmoceras.
numbers of straight and curved cephalopods form one of the
At one locality, near
distinguishing features of the zone.

Leintwardine in Shropshire, which has been prolific in
Lower Ludlow fossils, particularly in star-fishes and euryp
tend crustaceans, a fragment of the fish Scaphaspis (Pteras-
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This is the earliest
discovered in 1859.
pis) ludensis was
It is inter
trace of vertebrate life -et detected in Britain.
low in the scale of
esting to note that this fish does not stand
modern sturgeon.
organization, but has affinities with our
somewhat earthy,
(b) Aymestry Limestone-a dark gray,
1 to 5 feet thick.
concretionary limestone in beds from
Where at its thickest (from 30 o 40 feet) it forms a con
the soft and denuded Lower
spicuous feature, rising above
Ludlow shales.
Owing to the easily removable nature of
some fullers'-earth on which it lies, it has here and there
It is still more incon
been dislocated by large landslips.
stant than the Wenlock limestone.
Though well developed
at Aymestry in Herefordshire, it soon dies away into bands
of calcareous nodules, which finally disappear, and the lower

and. upper divisions o the Ludlow group then come together.
The 'organic remains at present known are for the most part
It is evident that the organ
identical with Wenlock forms.
isms which flourished so abundantly in the clear water
wherein the Wenlock limestone was accumulated, continued
to live outside the area of deposit of the Lower Ludlow rock,
and reappeared in that area with the return of the conditions
for their existence during the deposition of the Ayniestry
limestone.
The most characteristic fossil of the latter rock
is the Pentamerns Knightii; other common forms are Rhyn.

chonella Wilsoni, Lingu.la Lewisii, Strophomena euglypha,
hon dilatatus, Pterinea Sowerbyi,
Atrypa reticularis, B ellerop
with many of the same shells, corals, and trilobites found in
Indeed, as Murchison has pointed
the Wenlock limestone.

out, except in the less number of species and the occurrence
of some of the shells more characteristic of the Upper Lud
low zone, there is not much palaontological distinction be
twen the two limestones.8'
district
(c) Upper Ludlow Rock.-In the original Silurian
described by Murchison, the Aymestry limestone is covered
by a calcareous shelly band full of Rhynehonella navieula,

This layer is succeeded by
sometimes 30 or 40 feet thick.
into concre
gray sandy shale or mudstone, often weathering
tions, as in the Lower LudloW zone, and assuming externally
Its harder
the same rusty-brown or grayish olive-green hue.
beds are quarried for building stone; but the general charac
ter of the deposit, like that of the argillaceous portions of
the Upper Silurian formations as a whole, in the typical dis
trict of Siluria, is soft, incoherent, and crumbling, easily deb

l1IurIa,

p. 130.
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composing once more into clay or mud, and presenting, in
this respect, a contrast to the hard, fissile, and often slaty
shales of the Lower Silurian series.
Many of the sandstone
beds are crowded with ripple-marks, rill-marks, and annelid
trails, indicative of the shallow littoral waters in which they
were deposited.
One of the uppermost sandstones is termed

the "Fucoid Bed," from the number of its cylindrical sea
weed-like stems.
It likewise contains numerous inverted
pyramidal bodies, which are believed to be casts of the cavi
ties made in the muddy sand by the rotary movement im
parted by tides or currents to erinoids or seaweeds rooted
and half buried in it."
At the top of the Upper Ludlow
rock, near the town of Ludlow, a brown layer occurs, from
a auarter of an inch to three or four inches in thickness. full
of fragments of fish, Pterygotus, and shells.
This layer,
termed

the "Ludlow Bone-bed," is the oldest from which
any considerable number of vertebrate remains has been ob
tained.
In spite of its insignificant thickness, it has been
detected at numerous localities from Ludlow as far as Pyrton
Passage, at the mouth of the Severn-a distance of 45 miles
from north to south, and from Kington to Ledbury and Mal
vern-a distance of nearly 30 miles from west to east; so

that it probably covers an area (now largely buried under
Old Red Sandstone) not less than 1000 square miles in ex
tent.
Yet it appears never to exceed, and usually to fall
Fish remains, however, are
short of, a thickness of 1 foot.
not confined to this horizon, but have been detected in strata
above the original bone-bed at Ludlow.
A considerable suite of organic remains has been obtained
from the Upper Ludlow rock, which, on the whole, are the

Some minute glob
same as those in the zones underneath.
ular bodies, doubtfully referred to the sporangia, of a lyco0od (pachytheca80), occur with some other plant remains
(Pachysporangium, Actinophyllum, Ohond.rites-a beauti
ful seaweed).
Corals, as might be supposed from the muddy
character of the deposit, seldom occur, thbugh Murchison
mentions that the incrusting form Favosites fibrosus may
not

infrequently be found enveloping shells; Cycionema
corallii and Murchisonia coralli being, as their names imply,
All the corals of the Ludlow group
its favorite habitats.
are also Wenlock species.

Some annelids (Serpulites longis-

88
Op. cit. p. 133.
89 See
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxviii. 1882, p. 107. Mr. Carruthers suggests that
are
they
possibly the remains of an animal rather than a plant.
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simus, Cornulites serpularius, and Trachyderma coriaceurn)
The crustacea are represented in the
are not uncommon.
Upper Ludlow rock by ostracods (Beyrichia Kloedeni, Leper
ditia marginata, Eutornis tuberosa), phyllopods (Ceratiocaris,

Di etyocaris), and more especially by eurypterids (E urypte.
rus, Hemiasis, P terygotus, Slimonia, Stylon urus, Human
Tile trilobites have still further waned in the
topterus).
Knighti i, E neri
Upper Ludlow rock, though Homalon otu
nurus punctatus, Phaeops Downinghe, and a few others still
occur, and even the persistent Oalymenc Blurneubachii may
Of the brachiopods, the most abun
occasionally be found.
dant forms in this group are Lingula niininia, L. lata, Dis
cina rugata, ith nehonella Wilsoni, Strophornena fi losa, and
Chonetes striatella.
The most characteristic lamellibran clis
are Orthonota amygdalina, Goniophora cymbcforinis, Pteri
nea lineata, P. reti'o!le.xa; some of the

commotwst gnsteroC)
L
are Murchisonia corallii 7 Platyschisma helicites, and
W-icts
The orthoceratites are specifically iden
olopella obsoleta.
tical with those of the Lower Ludlow rock, and are some
times of large size, Orthoceras hullatum being specially
abundant.

The fish-remains consist of bones, teeth, slim
scales,
They include some
green-like
plates, and fin-spines.
forms
plagiostomous (placoid)
(Thelodus), shagreeii-scales
ostracosteans,
and
some
(Sphagodus),
Cephalaspis (C. or
natus,

C.

Murehisoni),

Auchenaspis (A. Salteri), Pteraspis
(P. Banksii), Scaphaspis (S. ludensis), and Eukeraspis (P1cc
trodus) (E. mirabilis).
Some of the spines described under
the name of Onchus are probably crustacean.
(d) Tilestones. J)ownton OastleAS1tonc and Leclhvry S/i (lit's.
Above the Upper Ludlow shades and mudstones lies a group
of flue yellow, red, and gray micaceous sandstones from
80 to 104) feet thick which have 10110'
quarried at

Downtou Castle, Herefordshire.
At Ledburv these sand
stones are surmounted by a group of red, purple, and gray
mans, shales, and. thin sandstones, having a united thick
ness of nearly 080) feet.
Originally the whole of these flaggy
upper parts of the Ludlow group were called "Tilestones3'
by Murchison, and, being often red in color, were included
by him as the base of the Old. Red Sandstone, into which
they gradually and conformably ascend.
They point to a
gradual change of physical. conditions, which took place at

the close o1 the Silu..rian period in the West of England and
brought in the peculiar deposits of the Old Red Sawistone.
There is every reason to lm-hove that for a long time the
marine sedimentation of Upper Silurian type continued to

'-H-2

7-

,f

-

0

didyrna, Daim.: h, Strophomcna antiquata, Sby.; c Lingula Lewisil, Sby.;
Fig. 348.-Group of Upper Silurian Mo11üca. a, Meristina
Pig.
ci. Leptna trarisversalls, Daim,: e. Rhynchonella borealis, Schioth.; f, Rhynchonella Wilsoui, Sby.; g, ('ar1iola interrupted, Brod.;
ii, Ambonychia acuticostata, McCoy: i. Mod1o1opis Nilssoni, His.; j. Orthonota amygdaUna, Shy.; Ic. Goniophora cynibformis, Sby.;
1. Euomphalus rugosus, Sby.; u, Trochus ca-1wus, McCoy (); n, Phragnioceras ventricosum, Sby. (i); o, Orthoceras annulatum,
Sby. (i); p, Litultes giganteus, Sby. (; ', Lit-uite articulatus, by.
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the probably lacustrine
prevail in some areas, while
type
of the Old Red Sandstone had already been established in
others, and that by the breaking down or submergence of
the barriers between these different areas, marine and lacus.
The Tile
conditions alternated in the same region.
stones are the records of this curious transitional time.9°
Vegetable remains, some of which seem. to be fucoids,

trine

which are probably terrestrial and lycopodia
ceous, abound in the Dowuton sandstone and pssage-beds
The eurypterid genera still
into the Old Red Sandstone.
continue to occur, together with phyllopods (Ceratiocaris)
and vast numbers of the ostracod Beyrichia (B. Kloedeni).
but most

of

Prevalent shells are Lingula cornea and Platysehisma heli
cites.
The Ludlow fishes are also met with.
In the typical Silurian region o
Shropshire, and the act.
jaceut counties, nothing can be more decided than the lith
ological evidence for the gradual disappearance of the
Silurian sea, with its crowds of graptolites, trilobites, and
brachiopods, and for the gradual introduction of those gee
graphical conditions which brought about the deposit of the
The fine gray and olive-colored muds,
Old Red Sandstone.
with their occasional zones of limestone, are succeeded by

bright red clays, sandstones, corn stones, and conglomerates.
The evidence from fossils is equally
Up to the
explicit.
top of the Ludlow rocks, the abundant Silurian fauna con
tinues

in hardly diminished numbers.
But as soon as the
red strata begin the organic remains rapidly die out, until
at last only the fish and the large eurypterid crustaceans
continue to

occur.

Turning now from the interesting and extremely impor
tant, though limited, area in which the original type of the

Upper Silu.rian rocks i developed, we observe that, whether
traced, northward or south westward, the soft in rid stones and
thick lirnestones give way to hard slates, grits, and hag.
stones, among which it is scarcely possible sometimes to

discriminate. what represents the Wenlock from what may
It is in D e ne the equvalent of the Ludlow group.
b i g h s li i r e and the adjacent counties that this change
becomes most
marked.
The Taranrion shale above doscribed

passes

into

that

region

of

North Wales,

where

90 On these
passage-beds see Syrnouds, "Records of the Rocks," 1872, pp.
183-215; Q. J. Geol. Soc. xvi. 1860, p. '19,11,; 1oherts and Randafl, op. cit. xix.
1863, p. 22J; also the rewarks muck on the correspouding strata iii Scotland,
postea, p. 1271.
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it forms the base of the Upper Silurian formations.
It is
covered by a series of grits, flags, sandstones, mudstones,
and shales, which in some places are at least 3000 feet thick.
These are overlain by and pass lateray into hard shales,
and are believed to represent the true Wenlock
group, per.
someof
the
even
Ludlow
rocks.
The zone
portion
haps
o

urchisoni which marks the lower
Oyrtograptus
part of
the Wenlock group is found in Denbigbshire, and gives
a recognizable horizon.
It is evident, however, that in
spite of the wide extent over which these Upper Silurian
rocks of North Wales are spread, and the great thickness
which they attain, they do not present an adequate strati
graphical equivalent for the complete succession in the

Fig. 347.-Fossil scorpion (Pakophoneus, Upper Silurian, Lesniahagow, Lanarkshlre
(about twice nat. size). Drawn by Mr. B. N. Peach.
Instead of passing up conform
original Silurian district.
ably into the base of the Old Red Sandstone, as at Ludlow,
In fact
they are covered by that formation unconformably.

they have been upturned, crumpled, faulted, and cleaved
before the deposition of those portions of the Old Red Sand
stone (Upper) which lie upon them.
These great physical
took
changes
place in Denbighshire when, so far as the
evidence goes, there was entire quiescence in the Shrop
shire district; yet the distance between the two areas was
not more

than about 60 miles.

These subterranean move
ments were doubtless connected with those more widely
extended upheavals that converted the floor of the Silurian
sea

into a series of isolated basins, in which the Old Red
Sandstone was laid down.
In Westmoreland and

Oumberlanda vast mass
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of hard slates, grits and flags was identified by Sedgwick as
These form the varied ranges of
of Upper Silurian age.
hills in the southern part of the Lake District, from near
The following are the local sub
Shap to Duddon mouth.
divisions, with the conjectural equivalents in Siluria:'
Thick beds of bard iaudtuue, massive and concretlonary
per
or thtggy and mleateeotIM i'baCops Downingla', 1'. eatudatl1S ('tlt(Ii)CFi5 tfli)1 atu, I ,i11Lt1lIt &01I1('U, t )ittah Iunu.ta, Ludlow 1roup
H.
coiika).
Ortlionota ziiuvgd:ill at, I I ohapttla gr'garla,
Calcareous beds 1h nehonel tat nay ttu in abUndauL probably eiu ivalent to the Ayni etry 1.1 111("40110.
Ludlow Urovp
Bannislale Flags 4 Saud tone and shale, with atar-fishes (Prthter).
Dark biin flags and grits of great thickness.
(OO feet)
13luuc'gra rlUs lelutwaid Inensis rnug through the tlannisdale Flags and 131. colouus and 131. Salvey 1 also ocour.
fosi I [tori ins, hut con.
Flagn and g iywackn general 13' UnBtiliüi
Coniston Grits
ION N Loi'iiieti,
US CUltiflUS, N
taiiitng
131OUOgILpI
of
(upward
U. prlinae
Onrtliola
trthiiecras,
IntelTuptit,
augululuw,
feet
V%Itfl, Ct'ra( it'earls 31 iiichI on I.
1
.1 htrI gray course flag divided by Seilgw lek Into stages
wh1 ell are characterized by 131r. MaUT as follows:
.Lower
Jpper ('old wc I Beds k tower part of zone of Monogralo las
Ioheinieus with N.. ('olonus, N.. itocinuri, Sjlrorla is Ludlow Uroap
Lewisil, CerttlIuearls I'd nr&'lon1, lucr1nurus pUktUit us,
1LC0p3 'tok(Slt, .'a1-&l hi in. lutiarrupta, I 'terlucaL HU I.ilitlCaLl a, Ortliocerais primat'vum, V. d Ian iauatum, 0. taubundulatwu, ('. tlCLiSt.
Coniston Flags
Middle Coidwell Beds (zone of J'hacops obtusicaudiitus3
2&ki feet)
with Cardlola luterrupta Ort.hocerais subaunulare. U.
1
angulattuin, 0. lincaluna, 0. iithileatuin.
Lower ColalweIl Beds zone of 131 ianaagtai['t,US N IlssuflIl.
i ]3r.attiy Flags azone of Cyrtogruptils utchisoul " fossils
chicily gratp(olltcs Including I'IItJiiUgrItpIUM prliiduu, 21.
W- enlock
voniertnus N.. caltel Ins, I dollIes geinlt.zlanus, .'. ptyGrou p
Urthoceriis
Ctrd1aiht
Pri1flevuItI.
cbupsi.
Interrupta,
ThLckues noire than WOO feet.
II .,
c1i
Upper pale green and purple Bbalos with badly preI o J served fossils t'7 icet.
Lower pale shales 65 feet) with zones of Moungrap.
tus crtspus and N.. turriculatus.
I Lppe.r l)ue niudstones wIth two hands of black and
h-ite,
the upper of which conialtis
rapt,)1itic h.
Tal''nunraptn8 spluigerus, the lower 131. Clitagani.
Idue IIIllth4ttitIOS wIth flnec 1):Lflhls if dark graptot Ii ic shale, the highest being [lie zone of Monogttus cinvtilurus, (with 131. grogarins, 131. Clingant.
Stoekdale Shales
I F:airitc piagaints unit Loamy t'ther griptoiltes , the
.Lhindov cry
QJO-45O i'eec)
I flaliltie being tile zone of M onogialitus aageuteus
Urou p
(With 2,1. rtg:1ri us. N.. lept.t'tiioea and tea other
ttu.'n
and
three
vtlaers'a'cies;
rites priegrlnus.
specie;
ri p .gr piu tuniarIscus. t'. riughesit, ('liii tacogr p.
.;
I
um pLiranalIs, and arhet fosstlsI ; and the lower iltTLIj
I '
iiing tae 5' rae of aIoni giaLp(,Us Ilaubriatus. 131. gregairI
iu., 13$. 'lean Is, and other species; 1(astrIie
;4v
a'is, DIpia'ia11111-4 iaiairtiiscit, petuligiapt US ovita Us,
119S,
I
a 11liIaLCt;glait us uariiaatl is.
I ç
I
Lower culiiu rio ins HInt I ' -zotac of I 'till
his c 'U.
I _C I (trLUs. wIth 131' "ii t.gra'ttn; a CV' 'lutus,iwpln'gnipt
131. tniits, 1)1 pograplus viisicu Illiols, etc., rusting on a [lain Ilnacatone
. . With Li rypa Ilexuosa.
In some places beneath these lnt1cs at c*angtiwicrntic band occurs that
foi'riita their base and ties uucoufe'ai1aably on Lower SLurlan strata.

Kirkby Moor Flap
Hay Fell Flags
(2IJtYJ fcct

91 For
1iiriitui rocks of the Lake l)isi,riet l,-)e .Ilarkttess
papers on the Upper
Journ,
and NkthoL'on, Quart.
Getil. Soc. xxiv. 1868, p. 2tP; xxxiii. 1877, p.
461.
Ii. A. Nicholson, op. cit. p. 52] ; xxviii. 1872, p. 217, "An Fsay on
the Geology of Cumberland and Westmoreland," iSG.
i1iolsou and Lap
worth, Brit. Assoc. 1Th, sects. p. 78.
0-col. Survey Mcinon', 1xplaua
tiou of Sheet )S, S. ', and ._\. E. 172 (AV(hItlO and I Iiihiea).
ti:trr, Quart.
Joiu'n. (11-col. Soc. xxxiv. 18"18. p. .4-11 ; ( k'ol. Ma g. 1892, p. 534: Al.vr and
Nicho1ou, Quart. Jouru. J001. See, xliv. 1888, p. (ü4.
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In the northern part of the Lake District a
great anti.
elinal fold takes place.
The Skiddaw slates arch over and
are succeeded by the base of the volcanic series above de
scribed.
But before more than a
small. portion of that series
has appeared, the whole Silurian area s
overlapped uncon
the
Carboniferous
Limestone.
It is necessary
formably by
to cross the broad plains of Cumberland and. the south of
Dumfriesshire before Silurian rocks are again met with.
In
this intervening tract, a synclinal fold must lie, for in the
south of S c o t 1 a n d a broad tract of
tipper Silurian strata
is now known to form the greater part of the pastoral
uplands
which stretch from the Irish Sea to the North Sea.
Its
northern limit, where it rests
and passes
conformably upon
down into the Caradoc group, extends from a little south
of Port Patrick northeastward to near Dunbar.
The strata
throughout this region have been thrown into innumerable
folds which are often reversed.
The result of this disturb
ance

has

been to compress the rocks into highly inclined
positions, and to keep the same group at the surface over a
great breadth of ground, so that in spite of their steep angles
of dip the strata are made to occupy as much space on the
as if they were almost flat.
Here and there, where
the anticlines are more pronounced and denudation has pro
ceeded far enough, long boat-shaped inliers of Lower Silas
nan rocks have been laid bare underneath the upper series
of formations.
In this way the Llancleilo volcanic group
be
traced
can
by occasional exposures for some 90 miles to

the northeastward from the Ayrshire coast where it is most
By far the larger part of the Uplands is
largely developed.
formed of rocks which, from the researches of Prof. Lap
worth among their graptolitic contents, are now known to
be the general equivalents of the Llandovery group.
Wen
lock and Ludlow rocks occur on both sides of the Uplands.
Toward the northeast the general lithological characters of
the Upper Silurian are comparatively uniform-thick masses

of graywacke and shale, with pebbly layers and well-marked
bands of graptolitic black shale.
This uniformity is accom
a
panied by
corresponding monotony in the organic remains,

which consist almost wholly o graptolites, confined for the
most part to the zones of black shale, in which they are
But toward the southwest in Oarrick
thickly crowded.
(Ayrshire) there is a much greater diversity of sedimenta
tion, thick masses of conglomerate, limestone and calcareous
In that district accordingly there
shale being conspicuous.

is so marked a contrast in the abundance and variety of the
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organic remains, that the strata may be compared with the
more fossiliferous deposits of the original and typical Silu.
nan region.
The following table (page 1273) shows the
succession of strata which follow continuously those given
in the table on page 1252.
Silurian rocks cover large continuous tracts in the north.
east and southeast of I r e 1 a ii d, while at many places in the
interior of the island, even to the western coast, they rise up

in isolated areas from under younger formations.
It is evi"
dent that, except where Cambrian and pre-Cambrian rocks
appear, they spread across the whole country, though now
so largely concealed by the Carboniferous formations.
The
Scottish type of sediments and of fossils is prolonged into
As
Down and the other counties in the northeast and east.
already stated, the Glenkiln shales with their characteristic
rattolites, traced to the southwestern coast-line of Scotland,
reappear in full force on the Irish shore, and strike inland
They are
along the same persistent southeasterly line.
found as far south as the southern coast of County Water
ford and as far west as the flanks of the Slieve Bernagh

Mountains in County Glare.
In like manner the Hartlell or
Caradoc-Bala shale's with their distinctive
raptolites are
found in County Down, and probably occur in many other
districts, while the Liandovery group of Birkhill has been
recognized not only in Down, but in Tyrone, Fermanagh,
and other counties.

Abundant evidence of
contemporane-ous
volcanic action has been obtained from the Silurian
rocks of the east of Ireland."
Upper Silurian rocks repre.
enting the Liandovery and Wenlock formations attain an

In the pic
enormous development in the west of Ireland.
Harbor,
turesque tract between Lough Mask and Killary
where they reach a thickness of more than 7000 feet, they
consist of massive conglomerates, sandstones, and shales,
with Llandovery and Wenlock fossils and intercalated fel.
sites, diabases and tufts.
Again, in the Dingle promontory
of County Kerry, Upper Silurian strata full of Wenlock fos
sils contain
volcanic

the most impressive proofs of contemporaneous
action; agglomerates, tufts, and volcanic blocks

92 See
Lapworth, Quart. Jourii. Geol. Soc. xxxiv. ]878, xxxviii. 1882; Geol.
1889,
Mag.
pp. 20, 59; Ann. Mag. Nat. lust. 1870, 1880.
93
QuarL Jourti. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891, Presidential Address, p 150, and
authorities there cited.
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Central part ci region.

Yellow and brown miidstones,
shu108 and sandstones piss
ing up into base of Lower
Old Red Sandstones, with
many Ludlow fossils (Lep.
tiut Iranvcrsa? is, Ortho eta.
Platyschia,n.a
an4,gali1Ia,
7zctwUt'r, Orthoceras 1taclar
eni, Beyrich.ia. Kloedn 1, Ccr.
atiocai'is, Dictyocaris, Eitry.
pt-rus, Picitiots, SUrnoaa,
tilonnu1hs, &c.)

Airuhtre and southern pit of
region.

Flaggy eludes, grey its, and
clomerates
~cup,
(Ftralt;i
with Beijrtch1jz E1oeden,
Pterygotua, Ceratioazr(a,.&c.

Blue, gray, and brown almies,
gre.vwackès and Ilaggy grits
with some Wuiilock fossils
(Mo nograptns vomrinv; M.
to1m.u; 21!. prlodon, Be..
liotites gciii.itia aus).

Thick group of grits and grey.
wackes, with grey shalcs
and flagstones (Queensberry
grits, Gala gronp) the upper
portiüu containing Relio1itss
gciu.tr'ia,ius, Monograptus
pticdon, the lower portiol)
yielding ilL cvi çjuvs, M. crls.
pits, Protovirgniaria, Crosso.
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Blue, grey, ad yellow flag
stones end shales, with
vomertnus,
Monnyrapt us
Cardiok, &c.
Purple sandstones and cal
careous bands (Penidil,
Dailly), with Grtograptv4
Grayie, lietiollies gein.itzL.
anus, and Wenlock fossils.
Thick group of greywackes,
grits, and grey aliales
(Hawick group of Roxburgh.
shire, &c., Ardwell group of
Durnfricsshire and Gallo..
way), with Frokivirgutarki,
Cossopodia, and illonog?ap.
tidaj.

Purple shales find nmdstones,
grey and green flagstones,
and grits with Monograptus
e.xigvus, M. g,nlaenis, Pio
tooirgru(aria,
Croscopodia,
Cruziaiui, &c. (=Stockdale
shales of Lake District).
Limestone (Carnregan) with
PentalMvs obZongas.

Orcywackes, flagstones, and Grey wac1e and shales Incluci.
sliales, with occasional
isg the black graptoltlc
bandsof conglomerate, some
Birkhill shales which form
of which contain fragmenta
two bands separated by id.
of rocks like those of the
torrntions of grey and green
shales, and are sub-divided
Highlands. Thin leaves of
black shale in this group
as follows
(Queensberry in part,- Dal.
3. Zone of Bastrites rnaxi- Groywackes,
veen and Haggis rock
shales, and
mite, ' Moiiograptue liz
groups of Geological Sur _
with
quartz-conglomerates,
icu talus, &c.
contain
Birkhill
vey)
tuiriculaiua
Monograptus
2.
of
Zone
Monograpine
and other Upper Birkhill
graptolites.
spiaigevus, M. dietdns,
graptouites.
PM
&c.
1. Zone of Monograptis Limestone (Woodland Point),
124
with Pcntarnerus lens, &o.
Clingani, with ill. crenu
'
krfs, .)!1. &clgwicki, Pc
ftcpgraptus comcta.

.
°'

3. Zone of Monograptus
gregarins with M. fim.
briatne, W. con volutits,
Diplograptmifoilu,n, .Ra.
8trifas pcregrint8, &c.
2. Zone of .Dlplograptus
vesirnzlosue, with Mono.
gr&p!z's cyphu; M.
tCfltLZS.
1. Zone of Diplograpma
acuininatvswlth Diinor.
phograptus clongatats?
Monogroptus attcmuatus,
If. 1571Zti3.

Sandstones, shales, and con.
glomerates, with the grap.
tolites of the Lower ir]thi1l
zones.
Sandstones, grits, shales, and
conglomerates, with Merle.
tella angustifrons, Diplo.
graptiis acu'niis, atus and
other Lower BIrkhill grap
toiltes. The conglomerates
contain the earliest tracO
of fragments of rocks like
those of the Highlands in
this region.
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strata, which are
being intermingled with the fossiliferous
further separated by thick sheets of nodular felsitic lavas.9
Basin of the Baltic, Russia and Scandinavia.9-The broad hollow
which, running from the mouth of the English Channel
across the plains of northern Germany into the heart of Rus
sia, divides the high grounds of the north and northwest of
the
Europe from those of the centre and south, separates
into two distinct areas.
In the
European Silurian region
northern of these we find the Lower and Upper Silurian for

mations attaining an enormous development in Britain, but
thickness toward the northeast, until,
rapidly diminishing in
in the south of Scandinavia and the Gulf of Finland, they
th of that depth.
reach only about
Along the Baltic shores,
too, they have on the whole escaped so well from the. dislo
cations, crumplings, and
metamorphisms so conspcuous
this day
along the northwestern European border, that to
horizontal and soft
they remain over wide spaces nearly.as
as at first.
In the southern European area, Silurian rocks
amid later formations, and
appear only here and there from
almost everywhere present proofs of intense subterranean
thick
movement.
Though sometimes attaining considerable
ness they are much less fossiliferous than those of the north
ern part of the region, except in the basin of Bohemia, where
an exceedingly abundant series of Silurian organic remains
has been preserved.
In Russia, Silurian rocks must occupy the whole vast

breadth of territory between the Baltic and the flanks of the
Ural Mountains, beyond which they spread eastward into
lie in
Asia.
Throughout most of this extensive area they
undisturbed beds, covered over and concealed
horizontal
from view by later formations.
Along the southern margin
of the Gulf of Finland, they appear at the surface as soft

94 Or'. cit. p. 1,59, and authorities cited. Consult on Irish Silurian rocks the
Expl:mutioris to th one-inch Sheets of the (oologica1
15 Consult Angelin's ''Pakecnitologica Suocica,' 1854; Ijerulf, ''Norges
Geologi1879, or 'Goo1ogie des SudI. Norvegen" (Ourht). 1880; Liimarsson,
Sveiisk. Vet. Akad, viii. No. 2; Zeitsch. Deutscb. (eo1. Cee1l. xxv. 675; Ceol.
Fi h:uuU.
Maw. 1876, pp. 145, 210. 287, 379; Geol. Föreuingous Ltoeklw1ni
18'12--74, 1877, 1879; S. Türiiqukt. Kong. Vet. Akad. .Vörhandl. 187-1. No. 4;
(leol. Frn. Stockholm Förhandl. 18-19; Lundgrcn. Neucs .Jahrb. 1878, p. G99;
F.
Brgcr, "Die Silurisehon Elngeii 2 u ud 3 in) 1(isd:nia Gebiot.,'' 1882:
1882.
Jouru.
Geol.
M;ur,
Quart.
Schmidt, Q. J. Geol. Soc. 182, p. 511; .1. E.
1. 1892, and papers cited
G.
Nathorst,
A.
Geologi,"
part
313;
'Svciges
p.
below.
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which,

so far as their
characters
be
lithological
go, might
supposed to be of late
Tertiary date, so little have they been changed during the
enormous lapse of ages since Lower Palozoic time.
The
great plains bounded by the Dm1 chain on the east, by the
uplands of Finland and Scandinavia on the north, and by
the rising grounds of Germany on the southwest, have thus
from a remote geological antiquity been exempted from the
clays,

terrestrial corrugations that have affected so much of the rest
of Europe.
They have been alternately, but gently, deresseil as a sea-floor, and elevated'into steppes or
I ins,
ut alonor the flanks of the Ural Mountains, the older kkeo
zoic

rocks have

been upheaved and placed on end or at a
high angle against the central portions of that chain; and,
according to the observations of Murchison, Keyserling and

De Verneuil, have been partially metamorphosed into chlo
rite-sehists, mica-schists, quartzites and other crystalline
rocks.
To the northwest also, over a vast region in. Scandi
navia, they have been subjected to gigantic displacements
and great regional metamorphism (p. 1Q30).
Taking first their unaltered condition, we find them well

exposed along the southern shores of the Gulf of Finland,
in the Baltic provinces of Russia, where, according to F.
Schmidt, they form with the Cambrian groups below them
one continuous and conformable series, and are capable of
arrangement as in the subjoined table:"
91, Morn. Ac.
Imp. St. Potersb. (7) xxx. 1881, No. 1; Q. J. Geol. S. xxxviii.
1882, p. 514.
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Stage x. Upper Oesel Zone (50 or 60 ft -Ludlow Group)-gray lime
stones and marl, yellow liniestones: Spinier elevatus,
Chonetes striatella, Beyriehia luberculata, Pterinca retro"
fiexa; an abundant eurypterid fauna and fish remains
(Ouchus, Pachylepis).
I. Lower Oosel Zone (60 ft.
Wenlock)-chielly dolomites with
marls: Orthoecras annulatum, Euomphalus funatus, Spirifer
crispus, Orthis elegan tula, Lopt ena transversalis.
'I H. Pentamorus-esthonus Zone-in the east, dolomites; in the
west, gray coral limestone, with Pentamerus esthonus
(oblongus), Syringopora bifurcata, Favosites gotlandica,
Halysites (5 sp.)
3. Raiküil Beds (100 ft.)-coral-rcefs and flagstones: Leperditia Keyserliugli, Phacops elegans.
2. Borealis Bank (40 ft.)-consisting almost entirely of agG.
glomerated shells of Pentamerus borealis.
1. Jörden Beds (20-30 ft.)-thin calcareous flagstones and
marie: Loperditia Hisingeri, Orthis Davidsoni, Stropho
mona pocten, Rhynchonella affinis.
66 P.
(1) Lyckhohn and (2) Borkholm Zones (100 ft. = Middle Bale
or Caradoc), contain the most abundant fauna of all the
stages: Phacops (Chasmops) macroura, .Cheirurus octolo
batus, Encrinurus multisegmentatus, Bellerophon hilobatus,
Strophomena expansa, Ort.his vespertiiio, 0. Actonia,
0. insularis.
" E.
Wesenberg Zone (30 ft. = Bale or Caracloc)-hard yellowish
limestone, with many partings: Leptena sericea, Stropho
mena deltoidea, Orthis testudinaria, Phacops Nieszkowskii,
P. wesenbergensis, Encninurus Seebachi, Cybelo brovicauda.
"D. Jewe Zone (100 ft.), consisting of a lower or Jewe band and
an upper or Kogel band: Cheirurus pseudohemicranium,
Hernicosmites extraneus, Lichas deflexa, L. ihimnoides, Chas
mops bucculenta, Strophomena Asmusii.
"3 Itfer Beds (20-30 ft.)-hard limestone with siliceous con
cretious; fauna nearly same as in C. 2, but with some
peculiar trilobites, and some forms belonging to Stage P.
2. Kuckers Shale (Brandschiefer) consisting of bituminous
marls and limestones (30-50 ft.): Phacops oxilis, P.
"
(Chasmops) Odini, Chei rurus spinulosus, Pleurotomaria
C.
elliptica, Porambonitos terotior, Orthis lynx, Echino
spinerites aurantiuni.
1. Eehinosphwrito Limestone, etc. (20-50 ft. = uppermost
Orthoceratite Limestone of Sweden)-Eclii nosphmri tee
aurantium, and Orthoceras regularo are the most char
acteristic fossils, with numerous trilobites.
3. Orthoceratite (Vaginaten-) Limestone (3-20 ft. = Ortho
cera s limestone of Scandinavia)-hard gray limestone
crowded with Ortlioceras comnumo and 0. vaginatum;
also Phacops selerope, Cheirurus oruatus, Asaphus heros,
Ampyx nasutus, etc.
2. G]auconite Limestone (1.2-40 ft. )-Megalaspis planilimbata,
"B.
Cl leiru rus clayifrou s, A saphus oxpausus, Porambonites
reticulatus, Orthie parvu.
1. Glauouito Saud (Ureousand), lying directly on the Cam
brian Pictyoiioina shale (1-10 ft. = (eratopygo Slage of
Scundi nay ia)-Ool its silt nicus, Siphonotretu, Li ugula;
"conodonts" of l'auder.
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In Scandinavia the following general order of succession
has been established:

=
CO

"

Lhnestones and mans (50-60 ff:. in Gothianci) with Ludlow fossils.
Limestones and shales (150 ft. in Gothianci) with Wenlock fossils
(Monograptus ludensis, M. colonus, Retiolites geinitzianus).
Mans and shales (with Liandovery forms) apparently unconformable on
all older rocks.
Brachiopod shales (Trinucleus, Staurocephalus).
Triii ucleus shalos and limestones.
Middle graptolite shales (Liandeilo species of Didyinograptns, Diplo
graptus, Olimacograptus and other genera) which pass laterally into
limestone, and are in different districts represented by the Chas
mops limestone.
Lower graptolite shales (Arenig species of Phyllograptus, Dichograptus,
Didymograptus, and other genera) passing into the Orthoceras
limestone, which is recognizable over a large part of southern
Scandinavia.
Ceratopyge limestone (Diceilocephalus, Agnostus, Niobe, Amphion,
Obolus) and other fossils like those found at the base of the
Arenig and in the Tremadoc group.

In Scania, the Silurian series has been subdivided into
graptolitic zones as in the subjoined table:"

.

A. Upper Group-Oardiola shales, with limestone and sandstone.
B. Middle Group, with the following zones in descending order: a, Cyr..
tograptus Oarruthersi; b, C. rigidus; c, 0. Murchisoni; d, Mono
graptus riecartonensis; e, Cyrtog. Lapworthli; f, C. (?) spiralis;
g, 0. Graya.
0. Lower Group, composed of the following zones in descending order:
a, Monograptus cometa; b, Gray unfossiliferous sha.les; c, Cephalo
graptus comota; ci, Mon. leptotheca; e, M. gregarius; f, M. Oyphus.
D. Upper Group, composed of the following zones in descending order:
a, Diplograptus, sp.; b, Phacops mucronata; c, Staurocephalus
clavifrons; ci, Unfossiliferous many shales; e, Niobe lata; f, Un
fossiliferous shales; g, Diplograptus quad rimucronatus; /&, Trinu
cleu, sp.; 'i, Calymene dilatata; , Unfossiliferous shales.
E. Middle Group-Graptolite shales, with zones of a, Climacograptus
ragosus; b, C. styloidons; c, Black unfossiliferous shales; ci, Lime
stone band, with Ogygia, sp.; e, Dicranograptus Clingani; f, Cli
macograptus Vasa; g, Unfossiiferous shales; h, Carnograptus
gracilis; i, Thin apatitic band; 1t, Diplograptus putillus; 1, GIos
sograptus; m, Gymnograptus Liunaresoni; n, Glossograptus; o,
Didymograptus geminus (Murchisoni).
F. Lower Group, composed of the zones of a, Phyllograptus, sp.;
b, Orthoceras limestone; c, Tetragraptus shales (lower graptolite
shales); ci, Ceratopyge limestone.

The island of Gothiand has long been celebrated for its
development of Upper Silurian rocks.
According to Lind
strom,°8 the following subdivisions are there traceable:
S. A. Tullberg, "Skiines 0-raptoliter," Svenig. Geol. Undorsökn. ser. c.
No. 50. 1882-83.
98 Neues Jahrb. 1888, 1.
p. 14'?, and F. Schmidt, op. cit. 1890, ii. p. 249.
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I H. CephaTopoda and Stromatopora-Limestone (20-30 feet) with Phrag
moceras, Ascoceras, Glossoceras.
G. Megalomus-Lirneslone (8-12 foot), with Megalomus Gotlandicus,
Trimerella.
F. Crinoidal and Coral conglomerate (20 feet), a limestone made up of
stems of crinoids, corals and other fossils. Among the crinoids are
species of Crotalocrinus, Euallocrinus, Biirrandcocrinus, Oyatho
crinus; there occur also Spirifer Schmidti. Pontamerus couchi
dium. This band lies somewhere about the horizon of the Aymes.
try Limestone.
E. Pterygotus-clay or marl (1-2 feet) with abundant fragments of
Plerygotus osi1ionsi, also Phasgartocaris, Strophoineni, Eatouia,
Conularia, etc.
D. Limestone, oolito and many bands (50 feet) with numerous litmellibranchs; species of PteriLlea, Aviculopeeten and Grammysia, also
Onihis basalis, 0. biforata and Atrypa Aitgolini, Liehas, Cyclonema
clelicatulum, etc.
0.
Younger many shalos and sandstone (lO() feet), with a large and
J
varied, assemblage ofa fossils like those
of the Wenlock
Shale (
h
P
cops Downingia', P. vulgaris. Hoinalonotus KnighU, Stropliotnetia
euglypha, 01-this biloba, Strophomena Walmsteclti, Rliviicltoite!la
\Vilsoni. Ortlioeeras aiuiiilatum, 0. gregarium. Monograptus luden
sis, M. colonus. Reuolites geinitziaiius, etc.
B. Stick1anJiuia-marl (8 feet) with Ileliolites, Plasmopora. flalysite,
Brouteus platyaetiu, Calynieno papilloa, 0. .frontosa, On his David.
soul, 0. Lovni, and especially the abundant Stricklandinia lyrat.a.
.- A. Older red many shales (thickness unknown and not seen in place)
with some 40 species of fossils, among which are Favosites got
laudica, F. Forbesi, Halysites, Plasmopora, Arachnophylluni dif
tIueu, etc.

la the Christiania district, according to Kjernlf, the following subdivisions can be established:
I
Stage 8

- Stages C
r Stage 5.
I
4.
1
3.

(. Compact gray, often bituminous limestone, with abun
dant Orthocerus cochleatum and Chonetes striatella.
P. Gray, somewhat bituminous limestone, with shales and
clays.
u. Fissile green or gray many shales containing the last
This and the two overlying members
graptolitos.
have a united depth of 835 Norwegian feet at
Ringerige.
& 7. Coral limestone and Pentamerus limestone.
Calcareous sandstone, with Rhyuchouella diodonta and shales,
150 to 370 feet.
Shules and marls, with nodules and short beds of cement-stone
(Tninucleu, Chiisnmps), 700 feet.
Graptolito shalos, Limestone in two or more bands (Ortlioceras-,
Asiphus-, Megataspis-titnctorw). 2itJ (vet, in places, rest iin
upon the alum-shales of the Primordial zone.

149 Prof. Brogcrcr has further subdivided
Stage 3 as follows, in ascending
order: 3a, (a) hales and hinestones with Sviiiptivsurus lucipietis. ($) CoratopvLtJ
sliales, (y) ('."i ;L opvge liim"sn,iw ; :3b, Phiy liograptus sliales ; 3:;, (a) Megalas iM
hiriastiie. (P) Exparisus-shales, (y) (mt hecorns litnestotie. the whole stage hav
ing a thiekne.s of "bout, 4 metres in the IJhristiania district.-"Die Sit. Etagen."
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In

Easter and Wester Gothiand patches of Silurian
strata are met with preserved in horizontal sheets under an
But when the rocks are
overlying capping of diabase.
traced into the western parts of Norwaland through the

central regions where the boundaries of Norway and
weden
meet, they present a remarkably different development from
that just described.
According to the researches of Kjerulf,
Dahil, Tornebohm, Brogger, and Reuseb, vast masses of

quartzite, mica-slate, gneiss, hornblende-schist, clay-slate,
and other crystalline rocks can be seen reposing upon
Silurian strata in numerous natural sections.
recog-nizable
Not

improbably these Scandinavian metamorphic rocks, like
those occupying a similar position in Scotland, will he
found to include portions of different pre-Cambrian sys
tems which, together with the Cambrian and Silurian strata,
have

been

s to have
subjected to such great disturbance
had
new crystalline structure superinduced upon them.
Enormous displacements and lateral thrusts have driven the
crystalline rocks over the fossiliferous strata, as in Scotland,
but the details of this structure, which has been recognized
a

As regards
by Tornebohrn, have still to be worked out.
the date of these great earth-movements and
metamorphism,
it is important to remember that, as already stated (p. 1190),
Upper Silurian fossils have been found by Reusch at Bergen
in the crystalline schists themselves, as well as in the lime
stones intercalated in and underlying them."'

Western Europe.-The researches principally of Gosselet
and Malaise have demonstrated that a considerable part of
the

strata grouped

by Dumont in his "Terrain Rhnan,"
and generally
to be of Devonian age, must be
supposed
relegated to the Silurian series.'0'
Though almost concealed
by younger formations, the Silurian rocks that are laid bare
at the bottom of the valleys of the Ardennes can. be
paral
leled in a general way as under:
'°° See Dahil, Förh. Vedeusk-Seiskab. Christiania, 1867.
Kjerulf, "Geologie
des Süd. u. Hit. Norwegen," 1880. Törnebohm, Biking K. Svensk. vet. Akad.
Handi. i. No. 12, 1873; Geol. For. Stockhorn Förhand. vi. 1883, p. 274; xiii.
1891, p. 37; xiv. 1892, p. 27; Nature, xxxviii. 1888, p. 127. Brogger, "Die
Silurischen Etagen 2 und 3 im Kristianiagobiet," 1882, p. 352.
Pettersen,
Tromsö Museums Aarsheft, vi. 1883, P. 87. F. Svenonius, Neues Jahrb. 1882
i.) p. 181. Nathorst, "Sveriges Geologi," p. 141.
'°' Gosselel,
"L'Ar
"Esquisse Geologique du Nord do la France," p. 34.
denne," Mern. Carlo Geol. France, 1888, p. 137.
Mourlon, "Geol. do Ia Bel
gique," p. 40; Malaise, Morn. Couroun. Acad. Roy. Belgique, 1873; Bull.
Acad. Roy. Beig. xx. 1890, p. 440.
0. Barrois, Ann. Soc. Geol. Nord, xx.
1892, p. 75; in this work references are given to the literature of French Sihj
nan geology.
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Equivalents of the billow rocks seen in the valley of the Fuotto
botween Posse and Malonno, containing Monograptus colonus,
M. Nilssoui, Retiolites geinitziauus, Orthoceras, Cardiola interrupta, etc.
Brown sandy shalos of Naninno, with (yrtograptus Murchisoni,
Monograptus bohemicu, M. Nilssoni, M. priodon, M. vomerinus,
Retiolites geinitziauus, Cardiola interrupta, Orthoceras, etc.
Qu artzites and sandstones of C rand-Man ii, with Monograptus behonilens, M. galiLonsis?. M. prioclon. M. proteus, M. suheoiiicus.
Shalos overlying' the euritos of Grand-Manil, and containing ('Iinmcograptus normalis, C. root angularis, flirnorphograptus dongoi;us, B. Swaustoni, Di plograptus wodesIns, Moiiograptus
greariw4. M. loptotheca, M. tennis.
Sehist.os do Coinhioux ; pyritous black and greenish shates, which
at Grand-Manil, in the valley of the Orru':ui, have yielded Caly
mene ineerta, Trinuelons setiformis, lihenus Bownianni. Bel
leropl)on bilo1.al us, Sroplioruena rlionihoidalis, Ortluis tostudi
nark., 0. vesp-'rtilio, 0. calligrainma, 0. Acioiiin, Clirn:tcograptus
caudatus, 0. styloidous, C. tuhuliferus.
The horizon of the Llaudeilo rocks is doubtfully represented at
Sart-Born ard.
Graptolitic shale,;, with (limacogruptus antennarins. C. Scliaren
bergi, Dichoraptus octobracliiatu, Didyiuograptus Murchioui,
D. imnns, Diplograptus foliaceus, B. tricoi'ni, Philllograptus
angiistifoliii, P. I;yptis, Tetragraplus bryonoides, etc.
Upper Cambrian horizons are represented at Spa and elsewhere
l)s Die' vonema sociale.

The Silurian rocks of Belgium comprise several contem
poraneously erupted masses of porphyrite and of diabase, as
well as beds of porphyroid, arkose, and eurite.
Silurian rocks have been detected in many parts of the
old Palfeozoic ridge of the northwest of France.
According
to De Tronielin and Lebesconte,'°2 the order of succession in

Ille-et-Vilaine is as under:
I .
I
I

..
I

( White lirnestono of Erhray (Calymene .Blurneuhachii. Ilarpes
venniosus).
I
J Ainpelitic (carbonaceous) limestone 0 Britsse ([ouogrnptus prio
du, M. FIisi!1cri, M. colon us, M. voiiwrinus, M. jaculuni).
Sandy and ferruginons oditles of Martigne-F'erehaud, Thourie,
etc. (Uartiiola interrupla, Monograptus priodon).
L
Ainpelitic (carbonaceous) ltali's of Poligm (Mo ogriptus cI'isus,
.
M. Ualli, M. priodon, M. juculuin. M. coiivliit us, M. couti
neus, Diplograptiis pahuetis, 0eplt1n.raptus follow. 110t io1it.e
goiliJIZiaflIu4).
Ph l.;tiiit.CM of A tijon (Moutgrurhis couvolu his. \I. iiulnri, M.
lehiterus, At. siihlobiforus. 1st. So(lg\vLcki. 1st. cyphuis. I\1. enssE. CI iaui. Ccilutlograpt us loll uui, 1)ipluraptui I Itight'si,
is, Ft.
1-tastri tes

A
Be Tronieliti and I,tilit$('OlI ti', O till. 8(w. (Jt'(ul. J'nuu.'e, 18-16, p. 585
5.
See
also
1)aliwier,
Franc. (1875): Bait. Soc. Lota. Xo,,,andit (1877), p.
traUgraphiu de Terraiwi jrinnures daub Ia pi, csqu'ilu de Coteutiji, Paris, 1861;
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Slates of Riadan (Trinucleus).
Sandstones (May, Thourie, Bas-Pont, Saint-G-ermain do Ia Bou
exière, etc.), containing Trinucleus Goldfussi, Calymene Bayani,
OrLhis redux, 0. hudleighensis, 0. puhrinata, 0.
valpyana, 0.
Berthosi, Nucleospira Vicaryi, Lingula Morierei, Pseudarca
typa, Diplograptus foliaceus, D. angostifolius.
Slates of La Couyère (Orthia Berthosi).
Nodular shalos of Guiehen, etc. (Calymene Tristani, Placoparia
Tournominci, Acidaspis Buchui).
Slates of Angers (Ogygia Desmaresti, Didytnograptus Murchisoni,
D. euodua, D. nanus, D. furcillatus).
Shales of Lail6 and Sion (Placoparia Zippel, Hyollthes cinctus).
Armorican sandstone (Grès Armoricain), containing Asaphus armo
ricanus, Lingula Lesucuri, L. Bawkeii, L. Salteri, Dinobolus
Brimonti, Lyrodesma armoricana, annelids.
Red shales and conglomerates without fossils.

In Normandy, where the first French
graptolites were
found, some of the species characteristic of the
uppermost
Silurian fossils
groups of Brittany have been obtained.
have also been detected southward in Maine and Anjou,
and still more abundantly from the ridge of old rocks which
forms the high grounds of Languedoc where the following
section has been determined."'

Shades and ampelitic orthoceratite limestones (200 me
tres) with Cardiola interrupta, Monograptus priodon,
M. bohemicus, M. colonus, M. Roemeri, M. Nilssoni.
This zone evidently corresponds with that of the
English Wenlock group.
Alternations of shales and white cystidean limestones.
Shales with Orthis Actonia.
Green shales with concretions (gâteaux) formed around
large trilobites, Asaphus Fourneti, Illamus Lebesconei, Did mograptus euodus.
These strata are probt0
ably of Bandeilo a (e

Sands'tone and orrit Tie the Grès Armoricain, about
50 metres thick,
Vexillum,
containing Oruziana,
Dinobolus
Brimonti.
Lingula Lesneuri,
Shades with calcareous nodules (150 metres) containing
Bellerophon Oehlerti, Agnostus, Calyniene, Ilhenus,
Megalaspis, Didyrnograptus balticus, D. pennatulus,
B. nitidus, B. bifidus, B. indentus, Tetragraptus serra,
T. quadribrachiatus.
These strata and the overlying
sandstone represent the British Arenig rocks.

Bull. Soc. Geol. France, 1862, p. 907; De Lapparent, Bull. Soc. Geol. France,
1877, p. 569; Barrois, Ann. Soc. Geol. Nord, iv. vii. and the memoirs cited below.
10$ Rouville,
"Monographie Geol. de Cabrières, Herault," 1887.
Bergeron,
"Etude Geol. du Massif aucien au sud du Plateau Central," 1889. Barrois, Ann.
Soc. Geol. Nord, xx. 1892, 85.F. Prech, Zeitsch. Deutech, Geol. Ges. 1887, 360.
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Recent researches in the Pyrenees have revealed a great
from their grap
development of fossiliferous rocks which
tolites may be paralleled with the English arid Scottish
Tarannon
Three zones with
Monograptus
sub-group.'°4
vomermus, M. Becki, and M. crassus are well, developed,
and are compared by Dr. Barrois with the British zones of
Rastrites maxiinus, Monograp tus exigu us and Oyrtograptus
The same observer remarks that these
Grayo respectively.
graptolitic faunas of the Pyrenees present more resemblance
with others found in the south of Europe than with those
in the original typical regions of Britain and Scandinavia.
The specific types are generally the suiie as those of Bohernia.'°
Silurian rocks have been recognized at various
tab1e-land, a lower quartzite, with
points on the Spanish
Cruziana, Lingula, etc., being surmounted by shales con
Graptolite-bearing schists
taining Calymene Tristani, etc.
°
occur in the province of Minho in the west of Portugal.
Central and Southern Europe.-It is a remarkable fact in the
Paheozoic geology of the European continent that while
the general facios of the fossils continues tolerably uniform
in the northwest and north throughout the Silurian' territory
first described, that is, from Ireland across the Baltic basin
into Russia, a great contrast is to be noted between this
northern facies and that of central and southern Europe.
The Pvreneau exemplification of the southern type has just
been alluded to.
But it is in Bohemia that this type is nest
Out
abundantly developed and most excellently preserved.
of the many thousands of species obtained in that country
Among the frnis
very few are found also in the north.
COiTI mon to the two regions graptolites are especially prominent, more than a dozen of the characteristic Upper
Sun-ran
of Britain being also found in the southern
species
?07
Province.
In the important Silurian basin of Bohemia,"' so
worked out by Bai'rande, the forma.tons are grouped
admi-rably
as in the subjoined table:
104

Caralp. "Etudes geol. sur 1e hauts Massifs des Pyrenees certtra1e'
Toulouse, 1868, p. 45.,'.
105 lJRrr(m4. A uti. Sue. Unol. Nord, 1802, p. 127.
On tht Silurian rockof
Nord,
I
S2.
n'. Geol.
the Astu ri:e ee Barroi., Mum.
106 .r. F. N.
Coritm.
Tr;i
b:d. (13o1. Portugal, II, fase. ii. I S2.
Deigwlo,
107 Marr, Quart,. Juuru. (col. Soc. 188o, p. 6O:.
108 See Barrniik's lLiU!LIl [ICO1 t.. work.
'SyI(IIIO Sil LIFICU de 18 Boheme.
''
J. E. lslarr, Quart. Jourii.
;COlO(J von lhliwoii,'' 892. p. '9i.
F. Katzer,
Soc.
Iss'),
.
J1.
Geol.
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100 Shales with
Stage TI.
coaly layers and beds of quartzite (Phacops fecundus, Tentaculites ele
gans), with species of Leptnna, Orthoceras,
Lituites, Goniatites, etc.
.
.
.
. 850
69
G. Argillaceous Ilmestones with chert, shales and
calcareous nodules
.
.
.
.
. 1000
Numerous trilobites of the genera Dalma
nibs, Bronteus, Phacops, Proetus, Harpes
and Qalyniene; Atrypa reticularis, Pentame
rus linguifer.
"
F. Pate and dark limestone with cheit Harpes,
Liehas, Phacops, Atrypa reticularis, Penta
merus galeatus, Favosites gotlandica, F.
fibrosa, Ten taculites.
Fl. Shales with calcareous nodules and shales
resting on sheets of igneous rock (300 ft.),
lying with. a slight unconformability on the
.
.
.
.
. 450-900
group below
A very rich Upper Silurian fauna, abun
dant cephalopods, trilobites, etc.; Halysites
catenularia, graptolites in many species,
such as are found in the Birkhill group
of Britain.
"
D. Yellow, gray and black shales, with quart
zite and conglomerate at base, divided by
Barrande into live bands numbered Dd]. to
Dd5, the first being further separated into
three members Ddl a, and Y.
Dcli a and P
may perhaps be paralleled with the Welsh
Tremadoc group, Dcll 'i with the Arenig
rocks, Dd 2$ , 4 and 5 with the Bala-Cara
doe rocks .
.
.
.
.
.
. aooo
Abundant, trilobites of genera Trinucleus,
Ogygia, Asaphus, IUanus, Remopleu.rides,
etc.
"
C. S1mlo', sometimes with porphyries and con
.
.
.
.
.
. 300
glomerates .
Paradoxides, Ellipsocepbalu, Agnoatus,
Arionellus, and other genera of trilobites
referred to above (ante, p. 10'?).
44
B. Grits, shales and conglomerates.
"

ft
4'

'4

$1

4'

A. Green schists, grits, breccias, tuffs and hornstones resting on gneiss.

Small though the area of the Silurian basin of Bohemia
is (for it measures only 100 miles in extreme length by 44
miles in its greatest breadth) it has proved extraordinarily
109

Stages F, G, H are classed as Devonian by Xayser and other German
629,
geologists. (Kayser, Zeitsch. Deritsch. Geol. Ges. xxix. 1877, pp. 207,
notices the occurrence of Bohemian Upper Silurian fossils in the Rhenish Lower
Devonian rocks.) Barrande defended his classification: Verli. K. Geol. Reichs.
188, p. 200.
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Barraude has named and described
rich in organic remains.
several thousand species from that basin alone, the greater
number being peculiar to it.
Some aspects of its organic
One of these is the extraor
facies are truly remarkable.
variety and abundance of its straight and curved
of which 18 genera and two sub-genera, com
cephaloods,
prising in all no fewer than 1127 distinct species, were de
The genus Orthoceras alone con
termined by Barrande.
tained in his census 554 species, and Oyrtoceras had 830.110
Of the trilobites, which appear in great numbers and in
every stage of growth, as many as 42 distinct genera were
dinary

noted, comprising 350 species; the most prolific genus being
Brouteus, which included 46 species entirely confined to the
3d. fauna or Upper Silurian.
Acidaspis had 40 species, of
Proëtus
which six occur in the 2d and 34 in the 3d fauna.
also numbered 40 species, which all belong to the 3d. fauna,

save two found in the 2d.
Other less prolific but still abun
dant genera are Dalmanites, Phacops, and llla3nus.
The 2d
fauna, or Lower Silurian series, was found by Barrande
to contain in all 32 genera and 127 species of trilobites;
while the 3d fauna, or Upper Silurian series, contained 17
genera and 205 species, so that generic types are more
abundant in the earlier and specific varieties in the later
rocks.11'

Reference may be made here to the famous doctrine of
"Colonies" propounded and ably defended by the illustri

ous Barrande.
Drawing his facts from the Bohemian basin,
he believed that while the Silurian strata of that region pre
sented

a

normal succession of organic remains, there were
nevertheless exceptional bands, which, containing the fossils
of a higher zone, were yet included on different horizons

He termed these
among inferior portions of the series.
precursory bands "colonies," and defined the phenomena
as consisting in the partial co-existence of two general
faunas, which, considered as a whole, were nevertheless

successive.
He supposed
that, during the later stnges of
his second Silurian fauna in Bohemia, the first phases of the
third fauna had already appeared, and attained some degree
of development, in a neighboring but yet unknown re
At intervals, corresponding doubtless to
gion.
geographi
cal changes, such as movements of subsidence or elevation,
volcanic eruptions, etc., communication was opened he'° "Svit. Silur." i.
suppt. p. 2G(, 1877.
"
cit.
i.
'Tiibo1ites,''
iSU.
Op.
suppt.
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tween that outer region and the basin of Bohemia.
During
these intervals, a greater or less number of immigrants suc
ceeded in making their way into the Bohemian area, but as
the conditions for their prolonged continuance there were
not yet favorable, they soon died out, and the normal fauna

The deposits formed
of the region resumed its occupancy.
during these partial interruptions, notably graptolitic schists
and ct1careous bands, accompanied by igneous sheets, con
tain, besides the invading species, remains of some of the

indigenous forms.
Eventually, however, on the final ex
tinction of the second fauna, and, we may
on the
suppose,
of
barriers
hitherto
ultimate demolition
the physical
only
occasionally and temporarily broken, the third fauna, which
had already sent successive colonies into the Bohemian area,
now swarmed into it, and peopled it till the close of the
112
Silurian period.
The general verdict of paheontologists has been adverse
to this original and ingenious doctrine.
The apparent inter
calation of younger zones in older groups of rock has been
accounted for by such infoldings of strata as have already
been. described in this work and by the effects of faults.
It has been shown that not only are the zones repeated, but

that when they reappear they bring with them their minute
pal eontological subdivisions and their peculiar lithological
characers.'
Silurian rocks appear in a few detached areas in Ger
many, but the only comparatively large tract of them occurs
in Thuringia and the Fichtelgebirge.
They present a great
contrast to those of Bohemia in their comparatively unfos
siliferous character, and the absence of any one continuous
In the Thuringer
succession of the whole Silurian system.
Wald, a series of I ucoidal-slates (perhaps Cambrian) passes
up into slates, graywackes, etc., with Lingula, Discina,
These
Calymene, numerous graptolites and other fossils.
strata

(from 1600 to 2000 feet thick) may represent the
Lower Silurian groups.
They are covered by some grap
tolitic alum-slates, shales, flinty slates,
and limestones
(Favosites gotlan.dica, Cardiola interrupta, Tentaculites acu
anus, etc.), which no

doubt represent

the

Upper

Silurian

12 The doctrine of colonies is developed. in the "Systeme Silurien du Centre
do Ia Bohème," 1852, i. p. 73; "Colonies dans le Ba.ssin Silurien de Ia
Boliême," in Bull. Soc. Geol. France (2d ser.) xvii. 1859, p. 602; "Defense
des Colonies," Prague, i. 1861, ii. 1862, iii. 1865, iv. 1870, v. 1881.
113 See J. E. Marr, Q. J. Geol. Soc. 1880,
p. 605; 1882, p. 313.
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and pass into the base of the Devonian system.",
Troups,
he graptolites include many species found in the Stockdale
shales of the Lake District, so that the Liandovery group is

well represented in this part of the continent."
Among
and
shales
contain
the Harz mountains certain graywackes
trilobites (Dalmanites, etc.),
ing land-plants (lycopods, etc.),
as of intermediate age between
graptolites, etc., are regarded
true Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian rocks."'
Among the Alps, the band of ancient sedimentary rocks,
which, flanking the crystalline masses of the central chain,
has been termed the "graywacke zone," has in recent years
been ascertained to contain representatives of the Silurian,
In the
Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian systems."'
eastern Alps, a belt of clay-slate and graywacke, with lime
stone, dolomite, maguesite, ankerite, and siderite runs from
Kitzbiihel in the Tyrol as far as the south end of the Vienna
About twenty species of fossils ('thoceras, Atrypa,
basin.
Cardiola, etc.) found at Tienten, near Werfen, belong apIn this
to the substage e2 of Barrande's Stage E.
Earently
and, the strata have %een changed into crystalline schists
As the fossils are Upper Silurian, a large part of
(p. 1035).
the adjacent unfossiliferous schistose rocks may represent
older parts of the Silurian sstem; but no Lower Silurian
fossils have yet been found in' them in the northern Alps.
In the southern Alps (Carinthia), above the older Palae
ozoic masses which have not yet yielded fossils, the follow
ing subdivisions have been given by Stache in descending
order:
Limestones (1000 to 1500 feet) with Silurian forms of
Pentanierus, Spinier, Rhynchonella and Atrypa, and
Silurian and Devonian corals= Stages, F, U, H, of

Barrancle.
Dark clay-slates and sandstones with plant-remains, yel-

'1
"

Richter, Zeitsch. Deutsch. Geol. Gesell. xxi. p. 359; xxvii. p. 261.
Marr, Geol. Mag. 1889, p. 414. Tornquist, Gool. For. Stockholm
For-hand
ix. 1887.
116 Losseri, Zeitsch. Deutseli. Gool. Gee. xx.
p. 16; xxii. p. 284; xxix.
612.
p.
Hi Vou Hauer,
"Geologie," p. 216. Staclto, ,Tahrb. (leol. Reicheaust.. xxiii.
xxiv.
136,
St-ache divided the
p. 115;
334; Vorh. Geol. Reiche. 1879, p. 21(.
zone
into
live
of the eastern Alps
graywacke
pro-tria$siC groups: 1, Quartz
3,
phyllite group; 2, Kulkphylhito group;
Kalkthoupliyllite group; 4, Group of
the older graywackos (Silurian and Devouiau); 5, Group of the Upper Coal and
Pcrrnian rocks.
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low and red

crinoid-shales=Stage F, in parts Onoa(lago group ç?).
Limestone
with orthoceratites,
lamelli
gasteropods,
branchs, trilobites (Kokberg).
About 100 species
occur in the lower or dark Orthoceras limestone.
These rocks appear to
represent Stage E of Bohe
mia, and the Ludlow and. Wenlock
groups of Eng
land.
Graptolite-schists with Diplograptus folium, D. pristis,
etc. =Stage P and base of E (Tarannon
group).
Gray.
wacke-slate and
sandstone
(Strophomena grandis,
of
Orthis)=upper part
Stage D; perhaps Bala beds.""
In the southern half of Sardinia, Silurian rocks (in
part,
at least, Upper) have been divided into three zones, the
lowest of which contains important metalliferous lodes."'
Among these rocks Meneghini recognizes two chief grapto
litic horizons, one probably representing the Tarannon sub
group (with Monograptus antennularius, comp. Becki, M.
Gouii, comp. continens, M. hemipristis, comp. jaculum) the
other (with M. colonus, M. Lamarmore, M. multuliferus,
comp. vomerinus) answering to the Wenlock group.
In the southwest of Russia (Podolia and in Gallicia, an
Upper Silurian area occurs in which there is almost perfect
paleontological agreement with the Silurian rocks of the
basin of the Baltic, but a great contrast to those of Bohemia,
with which it has only a few brachiopods in common."'
North America.`-In the United States and
rian

rocks

Canada, Silu
territory, from

spread continuously over a vast
the mouth of the St. Lawrence southwestward into Alabama
and westward by the great lakes.
They almost encircle and

certainly underlie all the later Palozoic deposits of the
The rocks are most typically devel
great interior basin.
oped in the State of New York, where they have been
arranged as in the subjoined table:

118 Verhandl. Geol. Reichsanst. 1884,
p. 25; Zeitsch. Doustch. Geol. Ges.
1884, p. 277.
t)
Meneghini, Mom. R. Acad. Lincei, 1880.
121) F. Schmidt, "Die
Podolisch-galizische Silurformation," St. Petersburg,
8vo, 1875.
121 See
especially the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Canada, numer
ous monographs of Prof. James Hall, of Albany; Walcott, Monogr. U. S. Geol.
Surv. viii. 1884.
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(4) 'Water-lime (Tentaculites, Euryptorus, and Pterygotus) Onondago salt
group, consisting of red and gray mans, sandstones and gypsum,
with large impregnation of common salt, but nearly barren of fossils.
(3) Niagara shale and limestone (Halysites, Favosites, Calymene Blumen
bachii, Homalonotus deiphinocephalus, Lepta3na transversalis, etc.);
also fish-remains (Onchus, Glyptaspis) in the shale in Pennsylvania.
The Niagara Limestone may be paralleled with the Wenlock Limo
stone.
Clinton
(2)
group: Peutamerus oblongus, Atrypa reticularis, Monograptus
This group may represent
dilutonensis, Rotiolites venosus, etc.
the Tarannon shales.
(1) Modina group with Oneida conglomerate (Modiolopsis orthonota).
(5) Cincinnati (Hudson River) group: Syringopora, Ralysites, Pterinea
demissa, Leptarna sericea, Climacograptus bicornis, C. typcali,
This group corresponds to the
Diplograptus pristis, D. putillus.
Caradoc rocks of Britain.
(4) Utica group--Utica shale: Loptograptus flaccidus, Diplograptus mucru
The shales of Norman's Kiln,
natus (?), D. quadrimucronatus, etc.
River,
have
near Albany, on the Hudson
yielded a large series of
graptolites resembling the assemblage that characterizes the Glen
kiln shales of Scotland.
.
1 Trinucleus
concentnicus,
Orthis
1
Murchisonia,
Conu
Trenton
testudinaria,
(3)
j
t e
lana,
Orthoceras,
group
Cyrtoceras,
Birseye limestone.
J
(2) Chazy group-Ohazy limestone: Maclurea magna, M. Logani, Ortho
ceras. fl1nus, Asaphus.
(1) Calciferous group: Lingulella acuminata, Leptana, Conocardium, Ophi
leta compacta, Orthoceras primigon mm, Amphion, Bathyurus,
Asaphus, Conocoryphe, Tetrograptus, Phyllograptus, Didymograp
tus, Clonograptus, Loganograptus, Diplograptus, etc. This group
answers to the Welsh Arenig rocks. '28

It is interesting to observe the number of genera and even
of species common to the Silurian rocks of America and Eu
rope, and the close parallelism in their order of appearance.
Not a few of the widely diffused forms occur in Arctic
America, so that a former migration along shallow northern

waters between the two continents is rendered highly prob
able.
Among these common species the following may he
enumerated as occurring in the Upper Silurian rocks of New
122 Remains of
ganoid fishes, like Holoptychius and A.stcrolepis, and of a
chinunroid fish, have been found in what seems to be a representative of the
Trenton group in Colorado. C. D. Wak'ott, Bull. Gool. Soc. Amer. iii. 1892,
p. 153.
12,3 According to researches
by Mr. Selwyn, the so-called Quebec group as
defined by Logan embraces three totally distinct groups of rock, belonging
respectively to Areheaii, Cambrian and Lower Silurian horizons; and in ,lio
fossiliferous belt of Logan's Quebec group are included-in a folded, crumpled
and faulted condiLion-portions of subdivisions that lie elsewhere comparatively
undisturbed, and embrace strata even lower than the Potsdani formation. Trau.
Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. i. sect. iv. p. 1, 1882.
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York, the coasts of Barrow Straits within the Arctic Circle,
Britain, and the Baltic basin:
Stromatopora concentrica,
catenularia,
Favosites
Halysites
gotlandica, Orthis elegan
tula, Atrypa reticularis.
The genera of graptolites
appear
to have followed the same order of appearance and to have
reached their full development and final decline at corre
sponding stages of the Silurian period on each side of the
Atlantic.
Among the crustacea, trilobites were the domi

nant order, represented in each region by a similar succes
sion of genera, and even to some extent of species.
And
as these earlier forms of articulates waned, there
appeared
them
about
the
same
in
the
among
epoch
geological series,
the eurypterids of the Water-lime of New York and of the
Ludlow rocks of Shropshire and Lanarkshire.

Asia.-Silurian rocks have been recognized over a large
part of the surface of the globe.
They have been found, for
example, running through the Cordilleras of South America
on the one hand, and among the older rocks of the Himalaya
chain on the other.
The Salt Range of the Punjab contains
thick masses of bright red marl, with beds of rock-salt, gypsum
and dolomite, over which lie purple sandstones and shales.

These saliferous rocks have been already (p. 1230) referred
to as containing Cambrian fossils, but it is not yet known
whether they include any representatives of the Silurian sys
324
In the regions of the Northern Punjab and Kashmir
tem.
traces

of

Silurian

organic

remains

have been

discovered;
while in the north of kumaun such fossils have been found
in considerable quantities.
From the province of Sze Chuen, in Western China,

Richthofen has obtained numerous fossils which show the
Among
presence there of Middle and Upper Silurian rocks.
that
occur
in
the species, some are the same as those
Western
sericea,
Spinier
Europe, such as Orthis calligramma, Laptna
in
reticularis,
Favosites
fibrosa,
Heliolites
radiatus, Atrypa
terstinctus, ilalysites catenulari a, and others.

Australasia.-In Australia the existence of the Silurian sys
tem has been proved by the discovery of a considerable
number of characteristic fossils, among which are numerous

1124 A. B.
Wynne, Mem. Geol. Surv. India, xiv. See also Palaont. Indica.
ser. 13, vol. i. 1887, p. 750; Medlicot and Blanford, "Manual of the Geology
of India," 1879.
121 Richthifer1d '--*China,,' vol. iv. pp. 31, 50, where descriptions of the fos
sils are given by Kayser and Lindström.
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genera

Climacograptus, Coenograptus,
9a
ilictograptus, Dicranograptus, Didyrnograptus, Diplograp
tug, Monograptus, Loganograptus, Phyllograptus, Retiolites,
and Tetragraptus, with species of
Siphonotreta and ilymeno
cans, which occur in the Lower Silurian series of Victoria
-an

enormous series of sedimentary deposits, estimated by
Mr. Selwyn to be not less than 35,000 feet thick-also many
Upper Silurian fossils from New South Wales and Victoria,

including such world-wide species as Favosites gotlandica,
lieu olites intersti nctus, Calymene Blumenbachui, Encrinurus
p unctatus, Entomis tuberosa, Phacops caudatus, A trypa re
ticularis, Strophornena pecten, Pentarnerus Knightii, P. oh
126
longus, W hitfieldia (Meristella) tumicla, Orthoceras ibex.
Near Bathurst and elsewhere, the Tipper Silurian rocks of
New South Wales have been much altered, sandstones pass
ing into quartzites, slates into gneiss and hornblendic schists,
and the coral -limestoues into crystalline marbles with total
obliteration of fossils.
In New Zealand some dark slates and crystalline lime

stones which form the mass of Mount Arthur, and from
which a few graptolites, etc., have been obtained, are re
ferred to the lower Silurian series.
They are much dis
turbed by horuhiendic and syenitic eruptive rocks.
To the
Upper Silurian series are assigned some fossiliferous rocks
from which Calymene Blumenbachii,
radiatus,
Spinier

Stnicklandinia lyrata, etc., have been procured (Baton River
series).
A great part of the so-called metamorphic schists
are Probably LTppe
Section

iii.

Silurian rocks.

Devonian

and

Old

Red

In \Vales and the adjoining counties o
the typical development of
out b
appears

Sandstone

England, where

the Silurian system was worked

Murehison, the abundant Siluriau marine fauna dis
in

From that

the

red

horizon

rocks that

overlie

the

Ludlow group.

upward in the geological series, we have

.IcCov, ' I'rodi'on us of lti:(outtc)loLry of Victoria" f. (. (IC K4Th iIhk,
Brus''rceiuci'tI1es sur les Fo4sikS PlOO'/.OiquIC4 (IC la NOttVCIIO-(LllCS do Sod,
elm 1876; R. Edleridge,
!;Ilidonie
of
AustraLian
Fossils";
XV.
D.
Clailt"
s.,
r' jim.'.4
n
4'RernLrks on the Sedimentary Forunat1oii4 of New South Wales." 4 lIt edit..
C. S. Wilkinson. 'Note oil the '.eo1ory of New South \Valcs, " Sydne,
LI C. S. Wilkinson,
op. cit.
'' hector,
iIaudbook of New Zealaud,'' p. 37.
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to pass through some 10,000 feet or more of barren red sand
stones and mans, until we again encounter a
copious marine
fauna in the

Carboniferous

Limestone.

between the disappearance of

It is evident that

the Silurian

and the arrival

of the Carboniferous fauna, very great geographical
changes
occurred

over the site of Wales

and the west of

For a prolonged period, the sea must have

been excluded,

or at least must have been rendered unfit for the
and

England.
existence

development of marine life, over the area in question.

The striking contrast in general facies between the organ
isms in the Silurian and those in the Carboniferous system,
proves how long the interval between them must have been.
The geological records of this interval are still only par
tially

unravelled

and interpreted.

At

present the general

belief among geologists is that, while in the west and north
of

Europe

the

Silurian

sea-bed was

upraised into land in

such a way as to inclose large inland
and southwest

the

basins, in the centre

geographical changes did not suffice to

exclude the sea, which continued to cover that region more
or less completely.

In the isolated

basins of the west

and

north, a peculiar type of deposits, termed the Old Red Sand
stone, is believed to have accumulated, while in the shallow
seas to the south and east, a series of marine sediments

and

limestones was formed, to which the name of Devonian has
been given.

It is thus supposed that the Old Red Sandstone

and Devonian rocks represent different geographical areas,
with different

phases of

sedimentation

and of life,

during

the long lapse of time between the Silurian and Carbonifer
ous periods.

A somewhat similar contrast between the litho

logical and pa1aontologica1 characters of the corresponding
formations in different parts of the United States and. Can
ada, shows that in America also this geological period was
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marked by geological changes which

produced distinct geo

graphical conditions in adjacent regions.
That the Old Red Sandstone of Britain does represent the
prolonged

interval between Silurian and

Carboniferous time

can be demonstrated by innumerable sections, where the low
est strata of the system are found graduating downward into
the top of the Ludlow group, and where its highest beds are
seen to pass up into the base of the Carboniferous

system.

But the evidence is not everywhere so clear in regard
That

true position of the Devonian rocks.

to the

these rocks lie

between Silurian and Carboniferous formations was long ago
from their fossils.

shown by Lonsdale

But it is a curious

fact that where the Lower Devonian beds are best developed,
the Upper Silurian formations are scarcely to be recognized,
or, if they occur, can hardly be separated from the so-called
rocks.

Devonian

It

is

quite

possible,

therefore, that the

lower portions of what has been termed the Devonian series
nlay, in certain regions, to some

extent represent what are

elsewhere recognized as undoubted Ludlow or even perhaps
129
Weulock rocks.
We cannot suppose that the rich. Silurian.
fauna

died out abruptly at the close of the

Ludlow epoch.

We should be prepared for the discovery of Silurian rocks
younger than

the latest of those in Britain, such as Barrande

showed to exist in. his Etage
fossils in rocks which are
The rocks
some

of

termed

the

later

11, or for a Devonian facies of

nevertheless regarded as Silurian.

Lower

Devonian

phases

of

may

Silurian

life.

partly
On

represent
the

other

According to Kayser and Boyricli the 1irneLoncs of the llercyniaii series
ii the }farz and Nassau, together with Barruido Upper Silurian St:Lges F, (;-,
11. in Bohemia, are to be regarded :
truly Devonian, and as being the deeper
water equivalents of the are1z;t'eou st:rie of the normal Lower Devonian series
on the Rhine. (A litiandi. C eol. Siiocialk;trie 1:lrwIe11, It. I-Tuft 4, 18'8. Zeitsch.
Deutsch. Gee]. IJc. xxxiii. 181, p. 62S.)
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Devonian

system

several respects be claimed as fairly belonging

might

in

to the Car

boniferous system above.
J. B. Jukes proposed a solution of the Devonian prob
lem, the effect of which would be to turn the whole of the
Devonian rocks into Lower Carboniferous, and to place them
above the Old Red Sandstone, which would thus become the
sole representative in Europe of the interval between Silu
rian

and

tions

an

Carboniferous

time."'

account will first be

In

the following descrip

given of the Devonian

type

and then of the Old Red Sandstone.

I.
§

1.

DEVONIAN TYPE

General

central

RocKs.-Throughout
Devonian

system

pe trograp hical
lence

of

the

a

presents

characters,
same

Characters
and

western

remarkable

indicating

kind of

area during the period when the

of

persistence

probably

the

conditions

physical

the

Europe,

preva

over

the

rocks were accumulated.

The lower division consists mainly, of sandstones, grits, and
graywackes, with slates and phyllites.

These rocks attain a

great development on the Rhine, where they form the ma
terial

through

have

been

dominate,

which

eroded.

the
In

picturesque

the

central

often crowded with the

gorges

zone,

corals

of the river

limestones
and

pre

mollusks of

130 See his
papers in Journ. Roy. Geol. Soc. Ireland, 1865, i. pt. 1, new ser.,
and Quart. Journ. Goo]. Soc. xxii. 1866, and his pamphlet on "Additional Notes
on Rocks of North Devon," etc. 1867.
The "Devonian question," as it has
been called, has evoked a large number of papers, of which, besides those cited
in subsequent pages, the following may be enumerated: Prof. Hull, Q. J. Geol.
Soc. xxxv. 1879, p. 699; xxxvi. 1880, p. 255.
A. Ohampernowne, Geol. Mag.
v. 2c1 Ser. 1878, p. 193; vi. 1879, p. 125; viii. 1881, p. 410. The general ver
dict has been adverse to the explanation of the structure of North Devon pro
posed by Jukes.
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the clearer water in which they were laid down, and in some
The upper

cases actually representing former coal-reefs."'
series is more

being in some

variable:

sandstones and

in others of

shales,

it.

beneath

shales

composed of

and

limestones,

shaly thin-bedded aspect

but everywhere presenting a more
than the subdivisions

tracts

Considerable

masses

of

diabase, tuft (schaistein), and other associated volcanic ma
terial are intercalated in the Devonian system in Devonshire
As a rule, the

and in Germany.
to

rocks have been subjected

more or less disturbance, and have in some places been
metamorphosed into schists,

plicated and cleaved, and even

In some districts, they have been.

quartzites, etc.

invaded

by large masses of granite and other eruptive rocks.
Among
Europe

the

economic

are the ores of

products,

iron,

lead,

occur in veins or lenticular masses

the

most

important in

tin, copper, etc., which
through the Devonian

rocks (Devon and Cornwall, llarz, etc.).

In North America

the Devonian rocks of Pennsylvania contain bands of "sand
rock" charged with petroleum.
LIFE.-An abundant cryptogamic flora covered the land
during the ages that succeeded

the Silurian period.

As the

remains of this vegetation are chielly preserved in the Old
Red

Sandstone facies of deposits, it is described at p. 131(.

But

the

true

vegetation,

of

Devonian

rocks

contain

which ilaliserites

remains

of

marine

is a frequent seaweed

in

the Lower Devonian rocks of the Rhine.

The fauna of

the

Devonian rocks is unequivocally marine.

Among the more

131
Dupont, Bull. Acad. Roy. Belgique () ii,; (Jomptes Rend. Fob. 18, 1884.
The frequent singularly lerit,tcular cIiirtctr of P:theo'ioic li,nesto,ies i4 explicable on the assumption ihat in many caos they grow up in patches after the
manner of modern cord-reefs.
rtIit. interrupted l)a1Id4 of halo lu the Belgian
Devonian 1irnetonos are regarded by M. Dupont as ropresentiug the lagoons
thai were filled up with muddy seduneut.
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which the true

zoological

grade has been the subject of much uncertainty.

Of these,

the fossil known as
successively

Calceola sandalina (Fig. 349) has been

described as a lamelli.branch, a hippurite, and

a brachiopod; but is now regarded as a rugose coral possess
ing an opercular lid.

The Pleuroclictyum problematicom, a

well-known form of the Lower Devonian beds, is now classed
with the Favositida

among the perforate corals.

zling genus Stromatopora

The puz

occurs in some of the limestones

as abundantly and much in the same way as reef-building
corals do in a modern coral-reef.

The curious Beceptacu

lites, already (p. 1235) referred to, is a well-known Devonian
fossil.
system.

The

last graptolites are met with in the

They are of

the

simple

type so

Devonian

characteristic of

the Upper Silurian rocks, and have chiefly been found in
the Hercynian formation of the Harz."2

The corals of the

Devonian seas were both abundant in. individuals and varied
in. their specific and generic range.

Not a single species is

common either to the Silurian system below or the Carbonif
erous above.

Among the rugose forms, the genera Oyatbo

phyllum, Acervu.laria, and Cystiphyllum are

characteristic.

The tabulate kinds belong chiefly to the important genera of
Favosites, Alveolites, and Heliolites.
dictyam, already referred

Oalceola and Pleuro

to, are important Lower Devonian

corals, while Phullipsastra is of great
consequence among
the coral-reefs of the Upper Devonian rocks.
Of the echino
derms by far the most abundant
representatives are crinoids,
which occur in great profusion in the limestones, sometimes
forming entire beds of

rock.

They belong

chiefly to

two

families-the Cyathocrinithe,
simple pedunculate forms with
122 E.
Kayser, Abhandl. Specialkarte Preussen, II. Heft

a

8'8.
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five branching arms, and Cupressocrinitho (wholly Devonian)
having

five

arms which when folded up form a pentagonal

pyramid, the accurate fitting of

which recalls the am.bulacra

Fig. 348.-Devonlan and Old Rod Sandstone Crustacem.
a, Estherla membranacea, Pacht., nat. size and inagniuled (Lower Old Red Sandstone);
b, Entornis (Cypridina serrato-striata, Sancib., maRnifled (Upper Devonian); c, Eu
rypterus pygmeus, Salt. (Lower Old Red sandstone)., 1, Pterygotus anglicus,
Ag. (Lower Old Red sandstone): e, Phacops latifrons, Bronu. (Lower Devonian);
f, Bronteus flabellifer, Ooldf. (Lower Dovonian); y. 1-Iornalouotus arniatus, Buiin,
(Lower Devonian).
of sea-urchins.

The

the Devonian period.

Cystideans appear to have died out in
True star-fishes also occur (ilelian-

thas ter, Astropecten, Oel aster).
The

known crustacean

fauna

of

the

Devonian

period
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both

viduals and of species of trilobites (Fig. 848).
genera
rocks

so abundant
are

now

of

indi

Most of the

and characteristic among the Silurian

absent, the most

being species of Phacops,

frequent Devonian forms

Orypheus, Dalmanites, Homalo-

'VA

C

C
U,
349.-Devonian
Fossils.
Fig.
%1, Stringocephalus Burt.ini, Def. a2, Do. lateral, and a3, Do. Internal view; b, Uncites
gryphus, Def.; c, Splilfor Vernenili (disj unctus), Sow.; dl, Calceo]a. sandalina,
Linn.; c19, Opercular lid of do.; e, Cuculkea Hardingii Sow.; fl, f2, Megaiodon
eucullat us, Suw.
But some other Silurian genera still

notus, and Br9nteus.
survived,
Harpes,

especially
Lichas,

represented

by

and
the

Acidaspis,
Proëtus.

genus

Calymene,

The

Entomis

ostracods

Oheirurus,
are

chiefly

(Cypriclina), which oc

curs in enormous numbers in some Upper Devonian shales
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The phyllopods, eurypterids, and

("Cypridinen-sohiefer").

the Old Red Sandstone, and are
myriapods appear chiefly in
noticed on p. 1318 (Fig. 348, a, c, d).
remains of
Among the mollusca of the Devonian rocks
the pteropod Tentaculites are not uncommon.

The brachi.

their maximum devel
opods (Fig. 349) now reached perhaps
abundance or number
opment, whether as regards individual
of specific and generic forms;

more than 60 genera and 1100

species having been described.

They compose three-fourths

of the known Devonian fauna.

While all the families of the

class are represented, the most abundant are the Spiriferithe,
including
cies),

the genera Spinier (especially broad-winged spe

Cyrtia, Athyris

recticularis

ranging

(Spirigera), Uncites

from

the

and

Atrypa (A.

Upper Silurian through the

Devonian system), and the Rhyuchouellida (Rhynchonella,
Camarophoria,
thid.s,

so

Pentamerus).

abundant

in

the

The

Silurian

rocks,

are

Or.

or

Strophornenids
now

repre.

senteci by a waning number of forms, including the genera
Orthis, Strophomena,

Streptorhynchus and Leptarna.

The

Produetids made their appearance in Silurian times, but were
more abundant in the Devonian seas, where their most fre
quent genera were

Chonetes and Productus, both of which

attained, their maximum development in the Carboniferous
period.

One of the most characteristic and largest Devonian

brachiopods is Stringocephalus-a genus allied to Terebra
tula, but
349,

a).

entirely
Another

confined

to

this

characteristic

geological

system (Fig.

terebratula-like

form

is

Renssel eria.
The
the

known

genera

Devonian

Pterinea,

lamellibranchs belong chiefly to

Oardiola,

Megalodon,

Grammysia,

Cucul1a, Curtonotus, Lucina, and Aviuulopecten; Pterine.a
being specially abundant in the lower, Cucalla,a and Curto.
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the system.

The most

important genera of gasteropods are Euomphalus, Murchi
sonia, Loxonema, Macrocheilus, Acroculia
(Capulus) and
Pleurotomaria, with the
heteropods Bellerophon and Por
cellia.
The cephalopods embrace
representatives of both
the tetrabranchiate families of Nautilids and Ammonitids.
Among the Nautilids are the genera Clymenia, an especially
abundant form in some of the
Upper Devonian shales and
limestones,

Gyroceras, Orthoceras,

Cyrtoceras,

Hercoceras,

The

of

Ammonites

and

Gomphoceras.

had,

in

the Devonian

abundant

coiled

great

waters,

forms, in

family

the

of

representatives

the

characteristic

the

genus

tites, and of the straight forms, in Bactrites.
Mimoceras,

and Tornoceras.

Pi nacites,

Gonia

Other Devo

nian genera are Anarcestes, Aphyllites, Beloceras,
roceras,

more

Prolecanites,

Gephy.

S poradoceras,

In the Devonian rocks of central
Europe,

scanty remains of the great fish fauna of the Old Red Sand
stone

have

seldom

been

found,

more

in such a state of

especially in

preservation

as

the

Eifel, but

to warrant their

being assigned to any definite place in the zoological scale.
Prof.
an

Beyrich

undoubted

has described from
species of

Geroistein

in

the

which,

as

it

Pterichthys,

Eifel

cannot

be certainly identified with any known form, he has named
P. i'henanus.
Roemer

A Coccosteus has

from

the

Harz, and

been

more

described by F. A.

recently

one

has been

cited from Bicken near ilerborn by Von Koenen;

but, as

Beyrich points out, there may be some doubt as to whether
the

latter is

ingly

not a Pterichthys.132

indistinguishable

rancle's

Etage

G, has

from

the

also been

A Ctenacanthus, seem
0.

bohemicus

obtained

Bar

from the Lower

Devonian "Nereitenschichten" of Thuringia.'84
133 Zeitch. Doutsch. Geol. Gesoll. xxix. 751.

of

234

Two sharks

Op. cit. 423.
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and Byssacanthus Gosseleti) have
Pahedap bus devoniensis
been obtained from the Belgian and north of France area.
The characteristic Holoptychiu.s nobilissimus has been de
tected in the Psammite de Oondroz, which in Belgium forms
a characteristic sandy portion of the Upper Devonian rocks.
These are interesting facts, as helping to link the Devonian
and

Sandstone types together.

Old Red

yet too

But they are as

few and unsupported to warrant any large deduc

tion as to

these types.
stratigraphical correlations between

The fishes of the Old Red
§

2.

Local

Sandstone are noticed on p. 1820.
Development

The name "Devonian" was first applied b
Britain-`
to the rocks of North and Sout
Sedgwick and Murchison
Devon and Cornwall, whence a suite of fossils was obtained
which Lousdale pronounced to be intermediate in character
The passage of these
between Silurian and Carboniferous.

strata into Silurian rocks has not been satisfactorily deter
mined,'36 but they clearly graduate upward into Carbonif
Considerable difference exists between the
erous strata.
rocks in the north and south
development of the Devonian
In the former area they consist of sandy
of Devonshire.
and muddy materials in the form of sandstones, grits, and
In South Devonshire on the other hand they inslates.
'

Sedgwick and Murehison, Trans. Geol. Soc. 2d sor. v. p. 633. Sedg
Lousdale, Proc. Geol. Soc. iii. p. 281.
wick, Q. 3. Geol. Soc. viii. p. 1.
J. W. Salter, Q. J.
R. A. Godwin-Austen, Trans. Gaol. Soc. (2) vi. p. 433.
xxiii.
371.
Gaol. Soc. xix. p. 474. T. M. Hall, op. cit.
Ethericlge, Q. J.
p.
Gaol. Soc. xxliL 1867, 568, where a copious bibliography tip to date will he
A. (ihamporuowno and W. A. E.
found; also op. cit. xxxvii. Address, p. 178.
Usshor. Q. 3. Geol. Soc. 1879, p. 532. A. (hampernowiie, op. cit. 1889, p.
Gaul. Soc.
369. W. A. B. Usslier, Gaol. Mag. 1881, p. 441, Quart.. J0j
1890, p. 487. E. Kaysor, Neue.s Jahrb. 1889, . p. 189. The Devonian rocks
of Cornwall and Devon have undergone much crumpling and have suffered con
siderable metamorphism. Their fossils are often singularly distorted. and mica
33mas been almost everywhere abundantly developed in their nrgillucoous and cal
Much of the so-called ''slate'' or ''killus'' of thesu districts
portions.
is a lustrous phyllite.
On distortion of the fossils, see P. Sharpe, Q. .1. 0cc!.
Soc. iii.
16 The recent
discovery by Mr. Fox and Mr. Te&l of radiolarian charts at
the Lizard in Cornwall, and the tracing of these clierts eastward into the Silu
rian tract of I4orran may furnish a ljac.hne for clotormiiiiiig the relations o
Silurian and Devonian rocks in the southwest of England.
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thick

masses of limestone and abundant volcanic
intercalations in the form of tuffs
(schaistein) and lavas
With these lithological contrasts there is
(diabase, etc.).
a corresponding difference in the abundance and
variety of
organic remains, the calcareous rocks of Plymouth and
Yet even
Torquay being the chief repositories of fossils.
at the best the Devonian rocks of this classical
region,
though they served as the type formations of the same

age elsewhere, are much less clearly and fully
developed than those of the Rhine country and other parts
of the Continent.
It is rather from the sections and fossil
collections of central Europe than from those of
England
that the stratigraphy and
of
the
Devonian
pa1aontology
system are to be determined.
This system has long been
grouped into three divisions,
each more or less
marked
off by its pahoonto
distinctly
In Devonshire and West Somerset these
logical characters.
divisions are arranged as follows:
geological

r

Northern Type
Pilton group. Slates and grits with
calcareous seams: Spirifer Ver
ueuili, Athyris concentrica, Pro
ductus pralongus, etc.
Sandstones with
Baggy group.
Cucullaa, slates with Lingula,
Discina.
Pickwell.Down group. Red, green,
gray and purple slates and grits,
generally unfossiliferous.
Morte slates, unfossiliferous, pass
ing down into the slates below.

lifracombo slates;
gray silvery
slates with lenticular impure
fossiliferous limestone, resting on
grits and slates of Combo Martin
(tJyathophyilum cespitosum, etc.)

I

Hangman grits and slates (Natica,
Myalina).
Lynton group, grits and calcareous
slates: Spirifer hystericus, Cho
netes sarcinalatus, etc.
Foreland grits and slates.

Southern Type
Slate near Asliburton with Spinier
Verneuili, etc.
Slates of Livaton with Clymenia.
Red and green slates with Posidona venusta and abundant Entomis
(CypricIina) serratostriata (== Cyp.
nidinen-schiofer).
Red and gray slates with volcanic
tuffs.
Ohudleigh limestone with Goniatites
intumescens, G. lobatus, G. acu
tus, G. simplex, Cardiola retro
striata, Rhynchonella cuboides,
R. acuminata, Atrypa reticularis,
Spinier bifidus, Productus sub
aculeatus, etc.
Torquay and Plymouth liniestones
passing laterally into slates and
volcanic rocks: Stringocephalus
Burtini, Uncites gryphus, Favo
sites polymorpha, etc.
Slates and limestonos of Hope's
Nose: Atrypa reticularis, Kay
seria lens, Spinier speciosus,
S. curvatus, :Rhynchonella pro
cuboides, etc.= Calcoola beds.
Slates and graywackes (Cockington,
Warberry, Meadfoot) with. Pleuro.
dietyum problematicum, Homalo
notus, Spinier cultrijugatus, S.
hystericus, Pterinea costata, etc.
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L o w e r.-Tlie clay-slate of Looe, Cornwall, has yielded
a species of Pteraspis, also Pleurodictyam problematicurn.
The lower gritty slates and limestone bands of North Devon
contain, among other fossils, Favosites (Pachypora) cervi
cornis, Cyathophyllum helianthoides, Petraia celtica, Picu
(two
species),
Cyathocrin us
rodic.tyum
problematicum,
Fenestella
laciniatus,
ilomalonotus (two species), Phacops
Orthis arcuata, Sj:drifer canalif
antiqaa, Atrypa reticulari,
Re recent re
ems, S. hevicostus, Pterinea spinosa, etc.

searches of Mr. Ussher and Prof. Kayser have brought the
Lower Devonian rocks of South Devon into closer paIaon
on the Continent.
tological relations with their equivalents
observers are-Plenro
Among the species noted by these
S. paradoxus,
dictyum problematieum, Spirifer hystericus,
S. macroptertis, S. c ultrij ugatus, Strophomena rhomboi
dalis, Rhynchonella daleideusis, Chonetes sarcinulata, 0.
as
semiradiata, Pterinea costata, ilornalonotus
Coblenzian stage
that in the Codenzian
semblage which resembles
of Rhineland.
M i d d 1 e.-It is in. this division that lirnestones are best
Some of the
developed and fossils are most abundant.
limestones of South Devon are made up of corals, and from

sporadic occurrence suggest that they
were accumulated as reefs.
Large masses of limestone
slates.
In
rapidly die out laterally and are replaced by
the Ashprington district a thick group of volcanic rocks
consisting of breccias and tuffs (schalstein) and diabasic
lavas appears entirely to take the place of the limestones.
These volcanic ejections are traceable 'for Many miles, some
times dwindling down and giving place to limestones or
'37
slates, and again swelling out into considerable masses.
numerous small
They appear to have been (hschargecl from
vents across the area of south Devonshire, but no trace of
any similar material has yet been detected in the northern
their

lenticular

or

part of the county.
The paheontological evidence makes it abundantly clear
that the limestones of Torquay and Plymouth represent the
great Middle Devonian limestones of France, Belgium, and

Germany-the Calcaire de Givet, and the Stringocephalen
Kalk and Caiceola-Kalk of the Eifel.
Near Torquay sha]y
limestones occur containing fossils that place them on the
''

(hampernownc on the Ashpriugton Volcanic Series, Quart. Jouru. GeoL
Soc. 1889, p. 369"
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horizon of the Eifelian group or the Calceola beds of the
Continent, that is, the lower division of the Middle Devo
nian rocks.
Among these fossils are Atrypa reticularis, A.

aspera, A. desquarnata, Kayseria lens, Leptarna interstrialis,
Pentamerus galeatus, Rhynchonella procuhoides, Spirifer
cu.rvatus, S. speciosus, Streptorhynchus umbraculum, Pro.
ductus subaculeatus, Phacops latifrous, Cyathophyllum he
terophyllum, 0. damnoniense, 0. helianthoides, Cystiphyl
lum vesiculosum, Oalceola sandalina, Favosites Goldfussi,
ileliolites porosa, Stromatopora concentrica.
The massive
limestones yield the characteristic fauna of the Givet or
Stringocephalus limestone, including. the corals Cyatho
helianthoicles,
C.
damnouense,
phyllum
Cystihyllum
vesiculosum, Alveolites, Favosites polymorpha, Striatopora
denticulata, Amphipora ramosa, Heliolites porosa, Favosites
Goldfussi, Stromatopora, Receptaculites ~ eptuni, Stringo
T3ncites gryphus,
Terebratula Whid
cephalus Burtini,
bornei,

T.

Cyrtina heteroclita, Spirifer undiferus,
Rhynchonella parallelopipeda, B. procuboides, R. pugnus,
R. lummatoniensis, Pentamerus brevirostris, Lepten.a in
terstriali s, Pro ci uctus subaculeatus, Cypricardinia, Proëtus,
'38
Bronteus, etc.
p e r.-In South Devon, Upper Devonian rocks are
nowU?nown to be well developed and to present palaon
juvenis,

tological representatives of the several zones which have
been established in this division on the Continent.
Three
such zones have been recognized.
1st, Massive limestones
which pass down continuously into those of Middle Devo
nian age.
They contain Rhynchonella cuboides, R. acumi
nata,

reticularis, Athyris concentrica, Spirifer bifi
Atrypa
dus,
S.
hneatus,
Produ.ctus
subaculeatus,
Waidheimia
Whiclbornei, Merista plebeia, Conocarcliurn, ilarpes, Stro

2d,
matopora Hiipschii, Actinostroma clathratum (?), etc.
Goniatite beds which, overlying and passing down into the
limestones, are marked by the presence of numerous gonia
tites (G. intumescens, G. companatus, G. multilobatus, G.
acutus, G. simplex), with Cardiola retrostriata, Myalina
sp.,
Bactrites,
A
iveolites.
3d,
Sanguinolaria,
Cypridina-slates,
ostracods
or
containing
(Entomis
Cypridina serratostriata)
and Olymenias (0. la3vigata and other
These three
species).
zones may be paralleled respectively with the Frasnien and
Fanamenien group of the Franco-Belgian area and with the
138 Usshor,
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1890, p. 501.
1889, I. p. 185.

E. Kayser, Neues Jahrh.
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Goniatite (Adorf, Ibeig) limestone, Cypriclina slates and Cly
menia limestone of the Eifel and Rhine.
In North Devon this palaontological grouping has not

been so satisfactorily made out; but in that region there is
an insensible gradation upward through various sandy and
muddy sediments into the Calm or Carboniferous system.

micaceous fiaggy sandstones of Baggy Point contain
C ucu1la trapezium, C. llardingii, A vicula damnoniensis,
Li ngula squamiform.is, Di scina, Rhynchonella laticosta, Stro
etc.
The green
phalosia produc.toides, Spirifer disjunctus,
ish slates and calcareous bands of Pilton near Barnstaple
have yielded some characteristic fossils of the uppermost
The

part of the Devonian system, such as Petraia celtica, Oya
Verneuili, Athyris concentrica,
thocrinus pinnatus,
Spirifer
us, Stropha
Streptorhynchus creiustria, Prodtictus prelong
losia productoicles, S. caperata, Rhynchone.lla pleurod on,
and Chonetes hardrensis.
Remains of land-plants are found

the Upper Devonian rocks of North Devon: Sagenaria
(Krtorria) velthei miana, Archopte ris (Palaopteris) hiber
nica.
The higher red and yellow sandy portions of these
rocks shade up insensibly at Barnstaple in North Devon into
in

strata which

by their fossils are placed at the base of the
But in no other British
Carboniferous Limestone series.
locality save in Devonshire can such a passage be observed.

In all other places, the Carboniferous system, where its true
base can be seen, passes down into the red sandy and many
strata of the Upper Old Red Sandstone without marine
fossils.

Central Europe.-A large tract of Devonian rocks extends
across the heart of Europe from the north of France through
the Ardennes, the south of Belgium, Rhenish Prussia,

But that the same rocks have a
Westpbalia and Nassau.
much wider spread under younger fomations which cover
them is shown by their reappearance far to the west in Brit.
tany,13u and to the east in the Har and the Thui'inger Wald.

a much clearer sequence of strata than their
They present
British equivalents, for they can be seen in many places to

clown into Silurian strata as well as to graduate l\vard
pass
into the Carbon ifei'ous system.
In the Belgian and Efe1ian
tracts they have been subthvided as shown on page 1305.

ISO A.
ridge of Devonian rocks stretches eastward under the south of Eng
land (where its existence has been proved by well-borings at Loudon), and no
oubt joins the Devonian area of the Bunion nuts.
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Bigtum ,.ad the North of Franoe.140
'Parnenalen, consisting of two lhcloa, one
the other shaly.
nd
X)Nammitea du Condros (Conclrusten), in
which six zonosro distinguished (Cttcui.
lisa HardinLTfl, 6p(rijbr VcwuiU, .WIn
ehoaDuinonti, Orthisoremslr1a, Phacops
EJ'ona, AvcAwopferle Mbsrnca, Sphca.
qpterisfiacoida, &c.
(a) Sehistes do Famenne, iv1sibie Into four
zones (I). that of S.pfnAr dians, (2) of
Ilh.ylLohonella iaenaè, (3) of It'ilync7wn4la
D%monh, '(4) of Il&yncheneiki Omallii.rf.
FrasnIon varying In composition and organic
contents in different parts of the Devonian
basins. In the Dinairt basin it consists of
I
(b) Schietes do Matagno (Gonia3Ues refrorsus,
Cantiapaimatun, Ca aropher(a timida,
13w,trtfes etaconteua, Emoivis [CJprf4inaJ
o-striaa).
(a alca1res at schlatea do Frasne, abales
and lonticular ilmestones, sometimes of
great thlcknçse, with abundant fossils
(BrøntonsfiaZ'uU jfsr, GosUatttes inturnescens,
SplrLfer Vernuüt, Sp. pac)yrhynchize, Sp.
orbeUanss, Spicigera a'ncenfrica,.- Atrijpa
ctlais, Rhynchonefla cithoides, Pen.ta
erua br.vrozins, Camarophoria Jtrmosa,
pttwuhMs 1epiu*O.
Glvetlen.-Tbe great limestone of the middle
Devonlan series, well seen at Givet, above
Dinant on the Mouse, 400 metres thipk.
AmouR the abundant charsotoristic fossils
are Spwlfor ,nociiofczlus, Sp. inidttcru8, String.
ooephalus .Burtini, (Incites gryphus, Megalodom
cucutlatus, Mui Msoniacoronata, M. bilineaia,
Helioliies
CyathophVflum QUadrigemiWUTn,
5
porosa.
In the basin of Namur the conglomerate of
Fairy-Bony lies below the limestone, and con
tame a band of sandstone with plants (Lepido.
dendrongaspianum).
Elfélien, Shales SchIstes do Couvin), with
Cckeola. san&Lina, P?aeo'ps latifron8, Bronfsua
fiabçliifer, Spinier cuvatus, $p. eubcv.ipidaLus,
Sp. etegans, Spfrigsra coiwentria, ?sntamorus
gaZeaLus Strop7udozii productoides, &c.
CobIeñi1on,coinponed of greywacke, sand.
stones, abalea, and conglomerate, having a
united thickness of soflhotimes 7000 or MM
feet, and divisible into five sub-groups as
under -.
5 Ordywacke of Rierges with
(b) Zone of SØrlfiis
rJugattis, Calceola
sondaftna.
(a) Zone of &piriftr arthiennensis, Pteninea
Uneata.
4. Red slates of Vireux an conglomerate of
Burnot.
8. Black sandstone of Vlrenx (A1nien).
2. Oreywacke of Montiny with Spir(fer
paradoxus, AAijrs lzndata) Strophomena
dsprusa (Hundsrtleklen).
1. Sandstone of Anon Cl'aunusien).
Gedinnien, comprising an upper group of
shalea and sandstones and a lower group of
fos1lifurou shalea, quartzo.phylladea, quartz.
Ites, and conglomerates. The fossils in the
lower group comprise DalmanUes, Homao
nolus Roemeri, Primit'ics Jon.sti TsiiaouUtcs
grancEis, T. irregula,ls, Spirlftnlhrour Orttiis
Vrneuili Fteninea ovalis, &o. The ae of
the Devonian system lies unconfornrnbly on
Cambrian rocks.

htnsJsnd.11
Youner group of Clrpnidlna allále5, with En.
tonus (CVprldina) rratostriata, Avicula (Posidon1a) vcnusta, Pluwops cryptophthaimvs, and
ljmostonos (Kramonzeljialk) with numerous
(5lymenlas (C. laMgata, C. ssndtaata, C. stniata,
&c.), and Goniatites.

Brachiopod limestone directly overlying the
Middle Devonian limestone, and containing
1hynchonella ouboldes, R. pugnue, R. acum.
l1uzta, Splr(ter Vtrneuili,
for.
mesa, PDOduct2Ls subaculeatus,Camarophoria
Uniati(ea intum.
eecens. Iberg limestone of Harz, Adorf lime
Stone of Waldock, shales of Bildesheim in the.
Eifbl, with Coniatitee intumescens, Rhyswhon.
ella ouboidcs, and Cardksla reirostriata. The
prevalence of this Rhynchonella ba led, to
(he group being called the "Cuboldds beds,"
and the Goniatito ha given the name of
"Intuxaescens beds."

(b) Staincephalus group, consisting of the
great Morel limestone with underlying criuoidal
beds ( inpocephalusBurtini, UncUesgryph,
Spirlfrr,undatus, Procliw(ussuMculeo2-gs,Fenta
ncms galeatus, Atrypa reUcular-Is, Macrothsitizs
arculatue, PleurotomtzrIa dZphintaoUIes.hfus.
cMsonia biuineata, Megalodom cucuUatum, and
many corals and cninoide).
(a) Calceola group,-manly lizneatoues with
4thyrts concentrica, Camaroplwrla micro.
rhyncluz, Atripa reticuiarls, Merista pleZieia,
Spir4jtr specoeu8, S. cnrvatus, Pentam.ñjs
galeatus, JhtpnchoneZ&L parallelopipoda, Onthis
striatula, Calceola tandalina, OyathqphUdjs
hcUanfoidca, Cytfphi,fl'um vesiculosu,n, HeIo
life. porosa, 4lvco2ites, Favosites, SSroma1..
P
a SchZoa4W, &c., re
um
Cam,
pure tahafly, ferruginous 11mestonaeolln grer.
wacko, icarked by an abundance of Spiri
cidtrUugatus, Rhynchoneiks orbignjana., Atrpa
reucular-jo, Phacops latifrons, c.
Coblenz group (pThiforsauditone)dIvjIblejnto
the three tbllawlug sub-groups:(c) Upper grswacke and slate (Coblenz,
Eisa, Dalidon) with Ctonocruuss deoa
dactylus, Spinftr aw'louZatus, S. cairvaZus,
S paradosus, Afrypa
oui4ris, Choneks
diatata, Homa(onotu8 licskawla, Qp.
phani.s iciniatu..
(b) Ooblonz quartzlte probably on the
horizon of the Burnot conglçmerate In
the Elfel.
(a) Oreywacke with Stropo,naa iaiicosta,
On his o(rcuiaris, Spir-$frr th&nsnsis,.ffoma*
Zonotus ornalue, H. crass'tcau(fa.
Slates (flundsntlck, Taunus) wIth 'numaro'u
trilobites (Homoionobus orñatu. Fhcicops Per.
dlnandi, Cryphisus, Daimanitea, Onthocoras,
Gonlatites, &o.)
Taunus quartzite, Siggen grituwacke (Spin/er
primwvv.g, S. hystericue, Renssezerla, &c.)
Sandstones, slates, phyliltes, arkosea,
endin&
downwards In conglonleratea. -

140 See
especially 0-osselet's "Esquisse Geologique," and his great memoir on
the Ardennes already cited.
141 See the series of elaborate
papers by E. Kayser in the Zeitschrift Deutach.
Geol. Gesell. vols. xxii. 1870, to xxxiii. 1881.
(1305)
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In the H. a r z, according to the researches of F. .Roemer'42
and K. A. Lossen,'43 the Devonian system, which is there
largely developed, consists of (1) a lower group of quartzites,
graywackes, flinty slates, clay-slates, and associated bands of
cliabase (Tauuus quartzite, Hundsriick shales, etc.), resting

upon the graptolitic Wieda shales and Tanne graywacke;
(2) a middle group composed of (a) Oalceola-beds (Spii'ifer
cultrijagatus, Calceola sandalina) and (b) Striugocephalus
limestone (consisting of a lower crinoidal band and a mas
sive

limestone);

and

(3) an upper group
limestones and mans, (b)

Cuboides-beds,
(c) Cypridina shales.

consisting of (a)
Goniatite shales,

The eastern part o the region consists
maiiilv of gravwackes and slates which, with their associated
igneous rocks attainin a great thickness in the Wieda slates,
contain a number of simple gr.Lptolites and in the limestones
underneath yield, abundant trilobites belonging to genera
familiar in the Upper Silurian rocks (Dalmanites, Cry
pheus, Phacops, Brouteus, Acidaspis).
Representatives of the Devonian system reappear with
local petrographical modifications, but with a remarkable
persistence of general paheontological characters, in Eastern
Thuringia, Franconia,
via, and East Gallicia.

the north of Mora
Among the crumpled formations of
the St nan. Alps, the evidence of organic remains has re
vealed the presence of Upper Devonian rocks with abun
dant Clvrnenias, Middle Devonian limestones with the char
acteristic Stningocephalus and numerous corals, and Lower
Saxony,

iIesia,

limestones and slates with cephalopods and brachiopods.
Perhaps in. other tracts of the Alps, as well as in the Carpa
thian range, similar shales, limestones, and dolomites, though
as

yet unfosiliferous, but containing ores of silver, lead,
mercury, zinc, cobalt, and other metals, may be referable to
the Devonian system.
To the west of central Europe the. system has been
recog
nized by its fossils in the Boulonnais, where its middle and
ve11
upper members (Givetian, Frasiiian, Fameniiian) are
In
N
o
r
rn
n
d
and
Maine,
sandstones
exposed.
y
(with
Orthis Morinieri), are followed by limestones (with Hontalo
notus, Cryp1ieus, Phacops, etc.), and

by

upper gravwackes

'VersteineruIIgen de liarzg irge," 1,943; ''Rheiniseli. Ucborgatigs
gebirge," 1.-1.i.
?!
'Geu1ogich. Th'beru.h kd rte Itkr,
1.1481.
144 G. Staclie,
Ziu1i. Pe'itch. I ..oI. Ge. P8,84, p. 358; Frocli, op. cit.
1887, p. (iGU, and authors there cited; lStJl, p. 672.
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'45
in
(with Pleurodictyum
problematic urn).
Brittany also, Devonian strata are found, including rep
resentatives of the Famennian groups with Cypridinas and
Goniatites, shales and limestones with Eilelian cephalopods,
P1 eurodic
tyurn problematicum and Spirifer cudtn j ugatus,
and a series of graywackes, sandstones, and shales with
Chonetes sarcinulata, Phacops latifrons, etc."'
In
this
and

shales

region lies the limestone of Erbray (Loire Infrieure) so
fully described by Barrois who, from its abundant corals,
numerous brachiopods and gasteropods, and its trilobites of
the genera Calyniene, Phacops, Dalmanites, Protus, Ear
Bronteus and Cheirurus, places it in the Gedinnian
group at the base of the Lower Devonian series, and com
In
pares it with the Hercynian limestones of the Harz.147
pes,

the remarkable oasis of ancient rocks which has been already
referred to as forming a conspicuous feature among the
younger formations of L a n g u e ci o c representatives of the
three great divisions of the Devonian system have recently
been worked out by F. Freeh.'48
Again, the central
r
Sun-ran
zone of the P y e n e e s is flanked on the north and
south by bands of Devonian rocks (with broad-winged spin
fers and other characteristic fossils), which have been greatly

disturbed and altered.
In the Asturias, according to Bar
rois, a mass of strata about 8280 feet thick contains
represen
tatives of the three divisions of the Devonian series, and has
yielded an abundant fauna, numbering upward of 180 spe
cies, among which the corals and
brachiopods are specially
140
abundant.
Throughout central Europe there occurs, in many parts
the Devonian areas, evidence of contemporaneous vol
canic action in the form of intercalated beds of diabase, dia
base-tuff, schaistein, etc.
These rocks are conspicuous in
the "greenstone" tract of the Harz, in Nassau, Saxony,
of

Here and there, the
Westphalia, and the Fichtelgebirge.
tuff-bands are crowded with organic remains.
It is also de
of
remark
that
over
considerable areas (Ardennes,
serving
Harz, Sudeten-Gebirge, etc.) the Devonian
sedimentary for
mations have assumed a more or less schistose character, and

"
146
147
'

Oehlert, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, xvii. 1889, p. '142.
Barrois, Ann. Soc. Geol. Nord, iv. xvi.
"Faune du Calcaire cl'Erbray," Mom. Soc. Geol. Nord, iii. 1889.
'eitsch. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. xxxix. 1881, p. 402.
"Reclierchos stir lea Terrains anciens des Asturies," etc., Mom. Soc.
Geol. Nerd. ii.
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and other more or
appear as quartzo-phyllades, quai'tzites,
less crystalline rocks which were at one time supposed to
belong to the "Archan" series, but in which recognizable
At nu
Devonian fossils have been found (ante, p. 1028).
merous places, also, they have been invaded by masses
of granite, quartz-porphyry, or other eruptive rocks, round
which they present the characteristic phenomena of contact
These changes may have
metamorphism (pp. 1003-1005).
led to the subsequent development of the abundant mineral
veins (Devon, Cornwall, Westphalia, etc.), whence large
0-11antities of iron, tin, copper, and other metals have been
oJ'~iained.

Russia.-In the northeast of Europe the Devonian and
Old Red Sandstone types appeal' to be united, the lime
stones and marine organisms of the one being interstratified
with the fish-bearing sandstones and shales of the others.

In Russia, as was shown in the great work "Russia and the
Ural Mountains," by Murchison, De Verneuil and Keyser
ling, rocks intermediate between the Upper Silurian and
Carboniferous Limestone formations cover an extent of sur
This wide develop
face larger than the British Islands."'
ment arises, not from the thickness, but from the undis
Like the Russian
turbed horizontal character of the strata.
Silurian deposits, they remain to this day nearly as flat and
unaltered as they were originally laid down.
Judged by
mere vertical depth, they present but a meagre representa
graywacke and limestone of
Yet,
Germany, or of the Old Red Sandstone of Britain.
vast as is the area over which they constitute the surface
rock, it probably forms only a small portion of their total
tion of the massive Devonian

extent; for they rise up from under the newer formations
It would thus seem that
along the flank of the Ural chain.
they spread continuously across the whole breadth of Russia
in

urope.
Though almost everywhere undisturbed, they
afford evidence of terrestrial oscillation immediately previ
ous to their deposition, for they gradually overlap Upper
and Lower Silurian rocks.
The chief interest of the Russian rocks of this age, as was

150 Besides the
great work of these three pioneers the student will find much
recent information regarding Rusthui geology in tilt) temoiros du Comile (4co
logique of Russia. See for Bvoni:ut data T. Tehcriivchew, vol. i. iii. (a de
tailed memoir on the lower, middle and upper divisions of the system in the
IJrul. region).
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first signalized by Murchison and his associates, lies in. the
union of the elsewhere distinct Devonian and Old Red Sand
stone types. In some districts, these rocks consist
largely of
liinestones, in others of red sandstones and mans.
In the
former, they present mollusks and other marine
organisms of
known Devonian species; in the latter,
aflord
remains
they
of fishes, some of which are
identical
with
those
specifically
of the Old Red Sandstone of Scotland.
The distribution of
these two
paheontological facies in Russia is traced by Mur
chison to the lithological characters of the rocks, and con
sequent original diversities of physical conditions, rather
than to differences of age.
Indeed, cases occur where, in
the same band of rock, Devonian shells and Old Red Sand
stone fishes lie commingled.
In. the belt of the formation
which extends southward from
Archangel and. the White
Sea, the strata consist of sands and mans, and contain
only
fish remains.
Traced through the Baltic provinces,
they
are found to pass into red and green mans,
thin
lime
clays,
stones, and sandstones, with beds of gypsum.
In some of
the calcareous bands such fossils occur as Orthis striatula,
Spiriferina prisca, Leptna productoides, Spirifer Anossofi,
S. Archiaci, S. Verneuili, Rhynchonella cuboides,
Spiror
bis omphaloides, and Orthoceras subfusiforme.
The lower
parts of the series contain Osteolepis, Dipterus, Diplopterus,
and Asterolepis (iomosteus), while in the higher beds

ioloptychius, Glyptosteus, and other well-known fishes of
the Upper Old Red Sandstone occur.
Followed still fur
ther to the south, as far as the watershed between Orel and
Woronesch, the Devonian rocks lose their red color and
sandy character, and become thin-bedded yellow limestones,
and dolomites with soft green and blue mans.
Traces of
salt deposits are indicated by occasional saline
It
springs.
is evident that the geographical conditions of this Russian

area during the Devonian period must have resembled those
of the Rhine basin and central England during the Triassic

There is an unquestionable passage of the upper
period.
most Devonian rocks of Russia into the base of the Carbonif
erous system, but a complete break between them and the

The lowest parts of the British Old
highest Silurian strata.
Red Sandstone, containing Pterygotus, Oephalaspis, Pteras
Devonian rocks have been recopis, etc., are wanting.
nizd in other parts of the vast Russian empire, across Siberia in the Altai mountains, in Asia Minor, and in Africa.
North America.-The Devonian system, as developed in the
Northern States and eastern Canada and Nova Scotia, pre-
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sents much geological interest in the union which it contains
of the same two distinct petrogi'aphical and biological types
Traced along the Allegheny chain,
found in
Europe.
through Pennsylvania, into New York, the Devonian rocks

are found to contain a characteristic suite of marine organ
isms comparable with those of the Devonian system of
But on the eastern side of the great range of Silu
Europe.
nan hills in the northeastern States, we encounter in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia a succession of red and yellow
sandstones, limestones, and shales nearly devoid of marine
organisms, yet full of land-plants, and with occasional traces
of fish remains.
The marine type is well developed above
the Silurian series in Nevada.
The marine or Devonian type has been grouped in the
following subdivisions by the geologists of New York:

Ctsjll Red Sandstone, with fish remains (ioloptychius).
UPPER
J Chemung group: Spirifer Verneuili.
DEVONIAN'.
Portage group: Goniatites, Cardiola, (Hymen ia.
Genesee
(
group: Rliynchonella cf. cuhoidos.
MEDDLE
Hamilton group: Phacops, Ilonialonotus, Crypheus.
DEVONIAN.
Marceilus group: Goniatites.
Corniferous limestone: Spirifer acuminatus, S. gregarins, Da]ma
nites, Protus.
Onondaga limestone, Schoharie grit, Cauda-galli grit. This and
the Corniferous limestone are bracketed together as the Upper
I
Lc,wEu
Uelderberg group.
J
DEYOXIAX. 1 Oriskany sandstone: Spirifor arenosus, Reusseleria ovoides.
Lower Helderberg group consisting of
c. Upper Pen tamerus limestone: Pentamerus pseudo-galeaius.
b. Delthvris limestone: Moristella I:evi..
a. Lower Penturnerus limostono: Pentamerus galeatus.
In the Lower Devonian series, traces of

terrestrial plants
(Psilophyton, Caulopteris, etc.) have been detected, even as
far west as Ohio.
Corals (cyathophylloid forms, with Favo
sites, Syringopora, etc.) abound especially in the Corniferous
Limestone, perhaj2s the most remarkable mass o' coral-rock
in the American Pala3ozoic series, and from which Hall has
made a magnificent collection of specimens.
Among the
are
Stricki audi iii a,
brachiopods
species of Peii tamerus,
and
others,
with
the
characteristic
Euro
Rhynchonella,
form
anti
the
world-wide
pean
Spirifer cultrijugatus,
Ati'ypa
reticularis.
The trilobites include the genera Dal manite.s,
Proetus, and Phacops.
Remains of fishes occur in the Cor
niferous group, consisting of ichthyodorulites and teeth of
cestraciont and hybodont plitcuids, with plates, bones, and
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In the Marcellus shale, Hamilton beds, and
Genesee
shale remains of
occur,
but
much
less
land-plants
abun
dantly than among the rocks of New Brunswick.
Brachi
opods are especially abundant among the sandy beds in the
centre of the formation.
They comprise, as in
urope, many
broad-winged spirilers (S. mucronatus, etc.), with species of
Proluctus, Chonetes, Athyris, etc.
The earliest American
Goniatites have been noticed in these beds.
Newberry has
described a gigantic fish
from
the Black
hale
(Dinichthys)
of Ohio.
The Portage and
Chemung groups have yielded land
and
fucoids, also some erinoids, numerous broad
plants
and a few other lamelli
winged spirifers, with Avicula
branehs.
These strata, in the New York
region, consist
of shales and laminated sandstones, which there attain a
maximum thickness of upward of 2000 feet, but die out
entirely toward the interior.
They are covered by a mass
of red sandstones and conglomerates-the Catskill
group,
which is 2000 or 3000 feet thick in the Catskill Mountains,
and thickens along the Appalachian region to 5000 or 6000
feet.
These red arenaceous rocks bear a
striking similarity
in their lithological and biological characters to the Old Red

Sandstone of Europe.
As a whole they are unfossiliferous,
but they have yielded some ferns like those of the
Upper
Old Rectl Sandstone of Ireland and Scotland
(Archa3opteris),
some characteristic genera of fish, as ioloptychius and
Bothriolepis, and a large larnellibranch closely resembling
the Irish Anodonta.
The Old Red. Sandstone development,
found on the eastern side of the crystalline ridge which runs
southward from Canada far into the States, is described at
p. 1332.
Asia.-From southwestern China, Richthofen brought a
series of marine fossils which show the presence there of
strata probably referable to Middle and. Upper Devonian
horizons.
Out of 28 species named by Kayser, no fewer
than 13 are cosmopolitan, including such familiar forms as
Rhynehonella cuboides, B. pugnus, Pentamerus galeatus,
Atrypa reticularis (var. desqu.amata), Merista plebeia, Spi.
rifer

Vem

euil i,

0rth is

striatula,

Productus

subaculeats,
tubformis.
Strop halosia productoides, Aulopora
151 Riclithofen, "China," 'vol. iv.
p. 75.
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Australasia.--In New South Wales, the presence of Devo
nian rocks was determined by W. B. Clarke from the evi
dence of fossil remains. The thickness of strata (sandstones,
and limestones) is in some
quartzites, conglomerates, shales
estimated at not less than 10,000 feet, passing down
places
into Silurian and upward into Carboniferous strata.
Among
the numerous fossils are many forms familiar in correspond

ing strata in Europe and America, such as Cyathophyllum
damnoniense, Favosites reticulata, F. fibrosa, F. Goldfussi,
ileliolites porosa, Ohonetes laguessiana (hardrensis), Oi'th is
striatula, R hynehonella pleui'oclon, IL pugnus, Atrypa retic
In Victoria certain limestones
ularis, Spirifer Verneuih.'62
found at Bindi on the Tambo river and elsewhere have
yielded characteristically Middle Devonian fossils, includ
1a vicostatus, C houetes
ing Favosites Goldfussi, Spirifer
australis, and a placoderm fish.
With these rocks are as
Other
sociated contemporaneous felsitic lavas and tuffs.
strata are referred to the Upper Devonian series.'
Devonian rocks play an important part in the structure
of

N e w Z e a 1 an d.

To the lower part of the system are
cherts, and limestones, which in the

assigned quartzites,
South Island at Reefton have yielded Spirifer vespertilio
To the Upper Devonian series
and. ilomalonotus expansus.
should probably be referred the enormously thick Te Anau
diorite-sand
group of "green stone-breecias, aphanite-slates,
stones, with great contemporaneous flows and dikes of dio
These rocks form
rite, serpentine, syenite, and felsite."
at
important mountain ranges in the South Island, and
Reefton are the matrix of the auriferous reefs.
They rest
unconformably on the Lower Devonian and pass up into
the Maitai series (Carboniferous).'
IL OLD
§
Under
a

vast

1.

General

the name

and

RED SANDSTONE TYPE

of

Old

still imperfectly

stones, shales,

Characters
Red

Sandstone, is

described

and conglomerates,

series

of

intermediate

comprised
red
in

sand

age

be-

I5 See the authors cited on
p. 1200, note.
153 R. A. F. Murrty, "Victoria-Geology and
Physied Geology," 1881.
I
Hector, "Handbook of New Zetlaud," p. 3G.
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tween the Ludlow rocks of the Upper Silurian and the base
of the Carboniferous system in Britain.
termed "Old"
lar series

These rocks were

to distinguish them from a somewhat simi

overlying the Coal-measures, to

"New" Red
vonian was

Sandstone was

which the name

When the term De

applied.

adopted it speedily supplanted that of Old Red

Sandstone, inasmuch as it was founded on a type of marine
strata of

wide geographical extent, whereas the latter term

described

what

For

development.
is

desirable

to

scriptive of
is

little

or

appeared

to be merely a British and local

the reasons

already

retain the title Old

it

Red Sandstone as de

a remarkable suite of deposits to which there
nothing

analogous

in

typical Devonian

The Old Red Sandstone of Europe is almost
fined to the British Isles.
or basins, the sites
Their

however,

given,

diversities

entirely con

It was deposited in separate areas

of some

of

rocks.

of which can

sediment

and

still

discrepancy

be
of

traced.
organic

contents point to the absence, or at least rare existence, of
any

direct

tained

communication

many

plicitly

by

years

ago

between

by

Godwin-Austen,

by A. 0. Ramsay,

that

these

them.

Fleming
and

was

basins

and

It

was

still

more

afterward

were

lakes

main
ex

enforced
or inland

seas.

The character of the strata, the absence of unequiv

ocally

marine

fossils, the

presence

of

land-plants

and

of

numerous ganoid fishes, which have their modern represen
tatives in rivers and lakes, suggest and support this opinion,
which has been generally adopted by geologists.""

The red

arenaceous and many strata which, with their fish-remains
and land-plants, occupy a depth of many thousand feet be-

155 For a
history of opinion on this subject see Trans. Royal Soc. Edin.
xxviii. 1869, p. 346.
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tween the top of the Silurian and the base of the Carbonif
erous

systems, are regarded

as

the deposits

of

a series of

lakes or inland seas formed by the uprise of portions of the
The length of

Silurian sea-floor.

lacustrine basins must
the

of

thickness

complete

which

of

formed

took

between the Silurian and
lific fauna

the

these

have existed is shown, not only by

the deposits

change

time during which

place

in
in

Carboniferous

them, but by the
the

marine

fauna

The pro

periods.

Weulock and Ludlow rocks was driven

revolutions
away from Western Europe by the geographical
which, amoug
the

Old

crinoids,
area,

it

other changes,

Red

Sandstone.

corals,
was

a

and

a

When

shells-once

completely

lake-basins

produced the

different

marine
more
one.

of

population

overspread
So

that

thorough

a

of time.
change must have demanded a long interval
ROCKS.-AS shown by the name of the type, red sand
stone is

the

predominant rock.

The color

varies

from

a

and occasionally
light brick-red to a deep chocolate-brown,
mottled tints.
passes into green, yellow, or

The sandstones

are for the most part granular siliceous rocks, wherein the
of clear quartz are coated and held together
component grains
oxide.
In no part of the geologi
by a crust of earthy ferric
cal record is the prevalence o this red material more marked
than in the Old Red

Sandstone.

The conditions that led to

the precipitation of this oxide in such quantity are not yet
Scattered pebbles of quartz or of vari
well understood.""'
ous crystalline rocks are frequently
sandstones, and

this

character

noticeable

affords

a

among

passage

into

the
eon-

See postca, p. 1322.
Mr. r. C. Russell in a memoir already cited, on the
aubaeriat decay of rocks and the origin of the red color of certain formations,
concludes, that in the majority of cases the ferric oxide was deposited during
the subaerial decay of the rocks from which the sediment was derived. Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 52, 1889.
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The latter rock forms a
conspicuous feature in

glomerate.

many Old Red Sandstone districts,

it varies in thickness

from a mere thin bed up to successive massive beds,
having
a united thickness of several thousand feet.
The pebbles
vary much in composition and size.
They consist of quartz,
quartzite,

graywacke,

gneiss,

felsite,

nature

serves

from others.

or any durable
to

syeuite,
material,

some

distinguish

quartz-porphyry,
and their varying

bands

of

conglomerate

They are of all sizes up to blocks eight feet

or more in length.
particularly where
other rocks

granite,

They are sometimes
the

conglomerate

which weather

upper Old Red

Sandstone,

into

tolerably angular,

rests

angular

thick

upon

sehists

blocks.

accumulations

In

or
the

of suban

gular conglomerate or breccia recall some glacial deposits of
modern times.

For the most part the stones in the conglom

erates are well rounded,

sometimes indeed remarkably so,

even when they are a foot or more in diameter.

The larger

blocks are usually angular fragments that have been derived
from

rocks in

the immediate

neighborhood.

The

smaller

rounded stones have often come from some distance; at least
it is impossible to discover any near source for them.
of red and green clay or marl occur,
nodules

of

cornstone

may

not

Bands

in which seams and

infrequently be

observed

Here and there, too, the sandstones assume a flaggy charac
ter, and sometimes pass into fine gray or olive-colored shales
and flagstones.

Organic remains occur in some of these gray

beds, but are usually absent from the red strata, though in
some of the conglomerates teeth, scales, and broken bones
of fishes are not uncommon.

In the north of Scotland, pe

culiar very hard calcareous and bituminous
largely developed,

and have yielded the

remarkable ichthyic fauna of the system.

flagstones

are

chief part of the
In Scotland, also,
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erupted diahases,

contemporaneously

felsites,

porp hyrites,

and tuffs play an important part in the
petrography of the
Old Red Sandstone, seeing that
they attain a
some places

of

more

ranges of hills.

than

6000

to the

They point

volcanic eruptions from

feet,

and

thickness in

form

important

existence of extensive

numerous vents in the

lakes or in

land basins in which the sediments were accumulated.
LIFE.-NO greater contrast is to be found between

the

organic contents of any two successive groups of rock than
that which is presented by a comparison of the
Upper Sun
ran

and

Old

Red

Sandstone

The abundant marine
peared from the region.

fauna

systems of Western Europe.
of

the

Ludlow period

As soon as the red rocks

fossils rapidly die out.

disap

begin, the

Some traces of the aquatic plants

that grew in the fresh-water lakes have been detected.

An

abundant fossil, originally referred to the vegetable kingdom
and named Parka by Fleming, was afterward considered to
be more probably the egg-packets of the large crustaceans
which abounded in these waters.

More recently, however,

this organism has been carefully studied

by Sir J. W. Daw

son and Prof. D. P. Penhallow, who have come to the con
clusion

that

it

represents

what

were

aquatic

creeping stems, linear leaves and sessile sporocarps
two kinds of sporangia."'

with

plants

bearing

On the land that surrounded the

lakes or inland seas of the period, there grew the oldest ter
restrial
known.

vegetation of which

more than mere fragments are

It has been scantily preserved in the ancient lake

bottoms in
Brunswick.

Europe;
The

more

abundantly

in

Gasp

American localities have

and

yielded

New

to

the

long-continued researches of Sir .J. W. Dawson more than
167 Trans.
Roy. Soc. Canada, ix. 1891, sect. iv. pp. 8-16.
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They are almost all acrogens,

lycopods and. ferns being largely predominant.

Among the

distinctive forms the following may be mentioned:
Psilophy
ton (Fig. 350), Arthrostigma, Leptophleum, and Prototax
ites.

Forty-nine ferns include the genera Palopteris (Cy

clopteris),

Ne u ropteris,

Sphenopteris,

:i

14

and

some

tree-ferns

C6

=

7r:

?

Fig. 350.-Psilophyton robustum, Dawson. Lower Old Red Sandstone, Perthshire.
Drawn by Mr. R. Kiciston.
a, specimen o the plant nat. size; b, fructification; c, empty spore-cases.
(Psaroni us,

Caulopteris).

plants abound, as well as calamites.
tation

are

represented

moxylon,l&e etc.).

by

From

and

Lepidodendroid

sigillaroid.

Higher forms of vege

a few conifers

(Dadoxylon,

a locality on Lake

Or

Erie, Dawson.

describes a fragment of what he believes to be dicotyledo158 Mem. Geol.
Q. J'. Geol. Soc. 1881,
Survey Canada, 1871; op. cit. 1873.
2d
edition.
Prototaxites,
included by Dawson
"Acadian Geology,"
p. 299.
to
the
Algae under the name
among the Couifere, is relegated by Mr. Carruthers
of Nematophycus-a genus also found in the Upper Silurian rocks of N. Wales.
Month. Microscopical Journ. 18'2.
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nous wood, not unlike that of some modern trees-the most
ancient fragment of an angiosperrnous exogen yet discov
So abundant are the vegetable remains that in some

ered.

layers they actually form thin seams of coal.
The interest of this flora is heightened by the discovery
of the fact that the primeval forests were not without the
hum of insect life.

The most ancient known relics of insect

forms have been recovered from the Devonian strata of New
Brunswick.""'
terous

They include both orthopterous and neurop

wings, and

have

been

regarded

by Mr. Sc udder of

Boston as combining a remarkable union of characters now
found

in

distinct

orders

observed a structure

of

which

insects.

In one fragment

he

he could only compare to the

stridulating organ of some male

Orthoptera.

Another wing

indicates the existence of a gigantic Ephemera,with a spread
of wing extending to five inches.

The continued existence

of scorpions during this period has been established by the
and Proscorpius) in
discovery of two genera (Palophoneus
the Lower llelderberg rocks of New York.
The existence of myriapods in the forests of this ancient
Mr. B. N. Peach, who finds that
period has been shown by
the so-called Kampecaris, previously regarded as a larval
form

of

isopod

crustacean,

really

contains

two

genera

of

other known forms,
chulognathous myriapocis differing from
fossil and recent, in their less differentiated structure, each
body
pair

segment beiig separate, and supplied with only one
'°
There were also pulmoniferous
of walking legs.

shells, of which one species (Strophites grandawa, Dawson)
occurs in the plant-beds of St. John, New Brunswick.
159 For a
synopsis of all known species of fossil insects up to tho year 1890,
see Bull. U. S. Geol. Sum No. 71, 19].
160 Proc.
Phys. Soc. Edin. vii. 18,52, p. 179,
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The water-basins of the Old Red Sandstone
might be sup
posed to have been, on the whole, singularly devoid of life;
for remains of it have been but
Nevermeagrely preserved.

a

b

d

C
Fig. 351.-Lower Old Red Sandstone Fishes.
a, Cephalaspis Lye1i, Ag. (side view), restored by Professor Ray Lankester; b, Oste
oepis mierolepidotus, Sedgw. and Murch., restored by Dr. Traquair; c Dipteru
Valenc.iennesii, Sedgw. and Murch., from a sketch by Dr. Traqiair; d, Coccosteus
. Mesacauthus (Acanthodes) MItchelli, Eg., Ii orfarshire, from a
decipiens, Ag
sketch by Mr. k N. Peach.
theless, in some basins at least (Caithness, Moray Firth), it
must have been exceedingly abundant, as is shown by the
extraordinary profusion of the fossils.

The fauna consists
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almost wholly of fishes (Figs. 351, 352).

Among these the

survived

for a while from Upper Silurian times.

With it there lived

other forms (Scaphaspis, ilolaspis) and

Pteraspis

genera of the allied family of the Oephalaspida3.

The an

cient order of Dipuoi, which still survives in a few forms in
some African and Australian rivers (Protopterus, Ceratoclus),
was represented in the lakes of the Lower Old Red Sand
stone by the abundant Dipterus, and in those of the Upper
by Phaneropleuron.
order in

But the ganoids were the most varied

these waters,

being

families.

represented

by

a

number

of

Besides those which lingered

on from the Upper Silurian period there
now appeared the striking group of the

(.

Asterolepids of which Asterolepis and.
-

I

a

\4
I

Pterichthys (Fig

352), are characteristic

Bothuolepis appears to be

genera

con-fined
to the Upper Old Bed Sandstone,
where

it

sometimes

occurs

with

other

genera crowded together on the surfaces
of the layers of stone,

as

if

the

fishes

had been killed suddenly and had been
covered over with sediment where they
died.
.
Fig.
Pterlchtbvs cornutus, Ag.

The family of the Coecosteids in-

eludes the type genus Coccosteus and the
gigantic ilomosteus (Asterolepis).

This

latter form appeal's to have been the largest fish of the period
in

the

European area,

its massive cuirass-like head-shield

sometimes measuring twenty inches in
breadth.

length by sixteen in

The sub-order of Acantho1ians, marked by their

strong fin-spiues, attained a great development in the waters
of this period;

among their genera are

Mesacanthas (Acan.

thocles), Cheiraoanthus, Ishuaeaat1i us (Diplacanthus),

Rha.
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Crossopterygid,

so

remark

able for the central
scaly lobe of their fins, and represented
at the present time by
Polypterus, swarmed in the waters,
some of the most characteristic
genera being Tristichopterus,
Gyroptichius,
lopterus

Glyptolepis,

Osteolepis,

Dip

iloloptychius which is a characteristic fish

of the Upper division of the
system.

genus

and

which are found in the Lower Old Red Sandstone

of Scotland, and

there

Th.ursius,

were

some

small

Cheirolepis.bol

Of the sturgeon tribe

representatives

The

Dinichthys,

belonging

to

already referred

the
to

as occurring in the Devonian rocks of North America, was
probably

one

early fishes.

of

the

largest and

most formidable of these

Its head alone incased in strong plates attained

a length of 3 feet, and was armed with a
powerful apparatus
of teeth.
A few qurypterids occur, especially of the genera
Euryp.
terus and Pterygotus (Fig. 348).

The species of the former

are small, but one of the latter, P. anglicus, is found in Sco
land, which mast have had a length of five or six feet.
§ 2.

Local

Development

Britain. -Murchison, who strongly advocated the
opinion
that the Old Red Sandstone and Devonian rocks represent
different geographical conditions of the same period, and

who had with satisfaction seen the adoption of the Devonian
classification by Continental geologists, endeavored to trace
in the 01(1 Red Sandstone of Britain a threefold division,

like that which had

been accepted for the Devonian system.
He accordingly arranged the formations as in the subjoined
table:
161

M. Lohest, Ann. Soc. Geol. Beig.
Traquair, Geol. Mag. 1888, p. 507.
xv. 1888, p. 112.
Whiteaves, Oand. Nat. x. Nos. 1, 2, 1881.
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r Gray and blue calcareous and bituminous flagstones, lime.
stones, and red sandstones and conglomerates: Dipte.
J
rus, Osteolepis, Astorolepis, Acanthodes, Pterichthys,
1
etc.= Caithness flags.
Red
and purple sandstones, gray sandy flagstones, and coarse
I
Ar
conglomerates: Cephalaspis, Pteraspis, Pterygotus
broath flags.

It is important to observe that in no district can these
three subdivisions be found together, and that the so-called
'middle" formation occurs only in one region-the north of
Scotland.

The classification, therefore, does not rest upon
any actually ascertained stratigraphical sequence, but on an
inference from the organic remains.
The value o this infer
ence will be estimated a little further on.
All that can be
affirmed from the stratigraphical evidence of any district in
Britain is that a great physical and pa1ontological break
can generally be traced in the Old Red Sandstone,
dividing
it into two completely distinct series."'
As a whole, the Old Red Sandstone, where its strata are
really red, is, like other masses of red deposits, singularly
barren of organic remains.
As above remarked, the phys
ical conditions under which the precipitation of iron oxide
took place are not easily explained.
They were evidently

unfavorable for the development of animal life in the same
waters.
Sir A. C. Ramsay has connected the occurrence of
such red formations with the existence of salt lakes, from
the bitter waters of which not only iron oxide but often rock
salt, magnesian limestone, and gypsum were thrown down.'"
He points also t
the presence of land-plants, footprints of
amphihia, and other indications of terrestrial surfaces, while
truly marine organisms are either found in a stunted condi
tion ca, are absent altogether.
Where the strata o the Old
Red Sandstone, losing their red color and
forruginous char.
acter, assume gray or yellow tints and pass into a calcareous
or argillaceous condition, they not infrequently become fos
siliferous.
At the same time, it is worthy of remark that
16

Q" J. Geol. Soc. xviii. 1860, p. 312.
Prof. Gosselet contends that the precipitation of iron might quite well
have taken place in the sea, and he cites the case of the Dovonian hasiti of
Dinant, where the same beds are iii one part red and barren of organic reniains,
and in zinothor part of the same arca are of the usual colors and are full of
marine fossils. But the red color of the Old Red Sandstone is gonoral, and is
accowpauied with oilier proofs o isolation in the basins of deposit (see p. 13 11).
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the red conglomerates, which might be
supposed little likely
to contain organic remains, are
occasionally found to be full
of detached scales, plates, and bones of fishes.
The Old

Red

Sandstone of Britain, according to the
author's researches, consists of two subdivisions, the lower
of which passes down conformably into the
Upper Silurian.
the
off
in
the
same
manner
into the
deposits,
upper shading
base of the Carboniferous system, while
they are separated
from each other by an unconformability.
1. L0wER.-Red sandstones, conglomerates,
associated igneous rocks, passing in some

flagstones,
places con
down
into
formably
Upper Silurian formations, elsewhere
resting unconfornaably on Dairadian or other older rocks
Di pterus, Coccosteus, Cepha1asps, Pterygotus, etc.
In a memoir on the Old Bed Sandstone of Western
Europe, the author has proposed short names for the differ
ent detached basins in which the Lower Old Red Sandstone
and

was accumulated.'
The most southerly of these (the Welsh
lies
in
the
Silurian
Lake)
region extending from S h r o p
s h i r e into S o u t h W a 1 e s.
Here the uppermost parts of
the Silurian. system graduate into red strata, not less than
10,000 feet thick, which in turn pass up conformably into

the base of the Carboniferous system.
This vast accumula
tion of red rocks consists in its lower portions of red and
green shales and flagstones, with some white sandstones
and thin cornstones; in the central and chief division, of red
and green spotted sandy mans and clays, with red sand
stones and eornstones; in the higher parts, of gray, red,
chocolate-colored, and yellow sandstones, with bands of
No unconformability has yet been proved
conglomerate.
in any part of this series of rocks, though, from the obser
vations of Dc la Beche and Jukes, it may be suspected that
the hioher strata, which graduate upward into the Carbonif
erous ?ormations, are separated from the underlying portions
of the Old Red Sandstone by a distinct discordance.
Although, as a whole, barren of organic remains, these

red rocks have here and there, more particularly in the cal
careous zones, yielded fragments of fishes and crustaceans.
In their lower and central portions remains of the fishes
Ceph alaspis,
'
'°

Didymaspis,

Scaphaspis,

Pteraspis,

and

Cya-

Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. xxviii. 1819.
Do la Beche, Mom. Geol. Snrv. vol. i. 1846, P. 60. J. B. Jukes, Letters,
etc. 1871, p. 508; letter to A. 0. Ramsay, dated 1851.
Syrnonds, "Records o
the Rocks," 1872; Hughes, Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1875, sects. p. 70.
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thaspis, have been found, together with crustaceans of the
Prearcturus, and obscure,
genera St ylonurus, Pterygotus,
traces of plants.
The upper yellow and red saudsones con
tam
none of the cephalaspid fishes, which are there
replaced
by Pterichthys and Holoptychius, associated with distinct
In some of the higher parts of
impressions of land-plants.
the Old Red Sandstone of South Wales and
Shropshire, Ser
pula and Conularia occur, but these are exceptional cases,
and point to the advent of the Carboniferous marine fauna,
which doubtless existed

outside the British area before it
spread over the site of the Old Red Sandstone basins (see

p. 1329).
It is in S c o t 1 a n d'°0 that the Old Red Sandstone shows
the most complete and varied development, alike in physical
structure and in organic contents.
Throughout that country
the system is found to consist of two well-marked
groups of
strata, separated from each other by a strong uneonforma
bility and a complete break in the succession of organic
Each subdivision occurs in distinct basins of de.
remains.
0sit.

The

most

important basin of the Lower Old Bed
Sandstone occupies the central valley, between the base of
the Highland mountains and the Uplands of the southern

counties (Lake Caledonia).
On the northeast, it presents a
series of noble cliff-sections along the coast-line from Stone
haven to the mouth of the Tay.
On the southwest it ranges
by the island of Arran and. the south of Cantyre across St.

George's Channel into Ireland, where it runs almost to the
western seaboard, flanked on the north, as in Scotland, by
hills of crystalline rocks, and on the south chiefly by a Silu
nan belt.
In this basin abundant volcanic action manifested
itself across the whole breadth of Scotland and in the north
of Ireland.
Another distinct and still larger basin (Lake
Orcadie) of the lower subdivision lies on the north side of
the Highlands, but only a portion of it
emerges above the
sea in the north of Scotland.
Skirting the slopes of the
mountains along the Moray Firth and tile east of Ross and
Sutherland, it stretches through Caithness and the Orkney
Islands as far as the south of the Shetland group, and may

possibly have been at one time continued as far as the Sog
nefjord and Dalsfjord in Norway, where red conglomerates
166 See
AgaHsiz, "Poisson du Vieux Ors Rouge," Hugh Miller's "Old Red
SandaLone'' and "Footprints of the ()reLlor'' J. Auc1erio1l's ''Pura Den"; Ex
planations Geol. Surv. Scotland. sheets ]4, 15), 23, 24, 32, .33, 114: author's
memoir cited on previous page, and papers referred to in subsequent notes.
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like those of the north of Scotland occur.
There is even
reason to infer that it may have ranged eastward into Rus
sia, for, as already stated, some of its most characteristic
organisms are found also among the Devonian strata of that
Several distinct contemporaneous volcanic centres
country.
have been detected in this basin.
A third minor area of the
Lower Old Red Sandstone (Lake Cheviot)
lay on the south
side of the Southern Uplands, over the east of Berwickshire
and the north of Northumberland,
including the area of the
Cheviot Hills, where a copious volcanic series has been
pre
A fourth (Lake of Lorne
served.
occupied a basin on the
flanks of the southwest Highlands, which is now
partly
marked by the terraced volcanic hills of Lorne.
There is
sufficient diversity of lithological and paheontological char
acters to show that these several areas were on the whole
distinct basins, separated both from each other and from the
sea.
The interval between the Lower and
Upper Old Red
Sandstone was so protracted, and the geographical changes
accomplished during it were so extensive, that the basins in
which the late parts of the system were deposited only par
tially correspond with those of the older lakes.
In the central basin, or Lake Caledonia, both divisions
of the Old Red Sandstone are typically seen.
The lower
series of deposits, attaining a maximum depth of perhaps
20,000

feet,

everywhere presents traces of shallow-water
conditions.
The accumulation of so great a thickness of
sediment can only be explained on the
supposition that
the subterranean movements, which at first ridged up the
Silurian sea-floor into land., inclosing separate basins, con
tinued to deepen these basins, until, eventually, enormous
masses of sediment had slowly gathered in them.
This
series
of
massive
deposits passes down conformably in
Lanarkshire into Upper Silurian rocks; elsewhere its base
is concealed by later formations, or by the unconformability
with which different horizons rest upon the older rocks.
Covered unconformably by every rock younger than itself,
it consists of reddish-brown or chocolate-colored, gray, and

yellow sandstones, red shales, gray flagstones, coarse con
glomerates, with occasional bands of limestone and corn
stone.
The gray flagstones and thin gray and olive shales
and
the

"calmstones"

are

almost confined to Forfarshire, in
the basin, and are known as the

northeast part of
"Arbroath flags."
One

of

the

most

marked

lithological
features in this central Scottish basin is the occurrence in
it of extensive masses of interbedd.ed volcanic rocks.
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diabases, porphyrites, felsites, and
consisting of
tuffs, attain a thickness of more than 6000 feet, and -form
important chains of hills, as in the Pentland, Ochil, and
These,

Sidlaw ranges.
They lie several thousand feet above the
base of the system, and are regularly interstratified with
bands of the ordinary sedimentary strata.
They point to the
outburst of numerous volcanic vents along the lake or in
laud sea in which the Lower Old. Red Sandstone of central
Scotland was laid down; and their disposition shows that

the vents ranged themselves in lines or linear groups, paral
The
lel with the general trend of the great central valley.
fact that the igneous rocks are succeeded by thousands of
feet of sandstones, shales, and conglomerates, without any
intercalation of lava or tuff, proves that the volcanic episode
in the history of the lake came to a close long before the
'
lake itself disappeared.
As a rule, the deposits of this
basin are singularly unfossiliferous, though some portions
of them, particularly in the Forfarshire (Arbroath) flagstone
group, have proved rich in remains of crustaceans and fish.
Nine or more species of crustaceans have been obtained,

chiefly eurvpterids, but including one or two phyllopods.
The large pterygotns (P. anglicus) is especially character
istic, and must have attained a great size, for some of the
individuals

indicate

a

length of 6 feet, with a breadth of
1 feet.
There occur also a smaller species (P. minor), two
Eurvpteri, and three species of Stylonurns.
Upward of
twenty species of fishes have been obtained, chiefly from
the Arbroath

flags, belonging to the sub-orders Acantho
dithe and Ostracostei (Fig. 3M).
One of the most abun
dant forms is the little Mesacanthus (Acanthodes) Mitchelli.
Another common fish is Ischnacanthus (Diplacauthus) gra
cilis.
There occur also Cliinatius seutiger, C. re.ticulatus,
C. uncinatus, C. Macuicoli, C. grandis, C. gracilis, Parexus in
curvus, Cephalaspis Lyellii, and P teraspis Mitehelli.
Some
of the sandstones and shales are crowded with indistinctly
preserved vegetation, occasionally in sufficient quantity to
form thin lamina3 of coal.

The egg-like impressions known
as Parka decipiens and referred to on p. 1316 also abound
in some layers.
In Forfarshire, the surfaces of the shaly
flagstones are now and then covered with linear grass-like
In
like the sedory veyetation of a lake or marsh.
Plants,
erthshire,

certain

%yersooccur, chiefly

made

up

of

corn-

' Presidential Address,
Quurt. Jouru. Geol. Soc. 1882, p. 62 et seq.
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pressed stems of Psilophyton (Fig. 350).
The adjoining
land was doubtless clothed with a flora in
large measure
ly9odiaceous.
The Old Red Sandstone of the northern
basin. (Lake
Orcadie) is typically developed in Caithness, where t con
sists chiefly of the well-known
dark-gray bituminous and
calcareous flagstones of commerce.
It rests
unconformably
various
upon
crystalline schists, granites, etc., and must
have been deposited on the
very uneven bottom of a sink
basin,
that
ing
seeing
occasionally even some of the higher
hatforins are found resting
nst the more ancient rocks.
he lower zones consist of arge"Cli sandstones and.
conglomer
ates, which graduate upward into the
Other
flagstones.
red sandstones, however,
supervene in the higher parts
of the system.
The total depth of the series in Caithness
has been estimated at
Mu.rchison
upward of 16,000 feet.
was the first to attempt the correlation of the Caithness
flag.
stones with the Old Red Sandstone of the rest of Britain.
Founding upon the absence from these northern rocks of
the cephalaspidean fishes characteristic of the admitted
Lower Old Red Sandstone in the south of Scotland and
in Wales and Shropshire, upon the presence of numerous
of fishes not known to occur elsewhere in the true
Eenera
ower Old Red. Sandstone, and upon the
discovery of a
in
the
basement
red
Pterygotus
sandy group of strata, he
concluded that the massive flagstone series of Oiithness could

not be classed with the Lower Old Red Sandstone, but must
be of younger date.
lie supposed the red sandstones, con
glomerates, and shales at the base, with their Pterygotus,
to represent the true Lower Old Red Sandstone, while the
great flagstone series with its distinctive fishes was made
into a middle division answering in some of its ichthyohtic
contents to the Middle Devonian rocks of the Continent.
This view was accepted by geologists.
I have, however,

endeavored to show that the Caithness flagstones belong
to the Lower Old Red Sandstone, and that there is no evi
dence of the existence of any middle division.
It appears
to me that the
discrepancy in organic contents between the
Caithness and the Arbroath flags is by no means so strong
as Murchison
supposed, but that several species are common
to both.
In particular, I find that the characteristically
Lower Old Red Sandstone and Upper Silurian crustacean
genus Pterygotus occurs, not merely in the basement zone
of the Caithness
The
flags, but also high up in the series.

genera Acanthodes (Mesacanthus) and Diplacanthus (Isch-
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nacanthus

appear both in Caithness and. in Forfarshire.
Parexus incurvus occurs in the northern as well as the
southern basin.
The admitted pa1aonto1ogical distinctions
are probably not greater than the
differ'
striking. lithological
ences between the strata of the two regons would account
for, or than the contrast between the
ichthyic faunas of ad
jacent but disconnected water-basins at the present time.

More than sixty species of fishes have been obtained
from the Old Red Sandstone of the north of Scotland.
Among these, the genera Acanthocles, Asterolepis, (Jheira
canthus, Cheirolepis, Coccosteus,
Diplacanthus, Diplopterus,
Dipterus, Glvptolepis, Osteolepis, and Pterichthys are spe
Some of the shales are crowded with
cially characteristic.
the little
crustacean
Estheria inembran acea.
phyllopod
Land-plants abound, especially in the higher groups of
the flagstones, where
forms of Psilophyton, Lepidoden
dron, SLigmaria, Sigillaria, Calamites, and (iyclopteris, as
well as other genera,
occur.
In the Shetland Islands,
traces of abundant
contemporaneous volcanic rocks have
been observed.""
These, with the exception of two trifling
in
the region of the Moray Firth, are the only
examples
known instances of volcanic action in the Lower Old Red
Sandstone of Lake
basins, those of the

Orcadie.

In

the

other

two

Scottish

Cheviot Hills... and of Lorne,
vol
canic action long continued vigorous, and produced thick
piles of lava, like those of Lake Caledonia.
2. UPPER.-This division consists of yellow and red
sandstones, conglomerates, mans, etc., passing up conformably into the base of the Carboniferous system, and resting
unconformahly on the Lower Old Red Sandstone and every
older formation.
Among its distinctive fossils are lobptyehiu.s, Bothniolcpis (Pteriehtliys) major, etc.
Below the Carboniferous system there occur in Scotland
certain red sandstones, deep-red clays or mans, conglomer
ates,
even

and breecias, the sandstones passing into yellow or
white.
These strata, wherever their stratigraphi cal
relations can be distinctly traced, lie unconformably upon
every formation older than themselves, including the' Lower
'

Trans. Roy. Soc. Elin. xxviii. 1578, p. 345.
Presidential Address,
Quart. Jonrn. UeoI. Hoe. xlviii. 1892, p. 94.
Peach and lloz'ne, Trims. Roy.
Soc. Edin. xxxii. 1884, p. 35)"
"
169 C. T.
Gool. Surv. Morn. Sheet 108 N. E., 1888;
Clough, "Cheviot, INN,
J. J. H. Teall, Gout. Mag. 1883.
)1U Presidential Address, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xlviii. 1892,
p. 95.
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Old :Red Sandstone, while, on the other hand,
they pass up
As al
conformably into the Carboniferous rocks above.
remarked,
were
in
basins,
which
they
deposited
ready
only
aitially corresponded with those wherein the Lower Old
ed' Sandstone had been laid down.
Studied from the side
of the underlying formations,
they seem naturally to form
of
the
Old
Red
Sandstone,
since they agree with it in
part
character,
and
also in containing some
general lithological
distinctively Old Red Sandstone genera of fishes, such as
Pterichthys and Holoptychius; though, approached from
the upper or Carboniferous direction,
they might rather
be assumed as the natural
base
of
that system into
sandy
which they insensibly graduate.
On the whole, they are
barren
of
remarkably
remains, though in some
organic
localities cDura Den in Fife, Lauderdale)
they have yielded
a number of genera and species of fishes, crowded
profusely
through the pale sandstone, as if the individuals had been
suddenly killed and rapidly covered over with sediment
see
. 1075).
Among the characteristic
organisms of the
Scottish Upper Old
ed Sandstone are
Bothriolepis (Pte
richthys) major, iloloptychi us nobilissimus, H. Andersoni,
Glvptopomus, Glyptolern 118 and Phaneropleuron.
'In the Upper Old Red Sandstone of the Firth of
Clyde,
Bothriolepis (Pterichthys) major and Holoptychius occur
at the Heads of Ayr, while a band of marine limestone,
lying in the red sandstone series in Arran, is crowded with
ordinary Carboniferous Limestone shells, such as Productus
giganteus, P. semireticulatus, P. punctatus, Chonetes har
drensis, Spinier lineatus, etc.
These fossils are absent from
the great series of red sandstones overlying the limestone,
and do not reappear till we reach the limestones in. the
Lower Carboniferous series; yet the organisms must have
been living during all that long interval outside of the
Not only so, but
Upper Old Red Sandstone area (p. 1370).
they must have been in existence long before the formation
of the thick Arran limestone, though it was only during the
comparatively brief interval represented by that limestone
that geographical changes permitted them to enter the Old
Red Sandstone basin and settle for a while on its floor.
The higher parts of the Upper Old Red Sandstone seem
thus

to

have been contemporaneous with a Carboniferous
Limestone fauna which, having appeared beyond the British
area, was
ready to spread over it as soon as the conditions

became favorable for the invasion.
It is, of course, obvious
that such an abundant and varied fauna as that of the Car-
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boniferous Limestone cannot have come suddenly into ex
istence at the period marked by the base of the limestone.
It must have had a
long previous existence outside the
present area of the deposit.
In the north of Scotland, on the Lowlands bordering
the Moray Firth, and again in the island of Roy, one of
the Orkney group, yellow and red sandstones (with inter
bedded cTiabase and tuff), containing characteristic Upper
Old

Red

Sandstone

fishes,

lie unconformably upon
the
Caithness flags."'
In these northern tracts, the same rela
tion is thus traceable as in the central counties, between
the two divisions of the system.
Turning southward across the

border districts into the

north of .i9'11 g I an d, we find the red sandstones and conglomerates of the Upper Old Red Sandstone lying unconformably on Silurian rocks and Lower Old RA Sandstone.

Some of the brecciated conolomerates have much resemblance to glacial detritus, and it was suggested by Ramsay
that they have been connected with contemporaneous
ice-action."
Such are the breccias of the Lammermuir Hills,
and those which show themselves here and there from
under
strata
that
the overlying mass of Carboniferous
flanks the

Red conhills of Cumberland and Westmoreland.
glomerates and sandstones appear interruptedly at the base
of the Carboniferous rocks, even as far as Flintshire and
Anglesey.
They are commonly classed as Old Red Sand
Silurian

stone,

merely from their
position and
lithological
character.
No organic remains have been found in them.
They may therefore, in part at least, belong to the Carbonif
erous system, having been deposited on different successive
but

In
during the gradual depression of the land.
Devonshire, at Barnstaple, Pilton, Marwooci, and Baggy
Point, certain sandstones, sliales, and limestones (alrea?ly
referred to in the account of the Devonian rocks) graduate
upward iuto the base of the Carboniferous system, and ap
horizons

pear to represent the Upper Old Red Sandstone of the rest

171 Trans.
Roy. Soc. Eclin, xxviii. 1818, p. 405; Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.
xlviii. 1892, Presidential Address, p. 100.
12 The
examples of supposed glacial atrie in the pebbles in these broccias
be
may
merely frictional markings connected with faults or internal moveLueIit
of the rocks. But the forra4 of the pebbles, their nioraine like uustratiEied or
rudely-stratified accumulation, and the occurrence of aggregated lumps of brec
cia in the midst of fine sandstone
strongly remind one of the familiar features
of true glacial dpositM.
Compare Fl. Reusch, on similar evidence from the
k'aLeozoie rocks of Norway, Norges Geol. UndersUg. Aarbog. 1891.
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of Britain.
They contain land-plants and also many marine
fossils, some of which are common Carboniferous forms.
They thus indicate a transition into the geographical con
ditions of the Carboniferous period, as is still more
clearly
illustrated by the corresponding strata in Scotland.
The Old Red Sandstone attains a great
development in
the south and southwest of Ireland.
The thick "DingleBeds" and "0-lengariff grits
pass down into Upper
Sun-ran.
strata, and no doubt represent the Lower Old Bed Sand.
stone of Scotland.
They are succeeded in Kerry by red
sandstones which cover them
and resemble
unconformably,
the ordinary Upper Old Red Sandstone of Scotland.
In
Cork and the southeast of Ireland
they are followed by
the pale sandstones and shaly flagstones known as the
"Kiltorcan
beds," with
apparently a perfect conforma
The
Kiltorcan
beds (which pass up conformably
bility.
into the Carboniferous Slate) have
yielded a few fishes
(Bothriolepis, (Joccosteus, Pterichthys, Glyptolepis), some
crustaceans (Belinurus, Pterygotus), a fresh-water lame.lli
branch (Anodonta Jukesii), and a number of ferns and
other land-plants
(Palopteris,
Sagenaria
Sphenopteris,
Knorria.'73
(Cyclostigma),
Norway, etc.-On the continent of Europe the Old Red
Sandstone type can hardly be said to occur.
Some outliers
of red sandstone and conglomerate (p. 1324) in northern and
western Norway reach a thickness of 1000 to 1200 feet.
Near Christiania, they follow the Silurian strata like the
Old Red Sandstone, but as yet have
yielded no fossils, so
that, as they pass up into no younger formation, their
geo
The Devonian
logical horizon cannot be certainly fixed.
rocks of Russia have been above referred to as
presenting
a union of the two types of this
of
the
part
geological
series.
The extension of the land of the Old Red Sand
stone period, with its characteristic flora, far north within the
Arctic Circle is indicated by the discoveries made at Bear
Island (lat.

70° 30' N.) between the coast of
Norway and
Certain
seams
of
coal
and
Spitzbergen.
coaly shale occur
at that locality,
beds
of
Carboniferous Limeunderlying
'

Prof. Hull, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxxv. xxxvi.; Trans. Roy. Dublin Soc. (new
i.
ser.)
p. 135, 1880; Explanations of the Geol. Survey, Ireland, sheets 167,
18,
etc.,
etc.; J. Nolan, Q. J. Geol. Soc. 1880, p. 529; Kinahan, Trans. Geol.
Sot. Eclin. 1882, p. 152.
A recent personal examination has convinced. me that
the south of Ireland formed another of the basins in which the Lower Old Red
Sandstone was accumulated.
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stone and overlying some yellow dolomite, calcareous shale,
fleer to the
and red shales.
They have been assigned by
Carboniferous series, but are regarded by Dawson as un.
Devonian.
They may be correlated with the

lleei' enumerates
Wuestionably
Old Red Sandstone of Britain.
pper
to the locality,
eighteen species; only three are peculiar
while among the others are some widely-diffused forms:
Oalamites radiatus (transitio nis), Palteop tens roemeriana,
frondosa, Lepidoden
Sphenopteris Schimperi, Cardiopteris
dron veitheimianum and three other species, Knorria im
In
bricata,
and
Sagenaria
(Cyclostigma) kiltorkensis.'74
the researches of Natborst,
Spitzbergen itself, according to
the so-called "ileckla-ilook formation" contains a large
assemblage of fish-remains, shells, and plants, which prove
it to be the equivalent of part of the Scottish Old Red
Sandstone.

North America.-It is interesting to observe that in North
America representatives occur of the two divergent Devo
The Ameri
nian and Old Red Sandstone types of Europe.
On the
can Devonian facies has already been referred to.
eastern side of the ancient pre-Cambrian and Silurian ridge,
which, stretching southward from Canada, separated in early
Pala3ozoic time the .great interior basin from the Atlantic
rocks of New York, Pennsyl
slopes, we find the Devonian
vania, and the interior represented in New Brunswick and.
The
Nova Scotia by a totally different series of deposits.
contrast strikinly recalls that presented by the Old Red
Sandstone of the- north of Scotland and the Devonian rocks
On the south side of the St. Lawrence,
of North Germany.
shows rocks of the so-called "Quebec
the coast of Gasp
limestones with
group" unconformably overlain by gray
to Logan, a total
green and red sh.ales, attaining, according
thickness of about 2000 feet,"' and in some bands replete
with Upper Silurian fossils.
They are conformably fol
lowed by a vast arenaceou.s series of deposits termed the
Sandstones, to which the careful measurements of
Gasp
of the Canadian Geological Sur
Logan and his colleagues
This formation consists of
vey assign a depth of 7036 feet.
with occasional gray
gray and drab-colored sandstones,
Similar roeks
shales and bands of massive conglomerate.
Brunswick, where
reappear along the southern coast of New
'
Heer, Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxviii. p. 161.
116 "Geology of Cauada," p. 393.

Dawgon, op. cit. xxix. p. 24.
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they attain a depth of 9500 feet, and again on the opposite
side of the Bay of Fundy.
The researches of Sir J. W.
Dawson, already referred to, have made known the remark
able flora of these rocks.
Some of the same plants have

been met with in the Devonian rocks to the west of the
Archaan ridge, so that there can be little doubt of the con
Besides the
ternporaneity of the deposits on the two sides.
abundant vegetation, a few traces of the fauna of the period
have been recovered from the Old Red Sandstone.
Among

them are the remains of several small crustaceans, including
a minute shrimp-like Eurypterus, and the more highly or
ganized Amphipeltis, with the snail (Strophites) referred to
on
. 1318.
That the sea had at least occasional access to
the inland basins into which the abundant terrestrial vegeta
tion was washed, is proved by the occurrence of marine or
ganisms, such as a small annelid (Spirorbis) adhering to the
leaves of the plants, and (in Gasp
and Nova Scotia) by the
occasional appearance of brachiopods, especially Lingula,
Spirifer, and Chonetes.'7t'
Section
§ 1.

iv.

Carboniferous

General

Characters

This great system of rocks has received its name from the
seams of coal which form one of its distinguishing characters
in most parts of the world.

Both in Europe and America

it may be seen passing down conformably into the Devonian
and Old Red Sandstone.

So insensible indeed is the grada

tion in many consecutive sections where the two systems join
each other that no sharp line can there be drawn between
them.

This

stratigraphical passage

is

likewise

in

many

places associated with a corresponding commingling of or
ganic remains, either by the ascent of undoubted Devonian
species into the lower parts of the Carboniferous series, or
by the appearance in the Upper Devonian beds of species
which attained their maximum development in Carbonifer176 Dawson's "Acadian
Geology," chaps. xxi. and xxii.
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Hence there can be no doubt as to the true place

of the Carboniferous system in

the geological record.

In

some places, however, the higher members of this system are
found resting unconformably upon Devonian or older rocks,
so that local disturbances of considerable magnitude occurred
before or at the commencement of the Carboniferous period.
It is deserving
generally

of notice

arranged in

that Carboniferous rocks are very

basin-shaped

areas,

many

of

which

have been wholly or partially overspread unconformably by
later formations.

This disposition, so well seen in Europe,

and particularly in the central and western half of the Con
tinent, has in some cases been caused merely by the plica
tion

and subsequent

originally wide

extensive

continuous

denudation

served in the British Isles.

sheets

of

of rock, as

what

were

may be

ob

But the remarkable small scat

tered. coal-basins of France and central Germany were proba
bly from the first isolated areas of deposit, though they have
suffered, in some cases very greatly, from subsequent plica
tion

and

denudation.

and

western

North

In

Russia,

America,

and

still more in

Carboniferous

rocks

China
cover

thousands of square miles in horizontal or only very gently
undulating sheets.
RocKs.-The materials of which

the Carboniferous sys

tem is built up differ considerably in different regions; but
two facies of sedimentation have a wide development.
one of these, the marine type, limestones form

In

the prevail

ing rocks, and are often visibly made up of organic remains,
chiefly encrinites,

corals,

foraminiferc,

and mollusks.

Ac

cording to Dupont's researches in the Carboniferous Lime
stone of
(1) the

Belgium

massive

there

are

limestones

two main
formed

by

types of limestone:
reef-building

corals

and coralloid animals, and disposed in fringing reefs or dis-
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persed atolls, according to their nearness to or distance from
the coast of the time; and
(2) the detritic limestones, consist
either of

ing

clbris, and
stone or

an

aggregation of

often

shale."'

crinoid

stems or of coral

stretching in extensive sheets like sand
The

limestones of both types assume a

compact homogeneous character, with black, gray, white, or
mottled colors, and are
occasionally largely quarried as mar
ble.
Local developments of oolitie structure occur
among
them.
They also assume in some places a yellowish, dull,
finely granular aspect and more or less dolomitic composi
tion.
They occur in beds, sometimes as in central England,
Ireland, and Belgium,
piled over each other for a depth of
hundreds of feet, and in Utah for several thousand feet, with
little
The

or no intercalation of other material
limestones

contain

frequently

than limestone.
nodules

irregular

of

a

white, gray, or black
flinty chert (phtanite), which, present
ing a close resemblance to the flints of the chalk, occur in
certain beds or layers of rock, sometimes in numbers suffi
cient to form of themselves tolerably distinct strata."'

These

concretions are associated with the organisms of the rock,
some

of

which,

served,

may

usually

of

be

a

silicifled

completely
found

dull

imbedded

yellowish

in

color,

and

beautifully

the chert.
granular

pre

Dolomite,

texture,

and

rough feel, occurs both in beds regularly interstratified with
the limestones and also in
through
that

the

the

limestones.

limestone has

lines of joint;

in

broad wall-like masses running

In
been

the

latter cases,

it is

evident

changed into

dolomite along

the former, the dolomite

may be due to

contemporaneous alteration of the original calcareous deposit

Bull. Acad. Roy. BoIg. (3) v. 1883, No. 2.
I?$ Renard, op. cit.
(2) xlvi. p. 9.
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sea-water

as

already explained

Traced to a distance, the limestones are often

found to grow thinner, and to be

separated by

increasing

thicknesses of shale, or to become more and more argillaceous
and to pass eventually into shale.
largely calcareous, and

The shales, too, are often

charged with

fossils;

but

in some

more thoroughly argilla
places assume dark colors, become
ceous, and contain, besides carbonaceous matter, an
nation of pyrites

or marcasite.

impreg

Where the marine Carbo

niferous type dies out, the shales may pass even into coal,
associated with sandstones, clays, and ironstones.

In Brit

ain, abundant contemporaneous volcanic rocks are preserved
in the Carboniferous Limestone series.
The second facies of sedimentation points to deposit in
shallow lagoons, which at first were
sea,

replenished

from the

but afterward appear to have been brackish and then

fresh, or in lakes into which coarse and fine detritus as well
as vegetation and animal remains were washed from neigh
boring

land.

The

most

abundant

strata

of

this

type

are

sandstones, which, presenting every gradation of fineness of
grain up to pebbly grits, and even (near former shore-lines)
conglomerates,

are

color, well-bedded,

commonly

yellow,

gray,

or

white

sometimes micaceous and fissile,

in

some

times compact; often full of streaks or layers of coaly mat
ter.

Besides the existence of pebbly grits and conglomerates

pointing to comparatively strong currents of transport, there
occur, in different parts of the Carboniferous system, scat
tered pieces and even blocks of granite, gneiss, quartzite, or
other durable material which lie imbedded, sometimes singly,
sometimes in groups, in limestone, sandstone,

and in coal.

Various

account

explanations

have

been

proposed

to

for

these erratics, some writers having even suggested the action
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probably trans

with

their rootlets

easily be torn

up and

drifted out to sea so as to drop their freight among corals
and crinoids living on the bottom.

But more

usually trees

growing on the land would envelop soil and stones among
their roots, and if blown down and carried away by storms
"o
and floods might bear these with them.
Next in abundance to the sandy sediment came the de
These occur in seams or

posits of mud now forming shales.

bands from less than an inch to many yards in thickness.
They

are

largely
crowded

commonly

charged
with

black

with

and

pyritous

concretions

of

carbonaceous,

frequently

impregnations,

sometimes

clay-ironstone.

Coal

occurs

than an inch
among these strata in seams varying from less
but swelling out in
up to several feet or yards in thickness,
some rare examples to 100 feet or more.
consist entirely of one kind of coal.

A coal-seam may

Frequently, however,

it contains one or more thin layers or "partings" of shale,
the nature or quality of the seam being alike or different on
the two sides of the parting.

The same seam may be a can

nel-coal at one part of a mineral field, an ordinary soft coal
at a second, and an ironstone at a third.

Moreover, in Brit

ain and other countries, each coal-seam is usually underlain
rootlets branch
by a bed of fire-clay or shale, through which
These fire-clays, as their name de
freely in all directions
notes, are used for pottery or brick-making.
to be the soil on which
"

They appear

the plants of the coal grew, and it

For remarks on the climate of the Carboniferous period see postea,
p. 1340.
180 For accounts of these travelled stones in Carboniferous rooks see espe
613, and the authori
cially D. Stur, Jahrb. Geol. Reichsanst. xxxv. 1885, p.
1885,
ties cited by him; also W. S. Gresley, Geol. Mag.
P. 553; Quart. Journ.
Geol. Soc. xliii. 1887, p. '734; V. Ball, op. cit. xliv. 1888, p. 371.
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the growth of the vegetation that

doubtless

deprived

them of their alkalies and iron, and thus made them indusIn the small coal-basins of central France

trially valuable.

the coal is dispersed in banks and isolated veins all through
Clay-ironstone occurs abundantly

the Carboniferous strata.

in some coal-fields, both in the form of concretions (sphro.
siderite) and
eighteen

also in distinct

inches

or more in thickness.

generally been formed
a shell, seed-cone,
beds

the

like

round

fern-frond,

abound

likewise

from less than an inch to

layers

in

"mussel-band"

almost wholly of valves

The

nodules

have

some organic object, such as
Many of the ironstone

etc.

organic

remains,

ironstone of

some

Scotland,

of

them,

consisting

of Anthracosia or other shell con

verted into carbonate of iron.
The mode

of origin

of coal cannot be closely paralleled

by any modern formation, and various divergent views have
expressed on the subject.

been
two

distinct modes of

There seem to have been

accumulation, (1) by growth

and (2) by drifting from adjacent land.

in situ,

It is possible that

in some coal-fields both these processes may have been suo"
cessively or simultaneously in operation, so that the results
are commingled.
1.

In those cases where the evidence points to growth in

situ, the coal-seams have been laid down with tolerable uui
formity of thickness and character over considerable areas of
ground, and they now appear as regular layers intercalated
between

sheets

of

sediment and for the most part rest on

fire-clay or shale, into which the stigniaria rootlets may fre
quently he seen

to ramify

as

in

the

position of growth.

For arguments in support of the view that coal was formed of plants £i
see Logan, Trans. Geol. soc. vi. 1,1142. p. 491.
Nowborry, Amer. ,Journ.
i. xxiii. 1857, p. 212. 'Ueol. Surv. Ohio," vol. ii. Geology, p. 125; Gthnbel,
Sitzb. Bayer. Akad. 1883.
sit
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conditions

is

fur

probably

nished by cypress swamps"' or the mangrove swamps alluded
806), where masses of arborescent vegetation,

to already (p.

with their roots spreading in salt water among marine organ
isms, grow out into the sea as a belt or fringe on low shores,
and

form a matted

soil which adds
no

land.

The

water;

for such shells as Aviculopecten and Goniatites are

coal-growths

doubt

to the breadth of the
also

flourished

in

found lying on the coal or in the shales attached to it.
coal-seam represents the

accumulated

of

growth

salt

Each

a period

which was limited either by the exhaustion of the soil under
neath the vegetation (as may be indicated by the composi
tion

of

the

fire-clays),

subsidence that

or

affected

by
the

the

rate

whole

of

area

the
of

intermittent
coal-growths.

Though the vegetation in these coal-fields may have grown
as a whole in
transport
storms,

of

and

situ, there may also have been considerable
loose

also

leaves,

during

branches,

times of

trunks,

more

etc.,

after

rapid subsidence.

From the fact that a succession of coal-seams,

each repre

senting a former surface of terrestrial vegetation, can be seen
in a single coal-field extending through a vertical thickness
of 10,000 feet or more, it is clear that the strata of such a
field must have been laid down during prolonged and exten
sive subsidence.
sion,

It has been assumed that, besides depres

movements in

an

upward

direction

were

needful to

bring the submerged surfaces once more up within the limits
of plant growth.

But this would involve a prolonged and

almost inconceivable see-saw oscillation;

and

the assump

tion is really unnecessary if we suppose that the downward

182 For an account of the
submerged lands of the Mississippi, see Lye11'
"Second Visit to the United States," chap. xxxiii.
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movement, though prolonged, was not continuous, but was
marked by pauses, long enough for the silting-up of lagoons
'
and the spread of coal-jungles.
2.

The researches of Grand' Eury, Fayol, and

others in

the small coal-basins of central France have shown that in
these regions much vegetable matter was washed down from
adjacent land."'

The coal is irregularly distributed among

the strata, and it is associated with beds of coarse detritus
and other evidence of torrential action.
of calarnododendra, sigi1lari, and

Numerous trunks

other trees imbedded in

the sandstones and shales vertically and at all angles of in
clination bear witness, like the "snags" of the Mississippi,
to the currents that transported them.

The basins in which

the accumulated detritus and vegetation were entombed seem
to have been small, but sometimes comparatively deep lakes
lying on the surface of the crystalline rocks that formed an
uneven land-surface during the Carboniferous period in the
heart of France.

But there is evidence, even in these basins,

of the growth of coal-plants im situ, and of the gradual sub
sidence
Grand'

of

the

Eury

alluvial

floors

has shown the

on

which

they

took

root.

existence of tree-trunks with

their roots in place on many successive levels, and has fur
ther ascertained that these trees, as they were

enveloped in

sediment, pushed out rootlets at higher levels into the silt
that gathered round them.

See a statement of the oscillation theory as far back as 1849 by M. Vir[et
dioust, Bull. Son. Gool. France (2) vi. p. t1 O.
' For the detrital origin of coal,
(4ratid' Eurv, Ann. des Mines, I s82
Mern.
Soc.
France,
3e
ser. iv. 18,47; "Geol. ot. l'akontol.
Geol.
%-292;
(i.) pp.
du hasiu iouiller du Our(]," A91.
Etudes stir lo Terrain l[ouillur do
Fayol,
1.
Industrie
Min.
Her. 2, vol. xv. and Atlas, 1887.
Bull.
Soc.
t.ommentry," part
Bull Soc. Geol. France. 3e ser. xvii. 188.4; B. Renault, "Flore Fossile de Corn
mentry," Bull. soc. Wilt. Nat. d'Autun, 1891. A. tie Lapparent, Rev'. Quest.
Seleri. July, 1892.
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It would thus appear that no one hypothesis is univer
sally applicable for the explanation of the origin of coal, but
that growth on the spot and transport from neighboring land.
have

both in

different

contemporaneously and

regions

at

successive periods come into play.
In this place reference may most conveniently be made
to the

probable climate in which these

geological changes

The remarkable profusion of the vegetation of

took place.

the Carboniferous period, not only in the Old World but in
the New, suggested the idea that the atmosphere was then
much more charged with carbonic acid than it now is.

Un

doubtedly there has been a continual abstraction of this gas
from the

atmosphere ever since land-plants began

to

live

on the earth's surface, and it is allowable to infer that the
proportion of it in the air in Palaeozoic time may have been
somewhat greater than now.
have

been serious,

numerous insects,

But the difference could hardly
it

otherwise

seems

labyrinthodonts

incredible

that

and other air-breathers,

could have existed.

Most probably the luxuriance of

flora is

ascribed

rather

to

be

to

the

the

warm moist

the

climate

which in Carboniferous times appears to have spread over
the globe even

into Arctic

latitudes.

On the other hand,

evidence has been adduced to support the view that in spite
of the genial temperature indicated by the vegetation there
were

glaciers

even

in

tropical

and

sub-tropical

regions.

Coarse bowider-conglomerates and striated stones have been
cited from various parts o
Australia,

India, South Africa, and Eastern

as evidence of ice-action.

There appears,

ever, to be some element of doubt as to
of the facts

adduced.

It may be

how

the interpretation

matter for consideration

whether the bowlder-beds could not be accumulated by tor
rential

waters,

and

whether

the

striated

surfaces

on

the
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stones might not have been produced by internal movements
in the rocks, like slickensides (p. 878).8b
LIFE.-Each

of

described has its

the

two

facies

of

sedimentation

above.

own characteristic organic types, the one

series of strata presenting

us chiefly with the fauna of the

sea, the other mainly with the flora of the land.

The marine

fauna is specially rich in crinoids, corals, and

brachiopods,

which

of

themselves

constitute

entire

beds

of

limestone.

Among the lower forms of life the forarninif era are well rep
resented.

The genera include Aniphiste.gina, Archodisc us,

Olimacammina,

Endothyra, Lagena, Saccammina, Fus uli n a,

Trochammina, and Valvulina.
a wide
geographical range;
beds

of

limestone

in

Some of these genera exhil.it

Saccammina, for example, forms

Britain

and

Belgium,

and

Fusulina

plays a still more important part in the Carboniferous Lime
stone of the region from Russia to China and Japan, (-Is well
as in North America; one species of Valvulina (V.
paleo
trochus) extends from Ireland to Russia on the one side and
to North America on the other.

As already noticed, species

of organisms, with a wide geographical extension, have also
a long geological range, and this is more
specially exempli
fied in such lowly grades of existence as the foraniinifera.
Trochammina

incerta,

for

instance,

is

found

through

the

whole Carboniferous Limestone series of England,
reappears
in the Magnesian Limestone of the Permian system, and oc
curs not only in Britain but in
Germany and Russia.

The

185 The
glacial origin of the phenomena in question has been ably advocated
Mr.
W.
T. Blariford, "Manual of (e(Jiogv of India," Adilres t Geological
by
Section of British Association, Montroal ; and I-I. F. Blaiiford, Quart. Jouru.
Geol. Soc. xxxi. 1S'?S, p. 519.
Sutherland, op. cit. xxvi. p. 514; \V.
Jahrb. Geol. Rei.'hsanst. xxxvii. 18,97, p. 14:1.
A. ,Tulien has advocated the
glacial origin of the coarse Uarboniferous breecias of Central France.
Compt.
Rend. CXvii. 1893, p. 255.
II. 13. Brady, "Monograph of Carboniferous and Permian
Foraminiferab"
Pa1ong. Soc. 1878.
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by

tabulate

(Favosites,

Alveolites, Chetetes), and still more by rugose

(Amplexus,

Zaphrentis,

Clisiophyllum,

Cyathophyllum,

Lithostrotion,

>);

Lonsdaleia,

Aulophyl
Phillipsas.

:

'V

Fig. 353.-Carboniferous Corals.
Zaphrentis cylindrica, Scoul.; h, Lithostrotion junceum, Flem., bi, Do. magnified,
transverse section, b2, Do. magnitled, 1onituciina1 section; c, Lithostrotion Port
locki, Mime Edw., ci, Do. calyx magnified; cZ, Cyathophylluin Stutchburyi, Mime
Edw.; e, Lithostrotion basaltiforme, Phill., sp.
tnoa).
in
the

this

The

Echinoderms were more abundant and varied

than in any other geological period..

urchins

of

the

Carboniferous

seas

Thus among

were

specie

of
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The blastoida

or pentremites, which now took the
place in Carboniferous
waters that in Silurian times had been filled

by the cystide

ans, attained their maximum
development.

But it was the

order of crinoids that chiefly swarmed in the seas where the
Carboniferous
joints

Limestone

was

laid

down,

their

separated

now mainly composing solid masses of rock several

hundred feet in thickness.
genera were Platycrinus,

Among their most conspicuous
Actinocrinus,

Poteriocrinus

854)

Tubicolar
the

species

annelids
being

Cyathocrinus (Fig.
and

Rhodocrinus.

abounded,
solitary

and

some

of

attached

to shells, corals, etc., others
occurring in
small

clusters

and

masses forming
chief

genera

Ortonia,

some

beds of

are

in

limestone.

Spirorbis,

Vermilia.

gregarious

Polyzoa

The

Serpulites,
abound

in

Fig.

some portions of the Carboniferous Lime-

being frequent.

Of the brachiopods (Fig. 355) some of the

stone, which were almost entirely corn
Cyathocrinu:planus;
a, calyx, arms and
_t
per
pos ed of them, the genera Fenestella
b, portions of the
Stern; C, one of the
Ceriopora, Rhombopora,
Sulcoretepora
column-joints showing central canal.
Vincularia, Polypora,
and Glauconome
most common forms are Productus (the most characteristic
genus),

Spirifer,

Rhynchonella, Athyris,

Terebratula, Lingula, and Discina.'

Chonetes,

Orthis,

Among these are species

Productus is almost wholly Carboniferous, and in the species P. giganteus
of the Carboniferous Limestone reached the maximum size attained by the
Other genera
brachiopods, some individuals measuring eight inches across.
had already existed a 1OER time; some even of the species were of anclout
date-Ortbis resupinata of the Carboniferous Lirnet;ono and the Devonian 0.
striatula and Strophomena depressa had survived, according to Goselet, from
the time of the BAla beds of the Lower Silurian period.
(Gosselet, Esquisso,
p. 118.)
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that appear to range over the whole world, such as Prod uctus
semireticulatus, costatus, longispin us, pustulosus, cora, aciiie
atus, undatus;
glaber;

Streptorhynchus crenistria;

Spirifer lineatus,

Athyris globularis; and Terebi'atula hastata.

The

higher mollusks now begin to preponderate over the brachi
opods.

The lamellibranchs (Fig. 356) include forms of Avicu-

lopee ten,

Posidonomya, Leda, I u.cula,

Sanguinolites,

Lep.

ftd

\\
,

Fig. 355.-Carboniferous Brachiopods.
a, Spirifer bystericus, Schioth.; b, Do. interior of dorsal valve, showing spiral calcare
ous supports for the arms; c, Terebratula hastata1 Sow.; d, Productus
giganteus, Martin.
todomus, Schizodus, Edmondia, Anthracosia, Modiola, and
Conocarthum.
by

numerous

Pleurotomaria,
The

genus

The gasteropods (Fig.
genera,

among

Macrocheilus,

Bellerophon

which

357) are represented
Eu.omphalus,

Natica,

and Loxonema are frequent.

is." represented

by

many

species,

among which B. l3rei and B. decussatus are frequent.

The

most abundant pteropod genus is Oonularia (Fig. 358), which
often attains a length of several inches.

Of the cephalopods
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and

distributed are

widely

Nautilus,

Cytoceras,

Discites,

and

Goni atites.
The crustacea present a facies very distinct from that of
the previous Paliozoic formations.
wholly

Trilobites now almost
only four

disappear,

genera

of small forms (Proetus, Griffithides,
.
PhulIipsia,Brachymetopus) being left.

L

a

But

other

crustacea

are

abundant,

especially ostracods (Bairdia, Cypri
dellina,
tia,

jft

of

Cythere,

which

Beyrichia),
the

shales

Kirkbya,

and

Leperdi

crowd

sometimes

many
even

form seams of limestone. Some schizo356.
'ig.
Carboniferous Larnellibranchs. pod forms are met with (Pa1ocaris)
a, Conocardium aliIorme, Sow.; and a few macrura occur not infreb, Aviculopecten sublobashowing colorquently,
bd'
particularly
Anthrapalmon

(Fig.

360)

and

Palocrangon

(Crangopsis), also several phyllopods (Dithyrocaris, Ceratio
cans,

Estheria,

Leaia), with the larger merostomatous Eu.

Fig. 357.-Carboniferous Oasteropods.
a, Euomphalus pentangulalus, Sow.: b, Pleurotomarla carluata, Sow., showing
color-bands.
rypterus and king-crabs (Prestwichia, Belinurus).
boniferous

Limestone

somewhere

about

of

the

British

100 genera of fishes,

Isles

has

The Car
supplied

chiefly represented
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(Psammodus,

Oochliodus,

C1adodus

Petalodus, Otenodus, .Rhizodus,
Some
Otenoptychius, etc.)
of these were no doubt selachians which lived
solely in the
sea, but many, if not all, of the
ganoids probably migrated

...: -"
..

Ptg. 358.
Carboniferous
Pteropod.
Conula.ria quad
risulcata, Sow.
salt

between
found in

i

k
LL1Ü

I;

Fig. 359.-Carboniferous Cephalopods.
a, Nautilus (Discites) Koninckii, D'Orb.; b, Goniatites
crenisiria, Phill.; c, Orthoceras (Breynil, Mart.;
laterale, Phill.)
and

fresh

water;

at

least

their

remains

are

Scotland not only in marine limestones, but also

in strata full of

land-plants, cyprids, and

of estuarine or fluviatile conditions.

J1

."

--' L

r-

other indications

Some of the fishes met

01

44'

_s

4
Fig. 360. -Carboniferous Macrourous Crustacean.
Aothrapa1rnon Etheridgii, Peach, twice nat. size.
with in the plant-bearing
are

mentioned

on p.

type of the Carboniferous system

1357,

together with

the air-breathers

and other terrestrial organisms.
It is deserving of remark that in the marine
type of the
Carboniferous system

considerable

differences may be ob-
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served between the fossils of the limestones and the shales
even in

the

same

quarry.

The

limestones,

for example,

corals of vari
may be crowded with the joints of crinoids,
ous

kinds,

while

the

producti
shales

and

above

other brachiopods,
them

may

contain

P
Fig. 862.-Carboniferous Fish.
Jaw of Rhizodus Hibberti, Ag. sp., one-third nat. size.

0

-4
o.
n 0

few of

these

organisms, but

Conularia, horny

afford

polyzoa,
Pis-

brachiopods (Lingula,

cc)

bO
Fig. 868. -Carboniferous Fish.
creuat.w,
Eurynotus
Ag., "Cement-stones" of Scotland
(after Traquair).

., "1

cina), many lamellibranchs,
especially pectens,
aviculopectens,

uuculas,

pods (Pleurotomaria, Loxonema,

Was,

Beflerophon,

evident that while some organisms flourished
water, such
others
to

as

that in which

the

and

gastero

etc.).

It is

only in clear

limestones accumulated,

abounded on a muddy bottom, although some seem

have

lived in

either

situation,

if we

may judge

from
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in

indifferently

the

calcareous

and

the muddy deposits.
The

second

phase

of

sedimentation,

that of

the

coal.

5wamps, is marked by a very characteristic suite of organio

S

0

V

",

I
f

Fig. 864.-Carboniferous Fern.
Sphenopteris affinis, Lindi. and Hutt.
remains.

Most

abundant

of

these

are

the

plants, which

possess a special interest, inasmuch as they form the oldest
terrestrial flora that has been abundantly preserved."'

This

188 On the Carboniferous flora, consult A.
Brougniart, "Prodrome d'une
Histoire des Vegetaux fossiles," 1828; Lindley and Hutton, "Fossil Flora of
Great Britain," 1831-37.
0. EL Weiss, "Fossils Flora d. jüngsten Steinkohi
im Saar-Rhein-Geb," Bonn, 1889-72.
"Die Flora d. Steinkohlen Formation,"
Berlin, 1881. Williamson's Memoirs "On the Organization of the Plants of the
Coal-Measures," Phil. Trans. clxii. 1872, and subsequent volumes. Zeiller, on
the Carboniferous flora of Valenciennes, Autun and Brive, in the series of
vol-umes
entitled "Etudes des Gites Mineraux do la Prance," published by the
Ministry of Public Works; Zeiler and Renault on Fossil Flora of Commentry,
Bull. Soc. Indust. Mm. St. Etlenne, 2 vols. with Atlas, 1888-90.
R. Kidston,
Trans. R. S. 1din. xxxv. et seq.
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flora is marked by a singular monotony of character all over
the

world,

from

the

Equator into

the

Arctic

Circle,

the

aame genera, and sometimes even the same species, appear
ing to have ranged

over

It

entirely

consisted

almost

pre-eminently
Though

of

referable

the

whole
of

Equisetacea,
to

surface

vascular

of the globe.

cryptogams,

Lycopodiacee,

and

and

Ferns.

existing groups, the plants presented

many remarkable differences

from

their living

representa-

,-

b

a
a

Fig. 365.-Carboniferous Ferns.
a Neuropteris Loshil, Brorign.; b, Alethopteris Gibsoui, Lesq.
tives.
much

In

particular, save

in

the

case

of

the

ferns,

they

exceeded in size any forms of the present vegetable

world to which they can be assimilated.

Our modern horse

tails had their allies in huge trees among the Carboniferous
jungles, and the familiar club-moss of our hills, now a low
creeping

plant,

was

represented

by

tall-stemmed

dendra that rose fifty feet or more into the air.

Lepido

The ferns,

however, present no such contrast to forms still living.

On

the contrary, they often recall modern genera, which they
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aspect,

but

even

in their

circinnate vernation and fructification.

With the exception

of a few tree-ferns, they seem to have

been all low-growing

plants, and perhaps were to some extent epiphytic upon the
larger vegetation of the lagoons.

Some of the more common

Fig. 366.-A, &nnularia sphenophylloides; B, Asterophyllites.
genera

are

Sphenopteris,

N europteris,

Oyclopteris,

Odon

topteris, Pecopteris, Alethopteris.
Among the Equisetacee,'°° the genus Calamites is spe
cially abundant.
and

finely-ribbed

It usually occurs in fragments of jointed
stems.

From

the

rounded

or

blunted

189 For an essay on the
morphology and classification of the Carboniferous
ferns see D. Stur, Sizb. Akad. Wien. lxxxvi. 1883.
190 On Carboniferous Calamaries, consult Weiss, Abh. Gaol.
SpeciaIkare
Preussen, v.
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base of the stem, other stems budded, and numerous root.
lets

proceeded,

mud

or

sand

thickets.

of

the

great

to

the

where

of

the

in

the

in dense

grew

they seem to have

Sigillaria3, and to have acted

water

of

its sediment and

accumulations

vegetable

anchored

they

Sir J. Dawson

jungles

as a' filter that cleared
vented

plants were

lagoons,

According

fringed the

the

whereby

of

the

pie

coal-swamps

a
Fig. 367.-Carboniferous Lycopods.
a, Lepidodeudron (.); b, Lepidostrobus, nat. size.
from

admixture with

muddy sediment.

To the

Calamites different generic appellations have
(Fig.
given

36j.
to

branches
of long,

The

jointed

name
and

proceeding
narrow,

Asterophyllites

fluted
from

pointed

stems

the

leaves.

leaves were fewer in number and

In

been attached

(Calamocladus)

with

joints

verticils

and

of

bearing

wedge-shaped;

botanists to be

is

slim

whorls

Sphe.nophylium

lana, the close-set leaves were united at the base.
dendron is believed by some

foliage of

the

in Annu
Calamo

the cast of the
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unknown tree,

by others it is regarded as only a condition of the preserva
tion of Calamites.
Some fruits,
supposed to belong to the
calamaries, have been met with.
Pothocites has been re
ferred
to

to

Asterocalamites,

Annularia,

Macrostachys,

while

others

Stachannularia
known as

are probably the

seems

attached

Calamostachys

and.

fructification of calamites.

The Lycopods (Fig.
367) were represented by numerous
species of the genus Lepidodendron, distinguished by the

B

A

Fig. 368.-a, Sigillaria; portion of decorticated stem; B, Sigillaria stem terminating
in Stigmaria Roots and rootlets.
stem.
quineuncial leaf-scars on its dichotomous

Its branches,

bore at their ends cones
closely covered. with pointed leaves,
or spikes (Lepidostrobus) consisting of a central axis, round
which were placed imbricated scales, each carrying a spore
case.

Other conspicuous genera were Ulodendron, Knorria,

Lepidophloios, flalonia, Cyclocladia.
Among the most remarkable
forests

were

the

Sigillarioids, which are

been akin to the Lepidodendra.
distinguished by

trees of the Carboniferous

the

great

believed.

to

have

The genus Sigillaria was

height (50

feet or

more) of its
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stem

was

fluted

ternal
into

were

markings

the

cu.led

roots

feet

five

and

368),

The

base

it

of

as Stigmaria, the

which

are

such

in

marked

leaf-scars, but as
lost.

known

stems of

measured

(Fig.

lines of

perpendicular

GEOLOGY

by

the

parallel

these ex

grew

stem

passes

and

tuber.

pitted

common

diameter.

fossils (Figs. 368

There can be little doubt, however, that Stigmaria

B, 369).

was a form of

root common

The genus Cordaites

to more than one kind of tree.
a type of tree which
r -- --fl.
;"'.

.'
a

J
/
/

to

belonged

ç
....

-

by

çL

k
L

"/

I

,

''k
k"'

;

..I

Tl2\
p

.a4

'

I

I
I
:

-

r

-

'I

iI<"

-

Fig. 3J9.-Stigtnarhi with attached rootlets.
some botanists has been placed among the cycads, by others
the conifers.

among
time of

the

20 or 30
leaves,

Coal-measures.

feet,

it

carried

somewhat

tached by broad
stem, and

attained

It

like
bases

on their

fall

great

Shooting
or

narrow

those
at

a

of

a

left

up

broad,

Yucca,

somewhat

profusion in the

wide

prominent

to

a

height

of

parallel-veined
which

were

at

distances to

the

leaf-scars.

It

bore

catkins (Antholithus) which ripened into berries not unlike
those

of

Yews

forms

of

fructifleation

(Cardiocarpus)
occur in

(Fig.
great

Both

of

these

abundance

in

some

;3T1).
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were probably, abundant on

the drier ground, for their stems
(Dadoxylon, Araucarioxy
ion, Pinites) have been met with,
particularly in the tuff
of

ancient volcanic

on which they no

cones,

doubt grew,

and in sandstone, where they occur as driftwood,
perhaps
from

higher ground (Fig. 370).

It should be remembered

that the flora preserved in the Carboniferous rocks is essen
that

tially

of

the

low

grounds

and

swamps.

The

fruit

Fig. 3T0.-Coniferous Tree-trunk imbedded in Sandstone, Craigleith,
Edinburgh (after Withani).
known

as

somewhat
true

Trigonocarpus
like

the

fruit

monocotyledons

is
of

existed

to

supposed
the
in

coniferous,

Salisburia.

That

Carboniferous

period

living
the

be

was until recently supposed to be
proved by the discovery
of a number of spikes, referred to the
living order of
Aroidee (Pothocites), in the lower
part of the Carbonif
erous system of

Scotland;

that the specimens

but Mr. R

Kidston has shown

are almost certainly the fructification of

Bornia, a genus of Calamite.'°'
-

191Ann. Mag. Nat. Mist. May, 1883, p. 297.
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The animal remains in the coal-bearing part of the Care
boniferous rocks are comparatively few.
in certain bands of

shale, coal, and.

As already stated,

ironstone in

the lower

half of the Coal-'measures, undoubted proofs of the presence
of

the

sea

re

afforded

by the occurrence of some of the

familiar shells of the Carboniferous Limestone.
the

upper part of the Coal-measures,

where

But toward
these

marine

forms almost entirely disappear (among their last represen
tatives being

species

of

Lingula

and

Discina), other

mol

lusks, that were probably denizens of brackish if not of fresh

Fig. 371.-Antholite with Cardiocarpus.
water, occur in abundance.
Anthracomya,
ceans are

Among the more frequent are
and

Anthracosia,

chiefly

represented

by

Anthracoptera.

Crusta

Beyrichia, and Estheria,

but large eurypterid forms likewise occur.

Fishes are found

kinds usually appearing in
frequently, remains of the larger
scales, teeth, fin-spines, or bones, while the smaller ganoids
are often preserved
S trepsodus,

entire.

Cheirodus

Gyracanthus,

Common genera are Otenodus,

(Fig. 372),

Pleuracanthus,

M esolepis, C ten acanthus,

Otenoptychius,

and

Mega

lichthys.
The presence of true air-breathers

among the jungles of
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the Carboniferous
period has been established by the discov.
ery of numerous specimens of arachnids, insects, myriapocis,
and labyrinthodonts.
According to the latest census of Mr.
Scudder there were known up to 1890 no fewer than 75
spe
cies of Carboniferous arachnids.
Scorpions (Eoscorpius)
have been found both in Europe and America, and
recently,
have been obtained in great numbers, in excellent
preserva
tion and of gigantic size, in the Lower Carboniferous rocks
of

Scotland

(Fig.

Other

373).

arachnids

occur, including

Fig. 372.-Coal-measure Fishes.
A, Cheirothis granulosus, Young, after Traquair; B, tooth of Strepsodus
sauroids, Binuey1 sp.
ancient forms of spider (Protolycosa).
upward
sented

of 40

species

various

by

have been

plant-eating

chiulus, Inlus, Euphoberia).

Myriapods, of which

determined,

millipeds

True

were repre

insects

Xylobius,
likewise

Ar

flitted

through these dense jungles, and during the last ten years
the number

of

species detected has

been so large that no

fewer than 239 species of orthoptera, 109 of neuroptera, 17
of

and

hemiptera,

Though

11

their remains
'

of

coleoptera

have

been

been

have

but

obtained.

scantily preserved,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Bury. No. 71,.1891.
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we know that they included ancient forms of mayfly, cocks
roach, cricket, and beetle.

It is remarkable that from some

coal-fields hardly a single trace of insect life
tained,

while in

others

been brought to light.
been found in the

great

of

numbers

has been ob
have

specimens

A remarkable variety of forms has

Saarbriick

Coal-field;

but perhaps

the

greatest number of individual specimens has come from that
of Commentry, which up to the end of the year 1884 is com
puted,

to

have

furnished

not

less

than

1300

individuals.

Some of the insects were of considerable
siz e.

Thus the

neuropterous Arc haop

tilus from the Derbyshire Coal-field had
a

of

spread

inches or more;
oneuia

(D

twelve

inches

remarkable

of

wing

fourteen

and a species of Dicty.
had

Monyi)
in

for

perhaps

length

the

a

wing
Others

vividness

of

about
were
their

coloring (Brodia), the markings of which
are still recognizable in the fossil spect.
Fig. 373.-Carboniferous
Scorpion.
Eoscorpius glaber (B. N.
Peach), Lower Carboniferous, Eskdale,
Scotland.
distinct.
which

rnens.

One of the most singular features

yet observed among these ancient insects
is the union in the

same

individual

of

types of structure which are now entirely

M. Ch. Brongniat has recently shown that wings

were admittedly neuropterous,

and were referred to

the genus Dictyoneura, were really attached to bodies which
are unquestionably orthopterous.

'

Oh. Brongniarl, Bull. Soc. Geol. France (3), xi. p. 142; also Seudder,
Geol. Mag. 1881, p. 293; Mom. Boston. Soc. Nat. fist. iii. 1883, p. 213; Proc.
Amer. Lead. 1884, p. 167; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Nos. 31 and 1. 11. Wood
ward, Q. J. Geol. Soc. 1872, p. 60.
The student interested in the study of
fossil insects will find Mr. Scudder's Bibliography of the subject, Bull. U. S.
Geol. Surv. No. 71, 1890, a valuable book of reference.
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Carboniferous

the vertebrate world had a sala

mander-like body with relatively weak limbs and a
long tail.
Sometimes the limbs seem to have been
undeveloped, so
that the body was serpent-like.
The head was protected by
bony

plates, and there was likewise a ventral armor of in

tegumentary scales.

The British Carboniferous rocks have

yielded about 20 genera (Anthracosaurus, Loxomma, Ophi
derpetori,

Pholiderpeton,

Pteroplax,

Urocordylus,

etc.).

These were probably fluviatile animals of predaceous habits,
living on fish, crustacea, and other organisms of
or salt waters of the coal-lagoons.
lieved to have measured

The larger forms are be

7 or 8 feet in length; some of the

smaller examples, though adult and
as many inches."'
be in part Permian,
number

of

fishes."'

genera

The

the fresh

perfect, do not exceed

The coal-field of Bohemia, which may
has likewise furnished a considerable
and

terrestrial

species

of

Labyrinthodonts

fauna obtained

and

from the interior

of fossil trees in the Coal-measures of Nova Scotia includes
land-shells

of

which several

genera are

now known (Den

dropupa,'°° Pupa, Anthracopupa, Zonites, and Dawsonella).
Fossil plants do not serve so well for purposes of geologi
cal classification as fossil animals (pp. 1081, 1096, 1110).

In

the Saxon Coal-field, however, Geinitz (1856)' distinguished
five zones, each characterized by its own facies of vegeta
tion.

1st.

The

Cuim with Lepidodendron veitheimianuin,

Calamites transitionis, followed by the remaining four zones,
which comprise the productive coal-measures; viz.

2d, the

194 Miall, Brit. Assoc. 1813, 1874.
'
0. Feistmantel, Archiv. Naturw. Landesdurehforsch. Böhmen. v. No. 3,
1883, p. 55; A. Fritseh, "Fauna der Gaskohie Böhmens," 189 and subsequent
years.
196 J. W. Dawson, Phil. Trans. vol. 13, 1882, p. 621.
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zone of Sigillarias; 3d, the zone of Calamites; 4th, the zone
of Annularia; and 5th, the zone of Ferns."'
Grand' Eury

has

subdivided

the

More recently

Carboniferous system

of

central Fraice into the following members, according. to the
succession of vegetation:"'
"

Supra-Carboniferous Flora, simpler and less
rich than that below, showing a passage into the Permian
flora above, characterized by a rapid diminution of Alethop
tens, Odontopteris xenopteroides, D ictyop.teni s, Annularia,
The Calamites are represented by abun
Spheuophyllum.
dant individuals of C. vanians and C. Suckowii, also As
terophyllites equisetiformis; the ferns by Pecopteris cyathe
oides, P. hemitelioides, Odontopteris minor, 0. Sehlotheimii,
several species of Neuropteris, etc.; the Sigillarias by S.
Brardii, S. spinulosa, and Stigmaria ficoides; Oordaites by
numerous narrow-leaved forms; the Calamodendra by a pro

digious abundance of some species, e.g. Calamodendron his
triatum, Calarnites cruciatus, Arthropitus subcommunis; the
and some others.
conifers by
Walchiapiniformis
U pp e r Coal 1410 r a (properly so called).-Cal amites
often abundant-C. interruptus, C. Suckowii, 0. cannefor
mis, Asterophyllites h ipp aroides, Macrostachya infundibu ii
formis (very common), Annularia brevifolia, and. A. longi.
folia (common throughout), Sphenophyllurn obloDgifoliuni.
Ferns richly developed, particularly of the genera Pecopteris
(P. unita, arguta, polymorpha, and especially Schlotheimii);
Odontoptenis (0. reichiana, Brardii, mixoneura, xenopte
roides, the last extremely abundant); Cauloptenis macrodis
cus, Alethopteris Grandini in great profusion, Callipte rich urn
Lepidodenth'a have
(0. ovatum, gigas, densifolia, common).
almost disappeared; Siillarie are not uncommon (S. rhity
dolepis, S. Brardii), wits Stigmariopsis and Syringodendron.
Cordaites occurs in great abundance; the conifers are repre
sented by Waichia piniformis and a few other species.
Calamodendra

mites craciatus.

occur

in great

abundance,

especially Cala

Upper Coal Flora-(Lower Zone, F lore du terrain
houiller sous-sup6rie ure. -Calami tes
and Asterophyllites
"

"Geognos. Darst. Steiuk. Sachsen1" 1856, p. 83; "Die Steinkohien
Deutschlands," 1865, i. p. 29.
198 "Flore Carhoiiifere du
Departernot: do Ia Loire et du Centre do la France,'
Grand'
Meni.
Say.
Cyrile
Bury,
Etrangers, xxiv. 1877.
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abundant in individuals and
species (C. Suckowii, Cistii,
cannaformis, varians, approximatus, A.
rigidus, grandis,
Annularia
rad.iata,
hippuroides),
Sphenophyllum.
Among
the ferns there are few true sphenopterids, but
Neuropteris
is common (N. flexuosa, auriculata), also
Odontopteris (0.
reichiana, Schlotheimii), Pecopteris (P. arborescens, pulchra,
cand olliana, villosa, oreopteridia, crenulata,
aspidoiaes, eleCaulopteris, Psaronius.
Lepidodendra are few L.
9ans),
ternbergii,
elegans, Lepidostrobus sub-variabilis,
Lepi
laricinus,
Knorria
Selloni,
dophloios
Lepidophyllum majus).
Slglllarlo]d forms are likewise on the wane when compared
with their profusion below (Sigillaria
elliptica, Candollii,
tessellata, elegans, grasiana, l3rardii, spinulosa: Syringoden
dron cyclostigma, distans; Stigmaria ficoides abundant).
Cordaites, however, now becomes the dominant group of
plants, but with a somewhat different facies from that which
it
in the middle Coal-measures (0. borassifolius, C.
presents
principalis, Dadoxylon Braudlingii, Cardiocarpus emargina.
tus, Gutbieri, major, ovatus).
Calamites cruciatus makes
its
also Waichia piniform.is.
appearance,
Mi d dl e 0 o a 1 F lo r a-(Upper Zone, Supra-moyenne.
-Calamites

(C. Suckowii, Cistii, ca un formis,
ramosus; Asterophyllites foliosus, 1onifo1ius, grandis, rigi.
dus; Annularia minuta, brevifoha; bphenophyllum saxi
Ferns repre
fragfo1ium, Schlotheimii, truncaturn, majus.
sented by Splienopteris (S. latifolia, irregularis, trifoliolata,
cristata,

numerous

Pi'epecopteris (maximum of this genus),
Pecopteris (P. abbreviata, villosa, Cistii, oreopteridia, etc.),
Lepidodendra
Caulopteris, Neuropteris, and other genera.
are not infrequent (Lepidodendron aculeatu.m, Sternbergii,
etc.).

elegans, rimosum; Lepidostrobus variabilis; Lepidophloios
laricinus, Lepidophyllum majus, and various Lycopodites.
The proportion of Sigillaria is always large (S. Cortei, inter
media, Sillimanni, tessellata, cyclostigma, alternans, Bron
gniarti, Stigmaria, ficoides, minor). Pseudosigillaria is abun
dant, especially P. monostigma.
Cordaites appears in some
places abundantly (0. borassifolius, Artisia transversa, Cia
discus schnorrianus), and its fruits are numerous and. varied

(Cardiocarpus emargi natus, orbicularis, ovatus).
M i d d 1 e Co a I F lo r a (properly so called), character
ized above all by the dominant place of the Sigillarioids,
which now surpass the lepidodendroids and form the main
The genus Sigillaria here attains
mass of the coal-seams.
its maximum development (S. Groeseri, angusta, scutellata,
intermedia, elongata, notata, alternans, rugosa, remformis,
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striata, rimosa,
leopoldina, and many more; Pseudosigillaria
Lepidoderidroids
monostigma; Stigmaria ficoides, minor).
are large and frequent (Lepidodendron aculeatum, obovatum,
caudatum, ri mosuin,
Sternbergii, elens; Lepidophloios
laricinus; Ulodendron rnaj us, minus; Ralonia tuberculata,
tortuosa, regularis; Le pidophyllum maj us; Lepidostrobus
variabilis).

The ferns are abundant and varied; the Sphen.
opterids include many species, of which Sphenopteris ben
inghausii and tenelia are common (also S. BronnI, Schiot
rigida, furcata, elegans); Alethopteris is
very plentiful (A. lonchitica, Serhi, Mantelli, heterophylia);
Bi'icii
and
L. Roh iii;
also Lonchopteris
Prepecopteris,
flex
aosa, Loshii,
ton,
Pecopteris, Megaphy
Neuropteris (N.
heirnii,

ten uifolia,

The cala
gigantea), Oyclopteris, Aulacopteris.
mites are widely diffused and abundant, especially Calamites
dubius, undulatus, ramosus, decoratus, Steinhaueri; Aste
rophyllites subhi puroides, gran dis, longifoli us; V olkrnan
tenuifolia,

nia

'binneyana;
Sphenophyllurn seems here to reach its
maximum, characteristic species
being S. emargi natum,
erosum,
dentatum,
truneatu m,
Sehlot
saxifragrefolium,
heirnii.
Some coals and shales abound with Cardiocarpus,

also Trigonocarpus, and N oggerathia.
M i d d 1 e C o a 1 F 1 o r a-(Lower Zone, F lore houillère
are
sons - moyenne). - 1epidodendroids
characteristically
abundant and varied (Lepidodendron
aculeatum, obova
turn, oren aturn, Hal dingeri, undulaturn, longifolium;
and
Lepidophloios larici nus, intermedi us, crassicaulis; Uloden
dron, abundant in England, U. dichotornurn, punctaturn,
majus,

minus,

ilalonia
tortuosa,
etc.;
regularis,
etc.).
are
numerous
oculata,
(Sigillaria
eIegau,
Sigillarioids
mamillaris,
alveolaris,
reniformis;
sc utellata,
elongata,
ficoides,
minor, stellata, reticulata; Dictyoxy
Sigrnaria
ion, Lyginodendron).
Calamites abound Calamites canne
formis,

Suckowii,

phyllites

Oistii,

decoratus, approximatus; Astero
longifolius; Volkmaunia
subhippuroides,
Ferns likewise form a notable part of the Era,
flora,

especially splienopterids (Sphenopteris latifolia, acutifolia,
elega ns, dissecta, furcata, Gravenhors ti i, nervosa, m aricata,
obtusiloba,
trifoliata);
also Prepecopteris
silesiaca, oxy
Gloelceri, dentata; Megaphyton majus; Pecopteris
The neuropterids
ophiodermatica and other similar forms.
become abundant (Neuropteris heterophylla, Loshii, gigan
tea, tenuifolia; Cyclopteris ohliqua; Alethopteris lonchitica,
phylla,

The abundant Corlaites of the higher measures are
etc.).
absent, though the fruit Carpolithes occasionally occurs.
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In f r a-Co al-rn e as u. r e Flor a-(Millstone
grit, 1'&ae
infra-houiller), characterized
essentially by lepidodendroids
and
stigmanas.-Lepidodendron aculeatum, obovatum, cre
natum, brevifolium, caudatum, carinatum, rimosum, yolk
mannianuni;
Ulodendron punetatum,
ellipticum, majus;
Halonia tuberculosa;
interrnedius,
laricinus.
Lepicfophloios
is
not
common,
but S. oculata, alveolata
Sigillaria
very
Knorrii,
minima,
and other species occur.
(_Stern.),
trigona,
The ferns are more varied than in older
parts of the system,
the
dominant
splienopterids being
types (Sphenopteris dig.
tans, elegans,
furcata,
dissecta, rigida, divan
tridactylites,
cata, hnearis, acutiloba,
The genus Pecopteris is rep
etc.).
resented by a few species.
Neuropteris is comparatively
rare (N. Loshii, tenuifolia),
Alethoptenis appears in the
A.
lonchitica, and a few others.
widespread species
Cala
mites are not relatively abundant (Calamites undulatus,
Steinhaueri, communis,
lites foliosus, etc.).

canneformis,

Cistii;

Asterophyl

Flora of the Upper Gray
wacke.-Lepidoden
droids are the prevalent forms (Lepidodendron carinatum,
polyphyllum, volkmannianum, rugosum, caudaturn, aculea
turn, obovatum; Halonia tetrasticha, regularis; Ulodendron
ovale, commutatum).
Stigmaria in several species occurs,
sometimes abundantly; but Sigillaria is rare (S. undulata,
Voltzii, costata, subelegans, venosa, Guerangeni, verneuil
lana).
Calamites are not infrequent (C. Roemeni, Voltzii,
cannformis, etc.).
The ferns are chiefly
sphenopterids
(Sphenopteris dissecta, elegans, Gersdorfi, distans, tridacty
lites, sehistorum; Cycloptenis tenuifolia, ilaidingeri, flabel
lata; Prepecopteris aspera, subdentata; Neuropteris hetero
phylla, Loshii).
F 10 r a o f t h e C a 1 in, characterized by the abundance
lepidodendroids of the type of L. veitheimianum (with

of
Knornia

imbnicata), by the number of Bornia transitionis,
associated with Calamites Roemeri, Stigmaria ficoides (and
other species), and by the abundance of the paheopterid
ferns (Paheopteris Machaneti, antiqua, dissecta (Sphenop
tens), affinis (Fig. 364);
.Rhodea
Cardiopteris frondosa;
divanicata,

elegans,

Schimperi,

etc.).

moravica;

Sphenopteris

Göpperti,

Carboniferous Limestone Flora.-Thepa1eo
tend, ferns reach a maximum (Paliooptenis inacjuilatera,.lin
sea3formis, polymorpha, frondosa.
Sphenopterid forms are
found in Sphenoptenis bifida, lanceolata, confertifolia.
The

old genus Oyclostigma here disappears (0. minuta, Nathors-
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tii).
The more characteristic. lepid.odendroids ztre Lepido
dendron weikianuni,, veitheimi an am, sq uamosum; Knorria
The flora includes also Stigmaria
imbri'c.ata, aciculai'is.
ficoides, rugosa; Bornia transitionis; Asterophyllites ele
gans, etc.

§ 2.

Local

Development

The European development of the Carboniferous system
presents certain well-marked local types, which bring clearly
before the mind some of the successive geographical features
of the time.
During the earlier half of the Carboniferous
north and north
period there still lay much laud toward the
west of the present iuropean area, whence a continuous sup
A sea of
ply of sandy and muddy sediment was derived.
moderate depth and clear water extended from the Atlantic
across the site of central Ireland, the heart of England, and
The southern margin of this
Belgium into Westphalia.
ancient Mediterranean was probably formed by the ridge of
older Pala3ozoic and crystalline rocks, which, extending from
the west of England into the Boulonnais, and from Brittany
into central France, sweeps eastward by the uplands of the
Ardennes, Huncisruck, Taunus, and Thuringer Wald into
In the deeper and clearer water, mas
Saxony and Silesia.
sive beds of limestone accumulated; but toward the land, at

least on the north side of the sea, there was an increasingly
abundant deposit of sand and mud, with occasional seams of
The whole region underwent
coal and sheets of limestone.
slow subsidence and infihling of sediment, until at least vast
marshes and jungles occupied tracts that had been. previ
By degrees, the lower parts of the surrounding
likewise submerged beneath the accumulating
the sinking
coal-growths, which consequently spread over
areas.
Hence, while across the central portions of the Car
boniferous region the normal succession of strata presents
ously sea.
land were

a lower marine division, consisting mainly of limestone, and
an upper brackish-water division, composed of sandstones,
shales, and coal-seams, the marginal tracts show hardly any
limestone, some of them indeed, as in central France, con
taining only the highest part of the upper division.

The British Isles."'-The general sequence just referred to
199 For detailed information
regarding British Carboniferous rocks and fossils
the student may cousult, among early works, Phillips' "Geology of Yorkshire,"
1836, and papers by Prestwich (Geol. Trans. 2d ser. v.), Sedgwick (op. cit. iv.
Q. .L Geol. Soc. viii. Proc. Geol. Soc. ii.). Of later date are memoirs by Binney
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is well illustrated in the structure of the Carboniferous tracts
of Britain, which, being sufficiently extensive to contain more
than one type of the system, cast interesting light on the va

ried geographical conditions under which the rocks were ac
cumulated.
As the land, whence the chief supplies of sedi
ment were derived, rose mainly to the north and northwest,
while the centre of England and Ireland lay under clear
water of moderate depth, the sea shallowed northward into
Scotland, and its bottom was covered with constantly ac
Hence ver
cumulating banks of sand and sheets of mud.
tical sections of the Carboniferous system of Britain differ
greatly according to the districts in which they are taken.
The subjoined table may be regarded as expressing the
typical subdivisions which can be recognized, with modifi
cations, in all parts of the country:

3

2.

1.

Red and gray sandstones, clays and sometimes breccias,
with occasional seams and streaks of coal and Spirorbis
limestone: Cythere inflata, Spirorbis pusillus (carbo
narius).
Middle or chief coal-bearing series of sandstones, clays
Coat-measures
and shales, with numerous workable coals: Anthracosia,
An thracomya, Beyrichia, Estheria, Spirorbis, etc.
Gannister beds, flagstones, shales and thin coals, with
hard siliceous (gannister) pavements: Orthoceras, Gonia
tites, Posidonomya, Aviculopecten, Lingula, etc.
Grits,
Millstone Grit
flagstones and shales, with thin seams of coal.
Yoredale group of shales and grits, passing down into dark
shales and limestones: Goniatites, Aviculopecten, Posido
nomya, Lingula, Discina, etc.
"
Thick (Scaur or Main) limestone in south and centre of
England and Ireland, passing northward into sandstones,
"
shales, and coals with limestones (abundant corals, polyCarboniferous
zoa, brachiopods, lamellibranchs, etc)
Limestone
Lower Limestone Shale of south and centre of England
series
(marine fossils like those of overlying limestone). The
Calciferous Sandstone group of Scotland (marine, estua
rifle, and terrestrial organisms), probably represents the
Scaur Limestone and Lower Limestone Shale, and grad
uates downward insensibly into the Upper Old Red
Sandstone.
1.

CARBONIFEROUS
EQUIVALENTS.-In the

LIMESTONE
southwest

of

SERIES

AND

England,

LOCAL
and

in

Davis and Lees, "West
(Q. J. Geol. Soc. ii. xviii.), Kirkby (op. cit. xxxvi.);
Yorkshire," 1878; G-. H. Morton, numerous papers in Proc. Liverpool Geol.
Soc. Hull's "Coal-Fields of Great Britain," 4th ed. 1881. The Memoirs of
the Geological Survey will be found to supply much detailed information for the
various Carboniferous tracts of Britain; see, for example, the "Geology of the
Yorkshire Coal-Field," by Messrs. Green and Russell, "Geology of Flint and
Mold," by A. Strahan. Some local papers are referred to in subsequent notes.
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South W a 1 e s, the Carboniferous system passes down con
The passage beds
formably into the Old Red Sandstone.

consist

of

yellow, green, and reddish sandstones, green,
gray, red, blue, and variegated mans and shales, sometimes
full of terrestrial plants.
They are well exposed on the
Pembrokeshire coasts, marine fossils being there found even
among the argillaceous beds at the top of the Red Sandstone
They occur with a thickness of about 500 feet in the
gorge of the Avon near Bristol, but show less than half that
At their base there lies a
depth about the Forest of Dean.
bone-bed containing abundant palatal teeth.
Not far above
this horizon, plant-bearing strata are found.
Hence these
series.

rocks bring before us a mingling of terrestrial and marine
In Yorkshire, near Lowther Castle, Brough,
conditions.
and in Rave nstonedale, alternations of red sandstones,
shales, and clays, containing Stigmaria and other plants,
occur in the lower part of the Carboniferous Limestone.

Along the eastern edge of the Silurian hills of the Lake
district, at the base of the Pennine escarpment and round
the Cheviot Hills, a succession of red and gray sandstones,
and green and red shales and mans with plants, underlies
the base of the Carboniferous Limestone.
It is highly

however, that these red strata form merely a locit
Erobable,
ase, and occur on many successive horizons; so that they
should be regarded not as marking any particular period,

but rather as indicating the recurrence or persistence of cer
tain peculiar littoral conditions of deposit during the sub
sidence of the laud (p. 862).
Further north, in the southern
counties of Scotland, the Upper Old Red Sandstone, with its
characteristic fishes, graduates upward into reddish and gray
sandstones with Carboniferous plants.
In Devon and Cornwall a type of the Carboniferous sys
tem is found, which, though it does not occur elsewhere in
Britain, has been ascertained to reappear and to have a wide
extension in central Europe.
It presents a thick seiies of
well-bedded, grits, sandstones, shales, often dark gray, and
occasional thin limestones, and passes down conformably
into upper Devonian strata.
Though much contorted and
faulted, like the Devonian formations of the same region,
this arenaceous and shaly series has yielded a sufficiently

large number of recognizable fossils to show its geological
The plants resemble generally those found in the
position.
Calciferous Sandstone series of Scotland.
The animal re
mains include species of Orthoceras, Goniatites, Posido
uomya (P Becheri) (Jhonetes, Spirifer (S. Urei), Phullipsia,
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etc., an assemblage that also points to a position low down
in the Carboniferous system.
This series of strata is known
as the Cuim-measures, and the name Cuim has been
adopted
as the designation of this type of Lower Carboniferous rocks
Bands of tuft, diabase, etc., mark
abroad.
contemporaneous
volcanic activity during the deposition of the Devonshire
Culm.20°
In

the south and southwest of England, and in South
Wales, the base of the Carboniferous system consists of cer
tain dark shales known as Lower Limestone Shale,
in which a few characteristic fossils of the Carboniferous
Limestone occur.
These basement beds vary up to rather
more than 400 feet in thickness.
They are overlain con
formably by the thick mass of limestone, which in Britain
and

Belgium forms a most characteristic member of the
Carboniferous system.
The name Carboniferous Limestone (or Moun
tain Limestone) was given by Couybeare to the thick mass
of limestone which in the southwest of England is inter
posed between. the Old Red. Sandstone and the Coal-meas
ures.

As

the geological structure of the country came to
be more fully known, the limestone was found to pass later
ally into sandy and argillaceous strata. The term Carbonifer
ous Limestone Series is now applied to this division of the
which attains its greatest thickness in the north,
though the un. estone there forms a subordinate part of the
whole series.
Toward the south, on the other hand, the
limestone increases in dimensions till it practically consti
system,

tutes the entire thickness of the series.
In the Pennine
chain, which forms the axis of the north of England, the
Carboniferous Limestone series attains a thickness of nearly
4000 feet, yet this is not its entire depth, for its base is not
seen.

Of this great thickness the lowest visible 1600 feet
Traced southward the limestone in
consist of limestone.
creases in magnitude, till in the Mendip fills it attains its
maximum thickness of about 3000 feet,
Followed, on the
other hand, toward the north, the calcareous part of the
series diminishes to a few thin seams of limestone, the main

mass of rock consisting of sandstone and shale with seams of
The Pennine chain appears to have been
coal and ironstone.
the area of maximum depression during the early part of the
Carboniferous period in England. The great and rapid vanOO Do la Beche, "Geology of Cornwall," etc.
Ussher, Geol. Mag. 1887,
p. 10, Proc. Somerset Arch. Nat. II 1st. Soc. xxxviii. 1892, p. 111.
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ations in thickness of the limestone may indicate inequalities
in the downward movement, and perhaps to some extent
irregularities in. the growth of corals and the accumulation
of calcareous debris.
The great mass of 3000 feet of lime
stone in the Mendip Hills dwindles down to less than 400
feet in the Forest of Dean, a distance of only some 30 miles.
The thickness rises in Monmouthshire to 1000 feet, but sinks
in 0-lamorganshire to half that amount.
Westward in Caldy

Island it swells out again to 2300 feet, while still further
west, on the coast of Pembrokeshire, it disappears alto
20'
gether.
Where typically developed, the Carboniferous Limestone
is a massive well-bedded limestone, chiefly light bluish-gray
in color, varying from a compact homogeneous to a dis
tinctly crystalline texture, and rising into ranges of hills,
whence its original name "Mountain Limestone."
It is
sometimes, especially near Bristol, distinctly oolitic, and
often contains occasional scattered irregular nodules and.

nodular beds of dark chert (phtanite).202
Though it is abun
dantly fossiliferous, little has yet been done in working out
in detail the successive life-zones of this great mass of rock,
as has been performed so well for the corresponding lime
stone series of Belgium.
The fossils commonly stand out
on weathered surfaces of the rock, but microscopic investi
gation shows that even those portions of the mass which ap

pear most structureless consist of the crowded remains of
marine organisms.
The limestone has been derived en
from the organisms of the sea-floor, either growing
tirely
up into a solid mass after the manner of coral-reefs, or
spreading over the bottom in sheets of crinoid detritus, or
coral sand, mixed with the remains of foraminifera, mol
lusks, etc.
Diversities of color and lithological character

occur, whereby the bedding of the thick calcareous mass can
be distinctly seen.
Here and there, a more markedly crys
talline structure has been superinduced; while along lines of
20! Dc Ia Bocho
(Mom. Geol. Surv. i. p. 112) states that the limestone is
there overlapped by the Coal-measures.
It would be interesting to ascertain
if the disappearance of the limestone may not rather be duo to an overthrust of
the Coal-measures upon it.
Do Ia Beche believed that the thickest zone of the
limestone lay to the south, from Mendip westward through Caldy Island, and
that the thickness rapidly diminished northward.
202 The cliert bands of the Carboniferous Limestone have been shown
by
Dr. linde to be largely composed of spicules of siliceous sponges, Geol. Mag.
1887, p. 435; and "British Paheozoic Sponges," Pal. Soc. for 1887, p. 98,
1888. Dr. linde has also described similar beds from the Permo-Carboniferous
rocks of Spitzbergen, Geol. Mug. 1888, p. 241,
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principal joints the rock on either side for a breadth of 20
or 30 fathoms is
occasionally converted into yellowish or
brown dolomite or "dunstone"
In Derbyshire,
(see p. 547).
sheets of
lava,
termed
"toadstone,"
contemporaneous
locally
are interpolated in the Carboniferous Limestone.
Other evi
dences of contemporaneous volcanic action have been noted
in the Isle of Man"' and in Devonshire, ° but it is in Scot
land, as will be
immediately referred to, that the most re
markable proofs of abundantly active Carboniferous vol
canoes have been preserved.
In the Carboniferous areas of the southwest of
England
and South Wales, the limits of the Carboniferous Limestone
are well defined by the Lower Limestone Shale below, and
the Farewell Rock or Millstone Grit above.
In the Pen
by
nine area, however, the massive limestone is succeeded
by
a series of shales, limestones, and sandstones, known as the
Yoredale Group.
These cover a large area and attain
a great thickness.
In North Staffordshire they are 2300 feet
thick.
In Lancashire, they attain still greater dimensions,
Mr. Hull having there found them -to be no less than 4500
feet thick.
Both the lower or main (Scaur) limestone and
the Yoredale group pass northward into sandstones and
shales with coal seams.
In Northumberland, the Carbo
niferous

Limestone

series
lowing subdivisions :20

has

been grouped

into

the

fol

Upper Calcareous group, from the base of the Mill
stone grit to the Great Limestone, 350-1200 feet.
Lower Calcareous group, from the Great Limestone to
the bottom of the Dun or Redesdale Limestone,
1300-2500 feet.
Carbonaceous group, Scremerston coals, from the Dun
Limestone to the top of the Fell Sandstone, 800-2500
feet.
Fell Sandstone, 500-1600 feet.
Tuedian or Cement-Stone group, 500-1500 feet.
Basement conglomerate.
203 J" Home, Trans. Geol. Soc. Edin. ii. 1874, p. 332; B. Elobson, Quart.
Yn Lioar Manninagh, Douglas, January,
Joumn. Geol. Soc. xlvii. 1891, p. 432.
1892, p. 337.
°' Do la Beche, "Report on the Geology of Cornwall," etc., 1839, p. 119;
P. Rutloy, "The Eruptive Rocks of Brent Tor," Mem. Geol. Surv. 1878.
205 See G. Tate's "History of Ainwick," vol. ii. 1869, p. 441; II. Miller,
Brit. Assoc. 1886, sects. p. 615; and "Geology of Otterbourne," etc., Mem.
Geol. Bury. 1887.
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These subdivisions are not all fully developed in any one
district, but the average thickness of the whole is at least as
great as in districts further south.
Traced

northward into Scotland, the Carboniferous
Limestone series undergoes a still further petrographical and
Its massive limestones dwindle
pa1tonto1ogical change.
down, and are replaced by thick courses of yellow and white

sandstone, dark shale, and seams of coal and. ironstone,
among which only a few thin sheets of limestone are to be
met with.
Scottish geologists have divided the lower half
of their Carboniferous system into two well-marked series
the Calciferous Sandstones and the Carboniferous Limestone.
The Calciferous Sandstone series is
composed of
two groups of strata-the lower of which, or Red Sandstone
group, consists of red, white, and yellow
blue, gray, green, and red mans or clays,
or Cement-stone group is made up of white
stones, blue, gray, green, and black shades

sandstones, with
while the upper

and yellow sand
and mans, thin

coals, seams of limestone and cement-stone, and abundant
volcanic rocks.
The red sandstones pass down into the
Upper Old Red Sandstone, from which they differ in the
less intensity of their color, in the frequent gray and
pur
tints
assume,
in
the
absence
of
the
brick-red
they
plish
deep
mans so marked in the Upper Old Bed Sandstone, and in
the occurrence of carbonaceous streaks and, tree-trunks,
roots, and twigs.
In the west of Scotland there occur
among the red sandstones (some of which contain Upper
Old Bed Sandstone fishes) bands of limestone full of true

Carboniferous Limestone corals and brachiopods.
Hence it
is evident that the Carboniferous Limestone fauna had al

ready appeared outside the British area before the final ces
sation of the peculiar conditions of sedimentation of the Old
Red Sandstone period.
It was not, however, until these
conditions had disappeared that the sea began to invade the
lakes and. creep over the sinking land of this part of Britain,
and to bring with it the abundant Carboniferous Limestone
fauna.
The Calciferous Sandstones of Scotland represent a
phase of sedimentation contemporaneous with the deposition
of the Lower Limestone Shale and the Scaur Limestone of
the Carboniferous Limestone series of
England.
One of the most singular features of the Lower Carbonif
erous rocks of Scotland is the prodigious abundance of the
intercalated volcanic rocks.
So varied, indeed, are the char
acters of these masses, and so manifold and
interesting is the
throw
light they
upon volcanic action, that the region may
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be studied

as a typical one for this class of
phenomena.
(See Book IV. Part-VII. Sect. i) Inland sections are abun
dant on the sides of the hills and in the
stream-courses, while
along the sea-shore the rocks have been
admirably exposed.
Two great phases or
of
volcanic
action
types
during Carbo
niferous time may be recognized:
(1) Plateaus, where the
volcanic materials were
discharged so copiously that they
now form broad table-lands or
ranges of hills, sometimes
hundreds
of
miles
in extent and 1500 feet or
many
square
more in thickness; (2)
Puys, where the ejections were often
confined to the discharge of a small amount of
fragmentary
materials from a single independent vent, and where, when
lavas and more copious showers of ash were thrown out,
they generally covered only a small area round the volcano
which discharged them."'
The Plateau
type of eruption was specially developed
Its
during the deposition of the Calciferous San. stones.
Iavas consist of augite-olivine rocks
(picrites, limburgites,
basalts, porphyrites, and trachytes, while its necks or vents
are filled with agglomerates, felsites, and, in East Lothian,
Sheets of tuff are intercalated among the
phonolites.207
The Puy type was, on the whole, of later
bedded lavas.
date, reaching its chief development during the time of the
Carboniferous Limestone.
Its lavas are mostly basalts of
various types, together with picrtes, diabases, and
porphy
rites.
Tuffs and a2'Iomerates are abundant. not infre-

qu.ently containing organic remains.
While the scattered. vents of the puys, with their asso
ciated lavas and tuffs, occur on many horizons, the plateau
lavas occupy a tolerably definite position in the Calciferous
Sandstones, though sometimes confined to the lower part of
that group, sometimes ascending to the very base of the Car
This volcanic zone forms an
boniferous Limestone series.
important feature in the geology of southern Scotland.

Composed of nearly horizontal sheets of porphyrite, dia
base, and basalt, it extends from the Clyde islands on the
west to Stirling on the east, and sweeps in high table-lands
It reappears in East
through Renfrewshire and Ayrshire.
Lothian, and
fresh

presents
trachytic lavas.

there some interesting and remarkably
Even far to the south, in Berwick-

205 Presidential Address, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1892, p. 105; Trans. Roy.
Soc. Edin. xxix. p. 437.
207 F. H. Hatch, Trans. Roy. Soc. Min. 1892, and Presidential Address just
cited.
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shire,

Roxburghshire, and Kirkcudbright, volcanic sheets
occupy the same position, and extend across into the Eng
lish border.
The upper subdivision of the Calciferous Sandstones,

knowu as the Cement-stone group, consists of two sections
differincr from each other in lithological character, and
point.
The lower section is
ing to distinct conditions of deposit.
made
p of thin-bedded white, yellow, and green sand.
stones, gray, green, blue, and red clays and shales, with
thin bands of pale argillaceous limestone or cement-stone.

Seams of gypsum occasionally appear.
These strata are, on
the whole, singularly barren of organic remains.
They seem
to have been laid down with great slowness, and without
disturbance, in inclosed basins, which were not well fitted
for the support of animal life,
though fragmentary plants
serve to show that the adjoining slopes were covered with
vegetation.
They underlie the volcanic zone in Stirling
shire and the Lothians, and overlie it in Berwickshire.
The
upper section is chiefly developed in the basin of the Firth
of Forth, where, overlying the volcanic zone, it
presents an
entirely distinct lithological aspect and is abundantly fos
siliferous.
It there usually consists of yellow,
gray, and
white sandstones, with blue and black shales,
clay-iron
stones, limestones, "cement-stones," and occasional seams
of coal.
The sandstones form excellent bui1din
stones, the
borne of the
city of Edinburgh having been built of them.

shales are so bituminous as to yield, on distillation, from
thirty to forty gallons of crude petroleum. to the ton of

shale; they have consequently been largely worked for the
manufacture of mineral-oils.
The limestones are usually
dull gray or yellow, and close-,grained, in seams seldom
more than a few inches thick, and graduate by addition of
clay and protoxide of iron into cement-stone; but occasion

ally they swell out into thick lenticular masses like the
well-known limestone of Burdie House, so long noted for its
remarkable fossil fishes.
This
limestone appears to be
mainly made of the crowded cases of a small ostracod crus
tacean (Leperditia 0 keni, var. scoto- burdigalensis).
The
coal-seams are few and commonly too thin to be workable,
though one of them, known as the Houston coal, has been
mined to some extent in Linlithgowshire.
The fossils of
the Cement-stone
indicate an alternation of fresh or
group
brackish water and marine conditions.
They include numer
ous plants, of which the most abundant are
Sphenopteris
affinis (Fig. 364, Lepidodendron (two or three
species, Lepi"
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dostrobus variabilis (Fig. 367, b),
Ostracod
Araucarioxylon.
crustaceans, chiefly the Leperditia above mentioned, crowd

With these are usually associated abun
many of the shales.
dant traces of the presence of fish, either in the form of
The fol
coprolites, or of scales, bones, plates, and teeth.
lowing are characteristic species: Elonichthys striolatus,
E. Robisom, Rhadinichthys ornatissimu.s, Nematoptychius

Greenockii, Eurynotus crenatus (Fig. 363), Rhizoctus fib
berti,. Megalichthys
tuberculatus, Callo
sp., Gyracanthus
At
intervals through
pristodus (Otenoptychius) pectinatus.
out the
marine
horizons
occur,
usually as shale bands
group,
marked by the
presence of such distinctively Carboniferous
Limestone species as Sprorbis carbonarius, Discina nitida,
Lingula squamiformis, Bellerophon. decussatus, and Ortho
ceras cylindraeeum."8
The Cement-stone group of the basin of the Firth of
.Forth contains a great number and. variety of associated vol
canic masses of the puy type.
At the time when it was de
and coal
posited, the region of shallow lagoons, islets,
growths was dotted over with innumerable small active
The eruptions continued into the time of
volcanic vents.
the Carboniferous Limestone, but ceased before the deposi
tion of the Millstone Grit."'
The Carboniferous Limestone series of Scottish
of the Car
geologists, probably representing the upper part
oredale group of England,
boniferous Limestone series or
consists maily of sandstones, shales, fire-clays, and coal
seams, with an few comparatively thin seams of encrinal lime
The thickest of these limestones, known as the fur
stone.
let or Main limestone, is usually about 6 feet in thickness,

but in the north of Ayrshire swells out to 100 feet, which is
the most massive bed of limestone in any part of the Scot
One of a group of limestone
tish Carboniferous system.
beds at the base of the series, it lies upon a seam of coal,

and. is in some places associated with pyritous shales, which
This super
have been largely worked as a source of alum.
limestone on a seam of coal is of
position of a bed of marine
208 For descriptions of the Calciferous Sandstone group, see Maclaren, "Geol
to accompany the Maps
ogy of Fife and the Lothians"; also the explanations
those
on Sheets 14, 22, 23,
of the Geological Survey of Scotland, particularly
1861,
P. 385; Kirkby,
T. Brown, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. xxii.
32, 33 and 34.
559.
xxxvi.
Q. J. Geol. Soc.
p.
209 For an account of these Puy see Presidential A.ddress, Quart. Journ.
the
Geol. Soc. 1892, p. 125; Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. xxix. p. 431. Some of
303-307
of
this
text-book.
vents are represented in Figs. 297-301,
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Above these lower lime.
frequent occurrence in Scotland.
stones comes a thick mass of strata containing many valu
able coal-seams and ironstones (Lower or
dge Coals).
Some of these strata are

full of terrestrial plants (Lepido
dendron, Sigillaria, Stigmaria, Sphenopteris, Alethopteris);
others, particularly the ironstones, and the shales associated
with the limestones and ironstones, contain marine shells,
such as Lingula, Discina, Leda, Myalina, Euomphalus.
Numerous remains of fishes have been obtained, more es
pecially from some of the ironstones and coals (Gyracanthus
formosus

and

lRhizodus

ilibberti,

thodes,

other

fin-spines,
with species

iibberti,
Megalichthys
of Elonichthys, Acan

Remains of labyrinth oclonts
Ctenoptychius, etc.).
have also been found in this group of strata, and have been
detected even down in the Burdie House limestone.
The
highest division of the Scottish Carboniferous Limestone
series consists of a group of sandstones and shades, with a
few coal-seams, and three, sometimes more, bands of marine

limestone.
Although these limestones are each only about
2 or 3 feet thick, they have a wonderful persistence through
out the coal-fields of central Scotland.
As already men
tioned (p. 860), they can be traced over an area of at least

1000 square miles, and they probably extended originally
over a considerably greater region.
'The Hurlet limestone,
with its underlying coal, can also be followed across a sim

ilar extent of country.
Hence it is evident that, during cer
tain epochs of the Carboniferous period, a singular uni
formity of conditions prevailed over a large region of deposit
in the centre of Scotland.
A distinguishing feature of the Carboniferous Limestone
series of Scotland is the abundance of its intercalated vol
canic rocks of the puy type.
They are well developed in
the basin of the Forth and in North Ayrshire.
The lavas
and tuffs are interbedded among the ordinary sedimentary
strata, and the tuffs are sometimes full of plants or of marine
shells, crinoids, etc.°

The difference between the lithological characters of the
Carboniferous Limestone series, in its typical development
as a great marine formation, and in its arenaceous and argit
laceous prolongation into the north of England and Scot
land, has long been a familiar example of the nature and
application of the evidence furnished by strata as to former
110 See the
papers cited already, p. 1371.
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It shows that the
geographical conditions.
deeper and
clearer water of the Carboniferous sea spread over the site
of Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and Lancashire; that land
lay to
the north, and that, while the whole area was
undergoing
subsidence, the maximum movement took place over the
area of deeper water.
The sediment derived from the north,
the
time of the Carboniferous Limestone, seems to
during
have

sunk

to

the

bottom before it could reach the great
basin in which foraminifers, corals, crinoids, and mollusks
were building up the thick calcareous deposit.
Yet the thin
limestone bands, which run so
persistently among the Lower
Carboniferous rocks in Scotland, prove that there were occa
sional episodes daring which sediment ceased to arrive, and
when the same species of shells, corals, and crinoids
spread
northward toward the land, forming for
time, over the sea
bottom, a continuous sheet of calcareous ooze, like that of
the

These intervals of lime
deeper water further south.
stone-growth no doubt point to times of more rapid submer
gence, perhaps also to other geographical changes, whereby
the sediment was for a time prevented from spreading so far;
It is further deserving of remark that the fossils in these thin
limestones in Scotland, though specifically identical
upper
with those in the thick lower limestones and in the massive
Carboniferous Limestone of central and southwestern Eng
land, are often dwarfed forms, as if the conditions of life
were much less favorable than where the thicker sheets of
calcareous material were accumulated.
The corals, for in
stance, are generally few in number and small in size, and
the large Produetus (P. giganteus) is reduced to a half or
third of the dimensions it attains in its best development.
Viewed as a whole, the Carboniferous Limestone series
of the northern part of the British area contains the records
of a long-continued but intermittent process of subsidence.
The numerous coal-seams, with their under-clays, may be

regarded as surfaces of vegetation that grew in luxuriance
on wide marine mud flats.
They mark pauses in the sub
sidence.
Perhaps we may infer the relative length of these
auses from the comparative thicknesses of the coal-seams.
he overlying and intervening sandstones and shales indi
cate a renewal of the downward movement, and the gradual
infihling of the depressed area with sediment, until the water
once more shoaled, and the vegetation from adjacent swamps

The occasional lime
spread over the muddy flats as before.
-stones serve to mark epochs of more prolonged or more rapid
subsidence, when marine life was enabled to flourish over the
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But that the sea, even though
site of the submerged forests.
tenanted in these northern parts by a limestone-making fauna,
was not so clear and well suited for the development of ani
mal life during some of these submergences as it was further

south, seems to be proved by the paucity and dwarfed forms
of the fossils, as well as by the admixture of clay in the stone.
I r e 1 a n d presents a development of Carboniferous rocks
which on the whole follows tolerably closely that of the sis
ter island. In the northern counties, the lowest members are
evidently a prolongation of the type of the Scottish Calcifer
ous Sandstones.
in the southern districts, however, a very
distinct and peculiar facies of Lower Carboniferous rocks is
to be observed.
Between the Old Red Sandstone and the

Carboniferous Limestone there occurs in the county of Cork
an enormous mass (fully 5000 feet) of black and dark-cray
shales, impure limestones, and gray and green grits, wich
have been so affected by slaty cleavage as to have assumed

more or less perfectly the structure of true cleaved slates.
To these rocks the name of Carboniferous Slate was given
by Griffith.
They contain numerous Carboniferous Lime
stone species of brachiopods, echinoderms, etc., as well as

traces of land-plants in the grit bands.
Great though their
thickness is in Cork, they rapidly change their lithological
character and diminish in mass, as they are traced away
from that district.
In the almost incredibly short space of
15 miles, the whole of the 5000 feet of Carboniferous Slate
of Bantry Bay seems to have disappeared, and at Kenmare
the Old Red

Sandstone is followed immediately and con
This
shale.
formably by the Limestone with its underlyin
rapid change is probably to be explained, as Ju?es suggested,
by a lateral passage of the slate into limestone; the
Carbo-niferous
Slate being, in part at least, the equivalent of the
Carboniferous Limestone.
Between Bandon and Cork the
Carboniferous Slate is conformably overlain by dark shales
containing Coal-measure-fossils, and believed to be true
Coal-measures.
Hence in the south of Ireland, the thick

calcareous accumulations of the limestone series appear to
be replaced by a corresponding depth of argillaceous sedi
mentary rock"
The Carboniferous Limestone swells out to a great thick
ness, and covers a large part of Ireland.
mum in the west and southwest, where,

It attains a maxi
according to Mr.

Qil J B. Jukes, Memoirs Gool.
Survey, Trehuid.
Explanation of Sheets
194, 201 and 202, p. 18; Explanation of Sheets 187, 195 and 196, p. 35.
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it consists in Limerick of the
following subdiBedded limestone
,
" 5
. . .
Cherty zone
5 Limestones and shales
. . .
Cherty zone
(Fenestella limestone .
Lower cherty zone
.
Lower shaly limestones
. . . . . . . . .

Upper (Burren) Limestone
Upper (Caip) Limestone
Lower Limestone

.

.

.

Lower Limestone Shales .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

240 f.
20
1000
40
1900
20
280
100
3600

The ehert (phtanite) bands which form such marked
horizons among these limestones are counterparts of others
found abundantly in the Carboniferous Limestone of Eng
land. and Scotland.
Portions of the limestone have a dolo
mitic character, and sometimes are oolitic.
Great sheets of
porphyrite, basalt, and tuff, representing volcanic eruptions
of contemporaneous date, are interpolated in the Carbonifer

As the limestone is traced
ous Limestone of Limerick."'
northward, it shows a similar change to that which takes
place in the north of England, becoming more and more
split up with sandstone, shale, and coal-seams.""

2. MILLSTONE GRIT.-This name is gften to a group of
sandstones and grits, with shales and clays, which runs per
sistently through the centre of the Carboniferous system from
In South Wales,
South Wales into the middle of Scotland.
it has a depth of 400 to 1000 feet; in the Bristol coal-field, of

about 1200 feet.
Traced northward it is found to be inter
calated with shales, fire-clays, and thin coals, and, like the
lower members of the Carboniferous system, to swell out to
In North
region.
Staffordshire, according to Mr. Hull, it attains a thickness
of 4000 feet, which in Lancashire increases to 5500 feet.
These massive accumulations of sediment were deposited on
enormous

dimensions

in

the

Pennine

the north side of a barrier of more ancient Palaeozoic rocks,
which, during all the earlier part of the Carboniferous pe
riod, seems to have extended across central England, and
which was not submerged until part of the Coal-masures
had been laid down. North of the area of maximum deposit,
the Millstone Grit thins away to not more than 400 or 500
feet.
It continues a comparatively insignificant formation
in Scotland, attaining its greatest thickness in Lanarkshire
212 "Geology of Ireland," p. 't2.
213 Presidential Address, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1892, p. 145
114 Hull's "Physical Geology and Geography o Ireland," 2d edit. 1891, p. 49.
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and Stirlingshire, where it is known as the "Moor Rock."
In Ayrshire it does not exist, unless its place be represented
by a few beds of sandstone at the base of the Coal-measures.
The Millstone Grit is generally barren of fossils.
When
occur,
like
those
are
either
in
the
coal.
they
they
plants,
bearing strata above and below, or marine organisms of

Carboniferous Limestone species.
In Lancashire and South
Yorkshire, indeed, it contains a band of fossiliferous cal

careous shale indistinguishable from some of
Yoredale group and Scaur limestone.

those in the

3.

COAL-ME, ASURES.-ThiS division of the Carboniferous
system consists of numerous alternations of gray, white, yel
low,

sometimes

reddish,

sandstone, dark-gray and black
shales, clay-ironstones, fire-clays, and coal-seams. In South
Wales it attains a maximum depth of about 12,000 feet; in
But in these dis
the Bristol coal-field, about 6000 feet.
tricts, as in most of the Carboniferous areas of Britain, we
cannot be

sure that all the Coal-measures originally de
posited now remain, for they are generally unconformably
covered by later formations.
Palmontological considera
tions, to be immediately adverted to, render it probable
that the closing part of the Carboniferous period is not now
strata.
Toward the
represented in Britain by fossiliferous
end of the Carboniferous period, possibly also within early
Permian time, the Carboniferous strata were in many if not
most districts of Britain upheaved so as to be exposed to

In some areas the denudation was so great that
the Permian rocks, as in the case of the Ma1gn.esian Lime
stone of Durham, sweep across the denuded edges of the
Coal-measures, Millstone grit, and even the higher parts of
denudation.

But these disturbances and
the Carboniferous Limestone.
erosion were not universal within the British region, for we
find that over parts of South Staffordshire these strata are
followed with apparent conformability by the Permian sand
In North Staffordshire, the depth of Coal-measures
stones.
i
about 5000 feet, which in South Lancashire increases to
These great masses of strata diminish as we trace
In Derbyshire, they are
them eastward and northward.
about 2500 feet thick, in Northumberland and Durham
about 2000 feet, and about the same thickness in the
In Scotland, they attain a maxi
Whitehaven coal-field.
8000.

mum of over 2000 feet.
The Coal-measures are susceptible of local subdivisions
indicative of different and variable conditions of deposit.
The following table shows the more important of these;
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GLAMORGANSHIItE
Sou!rn LANOASEURE
CENTRAL SCOTLAND
Feet.
Feet.
Feet.
Upper series: sand
Upper series: shales,
Upper red sandstones
stones, shales, etc.,
red sandstones, Spir
and clays, with Spir
with 26 coal-seams,
orbis limestone, iron
orbis limestone; in
more than
" 3400
stone and thin coal
Fife upward of .
900
Pennant Grit: bard,
seams
.
1600 to 2000 True coal-measures:
thick-bedded sandMiddle series: sand.
sandstones, shales,
stones, and 15 coalstones, sliales, clays,
fire-clays, with
seams .
.
. .
3246
and thick coal-seams
baudsof black-band
Lower series: shales,
The chief repository
ironstone, and nu
ironstones, and 34
of Coal . 3000 to 4000
merous seams of
coal-seams. 450 to 850 Lower or Gannisler
coal. Thickness in
series:
Lanarkshire up
flags tono3,
Millstone Grit.
shales, and t. li I n
ward of - . .
2000
coals.
.
1400 to 2000
Moor Rock, or Millstone
Millstone Grit.
Grit.
The numerous beds of compressed vegetation form the
most remarkable feature of the Coal-measures.
As already
stated, coal-seams in Britain are usually underlain by fire
clay (mur of the Belgian coal-fields), which, traversed in all
directions by rootlets, and free, or nearly free of alkalies
and iron, appears to have been the soil on which the plants
that formed the coal grew.
A coal-seam accordingly marks
there a former surface of terrestrial vegetation, and the
shales, fissile micaceous sandstones, and other strata that
overlie it show the nature of the sediment under which it
was eventually buried.
The

Coal-measures

of Britain have not yet been
very
The lower
precisely subdivided into paheontological zones.
portions or Gannister beds of Lancashire contain at least 70
ecies of undoubtedl
marine fossils including species of
W8 oniatites (G. Listeri, Orthoceras,
Tauti1us, Edmondia,
Posidonia,

Sanguinolites,

Aviculopecten (A. papyraceus),
Lingula (L. squamiformis), Discina, Productus, Spirifer,
etc.
Other horizons with marine fossils have been ob
served in England and Scotland even in the upper Coal
2
measures.
The middle and upper divisions are charac
terized by the prevalence of species of Anthracosia, Anthra
These shells are not met with
coptera, and Anthraeomya.
in association with the more typical marine fauna, but, on
the contrary, are mingled with a peculiar assemblage of
fishes and
be

reptiles, annelids and crustaceans, such as might
supposed to inhabit brackish or fresh water, together
215 J" W.
Kirkby, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.hv. 1888, p. 74I.
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with abundant remains of terrestrial vegetation.tle
Some
of the more characteristic fishes are Strepsodus sauroides
(Fig. 372), Rhizodopsis sauroides, Megalichthys ilibberti,
Oheirodus granulosus (Fig. 372), Janassa linguiformis, Sphe

nacanthus hybodoides (Fig. 361), Pleuracanthus lievissimus,
Some species range from bottom
Ctenoptychius apicalis.
to
of the Coal-measures; e.g. Callopristodus
top
(Oteno
ptychius) pectinatus and Gyracauthus formosus.2'7
Little has
been done in working out the
yet
stratigraph
ical distribution of the Coal-measure flora of Britain, but
some recent progress in this direction has been made
by Mr.
Kidston, who believes the Coal-measures to be divisible into
Upper (Radstoek, Somerset), Middle (South Staffordshire,
part of Yorkshire), and Lower (part of Yorkshire, North
218
umberland, Scotland).
The late D. Star,
correlating the
Coal-measures of this country with those of central
Europe
means
of
the
the
Coal-measures
mainly by
plants, regarded
of Wales and. the west of England
generally as equivalent
to the higher series of Germany, those of central and north
ern England and Scotland as equivalent to the lower series,
both of these series being represented in Lancashire. 219 From
plant-remains obtained recently from the chalk at Dover,
Zeiller regards the Coal-measures there as
belonging to the
of
the
middle
of
Coal-measures
France.22°
upper part
On

the continent

of

Europe the Carboniferous system
occupies many detached areas or basins-the result partly
of original deposition, partly of denudation, and
partly of
the spread and overlap of more recent formations.
There
can be no doubt that the English *Carboniferous Limestone
once extended continuously eastward across the north of

France, along the base of the Ardennes,
through Belgium,
and across the present valley of the Rhine into
Westphalia.
From the western headlands of Ireland this calcareous forma

.tion can thus be traced eastward for a distance of 750
Eng.
lish. miles into the heart of
It
then
to
Europe.
begins
pass

916 Wheelton Hind,
Quart. .Tourn. Geol. Soc. xlix. 1893, p. 259.
211
friend
Dr.
My
Traquair has been kind enough to furnish me with information on this subject, which he has so
carefully studied.
218 Trans.
Roy. Soc. Edin. xxxv. 1890-91, pp. 63, 391; xxxvii. 1893, p. 301.
219 Jahrb. k. k. Geol.
Reiclisanst. 1889.
"
Compt. Rend. Oct. 24, 1892. The details of this Dover boring, which
has proved the existence of
coal-bearing strata beneath the southeast of Eng
land, are given by Lorioux, Ann. Mines, ser. 9, vol. ii. 1802,
227. Bertrand
has discussed the relations of this Dover coal-field to those ofp.
northern France
and Belgium, op. cit. iii. 1893, p. 1.
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into a series of shales and sandstones, which, as
already re
marked, represent proximity to shore, like the similar strata
in the north of England and. Scotland.
In Silesia, and still
much

further

eastward, in central and southern Russia,
representatives of the Carboniferous Limestone or Cuim
appear, but interstratified, as in Scotland, with coal-bearing
strata.
Traces of the same blending of marine and térres
trial conditions are found also in the north of Spain.
But
over central France, and eastward through Bohemia and
Moravia into the region of
the Carpathians, the Coal
measures rest directly upon older Pa1ozoic
groups, most
and
other
rocks.
These
commonly upon gneiss
crystalline
tracts had no doubt remained above water
during the time
of the Carboniferous Limestone, but were
gradually de
pressed during that of the Coal-measures.

France and Belgium,-In Belgium and the north of France
the British type of the Carboniferous system is well de
it comprises the following subdivisions:
veloped."'
( Zone of the gas-coals (Charbons
gaz, rich bituminous coals, with 28
to 40 per cent of volatile matter), containing 47 seams of coal. Pecop
tens nervosa, P. den tata, P. abbreviata, Alethopteris Serlil, Nenrop
tons heterophylla, Sphouopteris irregularis, S. macilenta, S. coral
bides, S. herbacea, S. furcala, Calamites Suekowii, Annularia radiata,
Sphonophylluin erosum, Sigillaria tesselata, S. mamillaris, S. rimosa,
S. laticosta, Doryc.ordaites.
Zone of the "Charbons gras" (18 to 28 per cent volatile matter), soft
caking coal (21 seams), well suited for making coke.
Sphenoptenis
numruularia, S. macilenta, S. cliarophylIoides S. artemisifolia, S.
I
herbacea, S. irregulanis, Neuropteris gigantea, Alethopteris Serlil,
$ I
A. valida, Calamites Suekowii, Sphenophyllum emarginatum, Sigil
lana polypboca, S. nimosa, S. laticosta, Trigonocarpus Näggeratliii.
1
Zone of the "Charbons c1emigras" (12 to 18 per cent volatile matter),
29 seams of coal, chiefly fitted for smithy and iron-work purposes.
W
Sphenopteris convexifolia, S. llwninghausi, S. trichomanoides, S. fur
cata, S. Schihingsii, S. irregularis, Lonchopteris rugosa, Calamites
Suckowii, Annularia radiata, Sigillaria maniillaris, S. elegans, S. pin
formis, S. elliptica, S. scutellata, S. Groesori, S. kevigata, S. nugosa,
Halonia tortuosa.
Zone of the "Oharbons maigres." Lean or poor coals (20 to 25 seams),
I
only fit for making bricks or burning lime (9 to 12 per cent volatile
matter).
Pecopteris Loshii, P. pennformis, Nouroptoris hetero
phylla, Abethopteris lonchitica, Sphenophyllum saxifraga3follum, An
nulania radiata, Sigillania conferta, S. Candolli, S. Voltzn, Calauntes
Suckowil, Lepidodendron rhodeanum, L. pustulatum, Lepidopbboios
lanicin us.
' On the Carboniferous rocks of this area see Do Koninck, "Descriptions
Gos
des Animaux Fossios du Terrain Carbonifere do la Belgique," 1842-6?,
sebet's "Esquisse," already cited, and his "L'Ardenne," 1888, chaps. =ii. and
xxiii.
Mourlon's "Geologic."
Boubay, "Terrain Houiller du Nord do la France
Me,
1876. Dupont, Bull. Soc. Boy. BeIg. 1883.
fossiles,"
et sos Vegetaux
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Zone of Productu carbonarius. Goniatites diaderna, G. atratus, Spirifer
mesogonius, S. glaber, S. trigonalis, Streptorhynchus creriistria, Pro
ductus semi-reticulatus, P. inarginalis, Avicula papyracea, Schizodus
sulcatus.
Sandstones or quartzites passing into conglomerates, separated from
the Carboniferous Limestone below by carbonaceous shales with
J
some thin coal-seams; chiefly developed toward the northeast (Liege,
1
Aix-la:Chape1le).
Thickness Thickness
in metres in metres
in area of
in area
the Samof the
bre
Meuse

4

Q
I

.

0
10
Q
.

C)

0
C)
-49
C)
8

0
0

Limestone of Vise. Often poor in fossils, distinguished
.
50
.
.
.
.
by Productus gigauteus .
Limestone of Limont (Napoleon marble of Boulonnais).
Fossils numerous:. Productus undatus, P. semireticulatus, Spirifer glaber, S. duplicicostus, Rhynchonella
.
.
.
10
pleurodon, Terebratula saceulus
Limestone of Haut Bane, compact or oolitic in south
part of Sambre basii, with Productus sublavis; but
in north part of that basin, as well as on the Mouse
and in the Boulonnais, Productus cora replaces P.
sublawis
.
. 40
Dolomite of Namur, well developed between Namur
and Liege, and extending into the Boulonnais (Hure
dolomite), alternating with gray limestone, containing
Ohonetes comoides .
.
.
.
.
. 40
Limestone of Bachant, gray, bluish-black, or blacL,
with eherts (phtanites).
Productus cora (and sometimes P. giganteus), Spirifer tricornis, Dentalium
priscum, Euomphalus cirroides, Nautilus sulcatus,
Orthoceras munsterianum
.
.
.
.
. 35
Limestone of Waulsort, gray, often dolomitic; only
seen in area of the Mouse. Spirifer cuspidatus, Conocardiurn aliforme
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0
Limestone of Ansoremme, gray and blue-veined limestone and dolomite.
Productus semi reticulatus, Spirifer mosquensia, S. cuspidatus, Orthis resupinata .
8
in
the
Limestone of Dinant, only found
Mouse area.
Productus semireticulatus, P. Flemingii, Pecten intermedius
.
.
.
.
.
.
0
Limestone of Ecaussines ("petit granite"), crinoidal
limestone.
PhiBipsia gemmulifera, Productus semireticulatus, Spirifer mosquousis, Streptorbynchus cr0nistria, Orthis Michelini, Strophomena rhomboidalis. 25
Limestones and shales of Avesnolles, black limestone,
16 metres, resting upon argillaceous shales, 40 metres.
Among the numerous fossils of the limestone
are Productus Flezningii, P. H6berti, Ohonetes variolang, Rhynchonella pleurodon, Spirifer mosquensis,
.
.
. 50
Euomphalus equalis, Pecten Sowerbyi
268

250

150

100
100
60

100

(

760
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The base of these strata
passes down conformably into
the Devonian system, with which, alike
by palontological
and petrographical characters, it is
The
closely linked.
Carboniferous rocks of the north of France and of
Belgium
have undergone considerable disturbance.
A remarkable
fault ("lit grande faille" of this
region) resulting from the
of
an
isoclinal
and
the consequent sliding
rupture
syncline,
of the inverted side over higher beds, runs from near
Liege
westward into the Boulonnais, with a
but
variable
general
bade toward the south.
On the southern side lie lower
Devonian strata, below which the Carboniferous Limestone
and even Coal-measures are made to
Bores and pits
plunge.
near Liege at the one end, and in the Boulonnais222 at the
other, have reached workable coal, after
piercing the in
verted Devonian rocks.
By continuing the boring the same
coals are found at lower levels in their normal
positions.
Besides this dominant dislocation many minor faults and

plications have taken place in the Carboniferous area, some
of the coal-seams being folded zig-zag, so that at Mons a bed
may be perforated six times in succession by the same ver
tical. shaft, in a depth of 350 yards.
At Charleroi a series of
which
in
strata,
their original horizontal position occupied a
breadth of 8 miles, have been compressed into rather less
than
half that space by being plicated into twenty-two
zig-zag folds.
Southward the plateau of crystalline rocks in central
France is dotted with more than 800 small Carboniferous
basins

which contain

only portions of the Coal-measures.
The most important of these basins are those of the Roan
nais and Beaujolais, St. Etienne, Autun, Commentry, Gard,
It would appear, however, that some of the sur
and Brive.
rounding slates are altered representatives of the lower parts
of the Carboniferous system, for Carboniferous Limestone
fossils have been found in them between Roanne and Lons,

and near Viehy.2
Even as far south as Montpellier' beds
of limestone full of Productus giganteus and other charac-

22 For the Boulonnais, see Godwin-Austen, Q. J. Geol. Soc. ix. p. 231; xii.
at Boulogne,
p. 38; Barrois, Proc. Geol. Assoc. vi. No. 1; Report of meeting
Sd.
3,
viii.
Mem.
Soc.
France,
ser.
Bull. Soc. Geol.
Boulogne,
p. 483; Rigaux,
vol. xiv. 1892; "Notice Geol. sur le Bas Boulonnais," Boulogne-surmer
1892.
Murchison, Q. J. Geol. Soc. vii. 1851, p. 13; Julien, Comptes Rendus1
lxxviii. p. 74.
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teristic fossils are covered by a series of workable coals.
Grand' Eury, from a consideration of the fossils, regards the
coal-basins of the Roannais and lower part of the basin of
the Loire, as belonging to the age of the "cuim and upper
graywacke," or of strata immediately- underlying the true
Coal-measures.
But the numerous isolated coal-basins of

the centre and. south of France he refers to a much later'
He looks on these as containing the most complete de
age.
velopment of the upper coal, properly so-called, inclosing a
remarkably rich, and still little-known, flora, which serves
to fill up the pahoontological gap between the Carboniferous
and Permian periods."'
Some of these small isolated coal
basins are remarkable for the extraordinary thickness of
their coal-seams.
In the most important of their number,
that of St. Etienne, from 15 to 18 beds of coal occur, with a
united thickness of 112 feet, in a total depth of 2500 feet of
strata.
In the basin near Chalons and Autun the main coal

averages 40, but occasionally swells out to 130 feet, and the
Coal-measures are covered, apparently conformably, by Per
mian rocks, from which a remarkable series of saurian re
mains has been obtained.
Other Carboniferous areas appear
in the northwest of France, where representatives of the Car
boniferous Limestone and. the coal-bearing series above it
are found.
The Carboniferous Limestone is also well devel
in. the Cantabrian mountains in the north of
oped westward
Spain,226where it likewise is surmounted by coal-bearing
strata.
Germany."-The Coal-measures extend in detached basins
northeastward from central France into
One of
Germany.
the most important of these, the basin of Pfalz-Saarbiicken,
lying unconformably on Devonian rocks, contains a mass of
Ooal-measures believed to reach a maximum thickness of not
less than 20,000 feet, and divided into two groups:

224 Grand'
Eury, "Flore Oarbonilero." Bertrand, Bull. Soc. Geol. France,
xvi. 1888, p. 511; Fayol, p. 968 et seq., Memoirs cited ante, p. 1340; G. Mouret,
"Bassin Houiller do Brive," 1891.
225 The coal-field of the Asturias is described
by Barrois, "Rocherches sur
lea Terrains anciens des Asturies," p. 551.
Zeiller, Mem. Soc. Geol. Nord, I.
1882, refers the plants to the Middle and Upper Coal-measures of France.
Goinitz, "Die Steinkohien Deutechiands," Munich, 1865; Von Decheri,
"Erlö..uterungen zur Geol. Karte der Rheinprov." ii. 1884; 0. E. Weiss, "Fos
sue Flora der jüngsten SteiukohlenIormation und des Rothliegenden im Saar
Rhein Gehiete," 1869-72.
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2.

Upper or Ottweiler beds, from 6500 to 11,700 feet
thick, consisting of red sandstones at the
top, and
of sandstones and shales,
containing 20 feet of
coal in various seams.
Pecopteris arborescens,
Odontopteris obtusa, Anthracosia, Estheria, Leaia;
fish-remains.

1.

Lower or

main

coal-bearing (Saarbriicken) beds,
5200 to 9000 feet thick, with 82 workable and 142
unworkable coal-seams, or in all between 350 and
400 feet of coal.
Abundant plants of the middle
and lower zone of the upper coal flora.

The Franco-Belgian Coal-field is prolonged
Rhine into Westphalia.
The Carboniferous

across the

Limestone
formation, and as

here

dwindles down as a calcareous
sumes the "Calm" phase, passing up into the "flotzleerer
Sandstein" or Millstone Grit - a group of
sandstones,
pebbly beds
These
coal-seams.

shales,
out
by
90
of

the

and

true

some

3000

feet

thick,

having

a

united

but

with
barren measures
are succeeded
Coal-measures about 10,000 feet thick, with

workable seams of coal,
more than 250 feet.

thickness

Southern Cerxnany. Bohemia.-Carboniferous rocks occur in
the Alps
many scattered areas across Germany southward to
and. eastward into Silesia, including representatives both of
The
Cuim phase and of the Coal-measures.
Calm rocks reappear in the Harz, where they are traversed
of Coal
by metalliferous veins and inclose small patches
measures.
The same structure extends into Thuringia, the
the

lower or

the Cuim yielding
Fichteigebirge, Saxony, and Bohemia,
Carboniferous Limestone fossils, as well as Lepid.odendron,
etc., and containing sometimes, as in Saxony, workable
coals.
This union of fossils characterizes the series of

sandstones, graywackes, and conglomerates which
The abundant fauna of the Car
forms the German Cuim.
boniferous Limestone is reduced to a few mollusks (Produc
shales,

tus antiquas, P. latissimus, P. semireticulatus, Posidonomya
Becheri, Goniatites sphrieus, Orthoceras striatulum, etc.
The Posidonomya particularly characterizes certain dar
Of the plants, typi
shales known as "Posidonia schists."
cal species are Calamites transitionis,- Lepidodendron velt.
heimianum, Stigmaria ficoides, Sphenopteris distans, Cyclop
This flora bears a strong resemblance to
tens tenuifolia.
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that of the Calciferous Sandstones of Scotland.
True Coal.
also
measures, however,
occur in these regions, though to a
extent
the
smaller
than
lower parts of the system.
One of
the most extensive coal-fields is that of Silesia,22' where the

seams of coal are both numerous and valuable, one of them
It is noteworthy that in the
attaining a thickness of 50 feet.
Coal-measures of eastern and southern Germany horizons of
marine fossils occur like those so marked in the'
strata of Britain.
The coal-field of Pilsen in Bohemia occupies about 300
It consists mainly of sandstone, passing some
square miles.
times into conglomerate, and interstratified with shales and
a few' seams of coal which do not exceed a total thickness of
20 feet of coal.

In. its upper part is an
seam of
important
shaly gas-coal (Plattel, or Brettelkohie), which, besides be
ing valuable for economic purposes, has a high pa2Th3ontolog
ical interest from Dr. Fritsch's discovery in it of a rich fauna
of amphibians and fishes.
The plants 'above and below this
seam are ordinary typical Coal-measure forms,"" but these
animal remains present such close affinities to Permian types,
that the strata containing them may belong to the Permian

What are believed to he true Per
system (pp. 1400, 1408.
mian rocks in the Pilsen district seem to overlie the coals
u neonforniab ly.
Alps, Italy.-The Carboniferous strata of the Alps have
been already (p. 1032) referred to in connection with the

In the western
of the
metamorphism of that region.
part
chain they occur imbedded in or associated with a great
series of reddish sandstones, conglomerates and red-green
ish shales or slates, which occasionally become quite crys
talline, and cannot indeed be satisfactorily separated from
what have been regarded as the primitive sehists of the
mountains.
To these strata the name of "Verrucano" has
been given.
That they are partly, at least, of Carboniferous
age is shown by the characteristic flora, amounting to up
ward of 60 species, which the daik carbonaceous bands have
yielded.
" D. SLur, Abhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst. 1877.
From the coal-field of central Bohemia C. 1eistmautol enumerated 278
species of plant,;;, of which 137 were ferns: Spheuopttris, Neuropteris, Odon
topteris, Cyatheites, Aletliopteris, Megaphyton, etc. Archiv. Naturw. Lundes
durchforsch. Böhmen, v. No. 3, 1883.
For the amphibian remains, see Fritsch's
"Fauna der Gaskohie."
200 For an
essay on these rocks, see L. Mulch's "Beiträge zur Kenntniss dei'
2
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In

Italy the Carboniferous and Permian rocks are so
closely related and so similar that it is doubtful to which
system some of the intermediate portions should be assigned.
At Monte Pizzul in the Oarnic
Alps, the lower strata con
tain Productus giganteus and P. semireticulatus, while the
highest are characterized by numerous forms of Fusulina,
Fenestella, etc."'
strata of the age

In other parts of the same region lower
of the CuIm of Germany have been de

scribed by Stur and Stache.

Russia. -Over a vast region of the east of Europe Carbo
niferous limestones, sandstones, shales, and thin coal-seams
are spread out almost horizontally.
They unite the marine
and terrestrial types of sedimentation so characteristic of the
north of Britain.
In the central provinces of Russia, the

Moscow basin or coal-field of Tula, said to occupy an area of
13,000 square miles, lies conformably on the Old Red Sand
stone or Devonian system, and contains limestones full of
Carboniferous Limestone fossils, and a few poor seams of
coal.
In the south of the empire, the coal-field of the
Donetz,

covering an area of 11,000 square miles, contains
60 seams of coal, of which 44, having a united thickness of
114 feet, are workable.
Again, on the flanks of the Ural
Mountains,

the

Carboniferous

Limestone series has been
It would
upturned and. contains some workable coal-seams.
appear, therefore, that this particular type of mingled. marine
and terrestrial strata of Carboniferous age, occupies a vast
Since
expanse under later formations in the east of Europe.
so much of the Russian development of the Carboniferous
system consists of limestone, it is interesting to find that it

contains many of the familiar fossil species of the Carbonif
Thus in the Ural re
erous Limestone of Western Europe.
gion, according to Prof. Tschernyschew, the Carboniferous
the lowest,
system may be divided into five zones, of which
a limestone containing Prod uctus giganteus, P. striatus:
Chonetes papilionacea, etc., and the next a limestone with
as corresponding to
Spirifer mosquensis, may be regarded
The three
the typical Carboniferous Limestone of the west.
upper zones, viz. those of (a) Syringopora parallela, Spinier
Verrucano," Leipzig, 1892. The metamorphism of Carboniferous and Permian
rocks in the Alps of Savoy is described by P. Ternier, Bull. Carte Gaol. France,
ii. 1891, p. 367.
° A. Tommasi, Boil. Soc. Geol. Ital. viii. p. 564; C. F. Parona and L. Bozzi,
op. cit. ix., pp. 56, 71.
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striatus, etc., (b) Productus cora, and (c) Spirifer fasciger and
Conocardium uralicum, are probably equivalent to the Mill
One of the most abundant
stone Grit and Coal-measures.23'

and persistent organisms of the upper zones is the foramini
fer Fusulina.
The upper Carboniferous rocks on the west
side of the Urals shade upward into the base of the Permian
system, and show a commingling of Carboniferous and Per
mian fossils.
Even as far north as Spitzbetgen a characteristic Carboniferous flora has been obtained, comprising 26 species of plants,
half of which are new, but among which we recognize such
common forms as Lepidoclenciron Sternbergii and Cordaites
borassifolius.2

which the brachiopods, corals, and
crinoids of the Carboniferous Limestone lived extended
across the Mediterranean basin into Africa.
Species of
Produetus, Atbyris, Spirifer, Streptorhynchus, Orthis, Cya
Africa.-The

sea

in

thophyllurn, etc., have been obtained
between Morocco and Tin1buctoo.2"

in the western Sahara
The

red sandstones,
which extend into the peninsula of Sinai and thence into
Palestine, have yielded stems of Lepidodenciron and Sigil
lana, and an intercalated limestone contains Orthis Michelini
and Streptorhynehus crenistria.24
A number of character
istic brachiopods of the Carboniferous Limestone have also
been obtained from the hills in the Egyptian desert to the
west of the Gulf of Suez, such as Rhynchonella p]eurodon,
Productus semireticulatus, Spirifer striatus.
In Southern
Africa the existence of Carboniferous rocks has long been
known.

Above certain slates and

sandstones (Bokkeveldt)
containing fossils with Devonian affinities come the quart
zites of Cape Colony, inclosing Lepidodendron and other
Carboniferous plants.
These are unconformably overlain
by the "Dwyka Conglomerate," probably in great part of
volcanic

origin, and the Ecea mudstones and sandstones,
some 4000 feet thick.
After another great unconforrnability
come the Kimberley shales and the "Karoo Beds," which

Russ.
932
283
284

Ann. Soc. Geol. Nord, xvii. 1890, p. 201.
Nikitin, Mern. Corn. Geol.
v. 1890, No. 5.
Hoer, Flora Fossiis Aretica, iv. iSV?, p. 4.
G. St-ache, Donkch. Acad. Wi. Wien, xlvi. 1893.
R. Tate, Quart. Jouru. Gool. Soc. xxvii. 18'tl, p. 404.
J. Waitlier, Zeitseli. Deutsch. Geol. Gos. 1890, p. 419.
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have

been compared with the Permian and Trias rocks of
Europe.
Asia.-The

Carboniferous system is extensively devel
In China, where
covers an area of
oped in Asia.
it.
many
thousand miles,
a successon of vast tablelands, it
forming
has been found
by Richthofen to be composed of three
a
massive brown bituminous limestone, which
stages: 1st,
from its
foraminifera (Fusulina, Susulinella,
Lingulina,
Valvulina,
Cliniacammina) is obviously the
of
the
Carboniferous Limestone of Europe.
It
equivalent
is covered by (2d) productive Coal-measures with both
bituminous and anthracitic coals, and containing a charac
teristic Coal-measure flora, among which are numerous
ferns of the genera
alaopteris, Cyclopteris,
Sphenopteris,
Neuropteris, Callipteridium, Oyatheites, etc., also species
of Calamites,
Sphenophyllum, Lepidodenciron (including L.
Sternbergii), Stigmaria (S. ficoides), Cordaites, and others.
3d,
Upper Carboniferous-sands tones, conglomerates and.
thin hmestones, containing marine fossils, among which
Endothyra,

are

the cosmopolitan brachiopods mentioned on p. 1344.237

Australasia.-In Australia, important tracts of true Car
boniferous rocks, with coal-seams, range down the eastern
colonies, and are specially developed in New South Wales,
where they are divisible into: 1st, Lower Carboniferous
sandstones, conglomerates, limestones, shales, much dis
turbed in some places, traversed by valuable auriferous

quartz-reefs, and yielding abundant plant-remains (Lepido
dendron veitheimianum, L. nothum, species of Bornia, Sphe.
2d, Upper or Permo
nopteris, Calamites, Rhacopteris, etc.).
Oarboniferous, including a series of coal-bearing strata, both
below and above which are thick masses of calcareous con
marine fossils.
The
glomerates and sandstone abounding in
coal-seams are sometimes 30 feet thick, and among the
them are five species of Glossop
plants associated with
tens, also species of Phyllotheca, Annufaria, and Noggera
The genus Glossopteris was formerly believed to
thiopsis.
be entirely Mesozoic, and its occurrence with true Carbonif
There can now be
erous organisms was for a time denied.
no doubt, however, that it appears among strata in which

° A. U. Green, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. xliv. 1888, p. 240.
Riclitbofen, "China," vols. ii. and iv.
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the widespread and characteristic Carboniferous
Limestone forms Lithostrotion basaltiforme, L. irregulare,
Fenestella plebeia, Athyris Royssii, Orthis Miehelini, 0.
resupinata, Productus aculeatus, P. cora, P. longispinus,
Prof.
P. pnctatns, P. semireticulatus, and many more."'
T. W. E. David, in summarizing our knowledge of the
coal-bearing rocks of New South Wales, gives a thickness
are

found

of 11,150 feet to the Upper or Permo-Carboniferous series,
The produc
and 11,300 feet to the Lower Carboniferous.
In descending
tive Coal-measures lie in the upper series.
group, Tomago or East
The Permo-Carbonifer
Maitland group, and Greta group.
otis series is separated by an unconformability, and a strong
break in the flora, from the lower division, in the top of
order

these

are:

the

Newcastle

which sheets of andesitic dolerite with tuffs occur."' Among
the marine strata of the Lower Coal-measure series H. D.

Oldham found coarse conglomerates, which he compared
with those of India as probably indicative of glacial transport.24°
In New Zealand the rocks assigned to the Carboniferous
system consist, in. the upper part, of fine clay-slates, be
coming calcareous and passing down into true limestones
Proat the base, from which Spirifer bisulcatus, S. glaber, Pro
They are
brachythrus, etc., have been obtained.
thus probably Lower Carboniferous; and, though they do
not yield coal, they are geologically important from the
large share they take in the structure of the great mountain
ranges, and from the occasional abundant development in
them of contemporaneous igneous rocks, which are asso
ciated with metalliferous deposits.""
North America.-Rocks

corresponding' in

geological

posi-

See the papers by W. B. Clarke, It. Etheridge jun., Do Koninck and
Wilkinson cited on p. 1290.
29 Trans. Austral. Assoc. Soc. vol. ii. 1890,
0. Feistmantel
pp. 459-465.
Mern. Gaol. Surv. N. S. Wales, Paleontology, No. 3, 1890, p. 3?.
The Carboniferous and Permo-Carb'niiferoiis corals of New South Wales are described by
For recent information on the
E. Etheridge jun., op. cit. No. 5, 1891.
Aus-tralian
Coal-fields, see papers by Walker. Robertson & Ccx. Trans. Fed. Just:.
Mm. Eng. ii. 1891, pp. 269, 321; iv. 1893, p. 83. For a detailed account of
the Pcrrno-Jarboujjerous rock and fossils of Queensland, see ft. L. Jack and
E. Etheridge jun., "The Geology and Pultuontology of Queensland," 1892,
chaps. vi.-xxii.
4O Bee. Geol. Surv. Tndia, xix.
part i. p. 39.
' Hector's "Handbook of New Zealand," 1883,
F. W. Hutton,
p. 35.
Quart. Journ. Gaol. Soc. 1886, p. 200.
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tion and

the general aspect of their
organic contents with
the Carboniferous system of
are said to cover an
Europe
area of more than 200,000
square miles in the United States
and British North America.
The following table shows the
subdivisions which have been established
among them:

0
0

41

Coal-measures-a series of sandstones, shales, ironstones, coals,
etc.,
varying from 100 feet in the interior continental area, to 4000 feet in
Pennsylvania, and more than 8000 feet in Nova Scotia.
The plant
remains include forms of Lepidodendron, Sigillaria,
Stigrnaria, (iala
mites, ferns and coniferous leaves and fruits.
The animal forms em
brace in the marine bands species of Spirifer, Productus,
Bellerophon,
Nautilus, etc.
Among the shales and carbonaceous beds numerous
traces of insect life have beau obtained, comprising species related to
the may-fly and cockroach.
Spiders, scorpions, contipeds, limuloid
crabs and land-snails like the modern Pupa have also been met with.
The fish remains comprise teeth and ichthyodorulites of selachian
gen
era, and a number of ganoids (Eurylepis, Clacanthus, Megalichthys,
Rhizodus, etc.) Several labyrinthoclonts occur, and true reptiles are
represented by one saurian genus found in Nova Scotia, the Eosaurus.
In the Western Territories the Upper Carboniferous rocks consist of
a massive group of limestone 2000 feet thick, resting on Lower Carbo
niferous ("Weber Quartzite" of King), estimated at 6000 to 10,000 feet,
but with no coals.
Millstone Grit-a group of areuaceous and sometimes conglomeratic strata,
with occasional coal-seams, only 25 feet thick in some parts of New
York, but swelling out to 1500 feet in Pennsylvania.
In the Mississippi basin, where the sub-Carboniferous groups are
best developed, they present the following subdivisions in descending
order :Chester group. -Limostones, shales and sandstones, sometimes 600
feet.
St. Louis group. -Limestones with shale, in places 250 feet.
Keokuk group.-Liniestone with chert layers and nodules.
Burlington group.-Limestone, in places with chert and hornstone,
25 to 200 feet.
Kinderhook group. -Sandstones, shales and thin limestones, 100 to
200 feet, resting on the Devonian black shale.
The sub-Carboniferous groups are mainly lirnestones, but contain here and
there remains of the characteristic Carboniferous land vegetation.
Criuoids of many forms abound in the limestones.
A remarkable
Archimedes,
occurs
in.
some
of
the
bands.
The
polyzoon,
brachiopods
are chiefly represented by species of Spirifer and Productus; the lamel
libranchs by Myalina, Sehizodus, Aviculopecten, Nucula, Pinna and
others; the cephalopods by Orthoceras, Nautilus, Goniatites, Gyroceras,
etc.
The European genus of trilobite, PhillIpsia, occurs.
Numerous
teeth and fin-spines of solachian fishes give a further point of resem
blance to the European Carboniferous Limestone.
Some of the rippled
beds
contain
rain-pitted
amphibian footprints-the earliest American
forms yet known. Large deposits of gypsum occur in this stage in
Nova Scotia.
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The highest members of the Carboniferous system in the
The characteristic
United States are usually barren of coal.
and their place is
Lepidodendra and Sigi1lari
disappear
taken by plants with Permian affinities (Pennsylvania, Ohio,
W. Virginia), while in Illinois, Texas, and New Mexico,
In these
Permian reptiles occur in this part of the system.
can be found,
regions no definite upper limit to the system
as it shades upward into strata which may represent the
Permian series of Europe.""

242 See
Report to the International Geological Congress, London, 1888, by
Full details of the N. American Carboniferous system are
3. 3. Stevenson.
in
Correlation
given
Papers-Devonian and Carboniferous, by H. S. Williams,
Bull- U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 80, 1891.
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overlain, sometimes

con

formably, but in Europe for the most part unconformably,
by

a

series

of

red

sandstones,

mans, and limestones.

These used

highest part of the Coal
ceived the

conglomerates,

to be reckoned as the
In England they re

formation.

name of the "New

Red

Sandstone"

distinction to the "Old Red Sandstone"
Carboniferous rocks.

breccias,

in contra

beneath the

lying

The term "Poikilitic" was formerly

proposed for them, on account of their characteristic mottled
Eventually

appearance.

they were divided

into

two

sys

tems, the lower being taken as the summit of the Palozoic
series

of formations, and the upper as the basement of the

Mesozoic.
the

This

difference

arrangement,

between

the

which

organic

is

mainly

remains

of

based
the

on
two

divisions, is generally adopted. by geologists."'
Following

the usual grouping, we remark that the por

tion of the red strata classed as Palozoic has received the
name of "Permian," from its wide development in the Rus
sian province of Perm, where it was studied by Murehison1
Be Verneuil,

and

Keyserliug.

In Germany,

where it ex-

243 Some writers, however, still contend that the red rocks of Europe be
tween the summit of the Carboniferous and base of the Jurassic system form
really one great series, the break between them being merely local. See for
example, H. B. Woodward, Geol. Mag. 1874, p. 385; "Geology of England and
Wales," 2d edit. 1887, p. 207, and authorities cited by him.
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hibits a well-marked grouping into

great series of de

two

Geinitz, has on that
posits, the name "Dyas," proposed by
In North America,
account been to some extent adopted.
be made at the top

where no good line of subdivision can
of

the

Carboniferous

erous"
the

has
of

been

top

the

system,
to

used

the

denote
series,

Pah8ozoic

term
the

and

"Permo-Carbonif
beds at

transitional
this

has

name

been

in Australia.
proposed for use also in Europe and
In Europe two distinct types of the system can be made
In one of these (Dyas) the rocks consist of two great

out.

divisions: (1) a lower series of red sandstones and conglom
erates, and (2) an upper group of limestones and dolomites.
In the other (Russian or Permian) the strata are of similar
character, but are

interstratified in such a way as to present

no twofold petrographical subdivision.
ROCKS. .-The prevailing materials of the Permian series
in Europe are undoubtedly red sandstones, passing now into
or "mans."
conglomerates and now into fine shales

In their

coarsest forms, these detrital deposits consist of conglomer
ates and breccias, composed of fragments of different crys
talline or

older

Pahoozoic

rocks

(granite,

diorite, gneiss,

mica-schist, quartzite, graywacke, sandstone, etc.), that vary
in size up

to blocks a foot or more in diameter.

Sometimes

these stones are well rounded, but in many places they are
only partially so, while, here and there, they are quite angu
lar,

and

together

The

then

constitute

breccias.

a

brick-red

ferruginous,

by

argillaceous cement.

pebbles

siliceous,

are

held

sandy,

or

The sandstones are likewise charac

or white
teristically brick-red in color, generally with green
layers

and

spots

of

decoloration.

still deeper shades of red,

and

The

"mans," showing

passing occasionally into a

kind of livid purple, are crumbling sandy clay-rocks, some-
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times merging into more or less fissile shales.

19015
Of the argil

laceous beds of the system the most remarkable are those o
the Marl-slate

or

Kupferschiefer-a brown or black often

distinctly bituminous shale, which in certain parts of Ger
The limestone, so
many is charged with ores of copper.
characteristic a feature in the "Dyas"
development of the
system,

is a compact, well-bedded,

somewhat earthy,

usually more or less dolomitic rock (Zechstein).
chief
are

repository

associated

of

the

bands

Permian

of

either

cavernous (Rauchwacke) or finely granular
(Asehe);

also

bands

of

gypsum,

In certain localities (the llarz,
coal

are intercalated among

It is the

invertebrates..

dolomite,

the rocks,

With

crystalline
and

it

and

crumbling

and.

rock-salt.

Autun

seams of

anhydrite,

Bohemia,

and

and with these,

as

in the Coal-measures, are associated bituminous shales and
nodular clay-ironstones.

In Germany,

France,

the

south

west of England, and the southwest of Scotland, the older
part of the Permian system contains abundant contempora
neous masses of eruptive rock, among which occur diabase,
melaphyre, porphyrite,

and

various

of

forms

quartz-por

phyry.
Some

of

the

breccias

in

the

west

of

England

contain

striated stones, which, according to Sir A. 0. Ramsay, indi
cate the existence of glaciers in Wales during the Permian
period.
The Permian system in the greater part of Europe, from.
the prevalent red color of its rocks,.the association of dolo
mite, rock-salt, saliferous clays, gypsum, and anhydrite, and
the remarkably impoverished and stunted aspect of its fauna
has evidently been deposited in isolated basins in which the
244

Quarts Journ. Geol. Soc. 1855, p. 185.
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water, cut off more or less completely from the sea, under
went concentration until chemical precipitation could take
Looking back at the history of the

place.
rocks,

we can

geography
stone sea

was

understand
brought

having

Carboniferous

how such a change in physical

about.

The

Carboniferous Lime

been by upheaval excluded from the re

gion, wide lagoons occupied its site, and these, as the land
slowly went down, crept over the old ridges that had for so
many ages been prominent features.

The downward subter

ranean movement was eventually varied by local elevations,
and at last the Permian basins came to be formed.
sult of these disturbances,
Carboniferous,

and

the Permian rocks

even cover them

in

As a re

overlap

complete

the

discord

ance, the denudation of the older formation having been, in
some places, enormous before the Permian strata were laid
down.""
In Southern Europe and thence eastward, abundant evi
dence of open seas is supplied by limestone containing a rich
fauna of foraminif era, gasteropods, orthoceratites, and early
precursors of the ammonites.
LIFE.-The conditions under which the Permian rocks
of the greater part of Europe were deposited must have been
eminently unfavorable

to

life.

Accordingly

we find that

these rocks are on the whole singularly barren
remains.

So great is the contrast between

of

organic

them and older

formations, that instead of such rich faunas as those of the
Silurian,

Devonian,

and

Oarboniferàus

systems,

they have

yielded only somewhere about 300 species of organisms.
245 In some
places, the whole of the Carboniferous system has been worn
down
to
the
Carboniferous Limestone upon which the Permian sand
away
stones and conglomerates have been directly deposited. The discordance, how
ever, sometimes disappears, and then the Carboniferous and Permian rocks
shade into each other.
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The flora of the older Permian rocks
presents many points
of resemblance to the Carboniferous.""
According to Grand'
Eury, upward of 50 species of plants are common to the two
floras.

Among the forms which rise into the Permian rocks

and disappear there, are Calamites
tus,

Suckowii, C. approxima
A.

Asterophyllites equisetiformis,
Odontopteris

others),

Stigm.aria
are

mis,

Permian,

mainly

highest coal-beds of
dendron

Pecopteris

Schlotheimii, Sigillaria, Brardii
(and
ficoides,
Cordaites borassifolius,
etc.

elegans,

Others, which

rigidus,

France, e.g.

are

yet

found in

Calamites gigas,

the

Calamo.

striatum, Arthropitus ezonata, Teniopteris abnor

Waichia

piniformis,

some distinctive

etc.

But the Permian flora has

characters; such as the variety and
quan

tity of the ferns united under the genus Callipteris, which
do

not

occur in

the Cal-measures, the profusion of tree

ferns (Psaronius, of which 24 species are described
by Gop
pert, Protopteris, Caulopteris, etc.) of Equisetites, and of the
conifers Waichia piniformis and W. fihiciformis, and the oc
currence

of

species

of

The

Gingko.

most

characteristic

plants throughout the German Permian groups are Odontop
tens obtusiloba,

Callipteris

Waichia piniformis.

conferta,

Calamites

gigas,

and

The last representatives of the ancient

tribes of the lepiclodendra,

sigillanioids,

found in the Permian system.

and

calamites

are

Cycads now make their ap

pearance and increase in importance in the succeeding geo
logical periods.

Among their Permian forms are the genera

Pterophyllum and Medullosa.
areas

a commingling

of

In

Paleozoic

extra-European Permian
and

Mesozoic

types

of

vegetation has been observed, forms of Voltzia, Pterophyl
lam, and Glossopteris being there prominent.
246 See
Goppert'a "Die Fossile Flora der Permischen Formation," CaBsel,
1864-65.
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The impoverished fauna of the Permian rocks of central
Europe is found almost wholly in the limestones and brown
sliales,

the red

conglomerates and sandstones

rule, devoid of organic contents.

as

being,

a

A few corals (Stenopora,

Polyccelia) and polyzoa (Feuestella,

l'olypora,

Synocladia,

Acanthocladia) occur in the limestones, the latter sometimes
even in continuous masses like
mite-reef of S.E. Thuringia.

coral-reefs, as in the dolo

The echinoderms are few, the

chief crinoids being species of

Among the

Cyathoerinus.

6
;
,

-

. :

:

''

.\,
S

-

2y

S - -:

ci ,'.
-T

Fig. 374.-Permian Mollusks.
a, Strophalosia Guldfussi, Munst. (enlarged): b, Productus horridu& Sow.; c, Bake.
v-cilia tuwiIa, King; ci. Axinus (Sehizodus) Schlotheixnii, Qemitz.
brachiopods, of which some 30 species are known, the most
conspicuous are forms of

Productus,

Cainarophoria,

fer, Strophalosia (Fig. 374 and Aulosteges.
are more

numerous,

limestone

being

characteristic genera

Axinus

(Fig.

374,

Spin

Lamellibrauchs
in

the

Allorisma,

German
Solemya,

Sithizodus, Edmondia, Area, Avicula, Bakevellia (Fig. 374,
Pecten.

Among the few gasteropods, forms of Chernnitzia,

Turbo, Murchisonia, Pleurotornaria,
recorded.

An

occasional Nautilus,

and Ohiton have been
Orthoceras,

or Cyrto"
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cephalopodan fauna of

the Car

boniferous Limestone.
It is not, however, from the sites of the brackish inland
seas of western and. central Europe that we may obtain the
best conception of the animal life of Permian time.

If we

pass southward into the Alps and the Mediterranean basin or
eastward into the Uralian region

and

thence into India, we

find that while some of the European forms extend into these
areas, they are accompanied by many hundreds of other spe
cies.

One of the most remarkable features in this richer and

more varied fauna is the great number of cephalopods and
the affinities which many of them present to the Ammonites

Fig. 375.-Pa1oniscus macropomus, Ag. (i), Kiipferschiefer.
From a restoration by Dr. Traquair.
so

characteristic

genera

of

ceras.

Mesozoic

time.

type are Adrianites,

this

Popanoceras,

of

Stacheoceras,

Among the
Arcestes,

Thalassoceras,

Permian

Medlicottia,

and

Waageno

They are associated with -many forms of Orthoceras,

Gyroceras, and Nautilus-a blending of Paleozoic and Meso
zoic types which is

much less clearly shown in central and

western Europe.
Fishes,

which

are proportionately better

represented in

the Permian rocks than the invertebrates, chiefly occur in
the marl-slate or Kupferschiefer, the most common genera
being Palaoniscns (Fig. 375, which is specially characteris-
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Platysomus (Fig. 876), Pygopterus, Acantbodes, Acro

lepis, Amblypterus.
Amphibian
mian

life appears to have been abundant in Per

times, for some of
with

covered

footprints,

Labyrinth odonts.

the sandstones of the system are
assigned

to

the

extinct order of

Occasional skulls and other bones have

been met with referable to Arch egosaurus, Lepidotosaurus,
Zygosaurus, etc.

The remains of comparatively few forms,

however, had been found until the remarkable discoveries

Fig. 3Z6.-Platysomus striatus, Ag. (i), Magneslan Limestone.
Restored by Dr. Traquair.
of Dr. Anton Fritsch in the basins of Pilsen and Rakowitz
in Bohemia.

The strata of these localities have been already

an abundant and charac
(p. 1386) referred to as containing
teristic coal-flora, yet with a fauna that is as decidedly like
that of known Permian rocks.

According, therefore, as we

the strata may
give preference to the plants or the animals,
be ranked as Carboniferous or as Permian.

Of the numer

ous Saxon and Bohemian species of amphibians, Prof. Cred
ner in Dresden and Dr.

Fritsch in Prague have published

elaborate

Among the

descriptions.

genera

are

Protriton
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(Branchiosaurus), a form resembling an

earth-salamander in

of which the largest specimen is only
possessing gills, and
about

2

inches

Melanerpeton,

long,

Sparodus,

Dolichosoina,

Dawsonia,

ilylonomus,

Macromerion,

Ophiderpeton,

Urocorclylus, Limnerpeton, Hyloplesion, Seeleya, Microbra
chis,
of

Diplospondylus,
forms were

these

tonid, for

Nyrania,

and

remarkably small.

instance, were

only

Other types, however, attained

Some

Dendrerpeton.

from

22

The
to

adult Protri

62 inches long.

a much larger size,

Pala3o-

siren, for instance, being estimated to have had a length of
From the corresponding strata of Autun in

45 feet.""

tral France, M. 0-audry has also
forms-Actinodon.,

Protriton,

described

some

Euchirosaurus,

cen

interesting

a larger

and

more highly organized type than any previously known from
the Paleozoic rocks of France, but inferior to another sub
sequently found at Autun, which he has named Stereorha
chis,

and

vertebras

which

was

distinguished

and other proofs of

nect it with

the

by

completely ossified

higher organization that con

Theriodonts of Russia and Southern Africa

and with the Pelycosaurians of the United States."'

Vari

ous other anomodont reptiles have been met with, referable
to a

number of genera (Naosaurus, Olepsydrops).

higher grade were other types to which the
saurus

and

Paheohatteria

Of still

names Protero

(Rhynohocephalia)

have

been

given.

241 A. Pritsch, "Fauna der Gaskohie und der Kalkstoine der Permformation
See also H. Credner on Stegocephali from the Rothlie
Böhtnens," Prag. 1881.
Deutech.
Geol. Ges. 1881-86; E. D. Cope, Amer. Nat.
gende of Dresden, Z.
xviii. 1884.
248
Gaudry, Bull. Soc. Geol. Prance, vii. (3 ser.) p. 62; ix. p. 17; xiii. p. 44;
"Les Enchatnements du Monde Animal," 1883, Arch. Mus.
xiv. pp. 430, 444.
Nat. Paris, x. 1887.
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Development

Britain.249-In England on a small scale, a representative
is to be found of the two contrasted types of the Europeaa
Permian system.
On the east side of the island, from the
coast of Northumberland southward to the plaii
of the

Trent, a true "Dyas"
is exhibited, the Mag
development
nesian Limestone and Marl State forming the main feature
of the system; on the west side of the Pennine chain, how
ever, the true Permian or Russian facies is presented.
The
in
the
north
system is in this country most nearly complete
western and southwestern counties of England.
Arranged
in tabular form the rocks of the western and eastern areas
may be grouped as follows:
Red sandstones, clays, and gypsum .
.
Limestone
.
.
.
Mgnesiau
Marl Slate
.
.
.
.
.
.
Lower red and variegated sandstone, red-'
dish brown and purple sandstones and
mans, with calcareous conglomerates and
breccias
.
.
.

W. of England
600 ft.
10-30 "
3000

E. of England
60-100 ft.
600 "
100-250 "

Lower

Sandstone.-This subdivision atains its
greatest development in the vale of the Eden, where it
consists of brick-red sandstones, with some beds of calca.
reous breccia, locally known as "brockram," derived
prin.
cipally from the waste of the Carboniferous Limestone.
These red rocks extend across the Solway into the valleys
of the Nith and Anuan in the south of Scotland, where the
lie unconformably on the Lower Silurian rocks, from whic
their breccias have
been derived, though near
generally
Dumfries they contain some "brockram."
The breccias
have evidently accumulated in small lakes or narrow
249

Sedgwick, Trans. Geol. Soc. (2) iii. 1835, p. 37; iv. 383; Do la Beche,
"Geology of Cornwall, Devon," etc. p. 193; Murchison, "Si luria," p. 308;
W. King, "Monograph of the Permian Fossils," Palinontog. Soc. 1850; 1-1611,
and Permian Rocks of Midland Counties of England," in Mew. Geol.
Surv. 1869; Q. J. Geol. Soc. xxv. 171; 'ri
p. 402; xlviii. p. 60; Ramsay,
op. cit. xxvii. p. 241; Kirkby, op. cit. xiii. xvi. xvii. xx.; E. Wilson, op. cit
xxxii. p. 533; P. 0. Davies, op. cit. xxxiii. p. 10; H. B. Woodward, God Mag.
1874, p. 385; "Geology of England and Wales," p. 210; P. V. Holmes, Q. J.
Geol. Soc. xxxvii. p. 286; W. P. Aveline, H. H. Howell in various Memoirs
Geol. Sorv.
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In the basin of the Nith, and also in
fjords.
Ayrshire,
numerous small
volcanic vents and sheets of diabase,
olivine-basalt, porphyrito and tuft are associated
pi
with
with the red
sandstones, marking a volcanic district of
Permian age.
The vents rise through Coal-measures as
well as more ancient rocks.
Similar vents in Fifeshire,
also piercing Coal-measures, have been referred
to the'
same volcanic period.
In Devonshire similar rocks mark
the outpouring of lavas in the
early part of the Permian
But these volcanic
period."'
phenomena were on a feeble
scale.
are
as
They
interesting
marking the close of the
volcanic activity during Paheozoic
long continuance of
time.
Neither in Britain nor throughout most of the Con
tinent has evidence been found of renewed
eruptions during
the long lapse of the Mesozoic ages .2b1
In

central

Staffordshire,

and the districts of
the Olent and Abberley Hills, the Permian system contains
some remarkable brecciated conglomerates which attain a
thickness of 400 feet.
They have been shown by Ramsay
to consist in large measure of volcanic rocks, grits, slates,
and limestones, which can be identified with rocks on the
borders of Wales.
Some of their blocks are three feet in
England,

diameter and show distinct striation.
These Permian drift
beds, according to Ramsay, cannot be distinguished by
any
essential character from modern glacial drifts, and. he had
no doubt that they were ice-borne, and,
consequently, that
there was a glacial period during the accumulation of the
Lower Permian deposits of the centre of England.

Like red rocks in general, the Lower Permian beds are
almost barren of organic remains.
Such as occur are in
dicative chiefly of terrestrial surfaces.
Plant remains oc
casionally appear, such as Ullmannia (supposed to be of
marine growth), Lepidodendron dilatatum, Calamites, Stern
The
bergia, Dadoxylon, and fragments of coniferous wood.
cranium of a Iabyrinthodont (Dasyceps has been obtained
from the Lower Permian rocks at Kenilworth.
referred
observed

Footprints,
members of the same extinct order, have been
abundantly on the surfaces of the sandstones of

to

Durnfriesshire, and also in the vale of the Eden.

250 Geol.
Mag. 1866, p. 243; Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1892, Presid. Address,
and
authorities
cited.
p. 147,
"
Op. cit. p. 162.
Q. J. Geol. Soc. xi. p. 181.
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Limestone
Magnesian
Group.-This subdivi
sion is the chief repository of fossils in the Permian
sys
tem of England.
Its strata are not red, but consist of a
lower zone of hard. brown shale with occasional thin lime
stone bands

Slate) and an upper thick mass of dolo
(Marl
mite (Magnesian Limestone).
The latter is the chief feature
in the Dyas
of the system in the east of
development
Eng
land.
with
the
of
echstein
Corresponding
Germany, as
the Marl Slate does with the Kupferschiefer, it is a
very
variable rock in lithological characters, being sometimes
dull, earthy, fine-grained, and fossiliferous, in other
places
and composed
of globular, reniform,
quite crystalline,
botryoidal, or irregular concretions of crystalline and fredolomite.
It is divisible in
uently internally radiated
urham into three sections-ist, Lower
compact limestone,
about 200 feet thick; 2d, Middle fossiliferous and brecci
form

limestone,

150

feet; 3d, Upper yellow
concretionary
and botryoidal limestone, 250 feet.
The Magnesian Lime
stone runs as a thick persistent zone down the east of
Eng
land.""
In southern Yorkshire it is
split up by a central
zone of mans and sandstones with
It is repre
gypsum.
sented on the Lancashire, Cheshire, and Cumberland
(Pen
rith) side by bright red and variegated sandstones covered
by a thin group of red mans, with numerous thin courses

of limestone, containing Schizodus, Bakevellia, and other
characterstic fossils of the Magnesian Limestone.
Murchi
son and llarkness have classed as
Upper Permian certain
red sandstones with thin partings of red shale, and an
underlying band of red and green mans and gypsum.
These rocks, seen at St. Bees, near Whitehaven, rest
ing on a magnesian limestone, have not as yet yielded
any fossils.
The Magnesian Limestone
group of the north of England
has yielded about 150
species belonging to some 70 genera
of fossils-a singularly poor fauna when contrasted with
that of the Carboniferous system below.
The brachiopods
include Productus horridus,
Camarophonia humbletoneusis,
C. Schlotheimii,
Strophalosia Goldfussi, Lingula Ci'edneni,
and Terebratula elongata.
Of the lamellibranchs Axinus
Schlotheimii, Bakevellia turnida, B.
(Schizodus
antiqua,
20 In
borings at Middle8boro' beds of salt and gypsum have been found at
a depth of more than 1300 feet from the surface, and below a mass of limestone
67 feet thick, which is believed to be the kLagnesiau Linestone.
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B.

ceratophaga, Mytilus squamosus, and Area striata are
characteristic.
The univalves are
represented by 10 genera
and 26 species, including Pleurotomaria and Turbo as com
mon genera.
Nine genera of fishes have been obtained
chiefly in the Marl Slate, of which Paheoniscus and Platy
somus are the chief.
These small ganoids are
closely re
lated to some which haunted the
of
the
Carbonifer
lagoons
ous period.
Some reptilian remains have been obtained
from
the Marl Slate, particularly Proterosaurus
Speneri
and P. Huxleyi, while
Lepiclotosaurus Duffli has been
found in the Magnesian Limestone.
Fine sections are exposed on the south coast of Devon
shire of coarse breccias and red sandstones, which have
been assigned by some writers to the Trias,
by others to
the Permian series.
They rest unconformably on Devonian
strata, and have been derived from the degradation of these

rocks.
At many places in the interior to the west of Exeter
bands of basic amygdaloidal lavas are intercalated in them,
like the volcanic sheets in the Permian sandstones of Scot
land.
Owing to the apparent passage of these red strata
others which graduate into the base of the
upward into
Lias, and are undoubtedly
riassic, the whole series of red
sediments has not unnaturally been regarded as referable to
the Trias.
The resemblance of the lower parts of the series
to Permian rocks, coupled with the occurrence of volcanic
bands in them, has more recently been held to justify the

separation of these lower breccias and sandstones from
the rest as representatives of the Permian series of the
Midlands.

Cermany, etc."'-The "Dyas" type of the system attains a
great development along the flank of the llarz Mountains,
also in the One province,258 Thuringia, Saxony, Bavaria,
' Hull, Quart. Journ. Gaol. Soc. xlviii. 1892,
p. 60; A. Irving, op. cit. xliv.
1888 and xlviii. p. 68.
215 H. B. Geiniz, 'Die animalischen Ueberreste der
Dyas," 1861-62, Suppl.
1880-82; "Zur Dyas in Hessen," Festsch. Ver. f. Naturk. Cassel, 1886; Geinitz
and Gutbier, "Die Versteinerungert des Zechsteinsgebirge," etc. 1848-49; 0.
E. Weiss, "Fossile Flora der jingst. Steinkohleaf. mid des Rohliegend." etc.
1869-72.
Much recent information will be found in the publications of the
geological Surveys of Prussia, Saxony and Alsace-Lorraine. See, for example,
E. W. Benecke and L. van Wervecke, Mittli. Gaol. Landesanst. Elsass-Lothr.
iii. part i. 1890.
256 For an account of the Permian development in this region, see especially
H. von Dechen, "Geolog. und Palaont. Uebersicht der Rheinprovinz mid der
Provinz Westfalen," Bonn, 1884, p. 291.
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On the south side of the Harz it is grouped
into the following subdivisions:
and. Bohemia.

I

A

N

P4 I
J
2 1
th

Anhydrite, gypsum, rock-salt, marl, dolomite, fetid shale, and
The amorphous gypsum is the chief member of this
limestone.
the
limestone
is sometimes full of bitumen.
group;
Crystalline granular (Rauchwacke) and fine powdery (Asclie) dolo
mite (sometimes 150 feet thick, with gypsum at the bottom).
;j5
'gilacoous thin-bedded compact lime
IZechst&n-limestone, an
stone 15 to 30 (sometimes even 90) feet thick.
' Kupferschiefer-a black bituminous shale not more than about
2 feet thick.
I Zechstein -conglomerate, and calcareous sandstone.
ç Red sandstone (Kreuznach), red shales (Monzig), with sheets of
melaphyre and masses of quartz-porphyry conglomerate (Sötern).
P4
Sandstones and conglomerates lying on black shales with poor
coal-seams (Lebach).
CD qJ
Sandstones and shales, with some seams of coal resting on red
and gray sandstones with hands of impure limestone (OseO.
L

The name' Rothlieende," or rather "Bothtod.tliegeude"
the miners be
(red-layer or red-dead-layer), was given by
cause their ores disappeared in the red rocks below the
The coarse conglomerates
copper-bearing Knpferschiefer.
have been referred by Ramsay to a glacial origin, like those
of the Abberley Hills.
They attain the enormous thickness
One of the most interest
of 6000 feet or more in Bavaria.
ing features of the. formation is the evidence of the contem
of
poraneous outpouring of great sheets
quartz-porphyry,
and
with abun
melaphyre
granite-porphyry, porphyrite
dant interstratications of
inclosing organic remains.
component materials, the

various tuffs, not infrequently
From the very nature of its
Rothliegende is comparatively

fossils; a few ferns, calamites, and remains of
coniferous trees are found in it, particularly in the lower
part of the group, where they form thin seams of coal.
The plants, all of terrestrial growth, on the whole re
iemble generically the Carboniferous flora, but seem to be
barren

of

They include forms of Gala
nearly all specifically distinct.
mites (0. gio'as), Asterophyllites, and. ferns of the genera
Callipteris (ô. conferta), Sp henop tens, Alethopteris, Neu
ropteris, Odontopteris, with well-preserved silicified stems
of tree-ferns (Psaronius, Tubicauhs).
The conifer Waichia
(W. piniformis)
occur sparingly

is

specially

characteristic.

Fish

remains

(Am blypterus, Pala3ouiscus, Acanthodes),
while labyrinthodonts have been met with in the Dresden
district in considerable number and variety.
The Zechstein group is characterized by a suite of fossils
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like those of the Magnesian Limestone
group of England.
The Kupferschiefer contains numerous fish
(Pala3oniscus
Freieslebeni, Platysomus gibbosus,
This deposit is
etc.).
believed to have been laid down in some inclosed sea-basin,
the

waters

of

which, probably from the rise of mineral
springs connected with some of the volcanic foci of the
time, were so charged with metallic salts in solution as to
become unfit for the continued existence of animal life.
The dead fish, plants, etc.,
by their decay, gave rise to
reduction and precipitation of these salts as
sulphides,
which thereupon inclosed and replaced the organic forms,
and permeated the mud at the bottom.
This old sea-floor
is now the widely-extended band of copper-slate which has
so long and so extensively been worked along the flanks of

the Harz.
After the formation of the Kupferschiefer the
area must have been once more covered with clearer water,
for the Zechstein Limestone contains a number of organ
isms, among which Produetus horridus, Spirifer undulatus,
Strophalosia Goldfussi, Terebratula elongata, Camarophoria
Schloth eimii, Schizodus obscurus, and Fenestella retifo rmis
are common.
Renewed unfavorable conditions are indicated
by the dolomite, gypsum, and rock-salt which succeed.

Reasoning upon similar phenomena as developed in Eng
land, Ramsay has connected them with the abundant laby
rinthodont footprints and other evidences of shores and
land, as well as the small number and dwarfed forms of the
shells in the Magnesian Limestone, and has speculated on
the occurrence of a long "continental period' in Europe,
during one epoch of which a number of salt inland seas
He
existed wherein the Permian rocks were accumulated.
compares these deposits to what may be supposed to be
forming now in parts of the Caspian' Sea.
Some of the deposits of the Zechstein in Germany have
The beds of rock-.salt are among
a great commercial value.
At Sperenberg, near Berlin, one
the thickest in the world.

t its
been pierced to a depth of nearly 4000 feet,
Besides rock-salt ad-, gyp
bottom has not been reached.
sum there occur with those deposits thick masses of salts
of potash (Carnallite) and magnesia (Kieserite) and other
salts.
In Bohemia (pp. 1356, 1386, 1400) and Moravia, where
the Permian system is extensively developed, it has been
divided into three groups.
(1) A lower set of conglomer
These
ates, sandstones, and shales, sometimes bituminous.
has

strata contain diffused

copper

ores, and

abound

here and
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in remains of land-plants and fishes.
(2) A middle
and mica
group of feispathic sandstones, conglomerates,
ceous shales, with vast numbers of silicified tree-stems
(Araucarites, Psaronius).
(3 An. upper group of red clays
and sandstones, with bituminous shales.
Eruptive rocks
there

(inelaphyre, porphyrite, etc.) are associated with the whole
In place of the
formation.
The Zeehstein is here absent.
marine shells, crinoicis and corals so characteristic of that
formation, the Bohemian Permian strata have yielded the

remarkable

series

of

amphibian remains already alluded
to, together with abundant traces of the land of the period,
such as remains of orthopterous insects, scorpions, milli
peds, and. a rich terrestrial flora (Sphenopteris, Neuropteris,
Oclontopteris, Pecopteris, Alethopteris, Callipteris conferta,
Sc hizopteris, Calam ites, Asterophyllites, Sphenophyll urn,
Lepid.oclendron, Sigillaria, Wale hia, Araucaryoxylon).

Vosges.-In this region the following succession of strata
has been assigned to the Permian system:
4.

Kohlbachel group of red arkoses, feispathic sand
stones, shales, conglomerates, breccias, and dolo
mite, 500 o 600 feet, with intercalated sheets of

2.

melaphyres and tuffs.
Variegated tuffs and mans of Meisenbuckel.
Dark shales, limestones, and dolomites of Heisen

1.

stein.
Arkose and

3.

shale (Callipteris conferta), with con
glomerate (sometimes 150 feet thick), containing
blocks of porphyr, gneiss, quartz, etc., filling
up hollows of the' crystalline schists on which
they lie unconformably.

The

existence of volcanic action during Permian time
in this region is shown by the presence of interstratified basic
lavas, and by the great quantity of fragments of quartz
porphyry in the conglomerates, which have been compared
to volcanic agglomerates."'
France.-Permian rocks occur in many deached areas in
"" Benecke and Van Wervocke, Mitch. Geol. Laudosai'ist. Elsass-Loth. vol.
iii. 1890, p. 45; Ve(aiu, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, ser. 3, xiiL; Eck, "Geogu.
Karte d. Ung. von Lahr." 1884; "Geogri. Karte v. Schwartvald." 1887. A
full bibliography for Alsace and Lorraine will be found in Abth. Geol. Special
kart. v. Elsass-Lothriugen, vol. i. 1875 and vol. for 1881.
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France.

In the central plateau they are found most
fully
developed, resting upon and passing down into the higher
o
t e
arboniferous system.
They have been care
Parts
U11111
studied in the district of Autun, where the lower part
of L Permian system is represented by a mass 900 to 1000

metres thick of alternations of sandstone and shale more or
less rich in hydrocarbons, with thin bands of
magnesian
limestone.
No marine fossils occur in these strata, even the
magnesian limestone containing only fresh-water organisms.
From the distribution of the fossils a threefold
stratigraphi
cal subdivision of the whole series has been made.
1st, A
lower group at least 150 to 200 metres thick, lying conform
ably upon the Coal-measures, and containing numerous ferns

(Pecopteris, abundant), Sigillarie, Syringodendra, Corda
ites, a profusion of Waichia, large numbers of seeds or fruits,
cyprids crowded in some layers of shale, an am phipod Nec
totelson), a number of fishes (Palaoniscus, Amblypterus,
Acanthocles,

Pleuracanthus),

and the amphibians and rep
tiles already referred to (Actinodon, Euchirosaurus, Stereo
rhachis).
2d, A middle group about 300 metres thick, show
ing a cessation of the characteristically Carboniferous species

of plants, and an increasing prominence of typically Permian.
Numerous species of Pecopteris still occur, but Cal
forms.
l'

makes

its

appearance (C. conferta, 0. gigantea).
Waichia (W. piniformis, W. hypnoides), Calamites, Spheno
The animal
phyllum, Calamodendron, and fruits abound.

remains resemble those of the lower group, but with the ad
dition of Protriton and Pleuroneura.
3d, An upper group
locally known as that of the "Boghead," from a workable
The thickness of this
band of bituminous shale or coal.,"'
group is about 500 metres, the upper portion consisting of
red sandstones without fossils.
The flora is now mar1edly
Permian.
Pecopterid ferns are rare, and are specifically dis
There is an abundance
tinct from those in the group below.

and variety of Callipteris, together with Sigillaria, abundant
Waichia and Asterophyllites, Piceites, Sphenoplayllum, Oar
The fauna is generally similar to that in the
polithes, etc.
middle group, but less varied.""'
958 &

'Boghead," so named from a place in Linlithgowshire, Scotland, where
The so-called "Bog
the substance was first worked for making gas and oil.
head" of Autun has been ascertained to contain a large quantity of the remains
of gelatinous fresh-water alga3 mingled with the pollen of Cordaites; B. Renault
and E. Bertrand, Soc. Bist. Nat. Autun, 1892.
219 E. Roche, Bull. Soc. Geol. France, ser. 3, ix. 1880, p. 78. See also the
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France, between

Toulon and
Cannes, Permian rocks reappear, and, though occupying but
a limited area, constitute some of the most
picturesque fea
tu.res along the Mediterranean shores of the country.
They
consist of lower massive conglomerates, with intercalations

of

shale,

containing Waichia and Callipteris, followed by
shales, mans, red sandstones, and conglomerates.
But their
distinguishing feature is the enormous mass of volcanic
materials associated with them.
The lower conglomerates,
besides their fragments of gneiss derived from the pre-Cam
brian rocks of the district, contain abundant pieces of quartz
porphyry, of which rock also there are massive sheets, which

rise up into the well-known group of hills forming the Es
terel between Cannes and Frjus.
Besides these acid out.
bursts in the older part of the formation, sheets of
melaphyre
are found in the upper part, while dikes of nodular felsite,
pitchstone, and melaphyre traverse the series."'
Westward in the region of the Pyrenees and in various
parts of the Iberian peninsula, rocks believed to be Per
mian have been recognized.
They frequently present thick
masses of conglomerate, sometimes resting upon Carbonifer
ous rocks, sometimes on formations of older date.
Alps."'-On both sides of the Alpine chain a zone of con
glomerates and sandstones, which intervenes between the
Trias and older rocks of the region, has been referred to the
Permian system. .-The conglomerates (Verrucano conglomer
ate) are made
the detritus
,
up of
y
h
p of schistose
r
o rocks, p

nies, quartz, and other materials of the central core of the
mountains.
They sometimes contain sheets of porphyry,
and occasionally, as at Botzen,
they are replaced by vast
masses of quartz-porphyry and other volcanic rocks, with

series of "Etudes des Gtes Minoraux," published by the Ministry of Public
Works in Prance, particularly the volumes by Delafond on the Autun basin,
and by Mouret on that of Brive; likewise the Memoirs by Grand' Eury already
cited; Bergeron, "Etude Geologique du Massif an sud du Plateau Central," and
Bull. Soc. Geol. France, 3 ser. vol. xvi.
Reiiiach, Zoitsch. Deutsch. Geol. Ges.
1892, p. 23, gives a careful comparison of the French central
plateau Permian
rocks with those of the Saar and Nahe.
960 p Walleraut, "Étude Strat.
Pétrog. des Maures et do l'Esterel," 1889.
Carte Detail!. Geol. Prance, Feuille d'Antibes.
' FL Suess, Sitzb. Akad. Wion. lvii. 1868,
pp. 230, 763; G. Stache, Zeitsch.
Deutach. Geol. Ges. xxxvi. 1884, p. 367; Jalirb. k. k. Geol. Reichsar'st. xxvii.
1877, p. 271, xxviii. 1878, p. 93 (giving the fauna of the
Bellerophon Limestone);
Verhand. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst. 1888, p. 320; E. Mojsisovics, "Die Dotomit
Rife von Südtirol und Venotien," 1879, chap. iii.; Praas, "Scenerie tier
upon."
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tuffs

and volcanic conglomerates, indicating vigorous vole
came action.
An intercalated zone of shales in the lower
conglomeratic and volcanic part of the series in the Val
Trompia has yielded Walehia piniformis, W. filiciformis,
Schizopteris fasciculata, Sphenopteris tridactylites, etc., and.

serves to mark the Permian age of the rocks.
Eastward, at
Fiinfkirchen, in Hungary, in a corresponding position below
the Verrucano conglomerate, a group
of younger Permian.
has
been
found,
including
plants
species of Baiera, Human
nia, Voltzia, Schizolepis, and Oarpolithes, nearly half of
which occur also in the German Kupferschiefer.
Above the
conglomerate or the porphyry comes a massive red sandstone
called the "Groden Sandstone," containing carbonized plant
remains.
But the most distinctive and interesting feature in
the Alpine development of the Permian system is found in
the

upper portion of the series in the southern region of
The red Groclen. sandstone is there
Tyrol and. Carinthia.
succeeded by beds of gypsum, rauehwacke, and dolomite,
above which comes a bituminous limestone known, from the

abundance of species of Bellerophon, as the "Bellei'ophon
This calcareous member is highly fossilifer
Limestone."
ous.
It contains an abundant marine fauna, which includes
ten species of Bellerophon, and species of Nautilus, Natica,
Avic uloptecten, Avicala, Bakevellia, Sehizodus,
species),
Spirigera, Streptorhynchus, Orthis,
SpinIer (7
Nearly
trop hornena, Leptna, Productus, and Fusulin a.
Bakevellia,
but
the
Schizodus,
all these are peculiar species,
and Natica connect the assemblage with that of the Zech'
Pecten,

stein.

It is interesting to trace in this Bellerophon Limestone
an indication of the distribution of the more open sea of Per
While the Zechstein was
mian time in the European area.
in course of deposition in isolated Caspian-like basins across
the centre of the Continent, calcareous sediments were ac
floor of a wider sea which, lying to the
cumulated on th
south, stretched over the site of the present Mediterranean,
A portion of
eastward across Russia and the heart of Asia.
this sea-floor has been detected in Sicily, where near Palermo
M. Gemmellaro has described the abundant fauna found in
Foraminifera (Fusulina) abound in these
its limestones.
rocks, but their most remarkable feature is the number and

which, besides Paleozoic types
variety of their cephalopods,
Orthoceratites), comprise many new forms (17
(Goniatites
akin to the tribe of Mesozoic Am
54
genera and
species)
monites (Adrianites, Agathiceras, Oyclolobus, Daraehtes,
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Gastrioceras, Medlicottia, Parapronorites, Popanoceras, Sta.
cheoceras, Waagenoceras), also gasteropods (Beflerophon,
Pleurotomaria, etc.) and. brachiopods."'
Russia."'-The Permian system attains an enormous de
its nearly horizontal strata
velopment in Eastern Europe.
cover by far the largest part of European Russia.
They lie
conformably on the Carboniferous system, and consist of
sands tones, mans, shales, conglomerates, limestones (often
highly dolomitic, gypsum, rock-salt, and thin seams of coal.
In the lower and more sandy half of this series of strata re
mains of land-plants (Calarnites gias, Cyclopteris, Pecop
tens, etc.), fishes (Pahooniscus), an. labyrinthodonts occur,
but some interstratified bands yield Prod uctus Cancnini and
other marine shells.
The rocks are over wide regions im
The upper half of the series
pregnated with copper ores.
consists of clays marls, limestones gypsum and rock-salt
with numerous marine niollusca like those of the Zechstein
(Prod.uctns Cancrini, P. horniclus, Camarophoria Schlothei
mu), but with a rather more abundant fauna, and with inter
calated bands containing land-plants.
Much attention has been given in recent years to these
rocks, which have now been brought into closer comparison
with those of other regions.
As developed on the western
slope of the Ural Mountains, they have been found to con
sist of the following groups of strata:
Red clays and mans,
and limestones,
almost

with intercalated sandstones
wholly unfossiliferous, but
with a few lamellibranchs resemblincr Unio (Anthra
This thick group
cosia) castor and U. umbonatus.
may possibly be partly or wholly Triassic.
Copper-bearing sandstone, permeated with oxide
and sulphide of copper, and containing species of Cala
mites (gigas), Sphenoptenis (lobata, erosa), Callipteris
(obliqua,
etc.

conferta), Noggerathia, Dadoxy ion, Kn orria,

Marl, sandstones, and conglomerates with ill-pre.
served plants (which seem to be on the whole like those
of the Artinsk group below), Unio castor, U. umbona
tus, U. Goldiussiana, Archegosaurus, Acrolepis, while
10 Prof. Gemmellaro, "La Fauna del Oalcari con Fusulina,"
etc., Palermo,
1881-89.
See for the earliest descriptions "Russia and tiral Mountains," Murchi
son, De Verneuil and Keyser]ing, 4to, 2 vols. 1845.
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of the

sandy mans contain a characteristically
marine fauna, Productus Cancrini, P. koninckianus,
Athyris pectinifera and Spirifer lineatus.

Gypseous limestones and dolomites.
Artiusk group of sandstones, conglomerates, shales,
mans, lirnestones, and dolomites,
from the
stretching
Arctic Ocean to the Kirgiz Steppes, and lying confor
This
mably on the Carboniferous Fusulina Limestone.
group contains a remarkably abundant and varied as
The plants include species of
semblage of fossils.
Calamites, N oggerathia,
Sphenopteris, Odontopteris,
etc.
The fauna comprises a number of common Car
boniferous shells such as Productus semireticulatus, P.
cora, P. longispirius, P. scabriculus,
Streptorhynchus
crenistria, but with these are found many new types of

like the ammonoid forms above alluded
cephalopods.
to as occurrng in the Bellerophon Limestone of the
Tyrol (Agathiceras, Gastrioceras, Mecilicottia, Popano
ceras, Pronorites).
About 300 species of fossils have
been found in the group, of which a half also occur in
the Carboniferous system,
the Permian above."'

and only about a sixth in

Asia.-The type of sedimentation found in the east and
south of Europe extends into Asia.
In the valley of the
Araxes a limestone occurs containing Productus horridus,

Athyris subtilita, and a number of the aramonoid forms
above referred to; while in Bokhara other limestones occur
at Darwas which from their cephalopods (Pronorites, Popa
noceras, etc.) probably represent the Artinsk group of Rus
sia.

The same character of deposits and of paltontology is
still more extensively developed in the Salt Range of the
In this region the ancient Paleozoic sediments
Punjab.

with their saliferous deposits are overlain by a remarkable
limestone which has yielded a large assemb1ace of fossils.
At the base of this deposit comes a coarse congTomerate and
sandstones followed by the well-known Productus Lime
stone."'
The lower portions of the limestone abound in.

264 A.
Krasnopolsl4y, Morn. Corn. Geol. Russ. xi. 1889, No. 1; A. Karpin.
sky, Vorh'thd. k. Mm. GeseII. St. Petersbourg, x. 1874, p. 267; Mern. Acad.
St. Potersbourg, 1889; T. Teehernysehew, Morn. Corn. Geol. Russ. iii. 1889,
No. 4.
261 W.
Waagen, Mem. Geol. Surv. India, "Sail Range Fossils," vol. i. Pro
ductus Limestone, 1879-88.
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Fusulina with Carboniferous brachiopods (Productus cora,
P. semireticulatus, P. lineatus, Athyris Royssii, Spirifer
The cephalopods are numerous and. include the
striatus).
ammonoid. types (Cyololobus Arcestes, Medlicottia, Popano
ceras, Xenodiscus), as well as many Nautili, Orthoeeratites
The gasteropods include forms of Bel
and Gyroceratites.
Phasianella, and Pleuro
lerophon, Enomphalus, ilolopella,
Lamellibrauchs are abundantly represented by
tomaria.
such genera as Allorisrna, Schizodus, Avicula, Aviculopec
ten, and Pecten, but also with others of a distinctly Meso
zoic character, as Lima, Lucina, Loripes, Cardinia, Astarta,
Yet with these evidences of a newer facies
and Myophoria.
of molluscan life it is interesting to notice the extraordinary
ancient
variety and abundance of the brachiopods, including
Chonetes, Athyris,
genera such as Productus (20 species),
Orthis, Leptona, and Streptorhynchus mingled with a num
ber of new genera first met with here (Hemiptychina, Noto
Oldharnia, etc.).
Though the general
thyris, Lyttonia,
unlike that of the Permian
aspect of this fauna is so
rocks of central Europe, the appearance of a number of
Zeehstein species links the limestones of northern India
with the European tract.
Among these are Camarophoria
humbletoneusis, Strophalosia excavata, S. horrescens, Spi
riferina cristata.
This oceanic type of deposit, however, does not seem to
South of
extend southward across the Indian peninsula.
the line of the Narbada River a totally different series of
In that southern region the
sedimentary formations occurs.
lower and middle Mesozoic marine rocks of other countries,
and probably also the upper part of the Pa1aozoic series, are
sandstones
represented by a vast thickness of strata, chiefly
and shales, which are probably almost entirely of fluviatile
To this great fresh-water accumulation" the name of
origin.
Gondw,na system has been given by the Geological Survey
of India.
The lower parts of the system (Taichir and Da
muda series) may perhaps be paralleled with the Permian
rocks of Europe.
The exceedingly coarse Taichir conglom
erates contain blocks which sometimes show smoothed and
striated faces, and have been compared with those of the
action in India.
bowider-clay as evidences of ancient glacil
Among the overlying sandstones and carbonaceous layers
ferns CGangarnopteris, Glossopteris, N europteris) and Volt
zia are found.
The Darnuda series, estimated to be 10,000
feet thick, contains Glossopteris, G-angamopteris, Scbizo
neura, Vertebraria, and Archegosaurus.
The Pauchet series
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which succeeds is more
probably Triassic, while the upper
2918
subdivisions appear to be of Jurassic
age.
Australia.-The "Upper Coal-measures"
(Newcastle series)
of New South Wales have been classed as Permian.
They
consist of shales, sandstones, and
conglomerates, with abun
dant plant-remains (G
lossopteris, Gangamopteris, Vertebra
na, Phyllotheca,
Sphenopteris), but with. no marine shells.
This group of
coal-bearing strata comprses nearly all the
seams of coal in the Newcastle coal-field, the lowest of
which is from eight to fifteen feet thick.
Another seam,
near Jamberoo, is twenty-five feet thick. 207

In Victoria certain sandstones and
conglomerates (Bac.
chus Marsh, Grampian) have been
compared with those of
the Talchir series of India as
possibly indicating glacial
action.
They contain Gangamoptei'is and Glossopteris.288
In Queensland a much fuller
development of Upper Palae
ozoic rocks has been ascertained.
A great thickness of
stratified deposits comprising four or five distinct forma
tions has been named Permo-Carboniferous.
In its higher
portions (Bowen. series) it consists of an upper fresh-water
series with plants (Splienoptenis,
Glossopteris), and a lower
marine series containing a fauna which includes the
genera
.Fenestella,
Dielasma,
Spirifer
(striatus, trigonalis, etc.).
Derb yia,
Productus (cora, etc.),
Chonetes,
Strophalosia,
Mourlonia,
Aviculopecten, Platyschisma,
Bellerophon, Por.
cellia, Orthoceras, Goniatites.2
Africa.-In the south of this continent a group of rocks
occurs which presents some of the lithological and
palon
tological types of southern India and southeastern Aus
tralia.
At their base is a remarkable conglomerate (Dwyka)
which lies unconformably on the Carboniferous quartzite
and has been compared with the conglomerate of the Tal
chir series, but it presents many of the characters of a vol
canic conglomerate."'
It is surmounted by a series of clays
or mudstones and sandstones, at least 4000 feet thick, con-

266 Medlicott and Blanford,
"Geology of India."
211 C. S. Wilkinson, "Notes on
Geology of New South Wales," Sydney,
1882, p. 51.
0. Feistmantel, Mem. Geol. Surv. N.S. Wales, Palaontology,
No. 3, 1890, p. 38.
R. A. F. Murray, "Geology and Phys. Geog. of Victoria," 188'I, p. 84.
269 R. L. Jack and R.
Etheridge jun. "Geology and Palaeontology of Queens.
and
New
1892,
land
Guinea,"
chaps. vi.-xxii.
270 A. H. Green, Quart. Journ. Geol. soc. xliv. 1888,
p. 239.
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taming plant-remains, among which Glossopteris is said. to
This series is unconformably sur
have been recognized.
mounted by the "Kimberley shales," which pass up into
the "Karoo beds.'
The latter are generally regarded as
Triassic.

North America.-The Permian system is hardly represented
In Kansas certain red and
at all in this part of the globe.
green clays, sandstones, limestones, conglomerates, and beds
of
lie conformably on the Carboniferous system, and
gypsum
contain a few genera and species of mollusks (Bakeveiha,
Myalina, etc.) which occur in the European Permian rocks.
It has been urged, however, that the upper part of the
Appalachian coal-field should be regarded as belonging to

These strata, termed the "Upper
system.
At their
Barren Measures," are upward of 1000 feet thick.
base lies a massive conglomeratie sandstone, above which
come sandstones, shales, and limestones, with thin coals,
Professors
the whole becoming very red toward the top.
W. M. Fontaine and I. 0. White have shown that, out of
the

Permian

107 plants examined
by them from these strata, 22 are
common to the true Pennsylvanian Coal-measures and 28. to
the Permian rocks o Europe; that even where the speces
are distinct they are closely allied to known Permian forms;
that the ordinary Coal-measure flora is but poorly repre
sented in the "Barren Measures," while on the other hand
of
vegetable types appear of a distinctly later time, forms
and
Saportea foreshadowing
Pecopteris, Callipteridium,
These authors
of
the
Jurassic
characteristic plants
period.
furnished by the strata
likewise point to the
indications.
n the physical condition
themselves
of. important changes
of the Amercan area, and to the remarkable paucity of

in these beds, as in the red Permian rocks
The evidence at present before us seems cer
of Europe.
tainly in favor of regarding the upper part of the Appala

animal

life

chian coal-fields as representing the reptiliferous beds over
tying the Coal-measures at Autun and their equivalents."'
In Nova Scotia also a similar upward passage has been
observed from true Coal-measures into a group of reddish
strata containing Permian types of vegetation.
Passing to the western regions of the continent, we find
9111 "On the Permian or
Upper Carboniferous Flora of W. Virginia and S. W.
Second
Geol.
Surv. Penn. Report, P.P., 1880.
Pennsylvania,"
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that the vegetation which succeeded that of the Carbonifer
ous period spread far to the west, and that it has been en
tombed among marine sediments.
The Permian deposits
traced in that direction undergo a
change somewhat sim
ilar to that shown by the Carboniferous system,
though on
a much feebler scale.
In the so-called "Wichita beds" of
Texas, consisting of red and mottled clays, sandstones and.
concretionary lirnestones resting on Coal-measures, a series
of plant and animal remains Ttas been discovered, which
throws much light upon the extension of the Permian flora
and.

fauna

in

north America.

The plants are essentially
the same as those found above the Coal-measures of West
ern Virginia.
They include Sphenophyllum, Annularia,
Waichia, Od.o atopteris, Callipteris confera, Callipteridium
4 species), Pecopteris (8 species), and Goniopteris.272
The
animal-remains comprise some Carboniferous species, but

also distinctively Permian types
ammonoid cephalopods, which are

especially some of the
now known to have so
The cephalopods already

wide a range in the Old World.
obtained include species of Orthoceras, Nautilus, Waageno
ceras, Medlicottia, Popanoceras, the gasteropods are repre
sented by species of Euomphalu.s, Bellerophon, and. Mnrchi
272
There
sonia, and other organisms have been detected.
have also been obtained from those strata and the "Clepsy
drops shales" of Illinois a number of fish, stegocephalous
amphibia, and rhynchocephalons reptiles."'

Spitzbergen.-The Permian sea appears to have extended
far within the Arctic Circle, for above the Carboniferous
rocks of Spitzbergen there occurs a group of strata which
contains Permian forms (Productus, Streptorhynchus, Ret
zia, Pseudomonotis, Bakevelha, etc.).275
271*2 I. 0. White, Bull. Amer. Geol. Soc.
273 0. A. White, Amer. Nat. 1889, p.
1891.
274 FL P. Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.
'" B.
Lundgren, Bihang. Svensk. Vet.

iii. 1892, p. 211.
109, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No fl,
xvii. 1877-78, pp. 182, 505.
Akad. ilandi. xiii. 1887.
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